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Preface

In this book, we discuss stochastic processes on random graphs. The understanding of such processes is interesting from an applied perspective, since random graphs serve as models for real-world networks, while stochastic processes on them aim to model network functionality. The mathematics of stochastic processes on random graphs is also highly interesting, for one due to the double randomness that is present. Indeed, the stochastic process lives on a random structure, namely, the random graph itself. This gives rise to an intricate interplay between the random geometry of the graph and the behavior of the stochastic process on it.

This book is to a large extent based on joint work with others. Chapter 3 on first-passage percolation or routing on random graphs is based on joint work with Enrico Baroni, Shankar Bhamidi, Júlia Komjáthy and Gerard Hooghiemstra. Chapter 4 on percolation on random graphs is based on joint work with Shankar Bhamidi, Souvik Dhara, Johan van Leeuwaarden, Sanchayan Sen and Clara Stegehuis. Chapter 5 on Ising models on random graphs is based on joint work with Sander Dommers, Cristian Giardinà, Claudi Giberti and Maria-Luisa Prioriello. Section 6.1 in Chapter 6 on competition on random graphs is based on joint work with Enrico Baroni, Mia Deijfen and Júlia Komjáthy. Research is a team effort, and it has been a great pleasure to work with such an extended group of highly talented researchers, as well as wonderful people!

This work would not have been possible without the generous support of various institutions. The work of RvdH is supported by the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific Research (NWO) through VICI grant 639.033.806 and the Gravitation NETWORKS grant 024.002.003. This work has been written as lecture notes for the Saint Flour Summer School in Probability 2017, held at Saint Flour. RvdH warmly thanks the organisers Christophe Bahadoran, Arnaud Guillin and Laurent Serlet.

Finally, my family deserves an enormous thanks. I have often been physically, and sometimes also mentally, away while writing this text. Mad, Max, and Lars, you kept me grounded, and aware that there is something more that is worth spending time on. Mad, thanks for your support. I love you.

This is a preliminary version of this book, and I am grateful for any comments that we receive before finalizing it.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction and motivation

Abstract

In this chapter, we draw motivation from real-world networks, and formulate random graph models for them. We focus on some of the models that have received the most attention in the literature, namely, the Erdős-Rényi random graph, Inhomogeneous random graphs, the configuration model and preferential attachment models. We also discuss some of their extensions that have the potential to yield more realistic models for real-world networks. We follow [160], both for the motivation as well as for the introduction of the random graph models involved.

1.1. Motivation: Real-world networks

In the past two decades, an enormous research effort has been performed on modeling various real-world phenomena using networks.

Networks arise in various applications, from the connections between friends in friendship networks, the connectivity of neurons in the brain, to the relations between companies and countries in economics and the hyperlinks between webpages in the World-Wide web. The advent of the computer era has made many network data sets available, and around 1999-2000, various groups started to investigate network data from an empirical perspective. See Barabási [25] and Watts [249] for expository accounts of the discovery of network properties by Barabási, Watts and co-authors. In [223], you can find some of the original papers detailing the empirical findings of real-world networks and the network models invented for them. The introductory book by Newman [222] lists many of the empirical properties of, and scientific methods for, networks. See also [160, Chapter 1] for many examples of real-world networks and the empirical findings for them. Here we just give some basics.

Graphs. A graph $G = (V, E)$ consists of a collection $V$ of vertices, also called vertex set, and a collection of edges $E$, often called edge set. The vertices correspond to the objects that we model, the edges indicate some relation between pairs of these objects. In our settings, graphs are usually undirected. Thus, an edge is an unordered pair $\{u, v\} \in E$ indicating that $u$ and $v$ are directly connected. When $G$ is undirected, if $u$ is directly connected to $v$, then also $v$ is directly connected to $u$. Thus, an edge can be seen as a pair of vertices. When dealing with social networks, the vertices represent the individuals in the population, while the edges represent the friendships among them. We mainly deal with finite graphs, and then, for simplicity, we take $V = [n] := \{1, \ldots, n\}$. The degree $d_u$
of a vertex $u$ is equal to the number of edges containing $u$, i.e.,

$$d_u = \#\{v \in V : \{u, v\} \in E\}. \quad (1.1.1)$$

Often, we deal with the degree of a random vertex in $G$. Let $U \in [n]$ be a vertex chosen uniformly at random in $[n]$, then the typical degree is the random variable $D_n$ given by

$$D_n = d_U. \quad (1.1.2)$$

It is not hard to see that the probability mass function of $D_n$ is given by

$$P(D_n = k) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} 1\{d_i = k\}. \quad (1.1.3)$$

**Exercise 1.1 (Probability mass function typical degree). Prove (1.1.3).**

We next discuss some of the common features that many real-world networks turn out to have, starting with the high variability of the degree distribution:

**Scale-free phenomenon.** The first, maybe quite surprising, fundamental property of many real-world networks is that the number of vertices with degree at least $k$ decays slowly for large $k$. This implies that degrees are highly variable, and that, even though the average degree is not so large, there exist vertices with extremely high degree. Often, the tail of the empirical degree distribution seems to fall off as an inverse power of $k$. This is called a ‘power-law degree sequence’, and resulting graphs often go under the name ‘scale-free graphs’. It is visualized for the AS graph in Figure 1, where the degree distribution of the AS graph is plotted on a log-log scale. Thus, we see a plot of $\log k \mapsto \log n_k$, where $n_k$ is the number of vertices with degree $k$. When $N_k$ is proportional to an inverse power of $k$, i.e., when, for some normalizing constant $c_n$ and some exponent $\tau$,

$$n_k \approx c_n k^{-\tau}, \quad (1.1.4)$$

then

$$\log n_k \approx \log c_n - \tau \log k, \quad (1.1.5)$$

so that the plot of $\log k \mapsto \log n_k$ is close to a straight line. This is the reason why degree sequences in networks are often depicted in a log-log fashion, rather than in the more customary form of $k \mapsto n_k$. Here, and in the remainder of this section, we write $\approx$ to denote an uncontrolled approximation. The power-law exponent $\tau$ can be estimated by the slope of the line in the log-log plot. Naturally, we must have that

$$\sum_k n_k = n < \infty, \quad (1.1.6)$$

so that it is reasonable to assume that $\tau > 1$.

Vertices with extremely high degrees go under various names, indicating their importance in the field. They are often called hubs, as the hubs in airport networks. Another name for them is super-spreader, indicating the importance of the high-degree vertices in spreading information, or diseases. The hubs quantify the amount of inhomogeneity in the real-world networks, and a large part of these notes is centered around rigorously establishing the effect that the high-degree vertices have on various properties of the graphs involved, as well as on the behavior of stochastic processes on them.
1.1. MOTIVATION: REAL-WORLD NETWORKS

For Internet, log-log plots of degree sequences first appeared in a paper by the Faloutsos brothers [130] (see Figure 1 for the degree sequence in the Autonomous Systems graph). Here the power-law exponent is estimated as $\tau \approx 2.15 - 2.20$. Figure 2 displays the degree distribution in the Internet Movie Data base (IMDb), in which the vertices are actors and two actors are connected when they have played together in a movie. Figure 3 displays the degree-sequence for both the in- as well as the out-degrees in various World-Wide Web data bases.

![Figure 1](image.png)

**Figure 1.** (a) Log-log plot of the probability mass function of the degree sequence of Autonomous Systems (AS) on on April 2014 on a log-log scale from [202] (data courtesy of Dmitri Krioukov).

After the discussion of degrees in graphs, we continue with graph distances.

**Small-world phenomenon.** The first fundamental network property observed in many real-world networks is the fact that typical distances between vertices are small. This is called the ‘small-world’ phenomenon (see e.g. the book by Watts [248]). In particular, such networks are highly connected: their largest connected component contains a significant proportion of the vertices. Many networks, such as the Internet, even consist of one connected component, since otherwise e-mail messages could not be delivered. For example, in the Internet, IP-packets cannot use more than a threshold of physical links, and if distances in the Internet would be larger than this threshold, then e-mail service would simply break down. Thus, the graph of the Internet has evolved in such a way that typical distances are relatively small, even though the Internet itself is rather large. For example, as seen in Figure 4(a), the number of Autonomous Systems (AS) traversed by an e-mail data set, sometimes referred to as the AS-count, is typically at most 7. In Figure 4(b), the proportion of routers traversed by an e-mail message between two uniformly chosen routers, referred to as the *hopcount*, is shown. It shows that the number of routers traversed is at most 27, while the distribution resembles a Poisson probability mass function. Figure 5 shows typical distances in the IMDb, where distances are quite small despite the fact that the network contains more than one million vertices.

We can imagine that the small-world nature of real-world networks is significant. Indeed, in small-worlds, news can spread quickly as relatively few people are needed to
spread it between two typical individuals. This is quite helpful in Internet, where e-mail messages hop along the edges of the network. At the other side of the spectrum, it also implies that infectious diseases can spread quite fast, as few infections carry it to large parts of a population. This implies that diseases have a larger potential of becoming pandemic, and the fact that human society becomes a ‘smaller world’ due to the more extensive traveling of virtually everyone is a continuous threat to health care workers throughout the population.
Let us continue by introducing graph distances, as displayed in Figures 4–5, formally. For \( u, v \in [n] \) and a graph \( G = ([n], E) \), we let the graph distance \( \text{dist}_G(u, v) \) between \( u \) and \( v \) be equal to the minimal number of edges in a path linking \( u \) and \( v \). When \( u \) and \( v \) are not in the same connected component, we set \( \text{dist}_G(u, v) = \infty \). We are interested in settings where \( G \) has a high amount of connectivity, so that many pairs of vertices are connected to one another by short paths. In order to describe how large distances between vertices typically are, we draw \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \) uniformly at random from \([n]\), and we investigate the random variable

\[
(1.1.7) \quad \text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2).
\]

The quantity in (1.1.7) is a random variable even for deterministic graphs due to the occurrence of the two, uniformly at randomly, vertices \( U_1, U_2 \in [n] \). Figures 4–5 display the probability mass function of this random variable for some real-world networks. Often, we will consider \( \text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2) \) conditionally on \( \text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2) < \infty \). This means that we consider the typical number of edges between a uniformly chosen pair of connected vertices. As a result, \( \text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2) \) is sometimes referred to as the typical distance.
The nice property of $\text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2)$ is that its distribution tells us something about all possible distances in the graph. An alternative and frequently used measure of distances in a graph is the diameter $\text{diam}(G)$, defined as

$$\text{diam}(G) = \max_{u,v \in [n]} \text{dist}_G(u, v).$$

However, the diameter has several disadvantages. First, in many instances, the diameter is algorithmically more difficult to compute than the typical distances (since one has to measure the distances between all pairs of vertices and maximize over them). Second, it is a number instead of the distribution of a random variable, and therefore contains far less information that the distribution of $\text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2)$. Finally, the diameter is highly sensitive to small changes of the graph. For example, adding a string of connected vertices to a graph may change the diameter dramatically, while it hardly influences the typical distances.

### 1.2. Random graphs and real-world networks

In this section, we discuss how random graph sequences can be used to model real-world networks. We start by discussing graph sequences:

**Graph sequences.** Motivated by the previous section, in which empirical evidence was discussed that many real-world networks are scale free and small worlds, we set about the question of how to model them. Since many networks are quite large, mathematically, we model real-world networks by graph sequences $(G_n)_{n \geq 1}$, where $G_n$ has size $n$ and we take the limit $n \to \infty$. Since most real-world networks are such that the average degree remains bounded, we will focus on the sparse regime. In the sparse regime, it is assumed that

$$\limsup_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E}[D_n] = \limsup_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i < \infty.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2.1)

Furthermore, we aim to study graphs that are asymptotically well behaved. For example, we will often either assume, or prove, that the typical degree distribution converges, i.e., there exists a limiting degree random variable $D$ such that

$$D_n \xrightarrow{d} D,$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2.2)

where $\xrightarrow{d}$ denotes weak convergence of random variables. Also, we will assume that our graphs are small worlds, which is often translated in the asymptotic sense that there exists a constant $K$ such that

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(\text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2) \leq K \log n) = 1.$$  \hspace{1cm} (1.2.3)

In what follows, we will discuss random graph models that share these two features.

There are many more features that one could take into account when modeling real-world networks. See e.g., [160, Section 1.4] for a slightly expanded discussion of such features. Other features that many networks share, or rather form a way to distinguish them, are the following:

(a) their degree correlations, measuring the extent to which high-degree vertices tend to be connected to high-degree vertices, or rather to low-degree vertices (and vice versa);
(b) their *clustering*, measuring the extent to which pairs of neighbors of vertices are neighbors themselves as well;

(c) their *community structure*, measuring the extent to which the networks have more dense connected subparts;

See e.g., the book by Newman [222] for an extensive discussion of such features, as well as the algorithmic problems that arise from them.

**Random graphs as models for real-world networks.** Real-world networks tend to be quite complex and unpredictable. This is quite understandable, since connections often arise rather irregularly. We model such irregular behavior by letting connections arise through a *random process*, thus leading us to study random graphs. By the previous discussion, our graphs will be large and their size will tend to infinity. In such a setting, we can either model the graphs by fixing their size to be large, or rather by letting the graphs grow to infinite size in a consistent manner. We refer to these two settings as *static* and *dynamic* random graphs. Both are useful viewpoints. Indeed, a static graph is a model for a snapshot of a network at a fixed time, where we do not know how the connections arose in time. Many network data sets are of this form. A dynamic setting, however, may be more appropriate when we know how the network came to be as it is. In the static setting, we can make model assumptions on the degrees so that they are scale free. In the dynamic setting, we can let the evolution of the graph be such that they give rise to power-law degree sequences, so that these settings may provide explanations for the frequent occurrence of power-laws in real-world networks.

Most of the random graph models that have been investigated in the (extensive) literature are *caricatures of reality*, in the sense that one cannot with dry eyes argue that they describe any real-world network quantitatively correctly. However, these random graph models do provide insight into how any of the above features can influence the global behavior of networks, and thus provide for possible explanations of the empirical properties of real-world networks that are observed. Also, random graph models can be used as *null models*, where certain aspects of real-world networks are taken into account, while others are not. This gives a qualitative way of investigating the importance of such empirical features in the real world. Often, real-world networks are compared to uniform random graphs with certain specified properties, such as their number of edges or even their degree sequence. We will come back to how to generate random graphs uniformly at random from the collection of all graphs with these properties below.

In the next section, we describe four models of random graphs, three of which are static and one of which is dynamic.

**1.3. Random graph models**

We start with the most basic and simple random graph model, which has proved to be a source of tremendous inspiration, both for its mathematical beauty, as well as providing

**1.3.1. Erdős-Rényi random graph.** The Erdős-Rényi random graph is the simplest possible random graph. In it, we make every possible edge between a collection of \( n \) vertices open or closed with equal probability. Thus, Erdős-Rényi random graph has vertex set \([n] = \{1, \ldots, n\}\), and, denoting the edge between vertices \( s, t \in [n] \) by \( st \), \( st \) is occupied or present with probability \( p \), and vacant or absent otherwise, independently of
all the other edges. The parameter \( p \) is called the edge probability. The above random graph is denoted by \( \text{ER}_n(p) \).

The model is named after Erdős and Rényi, since they have made profound contributions in the study of this model. See, in particular, [122, 123, 124, 125], where Erdős and Rényi investigate a related model in which a collection of \( m \) edges is chosen uniformly at random from the collection of \( \binom{n}{2} \) possible edges. The model just defined was first introduced though by Gilbert [139], and was already investigated heuristically by Solomon and Rapoport in [242]. Informally, when \( m = p \binom{n}{2} \), the two models behave very similarly. We remark in more detail on the relation between these two models at the end of this section.

**Exercise 1.2 (Uniform random graph).** Consider \( \text{ER}_n(p) \) with \( p = 1/2 \). Show that the result is a uniform graph, i.e., it has the same distribution as a uniform choice from all the graphs on \( n \) vertices.

Alternatively speaking, the null model where we take no properties of the network into account is the \( \text{ER}_n(p) \) with \( p = 1/2 \). This model has expected degree \((n - 1)/2\), which is quite large. As a result, this model is not sparse at all. Thus, we next make this model sparser by making \( p \) smaller.

Since each edge is occupied with probability \( p \), we obtain that

\[
\mathbb{P}(D_n = k) = \binom{n - 1}{k} p^k (1 - p)^{k - 1} = \mathbb{P}(\text{Bin}(n - 1, p) = k),
\]

where \( \text{Bin}(m, p) \) is a binomial random variable with \( m \) trials and success probability \( p \). Since

\[
\mathbb{E}[D_n] = (n - 1)p,
\]

for this model to be sparse, we need that \( p \) becomes small with \( n \). Thus, we take

\[
(1.3.3) \quad p = \frac{\lambda}{n},
\]

and study the graph as \( \lambda \) is fixed while \( n \to \infty \). In this regime, we know that

\[
(1.3.4) \quad D_n \xrightarrow{d} D,
\]

where \( D \sim \text{Poi}(\lambda) \). It turns out that this result can be strengthened to the statement that the proportion of vertices with degree \( k \) also converges to the probability mass function of a Poisson random variable (see [160, Section 5.4]), i.e., for every \( k \geq 0 \),

\[
(1.3.5) \quad P_k^{(n)} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{d_i = k\}} \xrightarrow{p} p_k \equiv e^{-\lambda} \frac{\lambda^k}{k!}.
\]

It is well known that the Poisson distribution has very thin tails, even thinner than any exponential:

**Exercise 1.3 (Thin tails Poisson).** Show that, for every \( \alpha > 0 \), and with \( p_k = e^{-\lambda} \frac{\lambda^k}{k!} \), the Poisson probability mass function,

\[
(1.3.6) \quad \lim_{k \to \infty} e^{\alpha k} p_k = 0.
\]
We conclude that Erdős-Rényi random graph is not a good model for real-world networks with their highly variable degree distributions. In the next section, we discuss inhomogeneous extensions of Erdős-Rényi random graphs which can have highly-variable degrees.

Before doing so, let us make some useful final remarks about the Erdős-Rényi random graph. Firstly, we can also view it as percolation on the complete graph. This perspective will be convenient when studying percolation on random graphs in Chapter 4. Secondly, the model described here as the Erdős-Rényi random graph was actually not invented by Erdős and Rényi, but rather by Gilbert [139]. Erdős and Rényi [122, 123, 125], instead, considered the closely related combinatorial setting where a uniform sample of \( m \) edges is added to the empty graph. In the latter case, the proportion of edges is \( 2m/n(n-1) \approx 2m/n^2 \), so we should think of \( m \approx 2\lambda n \) for a fair comparison. Note that when we condition the total number of edges to be equal to \( m \), the law of the Erdős-Rényi random graph is equal to the model where a collection of \( m \) uniformly chosen edges is added, explaining the close relation between the two models. Due to the concentration of the total number of edges, we can indeed roughly exchange the binomial model with \( p = \lambda/m \) with the combinatorial model with \( m = 2\lambda n \). The combinatorial model has the nice feature that it produces a uniform graph from the collection of all graphs with \( m \) edges, and thus could serve as a null model for a real-world network in which only the number of edges is fixed.

1.3.2. Inhomogeneous random graphs. In inhomogeneous random graphs, we keep the independence of the edges, but make the edge probabilities different for different edges. A general format for such models is in the seminal work of Bollobás, Janson and Riordan [56]. We will discuss such general inhomogeneous random graphs in more detail below. We start with one key example, that has attracted the most attention in the literature so far.

Rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs. The simplest inhomogeneous random graph models are sometimes referred to as rank-1 models, since the edge probabilities are (close to) products of vertex weights. This means that the expected number of edges between vertices, when viewed as a matrix, is (close to) a rank-1 matrix. We start by discussing one of such models, which is the so-called generalized random graph and was first introduced by Britton, Deijfen and Martin-Löf [68].

In the generalized random graph model, the edge probability of the edge between vertices \( i \) and \( j \), for \( i \neq j \), is equal to

\[
P_{ij} = P_{ij}^{\text{GRG}} = \frac{w_i w_j}{\ell_n + w_i w_j},
\]

where \( w = (w_i)_{i \in [n]} \) are the vertex weights, and \( \ell_n \) is the total weight of all vertices given by

\[
\ell_n = \sum_{i \in [n]} w_i.
\]

We denote the resulting graph by \( \text{GRG}_n(w) \). In many cases, the vertex weights actually depend on \( n \), and it would be more appropriate, but also more cumbersome, to write the weights as \( w^{(n)} = (w_i^{(n)})_{i \in [n]} \). To keep notation simple, we refrain from making the dependence on \( n \) explicit. A special case of the generalized random graph is when we take
\[ w_i \equiv \frac{n\lambda}{n-\lambda}, \text{ in which case } p_{ij} = \frac{\lambda}{n} \text{ for all } i, j \in [n], \text{ so that we retrieve the Erdős-Rényi random graph } \text{ER}_n(\lambda/n). \]

The generalized random graph GRG_n(\mathbf{w}) is close to many other inhomogeneous random graph models, such as the random graph with given prescribed degrees or Chung-Lu model, where instead
\[
(1.3.9) \quad p_{ij} = p_{ij}^{(\text{CL})} = \min(w_i w_j/\ell_n, 1),
\]
and which has been studied intensively by Chung and Lu (see [79, 80, 81, 82, 83]). A further adaptation is the so-called Poissonian random graph or Norros-Reittu model [226], for which
\[
(1.3.10) \quad p_{ij} = p_{ij}^{(\text{NR})} = 1 - \exp \left(-\frac{w_i w_j}{\ell_n}\right).
\]

See Janson [182] or [160, Sections 6.7 and 6.8] for conditions under which these random graphs are asymptotically equivalent, meaning that all events have equal asymptotic probabilities.

Naturally, the topology of the generalized random graph depends sensitively upon the choice of the vertex weights \[ w = (w_i)_{i \in [n]} \]. These vertex weights can be rather general, and we both investigate settings where the weights are deterministic, as well as where they are random. In order to describe the empirical proportions of the weights, we define their empirical distribution function to be
\[
(1.3.11) \quad F_n(x) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{w_i \leq x\}}, \quad x \geq 0.
\]

We can interpret \( F_n \) as the distribution of the weight of a uniformly chosen vertex in \([n]\) (see Exercise 1.4). We denote the weight of a uniformly chosen vertex \( U \) in \([n]\) by \( W_n = w_U \), so that, by Exercise 1.4, \( W_n \) has distribution function \( F_n \).

**Exercise 1.4 (Weight of uniformly chosen vertex).** Let \( U \) be a vertex chosen uniformly at random from \([n]\). Show that the weight \( w_U \) of \( U \) has distribution function \( F_n \).

The degree distribution can only converge when the vertex weights are sufficiently regular. We often assume that the vertex weights satisfy the following regularity conditions, which turn out to imply convergence of the degree distribution in the generalized random graph:

**CONDITION 1.1 (Regularity conditions for vertex weights).** There exists a distribution function \( F \) such that, as \( n \to \infty \) the following conditions hold:

(a) Weak convergence of vertex weight. As \( n \to \infty \),
\[
(1.3.12) \quad W_n \xrightarrow{d} W,
\]
where \( W_n \) and \( W \) have distribution functions \( F_n \) and \( F \), respectively. Equivalently, for any \( x \) for which \( x \mapsto F(x) \) is continuous,
\[
(1.3.13) \quad \lim_{n \to \infty} F_n(x) = F(x).
\]

(b) Convergence of average vertex weight. As \( n \to \infty \),
\[
(1.3.14) \quad \mathbb{E}[W_n] \to \mathbb{E}[W],
\]
where \( W_n \) and \( W \) have distribution functions \( F_n \) and \( F \), respectively. Further, we assume that \( \mathbb{E}[W] > 0 \).

(c) **Convergence of second moment vertex weight.** As \( n \to \infty \),

\[
\mathbb{E}[W_n^2] \to \mathbb{E}[W^2].
\]

Condition 1.1(a) guarantees that the weight of a ‘typical’ vertex is close to a random variable \( W \) that is independent of \( n \). Condition 1.1(b) implies that the average weight of the vertices in \( \text{GRG}_n(w) \) converges to the expectation of the limiting weight variable. In turn, this implies that the average degree in \( \text{GRG}_n(w) \) converges to the expectation of the limit random variable of the vertex weights. Condition 1.1(c) ensures the convergence of the second moment of the weights to the second moment of the limiting weight variable.

**Remark 1.2 (Regularity for random weights).** Sometimes we will be interested in cases where the weights of the vertices are random themselves. For example, this arises when the weights \( w = (w_i)_{i \in [n]} \) are realizations of i.i.d. random variables. When the weights are random variables themselves, also the function \( F_n \) is a random distribution function. Indeed, in this case \( F_n \) is the empirical distribution function of the random weights \( (w_i)_{i \in [n]} \). We stress that \( \mathbb{E}[W_n] \) is then to be interpreted as \( \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} w_i \), which is itself random. Therefore, in Condition 1.1, we require random variables to converge, and there are several notions of convergence that may be used. As it turns out, the most convenient notion of convergence is convergence in probability.

Let us now discuss some canonical examples of weight distributions that satisfy the Regularity Condition 1.1.

**Weights moderated by a distribution function.** Let \( F \) be a distribution function for which \( F(0) = 0 \) and fix

\[
(1.3.16) \quad w_i = [1 - F]^{-1}(i/n),
\]

where \([1 - F]^{-1}\) is the generalized inverse function of \( 1 - F \) defined, for \( u \in (0, 1) \), by

\[
(1.3.17) \quad [1 - F]^{-1}(u) = \inf\{x: [1 - F](x) \leq u\}.
\]

For the choice in (1.3.16), we can explicitly compute \( F_n \) as

\[
(1.3.18) \quad F_n(x) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \mathbb{1}\{w_i \leq x\} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \mathbb{1}\{[1-F]^{-1}(i/n) \leq x\} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \mathbb{1}\{[1-F]^{-1}(1-j/n) \leq x\} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \mathbb{1}\{F^{-1}(\frac{j}{n}) \leq x\} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} \mathbb{1}\{\frac{j}{n} \leq F(x)\} = \frac{1}{n} \left( \left\lfloor nF(x) \right\rfloor + 1 \right) \wedge 1,
\]

where we write \( j = n - i \) in the third equality. It is not hard to see that Condition 1.1(a) holds for \((w_i)_{i \in [n]}\) as in (1.3.16), while Condition 1.1(b) holds when \( \mathbb{E}[W] < \infty \) and Condition 1.1(c) when \( \mathbb{E}[W^2] < \infty \), as can be concluded from the following exercise:

**Exercise 1.5 (Domination weights).** Let \( W_n \) have distribution function \( F_n \) from (1.3.18). Show that \( W_n \) is stochastically dominated by the random variable \( W \) having distribution function \( F \).
Independent and identically distributed weights. The generalized random graph can be studied both with deterministic weights as well as with independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) weights. Since we often deal with ratios of the form $w_i w_j / \left( \sum_{k \in [n]} w_k \right)$, we assume that $\mathbb{P}(w = 0) = 0$ to avoid situations where all weights are zero.

Both models, i.e., with weights $(w_i)_{i \in [n]}$ as in (1.3.16), and with i.i.d. weights $(w_i)_{i \in [n]}$, have their own merits. The great advantage of i.i.d. weights is that the vertices in the resulting graph are, in distribution, the same. More precisely, the vertices are completely exchangeable, like in the Erdős-Rényi random graph $\text{ER}_n(p)$. Unfortunately, when we take the weights to be i.i.d., then in the resulting graph the edges are no longer independent (despite the fact that they are conditionally independent given the weights). In the sequel, we focus on the setting where the weights are prescribed. When the weights are deterministic, this changes nothing, when the weights are i.i.d., this means that we work conditionally on the weights.

Degrees in generalized random graphs. We write $d_i$ for the degree of vertex $i$ in $\text{GRG}_n(w)$. Thus, $d_i$ is given by

\begin{equation}
(1.3.19) \quad d_i = \sum_{j \in [n]} X_{ij},
\end{equation}

where $X_{ij}$ is the indicator that the edge $ij$ is occupied. By convention, we set $X_{ij} = X_{ji}$. The random variables $(X_{ij})_{1 \leq i < j \leq n}$ are independent Bernoulli variables with $\mathbb{P}(X_{ij} = 1) = p_{ij}$ as defined in (1.3.7).

For $k \geq 0$, we let

\begin{equation}
(1.3.20) \quad P_k^{(\alpha)} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{D_i = k\}}
\end{equation}

denote the degree sequence of $\text{GRG}_n(w)$. We denote the probability mass function of a mixed Poisson distribution by $p_k$, i.e., for $k \geq 0$,

\begin{equation}
(1.3.21) \quad p_k = \mathbb{E}\left[e^{-W} \frac{W^k}{k!}\right],
\end{equation}

where $W$ is a random variable having distribution function $F$ from Condition 1.1. The main result concerning the vertex degrees, which is [160, Theorem 6.10] is as follows:

**Theorem 1.3 (Degree sequence of $\text{GRG}_n(w)$).** Assume that Conditions 1.1(a)-(b) hold. Then, for every $\varepsilon > 0$,

\begin{equation}
(1.3.22) \quad \mathbb{P}\left(\sum_{k=0}^{\infty} |P_k^{(\alpha)} - p_k| \geq \varepsilon\right) \rightarrow 0,
\end{equation}

where $(p_k)_{k \geq 0}$ is given by (1.3.21).

Consequently, with $D_n = d_U$ denoting the degree of a random vertex, we obtain

\begin{equation}
(1.3.23) \quad D_n \xrightarrow{d} D,
\end{equation}

where $\mathbb{P}(D = k) = p_k = \mathbb{E}\left[e^{-W} \frac{W^k}{k!}\right]$.
Exercise 1.6 (Degree of uniformly chosen vertex in GRG\(_n(w)\)). Prove that, under the conditions of Theorem 1.3, (1.3.23) holds.

Recall from Section 1.1 that we are interested in scale-free random graphs, i.e., random graphs for which the degree distribution obeys a power law. We see from Theorem 1.3 that this is true precisely when \(D\) obeys a power law. This, in turn, occurs precisely when \(W\) obeys a power law, i.e., when, for \(w\) large,

\[
\Pr(W > w) = \frac{c}{w^{\tau-1}}(1 + o(1)),
\]

and then also, for \(w\) large,

\[
\Pr(D > w) = \frac{c}{w^{\tau-1}}(1 + o(1)).
\]

Exercise 1.7 (Power-law degrees in generalized random graphs). Prove that, under the conditions of Theorem 1.3, (1.3.25) follows from (1.3.24). Does the converse also hold?

Generalized random graph conditioned on its degrees. The generalized random graph with its edge probabilities as in (1.3.7) is rather special. Indeed, when we condition on its degree sequence, then the graph has a uniform distribution over the set of all graphs with the same degree sequence. For this, note that GRG\(_n(w)\) can be equivalently encoded by \((X_{ij})_{1 \leq i < j \leq n}\), where \(X_{ij}\) is the indicator that the edge \(ij\) is occupied. Then, \((X_{ij})_{1 \leq i < j \leq n}\) are independent Bernoulli random variables with edge probabilities as in (1.3.7). By convention, let \(X_{ii} = 0\) for every \(i \in [n]\), and \(X_{ji} = X_{ij}\) for \(1 \leq i < j \leq n\). In terms of the variables \(X = (X_{ij})_{1 \leq i < j \leq n}\), let \(d_i(X) = \sum_{j \in [n]} X_{ij}\) be the degree of vertex \(i\). Then, the uniformity is equivalent to the statement that, for each \(x = (x_{ij})_{1 \leq i < j \leq n}\) such that \(d_i(x) = d_i\) for every \(i \in [n]\),

\[
\Pr(X = x \mid d_i(X) = d_i \ \forall i \in [n]) = \frac{1}{\# \{y : d_i(y) = d_i \ \forall i \in [n]\}},
\]

that is, the distribution is uniform over all graphs with the prescribed degree sequence. This will turn out to be rather convenient, and thus we state it formally here:

Theorem 1.4 (GRG conditioned on degrees has uniform law). The GRG with edge probabilities \((p_{ij})_{1 \leq i < j \leq n}\) given by

\[
p_{ij} = \frac{w_i w_j}{\ell_n + w_i w_j},
\]

conditioned on \(\{d_i(X) = d_i \ \forall i \in [n]\}\), is uniform over all graphs with degree sequence \((d_i)_{i \in [n]}\).

Proof. This is [160, Theorem 6.15].

A further useful result in this direction is that the weight regularity conditions in Conditions 1.1(a)-(c) imply the degree regularity conditions in Conditions 1.6(a)-(c):

\[
\]
THEOREM 1.5 (Regularity conditions weights and degrees). Let $d_i$ be the degree of vertex $i$ in $\text{GRG}_n(w)$, and let $d = (d_i)_{i \in [n]}$. Then, $d$ satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) in probability when $w$ satisfies Conditions 1.1(a)-(b), where

$$P(D = k) = \mathbb{E}\left[\frac{W^k}{k!}e^{-W}\right]$$

denotes the mixed-Poisson distribution with mixing distribution $W$ having distribution function $F$ in Condition 1.1(a). Further, $d$ satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) in probability when $w$ satisfies Conditions 1.1(a)-(c).

PROOF. This is [160, Theorem 7.19]. The weak convergence in Condition 1.6(a) is Theorem 1.3.

Theorem 1.5 allows us to prove many results for the generalized random graph by first proving them for the configuration model, as discussed in more detail in Section 1.3.3, and then extending them to the generalized random graph. See [160, Sections 6.6 and 7.5] for more details. This will prove to be a convenient proof strategy to deduce results for the GRG from those for the configuration model.

Related inhomogeneous random graph models. Bollobás, Janson and Riordan [56] study inhomogeneous random graphs in great detail, focussing on their degree structure, small-world nature, the existence of a giant component and various other graph properties. See also [161, Chapters 2 and 3]. The general set-up is as follows. The edge probabilities are replaced by

$$p_{ij} = \frac{\kappa_{i,j}}{n},$$

the factor $1/n$ making sure that the model is sparse. Often $\kappa_{i,j}$ is chosen as $\kappa_{i,j} = \kappa(x_i, x_j)$, where $(x_i)_{i \in [n]}$ are i.i.d. uniform random variables and $(x, y) \mapsto \kappa(x, y)$ is a sufficiently nice function mapping $[0, 1]^2$ to $[0, \infty)$. Of course, when the kernel $(\kappa_{i,j})_{1 \leq i < j \leq n}$ is highly variable, $\kappa_{i,j}/n$ might be larger than 1. In this case, again there are several ways to resolve this issue, for example by taking instead $p_{ij} = \min(\kappa_{i,j}/n, 1)$, or rather $p_{ij} = 1 - e^{-\kappa_{i,j}/n}$, etc. Often, this makes little difference.

The analysis of general inhomogeneous random graphs is substantially more challenging than the rank-1 case. As explained in more detail in the next chapter, this is due to the fact that they are no longer locally described by single-type branching processes, but rather by multitype branching processes.

1.3.3. Configuration model. The configuration model is a model in which the degrees of vertices are fixed beforehand. Such a model is more flexible than the generalized random graph. For example, the generalized random graph always has a positive proportion of vertices of degree 0, 1, 2, etc, as easily follows from Theorem 1.3.

Fix an integer $n$ that will denote the number of vertices in the random graph. Consider a sequence of degrees $d = (d_i)_{i \in [n]}$. The aim is to construct an undirected (multi)graph with $n$ vertices, where vertex $j$ has degree $d_j$. Without loss of generality, we assume throughout this chapter that $d_j \geq 1$ for all $j \in [n]$, since when $d_j = 0$, vertex $j$ is isolated and can be removed from the graph. One possible random graph model is then to take the uniform measure over such undirected and simple graphs. Here, we call a multigraph simple when it has no self-loops, and no multiple edges between any pair of vertices. However, the set of undirected simple graphs with $n$ vertices where vertex $j$ has degree
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$d_j$ may be empty. For example, in order for such a graph to exist, we must assume that the total degree

\begin{equation}
\ell_n = \sum_{j \in [n]} d_j
\end{equation}

is even. We wish to construct a simple graph such that $d = (d_i)_{i \in [n]}$ are the degrees of the $n$ vertices. However, even when $\ell_n = \sum_{j \in [n]} d_j$ is even, this is not always possible:

**Exercise 1.8 (Simple graphs).** Find a simple example of a sequence $(d_i)_{i \in [n]}$ for which $\ell_n = \sum_{j \in [n]} d_j$ is even, but there is no simple graph having $(d_i)_{i \in [n]}$ as a degree sequence.

Since it is not always possible to construct a simple graph with a given degree sequence, instead, we construct a *multigraph*, that is, a graph possibly having self-loops and multiple edges between pairs of vertices. One way of obtaining such a multigraph with the given degree sequence is to pair the half-edges attached to the different vertices in a uniform way. Two half-edges together form an edge, thus creating the edges in the graph. Let us explain this in more detail.

To construct the multigraph where vertex $j$ has degree $d_j$ for all $j \in [n]$, we have $n$ separate vertices and incident to vertex $j$, we have $d_j$ half-edges. Every half-edge needs to be connected to another half-edge to form an edge, and by forming all edges we build the graph. For this, the half-edges are numbered in an arbitrary order from 1 to $\ell_n$. We start by randomly connecting the first half-edge with one of the $\ell_n - 1$ remaining half-edges. Once paired, two half-edges form a single edge of the multigraph, and the half-edges are removed from the list of half-edges that need to be paired. Hence, a half-edge can be seen as the left or the right half of an edge. We continue the procedure of randomly choosing and pairing the half-edges until all half-edges are connected, and call the resulting graph the *configuration model with degree sequence* $d$, abbreviated as $\text{CM}_n(d)$.

A careful reader may worry about the order in which the half-edges are being paired. In fact, this ordering turns out to be completely irrelevant since the random pairing of half-edges is completely *exchangeable*. It can even be done in a *random* fashion, which will be useful when investigating neighborhoods in the configuration model. See e.g., [160, Definition 7.5 and Lemma 7.6] for more details on this exchangeability. Interestingly, one can compute explicitly what the distribution of $\text{CM}_n(d)$ is. To do so, note that $\text{CM}_n(d)$ is characterized by the random vector $(X_{ij})_{1 \leq i \leq j \leq n}$, where $X_{ij}$ is the number of edges between vertex $i$ and $j$. Here $X_{ii}$ is the number of self-loops incident to vertex $i$, and

\begin{equation}
d_i = X_{ii} + \sum_{j \in [n]} X_{ij}
\end{equation}

In terms of this notation, and writing $G = (x_{ij})_{i,j \in [n]}$ to denote a multigraph on the vertices $[n]$,

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{P}(\text{CM}_n(d) = G) = \frac{1}{(\ell_n - 1)!!} \frac{\prod_{i \in [n]} d_i!}{\prod_{i \in [n]} 2^{x_{ii}} \prod_{1 \leq i < j \leq n} x_{ij}!}
\end{equation}

See e.g., [160, Proposition 7.7] for this result. In particular, $\mathbb{P}(\text{CM}_n(d) = G)$ is the *same* for each *simple* $G$, where $G$ is simple when $x_{ii} = 0$ for every $i \in [n]$ and $x_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}$ for every $1 \leq i < j \leq n$. Thus, the CM conditioned on simplicity is a *uniform* random graph.
with the prescribed degree distribution. This is quite relevant, as it gives a convenient way to obtain such a uniform graph, which is a highly non-trivial fact.

Interestingly, the configuration model was invented by Bollobás in [48] to study uniform random regular graphs (see also [52, Section 2.4]). The introduction was inspired by, and generalized the results in, the work of Bender and Canfield [31]. The original work allowed for a careful computation of the number of regular graphs, using a probabilistic argument. This is the probabilistic method at its best, and also explains the emphasis on the study of the probability for the graph to be simple as we will see below. The configuration model, as well as uniform random graphs with a prescribed degree sequence, were further studied in greater generality by Molloy and Reed in [215, 216]. This extension is quite relevant to us, as the scale-free nature of many real-world applications encourages us to investigate configuration models with power-law degree sequences.

The uniform nature of the configuration model partly explains its popularity, and it has become one of the most highly studied random graph models. It also implies that, conditioned on simplicity, the configuration model is the null model for a real-world network where all the degrees are fixed. It thus allows one to distinguish the relevance of the degree inhomogeneity and other features of the network, such as its community structure, clustering, etc.

As for the \( GRG_n(w) \), we again impose regularity conditions on the degree sequence \( d \). In order to state these assumptions, we introduce some notation. We denote the degree of a uniformly chosen vertex \( U \) in \([n]\) by \( D_n = d_U \). The random variable \( D_n \) has distribution function \( F_n \) given by

\[
F_n(x) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j \in [n]} 1\{d_j \leq x\},
\]

which is the empirical distribution of the degrees. We assume that the vertex degrees satisfy the following regularity conditions:

**Condition 1.6** (Regularity conditions for vertex degrees).

(a) **Weak convergence of vertex weight.** There exists a distribution function \( F \) such that, as \( n \to \infty \),

\[
D_n \xrightarrow{d} D,
\]

where \( D_n \) and \( D \) have distribution functions \( F_n \) and \( F \), respectively. Equivalently, for any \( x \),

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} F_n(x) = F(x).
\]

Further, we assume that \( F(0) = 0 \), i.e., \( P(D \geq 1) = 1 \).

(b) **Convergence of average vertex degrees.** As \( n \to \infty \),

\[
\mathbb{E}[D_n] \to \mathbb{E}[D],
\]

where \( D_n \) and \( D \) have distribution functions \( F_n \) and \( F \) from part (a), respectively.

(c) **Convergence of second moment vertex degrees.** As \( n \to \infty \),

\[
\mathbb{E}[D_n^2] \to \mathbb{E}[D^2],
\]

where again \( D_n \) and \( D \) have distribution functions \( F_n \) and \( F \) from part (a), respectively.
The possibility to obtain a non-simple graph is a major disadvantage of the CM. There are two ways of dealing with this complication:

(a) Erased configuration model. The first way of dealing with multiple edges is to erase the problems. This means that we replace $\text{CM}_n(d) = (X_{ij})_{1 \leq i \leq j \leq n}$ by its erased version $\text{ECM}_n(d) = (X_{ij}^{(\text{er}))}_{1 \leq i \leq j \leq n}$, where $X_{ii}^{(\text{er})} \equiv 0$, while $X_{ij}^{(\text{er})} = 1$ precisely when $X_{ij} \geq 1$. In words, we remove the self-loops and merge all multiple edges to a single edge. Of course, this changes the precise degree distribution. However, [160, Theorem 7.10] shows that only a small proportion of the edges is erased, so that the erasing does not change the degree distribution. See [160, Section 7.3] for more details. Of course, the downside of this approach is that the degrees are changed by the procedure, while we would like to keep the degrees precisely as specified.

Let us describe the degree distribution in the erased configuration model in more detail, to study the effect of the erasure of self-loops and multiple edges. We denote the degrees in the erased configuration model by $D^{(\text{er})} = (D^{(\text{er})}_i)_{i \in [n]}$, so that

\begin{equation}
D^{(\text{er})}_i = d_i - 2s_i - m_i,
\end{equation}

where $(d_i)_{i \in [n]}$ are the degrees in $\text{CM}_n(d)$, $s_i = x_{ii}$ is the number of self-loops of vertex $i$ in $\text{CM}_n(d)$, and

\begin{equation}
m_i = \sum_{j \neq i} (x_{ij} - 1)\mathbb{1}_{\{x_{ij} \geq 2\}}
\end{equation}

is the number of multiple edges removed from $i$.

Denote the empirical degree sequence $(p_k^{(n)})_{k \geq 1}$ in $\text{CM}_n(d)$ by

\begin{equation}
p_k^{(n)} = \mathbb{P}(D_n = k) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{d_i = k\}},
\end{equation}

and denote the related degree sequence in the erased configuration model $(P_k^{(\text{er})})_{k \geq 1}$ by

\begin{equation}
P_k^{(\text{er})} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{D_i^{(\text{er})} = k\}}.
\end{equation}

From the notation it is clear that $(p_k^{(n)})_{k \geq 1}$ is a deterministic sequence when $d = (d_i)_{i \in [n]}$ is deterministic, while $(P_k^{(\text{er})})_{k \geq 1}$ is a random sequence, since the erased degrees $(D_i^{(\text{er})})_{i \in [n]}$ form a random vector even when $d = (d_i)_{i \in [n]}$ is deterministic.

Now we are ready to state the main result concerning the degree sequence of the erased configuration model:

**Theorem 1.7 (Degree sequence of erased configuration model with fixed degrees).** For fixed degrees $d$ satisfying Conditions 1.6(a)-(b), the degree sequence of the erased configuration model $(P_k^{(\text{er})})_{k \geq 1}$ converges in probability to $(p_k)_{k \geq 1}$. More precisely, for every $\varepsilon > 0$,

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{P}\left(\sum_{k=1}^{\infty} |P_k^{(\text{er})} - p_k| \geq \varepsilon\right) \to 0,
\end{equation}

where $p_k = \mathbb{P}(D = k)$ as in Condition 1.6(a).
Theorem 1.7 indeed shows that most of the edges are kept in the erasure procedure:

**Exercise 1.9 (Number of erased edges).** Assume that Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold. Show that Theorem 1.7 implies that the number of erased edges is $o_P(n)$.

**(b) Configuration model conditioned on simplicity.** The second solution to the multigraph problem of the CM is to throw away the result when it is not simple, and to try again. Therefore, this construction is sometimes called the repeated configuration model (see [68]). It turns out that, when Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) hold, then (see [160, Theorem 7.12])

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} P(\text{CM}_n(d) \text{ is a simple graph}) = e^{-\nu/2 - \nu^2/4},$$

where

$$\nu = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D(D-1)]}{\mathbb{E}[D]}$$

is the expected forward degree. Thus, this is a realistic option when $\mathbb{E}[D^2] < \infty$. Unfortunately, this is not an option when the degrees obey an asymptotic power law with $\tau \in (2, 3)$, since then $\mathbb{E}[D^2] = \infty$. Note that, by (1.3.32), CM$_n(d)$ conditioned on simplicity is a uniform random graph with the prescribed degree sequence. We will return to the difficulty of generating simple graphs with infinite-variance degrees in the next chapter.

**Relation GRG and CM.** Since CM$_n(d)$ conditioned on simplicity yields a uniform (simple) random graph with these degrees, and by (1.3.26), also GRG$_n(w)$ conditioned on its degrees is a uniform (simple) random graph with the given degree distribution, the laws of these random graph models are the same. As a result, one can prove results for GRG$_n(w)$ by proving them for CM$_n(d)$ under the appropriate degree conditions, and then proving that GRG$_n(w)$ satisfies these conditions in probability. See [160, Section 7.5], where this is worked out in great detail. We summarize the results in Theorem 2.15 below, as it will be frequently convenient to derive results for GRG$_n(w)$ through those for appropriate CM$_n(d)$’s.

**1.3.4. Related configuration models.** In this section, we discuss some random graph models that are adaptations, and/or extensions, of the configuration so as to deal with directed graphs or graphs with community structure.

**The directed configuration model.** Many real-world networks are directed, in the sense that edges are oriented from their starting vertex to their end vertex. For example, in the World-Wide Web, the vertices are web pages, and the edges are the hyperlinks between them, which are clearly oriented. One could naturally forget about these directions, but that would discard a wealth of information. For example, in citation networks, it makes a substantial difference whether my paper cites your paper, or your paper cites mine.

One way to obtain a directed version of CM$_n(d)$ is to give each edge a direction, chosen with probability 1/2, independently of all other edges. In this model, however, the correlation coefficient between the in- and out-degree of vertices is close to one, particularly when the degrees are large. In real-world applications, correlations between in- and out-degrees can be positive or negative, depending on the precise application. Therefore, we formulate a general model of directed graphs, where we can prescribe both the in- and out-degrees of vertices.
Fix $d^{(in)} = (d^{(in)}_i)_{i \in [n]}$ to be a sequence of in-degrees, where $d^{(in)}_i$ denotes the in-degree of vertex $i$. Similarly, we let $d^{(out)} = (d^{(out)}_i)_{i \in [n]}$ be a sequence of out-degrees. Naturally, we need that

$$\sum_{i \in [n]} d^{(in)}_i = \sum_{i \in [n]} d^{(out)}_i$$

in order for a graph with in- and out-degree sequence $d = (d^{(in)}, d^{(out)})$ to exist. We think of $d^{(in)}_i$ as the number of in-half-edges incident to vertex $i$ and $d^{(out)}_i$ as the number of out-half-edges incident to vertex $i$. The directed configuration model $DCM_n(d)$ is obtained by pairing each in-half-edge to a uniformly chosen out-half-edge. The resulting graph is a random multigraph, where each vertex $i$ has in-degree $d^{(in)}_i$ and out-degree $d^{(out)}_i$. Similarly to $CM_n(d)$, $DCM_n(d)$ can have self-loops as well as multiple edges. A self-loop arises at vertex $i$ when one of its in-half-edges pairs to one of its out-half-edges. Let $(D_n^{(in)}, D_n^{(out)})$ denote the in- and out-degree of a vertex chosen uniformly at random from $[n]$.

Assume, similarly to Conditions 1.6(a)-(b), that $(D_n^{(in)}, D_n^{(out)}) \to (D^{(in)}, D^{(out)})$, and that $E[D_n^{(in)}] \to E[D^{(in)}]$ and $E[D_n^{(out)}] \to E[D^{(out)}]$. Naturally, by (1.3.45), this implies that $E[D^{(out)}] = E[D^{(in)}]$.

Let

$$p_{k,l} = \mathbb{P}(D^{(in)} = k, D^{(out)} = l)$$

(1.3.46)

denote the asymptotic joint in- and out-degree distribution. We refer to $(p_{k,l})_{k,l \geq 0}$ simply as the asymptotic degree distribution of $DCM_n(d)$. The distribution $(p_{k,l})_{k,l \geq 0}$ plays a similar role for $DCM_n(d)$ as $(p_{k})_{k \geq 0}$ does for $CM_n(d)$.

**The hierarchical configuration model.** The configuration model has low clustering, which often makes it inappropriate in applied contexts. Indeed, many real-world networks, in particular social networks, have a high amount of clustering instead. A possible solution to overcome this low clustering is by introducing a community or household structure. Consider the configuration model $CM_n(d)$ with a degree sequence $d = (d_i)_{i \in [n]}$ satisfying Condition 1.6(a)-(b). Now we replace each of the vertices by a small graph. Thus, vertex $i$ is replaced by a local graph $G_i$. We assign each of the $d_i$ half-edges incident to vertex $i$ to a vertex in $G_i$ in an arbitrary way. Thus, vertex $i$ is replaced by the pair of the community graph $G_i = (V_i, E_i)$ and the inter-community degrees $d^{(b)} = (d^{(b)}_u)_{u \in V_i}$ satisfying that $\sum_{u \in V_i} d^{(b)}_u = d_i$. Naturally, the size of the graph becomes $N = \sum_{i \in [n]} |V_i|$.

As a result, we obtain a graph with two levels of hierarchy, whose local structure is described by the local graphs $(G_i)_{i \in [n]}$, whereas its global structure is described by the configuration model $CM_n(d)$. This model is called the hierarchical configuration model. A natural assumption is that the degree sequence $d = (d_i)_{i \in [n]}$ satisfies Condition 1.6(a)-(b), while the empirical distribution of the graphs

$$\mu_n(H, \vec{d}) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{G_i = H, (d^{(b)}_u)_{u \in V_i} = \vec{d}\}}$$

(1.3.47)

cconverges as $n \to \infty$ to some probability distribution on graphs with integer marks associated to the vertices. See [246, 247] for power-law relations in hierarchical configuration models and epidemic spread in them, respectively, and [171] for its topological properties, such as its connectivity, its clustering, etc.
1.3.5. Preferential attachment models. Most networks grow in time. Preferential attachment models describe growing networks, where the numbers of edges and vertices grow linearly with time. Preferential attachment models were first introduced by Barabási and Albert [26], whose model we will generalize. Bollobás, Riordan, Spencer and Tusnády [59] studied the model by Barabási and Albert [26], and later many other papers followed on this, and related, models. See [160, Chapter 8] for details. Here we give a brief introduction.

The model that we investigate produces a graph sequence that we denote by \((PA_{t}^{(m,\delta)})_{t\geq 1}\) and which, for every time \(t\), yields a graph of \(t\) vertices and \(mt\) edges for some \(m = 1, 2, \ldots\). We start by defining the model for \(m = 1\) when the graph consists of a collection of trees. In this case, \(PA_{t}^{(1,\delta)}\) consists of a single vertex with a single self-loop. We denote the vertices of \(PA_{t}^{(1,\delta)}\) by \(v_{1}^{(1)}, \ldots, v_{t}^{(1)}\). We denote the degree of vertex \(v_{i}^{(1)}\) in \(PA_{t}^{(1,\delta)}\) by \(D_{i}(t)\), where, by convention, a self-loop increases the degree by 2.

We next describe the evolution of the graph. Conditionally on \(PA_{t}^{(1,\delta)}\), the growth rule to obtain \(PA_{t+1}^{(1,\delta)}\) is as follows. We add a single vertex \(v_{t+1}^{(1)}\) having a single edge. This edge is connected to a second end point, which is equal to \(v_{t+1}^{(1)}\) with probability \((1 + \delta)/(t(2 + \delta) + (1 + \delta))\), and to vertex \(v_{i}^{(1)}\) \(\in PA_{t}^{(1,\delta)}\) with probability \((D_{i}(t) + \delta)/(t(2 + \delta) + (1 + \delta))\) for each \(i \in [t]\), where \(\delta \geq -1\) is a parameter of the model. Thus,

\[
(1.3.48) \quad P(v_{t+1}^{(1)} \rightarrow v_{i}^{(1)} \mid PA_{t}^{(1,\delta)}) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1 + \delta}{t(2 + \delta) + (1 + \delta)} & \text{for } i = t + 1, \\
\frac{D_{i}(t) + \delta}{t(2 + \delta) + (1 + \delta)} & \text{for } i \in [t].
\end{cases}
\]

The above preferential attachment mechanism is called affine, since the attachment probabilities in (1.3.48) depend in an affine way on the degrees of the random graph \(PA_{t}^{(1,\delta)}\).

The model with \(m > 1\) is defined in terms of the model for \(m = 1\) as follows. Fix \(\delta \geq -m\). We start with \(PA_{mt}^{(1,\delta/m)}\), and denote the vertices in \(PA_{mt}^{(1,\delta/m)}\) by \(v_{1}^{(1)}, \ldots, v_{mt}^{(1)}\). Then we identify or collapse the \(m\) vertices \(v_{1}^{(1)}, \ldots, v_{mt}^{(1)}\) in \(PA_{mt}^{(1,\delta/m)}\) to become vertex \(v_{m}^{(1)}\) in \(PA_{t}^{(m,\delta)}\). In doing so, we let all the edges that are incident to any of the vertices in \(v_{1}^{(1)}, \ldots, v_{m}^{(1)}\) be incident to the new vertex \(v_{m}^{(1)}\) in \(PA_{t}^{(m,\delta)}\). Then, we collapse the \(m\) vertices \(v_{m+1}^{(1)}, \ldots, v_{2m}^{(1)}\) in \(PA_{mt}^{(1,\delta/m)}\) to become vertex \(v_{2}^{(1)}\) in \(PA_{t}^{(m,\delta)}\), etc. More generally, we collapse the \(m\) vertices \(v_{(j-1)m+1}^{(1)}, \ldots, v_{jm}^{(1)}\) in \(PA_{mt}^{(1,\delta/m)}\) to become vertex \(v_{j}^{(1)}\) in \(PA_{t}^{(m,\delta)}\). This defines the model for general \(m \geq 1\). The resulting graph \(PA_{t}^{(m,\delta)}\) is a multigraph with precisely \(t\) vertices and \(mt\) edges, so that the total degree is equal to \(2mt\). The original model by Barabási and Albert [26] focused on the case \(\delta = 0\) only, which is sometimes called the proportional model. The inclusion of the extra parameter \(\delta > -1\) is relevant though, as we will see later.

The preferential attachment model \((PA_{t}^{(m,\delta)})_{t\geq 1}\) is increasing in time, in the sense that vertices and edges, once they have appeared, remain there forever. Thus, the degrees are monotonically increasing in time. Moreover, vertices with a high degree have a higher chance of attracting further edges of later vertices. Therefore, the model is sometimes called the rich-get-richer model. It is not hard to see that \(D_{i}(t) \xrightarrow{\text{a.s.}} \infty\):
EXERCISE 1.10 (Degrees grow to infinity a.s.). Fix \( m = 1 \) and \( i \geq 1 \). Prove that \( D_i(t) \xrightarrow{a.s.} \infty \), by using that \( \sum_{s=i}^{t} I_s \leq D_i(t) \), where \((I_t)_{t \geq i}\) is a sequence of independent Bernoulli random variables with \( \mathbb{P}(I_t = 1) = (1 + \delta)/(t(2 + \delta) + 1 + \delta) \). What does this imply for \( m > 1 \)?

As a result, one could also call the PAM the old-get-richer model, which would be more appropriate, as we discuss in more detail now. Let us continue to discuss the degree structure in \( \text{PA}_t^{(m,\delta)} \).

**Degrees of fixed vertices.** We start by investigating the degrees of fixed vertices as \( t \to \infty \), i.e., we study \( D_i(t) \) for fixed \( i \) as \( t \to \infty \). To formulate our results, we define the Gamma-function \( t \mapsto \Gamma(t) \) for \( t > 0 \) by
\[
(1.3.49) \Gamma(t) = \int_0^{\infty} x^{t-1} e^{-x} dx.
\]
The following theorem describes the evolution of the degree of fixed vertices (see [160, Theorem 8.2 and (8.3.11)]):

**Theorem 1.8 (Degrees of fixed vertices).** Fix \( m \geq 1 \) and \( \delta > -m \). Then, \( D_i(t)/t^{1/(2+\delta/m)} \) converges almost surely to a random variable \( \xi_i \) as \( t \to \infty \).

**Exercise 1.11 (Degrees of fixed vertices).** Prove Theorem 1.8 for \( m = 1 \) and \( \delta > -1 \) using the martingale convergence theorem and the fact that
\[
(1.3.50) M_i(t) = \frac{D_i(t) + \delta}{1 + \delta} \prod_{s=i-1}^{t-1} \frac{(2 + \delta)s + 1 + \delta}{(2 + \delta)(s + 1)}
\]
is a martigale.

It turns out that also \( t^{-1/(2+\delta/m)} \max_{i \in [t]} D_i(t) \xrightarrow{a.s.} M \) for some limiting positive and finite random variable \( M \) (see [160, Section 8.7]). In analogy to i.i.d. random variables, the fact that \( t^{-1/(2+\delta/m)} \max_{i \in [t]} D_i(t) \xrightarrow{a.s.} M \) suggests that the degree of a random vertex satisfies a power law with power-law exponent \( \tau = 3 + \tau/m \), and that is our next item on the agenda.

**The degree sequence of the preferential attachment model.** The main result in this section establishes the scale-free nature of preferential attachment graphs. In order to state it, we need some notation. We write
\[
(1.3.51) P_k(t) = \frac{1}{t} \sum_{i=1}^{t} \mathbb{1}_{\{D_i(t) = k\}}
\]
for the (random) proportion of vertices with degree \( k \) at time \( t \). For \( m \geq 1 \) and \( \delta > -m \), we define \((p_k)_{k \geq 0}\) by \( p_k = 0 \) for \( k = 0, \ldots, m - 1 \) and, for \( k \geq m \),
\[
(1.3.52) p_k = (2 + \delta/m) \frac{\Gamma(k + \delta)\Gamma(m + 2 + \delta + \delta/m)}{\Gamma(m + \delta)\Gamma(k + 3 + \delta + \delta/m)}
\]
It turns out that \((p_k)_{k \geq 0}\) is a probability mass function (see [160, Section 8.3]). The probability mass function \((p_k)_{k \geq 0}\) arises as the limiting degree distribution for \( \text{PA}_t^{(m,\delta)} \), as shown in the following theorem:
THEOREM 1.9 (Degree sequence in preferential attachment model). Fix $m \geq 1$ and $\delta > -m$. There exists a constant $C = C(m, \delta) > 0$ such that, as $t \to \infty$,

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{P}\left( \max_k |P_k(t) - p_k| \geq C\sqrt{\frac{\log t}{t}} \right) = o(1).
\end{equation}

We next investigate the scale-free properties of $(p_k)_{k \geq 0}$ by investigating the asymptotics of $p_k$ for $k$ large. By (1.3.52) and Stirling’s formula, as $k \to \infty$,

\begin{equation}
p_k = c_{m,\delta} k^{-\tau}(1 + O(1/k)),
\end{equation}

where

\begin{equation}
\tau = 3 + \delta/m > 2, \quad \text{and} \quad c_{m,\delta} = (2 + \delta/m) \frac{\Gamma(m + 2 + \delta + \delta/m)}{\Gamma(m + \delta)}.
\end{equation}

Therefore, by Theorem 1.9 and (1.3.54), the asymptotic degree sequence of PA\(^{m,\delta}\) is close to a power law with exponent $\tau = 3 + \delta/m$. We note that any exponent $\tau > 2$ is possible by choosing $\delta > -m$ and $m \geq 1$ appropriately.

EXERCISE 1.12 (Power-law degree sequence). Prove (1.3.55) by using Stirling’s formula. is a martigale.

1.3.6. Related preferential attachment models. There are numerous adaptations of the simple preferential attachment model as defined here. See [160, Section 8.9] for more details. Here we discuss the directed preferential attachment model, as well as a preferential attachment model with conditionally independent edges.

A directed preferential attachment model. Bollobás, Borgs, Chayes and Riordan [53] investigate a directed preferential attachment model and prove that the degrees obey a power law similar to the one in Theorem 1.9. We first describe the model. Let $G_0$ be any fixed initial directed graph with $t_0$ edges, where $t_0$ is some arbitrary positive integer.

We next define $G(t)$. Fix some non-negative parameters $\alpha, \beta, \gamma, \delta_{\text{in}}$ and $\delta_{\text{out}}$, where $\alpha + \beta + \gamma = 1$. We say that we choose a vertex according to $f_i(t)$ when we choose vertex $i$ with probability

\begin{equation}
\frac{f_i(t)}{\sum_j f_j(t)}.
\end{equation}

Thus, the probability that we choose a vertex $i$ is proportional to the value of the function $f_i(t)$. Also, we denote the in-degree of vertex $i$ in $G(t)$ by $D_i^{(\text{in})}(t)$, and the out-degree of vertex $i$ in $G(t)$ by $D_i^{(\text{out})}(t)$.

We let $G(t_0) = G_0$, where $t_0$ is chosen appropriately, as we will indicate below. For $t \geq t_0$, we form $G(t+1)$ from $G(t)$ according to the following growth rules:

(A) With probability $\alpha$, we add a new vertex $v$ together with an edge from $v$ to an existing vertex which is chosen according to $D_i^{(\text{in})}(t) + \delta_{\text{in}}$.

(B) With probability $\beta$, we add an edge between the existing vertices $v$ and $w$, where $v$ and $w$ are chosen independently, $v$ according to $D_i^{(\text{in})}(t) + \delta_{\text{in}}$ and $w$ according to $D_i^{(\text{out})}(t) + \delta_{\text{out}}$.

(C) With probability $\gamma$, we add a vertex $w$ and an edge from an existing vertex $v$ to $w$ according to $D_i^{(\text{out})}(t) + \delta_{\text{out}}$. 
The above growth rule produces a graph process \( (G(t))_{t \geq t_0} \), where \( G(t) \) has precisely \( t \) edges. The number of vertices in \( G(t) \) is denoted by \( T(t) \), where \( T(t) \sim \text{Bin}(t, \alpha + \gamma) \).

It is not hard to see that if \( \alpha \delta_{\text{in}} + \gamma = 0 \), then all vertices outside of \( G_0 \) have in-degree zero, while if \( \gamma = 1 \) all vertices outside of \( G_0 \) have in-degree one. Similar trivial graph processes arise when \( \gamma \delta_{\text{out}} + \alpha = 0 \) or \( \alpha = 1 \).

We exclude the above cases. Then, Bollobás, Borgs, Chayes and Riordan [53] show that both the in-degree and the out-degree of the graph converge, in the sense that we will explain now. Denote by \( (X_k(t))_{k \geq 0} \) the in-degree sequence of \( G(t) \), so that

\[
(1.3.57) \quad X_k(t) = \sum_{v \in G(t)} 1_{\{D_{v}^{(\text{in})} = k\}},
\]

and, similarly, let \( (Y_k(t))_{k \geq 0} \) be the out-degree sequence of \( G(t) \), so that

\[
(1.3.58) \quad Y_k(t) = \sum_{v \in G(t)} 1_{\{D_{v}^{(\text{out})} = k\}}.
\]

Denote

\[
(1.3.59) \quad \tau_{\text{in}} = 1 + \frac{1 + \delta_{\text{in}}(\alpha + \beta)}{\alpha + \beta}, \quad \tau_{\text{out}} = 1 + \frac{1 + \delta_{\text{out}}(\gamma + \beta)}{\gamma + \beta}.
\]

Then [53, Theorem 3.1] shows that there exist probability distributions \( p = (p_k)_{k \geq 0} \) and \( q = (q_k)_{k \geq 0} \) such that

\[
(1.3.60) \quad X_k(t) - p_k t = O_\omega(t), \quad Y_k(t) - q_k t = O_\omega(t),
\]

where, for \( k \to \infty \),

\[
(1.3.61) \quad p_k = C_{\text{in}} k^{-\tau_{\text{in}}(1 + o(1))}, \quad q_k = C_{\text{out}} k^{-\tau_{\text{out}}(1 + o(1))}.
\]

In fact, the probability distributions \( p \) and \( q \) are determined explicitly, as in (1.3.52) above, and \( p \) and \( q \) have a similar shape as \( p \) in (1.3.52). Also, since \( \delta_{\text{in}}, \delta_{\text{out}} \geq 0 \), and \( \alpha + \beta, \gamma + \beta \leq 1 \), we again have that \( \tau_{\text{in}}, \tau_{\text{out}} \in (2, \infty) \).

**Preferential attachment models with conditionally independent edges.** A preferential attachment models with conditionally independent edges is investigated by Dereich and Mörters in a sequence of papers [98, 99, 100]. Fix a preferential attachment function \( f : \mathbb{N}_0 \mapsto (0, \infty) \). Then, the graph evolves as follows. Start with \( G(1) \) being a graph containing one vertex \( v_1 \) and no edges. At each time \( t \geq 2 \), we add a vertex \( v_t \). Conditionally on \( G(t-1) \), and independently for every \( i \in [t-1] \), we connect this vertex to \( i \) by a directed edge with probability

\[
(1.3.62) \quad \frac{f(D_i(t-1))}{t-1},
\]

where \( D_i(t-1) \) is the in-degree of vertex \( i \) at time \( t-1 \). This creates the random graph \( G(t) \). Note that the number of edges in the random graph process \( (G(t))_{t \geq 1} \) is not fixed, and equal a random variable. In particular, it makes a difference whether we use the in-degree in (1.3.62).

We consider functions \( f : \mathbb{N} \mapsto (0, \infty) \) that satisfy that \( f(k+1) - f(k) < 1 \) for every \( k \geq 0 \). Under this assumption and when \( f(0) \leq 1 \), Mörters and Dereich show that the
empirical degree sequence converges as $t \to \infty$, i.e.,

$$(1.3.63) \quad P_k(t) \equiv \frac{1}{t} \sum_{i \in [t]} 1_{\{D_i(t) = k\}} \xrightarrow{p} p_k,$$

where $p_k = \frac{1}{1 + f(k)} \prod_{l=0}^{k-1} \frac{f(l)}{1 + f(l)}$.

In particular, $\log(1/p_k)/\log(k) \to 1 + 1/\gamma$ when $f(k)/k \to \gamma \in (0, 1)$, while $\log(1/p_k) \sim k^{1-\alpha}/(\gamma (1 - \alpha))$ when $f(k) \sim \gamma^k$ for some $\alpha \in (0, 1)$. Interestingly, M"{o}rtsers and Dereich also show that when $\sum_{k \geq 1} 1/f(k)^2 < \infty$, then there exists a persistent hub, i.e., a vertex that has maximal degree for all but finitely many times. When $\sum_{k \geq 1} 1/f(k)^2 = \infty$, this does not happen.

### 1.4. Related geometries and universality

There are tons of other graph topologies where one can expect similar results as in the random graphs discussed above. In general, the random graphs that we investigate display mean-field behavior, since most pairs of vertices can interact with one another. This is quite different from geometric settings, such as arising from squares or tori. For such geometries, graph distances are typically substantial, which is different from real-world networks.

Further, the random graph models investigated here are also inhomogeneous, and one can expect that the results depend sensitively on the amount of inhomogeneity. This is reflected in the results that we will prove, where the precise asymptotics is different when the vertices have heavy-tailed degrees rather than light-tailed degrees. However, interestingly, what is ‘heavy tailed’ and what is ‘light tailed’ depends on the precise model at hand. Often, as we will see, the distinction depends on how many moments the degree distribution has.

We have proposed many random graph models for real-world networks. Since these models are aiming at describing similar real-world networks, one would hope that they also give similar answers. Indeed, for a real-world network with power-law degree sequences, we could model its static structure by the configuration model with the same degree sequence, and its dynamical properties by the preferential attachment model with similar scale-free degrees. How to interpret the modeling when these attempts give completely different predictions?

**Universality** is the phrase physicists use when different models display similar behavior. Models that show similar behavior are then in the same universality class. Enormous effort is going into decided whether various random graph models are in the same universality class, or rather in different ones, and why. We will see that for some features the degree distribution decides the universality class for a wide range of models, as one might possibly hope. This also explains why the degree distribution plays such a dominant role in the investigation of random graphs. Let us discuss some related graphs that have attracted substantial attention in the literature as models for networks.

**Random intersection graphs.** A model that has received some attention recently is obtained by giving a group structure to the graph. Indeed, fix a number $m$ of groups. Let each of the vertices in $[n]$ connect to a (possibly random) number of groups. This creates a bipartite graph of group memberships. Then we connect all the vertices that are members of the same group to one another. The resulting graph is called the random
intersection graph, and is quite flexible in terms of its degree distribution, clustering and connectivity structure.

The complete graph. Arguably the simplest graph model one can consider is the complete graph, often denoted by $K_n$. The vertex set of $K_n$ is $[n]$, while the edge set equals $E_n = \{ij : 1 \leq i < j \leq n\}$. The complete graph $K_n$ has no geometry, and is transitive in the sense that every vertex plays precisely the same role. We can see the Erdős-Rényi random graph as performing percolation on the complete graph. For processes on graphs, the complete graph is the ultimate mean-field model. As a result, we will start each chapter by studying the stochastic process in question on the complete graph, which is both enlightening as well as displays the important characteristics of the stochastic process at hand.

The hypercube. A graph that is transitive as well, but does have substantial geometry is the hypercube $Q_d$ of degree $d$. For $Q_d$, the vertex set is $\{0,1\}^d$, so that $n = 2^d$. Further, the edge set consists of $\{(x,y) : x,y \in \{0,1\}^d, x \sim y\}$, where $x \sim y$ when $x$ and $y$ differ in precisely one coordinate. The hypercube is a geometric graph for which the dimension tends to infinity, which possibly explains its popularity.

Universality continued. The complete graph and, to a lesser extent, the hypercube are geometric graphs that are high-dimensional, yet completely egalitarian. Thus, one universality class for random graphs could consist of those settings where the behavior on the random graph is similar to that on the complete graph or hypercube. We will see that this is often true when the inhomogeneity is not too pronounced, while if it is, the behavior of random graphs is quite different. This brings us to the main topic of this lecture notes, stochastic processes on random graphs, as discussed in the next section.

1.5. Stochastic processes on random graphs and network functionality

We are typically not only interested in networks, but also in their functionality. Indeed, we wish to know how quickly a disease or a rumor spreads, how products compete for the market in social networks, how damage restricts the network’s functionality, how people reach consensus when talking to one another, etc. Where we model networks using random graphs, we model their functionality by stochastic processes on them. In recent decades, a tremendous body of work was developed discussing stochastic processes on random graphs. In this text, we will focus on the following key aspects:

**Main aim text:**

Describe stochastic processes on random graphs, such as percolation, first-passage percolation, competition, Ising models and random walks. Highlight the relation between the behavior of stochastic processes on random graphs and the topology of the random graphs. Here topology refers to graph properties such as their degrees, their graph distances, their clustering and so on.
The random graph models that we shall focus mainly on are

- Inhomogeneous random graphs, in which edges are present \textit{independently}, possibly with inhomogeneous edge probabilities;
- The configuration model, or the random graph with \textit{prescribed degrees}, in which we can flexibly choose the degrees structure of the random graph;
- Preferential attachment models, which are \textit{dynamical models} for network evolution such that vertices with high degrees are more likely to attract edges of newly added vertices.

We further discuss extensions to various other random graph models that have attracted the attention in the literature.

The stochastic processes that we focus mainly on are the following:

- First passage percolation, which is a model for optimal routing or rumor spread in networks;
- Percolation, which is a model for random failure in networks;
- Ising models, which is a model for cooperative phenomena in networks;

Many more stochastic processes have been studied in the literature, and we also discuss several other examples.

The \textit{central question in this text} is how the behavior of such processes is related to the inherent \textit{inhomogeneity} present in the graphs, as represented in the highly variable degrees of their vertices.

In physics terms, stochastic processes on random graphs often display ‘mean-field behavior’, which means that they behave in a similar way as their counterparts on the complete graph, possibly apart from some trivial rescaling. Therefore, we start each chapter by fixing the ideas and discussing the behavior of the process on the complete graph first. We also highlight one ‘trick of the trade’, a central piece of methodology that plays a crucial role in that chapter.

While describing the results and proofs, we state many open problems, as well as exercises, along the way.

1.6. Organization and notation

\textbf{Organisation.} This document is organised as follows. Chapter 2 discusses preliminaries, mainly focussing on the topology of the random graphs that we make use of in the remainder of this text. In Chapter 3, we treat first-passage percolation or routing on random graphs, which is a model for the spread of a rumor, for optimal routes in random graphs or the spread of a very simple disease. Chapter 4 discusses percolation on random graphs. Chapter 5 studies Ising models on random graphs as a model for cooperative phenomena in networks. Finally, in Chapter 6, we study related stochastic processes on random graphs, such as competition on random graphs, bootstrap percolation or contact processes.
**Notation.** Let us introduce some standard notation. We say that a sequence of events \( E_n \) occurs with high probability (whp) when \( \lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(E_n) = 1 \). We further write \( f(n) = O(g(n)) \) if \( |f(n)|/|g(n)| \) is uniformly bounded from above by a positive constant as \( n \to \infty \), \( f(n) = \Theta(g(n)) \) if \( f(n) = O(g(n)) \) and \( g(n) = O(f(n)) \), \( f(n) = \Omega(g(n)) \) if \( 1/f(n) = O(1/g(n)) \) and \( f(n) = o(g(n)) \) if \( f(n)/g(n) \) tends to 0 as \( n \to \infty \). We say that \( f(n) \gg g(n) \) when \( g(n) = o(f(n)) \).

For sequences of random variables \((X_n)_{n \geq 1}\), we let \( X_n \xrightarrow{d} X \) denote that \( X_n \) converges in distribution to \( X \), while \( X_n \xrightarrow{p} X \) denotes that \( X_n \) converges in probability to \( X \) and \( X_n \xrightarrow{a.s.} X \) denotes that \( X_n \) converges almost surely to \( X \). We write that \( X_n = O_p(Y_n) \) when \( |X_n|/Y_n \) is a tight sequence of random variables and \( X_n = O_p(Y_n) \) when \( |X_n|/Y_n \xrightarrow{p} 0 \). Finally, we write that \( X_n = o_p(Y_n) \) when \( X_n/Y_n \xrightarrow{p} 0 \).

We say that a sequence of events \((E_n)_{n \geq 1}\) occurs with high probability when \( \lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(E_n) = 1 \). We often abbreviate this as “whp”. We call a sequence of random variables \((X_i)_{i \geq 1}\) independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) when they are independent, and \( X_i \) has the same distribution as \( X_1 \) for every \( i \geq 1 \).

We use special notation for certain random variables. We write \( X \sim \text{Ber}(p) \) when \( X \) has a Bernoulli distribution with success probability \( p \), i.e., \( \mathbb{P}(X = 1) = 1 - \mathbb{P}(X = 0) = p \). We write \( X \sim \text{Bin}(n, p) \) when the random variable \( X \) has a binomial distribution with parameters \( n \) and \( p \), and we write \( X \sim \text{Poi} (\lambda) \) when \( X \) has a Poisson distribution with parameter \( \lambda \). We write \( X \sim \text{Exp}(\lambda) \) when \( X \) has an exponential distribution with mean \( 1/\lambda \). We sometimes abuse notation, and write e.g., \( \mathbb{P}(\text{Bin}(n, p) = k) \) to denote \( \mathbb{P}(X = k) \) when \( X \sim \text{Bin}(n, p) \).
CHAPTER 2

Preliminaries

Abstract
In this chapter, we discuss some of the preliminaries of random graphs that later chapters rely upon. We discuss branching processes, and show how they can be used to describe local neighborhoods in random graphs. Then we continue to discuss properties of random graphs, such as their connectivity structure and the giant component, their small-world nature and their local weak convergence. We further discuss some related network characteristics that have received substantial attention in the literature.

Organization of this chapter. We start in Section 2.1 by discussing branching processes, and show in Section 2.2 how configuration models and generalized random graphs locally-weakly converge to them. In Section 2.3, we investigate when random graph models have a giant component containing a positive proportion of the vertices, and in Section 2.4 we give conditions that guarantee that these graphs are fully connected. In Section 2.5, we discuss the small-world nature of the random graphs that we have introduced in the previous chapter. We close this chapter in Section 2.6 by describing some technical results that will prove to be essential throughout this book.

2.1. Branching processes

Branching processes play an important role in random graph theory, because many random graphs locally look like a branching process. For example, in the Erdős-Rényi random graph $\text{ER}_n(\lambda/n)$, each vertex has a degree that is close to Poisson distributed with parameter $\lambda$. When exploring the neighborhood of a vertex $v$, say in a breadth-first manner, we inspect a vertex and see what its neighbors are outside of the vertices that have been found already. As long as we perform few of such vertex exploration steps, the number of new vertices found to be in the neighborhood of $v$ is well described by a Poisson branching process with parameter $\lambda$. This is a highly useful heuristic, and can be made precise in many cases. As a result, many proofs in random graph theory depend sensitively on branching process results. In this section, we describe a few of those. For more details, the reader is advised to read [160, Chapter 3], or one of the classical texts on branching processes by Athreya and Ney [23], Harris [153] or Jagers [177]. We start with the phase transition in branching processes.

2.1.1. Phase transition branching processes. A branching process is the simplest possible model for a population evolving in time. Suppose that each individual
independently gives birth to a number of children with the same distribution, independently across the different individuals. For reasons that will become clear later on, we denote the offspring distribution of the branching process by \((p_i)_{i \geq 0}\). We denote the number of individuals in the \(k\)th generation by \(Z_k\), where, by convention, we let \(Z_0 = 1\). Then \(Z_k\) satisfies the recursion relation

\[
Z_k = \sum_{i=1}^{Z_{k-1}} X_{k,i},
\]

where \((X_{k,i})_{k,i \geq 1}\) is a doubly infinite array of i.i.d. random variables. We will often write \(X\) for a generic random variable having the law of the offspring distribution, so that \((X_{k,i})_{k,i \geq 1}\) is a doubly infinite array of i.i.d. random variables with \(X_{k,i} \sim X\) for all \(n,i \geq 0\). In this case, the law \((p_i)_{i \geq 0}\) of \(X\) is called the offspring distribution of the branching process.

One of the major results of branching processes is that when \(\mathbb{E}[X] \leq 1\), the population dies out with probability one (unless \(X_1,1 = 1\) with probability one), while when \(\mathbb{E}[X] > 1\), there is a non-zero probability that the population will survive forever. In order to state the result, we denote the extinction probability by

\[
\eta^* = \mathbb{P}(\exists k: Z_k = 0).
\]

Then the main result on the phase transition for branching processes is the following theorem:

**Theorem 2.1 (Survival vs. extinction for branching processes).** For a branching process with i.i.d. offspring \(X\), \(\eta = 1\) when \(\mathbb{E}[X] < 1\), while \(\eta < 1\) when \(\mathbb{E}[X] > 1\). Further, \(\eta = 1\) when \(\mathbb{E}[X] = 1\) and \(\mathbb{P}(X = 1) < 1\). The extinction probability \(\eta^*\) is the smallest solution in \([0,1]\) of

\[
\eta = G_X(\eta^*),
\]

with \(s \mapsto G_X(s)\) the probability generating function of the offspring distribution \(X\), i.e.,

\[
G_X(s) = \mathbb{E}[s^X].
\]

In this book, we will mainly concentrate on critical and supercritical branching processes, for which \(\mathbb{E}[X] = 1\) and \(\mathbb{E}[X] > 1\), respectively.

**Unimodular Galton-Watson trees.** As described above, we will use branching processes to approximate random graph neighborhoods. Such random graph neighborhoods can be obtained by starting from a uniform vertex in the vertex set \([n]\), and exploring its neighborhood. It turns out that starting from a uniform vertex is closely related to the notion of local weak convergence, as discussed in more detail in Section 2.2, and gives rise to slightly altered branching processes. Such branching processes are so-called unimodular graphs, which is a rooted graph that often arises as the local weak limit of a sequence of graphs (in our case, the random graphs \((G_n)_{n \geq 1}\)). See Aldous and Lyons [11] and Benjamini, Lyons and Schramm [32] for more background on unimodular graphs and trees. Let us continue by defining the so-called unimodular Galton-Watson tree as identified by Lyons, Pemantle and Peres in [213].

To define the unimodular Galton-Watson tree, let \(D\) be an integer-valued random variable, and \((p_k)_{k \geq 0}\) its probability mass function, so that \(p_i = \mathbb{P}(D = i)\). We assume
that \( p_0 = 0, p_1 < 1 \) and \( \sum_{i \geq 0} ip_i = \mathbb{E}[D] < \infty \). Our unimodular Galton-Watson tree will be such that the root has offspring distribution \((p_i)_{i \geq 0}\), while every other individual in the branching process has offspring distribution \((p^*_k)_{k \geq 0}\) given by

\[
2.1.5 \quad p^*_k = \frac{(k+1)p_{k+1}}{\sum_{i \geq 0} ip_i} = \frac{k+1}{\mathbb{E}[D]} \mathbb{P}(D = k+1).
\]

Recall that the size-biased version \(X^*\) of an integer-valued random variable \(X\) with \(\mathbb{P}(X = 0) < 1, \mathbb{E}[X] < \infty\) is

\[
2.1.6 \quad \mathbb{P}(X^* = k) = \frac{k}{\mathbb{E}[X]} \mathbb{P}(X = k).
\]

Then we can see that the probability mass function \((p^*_k)_{k \geq 0}\) satisfies \(p^*_k = \mathbb{P}(D^* - 1 = k)\), i.e., it is the distribution of the size-biased version of \(D\) minus one.

Let \(\eta^*\) denote the extinction probability of the branching process with offspring distribution \((p^*_k)_{k \geq 0}\). Then, the extinction probability \(\eta\) of the unimodular Galton-Watson tree satisfies

\[
2.1.7 \quad \eta = G_D(\eta^*),
\]

where \(s \mapsto G_D(s)\) is the probability generating function of the random variable \(D\):

**Exercise 2.1 (Extinction probability unimodular Galton-Watson tree).** Prove that the extinction probability of the unimodular Galton-Watson tree satisfies \(\eta = G_D(\eta^*)\).

Poisson branching processes are very special examples of unimodular Galton-Watson trees, since they are in fact the only examples where the unimodular Galton-Watson tree is also a normal Galton-Watson tree:

**Exercise 2.2 (Poisson Galton-Watson trees).** Show that \((p_k)_{k \geq 0} = (p^*_k)_{k \geq 0}\) if and only if \((p_k)_{k \geq 0}\) is the Poisson distribution, i.e., there exists a \(\lambda > 0\) such that

\[
2.1.8 \quad p_k = e^{-\lambda} \frac{\lambda^k}{k!}.
\]

Conclude that a unimodular Galton-Watson tree is a regular Galton-Watson tree precisely when the offspring has a Poisson distribution.

### 2.1.2. Generation growth for branching processes with finite mean.

As mentioned before, we will be mainly interested in settings where the random graph on which our processes live are supercritical. This corresponds to settings where the graphs that these branching processes describe locally have a giant component containing a positive proportion of the vertices. Since random graphs can locally be approximated by branching processes, this leads us to study supercritical branching processes. The next theorem describes the growth of their generation sizes in the case where the branching processes have finite mean:

**Theorem 2.2 (Exponential growth for supercritical branching processes).** For a branching process with i.i.d. offspring \(X\) having mean \(\nu = \mathbb{E}[X] > 1\), \(\nu^{-k} Z^*_k \overset{a.s.}{\rightarrow} W^*\) for some random variable \(W\) which is finite with probability 1.

**Exercise 2.3 (Exponential growth through martingales).** Use the martingale convergence theorem to prove Theorem 2.2.
Let $\eta$ denote the extinction probability of the branching process with i.i.d. offspring $X$. The Kesten-Stigum Theorem [196] states that the limiting random variable $W$ in Theorem 2.2 satisfies $\mathbb{P}(W^* = 0) = \eta$ precisely when $\mathbb{E}[X \log(X)] < \infty$ (where, by convention, $0 \log 0 = 0$). When $\mathbb{E}[X \log(X)] = \infty$, instead, $\mathbb{P}(W^* = 0) = 1$, so that Theorem 2.2 is not very useful. In most of what we do, it will be the case that either $\mathbb{E}[X] = \infty$, corresponding to infinite-mean branching processes, or $\mathbb{E}[X \log(X)] < \infty$.

For unimodular Galton-Watson trees, we have that the offspring equals $X = D^* - 1$ in every vertex except for the root, while the root has offspring $D$. In this case, with $Z_k$ denoting the number of individuals in the $k$th generation of the unimodular Galton-Watson tree, the above convergence result can be adapted to

\[
\nu^{-k} Z_k \xrightarrow{a.s.} W,
\]

where

\[
W \overset{d}{=} \nu^{-1} \sum_{i=1}^{D} W^*_i,
\]

and $(W^*_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. copies of the limiting random variable $W^*$ in Theorem 2.2. Throughout this text, we will use $Z_k$ for the generation size of the unimodular Galton-Watson tree, while $Z^*_k$ denotes the generation size of a regular Galton-Watson tree (with the convention that its offspring distribution satisfies $X = D^* - 1$).

**Exercise 2.4 (Exponential growth generations unimodular Galton-Watson trees).** Use Theorem 2.2 to prove (2.1.9)–(2.1.10).

**2.1.3. Exploration of Galton-Watson trees and random walks.** In this section, we study the relation between branching process trees and random walks that arise through their exploration. Explorations of random graphs are one of the major techniques in random graph theory, and these rely on the fact that the explorations are close to random walks.

In branching processes, it is common to study the number of descendants of each individual in a given generation. For random graph purposes, it is often convenient to use a different construction of a branching process by sequentially investigating the number of children of each member of the population. This picture leads to a random walk formulation of branching processes. For more background on random walks, we refer the reader to the classic book by Spitzer [244] or the book by Grimmett and Stirzaker [146, Section 5.3]. We follow [160, Sections 3.3 and 3.5] closely.

We now give the random walk representation of a branching process. Let $X'_1, X'_2, \ldots$ be independent and identically distributed random variables with the same distribution as $Z_1$. Define $S'_0, S'_1, \ldots$ by the recursion

\[
S'_0 = 1,
\]

\[
S'_i = S'_{i-1} + X'_i - 1 = X'_1 + \cdots + X'_i - (i-1).
\]

Let $T'$ be the smallest $t$ for which $S'_t = 0$, i.e.,

\[
T' = \inf\{t: S'_t = 0\} = \inf\{t: X'_1 + \cdots + X'_t = t - 1\}.
\]

In particular, if such a $t$ does not exist, then we define $T' = +\infty$. 
The above description turns out to be equivalent to the normal definition of a branching process, but records the branching process tree in a different manner. See [160, Lemma 3.6], where this is proved formally. For example, in the random walk picture, it is slightly more difficult to extract the distribution of the generation sizes, and the answer depends on how we explore the branching process tree. Usually, this exploration is performed in either a breadth-first or a depth-first order. For the distribution of \((S'_t)_{t \geq 0}\) this makes no distinction. [160, Lemma 3.6] implies that \(T'\) is equal in distribution to the total progeny of the branching process, and it is equal to the total number of individuals in the family tree of the initial individual. We will also see that \((X'_k)_{k \geq 1}\) in (2.1.11) and \((X_{i,n})_{i,n \geq 1}\) in the more classical description that

\[ Z^*_k = \sum_{i=1}^{X'_{k-1}} X_{i,k} \]

are related through \(X'_k = X_{i_k,n_k}\) for a unique \(i_k,n_k\) that depends on the order in which the tree is explored. Note that, in terms of \((Z^*_k)_{k \geq 0}\), we have

\[ T = \sum_{k \geq 0} Z^*_k. \]

The branching process belonging to the recursion in (2.1.11) is the following. The population starts with one active individual. At time \(i\), we select one of the active individuals in the population, and give it \(X'_i\) children. The children (if any) are set to active, and the individual itself becomes inactive. This exploration process is continued as long as there are active individuals in the population. Then, the process \(S'_i\) describes the number of active individuals after the first \(i\) individuals have been explored. The process stops when \(S'_i = 0\), but the recursion can be defined for all \(t\) since this leaves the value of \(T'\) unaffected. Note that, for a branching process, (2.1.11) only makes sense as long as \(i \leq T'\), since only then \(S'_i \geq 0\) for all \(i \leq T'\). However, (2.1.11) itself can be defined for all \(i \geq 0\), also when \(S'_i < 0\). This fact will be useful in the sequel.

From now on and with [160, Lemma 3.6] in mind, we will slightly abuse notation and write \((S_t)_{t \geq 0}\) and \((X_t)_{t \geq 1}\) instead of \((S'_t)_{t \geq 0}\) and \((X'_t)_{t \geq 1}\). Let us give one example of the use of the random-walk description for branching processes, which is an explicit formula for the distribution of the total progeny (i.e., the total number of individuals ever alive) of the branching process:

**Theorem 2.3 (Law of total progeny).** For a branching process with i.i.d. offspring distribution \(Z^*_1 = X\) and all \(k \geq 0\),

\[ P(T = k) = \frac{1}{k} P(X_1 + \cdots + X_k = k - 1), \]

where \((X_i)_{i=1}^k\) are i.i.d. copies of \(X\).

See [160, Theorem 3.14], to which we also refer for an extensive discussion, and the original proof with Keane in [168].
2.1.4. Generation growth for branching processes with infinite mean. A special case for unimodular Galton-Watson trees when the distribution of the root has finite mean, but infinite variance. In this case, the offspring distribution of all vertices except for the root have infinite mean. The following theorem gives a condition for double-exponential growth of the generation sizes of such branching processes, and is due to Davies [88]:

**Theorem 2.4 (Branching processes with infinite mean).** Let \((Z_k^*)_{k \geq 0}\) be the generation sizes of a branching process with offspring distribution \(Z_1^* = X\) having distribution function \(F_X\). Assume that there exist \(\alpha \in (0, 1)\) and a non-negative, non-increasing function \(x \mapsto \gamma(x)\), such that

\[
x^{-\alpha - \gamma(x)} \leq 1 - F_X(x) \leq x^{-\alpha + \gamma(x)}, \quad \text{for large } x,
\]

where \(x \mapsto \gamma(x)\) satisfies

(i) \(x \mapsto x^{\gamma(x)}\) is non-decreasing,

(ii) \(\int_0^\infty \gamma(e^x) \, dx < \infty\), or, equivalently, \(\int_0^\infty \frac{\gamma(y)}{y \log y} \, dy < \infty\).

Then \(\alpha^k \log(Z_k^* \vee 1) \xrightarrow{a.s.} Y^*\), with \(\mathbb{P}(Y^* = 0)\) equal to the extinction probability of \((Z_k^*)_{k \geq 0}\), whereas \(Y^*\) is non-degenerate on \((0, \infty)\).

In the analysis for the configuration model, \(\alpha = \tau - 2\), as \(\alpha\) corresponds to the tail exponent of the size-biased random variable \(D^*\). Theorem 2.4 covers the case where the branching process has an offspring which has very thick tails. Indeed, it is not hard to show that Theorem 2.4 implies that \(\mathbb{E}[X^s] = \infty\) for every \(s > \alpha \in (0, 1)\) (see Exercise 2.6 below).

For unimodular Galton-Watson trees, the above convergence result can be adapted to

\[
\alpha^k \log(Z_k \vee 1) \xrightarrow{a.s.} Y,
\]

where

\[
Y \overset{d}{=} \min_{i \geq 1} Y_i^*,
\]

and \((Y_i^*)_{i \geq 1}\) are i.i.d. copies of the limiting random variable in Theorem 2.4 for the offspring distribution \((p_k^*)_{k \geq 0}\).

We do not prove Theorem 2.4 here, and rather sketch its proof in a simpler, yet still quite general case, in which \(\gamma(x) = (\log x)^{\gamma - 1}\) for some \(\gamma \in [0, 1)\).

**Exercise 2.5 (Example of infinite-mean branching process).** Prove that \(\gamma(x) = (\log x)^{\gamma - 1}\) for some \(\gamma \in [0, 1)\) satisfies the assumptions in Theorem 2.4.

**Idea behind the proof of Theorem 2.4 for \(\gamma(x) = (\log x)^{\gamma - 1}\).** Define

\[
Y_k^* = \alpha^k \log(Z_k^* \vee 1).
\]

We assume for simplicity that \(\mathbb{P}(Z_i^* \geq 1) = 1\), so that \(\eta = 1\). We start by splitting \(Y_k^*\) in a suitable way. For \(i \geq 1\), we define

\[
U_i = \alpha^i \log \left( \frac{(Z_i^* \vee 1)}{(Z_{i-1}^* \vee 1)^{1/\alpha}} \right),
\]

so that

\[
Y_k^* = U_1 + U_2 + \cdots + U_k.
\]
From this split, it is clear that almost sure convergence of \(Y_k^\ast\) follows when the sum 
\[\sum_{i=0}^\infty U_i\] converges, which, in turn, is the case when
\[(2.1.22) \quad \sum_{i=1}^\infty \mathbb{E}[|U_i|] < \infty.\]

Now, when \(k \to \infty\), we have that \((Z_i^\ast \lor 1)/(Z_{i-1}^\ast \lor 1)^{1/\alpha} \xrightarrow{d} S_\alpha\), where \(S_\alpha\) denotes an \(\alpha\)-stable distribution. In particular, \(\mathbb{E}[^\log S_\alpha^\ast] < \infty\), which suggests that indeed (2.1.22) holds. Proving (2.1.22) is more technical, and is omitted here. \(\square\)

Exercise 2.6 (Infinite mean under conditions Theorem 2.4). Prove that \(\mathbb{E}[X] = \infty\) when the conditions in Theorem 2.4 are satisfied. Extend this to show that \(\mathbb{E}[X^s] = \infty\) for every \(s > \alpha \in (0, 1)\).

Exercise 2.7 (Convergence for \(Z_i^\ast + 1\)). Show that, under the conditions of Theorem 2.4, also \(\alpha^k \log(Z_k^\ast + 1)\) converges to \(Y\) almost surely.

We finally state some properties of the a.s. limit \(Y\) of \((\alpha^k \log(Z_k^\ast \lor 1))_{k \geq 0}\), of which we omit a proof:

Theorem 2.5 (Limiting variable for infinite-mean branching processes). Under the conditions of Theorem 2.4,
\[(2.1.23) \quad \lim_{x \to \infty} \frac{\log \mathbb{P}(Y^\ast > x)}{x} = -1,\]
where \(Y^\ast\) is the a.s. limit of \(\alpha^k \log(Z_k^\ast \lor 1)\).

Theorem 2.5 can be understood from the fact that by (2.1.19)–(2.1.20),
\[(2.1.24) \quad Y^\ast = \sum_{i=1}^\infty U_i,\]
where
\[(2.1.25) \quad U_1 = \alpha \log (Z_1^\ast \lor 1).\]
By (2.1.16),
\[(2.1.26) \quad \mathbb{P}(U_1 > x) = \mathbb{P}(Z_1^\ast > e^{x/\alpha}) = e^{-x(1+o(1))},\]
which shows that \(Y_1\) satisfies (2.1.23). The equality in (2.1.24) together with (2.1.20) suggests that the tails of \(Y\) are equal to those of \(Y_1\), which heuristically explains (2.1.23).

2.2. Local weak convergence of random graphs

In this section, we establish local weak convergence of \(CM_n(\mathbf{d})\) to a unimodular Galton-Watson tree assuming that Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold. We show that the same result follows for \(GRG_n(\mathbf{w})\) when Conditions 1.1(a)-(b) hold. We first recall what local weak convergence, as introduced by Benjamini and Schramm [33], means in this context. Local weak convergence to unimodular Galton-Watson trees is often called locally tree-like behavior. We start by discussing local weak convergence in general.
2.2.1. Local weak convergence. Let us start by discussing the notion of local weak convergence in more detail. We follow Aldous and Steele [12], using results from Benjamini, Lyons and Schramm [32] as well. A graph is \textit{locally finite} when each of its vertices has finite degree (though not necessarily uniformly bounded). A \textit{rooted graph} is a pair \((G, o)\), where \(G = (V(G), E(G))\) is a graph with vertex set \(V(G)\) and edge set \(E(G)\), and \(o \in V(G)\) is a vertex. Here, graphs can be finite or infinite, but we will always have graphs that are locally finite in mind. We let \(\mathcal{G}_*\) denote the space of rooted graphs, as introduced by Aldous and Steele [12].

For a rooted graph \((G, o)\), we let \(B_o(r)\) denote the subgraph of \(G\) of all vertices at graph distance at most \(r\) away from \(o\). Formally, this means that \(B_o(r) = (V(B_o(r)), E(B_o(r)))\), where

\[
(2.2.1) \quad V(B_o(r)) = \{u : d_o(o, u) \leq r\}, \quad E(B_o(r)) = \{\{u, v\} \in E(G) : u, v \in B_o(r)\}.
\]

Recall that two graphs \(G_1 = (V(G_1), E(G_1))\) and \(G_2 = (V(G_2), E(G_2))\) are isomorphic, which we write as \(G_1 \simeq G_2\), when there exists a map \(\phi : V(G_1) \mapsto V(G_2)\) such that \(\{u, v\} \in E(G_1)\) precisely when \(\{\phi(u), \phi(v)\} \in E(G_2)\). These notions allow us to turn the space of connected rooted graphs into a metric space:

\textbf{Definition 2.6 (Metric on rooted graphs).} Let \((G_1, o_1)\) and \((G_2, o_2)\) be two rooted connected graphs, and write \(B_{i,v_i}(r)\) for the neighborhood of vertex \(v_i\) in \(G_i\). Let

\[
(2.2.2) \quad R^* = \sup\{r : B_{1,o_1}(r) \simeq B_{2,o_2}(r)\}.
\]

Define

\[
(2.2.3) \quad d_{\mathcal{G}_*}( (G_1, o_1), (G_2, o_2) ) = 1/(R^* + 1).
\]

The space \(\mathcal{G}_*\) of rooted graphs is a nice metric space under the metric \(d_{\mathcal{G}_*}\) in (2.2.3), in that it is separable and thus Polish. The value \(R^*\) is the largest value of \(r\) for which \(B_{1,o_1}(r)\) is isomorphic to \(B_{2,o_2}(r)\). When \(R^* = \infty\), then \(B_{1,o_1}(r)\) is isomorphic to \(B_{2,o_2}(r)\) for every \(r \geq 1\), and then the rooted graphs \(G_1\) and \(G_2\) are the same. Various generalizations are possible. For example Aldous and Steel [12] introduce the notion of \textit{geometric} rooted graphs, which are rooted graphs where each edge \(e\) receives a weight \(\ell(e)\), turning the rooted graph into a metric space itself. Benjamini, Lyons and Schramm [32] allow for more general \textit{marks}. These marks are associated to the vertices as well as the edges, and can take values in a general complete separable metric space. We will not use such more general set ups, but these will be highly relevant in many applications. Aldous and Lyons [11] also study the implications for stochastic processes, such as percolation and random walks, on unimodular graphs.

We next define local weak convergence of finite graphs:

\textbf{Definition 2.7 (Local weak convergence).} Let \(G_n = ([n], E(G_n))\) denote a finite (possibly disconnected) graph. Let \((G_n, o_n)\) be the rooted graph obtained by letting \(o_n \in [n]\) be chosen uniformly at random and restricting \(G_n\) to the connected component of \(o_n\) in \(G_n\). We say that \(G_n\) converges in the local weak convergence sense to \((G, o)\), which is a (possibly) random element of \(\mathcal{G}_*\) having law \(\mu\), when

\[
(2.2.4) \quad \mathbb{E}_n[h(G_n, o_n)] \rightarrow \mathbb{E}[h(G, o)],
\]
where the expectation on the right-hand side of (2.2.4) is w.r.t. \((G,o)\) having law \(\mu\), for every bounded and continuous function \(h: \mathcal{G} \mapsto \mathbb{R}\), while the expectation \(\mathbb{E}_n\) is w.r.t. the random vertex \(o_n\) only.

Since we will later apply local weak convergence ideas to random graphs, we strive to be absolutely clear about what we take the expectation with. Indeed, the expectation in (2.2.4) is equal to

\[
\mathbb{E}_n[h(G_n,o_n)] = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{u \in [n]} h(G_n,u).
\]

The notion of local weak convergence is hard to grasp, and it also may appear to be rather weak. In the sequel, we discuss examples of graphs that converge locally weakly. Further, see Section 2.7 for some examples of how local weak convergence may be used.

The notion will also be crucially used in these notes. We continue by discussing a convenient criterion for proving local weak convergence.

**Criterion for local weak convergence.** While the notion of local weak convergence may seem somewhat weak, it actually turns out to be quite convenient, as we will see in the remainder of this text. Before going into various proofs of local weak convergence for the random graph models as defined in Chapter 1, we first give a convenient criterion for convergence:

**Theorem 2.8 (Criterion for local weak convergence).** Let \((G_n)_{n \geq 1}\) be a sequence of rooted graphs. Let \(d_{o_n}^{(n)}\) denote the degree of \(o_n\) in \(G_n\). Then \((G_n,o_n)_{n \geq 1}\) is tight precisely when \((d_{o_n}^{(n)})_{n \geq 1}\) forms a uniformly integrable sequence of random variables. Further, the only possible limit of \((G_n,o_n)\) is \((G,o)\) when, for every graph \(H\),

\[
p^{(n)}(H) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{u \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{B_u^{(n)}(k) \simeq H\}} \to \mathbb{P}(B_o(k) \simeq H),
\]

where \(B_u^{(n)}(k)\) is the \(k\)-neighborhood of \(u\) in \(G_n\), and \(B_o(k)\) is the \(k\)-neighborhood of \(o\) in the limiting graph \((G,o)\). Consequently, \((G_n,o_n)\) converges to \((G,o)\) when \((d_{o_n}^{(n)})_{n \geq 1}\) forms a uniformly integrable sequence of random variables and (2.2.6) holds. As a result, then also \(G_n\) locally weakly converges to \((G,o)\).

**Proof.** The tightness statement is [32, Theorem 3.1]. Further, when (2.2.6) holds, then the bounded and continuous functions

\[
h_H(G,o) = \mathbb{1}_{\{B_o(k) \simeq H\}}
\]

satisfy (2.2.4). Since these functions uniquely identify the limit, this proves the claim. \(\square\)

We first give some examples in the form of exercises:

**Exercise 2.8 (Local weak limit of line and cycle).** Let \(G_n\) be given by \(V(G_n) = [n], E(G_n) = \{\{i,i+1\}: i \in [n-1]\}\) be the line. Show that \(G_n\) converges to \(Z\). Show that the same is true for the cycle, for which \(E(G_n) = \{\{i,i+1\}: i \in [n-1]\} \cup \{\{1,n\}\}\).

**Exercise 2.9 (Local weak limit of finite tree).** Let \(G_n\) be the tree of depth \(k\), in which every vertex except the \(3 \times 2^{k-1}\) leaves have degree 3. Here \(n = 3(2^k - 1)\). What is the local weak limit of \(G_n\)? Show that it is random, despite the fact that the graphs \(G_n\) are deterministic.
**Local weak convergence for random graphs.** We next discuss settings of random graphs. Even for random variables, there are different notions of convergence that are relevant, such as convergence in distribution and in probability. Also for local weak convergence, there are two related notions of convergence that we may consider. We start with *convergence in distribution:*

**Definition 2.9 (Local weak convergence).** Let $G_n = ([n], E(G_n))$ denote a finite (possibly disconnected) random graph. Let $(G, o)$ be a random variable on $\mathcal{G}_*$ having law $\mu$. Then,

(a) We say that $G_n$ converges in distribution in the local weak convergence sense to $(G, o)$ when

$$
\mathbb{E}[h(G_n, o_n)] \rightarrow \mathbb{E}[h(G, o)],
$$

where the expectation on the right-hand side of (2.2.8) is w.r.t. $(G, o)$ having law $\mu$, for every bounded and continuous function $h: \mathcal{G}_* \mapsto \mathbb{R}$, while the expectation $\mathbb{E}$ is w.r.t. the random vertex $o_n$ and the random graph $G_n$.

(b) We say that $G_n$ converges in probability in the local weak convergence sense to $(G, o)$ when

$$
\mathbb{E}_n[h(G_n, o_n)] \xrightarrow{P} \mathbb{E}[h(G, o)],
$$

where the expectation on the right-hand side of (2.2.9) is w.r.t. $(G, o)$ having law $\mu$, for every bounded and continuous function $h: \mathcal{G}_* \mapsto \mathbb{R}$, while the expectation $\mathbb{E}_n$ is w.r.t. the random vertex $o_n$ only.

As usual in convergence of random variables, the difference between these two closely related definitions lies in what can be concluded from it. Indeed, when we have convergence in probability in the local weak convergence sense, then $\mathbb{E}_n[h(G_n, o_n)]$, which is a random variable due to the dependence on the random graph $G_n$, converges in probability. Thus, this is sometimes called a *quenched* result. When we have convergence in distribution in the local weak convergence sense, instead, then only expectation w.r.t. the random graph of the form $\mathbb{E}[h(G_n, o_n)]$ converge. This corresponds to an *annealed* result. Certainly when considering complicated functionals of the random graph, we would prefer the limit *not* to depend on the specific random graph, and be deterministic instead. For this, one needs the stronger notion of convergence in probability in the local weak convergence sense. In Chapter 5, we see an example for the pressure in the Ising model, where convergence in probability in the local weak convergence sense implies that the pressure on a random graph converges to a *deterministic* limit.

The following exercise shows a consequence of local weak convergence in probability that can be quite useful:

**Exercise 2.10 (Independent neighborhoods of different vertices).** Let $G_n$ converge in probability in the local weak convergence sense to $(G, o)$. Let $(o_n^{(1)}, o_n^{(2)})$ be two independent uniformly chosen vertices in $[n]$. Show that $(G_n, o_n^{(1)})$ and $(G_n, o_n^{(2)})$ jointly converge to two independent copies of $(G, o)$.

We next discuss a convenient criterion for local weak convergence, inspired by Theorem 2.8:
Theorem 2.10 (Criterion for local weak convergence of random graphs). Let \((G_n)_{n \geq 1}\) be a sequence of rooted graphs. Let \(d_{o_n}^{(n)}\) denote the degree of \(o_n\) in \(G_n\). Let \((G, o)\) be a random variable on \(\mathcal{G}_*\), having law \(\mu\). Then,

(a) \(G_n\) converges in distribution in the local weak convergence sense to \((G, o)\) when

\[
\limsup_{K \to \infty} \limsup_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}\left( \sum_{v \in [n]} d_{o_n}^{(n)} \mathbb{1}_{\{d_{o_n}^{(n)} \geq K\}} \geq \epsilon \right) = 0,
\]

and when, for every rooted graph \((H, y) \in \mathcal{G}_*\),

\[
\mathbb{E}[p^{(n)}(H, y)] = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{u \in [n]} \mathbb{P}(B_u^{(n)}(k) \simeq (H, y)) \to \mathbb{P}((B_o(k), o) \simeq (H, y)),
\]

where \(B_o(k)\) is the \(k\)-neighborhood of \(o\) in \((G, o)\) and we view \(B_u^{(n)}(k)\) as a rooted graph with root \(u\) in \(G_n\).

(b) \(G_n\) converges in probability in the local weak convergence sense to \((G, o)\) when \(2.2.10\) holds, and when, for every rooted graph \((H, y) \in \mathcal{G}_*\),

\[
p^{(n)}(H, y) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{u \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{B_u^{(n)}(k) \simeq (H, y)\}} \xrightarrow{p} \mathbb{P}((B_o(k), o) \simeq (H, y)),
\]

where \(B_o(k)\) is the \(k\)-neighborhood of \(o\) in \((G, o)\) and we view \(B_u^{(n)}(k)\) as a rooted graph with root \(u\) in \(G_n\).

Proof. This follows directly from Theorem 2.8. In particular, \(2.2.10\) shows that \(\sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{d_{o_n}^{(n)} \geq K\}}\) converges to zero as first \(n\) and then \(K\) tends to infinity. Since convergence in distribution and in probability are the same when the limit is a constant, \(2.2.10\) is the same for local weak convergence in probability and in distribution. \(\square\)

Exercise 2.11 (Example of weak convergence where convergence in probability fails). Construct an example where \(G_n\) converges in distribution in the local weak convergence sense to \((G, o)\), but not in probability.

In what follows, we will be mainly interested in convergence in probability in the local weak convergence sense, since this is the notion that is the most powerful in the setting of random graphs.

2.2.2. Local weak convergence to unimodular trees for \(\text{CM}_n(d)\). We next investigate the locally tree-like nature of the configuration model. Our main result is as follows:

Theorem 2.11 (Locally tree-like nature \(\text{CM}_n(d)\)). Assume that Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold. Then \(\text{CM}_n(d)\) converges locally-weakly in probability to the unimodular Galton-Watson tree with root offspring distribution \((p_k)_{k \geq 0}\) given by \(p_k = \mathbb{P}(D = k)\).

We first note that the uniform integrability of \(d_{o_n}\) is, when Condition 1.6(a) holds, equivalent to Condition 1.6(b). This explains the necessity of Conditions 1.6(a)-(b). In order to get started for the proof of \(2.2.12\) for Theorem 2.11, we introduce some notation. Fix a rooted tree \((T, y)\) with \(k\) generations, and let

\[
N_n(T, y) = \sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{B_v^{(n)}(k) \simeq (T, y)\}}
\]
denote the number of vertices whose local neighborhood up to generation $t$ equals $(T, y)$. By Theorem 2.10, in order to prove Theorem 2.11, we need to show that

$$\frac{N_n(T, y)}{n} \xrightarrow{p} \mathbb{P}(\mathcal{T}(p, k) \simeq (T, y)). \tag{2.2.14}$$

For this, we will use a second moment method. We first prove that the first moment $\mathbb{E}[N_n(T, y)]/n \to \mathbb{P}(\mathcal{T}(p, k) \simeq (T, y))$, after which we prove that $\text{Var}(N_n(T, y)) = o(n^2)$. Then, by the Chebychev inequality, (2.2.14) follows.

**Local weak convergence to homogeneous trees for $\text{CM}_n(d)$: first moment.**

We next relate the neighborhood in a random graph to a branching process where the root has offspring distribution $D_n$, while all other individuals have offspring distribution $D_n^* - 1$, where

$$\mathbb{P}(D_n^* = k) = \frac{k}{\mathbb{E}[D_n]} \mathbb{P}(D_n = k), \quad k \in \mathbb{N}, \tag{2.2.15}$$

is the size-biased distribution of $D_n$. Denote this branching process by $(\mathcal{BP}_n(t))_{t \in \mathbb{N}_0}$. Here, $\mathcal{BP}_n(t)$ denotes the branching process when it contains precisely $t$ vertices, and we explore it in the breadth-first order. Clearly, by Conditions 1.6(a)-(b), $D_n \xrightarrow{d} D$ and $D_n^* \xrightarrow{d} D^*$, which implies that $\mathcal{BP}_n(t) \xrightarrow{d} \mathcal{BP}(t)$ for every $t$ finite, where $\mathcal{BP}(t)$ is the restriction of $\mathcal{T}(p) \equiv \mathcal{T}(p, \infty)$ to its first $t$ individuals:

**Exercise 2.12 (Convergence of $n$-dependent branching process).** Assume that Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold. Prove that $D_n \xrightarrow{d} D$ and $D_n^* \xrightarrow{d} D^*$, and conclude that $\mathcal{BP}_n(t) \xrightarrow{d} \mathcal{BP}(t)$ for every $t$ finite.

For future reference, denote the offspring distribution of the above branching process by

$$p_k^* = \mathbb{P}(D^* - 1 = k) \tag{2.2.16}$$

Note that, when $(T, y)$ is a fixed rooted tree of $k$ generations, then $\mathcal{T}(p, k) \simeq (T, y)$ precisely when $\mathcal{BP}(t_k) \simeq (T, y)$, where $t_k$ denotes the number of vertices in $(T, y)$.

We let $(G_n(t))_{t \in \mathbb{N}_0}$ denote the graph exploration process from a uniformly chosen vertex $U \in [n]$. Here $G_n(t)$ is the exploration up to $t$ vertices, in the breadth-first manner. In particular, from $(G_n(t))_{t \in \mathbb{N}_0}$ we can retrieve $(B_U(t))_{t \in \mathbb{N}_0}$, where $D_n = d_i$. The following lemma proves that we can couple the graph exploration to the branching process in such a way that $(G_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m_n}$ is equal to $(\mathcal{BP}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m_n}$ whenever $m_n \to \infty$ arbitrarily slowly. In the statement, we write $(\hat{G}_n(t), \hat{\mathcal{BP}}_n(t))_{t \in \mathbb{N}_0}$ for the coupling of $(G_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m_n}$ and $(\mathcal{BP}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m_n}$.

**Lemma 2.12 (Coupling graph exploration and branching process).** Subject to Conditions 1.6(a)-(b), there exists a coupling $(\hat{G}_n(t), \hat{\mathcal{BP}}_n(t))_{t \in \mathbb{N}_0}$ of $(G_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m_n}$ and $(\mathcal{BP}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m_n}$ such that

$$\mathbb{P}((\hat{G}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m_n} \neq (\hat{\mathcal{BP}}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m_n}) = o(1), \tag{2.2.17}$$

whenever $m_n \to \infty$ arbitrarily slowly. Consequently, $\mathbb{E}[N_n(T)]/n \to \mathbb{P}(\mathcal{T}(p, k) \simeq T)$. 
In the proof, we will see that any \( m_n = o(\sqrt{n/d_{\text{max}}}) \) is allowed. Here \( d_{\text{max}} = \max_{i \in [n]} d_i \) is the maximal vertex degree in the graph, which is \( o(n) \) when Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold.

**Proof.** We let the offspring of the root of the branching process \( \hat{D}_n \) be equal to \( d_U \), which is the number of neighbors of the vertex \( U \in [n] \) that is chosen uniformly at random. By construction, \( \hat{D}_n = d_U \), so that also \( \hat{G}_n(1) = \hat{\mathbf{B}} \mathbf{P}_n(1) \). We next explain how to jointly construct \( (\hat{G}_n(t), \hat{\mathbf{B}} \mathbf{P}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m} \) given that we have already constructed \( (\hat{G}_n(t), \hat{\mathbf{B}} \mathbf{P}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m-1} \).

To obtain \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m} \), we take the first unpaired half-edge \( x_m \). This half-edge needs to be paired to a uniform half-edge that has not been paired so far. We draw a uniform half-edge \( y_m \) from the collection of all half-edges, independently of the past, and we let the \((m-1)\)st individual in \( (\hat{\mathbf{B}} \mathbf{P}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m-1} \) have precisely \( d_{U_m} - 1 \) children. Note that \( d_{U_m} - 1 \) has the same distribution as \( D_n^* - 1 \) and, by construction, the collection \( (d_{U_i} - 1)_{i \geq 0} \) is i.i.d. When \( y_m \) is still free, i.e., has not yet been paired in \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m-1} \), then we also let \( x_m \) be paired to \( y_m \), and we have constructed \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m} \). However, a problem arises when \( y_m \) has already been paired in \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m-1} \), in which case we draw a uniform unpaired half-edge \( y_m' \) and pair \( x_m \) to \( y_m' \) instead. Clearly, this might give rise to a difference between \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{t \leq m} \) and \( (\hat{\mathbf{B}} \mathbf{P}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m} \). We now provide bounds on the probability that an error occurs before time \( m_n \).

There are two sources of differences between \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{t \geq 0} \) and \( (\hat{\mathbf{B}} \mathbf{P}_n(t))_{t \geq 0} \):

**Half-edge re-use:** In the above coupling \( y_m \) had already been paired and is being re-used in the branching process, and we need to redraw \( y_m' \);

**Vertex re-use:** In the above coupling, this means that \( y_m \) is a half-edge that has not yet been paired in \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m-1} \), but it is incident to a half-edge that has already been paired in \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m-1} \). In particular, the vertex to which it is incident has already appeared in \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m-1} \) and it is being re-used in the branching process. In this case, a copy of the vertex appears in \( (\hat{\mathbf{B}} \mathbf{P}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m} \), while a cycle appears in \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq m} \).

We now provide a bound on both contributions:

**Half-edge re-use.** Up to time \( m = m - 1 \), at most \( 2m - 1 \) half-edges are forbidden to be used by \( (\hat{G}_n(t))_{t \leq m} \). The probability that the half-edge \( q_m \) equals one of these two half-edges is at most

\[
\frac{2m - 1}{\ell_n}.
\]

Hence the probability that a half-edge is being re-used before time \( m_n \) is at most

\[
\sum_{m=1}^{m_n} \frac{2m - 1}{\ell_n} = \frac{m_n^2}{\ell_n} = o(1),
\]

when \( m_n = o(\sqrt{n}) \).
**Vertex re-use.** The probability that vertex $i$ is chosen in the $m$th draw is equal to $d_i/\ell_n$. The probability that vertex $i$ is drawn twice before time $m_n$ is at most

\[ m_n(m_n - 1) \frac{d_i^2}{\ell_n^2}. \]

By the union bound, the probability that there exists a vertex that is chosen twice up to time $m_n$ is at most

\[ m_n \sum_{i \in [n]} \frac{d_i^2}{\ell_n} \leq m_n^2 \frac{d_{\max}}{\ell_n} = o(1), \]

by Condition 1.6 when $m_n = o(\sqrt{n/d_{\max}})$.

**Completion of the proof.** In order to show that $\mathbb{E}[N_n(T, y)]/n \to \mathbb{P}(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y))$, we let $t_k$ denote the number of individuals in the first $k - 1$ generations in $(T, y)$, and let $(T(t))_{0 \leq t \leq t_k}$ be its breadth-first exploration. Then,

\[ \mathbb{E}[N_n(T, y)]/n = \mathbb{P}((G_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq t_k} = (T(t))_{0 \leq t \leq t_k}), \]

so that

\[ \mathbb{P}((G_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq t_k} = (T(t))_{0 \leq t \leq t_k}) = \mathbb{P}((BP_n(t))_{0 \leq t \leq t_k} = (T(t))_{0 \leq t \leq t_k}) + o(1) = \mathbb{P}((BP(t))_{0 \leq t \leq t_k} = (T(t))_{0 \leq t \leq t_k}) + o(1) = \mathbb{P}(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y)) + o(1), \]

where the first equality is (2.2.17), while the second is the statement that $BP_n(t) \xrightarrow{d} BP(t)$ for every $t$ finite from Exercise 2.12. This proves the claim.

**Local weak convergence to homogeneous trees for $CM_n(d)$: second moment.** Here, we study the second moment of $N_n(T, y)$, and show that it is close to the first moment squared:

**Lemma 2.13 (Concentration of the number of trees).** Assume that Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold. Then,

\[ \frac{\mathbb{E}[N_n(T, y)^2]}{n^2} \to \mathbb{P}(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y))^2. \]

Consequently, $N_n(T, y)/n \xrightarrow{p} \mathbb{P}(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y))$.

**Proof.** We start by computing

\[ \frac{\mathbb{E}[N_n(T, y)^2]}{n^2} = \mathbb{P}(B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = B_{U_2}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y)), \]

where $U_1, U_2 \in [n]$ are two vertices chosen uniformly at random from $[n]$, independently. With high probability, $U_2 \notin B_{U_1}^{(n)}(2k)$, so that

\[ \frac{\mathbb{E}[N_n(T, y)^2]}{n^2} = \mathbb{P}(B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = B_{U_2}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y), U_2 \notin B_{U_1}^{(n)}(2k)) + o(1). \]
We now condition on $B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y)$, and write

(2.2.27)  
\[ P(B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = B_{U_2}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y), U_2 \notin B_{U_1}^{(n)}(2k)) \]

\[ = P(B_{U_2}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y), U_2 \notin B_{U_1}^{(n)}(2k) | B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y)) P(B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y), U_2 \notin B_{U_1}^{(n)}(2k)). \]

We already know that $P(B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y)) \rightarrow P(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y))$, so also

(2.2.28)  
\[ P(B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y), U_2 \notin B_{U_1}^{(n)}(2k)) \rightarrow P(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y)). \]

**Exercise 2.13** (Proof of no-overlap property in (2.2.28)). Prove that $P(B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y), U_2 \notin B_{U_1}^{(n)}(2k)) \rightarrow 0$, and conclude that (2.2.28) holds.

Therefore, it suffices to prove that also

(2.2.29)  
\[ P(B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y) | B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y), U_2 \notin B_{U_1}^{(n)}(2k)) \rightarrow P(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y)). \]

For this, we note that, conditionally on $B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y), U_2 \notin B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k)$, the probability that $B_{U_2}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y)$ is the same as the probability that $B_{U_2}^{(n)}(k) = T$ in $CM_n(d')$ which is obtained by removing the vertices in the first $k - 1$ generations of $T$ and adding one vertex with degree the total number of vertices in the $k$th generation (which is the same as the total degree of vertices in the $(k-1)$st generation). Thus, $n' = n - t_k + 1$ and $d'$ is the corresponding degree sequence. The whole point is that the degree distribution $d'$ still satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(b). Therefore, also

(2.2.30)  
\[ P(B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y), U_2 \notin B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) | B_{U_1}^{(n)}(k) = (T, y)) \rightarrow P(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y)), \]

and we have proved (2.2.24). Since $E[N_n(T, y)]/n \rightarrow P(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y))$ and $E[N_n(T, y)^2]/n^2 \rightarrow P(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y))^2$, it follows that $\text{Var}(E[N_n(T, y)]/n) \rightarrow 0$, so that $E[N_n(T, y)]/n$ is concentrated. Since also $E[N_n(T, y)]/n \rightarrow P(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y))$, we obtain that $N_n(T, y)/n \xrightarrow{p} P(T(p, k) \simeq (T, y))$, as required.  

Lemma 2.13 completes the proof of Theorem 2.11.

2.2.3. Local weak convergence to unimodular trees for $GRG_n(w)$. We next investigate the locally tree-like nature of the generalized random graph. Our main result is as follows:

**Theorem 2.14** (Locally tree-like nature $GRG_n(w)$). Assume that Condition 1.1(a)-(b) holds. Then $GRG_n(w)$ converges locally-weakly in probability to the unimodular Galton-Watson tree with offspring distribution $(p_k)_{k \geq 0}$ given by

(2.2.31)  
\[ p_k = P(D = k) = E\left[e^{-W}W^k/k!\right]. \]

This result also applies to $NR_n(w)$ and $CL_n(w)$ under the same conditions.

Of course, we could prove Theorem 2.14 directly. However, we choose to follow a different route, by relying on the local tree-like nature of $CM_n(d)$ proved in Theorem 2.11, and the relation between $GRG_n(w)$ and $CM_n(d)$ discussed in Section 1.3. This
approach is interesting in itself, since it allows for general proofs for \( \text{GRG}_n(\mathbf{w}) \) by proving the result first for \( \text{CM}_n(\mathbf{d}) \), and then merely extending it to \( \text{GRG}_n(\mathbf{w}) \).

We first note that \( \text{GRG}_n(\mathbf{w}) \) conditioned on its degrees \( \mathbf{d} = (d_i)_{i \in [n]} \) is a uniform simple graph with degrees \( \mathbf{d} \) (recall (1.3.26)). Therefore, it has the same distribution as \( \text{CM}_n(\mathbf{d}) \) conditioned on simplicity. By (1.3.43), the probability of simplicity is uniformly positive when Conditions 1.6(a)-(c). Therefore, we conclude that also \( N_n(T,y)/n \xrightarrow{p} \mathbb{P}(\mathcal{T}(q,k) \simeq \mathcal{T}) \) holds for \( \text{CM}_n(\mathbf{d}) \) conditioned on simplicity. If we would know that the degrees \( \mathbf{d} \) in \( \text{GRG}_n(\mathbf{w}) \) satisfy Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) in probability when \( \mathbf{w} \) satisfies Conditions 1.1(a)-(c), then the result for \( \text{GRG}_n(\mathbf{w}) \) would follow for weights satisfying Conditions 1.1(a)-(c). This is the content of the next result.

In the following theorem, we show that Condition 1.1 on the weight sequence \( \mathbf{w} \) implies that the degrees \( \mathbf{d} \) in \( \text{GRG}_n(\mathbf{w}) \) satisfy Condition 1.6. To avoid confusion, we now write \( d_i \) for the degree of vertex \( i \) in \( \text{GRG}_n(\mathbf{w}) \), which is a random variable. The reason is that Condition 1.6 is phrased in terms of \( D_n \), which is the degree of a uniformly chosen vertex, and which causes confusion with the degree of vertex \( n \), which is \( d_n \):

**Theorem 2.15 (Regularity conditions weights and degrees).** Let \( d_i \) be the degree of vertex \( i \) in \( \text{GRG}_n(\mathbf{w}) \) defined in (1.3.19), and let \( \mathbf{d} = (d_i)_{i \in [n]} \). Then, \( \mathbf{d} \) satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) in probability when \( \mathbf{w} \) satisfies Conditions 1.1(a)-(c), where

\[
(2.2.32) \quad \mathbb{P}(D = k) = \mathbb{E}\left[\frac{W^k}{k!}e^{-W}\right]
\]

denotes the mixed-Poisson distribution with mixing distribution \( W \) having distribution function \( F \) in Condition 1.1(a).

This is [160, Theorem 7.19]. The proof of [160, Theorem 7.19] also reveals that \( \mathbf{d} \) satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) in probability when \( \mathbf{w} \) satisfies Conditions 1.1(a)-(b), which is useful in what follows. By the discussion above, Theorem 2.15 proves Theorem 2.14 under Conditions 1.1(a)-(c).

**Extension to local weak convergence under Conditions 1.1(a)-(b).** The extension of Theorem 2.14 under Conditions 1.1(a)-(b) can easily be obtained using an appropriate truncation argument of the weight distribution. This is worked out in detail in [161, Proof of Theorem 4.11], where it was used to identify the giant component in this setting, and we omit further details here.

**Restriction to \( \text{CM}_n(\mathbf{d}) \).** The above line of argument can be followed in many settings, and implies that once a result is proved under appropriate conditions for \( \text{CM}_n(\mathbf{d}) \), it can be relatively easily be extended to \( \text{GRG}_n(\mathbf{w}) \) under appropriate conditions on the weight distribution. This explains why, in the sequel, we focus mainly on the configuration model, and less on generalized or other inhomogeneous random graphs.

**Exercise 2.14 (Local weak convergence of \( \text{ER}_n(\lambda/n) \)).** Use Theorem 2.14 to show that also \( \text{ER}_n(\lambda/n) \) converges locally-weakly in probability to the Galton-Watson tree with Poisson offspring distribution with parameter \( \lambda \).
2.2.4. Local weak convergence of preferential attachment models. In this section, we study the local weak convergence of preferential attachment models, which is a much more difficult subject. Indeed, it turns out that the local weak limit is not described by a homogeneous Galton-Watson tree, but rather by an inhomogeneous one. This multitype branching process local weak limit has only been identified in the preferential attachment models with conditionally independent edges, and is established by Berger, Borgs, Chayes and Saberi [34] for the regular PAM, and by Dereich and M"{o}rters [98, 99, 100] for the PAM with conditionally independent edges.

Local weak convergence of PAMs with fixed number of edges. The proof by Berger et al. [34] makes crucial use of the fact that the model with $\delta \geq 0$ can be obtained by choosing the $i$th vertex at time $n$ according to degree with probability $\tilde{\alpha}_n(i)$, and uniform with probability $1 - \tilde{\alpha}_n(i)$. Here, $\tilde{\alpha}_n(i)$ is chosen appropriately as
\[ \tilde{\alpha}_n(i) = \alpha \frac{2m(n-1)}{2m(n-1) + 2m\alpha + (1 - \alpha)(i-1)} = \alpha + O(1/n), \]
where
\[ \alpha = \frac{\delta}{2m + \delta}. \]
See also [160, Exercise 8.7] where this connection is explained in the setting where $m = 1$. The setting for $m \geq 2$ follows again by collapsing several vertices. The preferential attachment model investigated by Berger et al. [34] is one where no self-loops are allowed (coined PA$_t^{(m,\delta)}(b)$ in [160, Chapter 8]). It can be expected that the precise rules do not matter tremendously, so let us explain the result in the simplest possible setting.

Since choosing vertices according to degrees, as well as choosing them uniformly, both have nice exchangeability properties, Pólya urn schemes can be used to prove local weak convergence in this setting. Let the graph start at time $t$ with two vertices with $m$ edges between them. Let $\tau_k$ be the $k$th time that an edge is added to either vertex 1 or 2. The relation to Pólya urn schemes can be informally explained by noting that the random variable $k \mapsto D_1(\tau_k)/(D_1(\tau_k) + D_2(\tau_k))$ can be viewed as the proportion of type 1 vertices in a Pólya urn starting with $m$ balls of type 1 and type 2, respectively. Application of a De Finetti Theorem, which relies on exchangeability, shows that $D_1(\tau_k)/(D_1(\tau_k) + D_2(\tau_k))$ converges almost surely to a certain Beta-distribution, which we denote by $\beta$. What is particularly nice about this description is that the random variable $D_1(\tau_k)$ has exactly the same distribution as $m$ plus a Bin$(k, \beta)$ distribution, i.e., conditionally on $\beta$, $D_1(\tau_k)$ is a sum of i.i.d. random variables.

In the graph context, the Pólya urn description becomes more daunting. However, the description again is in terms of Beta random variables, and the exchangeable version of the model PA$_{\eta}^{(m,\delta)}(b)$ (described above) can again be given rather explicitly in terms of the arising random variables. Let us now give some details.

We continue by introducing the limiting graph. Let
\[ u = \frac{\alpha}{1 - \alpha} = \frac{\delta}{2m}, \]
and write
\[ \chi = \frac{1 + 2u}{1 + u} = \frac{2(m + \delta)}{2m + \delta}, \quad \psi = \frac{1 - \chi}{\chi} = \frac{1}{1 + 2u} = \frac{m}{m + \delta}. \]
The exponent $\psi$ equals $\psi = 1/(\tau - 2)$, where $\tau = 3 + \delta/m$ equals the power-law exponent of the graph. We will show that asymptotically, the branching process obtained by exploring the neighborhood of a random vertex $o_n$ in $\text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)}(b)$ is given by a multitype branching process, in which every vertex has a type that is closely related to the age of the vertex. To state our main theorem, we introduce this tree. Recall that a Gamma distribution $X$ with parameter $r$ has density $f_X(x) = x^{r-1}e^{-x/r}/\Gamma(r)$ for $x \geq 0$ and 0 otherwise. Let $X$ have a Gamma distribution with parameter $m + 2mu$, and let $X^*$ be the size-biased version of $X$, which has a Gamma distribution with parameter $m + 2mu + 1$:

**Exercise 2.15 (Size-biased version of Gamma).** Let $X$ have a Gamma distribution with parameter $r$. Show that its size-biased version $X^*$ has a Gamma distribution with parameter $r + 1$.

Again, we see that the local weak limit of $\text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)}(b)$ is a tree, but it is not homogeneous. Further, each vertex has two different types of children, labelled $L$ and $R$. The children labeled with $L$ are the older neighbors that one of the $m$ edges that the vertex entered with is connected to, while children labeled $R$ are younger vertices that used one of their $m$ edges to connect to the vertex. The distinction between the different kind of vertices can be determined by giving each vertex an age variable. Since we are interested in the asymptotic neighborhood of a uniform vertex, the age of the root, which corresponds to the limit of $o_n/n$, is a uniform random variable on $[0, 1]$. In order to describe its immediate neighbors, we have to describe how many older vertices of type $L$ is in connected to, as well as the number of older vertices of type $R$. After this, we again have to describe the number of $R$ and $L$ type children its children has, etc.

Let us now describe these constructs in detail. Let the random rooted tree $(T, o)$ be defined by its vertices labeled by finite sequences

\begin{equation}
(2.2.37) \quad a = (\emptyset, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_l),
\end{equation}

each carrying a label $R$ or $L$, which are defined inductively as follows: The root $\emptyset$ has a position $x_0 = y^x$, where $y_0$ is chosen uniformly at random in $[0, 1]$. In the induction step, we assume that $(\emptyset, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_l)$ and the corresponding variable $x_a \in [0, 1]$ have been chosen in a previous step. Define $(a, j) = (\emptyset, a_1, a_2, \ldots, a_l, j)$, for $j \geq 1$, and set

\begin{equation}
(2.2.38) \quad m_-(a) = \begin{cases} m & \text{if } a \text{ is the root or of type } L, \\ m - 1 & \text{if } a \text{ is of type } R. \end{cases}
\end{equation}

We then take

\begin{equation}
(2.2.39) \quad \gamma_a \sim \begin{cases} X & \text{if } a \text{ is the root or of type } R, \\ X^* & \text{if } a \text{ is of type } L, \end{cases}
\end{equation}

independently of everything else. Let $(a, 1), \ldots, (a, m_-(a))$ be the children of type $L$, and let $x_{a(1)}, \ldots, x_{a(m_-(a))}$ be sampled i.i.d. and uniformly at random from $[0, x_a]$. Further, let $(x_{a(m_-(a))+j})_{j \geq 1}$ be the (ordered) points of a Poisson point process with intensity

\begin{equation}
(2.2.40) \quad \rho_a(x) = \gamma_a e^{-\psi x} x^{-\psi - 1}
\end{equation}

on $[x_a, 1]$, and the vertices $(a, m_-(a) + j)_{j \geq 1}$ have type $R$. The children of $a$ are the vertices $(a, j)$ of type $L$ and $R$. Obviously, there are finitely many children of type $L$. Further, note
that \( \psi = \frac{1}{1+2u} \in (0,1] \), so the intensity \( \rho_a \) in (2.2.40) of the Poisson process is integrable. Thus every vertex in the random tree has a.s. finitely many children. The above random tree is coined the Pólya-point tree, and the point process \( \{ x_a \} \) the Pólya-point process. The Pólya-point tree is a multitype discrete-time branching process, where the type of a vertex \( a \) is equal to the pair \( (x_a, t_a) \), where \( x_a \in [0,1] \) corresponds to the (rescaled) age of the vertex, and \( t_a \in \{L, R\} \) is its type. Thus, the type-space of the multitype branching process is continuous.

With the above description in hand, we are ready to state our main result concerning local weak convergence of \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)}(b) \), which is [34, Theorem 2.2]:

**Theorem 2.16 (Local weak convergence of preferential attachment models).** Fix \( \delta \geq 0 \) and \( m \geq 1 \). The preferential attachment model \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)}(b) \) converges locally weakly in probability to the Pólya-point tree. The same is true for the variants of the PAM in which edges are added independently, and where edges are chosen independently conditioned on attaching to different vertices.

Theorem 2.16 does not include the case where self-loops are allowed. Given the robustness of the theorem (which applies to three quite related settings), we strongly believe that the result also applies to \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)} \):

**Open Problem 2.1 (Local weak convergence of PAM with self-loops).** Extend the local weak convergence result in Theorem 2.16 to the model with self-loops \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)} \). (This was done for \( \delta = 0 \) by Bollobás and Riordan [57], even though the limit was described differently.)

Theorem 2.16 states local weak convergence in probability to the Pólya-point tree, while [34, Theorem 2.2] states local weak convergence in probability. Local weak convergence in probability can be deduced from the convergence in probability of subgraph counts in [34, Lemma 2.4]. We refrain from discussing this issue further.

We will not prove Theorem 2.16 completely. We explain the core aspects of its proof, which relies on exchangeability and applications of De Finetti’s Theorem. The crucial observation is that De Finetti’s Theorem can be used to give an equivalent formulation of \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)}(b) \) that relies on independent random variables. We explain this now. We start by explaining

**Pólya urn schemes.** An important application of De Finetti’s Theorem (see e.g., [161, Theorem 6.1]) arises in so-called Pólya urn schemes. An urn consists of a number of balls, and we successively draw balls and replace them in the urn. We start with \( B_0 = b_0 \) blue balls and \( R_0 = r_0 \) red balls at time \( n = 0 \). Let \( W_b, W_r : \mathbb{N} \to (0, \infty) \) be two weight functions. Then, at time \( n+1 \), the probability of drawing a blue ball, conditionally on the number \( B_n \) of blue balls at time \( n \), is proportional to the weight of the blue balls at time \( n \), i.e., the conditional probability of drawing a blue ball is equal to

\[
\frac{W_b(B_n)}{W_b(B_n) + W_r(R_n)}.
\]

(2.2.41)

After drawing a ball, it is replaced together with a second ball of the same color. We shall denote this Pólya urn scheme by \( ((B_n, R_n))_{n \geq 1} \). Naturally, \( B_n + R_n = b_0 + r_0 + n \).
In this section, we restrict to the case where there are \( a_r, a_b \geq 0 \) such that
\[
W_b(k) = a_b + k, \quad W_r(k) = a_r + k,
\]
i.e., both weight functions are linear with the same slope, but possibly a different intercept. The main result concerning such linear Pólya urn schemes is the following theorem:

**Theorem 2.17 (Limit theorem for linear Pólya urn schemes).** Let \( ((B_n, R_n))_{n=1}^{\infty} \) be a Pólya urn scheme with linear weight functions \( W_b \) and \( W_r \) as in (2.2.42). Then, as \( n \to \infty \),
\[
\frac{B_n}{B_n + R_n} \xrightarrow{a.s.} U,
\]
where \( U \) has a Beta-distribution with parameters \( a = b_0 + a_b \) and \( b = r_0 + a_r \), and
\[
\mathbb{P}(B_n = B_0 + k) = \mathbb{E}\left[ \mathbb{P}\left( \text{Bin}(n, U) = k \right) \right].
\]

Theorem 2.17 is highly convenient, not only since it describes the limiting relative ratios between the different types of balls, but also because it gives an explicit formula for the number of balls of a given type at each time, in terms of the limiting variable as well as binomial random variables. This will prove to be extremely useful in what follows.

**Finite-graph Pólya version of \( \text{PA}_t^{(m, \delta)}(b) \).** We now explain the finite-graph Pólya version of \( \text{PA}_t^{(m, \delta)}(b) \). We start by introducing the necessary notation. Let \( (\psi_j)_{j \geq 1} \) be independent random variables with a Beta distribution with parameters \( m + 2mu, (2j - 3)m + 2mu(j - 1) \), i.e.,
\[
\psi_j \sim \beta(m + 2mu, (2j - 3)m + 2mu(j - 1)).
\]
Here we recall that \( Y \) has a Beta distribution with parameters \( (a, b) \) when \( f_y(y) = y^{a-1}(1-y)^{b-1}B(a, b) \) for \( y \in [0, 1] \), where \( B(a, b) = \Gamma(a + b)/\Gamma(a)\Gamma(b) \) is the Beta-function. Define
\[
\varphi_j = \psi_j \prod_{i=j+1}^t (1 - \psi_i), \quad S_k = \sum_{j=1}^k \varphi_j.
\]
Finally, let \( I_k = [S_{k-1}, S_k] \). We now construct a graph a follows: Conditioned on \( \psi_1, \ldots, \psi_n \), choose \( (U_{k,i})_{k \in [n], i \in [m]} \) as a sequence of independent random variables, with \( U_{k,i} \) chosen uniformly at random from the (random) interval \([0, S_{k-1}]\). Join two vertices \( j \) and \( k \) if \( j < k \) and \( U_{k,i} \in I_j \) for some \( i \in [m] \) (with multiple edges between \( j \) and \( k \) if there are several such \( i \) ). Call the resulting random multi-graph the finite-size Pólya graph of size \( n \). The main result for \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)}(b) \) is as follows:

**Theorem 2.18 (Finite-graph Pólya version of \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)}(b) \)).** Fix \( \delta \geq 0 \) and \( m \geq 1 \). Then, the distribution of \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)}(b) \) is the same as that of the finite-size Pólya graph of size \( n \).

The nice thing about Theorems 2.16–2.18 is that they also allow for an investigation of the degree distribution and various other quantities of interest in the PAM. We refer to Berger et al. [34] for details.

A related version of Theorem 2.18 for \( \delta = 0 \) was proved by Bollobás and Riordan [57] in terms of a pairing representation. This applies to the model \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)} \).
Let us give some insight into the proof. There is a close connection between the preferential attachment model and the Pólya urn model in the following sense: every new connection that a vertex gains can be represented by a new ball added in the urn corresponding to that vertex. The initial number of balls in each urn is equal to $m$. Indeed, recall the discussion above about $D_1(\tau_k)/(D_1(\tau_k) + D_2(\tau_k))$ converging almost surely to a Beta-distribution. What is particularly nice about this description is that the random variable $D_1(\tau_k)$ has exactly the same distribution as $m$ plus a $\text{Bin}(k, \beta)$ distribution, i.e., conditionally on $\beta$, $D_1(\tau_k)$ is a sum of i.i.d. random variables, this equality in distribution being valid for all $k$. This observation can be extended to give a probabilistic description of $(D_1(\tau'_k), D_2(\tau'_k), \ldots, D_n(\tau'_k))_{k \geq 1}$ that is valid for all $k, n \geq 1$ fixed. Here $\tau'_k = \{ t : D_1(t) + \ldots, D_n(t) = k \}$ is the first time where the total degree of the vertices in $[n]$ is equal to $k$. Note that $\tau'_{2\alpha m} = n$. Further, the random variables $(D_1(\tau'_k), D_2(\tau'_k), \ldots, D_n(\tau'_k))_{k \geq 1}$ determine the law of $(\text{PA}^{(m, \beta)}_t(b))_{t \in [n]}$ uniquely. This explains why $\text{PA}^{(m, \beta)}_n(b)$ can be described in terms of independent random variables. The precise description in terms of $\psi_j$ in (2.2.45) follows from tracing back the graph construction obtained in this way.

Let us now make this intuition more precise. We follow [34, Section 3.1] closely. Let us consider first a two-urn model, with the number of balls in one urn representing the degree of a particular vertex $k$, and the number of balls in the other representing the sum of the degrees of the vertices $1, \ldots, k-1$. We will start this process at the point when $n = k$ and $k$ has connected to precisely $m$ vertices in $[k - 1]$. Note that at this point, the urn representing the degree of $k$ has $m$ balls, while the other one has $(2k-3)m$ balls. Consider a time in the evolution of the preferential attachment model when we have $n - 1 \geq k$ old vertices, and $i - 1$ edges between the new vertex $n$ and $[k - 1]$. Assume that at this point the degree of $k$ is $d_k$, and the sum of the degrees of vertices in $[k - 1]$ is $d_{<k}$. At this point, the probability that the $i$th edge from $n$ to $[n - 1]$ is attached to $k$ is

\[
\alpha_n(i) \frac{1}{n - 1} + (1 - \alpha_n(i)) \frac{d_k}{2m(n-2) + (i-1)} = \frac{2m\alpha + (1 - \alpha)d_k}{2m(n-1) + 2m\alpha + (1 - \alpha)(i-1)},
\]

while the probability that it is connected to a vertex in $[k - 1]$ is equal to

\[
\alpha_n(i) \frac{k-1}{n-1} + (1 - \alpha_n(i)) \frac{d_{<k}}{2m(n-2) + (i-1)} = \frac{2m\alpha + (1 - \alpha)d_{<k}}{2m(n-1) + 2m\alpha + (1 - \alpha)(i-1)},
\]

Thus, conditioned on connecting to $[k]$, the probability that the $i$th edge from $n$ to $[n - 1]$ is attached to $k$ is $(2mu + d_k)/Z$, while the probability that the $i$th edge from $n$ to $[n - 1]$ is attached to $[k - 1]$ is $(2mu(k-1) + d_{<k})/Z$, where $Z = 2muk + d_{<k + 1}$ is the normalization constant. Note in particular that these probabilities do not depend on $i$, which explains the importance of $\alpha_n(i)$ in (2.2.33). Taking into account that the two urns start with $m$ and $(2k-3)m$ balls, respectively, we see that the evolution of the two bins is a Pólya urn with strengths $\psi_k$ and $1 - \psi_k$, where $\psi_k$ has the $\beta(m + 2mu, (2k - 3)m + 2mu(k-1))$ distribution. We next use this to complete the proof of Theorem 2.18.
Completion of the proof of Theorem 2.18. Using the two urn process as an inductive input, we can now easily construct the Pólya graph defined in Theorem 2.18. Indeed, let $X_t \in \{1, 2, \ldots, \lceil t/m \rceil \}$ be the vertex receiving the $t$th edge in the sequential model (the other endpoint of this edge being the vertex $\lceil t/m \rceil + 1$). For $t \leq m$, $X_t$ is deterministic (and equal to 1), but starting at $t = m + 1$, we have a two-urn model, starting with $m$ balls in each urn. As shown above, the two urns can be described as Pólya-urns with strengths $1 - \psi_2$ and $\psi_2$. Once $t > 2m$, $X_t$ can take three values, but conditioned on $X_t \leq 2$, the process continues to be a two-urn model with strengths $1 - \psi_2$ and $\psi_2$. To determine the probability of the event that $X_t \leq 2$, we now use the above two-urn model with $k = 3$, which gives that the probability of the event $X_t \leq 2$ is $1 - \psi_3$, at least as long as $t \leq 3m$. Combining these two-urn models, we get a three-urn model with strengths $(1 - \psi_2)(1 - \psi_3)$, $\psi_2(1 - \psi_3)$ and $\psi_3$. Again, this model remains valid for $t > 3m$, as long as we condition on $X_t \leq 3$. Continuing inductively, we see that the sequence $X_t$ evolves in stages:

- For $t \in [m]$, the variable $X_t$ is deterministic: $X_t = 1$.
- For $t = m + 1, \ldots, 2m$, the distribution of $X_t \in \{1, 2\}$ is described by a two-urn model with strengths $1 - \psi_2$ and $\psi_2$, where $\psi_2 \sim B_2$.
- In general, for $t = m(k - 1) + 1, \ldots, km$, the distribution of $X_t \in [k]$ is described by a $k$-urn model with strengths

\begin{equation}
\phi_j^{(k)} = \psi_j \prod_{i=j+1}^{k} (1 - \psi_i), \quad j = 1, \ldots, k.
\end{equation}

Here $\psi_k \sim B_k$ is chosen at the beginning of the $k$th stage, independently of the previously chosen strengths $\psi_1, \ldots, \psi_{k-1}$ (for convenience, we set $\psi_1 = 1$).

Note that the random variables $\phi_j^{(k)}$ can be expressed in terms of the random variables introduced in Theorem 2.18 as follows: by induction on $k$, it is easy to show that

\begin{equation}
S_k = \prod_{j=k+1}^{n} (1 - \psi_j).
\end{equation}

This implies that $\phi_j^{(k)} = \psi_j / S_k$, which relates the strengths $\phi_j^{(k)}$ to the random variables defined right before Theorem 2.18, and shows that the process derived above is indeed the process given in the theorem. \hfill \Box

The scale-free setting of $\delta \in (-m, 0)$. The above results only apply to $\delta \geq 0$. We close this section with an open problem, dealing with $\delta < 0$:

Open Problem 2.2 (Local weak convergence of PAM with $\delta < 0$).

Determine the local weak limit of the preferential attachment model $\text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)}(b)$ when $\delta \in (-m, 0)$.

We note that the variables $u$ in (2.2.35) and $\chi, \psi$ in (2.2.36) are well defined even when $\delta \in (-m, 0)$. Further, $\psi > 1$ in this case, so that $\psi > 0$ remains to be true and the Poisson intensity in (2.2.40) remains integrable. However, now $\alpha = \delta/(2m + \delta)$ in (2.2.34) becomes negative, so we cannot think of $\alpha$ as the asymptotic probability of choosing a vertex uniformly at random. Note, however, that instead of attaching proportional to
the degree and uniformly, we could also attach to the degree minus \( m \) and uniformly. Possibly, this allows us to extend the above setting.

Indeed, in (2.2.47)–(2.2.48), define \( d'_k = d_k - m \) to be the in-degree of vertex \( k \) at the time of the connection of the \( i \)th edge of vertex \( n \), and \( d'_{<k} = d_{<k} - (k - 1)m \) the total in-degree of the vertices in \([k - 1]\) at that time. Define

\[
(2.2.51) \quad \tilde{\alpha}_n'(i) = \frac{m(n - 1)}{m(n - 1) + ma + (1 - \alpha)(i - 1)} = \alpha + O(1/n),
\]

Then the probabilities in (2.2.47)–(2.2.48) are replaced by

\[
(2.2.52) \quad \tilde{\alpha}'_n(i) \frac{1}{n - 1} + (1 - \tilde{\alpha}'_n(i)) \frac{d'_k}{m(n - 2) + (1 - \alpha)(i - 1)} = \frac{ma + (1 - \alpha)d'_k}{m(n - 1) + ma + (1 - \alpha)(i - 1)},
\]

while the probability that it is connected to a vertex in \([k - 1]\) is equal to

\[
(2.2.53) \quad \tilde{\alpha}'_n(i) \frac{k - 1}{n - 1} + (1 - \tilde{\alpha}'_n(i)) \frac{d'_{<k}}{2m(n - 2) + (1 - \alpha)(i - 1)} = \frac{ma + (1 - \alpha)d'_{<k}}{m(n - 1) + ma + (1 - \alpha)(i - 1)}.
\]

Again the conditional probability of connecting to \( k \) conditioned on connecting to \([k]\), the probability that the \( i \)th edge from \( n \) to \([n - 1]\) is attached to \( k \) is independent of \( i \). Indeed, with \( u' = \alpha'/(1 - \alpha') \), the probability that the \( i \)th edge from \( n \) to \([n - 1]\) is attached to \( k \) is \((mu' + d'_k)/Z\), while the probability that the \( i \)th edge from \( n \) to \([n - 1]\) is attached to \([k - 1]\) is \((mu'(k - 1) + d'_{<k})/Z\), where \( Z = mu'k + d'_{<k+1} \) is the normalization constant. Now the two urns start with 0 and \((k - 1)m\) balls, respectively, so that the evolution of the two bins is a Pólya urn with strengths \( \psi'_k \) and \( 1 - \psi'_k \), where \( \psi'_k \) has the \( O/(m + mu', (k - 1)m + mu'(k - 1)) \) distribution. This suggests that a local weak limit for \( \text{PA}_{\psi'}(b) \) as in Theorem 2.18 might extend to the setting where \( \delta \in (-m, 0) \), with the above changes.

2.3. The giant component in random graphs

In this section, we investigate the connected components in the our random graphs. We start with the Erdős-Rényi random graph \( \text{ER}_n(\lambda/n) \).

2.3.1. The phase transition for the Erdős-Rényi random graph. In this section, we identify when \( \text{ER}_n(\lambda/n) \) has a giant component with high probability. As can be expected by Exercise 2.14, this condition has the interpretation that the branching process that describes the local weak limit of the \( \text{ER}_n(\lambda/n) \) has a strictly positive survival probability. Let \( \zeta_\lambda \) be the survival probability of the branching process with Poisson offspring with parameter \( \lambda \). Then, we know that \( \zeta_\lambda > 0 \) precisely when \( \lambda > 1 \). Thus, the local weak limit of a random vertex also survives to generation \( k \) for every \( k \) fixed with probability \( \zeta_\lambda \). This suggests that also a giant component exists precisely when \( \lambda > 1 \), and that this giant component consist precisely of those vertices whose local neighborhood survive. Of course, this is not a direct consequence of the local weak convergence, as this does not rule the possibility out that all ‘surviving’ vertices are in connected components whose size is \( o(n) \), as this is a global property rather than a local one. Our main theorem indeed
shows that almost all of the \( n\zeta(1 + o_P(1)) \) vertices whose local neighborhoods survive are in the same connected component, so, as Alon and Spencer [13] dub this, ‘there is no middle ground’:

**Theorem 2.19 (Phase transition in ER\(_n(\lambda/n)\)).** Let \( C_{\text{max}} \) and \( C_{(2)} \) be the largest and second largest components of ER\(_n(\lambda/n)\).

(a) If \( \lambda > 1 \), then there exists \( \zeta = \zeta_{\lambda} \in (0, 1] \) such that
\[
|C_{\text{max}}|/n \xrightarrow{p} \zeta_{\lambda},
\]
while \( |C_{(2)}|/n \xrightarrow{p} 0 \) and \( |E(C_{(2)})|/n \xrightarrow{p} 0 \).

(b) If \( \lambda \leq 1 \), then \( |C_{\text{max}}|/n \xrightarrow{p} 0 \) and \( |E(C_{\text{max}})|/n \xrightarrow{p} 0 \).

By Theorem 2.1 and the fact that \( \mathbb{E}[\text{Poi}(\lambda)] = \lambda \), we see that \( \zeta_{\lambda} > 0 \) precisely when \( \lambda > 1 \). Thus, we can summarize the convergence of \( |C_{\text{max}}|/n \) in Theorem 2.19 succinctly by (2.3.1). Theorem 2.19 also implies that the giant component is unique in the supercritical regime.

Let us provide some intuition for Theorem 2.19. By the local weak convergence in Theorem 2.14, the Erdős-Rényi random graph converges locally weakly to a Poisson branching process with parameter \( \lambda \). More precisely, let \( N_k^{(n)} \) denote the number of vertices \( v \in [n] \) for which \( |C(v)| > k \). Then, by Theorem 2.14 (or Exercise 2.14),
\[
\frac{N_k^{(n)}}{n} \xrightarrow{p} \zeta(k) = \mathbb{P}(T > k),
\]
and \( \zeta(k) = \zeta_{\lambda}(k) \to \zeta_{\lambda} \). Thus, the upper bound in (2.3.1) immediately follows:

**Exercise 2.16 (Upper bound on giant component ER\(_n(\lambda/n)\)).** Prove that \( |C_{\text{max}}| \leq (\zeta + \varepsilon)n \) whp as \( n \to \infty \), by formalizing the above argument.

The surprising effect that we see in Theorems 2.14 and 2.19 is that, for \( \lambda > 1 \), in fact almost all vertices \( v \in [n] \) for which \( |C(v)| > k \) are in the same connected component. Alternatively phrased, and following Alon and Spencer [13], there is no middle ground.

We will not prove Theorem 2.19, but we will explain how it will follow from a rather general result about the phase transition for the configuration model. First, we will extend the analysis to inhomogeneous random graphs.

### 2.3.2. The phase transition for inhomogeneous random graphs.

In this section, we extend Theorem 2.19 to the generalized random graph:

**Theorem 2.20 (Phase transition in generalized random graph).** Consider GRG\(_n(w)\), where the weights \( w \) satisfy Conditions 1.1(a)-(b). Let \( C_{\text{max}} \) and \( C_{(2)} \) be the largest and second largest components of GRG\(_n(w)\). Then, there exists \( \zeta \in [0, 1] \) such that
\[
|C_{\text{max}}|/n \xrightarrow{p} \zeta,
\]
while \( |C_{(2)}|/n \xrightarrow{p} 0 \) and \( |E(C_{(2)})|/n \xrightarrow{p} 0 \).
Theorem 2.20 is [161, Theorem 3.2]. We have chosen for a succinct description of the phase transition in Theorem 2.20. Let us next describe a condition that guarantees that \( \zeta > 0 \) in that setting. Define
\[
\nu = \frac{\mathbb{E}[W^2]}{\mathbb{E}[W]}.
\]
While this may not be immediately obvious, we can interpret \( \nu \) in (2.3.4) as the expected forward degree of a vertex. Indeed, in Theorem 2.14, the degree distribution of the root equals \( \text{Poi}(W) \), where \( W \) is the limiting weight distribution. The size-biased version of this distribution equals \( \text{Poi}(W^\star) \), where \( W^\star \) is the size-biased version of \( W \):

Exercise 2.17 (Size-biased mixed Poisson random variable). Let \( X \sim \text{Poi}(W) \) be a mixed-Poisson random variable with mixing distribution \( W \). Show that the size-biased distribution \( X^\star \) of \( X \) has the same distribution as \( \text{Poi}(W^\star) \).

Since
\[
\nu = \frac{\mathbb{E}[W^\star]}{\mathbb{E}[W]} = \frac{\mathbb{E}[W^2]}{\mathbb{E}[W]},
\]
we thus see that the unimodular branching process that is the local weak limit of \( \text{GRG}_n(w) \) has mean \( \nu \). We conclude that \( \zeta > 0 \) precisely when \( \nu > 1 \). That gives an explicit criterion when \( \zeta > 0 \) in Theorem 2.20. Again, we will not discuss the proof of Theorem 2.20, and refer instead to Theorem 2.22 below, where the relation to the phase transition for the configuration model is described.

Theorem 2.20 has been extended to general inhomogeneous random graphs by Bollobás, Janson and Riordan in [56]. There, however, the precise condition for existence of the giant component, i.e., for \( \zeta > 0 \), is given in terms of the operator norm of the reproduction operator, which is not always easy to obtain explicitly. We refrain from going into more details here, and refer the interested reader to [56] instead.

2.3.3. The phase transition for the configuration model. We investigate the configuration model \( \text{CM}_n(d) \), where in most cases, the degrees \( d = (d_i)_{i \in [n]} \) are assumed to satisfy Condition 1.6(a)-(b), and sometimes also Condition 1.6(c). We recall that \( D_n \) is the degree of a uniformly chosen vertex in \([n]\), i.e., \( D_n = d_U \), where \( U \) is a uniformly chosen vertex from \([n]\). Equivalently,
\[
\mathbb{P}(D_n = k) = n_k/n,
\]
where \( n_k \) denotes the number of vertices of degree \( k \). For a graph \( G \), we write \( v_k(G) \) for the number of vertices of degree \( k \) in \( G \), and \( |E(G)| \) for the number of edges. The main result concerning the size and structure of the largest connected components of \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) is the following:

Theorem 2.21 (Phase transition in \( \text{CM}_n(d) \)). Suppose that Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold and consider the random graph \( \text{CM}_n(d) \), letting \( n \to \infty \). Assume that \( p_2 = \mathbb{P}(D = 2) < 1 \). Let \( C_{\text{max}} \) and \( C_{(2)} \) be the largest and second largest components of \( \text{CM}_n(d) \).
\( (a) \) If \( \nu = \mathbb{E}[D(D - 1)]/\mathbb{E}[D] > 1 \), then there exist \( \eta^\star \in [0, 1) \), \( \zeta \in (0, 1] \) such that
\[
\frac{|C_{\text{max}}|}{n} \overset{p}{\to} \zeta,
\]
\[
\frac{v_k(C_{\text{max}})}{n} \overset{p}{\to} p_k(1 - (\eta^\star)^k) \quad \text{for every } k \geq 0,
\]
\[
\frac{|E(C_{\text{max}})|}{n} \overset{p}{\to} \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{E}[D](1 - (\eta^\star)^2).
\]

while \( |E(\mathcal{C}_2)|/n \overset{p}{\to} 0 \) and \( |E(\mathcal{C}_2)|/n \overset{p}{\to} 0 \).

(b) If \( \nu = \mathbb{E}[D(D-1)]/\mathbb{E}[D] \leq 1 \), then \( |C_{\text{max}}|/n \overset{p}{\to} 0 \) and \( |E(C_{\text{max}})|/n \overset{p}{\to} 0 \).

**Exercise 2.18 (Relation \( \xi \) and \( \eta^* \)).** Show that \( \zeta = \sum_{k \geq 0} p_k(1 - (\eta^*)^k) = 1 - G_D(\eta^*) \) by Theorem 2.21(a) and (b).

**Exercise 2.19 (Relation \( \xi \) and \( \eta^* \) (Cont.)).** Show that \( \eta^* \) is the extinction probability of a branching process with offspring distribution \( (p^*_k)_{k \geq 0} \), while \( \zeta \) is the survival probability of the unimodular Galton-Watson tree with degree distribution \( (p_k)_{k \geq 0} \).

Theorem 2.21 is proved by Janson and Luczak in [185], extending work by Molloy and Reed [215, 216].

The local weak convergence in Theorem 2.11 suggests that the probability for a uniform vertex to have a large connected component is \( \zeta \). We cannot conclude this so directly, however, since every time we pair two half-edges, the number of free or available half-edges decreases by 2. Similarly to the depletion of points effect in the exploration of clusters for the Erdős-Rényi random graph \( \text{ER}_n(\lambda/n) \), the configuration model \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) suffers from a depletion of points and half-edges effect. Thus, by iteratively connecting half-edges in a breadth-first way, the offspring distribution changes along the way, which gives potential trouble. Further, also cycles might occur, even though they are rare and have a small probability.

Luckily, the number of available half-edges that we start with equals \( \ell_n - 1 \), which is very large when Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold, since then \( \ell_n/n = \mathbb{E}[D_n]/n \to \mathbb{E}[D] > 0 \). Thus, we can pair many half-edges before we start noticing that their number decreases. As a result, the degrees of different vertices in the exploration process is close to being i.i.d., leading to a branching process approximation. This is again the idea behind the local weak convergence in Theorem 2.11, but for the giant component many more half-edges need to be paired to find its size of the giant. Thus, we cannot directly study the size of the giant component from local-weak convergence arguments. Let us discuss this branching process approximation, though, as well as the conditions on its survival, in more detail now.

In terms of this branching process, we can interpret \( \zeta \) in Theorem 2.21 as the survival probability of the above unimodular Galton-Watson process, so that \( \zeta \) satisfies

\[
\zeta = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} p_k(1 - (\eta^*)^k),
\]

where \( \eta^* \) is the extinction probability of the branching process with offspring distribution \( (p^*_k)_{k \geq 0} \), which satisfies

\[
\eta^* = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} p_k^*(\eta^*)^k.
\]

Clearly, \( \eta^* = 1 \) precisely when

\[
\nu = \sum_{k \geq 0} k p_k^* \leq 1.
\]
Since \( p_k^* = (k + 1)p_{k+1}/\mathbb{E}[D] \), we can rewrite

\[
\nu = \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}[D]} \sum_{k \geq 0} k(k + 1)p_{k+1} = \mathbb{E}[D(D - 1)]/\mathbb{E}[D],
\]

which explains the condition on \( \nu \) in Theorem 2.21(a). Further, to understand the asymptotics of \( v_k(\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}) \), we note that there are \( n_k = np_k^{(c)} \approx np_k \) vertices with degree \( k \). Each of the \( k \) direct neighbors of a vertex of degree \( k \) survives with probability close to \( 1 - \eta^* \), so that the probability that at least one of them survives is close to \( 1 - (\eta^*)^k \). When one of the neighbors of the vertex of degree \( k \) survives, the vertex itself is part of the giant component, which explains why \( v_k(\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}})/n \to p_k(1 - (\eta^*)^k) \). Finally, an edge consists of two half-edges, and an edge is part of the giant component precisely when one of the vertices incident to it is, which occurs with probability \( 1 - (\eta^*)^2 \). There are in total \( \ell_n/2 = n\mathbb{E}[D_n]/2 \approx n\mathbb{E}[D]/2 \) edges, which explains why \( |E(\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}})|/n \to \frac{1}{2}\mathbb{E}[D](1 - (\eta^*)^2) \). Therefore, all results in Theorem 2.21 have a simple explanation in terms of the branching process approximation of the connected component for \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) of a uniform vertex in \([n] \).

The condition \( \mathbb{P}(D = 2) = p_2 < 1 \). Because isolated vertices do not matter, without loss of generality, we may assume that \( p_0 = 0 \). The case \( p_2 = 1 \), for which \( \nu = 1 \) is quite exceptional. We give three examples showing that quite different behaviors are possible when \( p_2 = 1 \), corresponding to the finer asymptotics of the number \( n_2 \) of vertices of degree 2.

Our first example is when \( d_i = 2 \) for all \( i \in [n] \), so we are studying a random 2-regular graph. In this case, the components are cycles and the distribution of cycle lengths in \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) is given by the Ewen’s sampling formula ESF(1/2), see e.g., [22]. This implies that \( |\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}|/n \) converges in distribution to a non-degenerate distribution on \([0, 1]\) and not to any constant [22, Lemma 5.7]. Moreover, the same is true for \( |\mathcal{C}(2)|/n \) (and for \( |\mathcal{C}(3)|/n, \ldots \)), so in this case there are several large components. To intuitively see this result, we note that in the exploration of a cluster we start with one vertex with two half-edges. When pairing a half-edge, it connects to a vertex that again has two half-edges. Therefore, the number of half-edges to be paired is always equal to 2, up to the moment when the cycle is closed, and the cluster is completed. When there are \( m = \alpha n \) free half-edges left, the probability of closing up the cycle equals \( 1/m = 1/(\alpha n) \), and, thus, the time this takes is of order \( n \). A slight extension of this reasoning shows that the time it takes to close a cycle is \( nT_n \), where \( T_n \) converges to a limiting non-degenerate random variable.

Exercise 2.20 (Cluster size of vertex 1 in a 2-regular graph). Let \( n_2 = n \), and let \( \mathcal{C}(1) \) denote the cluster size of vertex 1. Show that

\[
|\mathcal{C}(1)|/n \xrightarrow{d} T,
\]

where \( \mathbb{P}(T \leq x) = \sqrt{1 - x} \).

Our second example with \( p_2 = 1 \) is obtained by adding a small number of vertices of degree 1. More precisely, we let \( n_1 \to \infty \) be such that \( n_1/n \to 0 \), and \( n_2 = n - n_1 \). In this case, components can either be cycles, or strings of vertices with degree 2 terminated with two vertices with degree 1. When \( n_1 \to \infty \), it is more likely to terminate a long string of vertices of degree 2 by a vertex of degree 1 than by closing the cycle, as for the latter we
need to pair to a unique half-edge, while for the former, we have \( n_1 \) choices. Therefore, it is easy to see that this implies that \(|C_{\text{max}}| = O(n)\):

**Exercise 2.21** (Cluster size in a 2-regular graph with some degree-1 vertices). Let \( n_1 \to \infty \) with \( n_1/n \to 0 \), and \( n_2 = n - n_1 \). Let \( C(1) \) denote the cluster size of vertex 1. Show that

\[
|C(1)|/n \xrightarrow{p} 0. \tag{2.3.15}
\]

Our third example with \( p_2 = 1 \) is obtained by instead adding a small number of vertices of degree 4 (i.e., \( n_4 \to \infty \) such that \( n_4/n \to 0 \), and \( n_2 = n - n_4 \)). We can regard each vertex of degree 4 as two vertices of degree 2 that have been identified. Therefore, to obtain \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) with this degree distribution, we can start from a configuration model having \( N = n + n_4 \) vertices, and uniformly identifying \( n_4 \) pairs of vertices of degree 2. Since the configuration model with \( N = n + n_4 \) vertices of degree 2 has many components having size of order \( n \), most of these will merge into one giant component. As a result, \(|C_{\text{max}}| = n - O(n)\), so there is a giant component containing almost everything:

**Exercise 2.22** (Cluster size in a 2-regular graph with some degree-4 vertices). Let \( n_4 \to \infty \) with \( n_4/n \to 0 \), and \( n_2 = n - n_4 \). Let \( C(1) \) denote the cluster size of vertex 1. Show that

\[
|C(1)|/n \xrightarrow{p} 1. \tag{2.3.16}
\]

We conclude that the case where \( p_2 = \mathbb{P}(D = 2) = 1 \) is quite sensitive to the precise properties of the degree structure that are not captured by the limiting distribution \((p_k)_{k \geq 1}\) only. This explains the condition \( p_2 < 1 \) in Theorem 2.21.

**The phase transition for the rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs.** We can use the description of the giant component in Theorem 2.21 also to study the giant component in \( \text{GRG}_n(w) \), \( \text{CL}_n(w) \) and \( \text{NR}_n(w) \) when \( w \) satisfies Condition 1.1(a)-(b):

**Theorem 2.22** (Phase transition in \( \text{GRG}_n(w) \)). Let \( w \) satisfy Condition 1.1(a)-(b). Then, the results in Theorem 2.21 also hold for \( \text{GRG}_n(w) \), \( \text{CL}_n(w) \) and \( \text{NR}_n(w) \).

Theorem 2.22 is [161, Theorem 4.11]. It follows rather straightforwardly from Theorem 2.21, together with the claimed relation between \( \text{GRG}_n(w) \) and \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) in Theorem 1.5. The results for \( \text{CL}_n(w) \) and \( \text{NR}_n(w) \) follow by asymptotic equivalence, as discussed in more detail in [160, Sections 6.6-6.7].

### 2.3.4. The phase transition for the preferential attachment model.

The preferential attachment model \( \text{PA}_n^{(m,\alpha)} \) turns out to be connected whp, as we discuss in more detail in the next section. This, however, is not true for the preferential attachment model with independent edges as studied by Dereich and M"orters [98, 99, 100]. Here, we describe the existence of the giant component in their model.

**Theorem 2.23** (Existence of a giant component: linear case). If \( f(k) = \gamma k + \beta \) for some \( 0 \leq \gamma < 1 \) and \( 0 < \beta \leq 1 \), then there exists a giant component if and only if

\[
\gamma \geq \frac{1}{2} \quad \text{or} \quad \beta > \frac{(1/2 - \gamma)^2}{1 - \gamma}. \tag{2.3.17}
\]
The notation used by Dereich and M"orters [100] is slightly different from ours. They show, for example, in [98] they prove that their model obeys an asymptotic power-law with exponent \( \tau = 1 + 1/\gamma = 3 + \delta/m \), so that \( \gamma \) intuitively corresponds to \( \gamma = m/(2m+\delta) \). As a result, \( \gamma \geq \frac{1}{2} \) corresponds to \( \delta \leq 0 \), which is also precisely the setting where the configuration model always has a giant component (recall Theorem 2.21).

The more general attachment functions \( k \mapsto f(k) \) is more delicate to describe. We start by introducing some notation, following Dereich and M"orters [100]. We call a preferential attachment function \( f : \{0, 1, 2, \ldots\} \mapsto (0, \infty) \) concave when

\[
(2.3.18) \quad f(0) \leq 1 \quad \text{and} \quad \Delta f(k) := f(k+1) - f(k) < 1 \quad \text{forall} \quad k \geq 0.
\]

By concavity the limit

\[
(2.3.19) \quad \gamma := \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{f(n)}{n} = \min_{k \geq 0} \Delta f(k)
\]

exists. \( \gamma \) plays a crucial role in the analysis, as can already be observed in Theorem 2.23. Let \( (Z_t)_{t \geq 0} \) be a pure birth Markov process started with birth rate \( f(k) \) when it is in state \( k \). Let \( S := \{\ell\} \cup [0, \infty) \) be a type space. Given a \( \alpha \in (0, 1) \), define the increasing functions \( M \), respectively, \( M^\tau \), by

\[
(2.3.20) \quad M(t) = \int_0^t e^{-s} \mathbb{E}[f(Z_s)]ds, \quad M(t) = \mathbb{E}[Z_t], \quad M^\tau(t) = \mathbb{E}[Z_t | \Delta Z_\tau = 1] - \mathbb{1}_{[\tau, \infty)}(t),
\]

Next, define a linear operator \( A_\alpha \) on the Banach space \( C(S) \) of continuous, bounded functions on \( S := \{\ell\} \cup [0, \infty) \) with \( \ell \) being a (non-numerical) symbol, by

\[
(2.3.21) \quad (A_\alpha g)(\tau) = \int_0^\infty g(t)e^{\alpha t}dM(t) + \int_0^\infty g(t)e^{-\alpha t}dM^\tau(t).
\]

The operator \( A_\alpha \) should be thought of as describing the expected offspring of vertices of different types, as explained in more detail below. The main result on the existence of a giant component in the preferential attachment model with conditionally independent edges is the following theorem:

**Theorem 2.24 (Existence of a giant component).** No giant component exists if and only if there exists \( 0 < \alpha < 1 \) such that \( A_\alpha \) is a compact operator with spectral radius \( \rho(A_\alpha) \leq 1 \).

It turns out that \( A_\alpha \) is a well-defined compact operator [100, Lemma 3.1] if and only if \( (A_\alpha 1)(0) < \infty \). When thinking of \( A_\alpha \) as the reproduction operator, the spectral radius \( \rho(A_\alpha) \) describes whether the multitype branching process has a positive survival probability. Thus, \( \rho(A_\alpha) \) should be thought of as the equivalent of the usual condition \( \mathbb{E}[X] \leq 1 \) for extinction of a discrete single-type branching process.

### 2.4. Connectivity of random graphs

In this section, we discuss when random graphs are fully connected. We will see that in inhomogeneous random graphs, one needs the average degree to tend to infinite for connectivity to occur, while for the configuration model, connectivity can already occur for degrees with finite mean. This makes the configuration model in many practical settings a more suitable model than its closely related inhomogeneous random graphs.
relatives. For example, the Internet is by definition connected, since otherwise it could not support its services such as email. We also study the connectivity in the preferential attachment model, which also occurs with bounded average degrees as soon as the degrees are all at least 2.

2.4.1. Connectivity transition of the configuration model. A beautiful property of the configuration model is that it can lead to connected graphs, even in the sparse regime. This is not true for the generalized random graph, as can be easily seen:

**Exercise 2.23 (No connectivity in GRG\(_n(w)\)).** Show that GRG\(_n(w)\) where the weights \(w\) satisfy Condition 1.1(a)-(b) is with high probability disconnected.

For the configuration model, when all vertices have degree at least 3, this does not happen. Even when all degrees are at least 2, CM\(_n(d)\) has a sizable probability of being connected, as the following theorem shows:

**Theorem 2.25 (Connectivity threshold for the configuration model).** Consider CM\(_n(d)\), where \(d\) satisfies Condition 1.6(a)-(b) with \(p_2 = \Pr(D = 2) \in [0, 1)\). Then
\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \Pr(\text{CM}_n(d) \text{ is connected}) = \left(\frac{d - 2p_2}{d}\right)^{1/2}.
\]
Moreover,
\[
n - |\mathcal{C}_{\max}| \xrightarrow{d} X,
\]
where \(X = \sum_k kC_k\), and \((C_k)_{k \geq 1}\) are independent Poisson random variables such that
\[
C_k \xrightarrow{d} \text{Poi} \left(\frac{(2p_2)^k}{2kd^k}\right).
\]
Finally,
\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E}[n - |\mathcal{C}_{\max}|] = \frac{p_2}{d - 2p_2}.
\]

Theorem 2.25 is [131, Theorem 2.2], where also an extension is given for the setting where there are of the order \(\sqrt{n}\) vertices of degree 1. This is the critical window for connectivity of the configuration model.

Theorem 2.25 is quite relevant, as many real-world networks, such as the Internet, are in fact connected by nature. By Exercise 2.23, this does not occur for sparse generalized random graphs. For the Erdős-Rényi random graph, we need to take \(\lambda\) close to \(\log n\) to obtain connectivity (see e.g., [123] or [160, Section 5.3]).

2.4.2. Connectivity transition of the preferential attachment model. In this section, we study the connectivity of the preferential attachment model. Clearly, when \(m = 1\), PA\(_n^{(m, \delta)}\) is a forest, and will be with high probability disconnected:

**Exercise 2.24 (No connectivity in PA\(_n^{(1, \delta)}\)).** Show that PA\(_n^{(1, \delta)}\) is with high probability disconnected.
On the other hand, when \( m \geq 2 \), the probability that vertex \( t \) creates a new connected component is at most \( O(t^{-m}) \), which is summable, so this only occurs finitely often a.s. Further, later vertices can use their \( m \) edges to connected up previously disconnected components, so that the graphs becomes more connected. This suggests that \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)} \) is with high probability connected for large \( n \), as stated in the next theorem:

**Theorem 2.26 (Connectivity for the preferential attachment model).** Fix \( m \geq 2 \) and \( \delta > -m \). Then, \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)} \) is with high probability connected for large \( n \).

**Exercise 2.25 (Finite number of connected components in \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)} \) for \( m \geq 2 \)).** Fix \( m \geq 2 \). Prove that \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)} \) has a tight number of connected components by making the argument before Theorem 2.26 precise.

**Exercise 2.26 (Connectivity in \( \text{PA}_n^{(m, \delta)} \)).** Prove Theorem 2.26 along the following strategy. Use Exercise 2.25. Since only finitely often a vertex creates a new connected component upon arrival, for \( K \geq 1 \) sufficiently large, there are at any time at most \( K \) connected components whp. Show that these connected component will be connected to each other whp as \( n \to \infty \). Fill in the details in this argument.

### 2.5. Small-world random graphs

In this section, we discuss the small-world nature of random graphs. We recall that \( \text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2) \) denotes the graph distance between two vertices \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \) chosen uniformly at random from \([n]\) in a graph \( G \), where the graph distance between two vertices is the minimal number of edges in all paths connecting the vertices. It is possible that no path connecting the vertices exists, in which case, we define \( \text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2) = +\infty \). We thus see that the size of the giant component, as studied in Sections 2.3–2.4, is highly relevant for graph distances, as \( \mathbb{P}(\text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2) < \infty) \to \zeta^2 \), where \( \zeta \) denotes the size of the giant component:

**Exercise 2.27 (Connectivity of uniformly chosen vertices).** Suppose we draw two vertices uniformly at random from \([n]\). Prove that the probability that the vertices are connected converges to \( \zeta^2 \) when \( |C_{\text{max}}|/n \xrightarrow{p} \zeta > 0 \), and \( |C_{(2)}| = o_p(n) \).

We conclude that it only makes sense to study small-world effects in settings where the giant component has substantial size, i.e., when \( \zeta > 0 \).

#### 2.5.1. Small-world nature of inhomogeneous random graphs

In this section, we discuss typical distances in \( \text{NR}_n(w) \). By Theorem 2.22,

\[
\mathbb{P}(\text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1, U_2) = +\infty) \to 1 - \zeta^2 > 0,
\]

since \( \zeta < 1 \) (see also Exercise 2.27). In particular, when \( \zeta = 0 \), which is equivalent to \( \nu \leq 1 \), \( \mathbb{P}(\text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1, U_2) = +\infty) \to 1 \). Therefore, in our main results, we shall condition on \( \text{dist}_G(U_1, U_2) < \infty \). We will only investigate typical distances when there exists a giant component.
Distances in inhomogeneous random graphs with finite-variance weights. Recall from Theorem 2.14 that \( \text{NR}_n(w) \) converges locally-weakly to a unimodular branching process with mixed Poisson offspring distribution \( \text{Poi}(W) \). This means that each vertex different from the root has a \( \text{Poi}(W^\ast) \) offspring distribution, where \( W^\ast \) is the size-biased version of \( W \). When \( \mathbb{E}[\text{Poi}(W^\ast)] = \mathbb{E}[W^2]/\mathbb{E}[W] < \infty \), this offspring has finite expectation, so that generations grow exponentially. We start by investigating the behavior of \( \text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1,U_2) \) in this case where the weights have finite variance:

**Theorem 2.27** (Typical distances in \( \text{NR}_n(w) \) for finite-variance weights). In the Norros-Reittu model \( \text{NR}_n(w) \), where the weights \( w = (w_i)_{i \in [n]} \) satisfy Condition 1.1(a)-(c) and where \( \nu > 1 \), conditionally on \( \text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1,U_2) < \infty \),

\[
\text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1,U_2)/\log n \xrightarrow{p} 1/\log \nu.
\]

The same result applies, under the same conditions, to \( \text{CL}_n(w) \) and \( \text{GRG}_n(w) \).

This is [161, Theorem 3.3]. This theorem was proved with van den Esker and Hooghiemstra in [126].

The intuition behind Theorem 2.27 is as follows. Theorem 2.14 implies that the neighborhood of a uniform vertex in \( \text{NR}_n(w) \) is well-approximated by a two-stage branching process, where the second and all later generations have offspring distribution \( (p_k^*)_{k\geq 0} \) given by \( p_k^* = \mathbb{P}(\text{Poi}(W^\ast) = k) \) (recall Exercise 2.17). When \( \nu = \sum_{k \geq 0} kp_k^* < \infty \), then the number of vertices at distance \( m \) is close to \( M\nu^m \), where \( M \) is the martingale limit of \( Z_m/\nu^m \) in Theorem 2.2. To know what \( \text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1,U_2) \) is, we need to grow the neighborhoods from the first uniform vertex until we find the second uniform vertex. The latter happens with reasonable probability when \( Z_m \approx n \), which suggests that the relevant \( k \) is such that \( \nu^m \approx n \), so that \( m \approx \log \nu, n \).

While the above heuristic is quite convincing, the argument is fatally flawed. Indeed, by local weak convergence (recall Theorem 2.14), the neighborhoods of a uniform vertex are well-approximated by a branching process as long as the number of vertices found grows arbitrarily slowly with \( n \). With considerable effort, this might be improved to a number of vertices that is much smaller than \( n \). When the number of vertices found becomes of order \( n \), the depletion-of-points effect already seriously kicks in. Therefore, the above approach is doomed to fail. One can, instead, prove Theorem 2.27 by using path counting arguments. See [161, Chapter 3] for more details. We will explain the intuition in more detail for the configuration model in the next section.

**Exercise 2.28** (Typical distances in \( \text{ER}_n(\lambda/n) \)). Prove that \( \text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1,U_2)/\log n \xrightarrow{p} 1/\log \lambda \) in \( \text{ER}_n(\lambda/n) \).

Theorem 2.27 leaves open what happens when \( \nu = \infty \). We can use Theorem 2.27 to show that \( \text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1,U_2) = o_p(\log n) \):

**Exercise 2.29** (Typical distances when \( \nu = \infty \)). Prove that \( \text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1,U_2)/\log n \xrightarrow{p} 0 \) when \( \nu = \infty \).

We next investigate graph distances in rank-1 random graphs with infinite-variance degrees in more detail.
Distances in rank-1 random graphs with infinite-variance weights. We next study typical distances in the Norros-Reittu random graph $\text{NR}_n(w)$, in the case where the degrees obey a power-law with degree exponent $\tau$ satisfying that $\tau \in (2, 3)$. In this case, $\nu = \infty$, so that $\text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1, U_2) = o_n(\log n)$ (recall Exercise 2.29). Many of our arguments also apply to the generalized random graph $\text{GRG}_n(w)$ and the Chung-Lu model $\text{CL}_n(w)$.

Recall that $F_n(x)$ denotes the proportion of vertices $i$ for which $w_i \leq x$. Then, we assume that there exists a $\tau \in (2, 3)$ such that for all $\delta > 0$, there exists $c_1 = c_1(\delta)$ and $c_2 = c_2(\delta)$ such that, uniformly in $n$,

$$c_1 x^{-(\tau - 1 + \delta)} \leq [1 - F_n(x)] \leq c_2 x^{-(\tau - 1 - \delta)},$$

where the upper bound is expected to hold for every $x \geq 1$, while the lower bound is only required to hold for $1 \leq x \leq n^{\alpha}$ for some $\alpha > 1/2$.

The assumption in (2.5.3) is what we need precisely, and it states that $[1 - F_n(x)]$ obeys power-law bounds for appropriate values of $x$. Note that the lower bound in (2.5.3) cannot be valid for all $x$, since $F_n(x) > 0$ implies that $F_n(x) \geq 1/n$, so that the lower and upper bound in (2.5.3) are contradicting when $x \gg n^{1/(\tau - 1)}$. Thus, the lower bound can hold only for $x = O(n^{1/(\tau - 1)})$. When $\tau \in (2, 3)$, we have that $1/(\tau - 1) \in (1/2, 1)$, and we only need the lower bound to hold for $x \leq n^{\alpha}$ for some $\alpha \in (1/2, 1)$.

We now give simpler conditions for (2.5.3) in special cases:

Exercise 2.30 (Power-law tails in key example of deterministic weights). Let $w$ be defined as $w_i = [1 - F]^{-1}(i/n)$ (recall (1.3.16)), and assume that $F$ satisfies

$$1 - F(x) = x^{-(\tau - 1)}L(x),$$

where the exponent satisfies $\tau \in (2, 3)$, and where $x \mapsto L(x)$ is slowly varying at infinity. Prove that (2.5.3) holds.

Exercise 2.31 (Power-law tails for i.i.d. weights). For i.i.d. weights $w = (w_i)_{i \in [n]}$ with distribution $F$ satisfying that (2.5.4) with $\tau \in (2, 3)$, and where $x \mapsto L(x)$ is slowly varying. Prove that (2.5.3) holds whp.

The main result on graph distances for $\tau \in (2, 3)$ is as follows:

Theorem 2.28 (Typical distances in $\text{NR}_n(w)$ for $\tau \in (2, 3)$). Fix the Norros-Reittu model $\text{NR}_n(w)$, where the weights $w = (w_i)_{i \in [n]}$ satisfy Condition 1.1(a)-(b) and (2.5.3). Then, conditionally on $\text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1, U_2) < \infty$,

$$\frac{\text{dist}_{\text{NR}_n(w)}(U_1, U_2)}{\log \log n} \overset{p}{\to} \frac{2}{|\log (\tau - 2)|}.$$

The same results apply, under the same conditions, to $\text{CL}_n(w)$ and $\text{GRG}_n(w)$.

This is [161, Theorem 3.4]. This theorem was first proved by Norros and Reittu in [226] in the setting of i.i.d. vertex weights. Theorem 2.28 implies that $\text{NR}_n(w)$ with $w$ as in (1.3.16), for $\tau \in (2, 3)$, is an ultra-small world when (2.5.3) is satisfied. Again, a proof can be given using path counting techniques.
2.5.2. Small-world nature of configuration models. We next discuss the small-world nature of configuration models. We start by discussing the case of finite-variance degrees.

**Distances in configuration models with finite-variance degrees.** In the CM with finite-variance degrees, we again see that the typical distances are logarithmic:

**Theorem 2.29** (Typical distances in CM\(_n\)(d) for finite-variance degrees). In the configuration model CM\(_n\)(d), where the degrees d = (d\(_i\))\(_{i∈[n]}\) satisfy Condition 1.6(a)-(c) with \(ν > 1\), conditionally on dist\(_{CM,n}(d)\)(U\(_1\), U\(_2\)) < \(∞\),

\[
\text{dist}_{CM,n}(d)(U_1, U_2) / \log n \xrightarrow{p} 1 / \log ν.
\]

Theorem 2.29 is [161, Theorem 5.1] and was first proved with Hooghiemstra and Van Mieghem in [162] for the special case of i.i.d. degrees. Theorem 2.29 shows that the typical distances in CM\(_n\)(d) are of order \(\log ν\), and is thus similar in spirit as Theorem 2.27. We note that stronger results than Theorem 2.29 have been obtained in the literature. Indeed, in [162], it is proved that the re-centered graph distances dist\(_{CM,n}(d)\)(U\(_1\), U\(_2\)) − \(\log ν\) n form a tight sequence of random variables in the case of i.i.d. degrees.

Let us sketch the proof of Theorem 2.29 in some more detail. The local-weak convergence result in Theorem 2.11 can be extended to neighborhoods of radius \(m\) that grows with \(n\). We let \(k_n = \frac{1}{2} \log ν n\) (fingers crossed!), so that \(|\partial B_{U_1}(k)| \approx M_1 ν^{k_n} = M_1 \sqrt{n}\). Then we grow the neighborhood of \(U_2\) up to the moment that it connects to \(\partial B_{U_1}(m)\). We call such a half-edge a collision half-edge. The graph distance between \(U_1\) and \(U_2\) will then be \(k + 1 + l\), where \(l\) is the graph distance between \(U_2\) and the vertex incident to the collision half-edge. The question is thus how large such \(l\) typically is.

Each time that we pair a half-edge, we create an edge between \(\partial B_{U_1}(k)\) and \(U_2\) with probability roughly \(|\partial B_{U_1}(k)| / l_n \approx M_1 / (E[D] \sqrt{n})\). Thus, we need to pair of order \(\sqrt{n}\) half-edges to have a reasonable chance of success. Since \(|\partial B_{U_2}(l)| \approx M_2 ν^{l}\), this means that \(l \approx \frac{1}{2} \log ν n\), so that the graph distance is roughly \(k_n + l = \log ν n\), as indicated in Theorem 2.29. Of course, the above is not rigorous, since a rigorous argument requires detailed estimates on the growth of \(|\partial B_{U_1}(k)|\) and \(|\partial B_{U_2}(k)|\) for \(k \approx \frac{1}{2} \log ν n\). However, this proof can be made rigorous, and even suggests that dist\(_{CM,n}(d)\)(U\(_1\), U\(_2\)) − \(\log ν\) n is a tight sequence of random variables. The latter is indeed proved in [162] for the special case of i.i.d. degrees. Interestingly, this tight random variable does not converge in distribution, giving a rare example of a tight sequence of random variables that does not converge weakly.

**Distances in configuration models with infinite-variance degrees.** We next study the typical distance of the configuration model with degrees having finite mean and infinite variance. We start by formulating the precise condition on the degrees that we shall work with. This condition is identical to the condition on \(F_n\) for NR\(_n\)(\(w\)) formulated in (2.5.3). Recall that \(F_n(x)\) denotes the proportion of vertices having degree at most \(x\). Then, we assume that there exists a \(τ \in (2, 3)\) and for all \(δ > 0\), there exist \(c_1 = c_1(δ)\) and \(c_2 = c_2(δ)\) such that, uniformly in \(n\),

\[
c_1 x^{-(τ-1+δ)} \leq [1 - F_n](x) \leq c_2 x^{-(τ-1-δ)},
\]

\[
\text{dist}_{CM,n}(U_1, U_2) / \log n \xrightarrow{p} 1 / \log ν.
\]
where the upper bound holds for every $x \geq 1$, while the lower bound is only required to hold for $1 \leq x \leq n^\alpha$ for some $\alpha > 1/2$. The typical distance of $\text{CM}_n(d)$ is identified in the following theorem:

**Theorem 2.30** (Typical distances in $\text{CM}_n(d)$ for $\tau \in (2, 3)$). Let the degrees $d = (d_i)_{i \in [n]}$ in the configuration model $\text{CM}_n(d)$ satisfy Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) and (2.5.7). Then, conditionally on $\text{dist}_{\text{CM}_n(d)}(U_1, U_2) < \infty$,

\[
\frac{\text{dist}_{\text{CM}_n(d)}(U_1, U_2)}{\log \log n} \xrightarrow{p} \frac{2}{|\log (\tau - 2)|}.
\]

Theorem 2.30 is [161, Theorem 5.3]. Theorem 2.30 is similar in spirit to Theorem 2.28 for $\text{NR}_n(w)$.

Recently, in work with Komjáthy [170], a much stronger version of Theorem 2.30 has been proved. The extension is in the fact that the result also shows that $\text{dist}_{\text{CM}_n(d)}(U_1, U_2) - 2\log \log n/|\log (\tau - 2)|$ is a tight sequence of random variables when (2.5.7) holds. Interestingly, this random variable does not converge in distribution. Further, in [170] versions of Theorem 2.30 are proved when the degrees are truncated, which means that (2.5.7) is true for all $x \leq n^{\beta_n}$, while $[1 - F_{\beta_n}](x) = 0$ for $x > n^{\beta_n}$. This means that the maximal degree is of order $n^{\beta_n}$ rather than $n^{1/((\tau - 1) + o(1))}$. This truncation affects the distances, in the sense that an extra term of order $1/\beta_n$ needs to be added. We refer the interested reader to [170] for more details.

Let us sketch the proof of Theorem 2.30 in some more detail. We follow the sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.29. The local-weak convergence result in Theorem 2.11 can be extended to neighborhoods of radius $m$ that grow slowly with $n$. However, now the branching process that approximates the neighborhoods of $U_1$ and $U_2$ has infinite mean. Recall Theorem 2.4, which shows that under the condition (2.1.16), $\log |\partial B_{U_1}(k)| \approx Y_1(\tau - 2)^{-k}$ for some random variable $Y_1$. Take $k_n = (\log \log \sqrt{n} + a)/|\log (\tau - 2)|$ for some $a$ chosen later. Then $|\partial B_{U_1}(k)| \approx e^{aY_1 \log \sqrt{n}}$, so taking $a = \log(1/Y_1)$ makes $|\partial B_{U_1}(k)| \approx \sqrt{n}$.

Then we again grow the neighborhood of $U_2$ up to the moment that it connects to $\partial B_{U_1}(k)$. The graph distance between $U_1$ and $U_2$ will then be $k + 1 + l$, where $l$ is the graph distance between $U_2$ and the vertex incident to the collision half-edge. Now, we see that since also $\log |\partial B_{U_2}(k)| \approx Y_2(\tau - 2)^{-k}$, instead we have $l \approx \log \log \sqrt{n}/|\log (\tau - 2)|$, so that the typical distance is roughly $2\log \log \sqrt{n}/|\log (\tau - 2)|$, as Theorem 2.30 proves. Again, this proof can be made rigorous, and even suggests that $\text{dist}_{\text{CM}_n(d)}(U_1, U_2) - 2\log \log n/|\log (\tau - 2)|$ is a tight sequence of random variables. The latter is indeed again proved in [165] for the special case of i.i.d. degrees, and in [170] under more general restrictions. This tight random variable once more does not converge in distribution.

Let us present an alternative viewpoint for Theorem 2.30 that turns out to be quite helpful, also in understanding related result. By local-weak convergence (Theorem 2.11), $\partial B_{U_1}(k)$ can whp be successfully coupled to the individuals in the $k$th generation of an infinite-mean branching process. Let $D_{\text{max}}(k)$ be the maximal degree of any vertex in $\partial B_{U_1}(k)$. Then, $D_{\text{max}}(k) \xrightarrow{p} \infty$ when $k$ grows. This leads us to the following question. Suppose that we have a vertex $v$ of degree $d$ which is quite large. What is the maximal degree of any vertex to which $v$ is connected?
For this question, we rely on the following lemma, which is of independent interest:

**Lemma 2.31 (Connectivity in CM$_n$($d$)).** For any two sets of vertices $A, B \subseteq [n],$

$$\mathbb{P}(A \text{ not directly connected to } B) \leq e^{-d_Ad_B/(2\ell_n)},$$

where, for any $A \subseteq [n],

$$d_A = \sum_{i \in A} d_i$$

denotes the total degree of vertices in $A.$

**Proof.** There are $d_A$ half-edges incident to the set $A,$ which we pair one by one. After having paired $k$ half-edges, all to half-edges that are not incident to $B,$ the probability to pair the next half-edge to a half-edge that is not incident to $B$ equals

$$1 - \frac{d_B}{\ell_n - 2k + 1} \leq 1 - \frac{d_B}{\ell_n}.$$  

Some half-edges incident to $A$ may attach to other half-edges incident to $A,$ so that possibly fewer than $d_A$ half-edges need to be paired to pair all half-edges incident to $A.$ However, since each pairing uses up at most 2 half-edges incident to $A,$ we need to pair at least $d_A/2$ half-edges, so that

$$\mathbb{P}(A \text{ not directly connected to } B) \leq \left(1 - \frac{d_B}{\ell_n}\right)^{d_A/2} \leq e^{-d_Ad_B/(2\ell_n)},$$

where we have used that $1 - x \leq e^{-x}.$

We apply the Connectivity Lemma 2.31 to investigate what the maximal degree is of a neighbor of a vertex $v_d$ of large degree $d$ is. Fix $q$ and let $A = \{v_d\}$ and $B = \{v: d_v \geq q\}.$ By assumption (2.5.7),

$$d_B \geq q\#\{v: d_v \geq q\} = qn[1 - F_n](q) \geq c_1qnq^{-(\tau - 1 + \delta)} = c_1nq^{-(\tau - 2 + \delta)}.$$  

Thus,

$$\mathbb{P}(v_d \text{ not directly connected to } B) \leq e^{-d_Ad_B/(2\ell_n)} \leq e^{-c_1nd_q^{-(\tau - 2 - \delta)}/[2\ell_n]} \approx e^{-cdq^{-(\tau - 2 + \delta)}},$$

which is quite small when $q \leq d^{1/(\tau - 2 + 2\delta)}.$ Thus, a vertex of high degree $d$ is whp connected to a vertex of degree roughly $d^{1/(\tau - 2)}.$ We conclude that after some $k_n$ steps, the vertex of degree $d$ is connected to a vertex of degree of order $d^{(\tau - 2)k_n},$ which becomes of order $n^{\delta}$ when $k_n \approx \log \log n/|\log (\tau - 2)|.$ Thus, a vertex of large degree $d$ will be connected to the maximum-degree vertex in roughly $\log \log n/|\log (\tau - 2)|$ steps. This is true for a high-degree vertex in $\partial B_U\nu_1(k)$ as well as in $\partial B_U\nu_2(k),$ and whp these sets contain vertices of quite large degree. This suggests that the graph distance is roughly $2\log \log n/|\log (\tau - 2)|,$ as well as that shortest paths mainly pass through higher and higher degree vertices to go to the maximal-degree vertex, before again passing through smaller and smaller degree vertices to go to the destination. Of course, filling in the details is tricky, and we refer to [170] where this is worked out in detail.
Diameter in configuration models. We continue the discussion of distances in the configuration model by investigating the diameter in the model. Before stating the main result, we introduce some notation. Let $G^*_D(x)$ be defined as the probability generating function of $p^* = (p^*_k)_{k \geq 0}$ defined in (2.2.16). We recall that $\eta^*$ is the extinction probability of the branching process with offspring distribution $p^*$ defined in (2.3.11) and further define

\[(2.5.15) \quad \mu = G^*_D(\eta^*) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} k(\eta^*)^{k-1} p^*_k.\]

When $\eta^* < 1$, we also have that $\mu \leq 1$. In turn, $\eta^* < 1$ when $\nu > 1$, by the phase transition of the branching process. Then, the main result for the logarithmic asymptotics of the diameter of $\text{CM}_n(d)$ is as follows:

**Theorem 2.32 (Diameter of the configuration model).** Let Condition 1.6(a)-(b) hold, and suppose that $\nu > 1$. Assume that $n_1 = 0$ when $p_1 = 0$, and that $n_2 = 0$ when $p_2 = 0$. Then,

\[(2.5.16) \quad \frac{\text{diam}(\text{CM}_n(d))}{\log n} \xrightarrow{p} \frac{1}{\log \nu} + \frac{2 - \mathbb{1}_{\{p_1=0\}} - \mathbb{1}_{\{p_2=0\}}}{|\log \mu|}.\]

Theorem 2.32 was first proved by Fernholz and Ramachandran [132], see also [161, Theorem 5.2]. We note that, by Theorem 2.29 and Theorem 2.32, the diameter of the configuration model is strictly larger than the typical graph distance, except when $p_1 = p_2 = 0$. In the latter case, the degrees are at least three, so that thin lines are not possible, and the configuration model is whp connected (recall Theorem 2.25). We also remark that Theorem 2.32 applies not only to the finite-variance degree case, but also to the finite mean and infinite variance case. In the latter case, the diameter is of order $\log n$ unless $p_1 = p_2 = 0$, in which case Theorem 2.32 implies that the diameter is $o_P(\log n)$. Theorem 2.32 also applies to uniform random graphs with a given degree sequence in the finite-variance setting.

Interestingly, when $\tau \in (2, 3)$ and there are no vertices of degrees 1 and 2, then also the diameter in $\text{CM}_n(d)$ turns out to be doubly logarithmic:

**Theorem 2.33 (Diameter of the scale-free configuration model).** Let Condition 1.6(a)-(b) hold and assume that (2.5.7) holds. Assume further that $n_1 = n_2 = 0$. Then,

\[(2.5.17) \quad \frac{\text{diam}(\text{CM}_n(d))}{\log \log n} \xrightarrow{p} \frac{2}{\log (d_{\min} - 1)} + \frac{2}{|\log (\tau - 2)|}.\]

Theorem 2.33 shows that $\text{CM}_n(d)$ for which (2.5.7) holds and that do not contain vertices of degree 1 and 2 are extremely small-world random graphs: each pair of vertices is $O(\log \log n)$ apart. Theorem 2.33 is proved with Caravenna, Garavaglia in [75].

### 2.5.3. Small-world nature of preferential attachment models.

In this section, we discuss the small-world properties of preferential attachment models.
Distances in scale-free preferential attachment trees. We start by investigating distances in scale-free trees, arising for \( m = 1 \):

**Theorem 2.34 (Typical distance in scale-free trees).** Fix \( m = 1 \) and \( \delta > -1 \). Then

\[
\frac{\text{dist}_{\text{PA}}^{(1,\delta)}(U_1,U_2)}{\log n} \xrightarrow{p} \frac{2(1+\delta)}{(2+\delta)},
\]

while, with \( \gamma \) the non-negative solution of

\[
\gamma + (1+\delta)(1+\log \gamma) = 0,
\]

it holds

\[
\frac{\text{diam}(\text{PA}_{(1,\delta)}^{n})}{\log n} \xrightarrow{p} \frac{2(1+\delta)}{(2+\delta)^\gamma}.
\]

This is [161, Theorems 7.1 and 7.2].

Of course, the setting of scale-free trees is rather special. We next present the available results for the non-tree setting.

**Logarithmic distances in preferential attachment models with** \( m \geq 2 \) \( \text{and} \ \delta > 0 \). We start by investigating the case where \( \delta > 0 \) so that also the power-law degree exponent \( \tau \) satisfies \( \tau > 3 \). In this case, both the diameter as well as typical distances are logarithmic in the size of the graph:

**Theorem 2.35 (A log \( t \) bound for distances in PAMs).** Fix \( m \geq 1 \) and \( \delta > 0 \). For \( \text{PA}_{(m,\delta)}^{n} \) there exist \( 0 < a_1 < a_2 < \infty \) such that, as \( n \to \infty \),

\[
P(a_1 \log n \leq \text{dist}_{\text{PA}_{(m,\delta)}^{n}}(U_1,U_2) \leq a_2 \log n) = 1 - o(1).
\]

Further, there exist \( 0 < b_1 < b_2 < \infty \) such that, as \( n \to \infty \),

\[
P(b_1 \log n \leq \text{diam}(\text{PA}_{(m,\delta)}^{n}) \leq b_2 \log n) = 1 - o(1).
\]

This is [161, Theorems 7.7 and 7.8]. The result is originally proved in work with Dommers and Hooghiemstra [111]. The precise asymptotics of the typical distances and diameter in \( \text{PA}_{(m,\delta)}^{n} \) is unknown when \( \delta > 0 \):

**Open Problem 2.3 (Typical distances in** \( \text{PA}_{(m,\delta)}^{n} \) **with** \( \delta > 0 \). Show that, for** \( \delta > 0 \) \( \text{and} \ m \geq 2 \), \( \text{there exist} \ 0 < a < b < \infty \),

\[
\frac{\text{dist}_{\text{PA}_{(m,\delta)}^{n}}(U_1,U_2)}{\log n} \xrightarrow{p} a, \quad \frac{\text{diam}(\text{PA}_{(m,\delta)}^{n})}{\log n} \xrightarrow{p} b,
\]
Distances in preferential attachment models with $m \geq 2$ and $\delta = 0$. For $\delta = 0$, $\tau = 3$, and distances turn out to grow as $\log n / \log \log n$:

**Theorem 2.36 (Diameter of $PA_n^{(m,\delta)}$ for $\delta = 0$).** Fix $m \geq 2$ and $\delta = 0$. As $n \to \infty$,

$$\text{dist}_{PA_n^{(m,\delta)}}(U_1, U_2) \frac{\log \log n}{\log n} \xrightarrow{p} 1,$$

and

$$\text{diam}(PA_n^{(m,\delta)}) \frac{\log \log n}{\log n} \xrightarrow{p} 1.$$

Theorem 2.36 shows that distances for $\tau = 3$ are similar in $PA_n^{(m,\delta)}$ as in $NR_n(w)$ and $CM_n(d)$ for the appropriate degrees. Interestingly, for $PA_n^{(m,\delta)}$ with $\delta = 0$, the diameter and the typical distances are close to being equal. For $NR_n(w)$ and $CM_n(d)$ with power-law exponent $\tau = 3$, this fact is not generally known, even though Dereich, Mörters and Mönch [97] provide some detailed results for the rank-1 setting as well as certain preferential attachment models.

### Doubly logarithmic distances in preferential attachment models with $m \geq 2$ and $\delta < 0$

We close this section by discussing the case where $\delta \in (-m, 0)$, so that $\tau \in (2, 3)$. In this case, it turns out that distances again grow doubly logarithmically in the size of the graph:

**Theorem 2.37 (log log $n$ asymptotics for the distances for $\delta < 0$).** Fix $m \geq 2$ and assume that $\delta \in (-m, 0)$. As $n \to \infty$,

$$\text{dist}_{PA_n^{(m,\delta)}}(U_1, U_2) \frac{1}{\log \log n} \xrightarrow{p} \frac{4}{|\log (\tau - 2)|},$$

while

$$\text{diam}(PA_n^{(m,\delta)}) \frac{1}{\log \log n} \xrightarrow{p} \frac{2}{\log m} + \frac{4}{|\log (\tau - 2)|}.$$

Theorem 2.37 is proved with Caravenna and Garavaglia in [75], extending earlier work with Dommers and Hooghiemstra [111] and by Dereich, Mönch and Mörters [96].

Interestingly, the term $4/|\log (\tau - 2)|$ appearing in Theorem 2.37 replaces the term $2/|\log (\tau - 2)|$ in Theorems 2.30 and 2.33 for the configuration model $CM_n(d)$ with power-law exponent $\tau \in (2, 3)$. Thus, (typical) distances are twice as big for $PA_n^{(m,\delta)}$ compared to $CM_n(d)$ with the same power-law exponent. This can be intuitively explained as follows. For the configuration model $CM_n(d)$, vertices with high degrees are likely to be directly connected (see e.g. Lemma 2.31). For $PA_n^{(m,\delta)}$, this is not the case. However, vertices with high degrees are likely to be at distance two. This makes distances in $PA_n^{(m,\delta)}$ about twice as big as those for $CM_n(d)$ with the same degree sequence. This effect is special for $\delta < 0$ and is studied in more detail in the next exercises:

**Exercise 2.32 (Early vertices are whp at distance 2 for $\delta < 0$).** Let $\delta \in (-m, 0)$ and $m \geq 2$. Show that, for $i, j$ fixed,

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(\text{dist}_{PA_n^{(m,\delta)}}(v_i, v_j) \leq 2) = 1.$$
EXERCISE 2.33 (Early vertices are not at distance 2 when $\delta > 0$). Let $\delta > 0$ and $m \geq 2$. Show that

\[ (2.5.29) \lim_{i,j \to \infty} \lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(\text{dist}_{\text{PA}_n^{(m,\delta)}}(v_i, v_j) = 2) = 0. \]

Let us give some more details about this effect, as it is quite a bit more subtle than for $\text{CM}_n(d)$. Indeed, in $\text{CM}_n(d)$ for $\tau \in (2, 3)$, a vertex $v_d$ of degree $d$ with $d$ large, is whp connected to a vertex of degree $d^{1/(\tau-2)+o(1)}$. Since $\tau \in (2, 3)$, also $1/(\tau-2) > 1$, so that vertices of high degree are connected to vertices of even higher degrees. For $\text{PA}_n^{(m,\delta)}$ with $\delta \in (-m, 0)$, a related estimate holds. Fix $n$ large, and consider a vertex $i$ satisfying $D_i(n/2) = d$ for some $d$ large. Thus, the vertex not only has large degree at time $n$, but it already had large degree at half the time. Since degrees grow like powers of time, the degree $D_i(n/2)$ can be expected to be a constant times $D_i(n)$, so halving time should not matter a great deal. However, it gives us a great amount of independence. Indeed, consider the set $B = \{j : D_j(n/2) \geq q\}$ of vertices that have degree at least $q$ at time $n/2$. We now aim to find out for which $q$, the vertex $i$ is whp connected to a vertex in $B$. For this, we note that the first two edges of a vertex $j \in [n] \setminus [n/2]$ connects to both $i$ and a vertex in $B$ with probability at least

\[ (2.5.30) \frac{(D_i(n/2) - \delta)(D_B(n/2) - \delta |B|)}{[n(2m + \delta)]^2} = C_dD_B(n/2) \]

where, for a set $A$, we define $D_A(n) = \sum_{a \in A} D_a(n)$. It remains to study how large $D_B(n/2)$ is. By Theorem 1.9, the degree distribution is close to $p_k \sim k^{-\tau}$. This suggests that $D_B(n/2) \sim nq^{-(\tau-2)}$. As a result,

\[ (2.5.31) \frac{(D_i(n/2) - \delta)(D_B(n/2) - \delta |B|)}{[n(2m + \delta)]^2} = C_dq^{-(\tau-2)}. \]

Thus, the probability that none of the vertices in $j \in [n] \setminus [n/2]$ connects to both $i$ and a vertex in $B$ is roughly equal to

\[ (2.5.32) \left(1 - \frac{C_dq^{-(\tau-2)}}{n}\right)^{n/2} \leq e^{-C_dq^{-(\tau-2)/2}}, \]

which is quite small when $d$ is large and $q = d^{1/(\tau-2+\delta)}$. Thus, now vertices of degree $d$ are whp in two steps connected to vertices of degree $d^{1/(\tau-2)+o(1)}$. Of course, the fact that we now need to deal with the degrees at time $n/2$ rather than those at time $n$ is a nuisance, but can be dealt with. This explains why distances in $\text{PA}_n^{(m,\delta)}$ with $\delta < 0$ are about twice as large as those in $\text{CM}_n(d)$ with a similar degree distribution. This explains the extra factor 2 in Theorem 2.37 compared to Theorem 2.30.

While we know quite a bit about distances in preferential attachment models, virtually nothing is known about their fluctuations. This suggests the following open problem:

OPEN PROBLEM 2.4 (Fluctuations of typical distances and diameter of $\text{PA}_n^{(m,\delta)}$). For $m \geq 2$. How do the fluctuations of $\text{dist}_{\text{PA}_n^{(m,\delta)}}(U_1, U_2)$ and $\text{diam}(\text{PA}_n^{(m,\delta)})$ behave?
Universality in distances for scale-free graphs. The available results are all consistent with the prediction that distances in preferential attachment models have the same asymptotics as distances in the configuration model with the same degree sequence. This suggest a strong form of universality, which is interesting in its own right. In the remainder of this text, such universality (or sometimes the lack of it) are at the center of our attention.

2.6. Further technical ingredients

In this section, we state and prove some useful results that we will frequently rely on. We start by discussing truncations of moments of power-law distributions in Section 2.6.1. We continue in Section 2.6.2 by discussing a highly useful super-martingale inequality, and the size-biased re-orderings of the degree distribution for CM$_n(d)$ in Section 2.6.3. We close in Section 2.6.4 by explaining a highly useful coupling of the forward degrees in the configuration model.

2.6.1. Truncated moments of power-law distributions. In this text, we frequently deal with random variables having an (asymptotic) power-law distribution. For such random variables, we often need to investigate truncated moments. We study two of such truncated moment bounds here. We start with the tail of the mean:

**Lemma 2.38 (Truncated moments).** Let $D$ be a random variable whose distribution function satisfies that for every $x \geq 1$,

$$1 - F_D(x) \leq C_D x^{-(\tau - 1)}. \tag{2.6.1}$$

Then, there exists a constant $C$ such that, for $a < \tau - 1$,

$$\mathbb{E}[D 1_{\{D > \theta\}}] \leq C \theta^{a - (\tau - 1)}. \tag{2.6.2}$$

**Proof.** We note that for any probability distribution $(q_k)_{k \geq 0}$ on the non-negative integers, we have the partial summation identity

$$\sum_{k \geq 0} q_k f(k) = f(0) + \sum_{\ell \geq 1} q_{\geq \ell} [f(\ell) - f(\ell - 1)], \tag{2.6.3}$$

provided that either $[f(\ell) - f(\ell - 1)]_{q_{\geq \ell}}$ is absolutely summable, or $k \mapsto f(k)$ is either non-decreasing or non-increasing. Indeed,

$$\sum_{k \geq 0} q_k f(k) = f(0) + \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} q_k [f(k) - f(0)] = f(0) + \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} q_k \sum_{\ell=1}^{k} [f(\ell) - f(\ell - 1)], \tag{2.6.4}$$

and the claim follows by interchanging the summation order, which is allowed by Fubini’s Theorem for non-negative functions (see [151, Section 3.6, Theorem B]) when $k \mapsto f(k)$ is non-decreasing, and by Fubini’s Theorem [151, Section 3.6, Theorem C] when $[f(\ell) - f(\ell - 1)]_{1_{\{0 \leq \ell \leq k\}}} q_k$ is absolutely summable, which, by non-negativity of $q_k$, is equivalent to the absolutely summability of $[f(\ell) - f(\ell - 1)]_{q_{\geq \ell}}$. 

When $D \geq 0$, using (2.6.1) and (2.6.3), for $a < \tau - 1$,

\[
    E \left[ D^a \mathbb{1}_{\{D > \ell \}} \right] = [\ell]^a \mathbb{P}(D \geq \ell) + \sum_{k > \ell} [k^a - (k - 1)^a] \mathbb{P}(D \geq k)
\]

\[
    \leq C_D [\ell]^{a-(\tau-1)} + aC_D \sum_{|\ell|+1} k^{a-1}(k+1)^{-(\tau-1)} \leq C_{a,\tau} \ell^{a-(\tau-1)}.
\]

as required. \qed

We continue to discuss truncated higher moments:

**Lemma 2.39 (Truncated moments of $D$).** Let $D$ be a random variable whose distribution function satisfies that for every $x \geq 1$ and some $\tau > 2$,

\[
    1 - F_D(x) \leq C_D x^{-(\tau-1)}.
\]

Then, there exist constants $C_{a,\tau} = C_{a,\tau}(C_D) > 0$ such that, as $\ell \to \infty$,

\[
    E \left[ D^a \mathbb{1}_{\{D \leq \ell \}} \right] \leq \begin{cases} C_{a,\tau} \ell^{a-(\tau-1)} & \text{when } a > \tau - 1, \\ C_{\tau-1,\tau} \log \ell & \text{when } a = \tau - 1. \end{cases}
\]

Finally, when (2.6.6) holds with $\tau = 5$ and, for all $x \geq 1$,

\[
    1 - F_D(x) \geq c_D x^{-(\tau-1)}
\]

then there exists a constant $c_{3,5} = c_{3,5}(c_D) > 0$ such that, as $\ell \to \infty$,

\[
    E \left[ D^4 \mathbb{1}_{\{D \leq \ell \}} \right] \geq c_{3,5} \log \ell.
\]

**Proof.** We start by upper bounding the truncated moments of $D$. We rewrite, using (2.6.3) and with $f(k) = k^a \mathbb{1}_{\{k \leq \ell \}}$,

\[
    E \left[ D^a \mathbb{1}_{\{D \leq \ell \}} \right] = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} f(k) \mathbb{P}(D = k) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} [f(k) - f(k-1)] \mathbb{P}(D \geq k)
\]

\[
    \leq \sum_{k=1}^{\ell} [k^a - (k-1)^a] \mathbb{P}(D \geq k).
\]

Using $k^a - (k-1)^a = a \int_{k-1}^k x^{a-1} dx \leq ak^{a-1}$, we arrive at

\[
    E \left[ D^a \mathbb{1}_{\{D \leq \ell \}} \right] \leq aC_D \sum_{k=1}^{\ell} k^{a-1} \leq aC_D \sum_{k=1}^{\ell+1} k^{a-\tau}.
\]

Note that $k \mapsto k^{a-\tau}$ is either increasing or decreasing. Hence,

\[
    \sum_{k=1}^{\ell+1} k^{a-\tau} \leq \int_{1}^{\ell+2} k^{a-\tau} dk.
\]

For $a > \tau - 1$,

\[
    \int_{1}^{\ell+2} k^{a-\tau} dk \leq \frac{2}{a+2-\tau} \ell^{a-(\tau-1)}.
\]
whereas for $a = \tau - 1$,

\begin{equation}
\int_{1}^{\ell+2} k^{a-\tau} \, dk \leq 2 \log \ell.
\end{equation}

For (2.6.9), we compute with $f(k) = k^4$,

\begin{equation}
E \left[ D^4 \mathbb{1}_{\{D \leq \ell\}} \right] = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} [f(k) - f(k-1)] \sum_{l=k}^{\ell} \mathbb{P}(D = l)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\leq \sum_{k=3}^{\infty} [k^4 - (k-1)^4] \sum_{l=k}^{\ell} \mathbb{P}(D = l).
\end{equation}

We bound this from below by

\begin{equation}
E \left[ D^4 \mathbb{1}_{\{D \leq \ell\}} \right] \geq \sqrt{\ell} \sum_{k=0}^{\sqrt{\ell}} [k^4 - (k-1)^4][\mathbb{P}(D \geq k) - \mathbb{P}(D \geq \ell)].
\end{equation}

For $\tau = 5$, the contribution due to $\mathbb{P}(D \geq \ell)$ is at most

\begin{equation}
\ell^2 \mathbb{P}(D \geq \ell) \leq C_D \ell^{-3/2} = o(1),
\end{equation}

while the contribution due to $\mathbb{P}(D \geq k)$ and using $[k^4 - (k-1)^4] \geq k^3$ for every $k \geq 4$, is at least

\begin{equation}
c_D \sum_{k=4}^{\sqrt{\ell}} k^{-1} \geq c_D \int_{4}^{\sqrt{\ell}+1} \frac{dx}{x} = c_D \log (\sqrt{\ell} + 1) - \log 4,
\end{equation}

which proves the claim by choosing the constant $c_{3.5}$ correctly.

2.6.2. Martingale techniques. In this text, we often rely on martingale techniques. We state a useful super-martingale inequality:

\textbf{Lemma 2.40 (Super-martingale inequality \cite[Lemma 2.54.5]{235})}. For any super-martingale $(M(t))_{t \geq 0}$, with $M(0) = 0$,

\begin{equation}
\varepsilon \mathbb{P}\left( \sup_{s \leq t} |M(s)| > 3\varepsilon \right) \leq 3E[|M(t)|] \leq 3 \left( E[M(t)] + \sqrt{\text{Var}(M(t))} \right).
\end{equation}

Lemma 2.40 allows us to prove concentration result for various stochastic processes used in this book. We will mainly employ Lemma 2.40 in settings where $M(t) = M_n(t)$, where $M_n(t)$ is a (super)-martingale with $E[M_n(t)], \text{Var}(M_n(t)) = o(1)$ for every $t > 0$, in which case it implies that also $\sup_{t \leq T} |M_n(t)| \xrightarrow{p} 0$ for every $T > 0$.

2.6.3. Size-biased reordering and general cluster weights. In this section, we investigate the vertices found in an exploration of the CM in more detail. This will be useful throughout the remainder of this text. We note that, as long as we do not close cycles, the vertices are found in a size-biased order. Suppose that we start with a vertex $U^*$ that is chosen such that $\mathbb{P}(U^* = j) = d_j/\ell_n$. After this, we construct the neighborhoods as in the previous section. This means that we see vertices in an order that is random, and vertices that have a larger degree are more likely to be found earlier. This is formalized in the following definition:
DEFINITION 2.41 (Size-biased reordering). Given a sequence of weights \( \mathbf{d} = (d_i)_{i \in [n]} \), the size-biased reordering of \([n]\) is the random vector of vertices \((v_i)_{i \in [n]}\) such that

\[
\Pr(v_i = j \mid v_1, \ldots, v_{i-1}) = \frac{d_j}{\sum_{l \notin \{v_1, \ldots, v_{i-1}\}} d_l}.
\]

The following exercise proves that, when the degrees are not all equal, \( \mathbb{E}[d_{v_1}] > \mathbb{E}[D_n] \). Since also

\[
\sum_{i \in [n]} d_{v_i} = \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i = \ell_n,
\]

this suggests that the earlier vertices have a relatively high degree, while the later vertices have a relatively high degree.

EXERCISE 2.34 (Expected degree of first vertex in size-biased reordering). Let \((v_i)_{i \in [n]}\) be the size-biased reordering of the vertices. Show that

\[
\mathbb{E}[d_{v_1}] = \mathbb{E}[D_n^2] / \mathbb{E}[D_n],
\]

and conclude that \( \mathbb{E}[d_{v_1}] > \mathbb{E}[D_n] \), except when \( d_i = d \) for all \( i \in [n] \) and some \( d \geq 1 \).

The following proposition investigates properties of the degrees of vertices found in the size-biased reordering:

PROPOSITION 2.42. Suppose \( f : \mathbb{N} \to \mathbb{R} \) is a function with \( n^{-1}\sum_{i \in [n]} f(d_i)d_i \to \sigma_f \), where \((d_i)_{i \in [n]}\) satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(c). Suppose \((v_i)_{i \in [n]}\) is the size-biased ordering of \([n]\) with size \((d_i / \ell_n)_{i \in [n]}\). Consider \( H_n(u) := n^{-\alpha} \sum_{i=1}^{[un^n]} f(d_i) \) for some \( \alpha \in (0, \frac{2}{3}] \) and \( u > 0 \). Then,

\[
\sup_{u \leq \ell_n} |H_n(u) - \frac{\sigma_f}{\mu} u| = O(a_n \vee b_n \vee n^{-1/3}),
\]

where \( a_n = (t_n n^{-\alpha} \max_{i \in [n]} f(d_i))^{1/2} \) and \( b_n = d_{\max} t_n^2 n^{\alpha-1} \), as long as \( t_n = o(n^{\beta/2}) \) for some \( \beta \) satisfying \( \max\{\alpha/2, 2\alpha - 1\} \leq \beta < \alpha \).

PROOF. We use a clever randomization trick, together with a martingale argument. Consider \( n \) independent exponential random variables \( T_i \sim \exp(d_i/\ell_n) \). Define

\[
\tilde{H}_n(u) = n^{-\alpha} \sum_{i \in [n]} f(d_i) \mathbbm{1}_{(T_i \leq un^n)}.
\]

Therefore, \( \tilde{H}_n(u) = \sum_{i=1}^{N(n^{\alpha} u)} f(d_i) = H_n(N(n^{\alpha} u)) \) where \( N(u) := \#\{j : T_j \leq un^n\} \).

Consider \( Y_0(s) = n^{-\beta}(N(sn^{\alpha}) - sn^{\alpha}) \) for some \( \max\{\alpha/2, 2\alpha - 1\} \leq \beta < \alpha \). Define \( Y_s := \{j : T_j \leq sn^{\alpha}\} \). We have

\[
\mathbb{E}[Y_0(u) \mid \mathcal{F}_s] = Y_0(s) + \mathbb{E}[Y_0(u) - Y_0(s) \mid \mathcal{F}_s] = Y_0(s) + \frac{1}{n^{\beta}} \left[ \mathbb{E}\left[ \#\{j : T_j \in ([sn^{\alpha}], [un^{\alpha}])\} \mid \mathcal{F}_s \right] - (u - s)n^{\alpha} \right]
\]

\[
(2.6.25) \quad \leq Y_0(s) + \frac{1}{n^{\beta}} \left[ \sum_{j \notin Y_s} (1 - \exp(-d_j(t-s)n^{\alpha}n^{-1}) - (u - s)n^{\alpha}) \right] \leq Y_0(s),
\]
where the last step follows because $1 - e^{-x} \leq x$. Therefore, $(Y_0(s))_{s \geq 0}$ is a super-martingale. Also noting that $\mathbb{E}[Y_0(0)] = 0$ and $e^{-x} \leq 1 - x + x^2/2$,

$$
|\mathbb{E}[Y_0(u)]| = -\mathbb{E}[Y_0(u)] = \frac{1}{n^\beta} \left[ un^\alpha - \sum_{i \in [n]} (1 - \exp(-un^\alpha d_i \ell_n^{-1})) \right]
$$

$$
= \frac{1}{n^\beta} \left[ \sum_{i \in [n]} (un^\alpha d_i \ell_n^{-1} - (1 - \exp(-un^\alpha d_i \ell_n^{-1})) \right] \leq n^{-\beta} \frac{u^2 n^{2\alpha} \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i^2}{\ell_n^2}
$$

(2.6.26)

$$
= \frac{u^2}{2} n^{2\alpha - 1 - \beta} \frac{\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^n d_i^2}{(\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^n d_i)^2},
$$

and

$$
\text{Var}(Y_0(u)) = n^{-2\beta} \text{Var}(N(un^\alpha)) = n^{-2\beta} \sum_{i \in [n]} \mathbb{P}(T_j \leq un^\alpha)(1 - \mathbb{P}(T_j \leq un^\alpha))
$$

(2.6.27)

$$
\leq n^{-2\beta} \sum_{i \in [n]} \frac{d_j un^\alpha}{\ell_n} = un^{\alpha - 2\beta}.
$$

By the super-martingale inequality in Lemma 2.40,

(2.6.28)

$$
\sup_{u \leq t_n} \left| n^{-\alpha} N(un^\alpha) - u \right| = O_p(t_n^{-2} n^\beta).
$$

This, in particular, implies that $N(2t_n n^\alpha) \geq t_n n^\alpha$ whp when $t_n = o(n^{\beta/2})$. Therefore,

$$
\sup_{u \leq t_n} \left| H_n(u) - \frac{\sigma_f u}{\mu} \right| \leq \sup_{u \leq 2t_n} \left| n^{-\alpha} \sum_{i=1}^N f(d_i) - \frac{\sigma_f u}{\mu} n^{-\alpha} N(n^\alpha u) \right|
$$

(2.6.29)

$$
\leq \sup_{u \leq 2t_n} \left| n^{-\alpha} \tilde{H}_n(u) - \frac{\sigma_f u}{\mu} \right| + \frac{\sigma_f}{\mu} \sup_{u \leq 2t_n} \left| n^{-\alpha} N(n^\alpha u) - u \right|.
$$

Define

$$
Y_1(u) = n^{-\alpha} \sum_{i=1}^N f(d_i) - \sigma_f^{(n)} u,
$$

where $\sigma_f^{(n)} = \sum_{i \in [n]} f(d_i) d_i / \ell_n = \sigma_f / \mu + o(1)$ and hence

$$
\mathbb{E}[Y_1(t) | \mathcal{F}_s] = Y_1(s) + \mathbb{E}[Y_1(t) - Y_1(s) | \mathcal{F}_s]
$$

(2.6.30)

$$
= Y_1(s) + \frac{1}{n^\alpha} \sum_{j \notin s} f(d_j) \left( (1 - \exp(-d_j (t - s)n^{2/3} \ell_n^{-1})) - (t - s) \sigma_f^{(n)} \right) \leq Y_1(s).
$$

Thus, $(Y_1(u))_{u \geq 0}$ is also a super-martingale and by noting that $\mathbb{E}[Y_1(0)] = 0$,

$$
|\mathbb{E}[Y_1(t)]| = -\mathbb{E}[Y_1(t)] = \sigma_f^{(n)} t - n^{-\alpha} \sum_{i \in [n]} f_n(i) \left( 1 - \exp(-tn^\alpha d_i \ell_n^{-1}) \right)
$$

$$
= n^{-\alpha} \sum_{i \in [n]} f_n(i) \left( \exp(-tn^\alpha d_i \ell_n^{-1}) - 1 + tn^\alpha d_i \ell_n^{-1} \right) \leq n^{-\alpha} \frac{t^2}{2} n^{2\alpha} \frac{\sum_{i \in [n]} f_n(i) d_i^2}{\ell_n^2}
$$

(2.6.31)

$$
= \frac{t^2}{2} n^{\alpha - 2/3} \frac{d_{\max} n^{1/3}}{n^{1/3}} \frac{1}{\ell_n^2} \frac{\sum_{i \in [n]} f_n(i) d_i}{\left( \frac{\ell_n}{n} \right)^2},
$$
where the last step follows by the conditions on \( f_n, d_i \) and the fact that \( \alpha \leq 2/3 \). Also,

\[
\text{Var}(Y_1(t)) = n^{-2\alpha} \sum_{i \in [n]} f^2(d_i) \exp \left( -\frac{tn^\alpha d_i}{\ell_n} \right) \left( 1 - \exp \left( -\frac{tn^\alpha d_i}{\ell_n} \right) \right)
\]

\[\leq n^{-2\alpha} \max_{i \in [n]} (f(d_i)) tn^\alpha \sum_{i \in [n]} f_n(i)d_i \ell_n
\]

\[= n^{-\alpha} \max_{i \in [n]} (f(d_i)) t \sum_{i \in [n]} f(d_i)d_i \ell_n.
\]

(2.6.32)

Recalling the assumptions on \( f \), another application of the super-martingale inequality in Lemma 2.40 yields

\[
\sup_{u \leq t} \left| n^{-\alpha} \hat{H}_n(u) - \frac{\sigma_f u}{\mu} \right| = O_P(\delta_n \vee b_n),
\]

where \( \delta_n, b_n \) are as stated in Proposition 2.42. Thus, (2.6.29) together with (2.6.33) and (2.6.28) completes the proof. \( \square \)

2.6.4. Coupling forward degrees in configuration models to i.i.d. degrees.
In this section, we state a coupling result about the sequence of the forward degrees \((\Delta_m)^{n^\rho}_{m=2}\) in CM\(_n(D)\) to i.i.d. random variables that will prove quite useful along the way:

**Proposition 2.43 ([41, Proposition 2.1]).** Consider CM\(_n(D)\), where the degrees are i.i.d. random variables with finite mean. There exists \( 0 < \rho < 1 \) such that the random vector \((\Delta_m^{(n)})^{n^\rho}_{m=2}\) can be coupled to an independent sequence of random variables \((\Delta)^{n^\rho}_{m=2}\) with probability mass function given in (2.2.16) and \((\Delta_m^{(n)})^{n^\rho}_{m=2} = (\Delta_m)^{n^\rho}_{m=2}\) w.h.p. The same result holds for CM\(_n(D)\) when there exists an \( \delta > 0 \) such that \( d_{TV}(F_{D^{\rho^*}_{n^\rho-1}}, F_{D^{\rho^*}}) \leq n^{-\delta} \).

**Proof.** See [41, Proposition 4.5] and the proof of Proposition 4.7 in [41, Appendix A.2]. The extension to CM\(_n(D)\) for which \( d_{TV}(F_{D^{\rho^*}_{n^\rho-1}}, F_{D^{\rho^*}}) \leq n^{-\delta} \) follows from the proof of [41, Proposition 2.1]. Indeed, there it is shown that \( d_{TV}(F_{D^{\rho^*}_{n^\rho-1}}, F_{D^{\rho^*}}) \leq n^{-\delta} \) w.h.p for some \( \delta > 0 \) when the degrees are i.i.d. \( \square \)

2.7. Notes and discussion for Chapter 2

**Notes on Section 2.1.** Branching processes play a crucial role in this text. The unimodular Galton-Watson tree, which we will see occurs naturally as the local limit of the neighborhood of a uniform vertex in random graphs that can be well-approximated by branching process, has been given several other names, such as delayed branching process as well as two-stage branching process. In this text, we stick to unimodular Galton-Watson tree as it explains the reason why it arises in the context of neighborhoods of uniform vertices in random graphs.

**Notes on Section 2.2.** We learned of local weak convergence from Justin Salez, who has used it to great effect in some highly non-trivial problems. Examples include the densest subgraph problem [19] (which actually is not quite a continuous functional in the local weak convergence topology), as well as various concave graph parameters in [236]. The latter include the independence number, the maximum cut size, the logarithm of the Tutte polynomial, and the free energy of the anti-ferromagnetic Ising and Potts models.
Notes on Section 2.3. Bollobás, Janson and Riordan [56] extend Theorem 2.20 to rather general inhomogeneous random graphs.

Notes on Section 2.4. The connectivity threshold for inhomogeneous random graphs has attracted some attention as well. In general, there the average degree needs to be of order $\log n$ for connectivity to occur. See the work by Erdős and Rényi in [123], or [160, Section 5.3] and the references therein, for results for Erdős-Rényi random graph and Devroye and Fraiman [102] for results on general inhomogeneous random graphs.

In work with Janson and Luczak [166], Theorem 2.21 was extended to the barely supercritical regime, where the giant component contains a vanishing proportion of the vertices, but is still close to deterministic as well as unique. See Chapter 4, where we study the critical behavior of percolation on the configuration model, for more details.

Notes on Section 2.5. There is also some work on distances of $\text{CM}_n(d)$ when the degrees are i.i.d. with infinite expectation, i.e., when $\tau \in (1, 2)$. See the work with van den Esker, Hooghiemstra and Znamenski [127]. Distances for $\text{CM}_n(d)$ for which $\tau = 3$ (and with some carefully chosen slowly-varying functions) are studied by Dereich, Mönch and Mörters in [97]. This proves related results to those for $\text{PA}_n^{(m,\delta)}$ with $\delta = 0$ in Theorem 2.36.

Notes on Section 2.6. Proposition 2.42 is taken from work on the critical behavior of the configuration model with Dhara, van Leeuwaarden and Sen [103].
CHAPTER 3

First passage percolation on random graphs

Abstract
In this chapter, we investigate first-passage percolation on random graphs, which models the effect of independent and identically distributed edge weights on the metric structure of the graph. For this, we investigate the asymptotic properties of smallest-weight paths between vertices in complete and random graphs, both in terms of their weight-structure as well as in terms of the number of edges along optimal paths. We start by motivating the problem.

3.1. First passage percolation on general graphs and motivation

In first-passage percolation, we study random geometries, where the edges in a graph have edge weights associated with them. These edge weights change the geometry of graph distances, and here we will be interested in properties of geodesics or smallest-weight paths between vertices. First-passage percolation has many interpretations. For example, when we interpret the weight of an edge as the time it takes a disease to be spread between the vertices on either end of the end, first-passage percolation gives rise to a caricature model of an epidemic. When we think of two competing species trying to explore new territory, first-passage percolation can be used to describe which species wins the most of the available territory. When we think of the edge weight as corresponding to the cost of using that edge, first-passage percolation describes the structure of cheapest routes of connections.

Let us start by describing the basic model. Let $G$ be a connected graph on $n$ vertices. Assign independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random edge weights or lengths to the edges of the graph. These random edge-weights generate geodesics on the graph. Think of the graph as a disordered random system carrying flow between pairs of vertices in the graph via shortest paths between them. Choose two vertices in the graph uniformly at random amongst the $n$ vertices. We will call these two vertices “typical” vertices. Two functionals of interest are the minimal weight $W_n$ of a path between the two vertices and the number of edges $H_n$ on the minimal path, often referred to as the hopcount. We assume that the common distribution of the edge weights is continuous, so that the optimal paths are a.s. unique and one can talk about objects such as the number of edges in the optimal path. This model has been studied intensively, largely in the context of the integer lattice $[-N, N]^d$ (see e.g. Kesten [195], Hammersley [152], Howard [175], and Smythe and Wierman [241], or the recent overview on 50 years of first-passage percolation by Auffinger, Damron and Hanson [24]). For the power of this model to analyze more complicated interacting particle systems, see Liggett [206] and Durrett [115]
and the references therein. Key results for first-passage percolation on \( \mathbb{Z}^d \) include the shape theorem, showing that the set of vertices \( B(t) \) that are reachable within time \( t \) satisfies
\[
B(t)/t \rightarrow_{a.s.} B
\]
for some (convex) set \( B \). The shape of this set \( B \) is generally unknown, and it is believed that it is not always strictly convex. Also, many recent results exist on critical exponents for first-passage percolation on \( \mathbb{Z}^d \). See in particular [24] for more details.

In this chapter, we focus on first-passage percolation on finite graphs. Below, we will specialize even further to complete and random graphs. Of course, in such settings, shape theorems do not make much sense, and instead we focus on the geometry of geodesics or smallest-weight paths. Let us describe smallest-weight routing on graphs formally now.

**Formal definition of the problem.** Let \( G = (V(G), E(G)) \) be a graph with vertex set \( V(G) = [n] \) and edge set \( E(G) \). The graphs that we work on are finite, so that we may write \( V(G) = [n] \). Let \((Y_e)_{e \in E(G)} \) denote the edge-weights on our graph \( G \), where we assume that \( Y_e > 0 \) a.s. Then, for \( i,j \in [n] \), we let \( \mathcal{C}_n(i,j) \) denote the minimal weight over all paths from \( i \) to \( j \), i.e.,
\[
\mathcal{C}_n(i,j) = \min_{\pi: i \rightarrow j} \sum_{e \in \pi} Y_e.
\]
(3.1.1)

Denote the optimal path realizing the minimum in (3.1.1) by \( \pi_n(i,j) \). When we assume that \((Y_e)_{e \in E(G)} \) are i.i.d. random variables with a continuous distribution, which we assume henceforth, then \( \pi_n(i,j) \) is unique. We define the hopcount between \( i \) and \( j \) to be
\[
H_n(i,j) = |\pi_n(i,j)|,
\]
(3.1.2)
where we recall that \(|\pi|\) denotes the number of edges in \( \pi \). The weight distribution and hopcount of a graph are given by
\[
\mathcal{C}_n = \mathcal{C}_n(U_1, U_2), \quad H_n = H_n(U_1, U_2),
\]
(3.1.3)
where \( U_1, U_2 \) are two vertices chosen uniformly at random, independently of each other. When the graph is disconnected, we will often condition on \( H_n < \infty \). Note that the typical distance \( \text{dist}_{CM_n(d)}(U_1, U_2) \) as introduced in Section 2.5 is the special example of (3.1.3) where \( Y_e \equiv 1 \) for every \( e \in E(G) \). Further objects of interest are the flooding time of vertex \( i \in [n] \) given by \( \max_{j \in [n]} \mathcal{C}_n(i,j) \) and weight diameter \( \max_{i,j \in [n]} \mathcal{C}_n(i,j) \).

When we think about \( Y_{(i,j)} \) as the amount of time it takes for a rumor to be transferred from person \( i \) to person \( j \), then \( C_n(i,j) \) is the time for the rumor started by person \( i \) to reach person \( j \) and \( \max_{j \in [n]} \mathcal{C}_n(i,j) \) is the time for the whole population to hear the rumor. This is why this is sometimes also referred to as the flooding time. The weight-diameter \( \max_{i,j \in [n]} \mathcal{C}_n(i,j) \) has the interpretation as the time it takes all rumors to reach the entire population when each person starts with its own unique rumor, which may sound less realistic. When thinking about transportation costs, however, the diameter is the cost of traveling between the pair of vertices in the network with the highest travel cost. We will mainly focus on the limiting properties of the random variables \( \mathcal{C}_n \) and \( H_n \), such as their leading order asymptotics as well as their fluctuations.
Applications for weighted real-world networks. In the modern context, first-passage percolation takes on an added significance. Many real-world networks (such as the Internet at the router level or various road and rail networks) are entrusted with carrying flow between various parts of the network. These networks have both a graph theoretic structure as well as weights on edges that could represent congestion weights. For example, in Internet, routing is (at least partially) performed by smallest-weight routing. While we do not know which weights are used, in 2000, CISCO advised its customers to use the inverse of the bandwidth as edge weights. In turn, the empirical properties of bandwidths of cables in Internet are unknown, so that we resort to assuming that edge weights are independent and identically distributed random variables. This leads to first-passage percolation on networks. When we model real-world networks with random graphs, we are lead to studying first-passage percolation on them.

In applied settings, understanding properties of both the number of edges in, and weight of, and the optimal path are crucial. Indeed, while routing is done via smallest-weight paths, the actual time delay experienced by users scales like the hopcount (the number of “hops” a message has to perform in getting from its source to its destination). In this chapter, we investigate properties of smallest-weight paths, in particular the properties of minimal weight paths between vertices, focussing on their weight and the number of edges in them.

An instance of such distances are the hopcount in Internet, see Figure 6. In Internet, the hopcount is the number of routers traversed by an e-mail message between two uniformly chosen routers. Measurements of the hopcount make use of traceroute which allows one to record the number of routers traversed by e-mails. Thus, with a sufficiently large set of routers, we can measure the hopcount between any pair of them, thus yielding an estimate of the hopcount in Internet. See Shavit and Shir [239] for more details on Internet data. We emphasize that obtaining such measurements is a highly non-trivial task, as it is unclear how to obtain a representative set of routers. Further, uncleaned traceroute-data contains many errors, since routers may appear with distinct names, etc. In fact, such errors lie at the basis of the controversy about the Internet topology, for which we refer to Willinger et al. in [253], or to [160, Chapter 1], for more details.
An alternative interpretation of first-passage percolation is that of a model for rumor spread or an epidemic. The edge weights then correspond to the random times needed to spread the rumor across an edge. Epidemics on random graphs have attracted tremendous attention in the literature. See the recent overview by Pastor-Satorras, Castellano, Van Mieghem and Vespignani [227]. First-passage percolation corresponds to the Susceptible-Infected or SI model. We will study the related problem of Susceptible-Infected-Recovered or SIR model in Chapter 4, and the more-involved setting of Susceptible-Infected-Susceptible or SIS model in Section 6.2. The SIS model also goes under the name of contact process. See also the book by Draief and Massoulié [114] for a description of many of the rigorous results.

Organization of Chapter 3. This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 3.2, we start with the simplest possible setting, the complete graph with exponential edge weights. Just as the Erdős-Rényi random graph is a natural starting point for studying random graphs, and thus serves as a benchmark model, the complete graph with exponential edge weights serves as a benchmark model for weighted random graphs. Of course, the complete graph is not a realistic model for any real-world network, and in Section 3.3, we investigate the configuration model with exponential edge weights on random graphs instead. In Section 3.4, we introduce continuous-time branching processes, which serve as a main tool in the remainder of this chapter. We continue in Section 3.5 by showing that first-passage percolation on the configuration model with finite-variance degrees shows a remarkable degree of universality, in that the limiting behavior of both the weight and the number of edges in the minimal-weight path between two uniform connected vertices hardly depend on the specific edge-weight and degree distribution. In Section 3.6, we discuss scale-free settings in which the asymptotic degree distribution has infinite variance. There, it is unclear what the universality classes are precisely. We discuss that there are settings where the weight of the smallest-weight path \( C_n \) between two uniform vertices remains uniformly bounded, and converges in distribution. We also discuss a case where \( C_n \) grows with \( n \). We continue in Section 3.7 by describing related results on routing on complete and random graphs. We close in Section 3.8 with notes and discussion.

3.2. Fixing ideas: first-passage percolation on the complete graph

Assign to every edge \( ij \) of the complete graph a random weight \( Y_{ij} \). By convention, we let \( Y_{ji} = Y_{ij} \). We assume that the \( \binom{n}{2} \) weights \((Y_{ij})_{1 \leq i < j \leq n}\), are i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter 1, so that \( P(Y_{ij} > x) = e^{-x} \) for \( x \geq 0 \). This setting was first studied by Janson [179]. The first main theorem of this section is a set of three different asymptotic results for \( C_n(i,j) \):

**Theorem 3.1 (One, two and three times \( \log n/n \)).** For the complete graphs with exponential edge weights, as \( n \to \infty \),

(i) for any fixed \( i \) and \( j \),

\[
\frac{C_n(i,j)}{\log n/n} \xrightarrow{p} 1;
\]

(ii) for any fixed \( i \),

\[
\frac{\max_{j \leq n} C_n(i,j)}{\log n/n} \xrightarrow{p} 2;
\]
(3.2.3) \[
\frac{\max_{i,j \leq n} C_n(i,j)}{\log n/n} \overset{\mathbb{P}}{\to} 3.
\]

Hence, whp, \(C_n(i,j)\) is about \(\log n/n\) for any fixed (or random) pair of vertices, but there are pairs of vertices for which it is larger: up to \(2 \log n/n\) if \(i\) is fixed and \(j\) varies, and up to \(3 \log n/n\) globally. Theorem 3.1(i),(ii) may alternatively be stated in terms of first-passage percolation on the complete graph (the time to reach a given vertex is about \(\log n/n\) and the time to reach all is \(2 \log n/n\)). In the following exercise, we investigate properties of the minimal edge weight from a given vertex, as these will be useful to interpret the results in Theorem 3.1:

**Exercise 3.1 (Minimal weights from a given vertex).** Let \(X_i = \min_{j \neq i} Y_{ij}\). Show that,

\[
(3.2.4) \quad nX_i \overset{d}{\to} \text{Exp}(1), \quad n^2 \min_{i \in [n]} X_i = n^2 \min_{i,j \in [n]: i \neq j} Y_{ij} \overset{d}{\to} \text{Exp}(2),
\]

while

\[
(3.2.5) \quad \frac{\max_{i \in [n]} X_i}{\log n/n} \overset{\mathbb{P}}{\to} 1.
\]

Using Exercise 3.1, we can give a simple informal interpretation of the three parts of Theorem 3.1 as follows, interpreting the weights as travel times. Most vertices are connected by efficient highways, which take you to almost any other vertex within about \(\log n/n\) (but rarely much quicker). Some vertices, however, are remote villages, from which it takes up to \(\log n/n\) to get to any other vertex at all. Hence, starting at a typical vertex, most travel times are about \(\log n/n\), but it takes an extra \(\log n/n\) (just for the final step in the path) to reach a few remote vertices. Similarly, if we start at one of the very remote vertices, then it takes about \(\log n/n\) to get to any other vertex at all, \(2 \log n/n\) to get to most other vertices and \(3 \log n/n\) to get to the other very remote vertices.

**Proof of Theorem 3.1.** For parts (i) and (ii), we may assume that \(i = 1\). We adopt the first-passage percolation viewpoint, so we regard vertex 1 as initially infected, and assume that the infection spreads along each edge with an \(\text{Exp}(1)\)-distributed waiting time. We first study when the other vertices get infected, considering them in order of infection and ignoring their labels.

Since there are \(n - 1\) neighbors of the initially infected vertex, the time \(T_1\) until the second vertex is infected is exponentially distributed with expectation \(1/(n-1)\). Recall the *memoryless property* of the exponential distribution, which states that, conditionally on an exponential random variable \(E\) satisfying \(E > x\), the excess \(E - x\) is again exponentially distributed with the same parameter. This can be extended in a convenient way as follows. Let \((E_i)_{i=1}^k\) be i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter 1. Then, \(\min_{i \in [k]} E_i\) has an exponential distribution with parameter \(k\) (and thus mean \(1/k\)). Further, let \(i_k\) be the index \(i\) for which \(E_{i_k} = \min_{i \in [k]} E_i\), then the random variables \((E_j - E_{i_k})_{j \in [k]\setminus\{i_k\}}\) is a collection of \(k - 1\) i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter 1.

Let us use the above realization in the first-passage percolation setting on the complete graph. We conclude that when \(k < n\) vertices have been infected, there are \(k(n - k)\) edges connecting the infected and non-infected vertices, and the excess edge-weights along these
edges are i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1. We conclude that the time \( T_k \) until the next vertex is infected is \( \text{Exp}(k(n - k)) \). Moreover, this time is independent of \( T_1, \ldots, T_{k-1} \). In other words, the time \( S_m \) until \( m \) with \( m \geq 1 \) vertices have become infected can be written as

\[
S_m = \sum_{k=1}^{m-1} T_k,
\]

where \( T_1, \ldots, T_{m-1} \) are independent with \( T_k \) having an \( \text{Exp}(k(n - k)) \) distribution.

The times \( (S_m)_{m=2}^n \) are just the minimal path weights \( (C_n(1, j))_{j=2}^n \), arranged in increasing order. In particular,

\[
\max_{j \in [n]} C_n(1, j) = S_n = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} T_k.
\]

Hence, using that

\[
\frac{1}{k(n - k)} = \frac{1}{n} \left( \frac{1}{k} + \frac{1}{n - k} \right),
\]

we arrive at

\[
\mathbb{E}[\max_{j \in [n]} C_n(1, j)] = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \mathbb{E}[T_k] = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \frac{1}{k(n - k)} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \left( \frac{1}{k} + \frac{1}{n - k} \right) = \frac{2}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \frac{1}{k} = \frac{2}{n} \log n + O(1/n),
\]

and, similarly,

\[
\mathbb{V}(\max_{j \in [n]} C_n(1, j)) = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \mathbb{V}(T_k) = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \left( \frac{1}{k(n - k)} \right)^2 \leq 2 \sum_{k=1}^{n/2} \frac{1}{k^2(n - k)^2} \leq \frac{8}{n^2} \sum_{k=1}^{n/2} \frac{1}{k^2} = O(1/n^2).
\]

Part (ii) now follows by Chebyshev’s inequality.

For part (i), fix \( j = 2 \). Observe that, if \( N \) is the number of vertices found by the flow before vertex 2 is found, then

\[
C_n(1, 2) = S_{N+1} = \sum_{k=1}^{N} T_k,
\]

where, by exchangeability, \( N \) is uniformly distributed over \( 1, \ldots, n - 1 \) and independent of \( T_1, \ldots, T_{n-1} \). We rewrite this equation as

\[
C_n(1, 2) = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \mathbb{I}_{\{N \geq k\}} T_k,
\]

using indicator functions to eliminate the random summation limit. This rewrite, together with the independence between \( N \) and \( (T_k)_{k=1}^{n-1} \), allows us to compute the first moment of
$C_n(1, 2)$ as

$$
E[C_n(1, 2)] = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} E[ 1_{\{N \geq k\}} T_k] = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} P(N \geq k) E[T_k]
$$

$$
= \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \frac{n-k}{n-1} \frac{1}{k(n-k)} = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \frac{1}{k(n-1)}
$$

(3.2.13)

$$
= \log \frac{n}{n+O(1/n)}.
$$

In order to estimate the variance, we further rewrite the sum as

$$
C_n(1, 2) = \sum_{k=1}^{N} (T_k - E[T_k]) + \frac{1}{n} \left( \log N + \log n - \log(n - N) \right) + O(1/n).
$$

(3.2.14)

We consider the three terms on the right-hand side separately. Since $N, T_1, \ldots, T_{n-1}$ are independent,

$$
\text{Var} \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N} (T_k - E[T_k]) \right) = E \left[ \left( \sum_{k=1}^{N} (T_k - E[T_k]) \right)^2 \right] = E \left[ \sum_{k=1}^{N} \text{Var}(T_k) \right]
$$

$$
\leq \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \text{Var}(T_k) = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \frac{1}{k^2(n-k)^2}
$$

(3.2.15)

$$
\leq \sum_{k=1}^{n/2} \frac{4}{k^2 n^2} + \sum_{k=n/2}^{n-1} \frac{4}{n^2(n-k)^2} = O(1/n^2).
$$

For the second term, we observe that, as $n \to \infty$,

$$
E[(\log N - \log(n - 1))^2] = E \left[ \left( \log \frac{N}{n-1} \right)^2 \right] \to \int_{0}^{1} (\log x)^2 dx < \infty.
$$

Hence $\text{Var}(\log N) = \text{Var}(\log(n - N)) = O(1)$, and it follows that the variance of the second term in (3.2.14) is also $O(1/n^2)$. The same is trivially true for the third term. Consequently, $\text{Var}(C_n(1, 2)) = O(1/n^2)$, which together with (3.2.13) yields part (i).

The proof of (iii) is divided into two parts, considering upper and lower bounds separately. We start with the upper bound, and rely on an exponential Chebychev inequality. First, by (3.2.7), for $-\infty \leq t < 1 - 1/n$.

$$
E[e^{nt \max_{j \in [n]} C_n(1,j)}] = \prod_{k=1}^{n-1} E[e^{nt T_k}] = \prod_{k=1}^{n-1} \left( 1 - \frac{nt}{k(n-k)} \right)^{-1}.
$$

(3.2.17)
Hence, for every $a > 0$, where we assume without loss of generality that $n \geq 3$, 

\[
\mathbb{P}(n \max_{j \in [n]} C_n(1, j) > a \log n) \leq \mathbb{E}[e^{nt \max_{j \in [n]} C_n(1, j) - ta \log n}]
\]

\[
= e^{-ta \log n} \prod_{k=1}^{n-1} \left(1 - \frac{nt}{k(n - k)}\right)^{-1}
\]

(3.2.18)

\[
= \left(1 - \frac{nt}{n - 1}\right)^{-2} \exp \left(-ta \log n - \sum_{k=2}^{n-2} \log \left(1 - \frac{nt}{k(n - k)}\right)\right).
\]

Using the Taylor expansion $- \log (1 - x) = x + O(x^2)$, and choosing $t = 1 - 1/\log n$, this leads us to

\[
\mathbb{P}(n \max_{j \in [n]} C_n(1, j) > a \log n)
\]

\[
\leq \left(1 - \frac{nt}{n - 1}\right)^{-2} \exp \left(-ta \log n + \sum_{k=2}^{n-2} \left(\frac{nt}{k(n - k)} + \left(\frac{nt}{k(n - k)}\right)^2\right)\right)
\]

(3.2.19)

\[
= (1 - t + O(1/n))^{-2} \exp(-ta \log n + 2t \log n + O(1)) = O(n^{2-a} \log^2 n).
\]

This evidently implies that

(3.2.20) \( \mathbb{P}(\max_{i,j \in [n]} C_n(i, j) > a \log n/n) = \mathbb{P}(\max_{i \in [n]} \max_{j \in [n]} C_n(i, j) > a \log n/n) \leq n \mathbb{P}(\max_{j \in [n]} C_n(1, j) > a \log n/n) = O(n^{3-a} \log^2 n), \)

which tends to 0 as $n \to \infty$, for every fixed $a > 3$. This establishes the required upper bound.

The lower bound on $\max_{i,j \in [n]} C_n(i, j)$ makes use of two steps. We first show that whp there are vertices $i \in [n]$ whose minimal edge weight $X_i = \min_{j \neq i} Y_{ij}$ is at least $(1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n$. In the second step, we show that most pairs of such vertices have a smallest weight at least $3(1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n$. We start by investigating the number of vertices with minimal edge weight $X_i \geq (1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n$.

We let $\varepsilon > 0$ to be determined later on, and define the vertices with minimal edge weight at least $(1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n$ to be

(3.2.21) \( \mathcal{N} = \{i : X_i \geq (1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n\}, \)

where $X_i = \min_{j \neq i} Y_{ij}$ is the minimal edge-weight from vertex $i$ as studied in Exercise 3.1.

We apply a second moment method on $|\mathcal{N}|$. Since $X_i \overset{d}{=} \operatorname{Exp}(n - 1),$

(3.2.22) \( \mathbb{E}(|\mathcal{N}|) = n \mathbb{P}(nX_1 \geq (1 - \varepsilon) \log n) = ne^{-(1-\varepsilon) \frac{n-1}{n} \log n} = n^\varepsilon (1 + o(1)). \)

Further,

(3.2.23) \( \mathbb{E}(|\mathcal{N}|(|\mathcal{N}| - 1)) = n(n - 1) \mathbb{P}(nX_1 \geq (1 - \varepsilon) \log n, nX_2 \geq (1 - \varepsilon) \log n), \)

where

(3.2.24) \( \mathbb{P}(nX_1 \geq (1 - \varepsilon) \log n, nX_2 \geq (1 - \varepsilon) \log n) = e^{-(1-\varepsilon) \frac{2n-3}{n} \log n}. \)

Therefore,

(3.2.25) \( \mathbb{E}(|\mathcal{N}|(|\mathcal{N}| - 1)) \leq \mathbb{E}(|\mathcal{N}|)^2 e^{(1-\varepsilon) \log n/n}. \)
We conclude that $\text{Var}(|\mathcal{N}|) = o(\mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{N}|^2])$, so that by the Chebychev inequality

\begin{equation}
(3.2.26)
    n^{-\varepsilon}|\mathcal{N}| \xrightarrow{p} 1.
\end{equation}

This completes the first step in the proof.

We next show that $nC_n(i, j) \geq 3(1 - \varepsilon) \log n$ for most pairs of vertices $i, j \in \mathcal{N}$. For this, we let

\begin{equation}
(3.2.27)\quad \mathcal{P} = \{(i, j) \in \mathcal{N}^2: nY_{ij} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n, nC_n(i, j) \geq 3(1 - \varepsilon) \log n\}
\end{equation}

denote the set of pairs $(i, j)$ in $\mathcal{N}$ for which the weight of the edge between $i$ and $j$ is at least $2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n$, and the minimal weight is at least $3(1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n$.

Our aim is to show that $n^{-2\varepsilon} |\mathcal{P}| \xrightarrow{p} 1$, which proves the lower bound. For this, we start by noticing that

\begin{equation}
(3.2.28)
    0 \leq |\mathcal{N}|(|\mathcal{N}| - 1) - |\mathcal{P}| \leq N_1 + N_2,
\end{equation}

where

\begin{equation}
(3.2.29)
    N_1 = |\{(i, j) \in \mathcal{N}^2: nY_{ij} < 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n\}|
\end{equation}

and

\begin{equation}
(3.2.30)
    N_2 = |\{(i, j) \in \mathcal{N}^2: nY_{ij} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n, nC_n(i, j) < 3(1 - \varepsilon) \log n\}|
\end{equation}

We know that $n^{-2\varepsilon} |\mathcal{N}|(|\mathcal{N}| - 1) \xrightarrow{p} 1$. We perform a first moment method on $N_1$ and $N_2$ to show that $n^{-2\varepsilon} N_i \xrightarrow{p} 0$ for $i = 1, 2$, which then shows that indeed $n^{-2\varepsilon} |\mathcal{P}| \xrightarrow{p} 1$.

We compute

\begin{equation}
(3.2.31)
    \mathbb{E}[N_1] = \mathbb{E}[\{(i, j) \in \mathcal{N}^2: nY_{ij} < 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n\}]
\leq n(n - 1)[1 - e^{-2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n}]e^{-2(1 - \varepsilon)(n - 1)/n} \log n = o(n^{2\varepsilon}),
\end{equation}

so that by the Markov inequality indeed $n^{-2\varepsilon} N_1 \xrightarrow{p} 0$. For $N_2$, we compute

\begin{equation}
(3.2.32)
    \mathbb{E}[N_2] = n(n - 1) \mathbb{P}(1, 2 \in \mathcal{N}, nY_{12} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n, nC_n(1, 2) < 3(1 - \varepsilon) \log n)
\end{equation}

\begin{equation*}
= n(n - 1) \mathbb{P}(1, 2 \in \mathcal{N}, nY_{12} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n)
\times \mathbb{P}(nC_n(1, 2) < 3(1 - \varepsilon) \log n | 1, 2 \in \mathcal{N}, nY_{12} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n).
\end{equation*}

A minor adaptation of (3.2.24) yields that

\begin{equation}
(3.2.33)
    n^{2(1 - \varepsilon)} \mathbb{P}(1, 2 \in \mathcal{N}, nY_{12} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n) \to 1,
\end{equation}

so that

\begin{equation}
(3.2.34)
    \mathbb{E}[N_2] = n^{2\varepsilon} \mathbb{P}(nC_n(1, 2) < 3(1 - \varepsilon) \log n | 1, 2 \in \mathcal{N}, nY_{12} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n)(1 + o(1)).
\end{equation}

We are left to investigate the conditional probability. For this, we note that conditionally on $Y_{ij} > x$, the distribution of $Y_{ij} - x$ is again $\text{Exp}(1)$. Therefore, the information that $1, 2 \in \mathcal{N}, nY_{12} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n$ implies that $Y_{12} - 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n, (Y_{1j} - (1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n)_{j \geq 3}$ and $(Y_{2j} - (1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n)_{j \geq 3}$ are a collection of $2n - 3$ independent $\text{Exp}(1)$ random variables. The law of all other weights, i.e., $Y_{ij}$ with both $i \neq 1$ and $j \neq 2$ are unaffected by the conditioning on $1, 2 \in \mathcal{N}, nY_{12} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n$.

Let $\pi$ be a path from 1 to 2. When $\pi$ contains one edge, its conditional weight given $1, 2 \in \mathcal{N}, nY_{12} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n$ has distribution $2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n + E_{12}$ where $E_{12}$ has an $\text{Exp}(1)$ distribution. On the other hand, when $\pi$ contains at least two edges, then both the edge incident to 1 and that incident to 2 have edge have weight $E_{1\pi(1)} + (1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n$ and
$E_{\pi(|\pi|-1)\pi(|\pi|)} + (1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n$ respectively. As a result, conditionally on $1, 2 \in \mathcal{N}$, $nY_{12} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n$, the weight of a path $\pi$ from 1 to 2 has distribution

$$\sum_{e \in \pi} E_e + 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n,$$

for all paths $\pi$ from 1 to 2. This distribution is equal to $2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n/n$ plus the unconditional distribution of the smallest-edge weight between vertices 1 and 2, so that

$$\mathbb{P}(nC_n(1, 2) < 3(1 - \varepsilon) \log n \mid 1, 2 \in \mathcal{N}, nY_{12} \geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n) = \mathbb{P}(nC_n(1, 2) < (1 - \varepsilon) \log n) = o(1),$$

by part (i). This completes the lower bound in part (iii).

**Exercise 3.2 (Alternative proof of lower bound max$_{i,j \in [n]} C_n(i,j)$).** Adapt the proof of the lower bound on max$_{i,j \in [n]} C_n(i,j)$ to give an alternative proof of the fact that $n \max_{j \in [n]} C_n(1,j)$ $\geq 2(1 - \varepsilon) \log n$ whp.

**Limit distributions of path weights.** We next study the fluctuations of the flooding $\max_{j \in [n]} C_n(i,j)$ and $C_n(i,j)$. The stochastic description in (3.2.6) and (3.2.10) also yields their asymptotic distributions:

**Theorem 3.2 (Asymptotic distributions of minimal weights).** As $n \to \infty$, for every $i \neq j$ with $i, j \in [n]$ fixed,

$$nC_n(i,j) - \log n \xrightarrow{d} \Lambda_1 + \Lambda_2 - \Lambda_{12},$$

and, for every $i \in [n]$ fixed,

$$n \max_{j \in [n]} C_n(i,j) - 2 \log n \xrightarrow{d} \Lambda_1 + \Lambda_2,$$

where $\Lambda_1, \Lambda_2, \Lambda_{12}$ are independent Gumbel random variables, i.e., $\mathbb{P}(\Lambda_i \leq x) = e^{-e^{-x}}$ for all $x \in \mathbb{R}$.

**Proof.** We write $A_n \approx B_n$ to mean that $\mathbb{E}[(A_n - B_n)^2] = o(1)$ as $n \to \infty$. Equation (3.2.11) implies that with $(E_i)_{i \geq 1}$ denoting independent $\text{Exp}(1)$ random variables and $N$ a discrete uniform random variable in the set $[n - 1]$ independent of $(E_i)_{i \geq 1}$,

$$nC_n(i,j) \overset{d}{=} \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{n}{k(n-k)} E_k = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{n}{k(n-k)} (E_k - 1) + \sum_{k=1}^{N} \left( \frac{1}{k} + \frac{1}{n-k} \right)$$

$$\approx \sum_{k=1}^{N} (E_k - 1)/k + \log n + \gamma + \log n - \log(n - N)$$

$$\approx \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} (E_k - 1)/k + \log \left( \frac{N/n}{1 - N/n} \right) + \log n + \gamma,$$

where $\gamma$ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant.
Similarly, with $E_k'$ denoting i.i.d. exponentials with mean 1 independent of $(E_k)_{k \geq 1}$, (3.2.7) implies that

$$n \text{Flood}_n(i) \xrightarrow{d} \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \frac{n}{k(n-k)} E_k = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \frac{n}{k(n-k)} (E_k - 1) + 2 \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \frac{1}{k}(E_k - 1) + 2 \log n + 2\gamma$$

(3.2.40)

$$= \sum_{k=1}^{\lfloor n/2 \rfloor} (E_k - 1)/k + \sum_{k=\lceil n/2 \rceil + 1}^{n-1} \frac{1}{n-k}(E_k - 1) + 2 \log n + 2\gamma.$$

Since $N/n \xrightarrow{d} U$, where $U$ has a uniform distribution on $[0, 1]$, the random variable

$$L = \log (U/(1-U))$$

has the logistic distribution, i.e., for every $x \in \mathbb{R}$,

(3.2.41) \[ \mathbb{P}(L \leq x) = \mathbb{P}(\log (U/(1-U)) \leq x) = \mathbb{P}(U \leq e^x/(1 + e^x)) = e^x/(1 + e^x). \]

Therefore,

(3.2.42) \[ nC_n(i,j) - \log n \xrightarrow{d} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} (E_k - 1)/k + \gamma + L, \]

and

(3.2.43) \[ n \max_{j \in [n]} C_n(i,j) - 2 \log n \xrightarrow{d} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} (E_k - 1)/k + \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} (E_k' - 1)/k + 2\gamma. \]

We are left to show that

(3.2.44) \[ \Lambda = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} (E_k - 1)/k + \gamma \]

has a Gumbel distribution, and that $L$ has the same distribution as $\Lambda_1 - \Lambda_2$.

We see that

(3.2.45) \[ \Lambda = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{k}(E_k - 1) + \gamma = \lim_{n \to \infty} \sum_{k=1}^{n} E_k/k - \log n. \]

Further, by the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, $\sum_{k=1}^{n} E_k/k$ has the same distribution as $\max_{i \in [n]} E_i$:

**Exercise 3.3 (Order statistics of i.i.d. exponentials).** Let $(E_i)_{i \in [n]}$ be a sequence of i.i.d. exponential distributions with parameter 1. Let $(E_{(i,n)})_{i \in [n]}$ be the order statistics of $(E_i)_{i \in [n]}$, i.e., the reordering of $(E_i)_{i \in [n]}$ in increasing order. Show that $(E_{(i,n)})_{i \in [n]}$ has the same distribution as $(\sum_{k=n}^{n-i+1} E_k/k)_{i \in [n]}$. Conclude that $E_{(n,n)} = \max_{i \in [n]} E_i \xrightarrow{d} \sum_{k=1}^{n} E_k/k$.

By Exercise 3.3 and (3.2.45),

(3.2.46) \[ \mathbb{P}(\Lambda \leq x) = \lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(\max_{i \in [n]} E_i - \log n \leq x) = \lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(E_1 \leq x + \log n)^n \]

$$= \lim_{n \to \infty} [1 - e^{-(x+\log n)}]^n = [1 - e^{-x/n}]^n = e^{-e^{-x}}.$$
so that \( \Lambda \) indeed has the Gumbel distribution. Further, we compute the distribution function of \( \Lambda_1 - \Lambda_2 \) as

\[
P(\Lambda_1 - \Lambda_2 \leq x) = \mathbb{E}[\mathbb{P}(\Lambda_1 \leq x + \Lambda_2) | \Lambda_2)] = \mathbb{E}[e^{-e^{-(x+\Lambda_2)}}] = \mathbb{E}[e^{-\Lambda_2}e^{-x}].
\]

When \( \Lambda \) has a Gumbel distribution, \( \mathbb{E} = e^{-\Lambda} \) has an exponential distribution (see Exercise 3.4), so that

\[
P(\Lambda_1 - \Lambda_2 \leq x) = \mathbb{E}[e^{-e^{-(x+\Lambda_2)}}] = (1 + e^{-x})^{-1} = e^{x}/(1 + e^{x}),
\]

so that \( \Gamma_1 - \Gamma_2 \) has a logistic distribution. This completes the proof. \( \square \)

**Exercise 3.4** (Distribution of \( e^{-\Lambda} \)). Let \( \Lambda \) have a Gumbel distribution. Show that \( \mathbb{E} = e^{-\Lambda} \) has an exponential distribution with parameter 1.

**Exercise 3.5** (Integral representation of Euler-Mascheroni). Use the fact that

\[
\sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{k}(E_k - 1) + \gamma
\]

has a Gumbel distribution to conclude the following integral representation for the Euler-Mascheroni constant \( \gamma \):

\[
\gamma = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} xe^{-x}e^{-e^{-x}} dx = \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-y} \log y dy.
\]

**Lengths of minimal paths: the hopcount.** So far, we have studied the weights of the minimal paths, but one might also ask how long they are, disregarding their weights, that is, how many edges they contain. Let \( H_n(i,j) \) be the length of the path between \( i \) and \( j \) that has minimal weight, and recall from (3.1.3) that \( H_n = H_n(U_1,U_2) \) where \( U_1, U_2 \) are two independent draws uniformly from \([n]\). Note that, conditionally on \( U_1 \neq U_2 \), \( H_n \) has the same distribution as \( H_n(i,j) \). Here we will be primarily interested in the fluctuations of \( H_n(i,j) \) and we show a central limit theorem for it:

**Theorem 3.3** (Central limit theorem for the hopcount). Consider first-passage percolation on the complete graph \( K_n \) with i.i.d. exponential edge weights. As \( n \to \infty \), for any fixed \( i, j \in [n] \),

\[
\frac{H_n(i,j) - \log n}{\sqrt{\log n}} \xrightarrow{d} Z,
\]

where \( Z \) is standard normal.

If we compare Theorem 3.1 and 3.3, then we see that the fluctuations of \( H_n(i,j) \) are much larger than those of \( nC_n(i,j) \). The asymptotic normal distribution with asymptotically equal mean and variance reminds us of Figure 6, where the empirical mean and variance of the number of edges in the smallest-weight paths are close.

**Proof.** The proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that the collection of minimal weight paths from a given vertex, say \( i \), form a tree (rooted at \( i \)) that can be constructed as follows: Begin with a single root and add \( n - 1 \) vertices one by one, each time joining the new vertex to a (uniformly) randomly chosen old vertex. This type of random tree is known as a random recursive tree. Let \( H'_n \) denote the height of a random vertex in \([n]\), so that \( H_n \) has the same distribution as \( H_n(i,U) \), where \( U \) is uniform in \([n]\). Further, conditionally
on $U \neq i$, $H_n(i, U)$ has the same distribution as $H_n(i, j)$, so that a central limit theorem for $H'_n$ implies an identical one for $H_n(i, j)$. To investigate $H'_n$, we use the following characterization of its distribution:

**Lemma 3.4 (Distribution of the hopcount).** Fix $n \geq 2$. Let $H'_n$ be the height in a random recursive tree of a uniformly chosen vertex in $[n]$. Then $H'_n$ has the same distribution as $G_n = \sum_{i=2}^{n} I_i$, where $I_i$ are independent Bernoulli random variables with success probability $1/i$.

**Proof.** We prove this lemma by induction on $n$. When $n = 2$, we have that $H'_2 \in \{0, 1\}$ each with probability $1/2$, and also $G_2 = I_2 \in \{0, 1\}$ with equal probability. This initializes the induction hypothesis.

To advance the induction hypothesis, we let $V_n$ denote a random vertex in $[n]$. We condition on $V_n = n$ or not, to obtain

$$P(H'_n = k) = \frac{1}{n} P(H'_n = k \mid V_n = n) + (1 - \frac{1}{n}) P(H'_n = k \mid V_n \neq n).$$

Now, $P(H'_n = k \mid V_n \neq n) = P(H'_{n-1} = k)$, since conditionally on $V_n \neq n$, $V_n$ has a uniform distribution on $[n-1]$. Further, when $V_n = n$, we have that $H'_n$ is the height of the last added vertex, which is equal to 1 plus the height of a uniformly chosen vertex in $[n-1]$ since the parent of vertex $n$ is a uniform vertex in $[n-1]$. Therefore, $P(H'_n = k \mid V_n = n) = P(H'_{n-1} = k - 1)$, so that we arrive at the recursion relation

$$P(H'_n = k) = \frac{1}{n} P(H'_{n-1} = k) + (1 - \frac{1}{n}) P(H'_{n-1} = k - 1).$$

We conclude that $H'_n$ has the same distribution as $H'_{n-1} + I_n$, where $I_n$ has a Bernoulli distribution with success probability $1/n$ independently of $H'_{n-1}$. This advances the induction hypothesis, and completes the proof of Lemma 3.4.

Theorem 3.3 follows immediately from Lemma 3.4, together with the fact that

$$\sum_{i=2}^{n} I_i - \log n \quad \frac{d}{\sqrt{\log n}} \quad Z,$$

where $Z$ is standard normal (see also Exercise 3.8 below).

**Exercise 3.6 (Mean hopcount).** Show that $E[H_n] = \sum_{k=2}^{n} 1/k$, which is the harmonic series.

**Exercise 3.7 (Variance hopcount).** Show that $\text{Var}(H_n) = \sum_{k=2}^{n} 1/k - \sum_{k=2}^{n} 1/k^2 = E[H_n] - \zeta(2) + O(1/n)$, where $\zeta(2) = \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} 1/k^2$ is equal to the zeta-function at 2.

**Exercise 3.8 (CLT for sums of independent indicators).** Let $(I_i)_{i \geq 1}$ be a collection of independent $\text{Ber}(p_i)$ random variables, and assume that

$$\sum_{i=1}^{m} p_i \to \infty, \quad \sum_{i=1}^{m} p_i^2 = o\left(\sum_{i=1}^{m} p_i\right).$$

Show that, as $m \to \infty$,

$$\sum_{i=1}^{m} (I_i - p_i) \quad \frac{d}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{m} p_i}} \quad Z,$$

where $Z$ is standard normal. Use this to prove (3.2.54).
Exercise 3.9 (Joint convergence). Show that the convergence of $H_n(i, j)$ and $C_n(i, j)$ in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3, respectively, occurs jointly, i.e.,

$$
(3.2.57) \quad \left( \frac{H_n(i, j) - \log n}{\sqrt{\log n}}, nC_n(i, j) - \log n \right) \xrightarrow{d} (Z, \Lambda_1 + \Lambda_2 - \Lambda_{12}),
$$

where $Z$ is standard normal and $\Lambda_1, \Lambda_2, \Lambda_{12}$ are three independent Gumbel variables independent of $Z$.

Extremal functionals for FPP on the complete graph. We continue by describing some more recent results about first-passage percolation on the complete graph. We start with the fluctuations of the weight-diameter for first-passage percolation on the complete graph as derive with Bhamidi [39]. Let us first define the limiting weighted random graph that arises in the description of our main result. The vertex set of this graph is the set of positive integers $\mathbb{Z}_+ = \{1, 2, \ldots\}$. Let $PP$ be a Poisson process on $\mathbb{R}$ with intensity measure having density

$$
(3.2.58) \quad \lambda(y) = \exp(-y), \quad y \in \mathbb{R}.
$$

Exercise 3.10 implies that $\Xi' = \max\{x : x \in PP\} < \infty$ a.s. Thus, we can order the points in PP as $Y_1 > Y_2 > \cdots$. Let $\{\Lambda_{st} : s, t \in \mathbb{Z}_+, s < t\}$ be a family of independent standard Gumbel random variables. Define

$$
(3.2.59) \quad \Xi = \max\{Y_s + Y_t - \Lambda_{st} : s, t \in \mathbb{Z}_+, s < t\}.
$$

It can be shown that $\Xi < \infty$ almost surely:

Exercise 3.10 (The random variables $\Xi, \Xi'$ are finite almost surely). Show that $\Xi' < \infty$ and $\Xi < \infty$ almost surely.

The main result concerning the weight-diameter for first-passage percolation on the complete graph is as follows:

Theorem 3.5 (Fluctuations of the weight diameter). For first-passage percolation on the complete graph with exponential edge weights with mean 1, as $n \to \infty$,

$$
(3.2.60) \quad n \max_{i,j \in [n]} C_n(i, j) - 3 \log n \xrightarrow{d} \Xi.
$$

The proof of Theorem 3.5 is a close adaptation of the proof of the upper bound in (3.2.3) in Theorem 3.1. For $i \in [n]$, let $X_i = \min_{j \in [n]} E_{ij}$ be the minimal edge weight from vertex $i$, and let $X_{(i)}$ be the order statistics of $(X_i)_{i \in [n]}$, so that $X_{(1)} < X_{(2)} < \cdots < X_{(n)}$. Further, let $V_i$ be the vertex corresponding to $X_{(i)}$. Then, obviously,

$$
(3.2.61) \quad \max_{i,j \in [n]} C_n(i, j) = \max_{i,j \in [n]} C_n(V_i, V_j).
$$

The point process $(nX_{(i)} - \log n)_{i \in [n]}$ converges to the point-process with intensity $\lambda$ in (3.2.58). For $i < j$ fixed, we can write

$$
(3.2.62) \quad C_n(V_i, V_j) \xrightarrow{d} X_{(i)} + X_{(j)} + C_n(\{V_i, U_i\}, \{V_j, U_j\}),
$$

where $C_n(A, B)$ denotes the minimal weight between the subsets $A, B \subseteq [n]$ and $U_i$ is such that $E_{V_iU_i} = X_{(i)}$ (and we have ignored the case where $E_{V_iV_j} = X_{(i)}$ or $E_{ij} = X_{(i)}$ for simplicity). The ideas used in Theorem 3.1 can be extended to deduce that

$$
(3.2.63) \quad C_n(\{i, n\}, \{j, n-1\}) - \log n \xrightarrow{d} \Lambda_i + \Lambda_j - \Lambda_{ij},
$$

where $\Lambda_i$ are independent Gumbel random variables with the same shape parameter as $\Xi$. The concentration of $\Lambda_i$ can be bounded using the concentration of $\Xi'$ in Exercise 3.10.
and \((\Lambda_i)_{i \geq 1}\) and \((\Lambda_{ij})_{1 \leq i < j}\) are independent random variables, with \(\Lambda_{ij}\) having a Gumbel distribution and

\[
(3.2.64) \quad \Lambda_i = \lim_{m \to \infty} \sum_{k=2}^{m} E_k / k - \log m.
\]

This suggests that

\[
(3.2.65) \quad n \max_{i,j \in [n]} C_n(V_i, V_j) - 3 \log n \xrightarrow{d} \max_{1 \leq i < j < \infty} (Y_i + Y_j + \Lambda_i + \Lambda_j - \Lambda_{ij}),
\]

which is close to what we wish to prove, except that the point process \((Y_i + \Lambda_i)_{i \geq 1}\) is replaced by the point process \((Y_i + \Lambda_i)_{i \geq 1}\). Interestingly, these have the same distribution, which explains Theorem 3.5.

We continue by investigating the lengths of the maximal paths. Indeed, recall that \(H_n(i,j)\) is the length of the optimal path between vertices \(i,j \in [n]\), following Addario-Berry, Broutin and Lugosi [7]. The next theorem identifies the first order asymptotics of \(\max_{j \in [n]} H_n(1,j)\) and \(\max_{i,j \in [n]} H_n(i,j)\):

**Theorem 3.6 (Hopcount diameter).** For first-passage percolation on the complete graph with exponential edge-weights with mean 1, as \(n \to \infty\),

\[
(3.2.66) \quad \frac{\max_{j \in [n]} H_n(1,j)}{\log n} \xrightarrow{p} e, \quad \frac{\max_{i,j \in [n]} H_n(i,j)}{\log n} \xrightarrow{p} \alpha^*,
\]

where \(\alpha^* \approx 3.5911\) is the unique solution of the equation \(\alpha \log \alpha - \alpha = 1\).

**Exercise 3.11 (Equation for the height).** Note that \(e\) is the unique solution to the equation \(\alpha \log \alpha - \alpha = 0\).

**Exercise 3.12 (Height of URT).** Show that \(\max_{j \in [n]} H_n(1,j)\) is the same as the height of the uniform recursive tree. Conclude that

\[
(3.2.67) \quad \frac{\max_{j \in [n]} H_n(1,j)}{\log n} \xrightarrow{p} e.
\]

We now give some intuition for the results in Theorem 3.6, relying on the analysis in the proof of Theorem 3.3. We only prove the upper bound. First note that, by Boole’s inequality,

\[
(3.2.68) \quad \mathbb{P}(\max_{i,j \in [n]} H_n(i,j) \geq \alpha \log n) \leq n \mathbb{P}(\max_{j \in [n]} H_n(1,j) \geq \alpha \log n).
\]

Again by Boole’s inequality,

\[
(3.2.69) \quad \mathbb{P}(\max_{j \in [n]} H_n(1,j) \geq \alpha \log n) \leq n \mathbb{P}(H_n(1,2) \geq \alpha \log n),
\]

so that, for the upper bound, it suffices to bound the tails of the distribution of \(H_n(1,2)\). By Lemma 3.4, for every \(t \geq 0\),

\[
(3.2.70) \quad \mathbb{P}(H_n(1,2) \geq \alpha \log n) \leq e^{-\alpha \log n} \mathbb{E}[e^{t H_n(1,2)}] = e^{-\alpha \log n} \prod_{i=2}^{n} \left(1 - \frac{1}{i} + e^{t \frac{1}{i}}\right).
\]
We further bound, using $1 + x \leq e^x$ and $\sum_{i=2}^{n} 1/i \leq \int_{1}^{n} dx/x = \log n$,

\begin{equation}
\prod_{i=2}^{n} \left( 1 - \frac{1}{i} + e^{1/i} \right) = \prod_{i=2}^{n} \left( 1 + (e^i - 1) \frac{1}{i} \right) \leq e^{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (e^i - 1) \frac{1}{i}} \leq e^{(e^i - 1) \log n}.
\end{equation}

This leads to

\begin{equation}
P(H_n(1, 2) \geq \alpha \log n) \leq e^{\log n (1-e^\alpha - e \alpha)}.
\end{equation}

Optimizing over $t \geq 0$ yields $t = \log \alpha$, so that

\begin{equation}
P(H_n(1, 2) \geq \alpha \log n) \leq n^{-(\alpha \log \alpha - \alpha - 1)}.
\end{equation}

Thus,

\begin{equation}
P(\max_{j \in [n]} H_n(1, j) \geq \alpha \log n) = o(1) \quad \text{when} \quad \alpha \log \alpha - \alpha + 1 > 1,
\end{equation}

which occurs when $\alpha > e$. Further,

\begin{equation}
P(\max_{i,j \in [n]} H_n(i, j) \geq \alpha \log n) = o(1) \quad \text{when} \quad \alpha \log \alpha - \alpha + 1 > 2,
\end{equation}

which occurs when $\alpha > \alpha^*$, $\alpha^*$ being the solution of $\alpha \log \alpha - \alpha = 1$. We conclude that the upper bounds in Theorem 3.6 hold. The respective lower bounds are much harder to prove, as one has to show that whp there really exists a vertex $i$ for which $H_n(1, i) \geq \alpha \log n$ for any $\alpha < e$, and that whp there really exist two vertices $i, j$ for which $H_n(i, j) \geq \alpha \log n$ for any $\alpha < \alpha^*$.

The lower bound on $\max_{i,j \in [n]} H_n(i, j)$ in (3.2.66) is the hard part, and is proved in [7] using a delicate conditional second moment method. The basic starting point is that if a path $\pi: v_0 \rightarrow v_k$ has a weight $w(\pi) = \sum_{e \in \pi} E_e$ that satisfies $(1 - \varepsilon) \log n \leq w(\pi) \leq (1 + \varepsilon) w(\pi)$, then whp it is the shortest path (see [7, Corollary 5]). In turn, let us call $P_{k, \varepsilon} = P_{k, \varepsilon}(n)$ be the set of paths with $k$ edges and weight at most $(1 - \varepsilon) \log n$. Then it is not hard to show that

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}[P_{k, \varepsilon}(n)] \sim n^{k+1} \left( \frac{(1 - \varepsilon) \log n}{n} \right)^k \frac{1}{k!} \sim \frac{n}{\sqrt{2\pi k}} \left( \frac{e \log n}{k} \right)^k.
\end{equation}

This tends to infinity when $\alpha < \alpha^*$ and $\varepsilon > 0$ is sufficiently small. It would thus be tempting to use a second moment directly on $P_{k, \varepsilon}(n)$, but there is too much dependence between these paths. Instead, Addario-Berry, Broutin and Lugosi [7] use a second moment method on a subclass of paths in $\mathcal{P}_{k, \varepsilon}(n)$, which has a high enough mean (comparable to that of $\mathcal{P}_{k, \varepsilon}(n)$), yet for which the second moment can be controlled.

Theorem 3.6 only studies first-order asymptotic of extremal hopcounts for first-passage percolation on the complete graph with exponential edge-weights, we lack any results about their fluctuations:

**Open Problem 3.1 (Fluctuations of extremal hopcount).** How do the fluctuations of $\max_{j \in [n]} H_n(1, j) - \varepsilon \log n$ and $\max_{i,j \in [n]} H_n(i, j) - \alpha^* \log n$ in Theorem 3.6 behave?
Conclusion of first-passage percolation on the complete graph. In this section, we have studied first-passage percolation on the complete graph with i.i.d. exponential edge-weights. We have concluded that $C_n(i, j)$ is roughly $(\log n + \Lambda_1 + \Lambda_2 - \Lambda_{12})/n$ for three i.i.d. Gumbel distributions $\Lambda_1, \Lambda_2, \Lambda_{12}$. We can interpret $1/n$ as corresponding to order of the minimal edge-weight from each vertex, which can also be seen as the inverse of the degree of a vertex.

Of course, the exponential edge-weights are rather special, as this makes the growth of the smallest-weight tree and the smallest-weights along it completely independent. It is worthwhile studying first-passage percolation on the complete graph with different edge-weights. Of course, what really matters on the complete graph are small weights. When these edge-weights have a finite and strictly positive density in 0, one can expect that the scaling behavior is identical to that with exponential edge-weights. One can even expect the hopcount $H_n$ to behave in a similar way. Janson [179] indeed proves this. However, when the random edge-weights have rather different behavior close to zero, then it is not so clear how first-passage percolation on the complete graph behaves. We will discuss the available results in more detail in Section 3.7.1.

First-passage percolation on random graphs. In what follows, we will focus on first-passage percolation on random graphs, where the average degree is bounded. Then, the smallest weight between two random vertices cannot be expected to vanish as in Theorem 3.1, but rather the factor $1/n$ should be replaced with a constant instead. This suggests that $C_n(U_1, U_2)$ grows like $\log n$ with fluctuations that are tight random variables. Our results below will show that this is indeed the case, at least in the case where the random graphs have finite-variance degrees. It even turns out that the properly re-centered version of $C_n(U_1, U_2)$ converges to a limit that bears close resemblance to the limit $\Lambda_1 + \Lambda_2 - \Lambda_{12}$ for the complete graph. How $H_n(U_1, U_2)$ behaves is less clear from the above discussion, and we will again see central limit theorems results for it very alike those in Theorem 3.3. We start with the setting of the configuration model with finite-variance degrees and exponential edge-weights, where again the memoryless property can be cleverly used to reduce first-passage percolation on the random graph to a Markovian problem.

Some first-passage percolation problems can also be analysed and understood in terms of local weak convergence. In fact, the objective method of Aldous and Steele [12] was to a large extent inspired by problems of weighted random (and in particular complete) graphs. Let us explain this in some detail now. For first-passage percolation on the complete graph, we can introduce a limiting metric space that describes the smallest-weight distances to the neighbors starting from a uniform vertex. Indeed, rescale every edge-weight by a factor $n$, so that the edge-weights are i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean $n$. Then, the weights of the edges to the smallest-weight neighbors of vertex 1 are close to sums of i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1. This is a rate 1 Poisson process. Now, when starting from any neighbor of vertex 1, we can again explore its closest neighbors in the ed-weight metric, and this is again close to a rate 1 Poisson process. This leads to a metric space in which every vertex has infinitely many neighbors, and the edge-weight to these neighbors form i.i.d. rate 1 Poisson processes. This metric structure is called the Poisson-weighted infinite tree or PWIT.

The setting is slightly different from that studied in Section 2.2, as there we had settings in mind where every vertex has a random but almost surely bounded number
of neighbors. However, when we are only interested in the structure of neighborhoods up to a given metric distance, then only finite relevant connections remain, and thus we can interpret the metric space as having ‘almost finite degrees’. In the above light, first-passage percolation on the complete graph then, locally, is closely related to first-passage percolation on the PWIT. This turns out to be a continuous-time branching process, which goes under the name of the Yule process. We discuss continuous-time branching processes in detail in Section 3.4, and crucially use relations to such processes in the sequel. For example, the general first-passage percolation problem on configuration models with finite-variance degrees could be interpreted in terms of its local-weak limit (including the edge-weights) being an age-dependent branching process, which is a continuous-time branching process in which the birth-times of individuals are drawn from an i.i.d. distribution. The PWIT will return in several related problems, such as the minimal-spanning tree on the complete graph.

Let us close this discussion by highlighting the form of the limiting random variable $\Lambda_1 + \Lambda_2 - \Lambda_{12}$ in (3.2.37). For first-passage percolation on the PWIT, which is a Yule process, we will see that the number of vertices that can be reached within time $t$ grows like $Ee^{t}$, where $E$ is an exponential random variable with parameter 1. The random variable $E$ acts as a measure of how long it takes to escape the neighborhood of the root. A large $E$ signifies that many vertices are close by, while a small $E$ signifies that it takes a significant amount of time to reach some neighbors. We can thus interpret $\Lambda_1 + \Lambda_2 - \Lambda_{12} = \log(1/E_1) + \log(1/E_2) - \Lambda_{12}$, where $\log(1/E_1), \log(1/E_2)$ quantify how quickly the flow starts finding neighbors from the respective starting and ending points, while $\Lambda_{12}$ measures how quickly the smallest-weight graphs find each other. We will see that this is a rather general structure for smallest-weight paths between uniformly chosen vertices.

### 3.3. Markovian flow on the configuration model

In this section, we investigate first-passage percolation on the configuration model with exponential edge-weights. Our main aim is to describe the asymptotics in distribution of $H_n$ and $C_n$ on $\text{CM}_n(d)$ where the degree distribution has finite variance. The main result of this section is the following theorem:

**Theorem 3.7 (Hopcount and minimal path weight for CM with exponential edge-weights).** Let $\text{CM}_n(d)$ satisfy Condition 1.6(a)-(c) and $\nu = \mathbb{E}[D(D-1)]/\mathbb{E}[D] > 1$. Further, assume that $\nu_n = \mathbb{E}[D_n(D_n-1)]/\mathbb{E}[D_n] = \nu + o(1/\log n)$ and that there exists $\varepsilon > 0$ such that

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E}[D_n^{2+\varepsilon}] = \mathbb{E}[D^{2+\varepsilon}].$$

Let the edge-weights be given by i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter 1. Then, there exists a random variable $Q$ such that, conditionally on $C_n < \infty$,

$$\frac{H_n - \alpha \log n}{\sqrt{\alpha \log n}} \overset{d}{\to} Z, \quad \frac{1}{\lambda} \log n \overset{d}{\to} Q,$$

where $Z$ has a standard normal distribution, and

$$\alpha = \nu/(\nu - 1), \quad \lambda = \nu - 1.$$

Theorem 3.7 is proved in work with Bhamidi and Hooghiemstra [40] in the setting of i.i.d. degrees (for which $\nu_n = \mathbb{E}_n[D_n(D_n-1)]/\mathbb{E}_n[D_n] = \nu + o(1/\log n)$ can be shown
to hold, where \(E_n[D_n(D_n - 1)]\) and \(E_n[D_n]\) correspond to average of such i.i.d. random variables). By Theorem 2.29, we know that the graph distance \(d_{CM_n(d)}(U_1, U_2)\) between two uniformly chosen vertices satisfies

\[
d_{CM_n(d)}(U_1, U_2)/ \log n \xrightarrow{p} 1/ \log \nu.
\]

By Theorem 3.7, \(H_n/ \log n \xrightarrow{p} \alpha = \nu/(\nu - 1) > 1/ \log \nu\), so that the smallest-weight path is substantially longer than the shortest path realizing the graph distance. In turn,

\[
C_n/ \log n \xrightarrow{p} 1/(\nu - 1) < 1/ \log \nu,
\]

while the expected weight of any shortest path has the same asymptotics as in (3.3.4), so that the smallest-weight path has a significantly smaller weight. Thus, the topology of the configuration model \(CM_n(d)\) is significantly altered by adding i.i.d. weights along the edges.

We next discuss the fluctuations of \(H_n\) and \(C_n\) in Theorem 3.7. By the remark below Theorem 2.29, the centered graph distance \(d_{CM_n(d)}(U_1, U_2) - \log n/ \log \nu\) is a tight sequence of random variables that does not converge in distribution. The latter is due to the discrete nature of \(d_{CM_n(d)}(U_1, U_2)\). In Theorem 3.7, \(H_n\) instead satisfies a CLT with asymptotic mean and variance equal to \(\alpha \log n\), where \(\alpha = \nu/(\nu - 1)\). Thus, it has much larger fluctuations than the graph distance. The centered smallest-weight \(C_n - \log n/ \lambda\) is a continuous random variable and thus does not suffer from the discreteness as \(d_{CM_n(d)}(U_1, U_2)\) does. Theorem 3.7 shows that this is reflected in the fact that it converges in distribution.

In order to intuitively understand this asymptotics, we see that, for first-passage percolation on \(CM_n(d)\), the number of vertices that can be reached with weight at most \(t\) grows proportional to \(e^{\lambda t}\). As a result, when we draw an alive vertex uniformly at random from all the alive vertices at time \(t\), then its life-time will be a tight random variable (in fact, it has an asymptotically exponential distribution with parameter \(1/\lambda\)). This is a hint at why the fluctuations of \(C_n\) converge in distribution. Instead, if we draw a uniform alive vertex at time \(t\) and look at its generation, then it has an approximate normal distribution, which suggests that the same must be true for \(H_n\). We discuss this matter in more detail below.

The limiting random variable \(Q\) in (3.3.2) can be identified as

\[
Q = Q_1 + Q_2 - \frac{\Lambda}{\nu - 1} + \frac{\log \mu(\nu - 1)}{\nu - 1},
\]

where \(Q_1, Q_2\) are two independent copies of a certain limiting random variable and \(\Lambda\) has a Gumbel distribution independent from \(Q_1, Q_2\), and where we write, throughout this section, \(\mu = E[D]\).

We will not give a full proof of Theorem 3.7, but rather give a sketch. We start by describing the key steps in the proof of Theorem 3.7:

**Local structure of first-passage percolation on** \(CM_n(d)\). Theorem 2.11 shows that the local structure around a uniform vertex in \(CM_n(d)\) is close to a two-stage branching process, where the root has offspring distribution \(D\) appearing in Condition 1.6(a), while all other individuals have offspring \(D^* - 1\), where \(D^*\) is the size-biased version of \(D\). This leads us to study first-passage percolation on Galton-Watson trees. Due to the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, this process has a Markovian structure that is closely related to, but slightly more involved than, that on the complete graph.
as in the proofs of Theorems 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3. We start by describing this construction on deterministic trees where the $i$th explored vertex has degree $d_i$. Later, we will apply this to $d_1 = D$, and $d_i = D^*_i - 1$ for $i \geq 2$, where these random variables are independent. However, since the construction is true for any tree, in fact we may also apply it to situations where the distributions of the $d_i$ are weakly dependent, which will turn out to be highly useful in the sequel.

We now present the details. Suppose we have positive (non-random) integers $d_1, d_2, \ldots$. Consider the following construction of a branching tree:

**Construction 3.1 (Flow from root of tree and split-times).** The smallest-weight graph and split times on a tree with degrees $(d_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are obtained as follows:

1. Start with the root which dies immediately giving rise to $d_1$ alive offspring;
2. Each alive offspring lives for a random amount of time, which has an exponential distribution with parameter 1, independent of all other randomness involved;
3. When the $m$th vertex dies, it leaves behind $d_m$ alive offspring.

In Construction 3.1, the number of offspring $d_i$ is fixed once and for all. It is crucial that there always is at least one alive vertex. This occurs precisely when $s_i = d_1 + \cdots + d_i - (i - 1) \geq 1$ for every $i \geq 1$.

**Exercise 3.13 (The number of alive vertices).** Show that the number of alive vertices after the $i$th step in Construction 3.1 is equal to

$$s_i = d_1 + \cdots + d_i - (i - 1).$$

Thus, this construction continues forever precisely when $s_i \geq 1$ for every $i \geq 1$.

The split-times (or death-times) of the process in Construction 3.1 are denoted by $(T_i)_{i \geq 0}$, where, by convention, $T_0 = 0$ and $T_1$ has an exponential distribution with parameter $d_1$. We refer to $i$ as time. Note that Construction 3.1 is equivalent to this process, observed at the discrete times $(T_i)_{i \geq 0}$. The fact that the chosen alive vertex is chosen uniformly at random follows from the memoryless property of the exponential random variables that compete to become the minimal one, and makes the process Markovian.

**Markovian first-passage percolation on Galton-Watson trees.** We continue to investigate the generation and weight to the $m$th chosen alive vertex in our first-passage percolation problem on the tree:

**Proposition 3.8 (Smallest-weight paths on a tree).** Pick an alive vertex at time $m \geq 1$ uniformly at random among all vertices alive at this time. Then,

(a) the weight of the smallest-weight path between the root of the tree and the vertex chosen at time $m$ is equal in distribution to

$$T_m \overset{d}{=} \sum_{i=1}^{m} E_i / s_i,$$

where $(E_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1 and $s_i = d_1 + \cdots + d_i - (i - 1)$ denotes the number of alive individuals at time $i$;

(b) the generation of the vertex chosen at time $m$ is equal in distribution to

$$G_m \overset{d}{=} \sum_{i=1}^{m} I_i,$$
where \((I_i)_{i \geq 1}\) are independent Bernoulli random variables with
\[
(P(I_i = 1) = d_i/s_i.
\]

Proposition 3.8(a) is a generalization of the distribution of the time to find the \(m\)th vertex for first-passage on the complete graph in (3.2.6). Further, Proposition 3.8(b) is a generalization of the distribution of the hopcount for first-passage on the complete graph in Lemma 3.4. We see that the proof of Proposition 3.8 also bears close resemblance to the proof for the corresponding results on the complete graph:

**Proof.** We start by proving part (a). At each time \(m\), and conditionally on \((T_i)_{i=1}^{m-1}\), the memoryless property of the exponential distribution implies that \(T_m - T_{m-1}\) has an exponential distribution with parameter \(s_m\). Here we use that the minimum of \(s_i\) independent exponential 1 random variables has an exponential distribution with parameter \(s_i\), and is hence equal in distribution to \(E_i/s_i\). Therefore, conditionally on \((T_i)_{i=1}^{m-1}\),
\[
(P(I_i = 1) = d_i/s_i.
\]

We prove part (b) by induction on \(m \geq 1\). The statement is trivial for \(m = 1\), since then \(G_1 = 1\) a.s., while \(s_1 = d_1\), so that also \(I_1 = 1\) a.s. This initializes the induction hypothesis.

We next assume that (3.3.9) holds for \(m\), where \((I_i)_{i=1}^{m}\) are independent Bernoulli random variables satisfying (3.3.10). We then advance the induction hypothesis to \(m+1\), by showing that \(G_{m+1}\) has the distribution in (3.3.9).

Let \(G_{m+1}\) denote the generation of the randomly chosen vertex at time \(m+1\), and consider the event \(\{G_{m+1} = k\}\) for \(1 \leq k \leq m\). If randomly choosing one of the alive vertices at time \(m+1\) results in one of the \(d_{m+1}\) newly added vertices, then, in order to obtain generation \(k\), the previous uniform choice, i.e., the choice of the vertex which was the last one to die, must have been a vertex from generation \(k-1\). On the other hand, if a uniform pick is conditioned on not taking one of the \(d_{m+1}\) newly added vertices, then this choice is a uniform alive vertex from generation \(k\). Hence, we obtain, for \(1 \leq k \leq m\),
\[
(P(G_{m+1} = k) = \frac{d_{m+1}}{s_{m+1}}P(G_m = k - 1) + \left(1 - \frac{d_{m+1}}{s_{m+1}}\right)P(G_m = k).
\]

As a result, \(G_{m+1} \sim G_m + I_{m+1}\), where \(I_{m+1}\) is a Bernoulli variable with success probability \(d_{m+1}/s_{m+1}\). The proof of part (a) is now immediate from the induction hypothesis. \(\square\)

**Exercise 3.14 (Gumbel law for deterministic trees).** Let \(d_1 = r - 2\) and \(d_i = r - 1\) for every \(i \geq 2\). Use Proposition 3.8 to conclude that
\[
(T_m - \frac{\log m}{r - 2} \overset{d}{\to} \Lambda/(r - 2),
\]
where \(\Lambda\) has a Gumbel distribution.

**Exercise 3.15 (CLT for height of uniform point in deterministic tree).** Let \(d_1 = r - 2\) and \(d_i = r - 1\) for every \(i \geq 2\). Use Proposition 3.8 to conclude that
\[
\frac{G_m - \frac{r-1}{r-2} \log m}{\sqrt{\frac{r-1}{r-2} \log m}} \overset{d}{\to} Z,
\]
where $Z$ has a standard normal distribution.

**Back to Markovian first-passage percolation on** $CM_n(d)$. We next intuitively relate the above result to our setting. Start from vertex $U_1$, and iteratively choose the half-edge with minimal additional weight attached to the SWG so far. As mentioned before, because of the memoryless-property of the exponential distribution, the half-edge with minimal additional weight can be considered to be picked uniformly at random from all half-edges incident to the SWG at that moment.

With high probability, this half-edge is paired to a half-edge that is not incident to the SWG. Let $\Delta_{(n)}$ denote the forward degree (i.e., the degree minus 1) of the vertex incident to the half-edge to which the $i$th half-edge is paired. As mentioned before, because of the memoryless-property of the exponential distribution, the half-edge with minimal additional weight can be considered to be picked uniformly at random from all half-edges incident to the SWG at that moment.

Let $\Delta_{(n)}$ denote the forward degree (i.e., the degree minus 1) of the vertex incident to the half-edge to which the $i$th half-edge is paired. By the results in Chapter 2, see in particular Theorem 2.11, $(\Delta_{(n)})_{i \geq 2}$ are close to being i.i.d., and have distribution given by $D^* - 1$. Therefore, we are lead to studying random variables of the form (3.3.10), where $(\Delta_{(n)})_{i \geq 1}$ are independent random variables with $D_{1} \overset{d}{=} D$ and $\Delta_{i} \overset{d}{=} D^* - 1$. Thus, we first state a CLT for $G_m$ and a limit result for $T_m$ in this setting.

Let us recall the definitions of $T_m$ and $G_m$ in this setting, and introduce some notation. Let $S^{(\text{ind})}_i = D_1 + \Delta_2 + \cdots + \Delta_i - (i - 1)$, where $D_1 \overset{d}{=} D$ and $\Delta_i \overset{d}{=} D^* - 1$, and $(\Delta_{(n)})_{i \geq 1}$ are independent. Then, define

(3.3.15) \[ T_m = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{E_i}{S^{(\text{ind})}_i}, \quad G_m \overset{d}{=} \sum_{i=1}^{m} I_i, \]

where, conditionally on $(S^{(\text{ind})}_i)_{i \geq 1}$, $(I_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are independent Bernoulli random variables with

(3.3.16) \[ \mathbb{P}(I_i = 1) = \frac{\Delta_i}{S^{(\text{ind})}_i}. \]

Then, Proposition 3.8 implies the following limiting results for $T_m$ and $G_m$:

**Corollary 3.9 (Asymptotics for smallest-weight paths on trees).** Let $(\Delta_{(i)})_{i \geq 1}$ be a sequence of independent and identically distributed non-degenerate integer-valued random variables satisfying $\mathbb{E}[\Delta_{(i)}^{1+\varepsilon}] < \infty$ for some $\varepsilon > 0$. Denote $\nu = \mathbb{E}[\Delta_{(i)}]$. Then, conditionally on $S^{(\text{ind})}_i = D_1 + \Delta_2 + \cdots + \Delta_i - (i - 1) \geq 1$ for all $i \geq 1$,

(a) for $T_m$ given by (3.3.15), there exists a random variable $X$ such that

(3.3.17) \[ T_m - \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \log m \overset{d}{\to} X. \]

(b) for $G_m$ given in (3.3.15)–(3.3.16), with $\alpha = \nu / (\nu - 1) \geq 1$, as $m \to \infty$,

(3.3.18) \[ \frac{G_m - \alpha \log m}{\sqrt{\alpha \log m}} \overset{d}{\to} Z, \]

where $Z$ is a standard normal variable.

We next identify the limit of $T_m - (\log m)/\lambda$ where $\lambda = \nu - 1$. We start from (3.3.8), and split

(3.3.19) \[ T_m = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{E_i - 1}{S^{(\text{ind})}_i} + \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{1}{S^{(\text{ind})}_i} - \frac{1}{(\nu - 1)i} \right) + \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{1}{i}. \]
On the event that \( S_i^{(\text{ind})} \geq 1 \) for every \( i \geq 1 \), by the Strong Law of Large Numbers,
\[
(3.3.20) \quad S_i^{(\text{ind})} / i \xrightarrow{a.s.} \nu - 1,
\]
As a result, there are a.s. only finitely many values for which \( S_i \leq (1 - \varepsilon)(\nu - 1)i \). Denote \( M_m = \sum_{i=1}^{m} (E_i - 1)/S_i^{(\text{ind})} \), and note that, conditionally on \( (S_i^{(\text{ind})})_{i \geq 0} \), \( (M_m)_{m \geq 1} \) is a martingale with conditional second moment
\[
(3.3.21) \quad \mathbb{E}[M_m^2 \mid (S_i^{(\text{ind})})_{i \geq 0}] = \sum_{m=1}^{\infty} 1/(S_i^{(\text{ind})})^2,
\]
which is a.s. bounded on the events that \( S_i^{(\text{ind})} \geq 1 \) for every \( i \geq 1 \) and that \( S_i^{(\text{ind})} \leq (1 - \varepsilon)(\nu - 1)i \) except for finitely many \( i \). As a result, for a.e. \( (S_i^{(\text{ind})})_{i \geq 0} \), \( M_m \) and converges a.s. to its limit, which equals \( M_\infty = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} (E_i - 1)/S_i^{(\text{ind})} \). For the second term in (3.3.19), we can rewrite
\[
(3.3.22) \quad \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{1}{S_i^{(\text{ind})}} - \frac{1}{(\nu - 1)i} \right) = \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{1}{S_i^{(\text{ind})}} - \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}[S_i^{(\text{ind})}]} \right) + \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{\mu + (\nu - 1)(i - 1)} - \frac{1}{(\nu - 1)i} \right),
\]
and
\[
(3.3.23) \quad \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{\mu + (\nu - 1)(i - 1)} - \frac{1}{(\nu - 1)i} \right) = \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} i \left( \frac{\nu - \mu}{\mu + (\nu - 1)(i - 1)} \right),
\]
which is finite. Further, on the event that \( S_i^{(\text{ind})} \geq 1 \) for every \( i \geq 1 \) and that \( S_i^{(\text{ind})} \leq (1 - \varepsilon)(\nu - 1)i \) except for finitely many \( i \),
\[
(3.3.24) \quad \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( \frac{1}{S_i^{(\text{ind})}} - \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}[S_i^{(\text{ind})}]} \right) = -\sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{S_i^{(\text{ind})} - \mathbb{E}[S_i^{(\text{ind})}]}{S_i^{(\text{ind})} \mathbb{E}[S_i^{(\text{ind})}]}
= \Theta(1) \sum_{i=1}^{m} \frac{|S_i^{(\text{ind})} - \mathbb{E}[S_i^{(\text{ind})}]|}{i^2}.
\]
Since \( S_i^{(\text{ind})} = D_i + \sum_{j=2}^{i} \Delta_j + (i - 1) \) and the summands have a \((1 + \varepsilon)\) bounded moment, \( \mathbb{E}[|S_i^{(\text{ind})} - \mathbb{E}[S_i^{(\text{ind})}]|] = O(i^{1/(1+\varepsilon)}) \), which implies that the random variable on the r.h.s. of (3.3.24) has a finite mean. Finally,
\[
(3.3.25) \quad \sum_{i=1}^{m} 1/i - \log m \rightarrow \gamma,
\]
where \( \gamma \) is Euler-Mascheroni’s constant. This identifies the limit of \( X_1 \) of \( T_m - (\log m)/(\nu - 1) \) as
\[
(3.3.26) \quad X_1 = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} (E_i - 1)/S_i^{(\text{ind})} + \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} (1/S_i^{(\text{ind})} - 1/((\nu - 1)i)) + \gamma/((\nu - 1)).
\]
In turn, (3.3.26) identifies the limit law \( Q_1 \) appearing in the limit law of \( C_n - \gamma \log n \) in (3.3.6).

The above results are highly suggestive, but of course do not lead to a rigorous proof of Theorem 3.7. Indeed, the forward degrees are not quite independent, and thus we have to take an error into account. More importantly, the smallest-weight graph from a vertex can only be expected to be well described by a tree when it has size much smaller than \( n \).
As a result, we cannot grow the smallest-weight graph from vertex $U_1$ up to the moment that it contains $U_2$, as this would take time that is $\Theta_P(n)$. Both these effects make the proof for the configuration model considerably more involved. Let us briefly mention how such problems can be resolved, postponing a more rigorous analysis to Section 3.5, where we indicate a proof for a much more general setting.

**Impurities in the coupling to a branching process.** It turns out that as long as we do not grow the smallest-weight graph from $U_1$ too large, we can handle the impurities in the degree distribution quite well. Indeed, the size-biased reordering and an i.i.d. sample are not too far away from each other, which can be used effectively. Special care is needed to handle cycles in the smallest-weight graphs, but these can be resolved by creating some artificial vertices and relying on the memoryless property of the exponentially-distributed edge-weights. We refrain from giving more details.

**Growing two smallest-weight graphs.** Rather than growing the smallest-weight graph only from vertex $U_1$, we grow two such smallest-weight graphs from both vertices $U_1$ and $U_2$. We grow the one from vertex $U_1$ up to size $\sqrt{n}$, and the one from $U_2$ for as long as it needs to find the smallest-weight path from $U_1$ to $U_2$. The nice thing is that the exponential distribution is memoryless, so that the remaining life-times of the half-edges incident to smallest-weight graph from $U_1$ again have i.i.d. exponential distributions with parameter 1. Thus, we can instead think of the weight of any connecting edge between the smallest-weight graph from $U_1$ and that of $U_2$ as being associated to the half-edge that is incident to a vertex closer to $U_2$ than to $U_1$. Thus, when we ‘find’ a half-edge, it will pair to a uniform half-edge that is still available, so that each time a connection between the smallest-weight graphs from $U_1$ and $U_2$ is created with probability equal to the number of unpaired half-edges incident to the smallest-weight graph from $U_1$ divided by the total number of available half-edges. However, this does imply that we need to study the dynamics of the first connection between the two smallest-weight graphs, which makes the analysis a little more tricky. Let us give some more details of this analysis.

**The connecting edge.** Let $a_n = \sqrt{n}$ and let $\text{SWG}_{a_n}^{(1)}$ denote the smallest-weight graph of vertex $U_1$ when it has size $a_n = \sqrt{n}$. Here, such a smallest-weight graph consists of all the $a_n$ vertices that are closest to $Z_d$ as being the dead individuals, whereas the half-edges incident to them that are yet to be paired are the alive individuals. It is through these half-edges that the smallest-weight path can be realized. Further, let $\text{SWG}_m^{(2)}$ denote the smallest-weight graph of vertex $U_2$ when it has size $m$, for $m \geq 1$. As described above, we grow the two smallest-weight graphs until the first half-edge with minimal weight incident to $\text{SWG}_m^{(2)}$ is paired to a half-edge from $\text{SWG}_{a_n}^{(1)}$. We call the created edge linking the two smallest-weight graphs the connecting edge. More precisely, let the connection time be given by

\begin{equation}
C_n = \min \{ m \geq 0 : \text{SWG}_{a_n}^{(1)} \cap \text{SWG}_m^{(2)} \neq \emptyset \}.
\end{equation}

Then $C_n$ is the first time that $\text{SWG}_{a_n}^{(1)}$ and $\text{SWG}_m^{(2)}$ share a vertex. When $m = 0$, this means that $U_2 \in \text{SWG}_{a_n}^{(1)}$ (which happens with small probability of order $a_n/n \approx 1/\sqrt{n}$), while when $m \geq 1$, this means that the $m$th half-edge of $\text{SWG}^{(2)}$ that is chosen and then paired, is paired to a half-edge from $\text{SWG}_{a_n}^{(1)}$. The path found then is the smallest-weight path between vertices 1 and 2, since $\text{SWG}_{a_n}^{(1)}$ and $\text{SWG}_m^{(2)}$ precisely consists of the closest vertices to the roots $U_i$, for $i = 1, 2$, respectively.
For \(i \in \{1, 2\}\), let \(H^{(i)}_n\) denote the length of the smallest-weight path between vertex \(U_i\) and the common vertex in \(SWG^{(i)}_{a_n}\) and \(SWG^{(2)}_{c_n}\), so that

\[
(3.3.28) \quad H_n = H^{(1)}_n + H^{(2)}_n.
\]

Since at time \(C_n\) we have found the smallest-weight path,

\[
(3.3.29) \quad (H^{(1)}_n, H^{(2)}_n) \xrightarrow{d} (G^{(1)}_{a_{n+1}} - 1, G^{(2)}_{c_n}),
\]

where \((G^{(1)}_m)_{m \geq 1}\) and \((G^{(2)}_m)_{m \geq 1}\) are copies of the process in (3.3.9). Indeed, at the time of the connecting edge, a uniform half-edge of \(SWG^{(2)}_m\) is drawn, and it is paired to a uniform alive half-edge of \(SWG^{(1)}_{a_n}\). The number of hops in \(SWG^{(1)}_{a_n}\) to the end of the attached edge is therefore equal in distribution to \(G^{(1)}_{a_{n+1}}\). The \(-1\) in (3.3.29) arises since the connecting edge is counted twice in \(G^{(1)}_{a_{n+1}} + G^{(2)}_{c_n}\). The processes \((G^{(1)}_m)_{m \geq 1}\) and \((G^{(2)}_m)_{m \geq 1}\) are close to being independent, due to the coupling to the unimodular branching process of neighborhoods of uniform vertices.

Further, because of the way the weight of the potential connecting edges has been distributed over the two half-edges out of which the connecting edge is comprised,

\[
(3.3.30) \quad C_n = T^{(1)}_{a_n} + T^{(2)}_{c_n},
\]

where \((T^{(1)}_m)_{m \geq 1}\) and \((T^{(2)}_m)_{m \geq 1}\) are two copies of the process \((T_m)_{m \geq 1}\) in (3.3.8).

**The connection time.** We now intuitively explain why the leading order asymptotics of \(C_n\) is given by \(a_n = \sqrt{n}\). For this, we must know how many allowed half-edges there are, i.e., we must determine how many half-edges there are incident to the union of the two SWGs at any time. Denote the number of allowed half-edges in the SWG from vertex \(i\) at time \(m\) by \(S^{(i)}_m\). Here, a half-edge is called *allowed* when the vertex incident to it is in the smallest-weight graph, but the edge that it is part of is not. The total number of allowed half-edges incident to \(SWG^{(1)}_{a_n}\) is \(S^{(1)}_m\), while the number incident to \(SWG^{(2)}_m\) is equal to \(S^{(2)}_m\), and where

\[
(3.3.31) \quad S^{(i)}_m = D_i + \sum_{l=2}^{m} (\Delta^{(i,n)}_l - 1).
\]

Here, the forward degrees \((\Delta^{(1,n)}_l)_{l \geq 2}\) and \((\Delta^{(2,n)}_l)_{l \geq 2}\) are approximately i.i.d. random variables, independent of each other. The time to connection now has the following asymptotics:

**Proposition 3.10** (The time to connection). For \(i \in \{1, 2\}\), and with \(\alpha = \nu/(\nu - 1)\),

\[
(3.3.32) \quad \left( \frac{G^{(1)}_{a_{n+1}} - \alpha \log a_n}{\sqrt{\alpha \log a_n}}, \frac{G^{(2)}_{c_n} - \alpha \log a_n}{\sqrt{\alpha \log a_n}} \right) \xrightarrow{d} (Z_1, Z_2),
\]

where \(Z_1, Z_2\) are two independent standard normal random variables. Moreover, there exist random variables \(X_1, X_2\) two independent copies of the random variable \(X\) in (3.3.26) and an independent exponential random variable \(E\) such that,

\[
(3.3.33) \quad (T^{(1)}_{a_n} - \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \log a_n, T^{(2)}_{c_n} - \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \log a_n) \xrightarrow{d} (X_1, X_2 + \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \log E + \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \log(\mu/(\nu - 1))).
\]
Proof. Conditionally on $\text{SWG}_{a_n}^{(2)}$ and $(S_1^{(2;n)})_{i=1}^{m-1}$, and assuming that $m$ and $S_m^{(2;n)}$ satisfy appropriate bounds,

\[(3.3.34) \quad \mathbb{P}(C_n = m | C_n > m - 1) \approx \frac{S_m^{(2;n)}}{\ell_n}.\]

We use this heuristic in order to identify the limit of $C_n/a_n$:

**Lemma 3.11** (Weak convergence of connection time). Under the conditions of Theorem 3.7, with $a_n = \sqrt{n}$,

\[(3.3.35) \quad S_n^{(1;n)}/a_n \overset{p}{\to} \nu - 1.\]

Consequently,

\[(3.3.36) \quad C_n/a_n \overset{d}{\to} E\mu / (\nu - 1),\]

where $E$ has an exponential distribution with mean 1.

We only sketch the proof of Lemma 3.11. The details are not very difficult, but somewhat tedious:

**Sketch of proof of Lemma 3.11.** We have that $S_n^{(1;n)} \approx \sum_{i=1}^{a_n} (\Delta_i - 1)$, where $(\Delta_i)_{i=1}^{a_n}$ is a collection of i.i.d. random variables with distribution $D^* - 1$. Since $\mathbb{E}[(D^*)^{1+\varepsilon}] < \infty$

\[(3.3.37) \quad \frac{1}{a_n} \sum_{i=1}^{a_n} (\Delta_i - 1) \overset{a.s.}{\to} \nu - 1.\]

Naturally, $S_n^{(1;n)}$ is not quite a sum of i.i.d. random variables, and, therefore, the above argument misses its rigorous details.

Each time $m$ that we pair a half-edge in $\text{SWG}_{m}^{(2)}$, we have a probability close to $S_n^{(2;n)}/\ell_n \approx (\nu - 1)/(\mu \sqrt{n})$ of drawing one that is incident to $\text{SWG}_{m}^{(2)}$. Since this probability is close to constant and quite small, the time it takes until we first draw one is close to a Geometric random variable $Q_n$ with parameter $(\nu - 1)/(\mu \sqrt{n})$. The conclusion follows since $Q_n(\nu - 1)/(\mu \sqrt{n}) \overset{d}{\to} E$, where $E$ is an exponential random variable. \qed

Now we are ready to complete the proof of Proposition 3.10:

**Proof of Proposition 3.10.** We first complete the proof of (3.3.33). It is not hard to prove from (3.3.30) that

\[(3.3.38) \quad \left( T_n^{(1)} - \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \log a_n, T_n^{(2)} - \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \log C_n \right) \overset{d}{\to} (X_1, X_2),\]

where $(X_1, X_2)$ are two independent random variables with distribution given by (3.3.26). By Lemma 3.11,

\[(3.3.39) \quad \log C_n - \log a_n = \log (C_n/a_n) \overset{d}{\to} \log E + \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \log(\mu / (\nu - 1)).\]

Also, the two limits are independent, since the limit in (3.3.38) is independent of the limit of $C_n/a_n$. This completes the proof for the weight of the shortest path in (3.3.33). The proof for (3.3.32) is similar. \qed
Proof of Theorem 3.7. The statement for $C_n$ in (3.3.2), and the identification of the limiting random variable $Q$ in (3.3.6), follows by (3.3.30), (3.3.33) in Proposition 3.10 and the fact that $-\log E = \log(1/E)$ has a Gumbel distribution. This leads to

\[(3.3.40)\quad C_n - \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \xrightarrow{d} X_1 + X_2 + \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \log E \xrightarrow{d} \log(1/E),\]

and thus identifies $Q$ in (3.3.2) as $X_1 + X_2 + \frac{1}{\nu - 1} \log E$.

By (3.3.29) and Proposition 3.10, with $Z_1, Z_2$ denoting independent standard normal random variables, and with $Z = (Z_1 + Z_2)/\sqrt{2}$, which is again standard normal,

\[(3.3.41)\quad H_n \xrightarrow{d} G_{a^{(1)}_n + 1}^{(1)} + G_{c^{(2)}_n}^{(2)} - 1 = 2\alpha \log a_n + Z_1 \sqrt{\alpha \log a_n} + Z_2 \sqrt{\alpha \log a_n} + O_{\psi}(\sqrt{\log n}) = 2\alpha \log a_n + Z \sqrt{2\alpha \log a_n} + O_{\psi}(\sqrt{\log n}).\]

This completes the proof of (3.3.2) for the hopcount. □

Concluding remarks. The limit $X$ in (3.3.17), which appears in the limiting random variable $Q$ in (3.3.2) through (3.3.40), is a bit hard to interpret. Recall (3.3.26), where its explicit distributional form is given. We will see below that, as in Section 3.2, it can be interpreted as describing the speed with which vertices are found close to the respective vertices $U_1, U_2$. In order to describe this in detail, however, we need to investigate the exploration of first-passage percolation in Galton-Watson trees with more general edge-weight distributions. Such processes are continuous-time branching processes, and are discussed in quite some detail in the following section.

3.4. The trick of the trade: Continuous-time branching processes

In the previous section, we have relied upon the memoryless property of the exponential distribution to describe the limiting behavior of the weight of the smallest-weight path, as well as to decouple it from the number of edges in this path. When dealing with first-passage percolation with general edge-weights, as we will do in the next section, the memoryless property no longer holds. It turns out that many of such settings can be described in terms of continuous-time branching processes.

In this section, we discuss such continuous-time branching processes, which are simple models for the evolution of a population in continuous time, contrary to discrete-time branching processes or Galton-Watson processes (recall Section 2.1), which describe the generations in populations instead. In a continuous-time branching process, each individual has offspring that is independent and identically distributed. The times at which the offspring of an individual are born form a point process or counting process in continuous time, and we are interested in the evolution of $|BP(t)|$, which is the number of individuals alive at a given time $t \geq 0$, as well as many related properties of the continuous-time branching process $BP(t)$ when viewed as a tree. Here one can think of the heights of vertices or the residual life-times.

We now formally define continuous-time branching processes. Let $(P(t))_{t \geq 0}$ be a birth process. This means that $(P(t))_{t \geq 0}$ is a counting process taking values in $\mathbb{N}$, and $P(t)$ denotes the number of births in the time interval $[0, t]$. Recall that $T_{\infty}$ denotes the infinite
Ulam-Harris tree of words, so that \( v \in T_\infty \) can be represented as \( v = v_1 \cdots v_k \), where \( v_i \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( k \) is the generation of the word \( v \in T_\infty \). Each vertex \( v \in T_\infty \) has its own birth process \((P^{(v)}(t))_{t \geq 0}\) indicating the birth-times of its children, where the birth processes for different \( v \) are independent and identically distributed birth processes. The fact that these birth processes are i.i.d. for different \( v \) makes the process a branching process, just like the number of children are i.i.d. in Galton-Watson processes.

At time 0, the birth process of the root \( \emptyset \), which is denoted as \((P^{(\emptyset)}(t))_{t \geq 0}\), starts running. Each time that an individual \( v \) is born, the birth process of \( v \) denoted by \((P^{(v)}(t))_{t \geq 0}\) starts running, and individuals are born into this process. We denote the set of alive vertices by \( BP(t) \) and its cardinality or size by \(|BP(t)|\). Thus, \( BP(t) \) consists of those \( v \in T_\infty \) that are alive at time \( t \). Sometimes, births of the children of a vertex \( v \) occur when the parent \( p(v) \) of \( v \) dies, sometimes the individuals remain on living forever. Thus, a continuous-time branching process \((BP(t))_{t \geq 0}\) is characterized by its birth process together with the death rules of the individuals.

We next discuss two examples that relate to the first-passage percolation processes studied in the previous two sections:

### 3.4.1. Yule process

Let the birth process \((P(t))_{t \geq 0}\) be a Poisson point process \((PP(t))_{t \geq 0}\), so that \( PP[a,b] = \# \{i: Y_i \in [a,b] \} \), where \( Y_i = E_1 + \ldots + E_i \) and \((E_i)_{i \geq 1}\) are i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter 1. Individuals live forever. The process \((BP(t))_{t \geq 0}\) where \( BP(t) \) is the set of alive individuals at time \( t \) is called a Yule process.

We first investigate the link to first-passage percolation on the complete graph in Section 3.2. Let \( T_m = \inf \{ t: |BP(t)| = m \} \) denote the birth time of the \( m \)th individual in the Yule process, where by convention \( T_1 = 0 \) so that the ancestor of the continuous-time branching process is born instantaneously. Then, by the memoryless property of the exponential distribution,

\[
T_{m+1} \overset{d}{=} \sum_{k=1}^{m} E_k / k.
\]

Thus, \( T_m \) has the same distribution as the limit as \( n \to \infty \) of the birth time of the \( m \)th individual for first-passage percolation on the complete graph with exponential edge weights. Further, for the Yule process and again by the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, the parent of the \( m \)th individual is a uniform vertex in \([m-1]\). Thus, the tree of the first \( m \) individuals is a uniform recursive tree of size \( m \), so that the distribution of the height of the \( m \)th vertex in Theorem 3.3 satisfies a CLT with asymptotic mean and variance equal to \( \log m \).

We next investigate the number of alive particles in the Yule process at time \( t \). Let \( p_m(t) = P(|BP(t)| = m) \). Then, since the birth process of the root is a Poisson point process,

\[
p_1(t) = P(PP[0,t] = 0) = e^{-t}.
\]

Further, for \( |BP(t)| = m \) to occur, the \( m \)th birth should occur at some time \( u \in [0,t] \), while the \((m+1)\)st birth should occur after time \( t \). Conditionally on \( |BP(u)| = m - 1 \), the rate of birth of the \( m \)th individual is equal to \( m - 1 \). This implies the following relation...
between \( p_m(t) \) and \( p_{m-1}(t) \):

\[
(3.4.3) \quad p_m(t) = \int_0^t p_{m-1}(u)(m-1)e^{-m(t-u)}du.
\]

The solution to (3.4.3) is

\[
(3.4.4) \quad p_m(t) = e^{-t}(1 - e^{-t})^{m-1}, \quad m \geq 1, t \geq 0,
\]

which we now prove by induction. The claim for \( m = 1 \) is already proved in (3.4.2) above. To advance the induction hypothesis, we can rewrite

\[
(3.4.5) \quad p_m(t) = (m-1)e^{-mt} \int_0^t e^{mu} p_{m-1}(u)du.
\]

We use induction, which yields that

\[
(3.4.6) \quad (m-1)e^{mu} p_{m-1}(u) = (m-1)e^u(e^u - 1)^{m-2} = \frac{d}{du}(e^u - 1)^{m-1},
\]

so that

\[
(3.4.7) \quad p_m(t) = e^{-mt} \int_0^t (m-1)e^{mu} p_{m-1}(u)du = e^{-mt}(e^t - 1)^{m-1} = e^{-t}(1 - e^{-t})^{m-1},
\]

as required.

By (3.4.4), the distribution of \(|BP(t)|\) is Geometric with parameter \( e^{-t} \). A geometric random variable with small success probability \( p \) is close to an exponential random variable:

**Exercise 3.16 (Geometric with small success probability).** Let \( X_p \) have a geometric distribution with parameter \( p \). Show that, as \( p \downarrow 0 \),

\[
(3.4.8) \quad pX_p \xrightarrow{d} E,
\]

where \( E \) has an exponential distribution.

By Exercise 3.16, as \( t \to \infty \),

\[
(3.4.9) \quad e^{-t}|BP(t)| \xrightarrow{d} E.
\]

In fact, we can improve this result to convergence almost surely using a martingale argument:

**Exercise 3.17 (Yule process martingale).** Show that the process \( M(t) = e^{-t}|BP(t)| \) is a continuous-time martingale, and conclude that the convergence in (3.4.9) occurs a.s.

### 3.4.2. Bellman-Harris processes

In a Bellman-Harris process, the initial individual dies instantaneously, giving birth to a random number of children \( \Delta \). Each of these individuals has a life-time that is an exponential random variable with mean 1, and upon dying, produces a random number of children independently of and having the same distribution as \( \Delta \). Each of these children again has an exponential life-time with mean 1, etc. This is a continuous-time branching process with birth process

\[
(3.4.10) \quad P[a, b] = \Delta \mathbb{1}_{\{E \in [a, b]\}}.
\]

Life-times and number of offspring across individuals are independent. When the offspring distribution is i.i.d., we retrieve first-passage percolation on a Galton-Watson tree with offspring have the same distribution as \( \Delta \) and with exponential passage times.
To analyze a Bellman-Harris continuous-time branching process, we let $S_0 = 1$, and define $(S_i)_{i \geq 0}$ recursively by
\begin{align}
S_i &= S_{i-1} + \Delta_i - 1,
\end{align}
as long as $S_{i-1} \geq 1$. Here $(\Delta_i)_{i \geq 1}$ is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables whose law is called the offspring distribution. Let $T_m$ denote the time of death of the $(m+1)$st individual, so that $T_1 = 0$. Then, when $S_i \geq 1$ for all $i \in [m-1]$,
\begin{align}
T_m &= \sum_{j=1}^{m} E_j / S_j,
\end{align}
where $(E_j)_{j \geq 1}$ is a sequence of i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1. When $S_i = 0$ for some $i \in [m-1]$, we define $T_m = \infty$. With $|BP(t)|$ equal to the number of alive vertices at time $t$,
\begin{align}
|BP(T_m)| &= S_{T_m},
\end{align}
so that $|BP(t)| = S_{T(t)}$, where $T(t) = \max \{m: T_m \leq t\}$.

Let us first make the relation to the first-passage percolation on $\text{CM}_n(d)$ discussed in Section 3.3. There, we had that $S_1 = D$, while, for $i > 1$, the recursion relation in (3.4.11) is satisfied. We arrive at a process that is a Bellman-Harris continuous-time branching process, apart from the fact that the offspring distribution at the root is $D$ instead of $\Delta = D^{*} - 1$.

Naturally, continuous-time branching processes allow us to study settings where the number of children of the root is different from that of any other individual. We call such a continuous-time branching process a unimodular continuous-time branching process. Indeed, let the number of children of the root be equal to $D$ and the offspring of the $i$th individual to be equal to $\Delta_i$ where $(\Delta_i)_{i \geq 2}$ is an i.i.d. sequence whose law is given by $\Delta = D^{*} - 1$. Then, we have the relation that
\begin{align}
|BP(t)| &= \sum_{i=1}^{D} |BP_i(t - E_i)|,
\end{align}
where $(E_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. exponentials, and $(|BP_i(t)|)_{i \geq 0}$ are i.i.d. Bellman-Harris processes with i.i.d. offsprings. By convention, $|BP_i(t)| = 0$ when $t < 0$.

In Section 3.3, it was proved that, with $T_m$ the death time of the $m$th individual and $G_m$ its height,
\begin{align}
T_m - \frac{1}{\lambda} \log n &\xrightarrow{d} X, \quad G_m - \frac{\lambda}{\lambda - 1} \log m \xrightarrow{d} Z, \\
\sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{\lambda - 1} \log m} &\xrightarrow{d} Z,
\end{align}
where $\lambda = \mathbb{E}[\Delta]$ is the expected offspring, $Z$ is standard normal and
\begin{align}
X &= \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} (E_j - 1)/S_j + \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} [1/S_j - 1/(\lambda j)] + \gamma/\lambda,
\end{align}
where $\gamma$ is the Euler-Mascheroni constant and $\lambda = \nu - 1 = \mathbb{E}[\Delta] - 1$. Therefore, $me^{-\lambda T_m} \xrightarrow{d} e^{-\lambda X}$, which immediately implies that
\begin{align}
e^{-\lambda |BP(t)|} &\xrightarrow{d} W = e^{-\lambda X}.
\end{align}
By the Markov property of this process, the random variable $M(t) = e^{-\lambda t} |\mathcal{BP}(t)|$ is a continuous-time martingale, and therefore the convergence in (3.4.17) even holds almost surely. We conclude that the limiting random variable $X$ in (3.3.17) has the interpretation as $(1/\lambda) \log(1/W)$, where $W$ is the martingale limit of $e^{-\lambda t} |\mathcal{BP}(t)|$. Note that the Gumbel variable $\Lambda_1$ in, e.g., (3.2.37), plays a similar role.

From a first-passage percolation point of view, it may look more natural to let $|\mathcal{BP}(t)|$ denote the number of vertices that can be found by the flow before time $t$, instead of the number of neighbors of vertices found by the flow. However, with the current setup, the process $|\mathcal{BP}(t)|$ is a continuous-time Markov process. In the alternative formulation, this is not the case, since even when we know the number of vertices found, the next vertex is found at rate proportional to the number of neighbors, which is random.

### 3.4.3. General continuous-time branching processes.

In Sections 3.4.1 and 3.4.2, we let $|\mathcal{BP}(t)|$ denote the number of alive individuals, and we see that there exists a $\lambda$ and a limiting random variable $W$ such that

$$e^{-\lambda t} |\mathcal{BP}(t)| \overset{d}{\to} W. $$

Further, there are $\alpha, \beta$ such that

$$\frac{G_m - \alpha \log m}{\sqrt{\beta \log m}} \overset{d}{\to} Z,$$

where $Z$ is standard normal. These results have been obtained in a direct way in Sections 3.2-3.3. We next turn to an example where such a direct computation is much more difficult:

**Example 3.12 (Age-dependent branching processes).** Let $(\mathcal{BP}(t))_{t \geq 0}$ denote the continuous-time branching process where the birth process $\mathcal{P}$ is given by

$$\mathcal{P}[a, b] = \Delta \mathbb{1}_{\{Y \in [a, b]\}},$$

Here the birth-time $Y$ is a non-negative continuous random variable having distribution function $F_Y$.

At time $t = 0$, we start with one individual which we refer to as the original ancestor or the root of the branching process. This individual immediately dies giving rise to $\Delta_1$ alive children. Each new individual $v$ in the branching process lives for a random amount of time which has distribution $F_Y$, and then dies. At the time of death again the individual gives birth to $\Delta_v$ children, where $(\Delta_v)_v$ is a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with the same distribution as $\Delta_1$. Life-times and number of offspring across individuals are independent.

We let $|\mathcal{BP}(t)|$ denote the number of alive individuals at time $t$. When the offspring distribution is i.i.d., we retrieve first-passage percolation on a Galton-Watson tree with offspring distribution $\Delta$ and passage-time distribution $F_Y$. When the life-time distribution is exponential, we retrieve the Bellman-Harris process. Here, we make the following observation:

**Remark 3.13 (Connection age-dependent branching process and first-passage percolation).** The alive individuals at time $t$ in the age-dependent branching process correspond to the individuals that are waiting to be born in first-passage percolation, i.e., those individuals whose parents have been found by first-passage percolation at time $t$, but they
themselves have not yet been. The **dead** individuals correspond to those that have been found by first-passage percolation at time $t$.

When the life-time distribution $Y$ is not exponential, the process $|\text{BP}(t)|_{t \geq 0}$ is not Markovian. As a result, this process is much more difficult to study. Still, one would guess that $|\text{BP}(t)|$ again grows exponentially in $t$. We will study such questions below.

In order to study general continuous-time branching processes, we define the following **Malthusian parameter**:

**Definition 3.14 (Malthusian parameter).** Let $(\text{BP}(t))_{t \geq 0}$ be a continuous-time branching process with birth process $(\mathcal{P}(t))_{t \geq 0}$. The **Malthusian parameter** $\lambda$ is the solution to the equation

\[(3.4.21) \quad \mathbb{E} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\lambda t} \mathcal{P}(dt) \right] = 1.\]

The Malthusian parameter is the solution to (3.4.21) when this exists. The necessary and sufficient condition for this to hold is that $\mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{P}[0, \infty)|] > 1$ and $\lim_{\lambda \to \infty} \mathbb{E} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\lambda t} \mathcal{P}(dt) \right] < 1$. The following theorem, proved by Jagers and Nerman [178, Theorem 5.3], shows that $\lambda$ indeed describes the exponential growth of the continuous-time branching process:

**Theorem 3.15 (Exponential growth continuous-time branching process).** Assume the \[X \log X\] condition in the form

\[(3.4.22) \quad \mathbb{E}[\hat{X}(\lambda) \log(\hat{X}(\lambda))_+] < \infty,\]

where the random variable $\hat{X}(\lambda)$ is defined by

\[(3.4.23) \quad \hat{X}(\lambda) = \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\lambda t} \mathcal{P}(dt).\]

Assume that $\mathbb{E}[\hat{X}(0)] > 1$ and $\lim_{\lambda \to \infty} \mathbb{E}[\hat{X}(\lambda)] < 1$. Then, the Malthusian parameter $\lambda > 0$ given in Definition 3.14 exists and is unique, and there exists a random variable $W$ such that

\[(3.4.24) \quad e^{-\lambda t} |\text{BP}(t)| \overset{d}{\to} W.\]

Furthermore, $W$ is positive if and only if the survival event $\{|\text{BP}(t)| > 0 \, \forall t \geq 0\}$ occurs.

Let us now describe some examples of the above theorem:

**Example 3.16 (Examples of exponential growth continuous-time branching process).** We now give three examples:

(a) For the Yule process, we can compute that

\[(3.4.25) \quad \mathbb{E} \left[ \int_{0}^{\infty} e^{-\lambda t} \mathcal{P}(dt) \right] = \sum_{i \geq 1} \mathbb{E}[e^{-\lambda Y_i}],\]

since a Poisson point process $\mathbb{P}$ can be written as $\mathbb{P} = \{Y_i\}_{i \geq 1}$ with $Y_i = E_1 + \cdots + E_i$ and $(E_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. exponential random variables. Since $Y_i$ are i.i.d., we can further
compute
\[
\sum_{i \geq 1} \mathbb{E}[e^{-\lambda Y_i}] = \sum_{i \geq 1} \mathbb{E}[e^{-\lambda E_1}]^i = \sum_{i \geq 1} \left(\frac{1}{\lambda + 1}\right)^i = 1/\lambda,
\]
so that \(\lambda = 1\). Thus, (3.4.24) reduces to (3.4.9), apart from the identification of the limiting random variable. For this, it is useful to use the branching property to deduce that \(W\) satisfies the following distributional relation:
\[
W \overset{d}{=} \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} e^{-Y_i} W_i,
\]
where again \(Y_i = E_1 + \cdots + E_i\) and \((E_i)_{i \geq 1}\) are i.i.d. exponential random variables. Note that \(e^{-E_i}\) has a uniform distribution on \((0,1)\). Since \((e^{-Y_i} W_i)_{i \geq 1}\) has the same distribution as \(e^{-E_1} (e^{-Y_i-1} W_i)_{i \geq 1}\), we thus obtain that
\[
W \overset{d}{=} U(W_1 + W_2),
\]
where \(W_1\) and \(W_2\) are i.i.d. copies of \(W\). It can be shown that the unique solution of this stochastic recurrence relation is the exponential distribution.

(b) For Bellman-Harris processes with \(\mathbb{E}[\Delta] \in (1, \infty)\), we compute that
\[
\mathbb{E}\left[\int_0^{\infty} e^{-\lambda t} \mathcal{P}(dt)\right] = \mathbb{E}[\Delta] \mathbb{E}[e^{-\lambda Y}] = \frac{\mathbb{E}[\Delta]}{\lambda + 1},
\]
so that \(\lambda = \mathbb{E}[\Delta] - 1 > 0\).

(c) For general age-dependent branching processes with \(\mathbb{E}[\Delta] \in (1, \infty)\), instead
\[
\mathbb{E}\left[\int_0^{\infty} e^{-\lambda t} \mathcal{P}(dt)\right] = \mathbb{E}[\Delta] \mathbb{E}[e^{-\lambda Y}],
\]
where \(Y\) has the edge weight distribution. The equation \(\mathbb{E}[\Delta] \mathbb{E}[e^{-\lambda Y}] = 1\) always has a solution, since \(\mathbb{E}[\Delta] \in (1, \infty)\) and \(\mathbb{E}[e^{-\lambda Y}] \downarrow 0\) as \(\lambda \nearrow \infty\) since \(Y > 0\) due to the dominated convergence theorem. Thus, Theorem 3.15 identifies the exponential growth of such age-dependent branching processes.

We next investigate the \(X \log X\)-condition in the case of Yule processes and Bellman-Harris processes:

**Exercise 3.18 (\(X \log X\)-condition Yule process).** Show that the \(X \log X\) condition holds for a Yule process. Hint: Show that \(\hat{X}(1) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} e^{-Y_i}\), where \(Y_i = E_1 + \cdots + E_i\) are the points of a Poisson process and \((E_i)_{i \geq 1}\) are i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter 1. Then prove that \(\mathbb{E}[\hat{X}(1)^2] < \infty\), which is stronger than the \(X \log X\) condition.

**Exercise 3.19 (\(X \log X\)-condition Bellman-Harris branching process).** Show that the \(X \log X\) condition holds for a Bellman-Harris process precisely when \(\mathbb{E}[\Delta \log(\Delta)] < \infty\).

**Exercise 3.20 (\(X \log X\)-condition age-dependent branching process).** Show that the \(X \log X\) condition holds for age-dependent branching process precisely when \(\mathbb{E}[\Delta \log(\Delta)] < \infty\).
Sketch of proof of Theorem 3.15. We will not give a full proof of Theorem 3.15. Instead, in the case of age-dependent branching process, we prove that there exists an $A \in (0, \infty)$ such that
\begin{equation}
(3.4.31) \quad e^{-\lambda t} \mathbb{E}[|BP(t)|] \to A.
\end{equation}
While this is significantly weaker than Theorem 3.15, it is a highly suggestive partial result.

We assume that the expected offspring $\mathbb{E}[\Delta] = \nu$ satisfies $\nu > 1$ and that $\mathbb{E}[\Delta^2] < \infty$. Further, the life-time distribution function $F_Y$ has to be non-lattice, plus some small additional condition for the almost sure convergence (see Harris [153] for the proof).

Age-dependent branching processes: intuition for the number of alive individuals. Using Remark 3.13 as well as Wald’s identity, we deduce that
\begin{equation}
(3.4.32) \quad \mathbb{E}[|BP(t)|] = \sum_{k \geq 0} \mathbb{E}[Z_k] \mathbb{P}(Y_1 + \cdots + Y_k \leq t, Y_1 + \cdots + Y_{k+1} > t),
\end{equation}
since $\mathbb{E}[Z_k]$ measures the number of individuals in generation $k$, and any such individual is alive when its parent is dead while it itself is not yet dead. This means that the sum of edge-weights up to its parent is at most $t$, while that including its own life-time is larger than $t$. When $Y$ has a continuous distribution, we can condition on $Y_1 + \cdots + Y_k$, denoting the density of $Y_1 + \cdots + Y_k$ by $f_{Y_1 + \cdots + Y_k}(u)$, to obtain
\begin{equation}
(3.4.33) \quad \mathbb{E}[|BP(t)|] = \sum_{k \geq 0} \mathbb{E}[Z_k] \int_0^t f_{Y_1 + \cdots + Y_k}(u)[1 - F_Y](t - u)du.
\end{equation}
We use that $\mathbb{E}[Z_k] = \nu^k$, and multiply through by $e^{-\lambda t}$ to obtain
\begin{equation}
(3.4.34) \quad e^{-\lambda t} \mathbb{E}[|BP(t)|] = \sum_{k \geq 0} \nu^k e^{-\lambda t} \int_0^t f_{Y_1 + \cdots + Y_k}(u)[1 - F_Y](t - u)du.
\end{equation}
Denote the density $f_{Y}$ by
\begin{equation}
(3.4.35) \quad f_{Y}(s) = \nu e^{-\lambda u} f_{Y}(u),
\end{equation}
and note that
\begin{equation}
(3.4.36) \quad \nu^k e^{-\lambda u} f_{Y_1 + \cdots + Y_k}(u) = f_{Y_1 + \cdots + Y_k}(u),
\end{equation}
to arrive at
\begin{equation}
(3.4.37) \quad e^{-\lambda t} \mathbb{E}[|BP(t)|] = \sum_{k \geq 0} \int_0^t f_{Y_1 + \cdots + Y_k}(u)e^{-\lambda(t-u)}[1 - F_Y](t - u)du.
\end{equation}
Equation (3.4.37) is highly suggestive. Indeed, due to the factor $e^{-\lambda(t-u)}$, the integral is dominated by values of $u$ for which $u \leq t$ but $u$ is close to $t$. By the central limit theorem for $Y_1 + \cdots + Y_k$, we see that $k$ must then be such that $\bar{\nu}k \approx t$, so that $k \approx t/\bar{\nu}$. Here $\bar{\nu} = \mathbb{E}[Y]$ is the mean of the stable-age distribution. Both these observations are correct, and we will next explain and prove these results in more detail. For this, we rely on renewal theory to make the above analysis precise.
3.4. THE TRICK OF THE TRADE: CONTINUOUS-TIME BRANCHING PROCESSES

Age-dependent branching processes and renewal theory. Age-dependent branching processes are intimately connected to renewal theory. This is immediate when we demand that the offspring distribution is degenerated at 1, in which case we deal with a renewal process with inter-arrival distribution $F_Y$. However, renewal theory also plays a role when $F_Y$ is non-degenerate and $\nu > 1$. To see this, define the probability generating function $F(s, t)$ of the number of alive individuals $|\text{BP}(t)|$ at time $t$, by

$$F(s, t) = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} s^k \mathbb{P}(|\text{BP}(t)| = k).$$

The function $F(s, t)$ satisfies the equation

$$F(s, t) = s(1 - F_Y(t)) + \int_0^t G_\Delta(F(s, t-u)) F_Y(du),$$

where $G_\Delta(s) = \mathbb{E}[s^\Delta]$ is the generating function of the offspring $\Delta$. Equation (3.4.39) follows by conditioning on the life-time and number of offspring of the first individual. In particular $\mathbb{E}(|\text{BP}(t)|)$ satisfies the renewal-like equation

$$\mathbb{E}(|\text{BP}(t)|) = 1 - F_Y(t) + \nu \int_0^t \mathbb{E}(|\text{BP}(t-u)|) F_Y(du),$$

where $\nu = \mathbb{E}[\Delta]$. To make (3.4.40) into a genuine renewal equation, we define the stable-age distribution as follows:

**Definition 3.17 (Stable-age distribution).** Let the stable-age distribution be the distribution function $\bar{F}_Y$ given by

$$\bar{F}_Y(y) = \mathbb{E}\left[\int_0^y e^{-\lambda t} \mathcal{P}(dt)\right].$$

Let $\bar{Y}$ be a random variable with distribution function $\bar{F}_Y$.

Multiplying both sides of (3.4.40) by $e^{-\lambda t}$, where $\lambda$ is the Malthusian parameter, we obtain

$$e^{-\lambda t} \mathbb{E}(|\text{BP}(t)|) = e^{-\lambda t}[1 - F_Y(t)] + e^{-\lambda u} \nu \int_0^t e^{-\lambda(t-u)} \mathbb{E}[\text{BP}(t-u)] F_Y(du),$$

or, equivalently, using that by (3.4.41) $\bar{F}_Y(du) = \nu e^{-\lambda u} F_Y(du)$,

$$K(t) = f(t) + \int_0^t K(t-u) \bar{F}_Y(du),$$

where

$$K(t) = e^{-\lambda t} \mathbb{E}(|\text{BP}(t)|), \quad f(t) = e^{-\lambda t}[1 - F_Y(t)].$$

**Remco: Add ref for renewal theorem!**

The Key-Renewal Theorem applies to such convolution equations. Indeed, it states that when there exist a function $f$ and probability measure $m$ on the non-negative reals such that

$$K(t) = f(t) + \int_0^t K(t-u) m(du),$$

the function $K(t)$ satisfies

$$K(t) = f(t) + \int_0^t K(t-u) m(du).$$
where \( m \) is non-lattice (i.e., there does not exist a \( d \) such that \( \sum_n m(nd) = 1 \)) and \( f \) is directly integrable, then

\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} K(t) = \frac{1}{\mu} \int_0^\infty f(u) du,
\]

where \( \mu = \int_0^\infty um(du) \) is the mean of the probability measure \( m \). The following exercises give an idea of why (3.4.46) could be true:

**Exercise 3.21 (Key-renewal theorem (1)).** For \( \alpha > 0 \), let \( \hat{K}(\alpha) = \int_0^\infty e^{-\alpha t} K(t) dt \), where \( (K(t))_{t \geq 0} \) is the solution to (3.4.45). Prove that

\[
\hat{K}(\alpha) = \int_0^\infty e^{-\alpha t} f(t) dt \frac{1}{1 - \int_0^\infty e^{-\alpha t} m(dt)}.
\]

Conclude that \( \alpha \hat{K}(\alpha) \to \int_0^\infty f(u) du / \int_0^\infty um(du) \) when \( \alpha \searrow 0 \).

**Exercise 3.22 (Key-renewal theorem (2)).** Use the previous exercise to show that if \( K(t) \to A \) when \( t \to \infty \), then \( A \) must satisfy

\[
A = \int_0^\infty f(u) du / \int_0^\infty um(du).
\]

Applying the Key-Renewal Theorem to (3.4.43) yields

\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-\lambda t} E[|BP(t)|] = \lim_{t \to \infty} K(t) = \int_0^\infty f(y) dy / \bar{\nu},
\]

where \( \bar{\nu} = \int_0^\infty [1 - \bar{F}_Y(t)] dt \) equals the mean of \( \bar{F}_Y(t) \) and \( K(t) \) and \( f(t) \) are defined in (3.4.44).

An easy computation using (3.4.44) verifies that (3.4.48) implies that

\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-\lambda t} E[|BP(t)|^2] = A^2 a - \eta,
\]

where

\[
A = \frac{\nu - 1}{\lambda \nu \bar{\nu}} - \frac{\nu - 1}{\lambda \nu \bar{\nu} \int_0^\infty ye^{-\lambda y} F_Y(dy)}.
\]

This proves (3.4.31) for age-dependent branching processes.

The proof of (3.4.24) in the more general case is more involved, and will be omitted here.

**Exercise 3.23 (Second moment for continuous-time branching process).** Assume that \( \mathbb{E}[^2] < \infty \) where \( \Delta \) is the random amount of offspring of our continuous-time branching process. Show that

\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-2\lambda t} E[|BP(t)|^2] = \frac{A^2 a^2}{1 - \eta},
\]

where

\[
A = \lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-\lambda t} E[|BP(t)|], \quad \eta = \int_0^\infty e^{-\alpha y} dF_Y(y) < 1, \quad a = \eta \mathbb{E}[^2][\Delta(\Delta - 1)] / \mathbb{E}[\Delta].
\]

**Hint:** Adapt (3.4.39) to get a recursion formula for \( \mathbb{E}[|BP(t)|^2] \) by conditioning on the first generation.
In the following, we derive some results on the number of individuals in a continuous-time branching process satisfying certain properties. We investigate the residual life-time distribution and the heights of alive individuals in a continuous-time branching process. In what follows, we restrict to age-dependent branching processes.

The residual life-time distribution. We let \(|BP[t, t+s]|\) denote the number of individuals in the continuous-time branching process at time \(t\) and with residual life-time at most \(s\). These are precisely the alive individuals that will die before time \(t + s\). In order to state the result, we define the residual life-time distribution \(F_\gamma\) to have density \(f_\gamma\) given by

\[
(3.4.53) \quad f_\gamma(x) = \frac{\int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y} f_Y(x + y) dy}{\int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y}[1 - F_Y(y)] dy},
\]

where \(f_Y\) is the density of the life time distribution \(F_Y\).

Exercise 3.24 (Residual life-time distribution). Show that \(f_\gamma\) in (3.4.53) is a density on \([0, \infty)\).

The main result of this section is the following theorem:

Theorem 3.18 (The residual life-time distribution). Let \((BP(t))_{t \geq 0}\) be an age-dependent branching process with offspring \(\Delta\). Assume that the \(X \log X\) condition holds, i.e., \(\mathbb{E}[\Delta \log(\Delta)_+] < \infty\). Then, with \(A = (\nu - 1)/\lambda \nu \bar{\nu}\) and for all \(s \geq 0\),

\[
(3.4.54) \quad \lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-\lambda t} \mathbb{E}[|BP[t, t + s]|] = A F_\gamma(s).
\]

Proof. We adapt the proof of (3.4.31) in Theorem 3.15. We note that (3.4.40) is now replaced by

\[
(3.4.55) \quad \mathbb{E}[|BP[t, t + s]|] = F_\gamma(t + s) - F_\gamma(t) + \nu \int_0^t \mathbb{E}[|BP[t - u, t + s - u]|] dF_\gamma(u).
\]

Multiplying both sides of (3.4.55) by \(e^{-\lambda t}\), where \(\lambda\) is the Malthusian parameter, we obtain

\[
\begin{align*}
& \quad e^{-\lambda t} \mathbb{E}[|BP[t, t + s]|] = e^{-\lambda t}[F_\gamma(t + s) - F_\gamma(t)] \\
&\quad + \nu \int_0^t e^{-\lambda u} e^{-\lambda(t-u)} \mathbb{E}[|BP[t - u, t + s - u]|] F_\gamma(du),
\end{align*}
\]

or, equivalently,

\[
(3.4.57) \quad K(t) = f(t) + \int_0^t K(t - u) F_\gamma(du),
\]

where again \(F_\gamma(du) = \nu e^{-\lambda u} f_\gamma(du)\) and now

\[
(3.4.58) \quad K(t) = e^{-\lambda t} \mathbb{E}[|BP[t, t + s]|], \quad f(t) = f_\gamma(t) = e^{-\lambda t}[F_\gamma(t + s) - F_\gamma(t)].
\]

By the Key-renewal theorem,

\[
(3.4.59) \quad \lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-\lambda t} \mathbb{E}[|BP[t, t + s]|] = \frac{1}{\mu} \int_0^\infty f(u)du = \frac{\int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y}[F_\gamma(y + s) - F_\gamma(y)] dy}{\int_0^\infty u F_\gamma(du)}
\]

Inserting the definition \(A = (\nu - 1)/(\lambda \nu \bar{\nu})\) and rewriting the above yields the result:

Exercise 3.25 (Completion proof Theorem 3.18.). Use (3.4.59) and Theorem 3.18 and (3.4.53) to complete the proof of Theorem 3.18.
The height of a random vertex. The growth of the continuous-time branching process is related to the size of the tree at a given time, which we will later relate to the weight-distance in random graphs. Instead, the hopcount is related to the heights of vertices in the continuous-time branching process, which we investigate now. For this, we let $|\text{BP}_j(t)|$ denote the number of individuals alive at time $t$ in generation $j$, and write

$$
|\text{BP}_j(t)| = \sum_{j=0}^{k} |\text{BP}_j(t)|.
$$

We know that $|\text{BP}(t)|$ grows like $A e^{\lambda t}$. Thus, we may think of $e^{-\lambda t} |\text{BP}_\leq k(t)|$ as the height profile of the continuous-time branching process. We will show that this height profile is close to a normal distribution:

**Theorem 3.19 (CLT for vertex heights in continuous-time branching process).** Let $(\text{BP}(t))_{t \geq 0}$ be an age-dependent branching process with offspring $\Delta$. Assume that $E[\Delta \log(\Delta)_+] < \infty$, so that the $X \log X$ condition holds. Then, with $A = (\nu - 1) / \lambda \bar{\nu}$ and for all $x \in \mathbb{R}$,

$$
\lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-\lambda t} E[|\text{BP}_{\leq k_t(x)}(t)|] = A \Phi(x),
$$

where

$$
k_t(x) = \frac{t}{\bar{\nu}} + x \sqrt{\frac{t \bar{\sigma}^2}{\bar{\nu}^3}},
$$

and $\bar{\nu}$ and $\bar{\sigma}^2$ are the mean, respectively variance, of the stable-age distribution $F_Y$.

Theorem 3.19 suggests that a random alive individual at time $t$ has a height that is close to normal with mean $t/\bar{\nu}$ and variance $t \bar{\sigma}^2 / \bar{\nu}^3$.

**Proof.** Conditioning on the life-time (with distribution function $F_Y$) of the first individual, after which the individual dies and splits in a random number offspring with mean $\nu$,

$$
E[|\text{BP}_j(t + s)|] = \nu \int_0^t E[|\text{BP}_{j-1}(t - y)|] dF_Y(y).
$$

As before, we multiply by $e^{-\lambda t}$ and define

$$
|\text{BP}_j(t)| = e^{-\lambda t} |\text{BP}_j(t)|.
$$

Rewriting (3.4.63), we obtain the recursion

$$
E[|\text{BP}_j(t)|] = \int_0^t E[|\text{BP}_{j-1}(t - y)|] d\tilde{F}_Y(y),
$$

where, as before $\tilde{F}_Y(du) = \nu e^{-\lambda u} F_Y(du)$ is the stable-age distribution. Hence, if we continue to iterate, then we get

$$
E[|\text{BP}_j(t)|] = \int_0^t E[|\text{BP}(t - y)|] d\tilde{F}_Y^j(y),
$$

where $\tilde{F}_Y^j$ is the $j$-fold convolution of $\tilde{F}_Y$, and hence the distribution function of the independent sum of $j$ copies of a random variable each having c.d.f. $\tilde{F}_Y$. This is the point
where we use the classical central limit theorem for i.i.d. random variables. For fixed \( t > 0 \) and \( m \geq 0 \), we define
\[
|\mathbb{B}P_{>m}(t)| = \sum_{j=m+1}^{\infty} |\mathbb{B}P_j(t)|.
\]
By Theorem 3.15,
\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} \mathbb{E}[|\mathbb{B}P(t)|] = \lim_{t \to \infty} \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} \mathbb{E}[|\mathbb{B}P_j(t)|] = A.
\]
Hence, (3.4.61) follows if we show that
\[
E[|\mathbb{B}P_{>kt}(x)(t)|] \to A - A\Phi(x) = A\Phi(-x).
\]
Note that
\[
E[|\mathbb{B}P_{>kt}(x)(t)|] = \int_{0}^{t} E[|\mathbb{B}P_{0}(t-u)|] d\bar{F}_{Y^{*kt}(x)}(u).
\]
Take an arbitrary \( \varepsilon > 0 \) and take \( t_0 \) so large so that for \( t > t_0 \),
\[
E[|\mathbb{B}P(t)|] - A \leq \varepsilon.
\]
Then,
\[
E[|\mathbb{B}P_{>kt}(x)(t)|] - A\Phi(-x) \leq \varepsilon \bar{F}_{Y^{*kt}(x)}(t) + A|\bar{F}_{Y^{*kt}(x)}(t) - \Phi(-x)| + \int_{t-t_0}^{t} E[|\mathbb{B}P(t)|] d\bar{F}_{Y^{*kt}(x)}(u).
\]
The last term vanishes since \( E[|\mathbb{B}P(t)|] \) is uniformly bounded and \( \bar{F}_{Y^{*kt}(x)}(t) - \bar{F}_{Y^{*kt}(x)}(t-t_0) = o(1) \). Furthermore, with \( m = k_t(x) \to \infty \),
\[
k_t(x) \sim \frac{t}{\bar{\nu}} + x\sqrt{\frac{t}{\bar{\nu}^3}} \quad \text{precisely when} \quad t \sim m\bar{\nu} - x\bar{\sigma}\sqrt{m}.
\]
As a result, by the central limit theorem and the fact that \( \bar{\nu} \) and \( \bar{\sigma}^2 \) are the mean and the variance of the distribution function \( F_Y \),
\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} \bar{F}_{Y^{*kt}(x)}(t) = \Phi(-x).
\]
Together with (3.4.72), this proves the claim in (3.4.69), and hence Theorem 3.19.

Exercise 3.26 (Joint residual life-time and height convergence). Adapt the proof of Theorem 3.19 to show that
\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-Nt} \mathbb{E}[|\mathbb{B}P_{\leq kt}(x)[t, t+s]|] = A\Phi(x)F_R(s),
\]
where \( |\mathbb{B}P_{\leq k}[t, t+s]| \) is the number of alive individuals with residual life-time at most \( s \) and with height at most \( k \). Thus, the asymptotic height and residual life-time are close to independent.
3. First Passage Percolation on Random Graphs

**Distributional convergence of alive vertices with residual life-time and height.** Theorems 3.18-3.19 investigate the mean number of vertices with given residual life-time and height. Since we can interpret $A = \lim_{t \to \infty} e^{-\lambda t} E[|BP(t)|]$, this suggests that on the event of survival, we also have that $e^{-\lambda t} |BP[t, t+s]| \xrightarrow{d} WF_R(s)$, as well as $e^{-\lambda t} |BP_{\leq k_t(x)}[t]| \xrightarrow{d} W\Phi(x)$. However, Theorems 3.18-3.19 only investigate first moment, and thus certainly do not imply this convergence in distribution. The asymptotics of the number of alive individuals and their heights and residual life-times are investigated in the following theorem:

**Theorem 3.20 (Residual life-time and heights in a continuous-time branching process).** Let $(BP(t))_{t \geq 0}$ be an age-dependent branching process with offspring $\Delta$. Assume that $E[\Delta \log(\Delta)_+] < \infty$ so that the $X \log X$ condition holds. Then, with $W$ denoting the limit in Theorem 3.15, and for all $x \in \mathbb{R}, s \geq 0$,

\[
e^{-\lambda t} |BP_{\leq k_t(x)}[t]| \xrightarrow{d} W\Phi(x)F_R(s)W,
\]

and these limits also hold jointly for different $x$ and $s$.

We will not give a proof of Theorem 3.20. Instead, we argue why the residual life-time and height of individuals are approximately independent from the asymptotic growth of the continuous-time branching process that is described by $W$. Note that $W$ is primarily determined by what happens early on in the continuous-time branching process, since a fast or slow growth initially will be felt throughout the entire future. Thus, it is this initial growth that determines $W$. On the other hand, the majority of individuals counted in $|BP(t)|$ were born in a time that is close to $t$. Thus, the heights and residual life-times of most of the individuals in $BP(t)$ are described by what happens close to time $t$. This explains why these random influences are close to independent.

**Universality of heights and birth-time scaling in continuous-branching processes.** Theorem 3.20 is an extremely powerful result. Unfortunately, the central limit theorem for the height of alive individuals in a continuous-time branching process is not known in the most general setting, which is why we have only stated it for age-dependent branching processes. This is also the most useful result for us, as first-passage percolation on the configuration model gives rise to age-dependent branching processes. Recall that the continuous-time branching process has a Malthusian parameter when $E[\Delta] < \infty$, and its rescaled limit exists when $E[\Delta \log(\Delta)_+] < \infty$. Theorem 3.20 shows that in this case, the heights of vertices generally have a Gaussian profile, and the residual life-time has a well-defined limit. These results are true rather universally. Theorem 3.20 thus suggests that rather universal results might be expected in random graphs when the limiting degree distribution satisfies $E[\Delta \log(\Delta)_+] < \infty$ and converges sufficiently nicely. In the following section, we investigate such settings more closely.

### 3.5. Universality for first-passage percolation on configuration models

In this section, we use the general theory of age-dependent branching processes as discussed in Section 3.4 in order to show that Theorem 3.7 extends to first-passage percolation with general continuous edge-weight distributions. We start by introducing the necessary notation. We investigate the configuration model $CM_n(d)$ under the degree-regularity condition in Condition 1.6(a)-(c). We need to extend Condition 1.6(c) slightly.
in order to have that the branching process approximation of local neighborhoods in CM\(_n(d)\) satisfies the \(X \log X\) condition. We assume a uniform \(X^2 \log X\) condition for the degrees of CM\(_n(d)\), stating that

\[
(3.5.1) \quad \limsup_{n \to \infty} E[D_n^2 \log (D_n)_+] = E[D^2 \log (D)_+] < \infty.
\]

The condition in (3.5.1) implies that the \(X \log X\)-condition is satisfied for the limiting continuous-time branching process with offspring distribution \(D^* - 1\), where \(D^*\) is the size-biased version of \(D\).

Now let \((\text{BP}(t))_{t \geq 0}\) denote the following continuous-time branching process:

(a) At time \(t = 0\), we start with one individual, which we refer to as the original ancestor or the root of the branching process. Generate \(D\) having the asymptotic degree-distribution \(F_Y\) in Condition 1.6(a). This individual immediately dies giving rise to \(D\) children.

(b) Each new individual \(v\) in the branching process lives for a random amount of time which has distribution \(F_Y\), i.e., the edge weight distribution, and then dies. At the time of death again the individual gives birth to \(D^*_v - 1\) children, where \(D^*_v \sim F^*\). Life-times and numbers of offspring across individuals are independent.

Note that in the above construction, by Condition 1.6(b), if we let \(X_v = D^*_v - 1\) be the number of children of an individual then the expected number of children satisfies

\[
(3.5.2) \quad E[X_v] = E[D^*_v - 1] = \nu > 1,
\]

The continuous-time branching process defined above is a splitting process, with lifetime distribution \(F_Y\) and offspring distribution \(D^* - 1\), except for the root, which has offspring distribution \(D\). Thus, this is a unimodular continuous-time branching process. Naturally, the Malthusian parameter of this unimodular continuous-time branching process is equal to the one with offspring distribution \(D^* - 1\). By (3.4.30), the Malthusian parameter \(\lambda\) of the branching process \(\text{BP}(\cdot)\) is the unique solution of the equation

\[
(3.5.3) \quad \nu \int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda t} dF_Y(t) = 1.
\]

Since \(\nu > 1\), we obtain that \(\lambda \in (0, \infty)\). We also let \(\lambda_n\) be the solution to (3.5.3) with \(\nu\) replaced with \(\nu_n = E[D_n(D_n - 1)]/E[D_n]\). Clearly, \(\lambda_n \to \lambda\), when Condition 1.6(c) holds, and \(|\lambda_n - \lambda| = O(|\nu_n - \nu|)\).

By Theorem 3.15, there exists a random variable \(W\) such that

\[
(3.5.4) \quad e^{-\lambda t|\text{BP}(t)|} \xrightarrow{d} W.
\]

Recall that \(\bar{F}_Y\) denotes the stable-age distribution in Definition 3.17, and that \(\bar{\nu}\) and \(\bar{\sigma}^2\) are the mean and variance of \(\bar{F}_Y\). Then \(\bar{\nu}, \bar{\sigma}^2 \in (0, \infty)\), since \(\lambda > 0\). We also define \(\bar{F}_{Y,n}\) to be the stable-age distribution in Definition 3.17 with \(\nu\) and \(\lambda\) replaced with \(\nu_n\) and \(\lambda_n\), and we let \(\bar{\nu}_n\) and \(\bar{\sigma}^2_n\) be its mean and variance. The main result in this section is the following theorem:

**Theorem 3.21 (Joint convergence hopcount and weight).** Consider the configuration model CM\(_n(d)\) with degrees satisfying Condition 1.6(a)-(c) and (3.5.1), and with i.i.d. edge weights distributed according to the continuous distribution \(F_Y\). Then, there exist constants \(\alpha, \lambda, \beta \in (0, \infty)\) and \(\alpha_n, \lambda_n\) with \(\alpha_n \to \alpha, \lambda_n \to \lambda\), such that the hopcount \(H_n\)
and weight $C_n$ of the optimal path between two uniformly selected vertices conditioned on being connected, satisfy

\[(3.5.5) \quad \left( \frac{H_n - \alpha_n \log n}{\sqrt{\beta \log n}}, \frac{C_n - 1}{\lambda_n \log n} \right) \xrightarrow{d} (Z, Q),\]
as $n \to \infty$, where

(a) \[\alpha_n = \frac{1}{\lambda_n \nu_n}, \quad \beta = \frac{\sigma^2}{\nu^2 \lambda},\]

(b) $Z$ and $Q$ are independent and $Z$ has a standard normal distribution, while $Q$ has a continuous distribution given by

\[(3.5.7) \quad Q = \frac{1}{\lambda} \left( \log \left( \frac{1}{W^{(1)}} \right) + \log \left( \frac{1}{W^{(2)}} \right) - \Lambda + c \right),\]

where $P(\Lambda \leq x) = e^{-e^{-x}}$, so that $\Lambda$ is a standard Gumbel random variable, $W^{(1)}, W^{(2)}$ are two independent copies of the variable $W$ in (3.5.4), also independent from $\Lambda$, and $c$ is the constant

\[(3.5.8) \quad c = \log(\mathbb{E}[D](\nu - 1)^2/(\nu \alpha n)).\]

Theorem 3.21 implies that also the random variable $Q$ is remarkably universal, in the sense that it always involves two martingale limit variables corresponding to the flow problem, and a Gumbel distribution.

Remark 3.22 (Asymptotic mean). We can replace $\lambda_n$ and $\alpha_n$ by their limits $\lambda$ and $\alpha = 1/(\lambda \bar{\nu})$ in (3.5.5) precisely when $\alpha_n = \alpha + o(1/\sqrt{\log n})$ and $\lambda_n = \lambda + o(1/\log n)$. Since $|\bar{\nu}_n - \bar{\nu}| = O(|\nu_n - \nu|)$ and $|\alpha_n - \alpha| = O(|\nu_n - \nu|)$, these conditions are equivalent to $\nu_n = \nu + o(1/\log n)$ and $\nu_n = \nu + o(1/\sqrt{\log n})$, respectively.

Organization of this section. The remainder of this section is organized as follows. In Section 3.5.1, we first use Theorem 3.21 to show that identical results also apply to related random graph models, such as uniform random graphs with a prescribed degree sequence and rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs. There, we also give some examples and match these up to related results on distances. Then, in Section 3.5.2, we explain the key ingredients in the proof of Theorem 3.21.

3.5.1. Extensions and examples. Theorem 3.21 extends easily to uniform random graphs with a prescribed degree sequence:

**Theorem 3.23** (Extension to uniform random graphs with prescribed degrees). Under the conditions of Theorem 3.21 the results in Theorem 3.21 apply to uniform random graphs with prescribed degree sequence $\text{UG}_n(d)$.

The proof of Theorem 3.23 follows rather directly from that of Theorem 3.21, by conditioning on simplicity. By [160, Theorem 7.12], recalling (1.3.43), under Condition 1.6(a-c),

\[(3.5.9) \quad \lim_{n \to \infty} P(\text{CM}_n(d) \text{ simple}) = e^{-\nu/2 - \nu^2/4}.\]

The proof of Theorem 3.21 reveals that in order to find the minimal weight path between vertices $U_1, U_2$, we only need to investigate of order $\sqrt{n}$ edges. Therefore, the event of
simplicity of the configuration model will be mainly determined by the *uninspected* edges, and is therefore asymptotically independent of \((H_n, C_n)\). This explains Theorem 3.23.

We next extend Theorem 3.21 to rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs:

**Theorem 3.24 (Extension to rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs).** Let \(w\) satisfy Condition 1.1(a)-(c), and further assume that
\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E}[W_n^2 \log(W_n)] = \mathbb{E}[W^2 \log(W)].
\]
Then, the results in Theorem 3.21 also hold for \(\text{GRG}_n(w)\), \(\text{CL}_n(w)\) and \(\text{NR}_n(w)\).

The proof of Theorem 3.24 is similar to the proof of Theorem 2.22 in Section 2.3. Indeed, we already know that Condition 1.1(a)-(c) implies that the degree sequence of \(\text{GRG}_n(w)\) satisfies Condition 1.6(a)-(c). Therefore, the only thing left is to prove that (3.5.10) implies (3.5.1), which we omit here.

**Exercise 3.27 (Example of exponential weights).** Show that Theorem 3.21 implies Theorem 3.7 in the case of exponential weights.

**Example 3.25 (Exponential weights plus a large constant.)** We next study what happens when \(X_e = 1 + E_e/k\), where \((E_e)_{e \in E_n}\) are i.i.d. exponentials with mean 1, and \(k\) is a large constant. This setting is, apart from a trivial time-rescaling, identical to the setting where \(X_e = k + E_e\). In this case, one would expect that for large \(k\), \(H_n\) is close to the graph distance between a pair of uniformly chosen vertices in \([n]\), conditioned to be connected. An extension of Theorem 2.29, proved with Hooghiemstra and Van Mieghem in [162], shows that, for i.i.d. degrees with finite variance, \((H_n - \log \nu n)_{n \geq 1}\) is a tight sequence of random variables. This suggests that, as \(k \to \infty\),
\[
\lambda \to \log \nu, \quad \bar{\nu} \to 1, \quad \frac{\bar{\sigma}^2}{\bar{\nu}^3 \lambda} \to 0.
\]

We now check this intuitive argument. Indeed,
\[
\nu \int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda x} dF(x) = \nu k \int_1^\infty e^{-\lambda x} e^{-k(x-1)} dx = \frac{\nu k}{\lambda + k} e^{-\lambda} = 1.
\]
While solving this equation *explicitly* is hard, it is not too difficult to see that \(k \to \infty\) implies that \(\lambda \to \log \nu\). We next investigate the stable-age distribution in this setting:

**Exercise 3.28 (Stable-age distribution).** Show that for \(Y = 1 + E/k\) and \(E\) an exponential with parameter 1, the stable-age distribution in Definition 3.17 is equal to \(1 + \text{Exp}(k + \lambda)\).

By Exercise 3.28, the stable-age distribution is equal to \(1 + \text{Exp}(k + \lambda)\), so that \(\bar{\nu} = 1 + 1/(k + \lambda)\), while \(\bar{\sigma}^2 = 1/(k + \lambda)^2 \to 0\). Therefore, \(\bar{\nu} \sim 1\), which in turn also implies that \(\lambda \bar{\nu} \to \log \nu\). Further,
\[
\frac{\bar{\sigma}^2}{\bar{\nu}^3 \lambda} = k^{-2} (\log \nu)^{-1} (1 + o(1)) \to 0.
\]
This shows that the two settings of graph distances and first-passage percolation with weights \(Y \overset{d}{=} 1 + \text{Exp}(1)/k\) match up nicely when \(k \to \infty\).
3.5.2. Overview of proof of Theorem 3.21. To understand the smallest-weight path between two vertices \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \), think of water percolating through the network at rate one, started simultaneously from the two vertices. For any \( t \geq 0 \), the set of vertices first seen by the flow from \( U_i \) will often referred to the flow cluster or the smallest-weight graph of vertex \( U_i \). When the two flows collide or create prospective collision edges, then these generate prospective smallest-weight paths.

Recall the construction of the smallest-weight graphs from vertices \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \) in Section 3.3. There, these graphs were constructed in discrete steps. Here we will rather grow them in continuous time, and we will write \( \text{SWG}_{t}^{(i)} \) for these graphs at time \( t \). Also, \( \text{SWG}_{t}^{(i)} \) will contain more information, for example, not only the number of alive half-edges but also their residual life-times.

In Section 3.3, we have performed these flows by first growing \( \text{SWG}_{t}^{(i)} \) until it contains \( a_n = \sqrt{n} \) vertices, followed by the growth of \( \text{SWG}_{t}^{(2)} \) until an edge was created linking \( \text{SWG}_{t}^{(2)} \) to the smallest-weight graph of vertex \( U_1 \). This construction crucially depends on the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, which implies that the residual life-times of all edges incident to the smallest-weight graph of vertex \( U_i \) again have an exponential distribution. For general edge-weights, however, this is not the case and we need to revise our strategy. The strategy we now choose is that we grow \( \text{SWG}_{t}^{(1)} \) and \( \text{SWG}_{t}^{(2)} \) simultaneously, and each time we find a vertex, we check whether any of its half-edges are paired to half-edges in the other smallest-weight graph. When this is the case, however, this edge has not been completely filled by the fluid, so that it could create the smallest-weight path, but it might also not. Indeed, this depends on the residual life-time of the edge in question, as well as all other edges linking to two smallest-weight graphs.

Construction of flow clusters from two sources. Let us now give a precise mathematical formulation to the above description. We grow two flow clusters (i.e., two stochastic processes in continuous time) from \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \), simultaneously. We keep track of the alive set \( A(t) \) of half-edges that are incident to a vertex in the two flow clusters, but who have not yet been completely filled. The alive set \( A(t) \) only changes at random times \( T_0 = 0 < T_1 < T_2 < \ldots \) and therefore we give the definition recursively. At time \( t = T_0 = 0 \), the vertices \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \) die instantaneously, and give rise to \( d_{U_1} \) and \( d_{U_2} \) children. These children correspond to half-edges incident to \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \).

We start by testing whether any of the half-edges incident to \( U_1 \) are paired to one another. If so, then we remove both half-edges from the total set of \( d_{U_1} \) half-edges. We then define \( X_0^{(1)} \) to be the number of unpaired half-edges after the self-loops incident to \( U_1 \) are removed. We next continue with the \( d_{U_2} \) half-edges incident to \( U_2 \), and check whether they are paired to one of the \( X_0^{(1)} \) remaining half-edges incident to \( U_1 \) or any of the \( d_{U_2} \) half-edges incident to \( U_2 \). When such a half-edge is paired to one of the \( d_{U_2} \) sibling half-edges, a self-loop is formed. When such a half-edge is paired to one of the \( X_0^{(1)} \) remaining half-edges incident to vertex \( U_1 \), a so-called collision edge is formed. A collision edge possibly yields the path with minimal weight between \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \). We let \( X_0^{(2)} \) denote the number of unpaired half-edges after the tests for collision edges and cycles have been performed. Note that, by construction, each of the \( X_0^{(i)} \) half-edges incident to the vertices \( U_i \), where \( i \in \{1, 2\} \), are paired to new vertices, i.e., vertices distinct from \( U_1 \) and \( U_2 \).
For the moment we collect the collision edges at time $T_0 = 0$, together with the weights of the connecting edge between $U_1$ and $U_2$ that are chosen i.i.d. from the weight distribution $F_y$, and continue with the description of the flow clusters. All half-edges that are not paired to one of the other $d_U + d_Y - 1$ half-edges incident to either $U_1$ or $U_2$ are called alive, and together form the set of alive half-edges $A(0)$ at time 0. For $y \in A(0)$, we define $I(y) = i$ if the half-edge $y$ is incident to $U_i$, $i = 1, 2$, and we define $(R_0(y))_{y \in A(0)}$ as an i.i.d. sequence of life-times having distribution function $F_y$.

We denote the set of alive half-edges at time $t$ by $A(t)$. For $y \in A(t)$, we record its label $I(y)$, which is the index $i \in \{1, 2\}$ to which $U_i$ the half-edge is connected, and we let $H(y)$ denote the height of $y$, i.e., the number of edges in the path from the vertex $V_y$ incident to $y$ to $U_{I(y)}$. This height equals 0 for $y \in A(0)$. When we introduce new half-edges in $A(t)$ at later times we will specify the heights and labels of these half-edges. Now define $T_1 = \min_{y \in A(0)} R_0(y)$ and denote by $y_0^*$ the half-edge equal to the argument of this minimum, hence $R_0(y_0^*) = \min_{y \in A(0)} R_0(y)$. Since life-times have a continuous distribution, $y_0^*$ is a.s. unique. Now set $A(t) = A(0)$ for all $0 \leq t < T_1$, i.e., the set of alive half-edges remains the same during the interval $[0, T_1)$. Next, define the flow cluster $\text{SWG}(t)$, for $0 \leq t < T_1$, by

\begin{equation}
\text{SWG}(t) = \{y, I(y), H(y), R_t(y)\}_{y \in A(0)},
\end{equation}

where $I(y)$ and $H(y)$ are defined above and $R_t(y) = R_0(y) - t$, for $0 \leq t \leq T_1$, denotes the remaining life-time of half-edge $y$. This concludes the initial step in the recursion, where we defined $A(t)$ and $\text{SWG}(t)$ during the random interval $[0, T_1)$.

We continue recursively, by defining $A(t)$ and $\text{SWG}(t)$ during the random interval $[T_k, T_{k+1})$, given that the processes are defined on $[0, T_k)$. For a half-edge $y$, we recall that $P_y$ is the half-edge to which it is paired, and $V_y$ is the vertex to which it is incident. At time $t = T_k$, we let $y_{k-1}^{*}$ be the argument of $\min_{y \in A(t)} R_t(y)$, and also remove $y_{k-1}^{*}$ from the set $A(t-\cdot)$. We then pair $y_{k-1}^{*}$ to a uniform available half-edge, which we denote by $z_k$. By construction, we know that $z_k = P_{y_{k-1}^{*}} \notin A(t-\cdot)$, so that $V_{z_k}$ is not a vertex that has been reached by the flow at time $t$. Then, for each of the $d_{V_{z_k}} - 1$ other half-edges incident to vertex $V_{z_k}$, we test whether it is part of a self-loop or paired to a half-edge from the set $A(t-\cdot)$. All half-edges incident to $V_{z_k}$ that are part of a self-loop or are paired to a half-edge incident to $A(t-\cdot)$ are removed from vertex $V_{z_k}$. We also remove the involved half-edges from the set $A(t-\cdot)$. We will discuss the role of the half-edges incident to $V_{z_k}$ that are paired to half-edges in $A(t-\cdot)$ in more detail in the next paragraph below.

We call a half-edge $x$ a sibling half-edge of half-edge $y$ when $V_x = V_y$, i.e., the half-edges are incident to the same vertex. For all the remaining siblings of $z_k$ we do the following: Let $x$ be one such half-edge incident to $V_{z_k}$, then $x$ is added to $A(T_k)$, and we define $I(x) = I(y_{k-1}^{*})$, $H(x) = H(y_{k-1}^{*}) + 1$, while $R_{T_k}(x)$ is an i.i.d. life-time with distribution $F_y$. We now set $A(t) = A(T_k)$ for $T_k \leq t < T_{k+1}$, where $T_{k+1} = T_k + \min_{y \in A(T_k)} R_{T_k}(y)$, and where the minimizing half-edge is called $y_k^*$. Furthermore, for $t \in [T_k, T_{k+1})$, we can define $\text{SWG}(t)$ by (3.5.14), where $R_t(y) = R_{T_k}(y) - (t - T_k)$. Finally, we denote the number of the $d_{V_{z_k}} - 1$ other half-edges incident to vertex $V_{z_k}$ that do not form a self-loop and that are not paired to a half-edge from the set $A(t-\cdot)$ by $X_k$. Later, it will also be convenient to introduce $\Delta_k = d_{V_{z_k}} - 1$. Let $S_k = |A(T_k)|$, so that $S_0 = X_0^{(1)} + X_0^{(2)}$, while $S_k$ satisfies the recursion

\begin{equation}
S_k = S_{k-1} + X_k - 1.
\end{equation}
This describes the evolution of \((\text{SWG}(t))_{t \geq 0}\).

**Cycle edges and collision edges.** At the times \(T_k, k \geq 1\), we find the half-edge \(y_{k-1}^*\) which is paired to \(z_k = P_{y_{k-1}^*}\), and for each of the other half-edges \(x\) incident to \(V_{z_k}\), we check whether or not \(P_x \in \mathcal{A}(T_k)\), where \(P_x\) is the half-edge to which \(x\) is paired. The half-edges paired to alive half-edges in \(\mathcal{A}(T_k)\) are special. Indeed, the edge \((x, P_x)\) creates a cycle when \(I(x) = I(P_x)\) while \((x, P_x)\) completes a path between \(U_1\) and \(U_2\) when \(I(x) = 3 - I(P_x)\). Precisely the latter edges can create the smallest-weight path between \(U_1, U_2\). Let us describe these collision edges in more detail.

At time \(T_k\) and when we create a collision edge consisting of \(x_k\) and \(P_{x_k}\), then we record

\[
(3.5.16) \quad \left( (T_k, I(z_k), H(z_k), H(P_{x_k}), R_{T_k}(P_{x_k})) \right)_{k \geq 0}.
\]

It is possible that multiple half-edges incident to \(V_{z_k}\) create collision edges, and so, we collect all of them in the list in \((3.5.16)\). In this definition it is tempting to write \(I(x_k)\) and \(H(x_k)\), but note that \(x_k \notin \mathcal{A}(T_k)\), whereas its sibling half-edge does satisfy \(z_k \in \mathcal{A}(T_k)\), and, moreover, \(x_k\) and \(z_k\) have the same ancestor and the same height.

With some abuse of notation we denote the \(i\)th collision edge by \((x_i, P_{x_i})\). Here \(P_{x_i}\) is an alive half-edge and \(x_i\) the half-edge which pairs to \(P_{x_i}\), further \(z_i\) is the sibling of \(x_i\) paired with the minimal edge \(y^*\) found by the flow. Let \(T_i^{(\text{col})}\) be the time of creation of the \(i\)th collision edge. The weight of the (unique) path between \(U_1\) and \(U_2\) that passes through the edge consisting of \(x_i\) and \(P_{x_i}\) equals \(2T_i^{(\text{col})} + R_{T_i^{(\text{col})}}(P_{x_i})\), so that the smallest weight of all paths between \(U_1\) and \(U_2\) equals

\[
(3.5.17) \quad C_n = \min_{i \geq 0} [2T_i^{(\text{col})} + R_{T_i^{(\text{col})}}(P_{x_i})].
\]

Let \(I^*\) denote the minimizer of \(i \mapsto 2T_i^{(\text{col})} + R_{T_i^{(\text{col})}}(P_{x_i})\), then

\[
(3.5.18) \quad H_n = H(z_{I^*}) + H(P_{x_{I^*}}) + 1.
\]

The equalities \((3.5.17)\) and \((3.5.18)\) need a proof, which we give now:

**Proof that \(C_n\) given by \((3.5.17)\) yields the minimal weight, and that \((3.5.18)\) follows.** Observe that each path between \(U_1\) and \(U_2\) has a weight \(C\) that can be written in the form \(2T_i^{(\text{col})} + R_{T_i^{(\text{col})}}(P_{x_i})\) for some \(i \geq 0\). Indeed, let \((i_0 = U_1, i_1, i_2, \ldots, i_k = U_2)\) form a path with weight \(C\), and denote the weight on \(i_{j-1}i_j\) by \(Y_{i_j}\) for \(1 \leq j \leq k\). For \(k = 1\), we obviously find \(Y_{i_1} = 2T_0 + Y_{i_1}\). For general \(k \geq 1\), take the maximal \(j \geq 0\) such that \(Y_{i_1} + \cdots + Y_{i_j} \leq C/2\). Then, we write

\[
(3.5.19) \quad C = \begin{cases} 
2 \sum_{s=1}^{j} Y_{i_s} + \left[ \sum_{s=j+1}^{k} Y_{i_s} - \sum_{s=1}^{j} Y_{i_s} \right], & \text{when } \sum_{s=1}^{j} Y_{i_s} < \sum_{s=j+1}^{k} Y_{i_s}, \\
2 \sum_{s=j+1}^{k} Y_{i_s} + \left[ \sum_{s=1}^{j} Y_{i_s} - \sum_{s=j+1}^{k} Y_{i_s} \right], & \text{when } \sum_{s=1}^{j} Y_{i_s} > \sum_{s=j+1}^{k} Y_{i_s},
\end{cases}
\]

which in either case is of the form \(C = 2T_m + R_{T_m}(y)\), for some \(m \geq 0\) and some half-edge \(y\). Note that in the construction of the flow clusters, instead of putting weight on the edges, we have given weights to half-edges instead. In the representation \((3.5.17)\), the full edge weight is given to the active half-edges and weight 0 to the ones with which they are paired. When the collision edge has been found we give the full weight to the half-edge \(P_x\) that is part of the collision edge \((x, P_x)\). Thus, in fact, by the redistribution of the weights in \((3.5.17)\) is an equality in distribution. This completes the proof of the claim.
Basic constructions and properties. To state our main technical result concerning the appearance of collision edges, we need to introduce some notation. We start by defining a rescaled version of the point process corresponding to the points in (3.5.16). Let us first set up some notation. For \( i \in \{1, 2\} \) and \( t \geq 0 \), we let

\[
|\text{SWG}(t)| = \#\{y \in A(t)\}, \quad |\text{SWG}^{(i)}(t)| = \#\{y \in A(t): I(y) = i\},
\]

be the number of alive half-edges at time \( t \), as well as those that are closest to vertex \( i \). By construction, since we check whether the half-edges form a cycle or a collision edge when the half-edges are born, \( \text{SWG}^{(i)}(t) \) and \( \text{SWG}^{(2)}(t) \) are disjoint.

Further, we will often work conditionally on the flow at time \( s \). For this, we introduce the filtration \((\mathcal{F}_s)_{s \geq 0}\) with \( \mathcal{F}_s = \sigma((\text{SWG}(t))_{t \in [0,s]}) \) denoting the sigma-algebra generated by the smallest-weight graph up to time \( s \). This informally means that \( \mathcal{F}_s = \sigma((\text{SWG}(t))_{t \in [0,s]}) \) contains all the information of the flow up to time \( s \).

Fix a deterministic sequence \( s_n \to \infty \) that will be chosen later on. Now let

\[
(3.5.20) \quad t_n = \frac{1}{2\lambda_n} \log n, \quad \bar{t}_n = \frac{1}{2\lambda_n} \log n - \frac{1}{2\lambda_n} \log (W^{(1)}_{s_n} W^{(2)}_{s_n}),
\]

where, for \( s \geq 0 \),

\[
(3.5.22) \quad W^{(i)}_s = e^{-\lambda_n s}|\text{SWG}^{(i)}(s)|.
\]

Note that \( e^{\lambda_n t_n} = \sqrt{n} \), so that at time \( t_n \), both \( |\text{SWG}^{(i)}(s)| \) are of order \( \sqrt{n} \); consequently the variable \( t_n \) denotes the typical time at which collision edges start appearing, and the time \( \bar{t}_n \) incorporates for stochastic fluctuations in the size of the SWGs. We choose \( s_n \to \infty \) such that \( \text{SWG}^{(i)}(t) \) for \( t \leq s_n \) can be coupled with two independent two-stage branching processes \( \text{BP}^{(i)}(t) \) such that \( \{\text{BP}(t) = \text{SWG}(t) \forall t \leq s_n\} \) whp (see (3.5.43) below).

Recall from (3.4.53) that the residual life-time distribution \( F_r \) has density \( f_r \) given by

\[
(3.5.23) \quad f_r(x) = \frac{\int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y} f_y(x+y) \, dy}{\int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y}[1-F_y(y)] \, dy}.
\]

Recall further that the ith collision edge is given by \((x_i, P_{x_i})\), where \( P_{x_i} \) is an alive half-edge and \( x_i \) the half-edge which pairs to \( P_{x_i} \) and that is incident to a vertex in the other smallest-weight graph. In terms of the above definitions, we define

\[
(3.5.24) \quad \tilde{T}^{(\text{col})}_i = T^{(\text{col})}_i - \bar{t}_n, \quad \tilde{H}^{(\text{or})}_i = \frac{H(x_i) - t_n/\bar{\nu}_n}{\sqrt{\sigma^2 t_n/\bar{\nu}^3}}, \quad \tilde{H}^{(\text{de})}_i = \frac{H(P_{x_i}) - t_n/\bar{\nu}_n}{\sqrt{\sigma^2 t_n/\bar{\nu}^3}},
\]

and write the random variables \((\Xi_i)_{i \geq 1}\) with \( \Xi_i \in \mathbb{R} \times \{1, 2\} \times \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \times [0, \infty) \), by

\[
(3.5.25) \quad \Xi_i = (\tilde{T}^{(\text{col})}_i, I(x_i), \tilde{H}^{(\text{or})}_i, \tilde{H}^{(\text{de})}_i, R_{T_i}(P_{x_i})).
\]

Then, for sets \( A \) in the Borel \( \sigma \)-algebra of the space \( S = \mathbb{R} \times \{1, 2\} \times \mathbb{R} \times \mathbb{R} \times [0, \infty) \), we define the point process

\[
(3.5.26) \quad \Pi_n(A) = \sum_{i \geq 1} \delta_{\Xi_i}(A),
\]
where $\delta_x$ gives measure 1 to the point $x$ and $A \subset S$\footnote{Let $\mathcal{M}(S)$ denote the space of all simple locally finite point processes on $S$ equipped with the vague topology (see e.g. [191]). On this space one can naturally define the notion of weak convergence of a sequence of random point processes $\Pi_n \in \mathcal{M}(S)$. This is the notion of convergence referred to in Theorem 3.26.}. In the theorem, we let $\Phi$ denote the distribution function of a standard normal random variable. The main result in the proof of Theorem 3.21 is the following Poisson point process limit result for the appearance of the collision edges, as well as its characteristics:

**Theorem 3.26** (Poisson point process limit of collision edges). Consider the distribution of the point process $\Pi_n \in \mathcal{M}(S)$ defined in (3.5.26) conditional on $(\text{SWG}(s))_{s \in [0,s_n]}$ such that $W_{s_n}^{(1)} > 0$ and $W_{s_n}^{(2)} > 0$. Then $\Pi_n$ converges in distribution as $n \to \infty$ to a Poisson point process $\Pi$ with intensity measure

$$
\lambda(dt \times i \times dx \times dy \times dr) = \frac{2\nu f_R(0)}{E[D]} e^{2t} dt \otimes \{1/2, 1/2\} \otimes \Phi(dx) \otimes \Phi(dy) \otimes F_R(dr).
$$

Theorem 3.26 is equivalent to the statement that $\Pi_n(A) \xrightarrow{d} \Pi(A)$ for every $A \subseteq S$, where $\Pi(A)$ is a Poisson random variable with mean $\int_A \lambda(dt \times i \times dx \times dy \times dr)$. The product structure of the intensity measure $\lambda(\cdot)$ in (3.5.27) implies that the limits of arrival times, index, and the two heights are asymptotically independent, which is closely related to the independence of the two limits in (3.5.5).

**Completion of the proof of Theorem 3.21 subject to Theorem 3.26.** Let us now prove Theorem 3.21 subject to Theorem 3.26. First of all, by (3.5.24), (3.5.17) and (3.5.18),

$$
(H_n - \frac{1}{\lambda n} \log n \sqrt{\frac{\bar{\sigma}^2}{\bar{\nu}^2 \log n}}, C_n - \frac{1}{\lambda n} \log n),
$$

is a continuous function of the point process $\Pi_n$, and, therefore, by the continuous mapping theorem, the above random variable converges in distribution to some limiting random variables $(Z, Q)$ that we will determine now.

Recall that $I^*$ denotes the minimizer of $i \mapsto 2T_i^{(\text{col})} + R_{T_i^{(\text{col})}}(P_i)$. By (3.5.17), the weight $C_n$ as well as the value of $I^*$, are functions of the first and the last coordinates of $\Pi_n$. The hopcount $H_n$ is a function of the third and the fourth, instead. By the product form of the intensity in (3.5.27), we obtain that the limits $(Z, Q)$ are independent. Therefore, it suffices to study their marginals.

We start with the limiting distribution of the hopcount. By (3.5.24),

$$
H_n - \frac{1}{\lambda n} \log n \sqrt{\frac{\bar{\sigma}^2}{\bar{\nu}^2 \log n}} = \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{2 \bar{H}_{I^*}^{(\text{or})}} + \frac{1}{2} \sqrt{2 \bar{H}_{I^*}^{(\text{ve})}} + O_p(1).
$$

By Theorem 3.26, the random variables $(\bar{H}_{I^*}^{(\text{or})}, \bar{H}_{I^*}^{(\text{ve})})$ converge in distribution to two independent standard normals, so that also the left-hand side of (3.5.29) converges in distribution to a standard normal.
The limiting distribution of the weight $C_n$ is slightly more involved. By $(3.5.21)$, $(3.5.17)$ and $(3.5.24)$,

$$
(3.5.30) \quad C_n - \frac{1}{\lambda_n} \log n = C_n - 2t_n = C_n - 2\bar{t}_n - \frac{1}{\lambda_n} \log(W_{s_n}^{(1)}W_{s_n}^{(2)})
$$

$$
= -\frac{1}{\lambda_n} \log(W_{s_n}^{(1)}W_{s_n}^{(2)}) + \min_{i \geq 1} [2T_i^{(\text{col})} + R_{T_i^{(\text{col})}}(P_{x_i})] - 2\bar{t}_n
$$

$$
= -\frac{1}{\lambda_n} \log(W_{s_n}^{(1)}W_{s_n}^{(2)}) + \min_{i \geq 1} [2T_i^{(\text{col})} + R_{T_i^{(\text{col})}}(P_{x_i})].
$$

By $(3.5.43)$ below, $(W_{s_n}^{(1)}, W_{s_n}^{(2)}) \overset{d}{\to} (W^{(1)}, W^{(2)})$, which are two independent copies of the random variable $W$ in $(3.4.24)$ in Theorem $3.15$. Hence,

$$
(3.5.31) \quad C_n - \frac{1}{\lambda_n} \log n \overset{d}{\to} -\frac{1}{\lambda} \log(W^{(1)}W^{(2)}) + \min_{i \geq 1} [2P_i + R_i],
$$

where $(P_i)_{i \geq 1}$ form a PPP with intensity $\frac{2\nu f_R(0)}{E[D]} e^{2\lambda} dt$, and $(R_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. random variables with distribution function $F_R$ independently of $(P_i)_{i \geq 1}$. The distribution of the first point of the Poisson point process with intensity $2ce^{2\lambda}$ is a rescaled Gumbel distribution:

**Exercise 3.29** (Minimum of a PPP with exponential intensity). Let $(P_i)$ be a Poisson point process with intensity measure $\lambda(t) = 2ce^{2\lambda t}$. Show that $\min_{i \geq 1} [2P_i] \overset{d}{=} -\frac{1}{\lambda} \Lambda + \frac{1}{\lambda} \log(c/\lambda)$, where $\Lambda$ has a Gumbel distribution.

Comparing to Exercise 3.29, however, we need to compute $M = \min_{i \geq 1} [2P_i + R_i]$, where $(P_i)_{i \geq 1}$ is a PPP with intensity $\frac{2\nu f_R(0)}{E[D]} e^{2\lambda} dt$ and $(R_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. random variables with distribution function $F_R$.

Interestingly, the same Gumbel variable appears in this analysis, but the constant is changed. Indeed, let us identify the distribution of $M = \min_{i \geq 1} [2P_i + R_i]$. First, $(2P_i)_{i \geq 1}$ forms a Poisson process with intensity $\frac{2\nu f_R(0)}{E[D]} e^{2\lambda} dt$. According to Resnick [232, Example 3.3], the point process $(2P_i + R_i)_{i \geq 1}$ is a non-homogeneous Poisson process with mean-measure equal to the convolution of $\mu(-\infty, x] = \int_{-\infty}^{x} \nu f_R(0) e^{\lambda t} dt$ and $F_R$. Hence $\mathbb{P}(M \geq x)$ equals the Poisson probability of 0, where the parameter of the Poisson distribution is $(\mu * F_R)(x)$, so that

$$
(3.5.32) \quad \mathbb{P}(M \geq x) = \exp \left\{ - \frac{\nu f_R(0)}{E[D]} e^{\lambda x} \int_{0}^{\infty} F_R(z)e^{-\lambda z} dz \right\}.
$$

Let $\Lambda$ have a Gumbel distribution, i.e., $\mathbb{P}(\Lambda \leq x) = e^{-e^{-x}}$, $x \in \mathbb{R}$, then

$$
(3.5.33) \quad \mathbb{P}(-a\Lambda + b \geq x) = e^{-e^{x/a}e^{-b/a}}.
$$

Solving for $a$ and $b$ in

$$
(3.5.34) \quad \frac{\nu f_R(0)}{E[D]} e^{\lambda x} \int_{0}^{\infty} F_R(z)e^{-\lambda z} dz = e^{x/a}e^{-b/a},
$$

we obtain

$$
(3.5.35) \quad a = 1/\lambda \quad \text{and} \quad b = -\lambda^{-1} \log \left( \frac{\nu f_R(0)}{E[D]} \int_{0}^{\infty} F_R(z)e^{-\lambda z} dz \right).
$$
From this we conclude that

\[(3.5.36) \quad \min_{i \geq 1} (2P_i + R_i) \overset{d}{=} -\lambda^{-1} \Lambda - \lambda^{-1} \log(\nu f_r(0)q/\mathbb{E}[D]),\]

with \(q = \int_0^\infty F_r(z)e^{-\lambda z} dz\). In the following lemma, we simplify the constants \(q\) and \(f_r(0)\):

\textbf{Lemma 3.27 (The constant).} The constants \(q = \int_0^\infty F_r(z)e^{-\lambda z} dz\) and \(f_r(0)\) are given by

\[(3.5.37) \quad q = \tilde{\nu}/(\nu - 1), \quad f_r(0) = \lambda/(\nu - 1).\]

Consequently, the constant \(c\) in the limit variable \((3.5.7)\) equals

\[(3.5.38) \quad c = -\log(\nu f_r(0)q/\mathbb{E}[D]) = \log(\mathbb{E}[D](\nu - 1)^2/(\lambda \nu \tilde{\nu})).\]

\textbf{Proof.} We start by computing \(f_r(0)\), for which we note that by \((3.5.23)\) and the definition of the Malthusian parameter in Definition 3.14,

\[(3.5.39) \quad f_r(0) = \frac{\int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y} f_r(y) dy}{\int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y}[1 - F_r(y)] dy} = \left( \nu \int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y}[1 - F_r(y)] dy \right)^{-1}.\]

Further, by partial integration,

\[(3.5.40) \quad \int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y}[1 - F_r(y)] dy = \left[ -\frac{1}{\lambda} e^{-\lambda y}[1 - F_r(y)] \right]_{y=0}^{\infty} - \frac{1}{\lambda} \int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y} f_r(y) dy = \frac{1}{\lambda} - \frac{1}{\lambda \nu} = \frac{\nu - 1}{\lambda \nu},\]

where we again use the definition of the Malthusian parameter in Definition 3.14. Combining both equalities yields \(f_r(0) = \lambda/(\nu - 1)\).

For \(q\), we again use partial integration, followed by the substitution of \((3.5.23)\). This yields

\[(3.5.41) \quad q = \int_0^\infty F_r(z)e^{-\lambda z} dz = \frac{1}{\lambda} \int_0^\infty f_r(z)e^{-\lambda z} dz = \frac{\nu}{\nu - 1} \int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda z} \int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y} f_r(y + z) dy dz,\]

by \((3.5.40)\). The final integral can be computed using

\[(3.5.42) \quad \int_{-\infty}^\infty e^{-\lambda z} \mathbb{1}_{\{z \geq 0\}} \int_{-\infty}^\infty e^{-\lambda y} f_r(y + z) \mathbb{1}_{\{y \geq 0\}} dy dz = \int_0^\infty s f_r(s)e^{-\lambda s} ds = \frac{1}{\nu} \int_0^\infty s \tilde{F}_r(ds) = \tilde{\nu}/\nu.\]

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.21 subject to Theorem 3.26. \(\square\)

\textbf{Overview of the proof of Theorem 3.26.} We next informally explain how to prove Theorem 3.26. Recall the smallest-weight graph or flow cluster \(\text{SWG}(t)\) defined in the previous section as well as the associated filtration \((F_t)_{t \geq 0}\). The proof relies on a coupling of these flow clusters from two points with \((\text{BP}(t))_{t \geq 0}\) where \(\text{BP}(t) = (\text{BP}^{(1)}(t), \text{BP}^{(2)}(t))\) are two independent unimodular continuous-time branching processes where the root offspring distribution \(D\) and all other vertices offspring \(D^* - 1\), in such a way that for some \(s_n \to \infty\)

\[(3.5.43) \quad \mathbb{P}\left( (\text{SWG}(s))_{s \in [0,s_n]} = (\text{BP}(s))_{s \in [0,s_n]} \right) = 1 - o(1).\]
Exercise 3.30 (Perfect coupling for increasing times). Prove the perfect coupling statement in (3.5.43) using the local weak convergence for CM$_n$($d$) in Theorem 2.11.

By (3.5.43), with $W_{s_n}^{(i)} = e^{-\lambda_n s_n} |\text{SWG}^{(i)}(s_n)|$,
\begin{align}
\lim_{\varepsilon \downarrow 0} \lim_{n \rightarrow \infty} \inf \Pr \left( W_{s_n}^{(i)} \in [\varepsilon, 1/\varepsilon], W_{s_n}^{(j)} \in [\varepsilon, 1/\varepsilon] \mid W_{s_n}^{(i)} > 0, W_{s_n}^{(j)} > 0 \right) = 1.
\end{align}
Further, the coupling satisfies that, conditionally on $\mathcal{F}_{s_n}$,
\begin{align}
\Pr \left( |\text{SWG}(t_n + B^{(a)}) \triangle P_n(t_n + B^{(a)})| \geq \varepsilon_n \sqrt{n} \mid \mathcal{F}_{s_n} \right) \overset{p}{\rightarrow} 0.
\end{align}

For $i \in \{1, 2\}$, $k \geq 0$, and $t \geq 0$, we define
\begin{align}
|\text{SWG}^{(i)}(t, t + s)| = \# \{ y \in \mathcal{A}(t) : I(y) = i, H(y) \leq k, R_i(y) \in [0, s) \},
\end{align}
as the number of alive half-edges at time $t$ that (a) are in the SWG of vertex $U_i$, (b) have height at most $k$, and (c) have remaining life-time at most $s$. To formulate the CLT for the height of vertices, we recall (3.4.62). Finally, for a half-edge $y \in \mathcal{A}(t)$, we let $X_y^* = d_{V_y} - 1$.

We will argue that, for $\mathcal{I} = [a, b] \times \{j\} \times (-\infty, x] \times (-\infty, y] \times [0, s]$ a subset of $\mathcal{S}$,
\begin{align}
\Pr(\Pi_n(\mathcal{I}) = 0 \mid \mathcal{F}_{s_n}) \overset{p}{\rightarrow} \exp \left\{ - \int_a^b \frac{2\nu f_R(0)}{\E[D]} e^{2\alpha t} \Phi(x) \Phi(y) F_R(s) dt \right\}.
\end{align}
By Kallenberg [191, Theorem 4.7], this proves the claim.

We associate the weight of an edge to its half-edge that becomes alive first. Below, we will say that a half-edge is found at time $t$ by the flow when the weight of the smallest-weight path between $U_1$ and $U_2$ and the vertex incident to the half-edge we consider, together with its own weight, is at most $t$.

We assume that $b = a + \varepsilon$, where $\varepsilon > 0$ is small, so that we need to show that
\begin{align}
\Pr(\Pi_n(\mathcal{I}) \geq 1 \mid \mathcal{F}_{s_n}) \approx \frac{2\nu f_R(0)}{\E[D]} e^{2\alpha a} \Phi(x) \Phi(y) F_R(s).
\end{align}
The number of half-edges $z$ in $\text{SWG}^{(i)}(t_n + a)$ with $I(z) = j \in \{1, 2\}$ that is found by the flow in the interval $[t_n + a, t_n + b]$ is close to $|\text{SWG}^{(i)}(t_n + a, t_n + b)|$. These half-edges are in turn paired to other half-edges whose siblings can also be found in the time interval of interest $[t_n + a, t_n + b]$. When $b = a + \varepsilon$ with $\varepsilon > 0$ small, this number is negligible, and we will ignore this effect. In order for the half-edge $z$ that is found in the time interval $[t_n + a, t_n + b]$ to create a collision edge, it needs to be paired to the half-edge $P_z$ for which one of the sibling half-edges pairs to a half-edge incident to the other SWG. On average, there are $\nu |\text{SWG}^{(2)}(t_n + a, t_n + b)|$ sibling half-edges to $P_z$, and each of them pairs to a half-edge incident to $\text{SWG}^{(2-i)}(t_n + a)$ with probability close to
\begin{align}
\frac{|\text{SWG}^{(2-i)}(t_n + a)|}{l_n}.
\end{align}
Therefore, the probability that at least one collision edge is created in the interval $[t_n + a, t_n + b]$ is close to
\begin{align}
\frac{\nu}{l_n} |\text{SWG}^{(i)}(t_n + a, t_n + b)||\text{SWG}^{(2-i)}(t_n + a)| \approx \frac{\nu}{l_n} F_R(b-a)|\text{SWG}^{(i)}(t_n + a)||\text{SWG}^{(2-i)}(t_n + a)|,
\end{align}
where we use Theorem 3.18. We can approximate $F_R(b - a) \approx (b - a)f_R(0) = \varepsilon f_R(0)$. Also, replacing $|\text{SWG}^{(j)}(\bar{t}_n + a)| \approx W^{(j)}_{s_n} e^{\lambda_n(\bar{t}_n + a)}$, as suggested by Theorem 3.15, leads us to
\[
\frac{\nu}{\ell_n} |\text{SWG}^{(j)}(\bar{t}_n + a, \bar{t}_n + b)||\text{SWG}^{(3-j)}(\bar{t}_n + a)| \approx \frac{\varepsilon f_R(0)}{\ell_n} W^{(j)}_{s_n} W^{(3-j)}_{s_n} e^{2\lambda_n(\bar{t}_n + a)}.
\]
By the definition of $\bar{t}_n$ in (3.5.21),
\[
W^{(j)}_{s_n} W^{(3-j)}_{s_n} e^{2\lambda_n(\bar{t}_n + a)} = W^{(1)}_{s_n} W^{(2)}_{s_n} e^{2\lambda_n(\bar{t}_n + a)} = ne^{2\lambda_n a}.
\]
We conclude that the probability that at least one collision edge is created in the interval $[\bar{t}_n + a, \bar{t}_n + b]$ is close to
\[
\frac{\nu \varepsilon f_R(0)}{\ell_n} ne^{2\lambda_n a} = \frac{\nu \varepsilon f_R(0)}{E[D_n]} e^{2\lambda_n a} \rightarrow \frac{\nu \varepsilon f_R(0)}{E[D]} e^{2\lambda a},
\]
as required. Further, by Exercise 3.26 (which is based on Theorems 3.18 and 3.19) the height of the two half-edges that form the collision edge are close to normal, and the residual life-time of the collision half-edge has distribution close to $F_R$. This explains Theorem 3.26. We omit further details.

3.6. First-passage percolation on scale-free configuration models

In this section, we discuss first-passage percolation on random graphs with infinite-variance degrees. We start by discussing the behavior of their continuous-time branching process approximations.

3.6.1. Explosion vs. conservation of infinite-mean age-dependent processes.

So far, we have only dealt with continuous-time branching processes satisfying the $X \log X$-condition. For age-dependent branching processes with offspring $\Delta = D^* - 1$, this in particular implies that $E[\Delta] < \infty$. We now investigate the case where $E[\Delta] = \infty$, in which the continuous-time branching process may explode in finite time. We will make the stronger assumption that $E[\Delta^{1+\varepsilon}] = \infty$ for some $\delta > 0$. We call a continuous-time branching process for which $\lim_{m \to \infty} T_m = \infty < \infty$ a.s. explosive, and one where $\lim_{m \to \infty} T_m = \infty$ a.s. conservative. The main goal of this section is to investigate when continuous-time branching processes are explosive and conservative, and then study the properties of first-passage percolation on $\text{CM}_n(D)$ when they are. We stick to the setting of i.i.d. degrees in this section, since we will rely on Proposition 2.43 that produces a very strong coupling result of the size-biased reordering of the degrees in $\text{CM}_n(D)$ to i.i.d. random variables in this setting.

**Exponential edge-weights: explosion of Bellman-Harris processes.** The results are simplest in the case of exponential life-times, with which we start. In Section 3.3, we have seen that the $m$th split time $T_m$ for a Bellman-Harris process is given by
\[
T_m = \sum_{j=1}^m E_j/S_j,
\]
where $S_j = \sum_{i=1}^j \Delta_i - (i - 1)$ and $(E_j)_{j \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1. There, we have assumed that $E[\Delta^{1+\varepsilon}] < \infty$ for some $\varepsilon > 0$. In Theorem 3.15, the condition on $\Delta$ was weakened to $E[\Delta \log(\Delta) + ] < \infty$ (see also Theorem 3.20). We now investigate cases where $E[\Delta] = \infty$, for which it is possible that $\lim_{m \to \infty} T_m = \infty < \infty$
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a.s. This means that the continuous-time branching process explodes in finite time, i.e., after a finite amount of time, there are infinitely many alive individuals. The following theorem gives a precise condition when this can occur:

**Theorem 3.28 (Finite explosion time).** A Bellman-Harris process with offspring $\Delta$ almost surely explodes in finite time with explosion time given by

$$T_\infty = \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \frac{E_j}{S_j} < \infty \quad \text{a.s.}$$

precisely when $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 1) = 1$ and the probability generating function $G_\Delta$ of the offspring distribution $\Delta$ satisfies that there exists $\delta > 0$ such that

$$\int_0^{\delta} \frac{1}{1 - \mathbb{E}[e^{-t(\Delta - 1)}]} ds < \infty.$$}

The Bellman-Harris process with offspring $\Delta$ satisfying (3.6.3) can also have a finite explosion time when $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 1) < 1$, but then only on the event of survival. Theorem 3.28 also has implications for age-dependent branching processes:

**Exercise 3.31 (Explosion time for age-dependent branching process).** Show that if the life-time $Y$ satisfies that there exists an $a > 0$ such that $Y \leq aE$, then also the age-dependent branching process with life-time $Y$ explodes in finite time when (3.6.3) holds.

**Proof of Theorem 3.28.** Note that (3.6.3) and $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 1) = 1$ imply that $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 2) > 0$. Indeed, when $\mathbb{P}(\Delta = 1) = 1$, then $\mathbb{E}[e^{-t(\Delta - 1)}] = 1$, and thus (3.6.3) fails to hold.

The birth times $m \mapsto T_m$ are increasing in $m$, and thus it suffices to prove that

$$\mathbb{E}\left[\sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \frac{E_j}{S_j}\right] < \infty.$$  

For this, we compute that by independence of $E_j$ and $S_j$,

$$\mathbb{E}\left[\sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \frac{E_j}{S_j}\right] = \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \mathbb{E}\left[\frac{1}{S_j}\right].$$

We rewrite, for any $\delta > 0$,

$$\mathbb{E}\left[\frac{1}{S_j}\right] = \int_{0}^{\delta} \mathbb{E}[e^{-tS_j}] dt + \mathbb{E}\left[e^{-\delta S_j}/S_j\right].$$

Using $S_j = 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{j}(\Delta_i - 1) \geq 1$, the contribution of the second term is bounded by

$$\sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \mathbb{E}\left[e^{-\delta S_j}/S_j\right] \leq \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \mathbb{E}\left[e^{-\delta S_j}\right] \leq \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \left(\mathbb{E}[e^{-\delta(\Delta - 1)}]\right)^{j} \leq 1/(1 - \mathbb{E}[e^{-\delta(\Delta - 1)}]) < \infty,$$

since $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 1) = 1$ implies that $S_j \geq 1$ a.s. for every $j \geq 1$. Further, $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 1) = 1$ and $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 2) > 0$ imply that $\mathbb{E}[e^{-\delta(\Delta - 1)}] < 1.$
In a similar way, again using that $S_j = 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{j} (\Delta_i - 1)$, we compute the contribution of the first term as

$$\sum_{j=1}^{\infty} \int_0^{\delta} \mathbb{E}[e^{-tS_j}] dt = \int_0^{\delta} \sum_{j=1}^{\infty} e^{-t} \left( \mathbb{E}[e^{-t(\Delta-1)}] \right)^j dt$$

(3.6.8)

$$= \int_0^{\delta} \frac{e^{-t} \mathbb{E}[e^{-t(\Delta-1)}]}{1 - \mathbb{E}[e^{-t(\Delta-1)}]} dt.$$ 

By assumption, this is finite. Since $\mathbb{E}[T_{\infty}] < \infty$, certainly $T_{\infty} < \infty$ a.s. $\square$

**General edge-weights: explosion of age-dependent processes.** We next investigate two related theorems for age-dependent branching processes by Grey [141]. There, also examples are presented of explosive settings. Interestingly, age-dependent branching process with offspring distribution with power-law tails with exponent $\tau - 2$ (as we will be interested in below) are explosive for some life-time distribution $Y$ for all $\tau \in (2, 3)$ or for none. There are, however, also life-time distributions for which the continuous-time branching process is not explosive:

**Theorem 3.29 (Infinite explosion time age-dependent branching processes).** For every $\Delta$ with $\mathbb{E}[\Delta] = \infty$, there exists a non-negative random variable $Y$ such that the age-dependent branching process with offspring $\Delta$ and life-time $Y$ does not explode in finite time.

Of course, the easiest example is when there exists a $\varepsilon > 0$ such that $\mathbb{P}(Y \leq \varepsilon) = 0$:

**Exercise 3.32 (Conservative age-dependent branching processes with infinite mean).** Show that if the life-time $Y$ satisfies that there exists an $\varepsilon > 0$ such that $\mathbb{P}(Y \leq \varepsilon) = 0$, then the age-dependent branching process is conservative.

We next investigate the precise condition on the behavior of $F_Y(t)$ for small $t$ that guarantee explosion in the case of infinite-mean continuous-time branching processes where even a moment smaller than 1 is infinite. Grey [141] gives the following examples. When $F_Y(t) = e^{-k/t^\beta}$ for $k, \beta > 0$, the continuous-time branching process is explosive. When, on the other hand, $F_Y(t) = e^{-ke^{-1/t}}$ for $k > 0$, the continuous-time branching process is conservative. We see that the tails of $F_Y(t)$ for small $t$ need to be pretty small for the continuous-time branching process to become conservative!

We next discuss some more recent results that show more clearly where the boundary between explosion and conservation lies. We follow Amini, Devroye, Griffiths and Olver [18]. They observed that there is a rather obvious necessary condition for explosion, of which we will see that it is also close to optimal. Let $Y_k$ be the minimum weight edge at level $k$ in the tree. Then the sum of weights along any infinite path is certainly at least $\sum_{k \geq 0} Y_k$. We say that a fixed weighted tree is *min-summable* if $\sum_{k \geq 0} Y_k$ is bounded. We conclude that when a tree is not min-summable, it cannot have an exploding path and thus is conservative. This turns out to be close to an *if and only if* statement, which is quite surprising. We introduce some further notation to state the main result from [18].

We call an offspring distribution $\Delta$ *plump* when $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq m^{1+\varepsilon}) \geq 1/m$ for some $\varepsilon > 0$ and all $m$ sufficiently large. This is closely related to the fact that $\mathbb{E}[\Delta^{1-\delta}] = \infty$ for some $\delta > 0$:
Exercise 3.33 (Plump and strongly infinite mean). Show that $\Delta$ is plump when $\mathbb{E}[\Delta^{1-\delta}] = \infty$ for some $\delta > 0$.

The main result of Amini, Devroye, Griffiths and Olver [18] is as follows:

**Theorem 3.30** (Explosion vs. conservation of age-dependent branching processes). Let $\Delta$ be a plump offspring distribution, and assume that $m_0$ is such that $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq m^{1+\varepsilon}) \geq 1/m$ for all $m \geq m_0$. Let $h_k$ be defined by $h_1 = m_0$, and

$$h_{k+1} = [1 - F_b]^{-1}(1/h_k).$$

Then, the age-dependent branching process with life-time distribution $Y$ and offspring distribution $\Delta$ is explosive if and only if

$$\sum_{k \geq 1} F_Y^{-1}(1/h_k) < \infty.$$

In the case where $[1 - F_\Delta](x) \sim cx^{-\alpha}$ (for example, for $\Delta = D^*-1$ in the configuration model, where the degree distribution satisfies $1 - F_D(x) \sim cx^{-(\tau-1)}$, for which $\alpha = \tau - 2$), we see that $h_k \sim \alpha^{-k}$. Then, it is not hard to see that (3.6.10) occurs precisely when

$$\int_{1/\varepsilon}^\infty F_Y(e^{-t})^\frac{1}{t} \, dt < \infty.$$

See the exercise below. In particular, this condition does not depend on the precise powerlaw $\alpha$, as already observed by Komjáthy [200], to which we refer for a much more extensive discussion:

**Exercise 3.34** (Integral condition explosion). Show that (3.6.10) is equivalent to (3.6.11) when $\Delta$ satisfies $[1 - F_\Delta](x) \sim cx^{-\alpha}$.

Let us give some intuition behind the proof of Theorem 3.30. Let the offspring distribution $\Delta$ satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2.4, and assume that $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 1) = 1$. Then, $\alpha^k \log(Z_k)$ converges a.s. to a positive limit. Thus, we can only have explosion when $\sum_{k \geq 1} \min_{i \leq \alpha^{-k}} Y_{k,i} < \infty$, where $(Y_{n,i})_{i,n \geq 1}$ is an infinite array of i.i.d. copies of the weight distribution $Y$. Amini, Devroye, Griffiths and Olver [18] show that this sum is finite precisely when (3.6.10) holds. The finiteness of this sum actually does not depend on the precise value of $\alpha$.

We can construct a ‘greedy’ path from the maximal degree vertex in generation $l$ for some large $l$ by each time taking the vertex with the maximal degree amongst the offspring of the present vertex. Let $Z'_k \leq Z_k$ denote the offspring of the individual in the $(k-1)$st generation constructed this way. Then also $\log(Z'_k)$ is of the order $\alpha^{-k}$ (recall the intuition around (2.5.14) for this). By a minor adaptation of this argument, we can see that we can also construct a path along vertices with degree $b^k$ as well as very small weight of the order $F_Y^{-1}(b^{-k})$, both for some $b > 1$. This sum is again finite precisely when (3.6.10) holds. See Amini, Devroye, Griffiths and Olver [18, Algorithm FINDPATH on Page 1878] for the precise ‘greedy’ construction of an exploding path.

**Exercise 3.35** (Example explosion). Assume that $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 1) = 1$, and let $[1 - F_\Delta](x) \sim cx^{-\alpha}(1+o(1))$ as $x \to \infty$ for some $\alpha \in (0,1)$. Show that when $F_Y(t) = e^{-k/\beta}$ for $k, \beta > 0$, the continuous-time branching process is explosive.
Exercise 3.36 (Example conservation). Assume that $\mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 1) = 1$, and let $[1 - F_{\Delta}](x) \sim c x^{-\alpha}(1 + o(1))$ as $x \to \infty$ for some $\alpha \in (0, 1)$. For which $k, \beta > 0$ is the age-dependent branching process with edge-weight distribution $F_{\gamma}(t) = e^{-\kappa t^{1/\beta}}$ conservative?

3.6.2. Scale-free configuration models with exponential edge-weights. Having studied continuous-time branching processes in the range where the offspring distribution has infinite $(1 - \varepsilon)$th moment, we now turn to random graphs. The relevant setting is when $\tau \in (2, 3)$, as then any $p$th moment of $D^* - 1$ with $p > \tau - 2$ is infinite. We start with the configuration model and exponentially distributed the edge-weights, where the results are the most precise, as proved with Bhamidi and Hooghiemstra [41]:

Theorem 3.31 (Precise asymptotics for $\tau \in (2, 3)$). Consider the configuration model $\text{CM}_{n}(D)$ with i.i.d. degrees having distribution $F_D$ satisfying $\mathbb{P}(D = 1) = 0$, and satisfying that there exists $\tau \in (2, 3)$ and $0 < c_1 \leq c_2 < \infty$ such that, for all $x \geq 0$,

$$c_1 x^{-(\tau - 1)} \leq 1 - F_D(x) \leq c_2 x^{-(\tau - 1)}.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6.12)

Then, there exists a random variable $Q$ such that

$$C_n \xrightarrow{d} Q, \quad \frac{H_n - \alpha \log n}{\sqrt{\alpha \log n}} \xrightarrow{d} Z,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6.13)

where $\alpha = \frac{2(\tau - 2)}{\tau - 1} \in (0, 1)$, $Z$ has a standard normal distribution and

$$Q = Q_1 + Q_2,$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6.14)

where $Q_1, Q_2$ are two independent copies of a random variable which is the explosion time of the infinite-mean Markovian continuous-time branching process.

Theorem 3.31 shows that we can travel between pairs of vertices with a bounded travel time, irrespective of how large the graph is. Thus, the flow is extremely efficient. The number of edges in the smallest-weight path is much larger than typical shortest paths, which by Theorem 2.30 consist of $2 \log \log n / |\log(\tau - 2)|$ edges instead of the $\alpha \log n$ edges in Theorem 3.31. Thus, it pays off to make a long detour to avoid edges with high weights.

Let us now describe the random variables $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ in some more detail, using Theorem 3.28. Define $S_i$ recursively by $S_0 = D$ and $S_i = S_{i-1} + D_i^* - 2$, where $(D_i^*)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. Then, $(S_i)_{i \geq 0}$ is a random walk starting in $D$ with step distribution $D^* - 2 \geq 0$. In particular, when (3.6.12) holds for some $\tau \in (2, 3)$, then $D^*$ is in the domain of attraction of a $(\tau - 2)$-stable random variable. Therefore, $\mathbb{E}[(D^*)^p] = \infty$ for all $p \geq \tau - 2$. In terms of this random variable, we have the description

$$Q_1 = \sum_{j \geq 1} E_j / S_j.$$  \hspace{1cm} (3.6.15)

When $D^*$ is in the domain of attraction of a $(\tau - 2)$-stable random variable, $\mathbb{E}[Q_1] < \infty$. Indeed, then it can be shown that $\mathbb{E}[S_j] \sim j^{1/(\tau - 2)}$ and $1/(\tau - 2) > 1$, recall also (3.6.4). Comparing to Theorem 3.28, we see that $Q_1$ is the explosion time of a two-stage Markov continuous-time branching process, where the offspring in the first generation is equal to $D$ and the offspring in all other generations is equal to $D^* - 1$.

Theorem 3.31, combined with the result on graph distances in Theorem 2.30, raises the question what the universality classes are for first-passage percolation on $\text{CM}_{n}(D)$.
with infinite-variance degrees. Indeed, contrary to the setting of finite-variance degrees in Theorem 3.21, we can show that there are continuous edge-weight distributions for which the hopcount and weight-distance scale like \( \log \log n \):

**Exercise 3.37** (Infinite variance degrees and another universality class). Consider the configuration model \( CM_n(d) \) where the degrees satisfy the conditions in Theorem 2.30. Let the edge weights be equal to \( (1 + E)_{e \in E(CM_n(d))} \). Use Theorem 2.30 to show that, whp, \( C_n \leq 4(1 + \varepsilon) \log \log n / |\log(\tau - 2)| \). Use this, in turn, to show that \( H_n \leq 4(1 + \varepsilon) \log \log n / |\log(\tau - 2)| \).

Exercise 3.37 shows that there are at least two universality classes for first-passage percolation on the configuration model with \( \tau \in (2, 3) \). We now explore such universality classes in more detail, also significantly improving upon the result in Exercise 3.37.

### 3.6.3. Explosion vs. conservation in scale-free configuration models.

We next consider the general first-passage percolation problem on \( CM_n(D) \) with i.i.d. degrees having infinite variance, and investigate the behavior of the weight-distance between two uniformly chosen vertices in the explosive and conservative cases, respectively. We follow the work with Baroni and Komjáthy [29], whose main result is the following:

**Theorem 3.32** (Explosion vs. conservation for scale-free configuration models with general edge-weights). Consider the configuration model \( CM_n(D) \) with i.i.d. degrees having distribution \( F_D \) satisfying \( \mathbb{P}(D = 1) = 0 \), and satisfy that there exists \( \tau \in (2, 3) \) and \( 0 < c_1 \leq c_2 < \infty \) such that (3.6.12) holds.

(a) When the age-dependent branching process with life-time distribution \( Y \) and offspring distribution \( D^* - 1 \) is explosive,

\[
C_n \xrightarrow{d} Q_1 + Q_2,
\]

where \( Q_1, Q_2 \) are two independent copies of the explosion time of the age-dependent unimodular branching process with distribution \( D \).

(a) When, on the other hand, the age-dependent branching process with life-time distribution \( Y \) and offspring distribution \( D^* - 1 \) is conservative,

\[
C_n \xrightarrow{p} \infty.
\]

Theorem 3.32 is proved with Baroni and Komjáthy in [29]. We next sketch some intuition behind the proof of Theorem 3.32. Recall that Proposition 2.43 shows that whp we can couple \( n^\rho \) forward degrees \( \Delta_m \) to \( n^\rho \) i.i.d. random variables having distribution \( \Delta = D^* - 1 \). For \( i \in \{1, 2\} \), let \( T_m^{i,n} \) denote the time for vertex \( U_i \) to find the \((i + 1)\)st closest vertex to it (so that \( T_m^{0,n} = 0 \). The above coupling implies that \( T_m^{i,n} \) in the graph can be coupled whp to \( T_m^{i} \) for the continuous-time branching process. Now, when \( m = n^\rho \) for \( \rho \) small, the two smallest-weight graphs will whp be disjoint. Indeed, recall Lemma 2.12, where a similar statement is proved for the graph-distance balls of size \( m = o(n/d_{\max}) = o(n^{(\tau - 2)/(\tau - 1)}) \) (recall (2.2.21)). Thus, taking \( \rho < (\tau - 2)/(\tau - 1) \) and \( m_n = n^\rho \), this proves that the stated disjointness occurs whp.

The coupling result immediately implies the lower bounds. Indeed, when the two smallest-weight graphs are disjoint, and whp,

\[
C_n \geq T_m^{(1,n)} + T_m^{(2,n)} = T_m^{(1)} + T_m^{(2)},
\]
the latter by the successful coupling. In the conservative setting, \( T^{(1)}_{m_n} \xrightarrow{p} \infty \), proving the claim. Further, in the explosive setting, \( (T^{(1)}_{m_n}, T^{(2)}_{m_n}) \xrightarrow{p} (Q_1, Q_2) \), which are two i.i.d. copies of the explosion times of the continuous-time branching process approximation of the smallest-weight graph.

What remains is the upper bound on \( C_n \) in terms of \( T^{(1,n)}_{m_n} + T^{(2,n)}_{m_n} \). We prove in [29] that whp there exists a path connecting the two smallest-weight graphs of weight at most \( \varepsilon \) for any \( \varepsilon > 0 \). This can be understood by noting that the maximal forward degree of the two smallest-weight graphs grows like \( m_1^{1/(\Gamma-2)} \), which is quite large. We can perform a percolation argument, by only considering paths that use edges with edge-weight at most \( \varepsilon \). We discuss such percolation models in more detail in the next chapter. For now, it suffices to mention that such a percolated configuration model is again a configuration model with slightly smaller degrees. When \( \varepsilon > 0 \), we keep a positive proportion of the edges of high-degree vertices, so that even after percolation, the maximal degree is still of the order \( m_1^{1/(\Gamma-2)} \). From such a vertex, we can reach the vertex with maximal percolated degree (the degree of which is of order \( n^{1/(\Gamma-1)} \)) in a bounded number of steps (recall the argument right below Lemma 2.31). Thus, its weight will be at most a bounded multiple times \( \varepsilon \), as required. This explains how Theorem 3.32 is proved.

In the conservative case, we do not know how the weight-distance \( C_n \) scales precisely:

**Open Problem 3.2** (Determine the scaling of the weight-distance in conservative setting). How does the weight-distance \( C_n \) between two uniformly chosen vertices scale for infinite-variance configuration models with conservative edge weights?

Amini, Devroye, Griffiths and Olver [18, Page 1871], combined with the ideas above, do prove the lower bound that, whp,

\[
C_n \geq 2 \sum_{k=1}^{n} F^{-1}_Y(e^{-2k}).
\]

The power 2 is irrelevant here, as any power gives the same asymptotics in \( n \). Also, we can replace \( n \) by any power \( n^a \) with \( a > 0 \), at the expense of a small correction. The lower bound in (3.6.19) follows directly from (3.6.18). We expect that (3.6.19) is sharp up to leading order (for which a proof is so far missing). Open Problem 3.2 is more about the random fluctuations in \( C_n \) in the conservative setting.

Theorem 3.31 contains results about the weight-distance \( C_n \), but not on the number of edges in the optimal path \( H_n \). In general, we do not know how the number of edges in the optimal path \( H_n \) scales for the configuration model with infinite-variance degrees:

**Open Problem 3.3** (Determine the scaling of the number of edges in optimal paths). How does the number of edges \( H_n \) in the smallest-weight path between two uniformly chosen vertices scale for configuration models with infinite-variance degrees? When does \( H_n \) satisfy a central limit theorem?
Note that we lack results both in the explosive as well as in the conservative settings. The only example where we do know how $H_n$ scales is the case of exponential edge-weights, which is explosive. Indeed, by (3.6.13) in Theorem 3.31, we know that $H_n$ scales like $\log n$ with variance also of order $\log n$ for exponential edge weights. Does this extend to general edge weights with a positive density at 0? Since optimal paths in this case mainly use edges with rather small edge weights (as this corresponds to the explosive setting), one might believe that indeed a central limit theorem holds for such edge weight. For other edge-weights, on the other hand, we do not know.

With Baroni and Komjáthy [29], we also study a particular example of conservative continuous-time branching processes, namely, a case where $Y = 1 + X$ for some non-negative random variable $X$ for which $\text{infsupp}(X) = 0$ (recall Exercise 3.37). There, it is also shown that

$$\frac{C_n}{\log \log n} \xrightarrow{p} \frac{2}{|\log (\tau - 2)|},$$

which is quite surprising. Indeed, apparently there are so many paths containing roughly $2 \log \log n/|\log (\tau - 2)|$ edges, as for the shortest path, that one of these paths is such that it also has a small weight. We can thus view results as in (3.6.20) as quantifying the proliferation of shortest paths. We next investigate this case further, and also investigate the number of edges in the smallest-weight path $H_n$. Recall that both Theorem 3.31 and Theorem 3.21 show central limit theorems for the number of edges in optimal paths. We now discuss that such a central limit theorem does not hold for $Y = 1 + X$.

### 3.6.4. Scale-free configuration models conservative edge-weights: an example

We understand the setting of conservative edge weights much less well. As a result, we follow an example-based approach, where we investigate certain special cases. We already briefly discussed the setting where $Y = 1 + X$ and $\text{infsupp}(X) = 0$ in [29]. With Baroni and Komjáthy, we have taken his problem up again in [28], where a rather precise scaling result was proved as summarized in the following theorem:

**Theorem 3.33 (Weight-distances in conservative configuration model with $\tau \in (2, 3)$).**

Consider the configuration model $\text{CM}_n(D)$ with i.i.d. degrees having distribution $F_D$ satisfying (3.6.12) for some $\tau \in (2, 3)$ and $0 < c_1 \leq c_2 < \infty$, and that $\mathbb{P}(D = 1) = 0$. Let the edge distribution be given by $Y = 1 + X$, where $X$ has a continuous distribution on $[0, \infty)$ for which $\text{infsupp}(X) = 0$.

(a) When the age-dependent branching process with life-time distribution $X$ and offspring distribution $D^* - 1$ is explosive,

$$C_n - \frac{2 \log \log n}{|\log (\tau - 2)|}$$

is a tight sequence of random variables.

(b) When, on the other hand, the age-dependent branching process with life-time distribution $X$ and offspring distribution $D^* - 1$ is conservative,

$$C_n - \frac{2 \log \log n}{|\log (\tau - 2)|} \xrightarrow{p} \infty.$$

The conservative result is quite easy to see. Indeed, denoting $C_n^X$ for the weight-distance between $U_1$ and $U_2$ when the edge-weights are i.i.d. from the distribution $X$, it
holds (see Exercise 3.38 below)

\[(3.6.23) \quad C_n^Y = C_n^{i+x} \geq C_n^i + C_n^X = \text{dist}_{CM_n(d)}(U_1, U_2) + C_n^X.\]

**Exercise 3.38** (Edge-weights that are sums). *Show that* \(C_n^{X+Y} \geq C_n^X + C_n^Y\) *when* \(X, Y\) *are non-negative edge weights.*

Recall Theorem 2.30, and the discussion below it about the recent work with Komjáthy [170]. The latter proves that \(\text{dist}_{CM_n(d)}(U_1, U_2) - 2 \log \log n / (\log (\tau - 2))\) is tight, and, by assumption, \(C_n^X \overset{p}{\rightarrow} \infty\). This shows (3.6.22).

The statement in (3.6.21) is much more subtle. It heavily relies on the precise condition for explosion of age-dependent branching processes in Theorem 3.30 (recall also (3.6.11)). For an edge \(e\) consisting of half-edges \(x\) and \(y\), we bound \(Y_e = 1 + X_e \leq 1 + X_x + X_y\), where \(X_x = X_e\) and \(X_y\) is an independent copy of \(X\). Thus, we can think of each edge consisting of 1 plus edge-weights along each of the half-edges. The argument makes crucial use of a degree-dependent percolation argument. For a half-edge \(x\) incident to a vertex of degree \(d\), we keep the half-edge when \(X_x \leq \xi(d)\), where the threshold \(\xi(d)\) is chosen appropriately. We choose \(\xi(d)\) such that the degree distribution after removal of half-edges \(x\) with edge-weight \(X_x \leq \xi(d)\) incident to vertices of degree \(d\), still satisfies (3.6.12) with the same \(\tau\). We know that there exists a nearly shortest-path for which the degree of the \(k\)th vertex is roughly \((\tau - 2)^{-k}\). This informally suggests that an upper bound of the form

\[(3.6.24) \quad C_n^X \leq \text{dist}_{G'}(U_1, U_2) + 2 \sum_k \xi((\tau - 2)^{-k})\]

holds, where \(G'\) is the degree-percolated graph. Since the degree distribution of this graph still satisfies (3.6.12) with the same \(\tau\), again \(\text{dist}_{G'}(U_1, U_2) - 2 \log \log n / (\log (\tau - 2))\) is tight. When (3.6.21) holds, we can also choose \(\xi(d)\) such that \(\xi((\tau - 2)^{-k})\) is summable. Together, these two ingredients explain (3.6.21). We refer to [29] for more details.

### 3.7. Further results for first-passage percolation

In this section, we review some further results for first-passage percolation on the complete graph as well as on random graphs. We will heuristically explain the results, but will not give their complete proofs. In Section 3.7.1 we discuss further results for first-passage percolation on the complete graph, and in Section 3.7.2 we discuss further results for first-passage percolation on random graphs.

#### 3.7.1. Related results for weighted structures on the complete graph.

In this section, we discuss a number of extensions of the results in Section 3.2. We start by discussing what is known when the edge-weight distributions are not exponential.

**The complete graph with positive powers of exponential edge weights.** We start by studying a particular example of first-passage percolation on the complete graph with edge-weights having a distribution different from the exponential distribution. We work on the complete graph with vertex set \([n] = \{1, \ldots, n\}\) and edge set \(E_n = \{ij \mid i, j \in [n], i \neq j\}\). Each edge \(e\) is given weight \(l_e = (E_e)^s\) for some fixed \(s > 0\), where \((E_e)_{e \in E_n}\) are i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean 1. For a fixed \(s \in \mathbb{R}^+\), we are interested in statistics of the optimal path, in particular, in the asymptotics for the weight and hopcount of the optimal path as \(n \to \infty\). When \(s = 1\), we retrieve the exponential
weights studied in great detail before, and our interest lies in investigating whether the change in edge-weight distribution changes the minimal-weight topology of the graph.

To state the results, we start by setting up some notation. Let \((E_j)_{j \geq 1}\) be i.i.d. mean 1 exponential random variables. Define the random variables \(Y_i\) by the equation

\[
P_i = \left( \sum_{j=1}^{i} E_j \right)^s.
\]

Let \(PP\) be the above point process, i.e.,

\[
PP = (P_1, P_2, \ldots).
\]

Now consider the continuous-time branching process where at time \(t = 0\) we start with one vertex (called the root or the original ancestor), each vertex \(v\) lives forever, and has an offspring distribution \(PP(v) \sim PP\) as in (3.7.2) independent of every other vertex. Let \((BP_t)_{t \geq 0}\) denote the continuous-time branching process with the above offspring distribution.

Let us first investigate some of the properties of this continuous-time branching process. Let \(\lambda = \lambda(s)\) be the Malthusian parameter in Definition 3.14, which determines the rate of exponential growth of this model. Indeed, by Theorem 3.15, there exists a strictly positive random variable \(W\) such that

\[
e^{-\lambda t} |BP(t)| \overset{a.s.}{\longrightarrow} W.
\]

The constant \(\lambda\) satisfies the equation

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ \int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda t} PP(dt) \right] = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \mathbb{E}(e^{-\lambda P_i}) = 1.
\]

In this case, since \(P_i^{1/s}\) has a Gamma-distribution with parameter \(i\), we can explicitly compute that

\[
\sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \mathbb{E}(e^{-\lambda P_i}) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \int_0^\infty \frac{y^{i-1} e^{-y} e^{-\lambda y^s}}{(i-1)!} dy
\]

\[
= \int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y^s} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \frac{y^{i-1}}{(i-1)!} e^{-y} \right) dy
\]

\[
= \int_0^\infty e^{-\lambda y^s} dy = \lambda^{-1/s} \Gamma(1 + 1/s),
\]

so that

\[
\lambda = \lambda(s) = \Gamma(1 + 1/s)^s.
\]

In the next theorem, we investigate \(H_n\) and \(C_n\) in this setting:

**THEOREM 3.34** (The weight of and edges in the smallest-weight path). Consider first-passage percolation on the complete graph with i.i.d. edge-weights with distribution \(E^s\), where \(E\) has an exponential distribution with mean 1 and \(s > 0\). Then, as \(n \to \infty\),

\[
\left( \frac{H_n - s \log n}{\sqrt{s^2 \log n}}, n^s C_n - \frac{1}{\lambda} \log n \right) \overset{d}{\longrightarrow} (Z, Q),
\]
where $Z$ has a standard normal distribution, and

$$Q \equiv \frac{1}{\lambda} \left( -\log W^{(1)} - \log W^{(2)} - \Lambda - \log (1/s) \right),$$

where $\Lambda$ is a standard Gumbel random variable independent of $W^{(1)}$ and $W^{(2)}$, and $W^{(1)}$ and $W^{(2)}$ are two independent copies of the random variable $W$ appearing in (3.7.3).

Theorem 3.34 shows that the behavior of $H_n$ and $C_n$ on the complete graph is quite universal. Indeed, $H_n$ always satisfies a central limit theorem with mean and variance proportional to $\log n$. Further, let $u_n = F^{-1}_y(1/n)$ denote the typical size of a minimal edge-weight from a vertex, then $C_n/u_n$ is of order $\log n$ with proportionality constant $1/\lambda$, and $\lambda$ the Mathusian parameter of the corresponding continuous-time branching process approximation of local neighborhoods, and the difference $C_n/u_n - (1/\lambda) \log n$ converges in distribution. The limiting random variable even has the same shape as for first-passage percolation on the configuration model in (3.5.7) in Theorem 3.21. These results suggest that if a continuous-time branching process approximation of the local neighborhood exploration holds, then the limiting distributions of the hopcount and weight of the smallest-weight path behave rather universally.

The proof of Theorem 3.34 relies on a continuous-time branching process approximation of the neighborhoods of the starting and end vertices $U_1$ and $U_2$. Similar ideas play a role as in the proof of Theorem 3.21.

**The complete graph with negative powers of exponential edge-weights.** It may seem from the above analysis that first-passage percolation on the complete graph always leads to a continuous-time branching process problem. We next study an example where this is not the case. We study the complete graph with i.i.d. edge weights $E^s_{ij}$, $1 \leq i \leq j \leq n$. Thus, compared to the discussion in the previous section, we have replaced $s$ there by $-s$ here, and we study the $s > 0$ regime. For fixed $s > 0$, define the function

$$g_s(x) = \frac{x^{s+1}}{(x-1)^s}, \quad x \geq 2. \tag{3.7.9}$$

Observe that, for $0 < s \leq 1$, the function $g_s(x)$, $x \geq 2$, is increasing, while for $s > 1$, the function is strictly convex with unique minimum at $x = s + 1$. We are interested in minimizing this function only on the space $\mathbb{Z}_+$, the set of positive integers. Then, there is a sequence of values $s = s_j$, $j \geq 2$, for which the minimum integer of $g_s$ is not unique. From the equation $g_s(j) = g_s(j+1)$ and the bounds $j-1 < s < j$, it is not hard to verify that

$$s_j = \frac{\log(1 + j^{-1})}{\log(1 + (j^2 - 1)^{-1})} \in (j-1, j), \quad j = 2, 3, \ldots. \tag{3.7.10}$$

We will need to deal with these special points separately. When $s \notin \{s_2, \ldots\}$, then there is a unique integer which minimizes the function $g_s(x)$ on $\mathbb{Z}_+$. Let $S = \{s_2, \ldots\}$.

**Theorem 3.35 (Hopcount and weight asymptotics).** Consider first-passage percolation on the complete graph with i.i.d. edge weights with distribution $E^{-s}$, where $E$ has an exponential distribution with mean 1 and $s > 0$.

For $s \notin S$, let $k = k^*(s) \in \{[s + 1], [s + 1]\}$ denote the unique integer that minimizes the function defined in (3.7.9). Then, the hopcount $H_n = H_n(s) \xrightarrow{p} k^*(s)$ as $n \to \infty$, for
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and the optimal weight $W_n$, properly normalized, converges in distribution to a Gumbel distribution. More precisely, as $n \to \infty$, there exist constants $b_k$ such that

\[
\mathbb{P} \left( k - \frac{1}{s g_s(k)} (\log n)^s + \frac{k - 1}{2} \log \log n + b_k > t \right) \to e^{-e^t}.
\]

When $s \in S$, $\mathbb{P}(H_n \in \{\lceil s + 1 \rceil, \lfloor s + 1 \rfloor\}) \to 1$ and again a linear transformation of $C_n$ converges in distribution to a Gumbel random variable.

Theorem 3.35 states that the hopcount $H_n$ converges to the optimal value of the function $x \mapsto g_s(x)$ defined in (3.7.9), while the rescaled and re-centered minimal weight $C_n$ converges in distribution to a Gumbel distribution. We can intuitively understand this as follows. For fixed $k$, the minimal path of length $k$ is similar to an independent minimum of copies of sums of $k$ random variables $E^{-s}$. The number of independent copies is equal to the number of disjoint paths between vertices 1 and $n$, which is close to $n^{k-1}$. While on the complete graph, the appearing paths do not have independent weights, the paths that are particularly short are almost independent, which forms the crux of the proof. Due to the fact that the random variables are close to independent, extreme value ideas can be applied.

The following series of exercises shows that $H_n$ is tight:

**Exercise 3.39 (Minimum of independent inverse powers of exponentials)**. Let $(E_i)_{i \in [n]}$ be a sequence of i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter 1. Show that

\[
(\log n)^s \min_{i \in [n]} E_i^{-s} \xrightarrow{p} 1.
\]

Conclude that the minimal edge weight $Y_{\min}$ for first-passage percolation on the random graph with i.i.d. edge weights with distribution $E^{-s}$ satisfies $(\log n)^s Y_{\min} \xrightarrow{p} 2^{-s}$.

**Exercise 3.40 (Minimum of independent sums of inverse powers of exponentials)**. Let $Y_i = E_{1i}^{-s} + E_{i2}^{-s}$ denote the edge weight of the two-step path between vertices 1 and 2 through the vertex $i$. Show that $(Y_i)_{i=3}^n$ are i.i.d. Further, show that $(\log n)^s \min_{i=3}^n Y_i \xrightarrow{p} 2^{s+1}$.

**Exercise 3.41 (Hopcount for inverse powers of exponentials)**. Use Exercises 3.39 and 3.40 to show that $\mathbb{P}(H_n \leq 2^{2s+1}) \to 1$.

Similar results as in Theorem 3.35 were proved in work with Eckhoff, Goodman and Nardi [117], but now in a setting where the edge-weights satisfy are equal to $E_{ij}^{s_n}$ for some $s_n \to 0$. Theorem 3.35 makes it clear that there is not a unique universality class for first-passage percolation on the complete graph. In the following paragraph, we make this picture more precise and state further open problems for this.

**Heavy-tailed edge-weights and relation to Poisson-weighted infinite tree.** In recent work with Eckhoff, Goodman and Nardi [118, 119], we investigated the problem of universality for first-passage percolation on the complete graph in a more fundamental way. Let us start by introducing some notation.

Suppose that the i.i.d. edge weights $Y_e$ have distribution function $F_Y$ with no atoms. Let $u \mapsto F_Y^{-1}(u)$ denote the inverse of the distribution function $F_Y$. The main assumption made in [118, 119] is that $u \mapsto u(F_Y^{-1}')(u)/F_Y^{-1}(u)$ is regularly varying with index $-\alpha$ as
Exercise 3.42 (Example of Theorem 3.36). Let \(\rho > 0, \alpha \in (0, 1)\). Take \(Y_e \overset{d}{=} \exp \left(-\frac{\rho e^{nE}}{\alpha} \right)\), i.e., \(F_Y(y) = \exp(-\frac{1}{\alpha} \log(\frac{\alpha}{\rho} \log(1/y)))\). Show that (3.7.13) holds and that \(s_n\) in (3.7.14) satisfies \(s_n = \rho n^\alpha\).

Exercise 3.42 highlights what kind of weights we should think about in Theorem 3.36. These are the weights that vary substantially, in the sense that the minimal weight incident to a vertex is much smaller than the second-smallest weight incident to it. Theorem 3.36 is proved in [119], while [118] shows that the local neighborhoods of vertices weakly converge to invasion percolation on the Poisson-weighted infinite tree. In invasion percolation, we add edges one by one according by taking the edge with minimal edge-weight incident to the current vertices. This is Prim’s algorithm for the minimal-spanning tree and is discussed in more detail in Section 4.8.6 due to its close relation to percolation on the complete graph.

In [119], we further conjecture that the universality classes of first-passage percolation on the complete graph are precisely given by settings as in (3.7.13). Further, it is proved that the setting where \(Y_e \overset{d}{=} E^{s_n}\) behave the same, at least when \(s_n = o(n^{1/3})\). Note, in this respect, the similarity between the scaling behavior for \(H_n\) in Theorem 3.36 (where \(s_n \to \infty\)) and that in Theorem 3.34 (where \(s_n = s\) is fixed instead). Indeed, when \(Y_e \overset{d}{=} E^{s_n}\), it is proved that we can take \(\phi_n = s_n\). The cases where \(s_n \to 0\) should correspond to those studied in [117], fixed \(s\) to those in Theorem 3.34, while \(s_n \to \infty\) with
\[ s_n = o(n^{1/3}) \] to Theorem 3.36. When \( s_n \gg n^{1/3} \), it is argued that the problem is even closer to the minimal-spanning tree, but rigorous results are missing:

**Open Problem 3.4 (Universality classes of first-passage percolation on the complete graph).** Determine the universality classes of first-passage percolation on the complete graph by completing the program in [119].

**Multicast and Steiner trees on the complete graph.** We next discuss properties of the minimal-weight tree of a single vertex. For \( m \geq 1 \), let \( \text{SWG}_m \) denote the minimal-weight tree between vertex 1 and \( m \) other vertices in \([n] \setminus 1\) chosen uniformly at random conditioned to be distinct. Let \( C_n(m) \) denote its weight, and \( H_n(m) \) denote the number of edges in it. Here we focus on aspects of \( C_n(m) \). With Hooghiemstra and Van Mieghem [163], we have identified the mean of the weight of the multicast tree as

\[
E[C_n(m)] = \sum_{j=1}^{m} \frac{1}{n-j} \sum_{k=j}^{n-1} \frac{1}{k}.
\]

In particular,

\[
E[C_n(n-1)] = \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \frac{1}{k^2}.
\]

In a follow-up work [164], we extended the result is extended to a central limit theorem of the form

\[
\sqrt{n}(C_n(n-1) - \zeta(2)) \xrightarrow{d} \sigma Z,
\]

where \( \sigma^2 = 4\zeta(3) \approx 4.80823 \). A crucial ingredient in this analysis is the computation of the variance of \( W_n(n-1) \), which is explicitly given by

\[
\text{Var}(C_n(n-1)) = \frac{4}{n} \sum_{k=1}^{n-1} \frac{1}{k^3} + 4 \sum_{j=1}^{n-1} \frac{1}{j^3} \sum_{k=1}^{j} \frac{1}{k} - 5 \sum_{j=1}^{n-1} \frac{1}{j^4}.
\]

The fact that \( n \text{Var}(C_n(n-1)) \to 4\zeta(3) \) is non-trivial and amounts to carefully compute the arising sums.

The Steiner tree problem is the task of finding a minimum weight subtree containing all these vertices, where the weight of a tree is the sum of the weights of the edges it contains. The Steiner tree of size 2 is the smallest-weight path between the two vertices. For \( m \geq 3 \), however, the Steiner tree can be different from the multicast tree, since the Steiner tree minimizes the weight of the tree and is thus not necessarily equal to the union of smallest-weight paths. Let \( C_n^{(\text{Ste})}(m) \) denote the weight of the Steiner tree of size \( m \) on the complete graph with exponential edge weights. Bollobás, Gamarnik, Riordan and Sudakov [54], show that, with \( w_n(m) = (m-1)(\log(n/m))/n \)

\[
\frac{1}{w_n(m)} C_n^{(\text{Ste})}(m) \xrightarrow{p} 1.
\]
With Hooghiemstra and Van Mieghem [163], we show the following analogous result for the multicast tree, namely, for all \(m = O(n^a)\) with \(a < 1\),
\[
\mathbb{E}[C_n(m)] = \frac{m}{n} \log \frac{n}{m+1} + O(n^{2(a-1)} \log n).
\]

**Exercise 3.43 (Comparison Steiner and multicast trees).** Show that (3.7.21) and (3.7.22) imply that also
\[
\frac{1}{w_n(m)} W_n(m) \xrightarrow{p} 1.
\]

3.7.2. Related results for first-passage percolation on random graphs. In this section, we discuss related results for first-passage percolation on random graphs. We start by reviewing results on extremal functionals for first-passage percolation on random graphs with exponential edge weights.

**Extremal functionals for configuration model with exponential edge-weights.** We investigate extremal functionals on weighted configuration models. We study the limits of the weight-flooding and -diameter, as well as the hopcount-flooding and -diameter in the case of random regular graphs. We start with the weight-flooding and -diameter.

In order to state our main result, we need the following notation. Recall from (2.2.16) that
\[
p_k = \mathbb{P}(D^* - 1 = k)
\]
denotes the asymptotic forward degree distribution in CM\(_n(d)\). Let \(\eta^*\) denote the extinction probability of the branching process with offspring distribution \(D^* - 1\), and recall that \(\eta^* < 1\) precisely when \(\mathbb{E}[D^* - 1] = \nu > 1\). Let \(\mu^* = \mathbb{E}[(D^* - 1)(\eta^*)^{D^* - 2}] = G'_{D^* - 1}(\eta^*)\). The crucial object to describe the weight-flooding and -diameter in CM\(_n(d)\) is the following quantity:
\[
\Lambda(d) = d \mathbb{1}_{\{d \geq 3\}} + 2(1 - q_1) \mathbb{1}_{\{d = 2\}} + (1 - \mu^*) \mathbb{1}_{\{d = 1\}}.
\]
Recall that \(d_{\text{min}} = \min_{v \in [n]} d_v\) is the minimal degree. In terms of \(\Gamma(d)\), the weight-flooding and -diameter in CM\(_n(d)\) can be quantified as follows:

**Theorem 3.37 (Weight-diameter and flooding on CM).** Let CM\(_n(d)\) satisfy Condition 1.6(a)-(c), assume that \(p_{d_{\text{min}}} > 0\) and that \(\limsup_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E}[D_n^2] < \infty\) for some \(\varepsilon > 0\). Equip CM\(_n(d)\) with i.i.d. exponential edge weights with mean 1. Then, as \(n \to \infty\),
\[
\max_i C_n(i, 1) \leq \log n \xrightarrow{p} \frac{1}{\nu - 1} + \frac{1}{\Lambda(d_{\text{min}})},
\]
and
\[
\max_{i,j} C_n(i, j) \leq \log n \xrightarrow{p} \frac{1}{\nu - 1} + \frac{2}{\Lambda(d_{\text{min}})},
\]
where \(\Lambda(d)\) is defined in (3.7.24).

Theorem 3.37 is proved by Amini [16], see also Amini, Draief and Lelarge [14].

Theorem 3.37 can be best understood when \(d_{\text{min}} \geq 3\). In this case, \(\Lambda(d_{\text{min}}) = d_{\text{min}}\), and we see that the flooding is \(1/d_{\text{min}}\) larger than the typical weight as described in Theorem 3.7, while the diameter is \(2/d_{\text{min}}\) larger than the typical weight. This is similar to the situation for the complete graph in Theorem 3.1. Indeed, for \(i \in [n]\), let \(e \in E(\text{CM}_n(d))\)
denote the edges in $CM_n(d)$ and define $X_i = \min_{j: ij \in E(CM_n(d))} E_{ij}$, where $(E_{ij})_{ij \in E(CM_n(d))}$ are the exponential edge weights with mean 1. Then, for every $t > 0$,

\[(3.7.27) \quad P(X_i \geq t) = e^{-td_i},\]

so that, for every $a > 0$,

\[(3.7.28) \quad P(X_i \geq a \log n) = n^{-ad_i}.\]

Therefore, the expected number of vertices $i$ of degree $d$ with $X_i \geq a \log n$ is equal to $n_{\min} n^{-ad_i}$. As a result, for every $d$ such that $p_d > 0$, whp there exist vertices $i$ having degree $d$ and minimal edge-weight $X_i \geq a \log n$ when $a < 1/d$, but not when $a > 1/d$. The largest possible $a$ arises when $d = d_{\min}$ is as small as possible. We conclude that, under the conditions of the theorem, whp there exist vertices $i$ such that $X_i \geq a \log n$ when $a < 1/d_{\min}$, but not when $a > 1/d_{\min}$. As a result, the weight-flooding is achieved by the minimal-weight between one of such vertices and vertex 1, while the weight-diameter is achieved by the minimal-weight between two of such vertices.

When $d_{\min} \leq 2$, the above arguments still apply. However, in this case, paths with even larger weight can be found. Indeed, we note that $\Lambda(d) < d$ when $d = 1, 2$. For $d_{\min} = 2$, such paths can be realized by long thin paths. In order to prove Theorem 3.37 in this case, it is instructive to consider a Markov branching process starting from $k$ individuals having offspring distribution $\Delta$. Denote the time it takes the continuous-time branching process to reach $n$ vertices by $T_n^k$. Then,

\[(3.7.29) \quad \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{\log n} \log \mathbb{P}\left(\left(\frac{1}{E[\Delta]} - 1\right) + x\right) T_n^k < \infty = xg(\Delta_{\min}, k),\]

where $B_{\min} = \min\{k: \mathbb{P}(\Delta = k) > 0\}$. Note that $\Lambda(d_{\min}) = g((D^* - 1)_{\min}, d_{\min})$.

It would be of great interest to also investigate the fluctuations of these weight-extremal functionals:

**Open Problem 3.5 (Fluctuations weight-flooding and -diameter).** Determine the fluctuations of the weight-flooding and -diameter in Theorem 3.37. How are these related to those for the complete graph as determined in Theorems 3.2 and 3.5?

We next study the maximal hopcount, both from a fixed vertex as well as between all pairs in the graph. We restrict our attention to the random $d$-regular graph. We define the function $f: \mathbb{R}_+ \mapsto \mathbb{R}$ by

\[(3.7.30) \quad f(\alpha) = \alpha \log \left(\frac{d - 2}{d - 1} - \alpha \right) + \frac{1}{d - 2}.$

**Theorem 3.38 (Hopcount-diameter on random regular graphs).** Fix $d_i = d \geq 3$ for every $i \in [n]$. Consider the random-regular graph $CM_n(d)$ equipped with i.i.d. exponential edge weights with mean 1. Then, as $n \to \infty$,

\[(3.7.31) \quad \max_j H_n(1, j) \sim \frac{\alpha}{\log n} \Rightarrow \alpha,$
and
\[
\frac{\max_{i,j} H_n(i,j)}{\log n} \xrightarrow{\mathcal{D}} \alpha^*,
\]
where \( \alpha \) is the solution to \( f(\alpha) = 0 \) and \( \alpha^* \) is the solution to \( f(\alpha) = 1 \).

Theorem 3.38 is proved by Amini and Peres [17].

Open problems for first-passage percolation on configuration models. So far, for extremal functionals, we have focused on the exponential edge-weight case. It would be highly interesting to extend this to their extremal functionals:

**Open Problem 3.6 (Asymptotics weight-flooding and -diameter).**

Determine the asymptotics of the weight-flooding and -diameter in Theorem 3.37 for general edge-weight distributions.

The exponential distribution is rather special, as the scale of maximal minimal edge-weights (i.e., the maximal values of \( X_i = \min_{j} i_{ij} \in E(CM_n(d)) E_{ij} \)) are on the same scale as the weight of typical smallest paths. This is quite different when we consider edge-weight with a rather different density close to zero. A test-case could be edge-weights of the form \( Y_e = E^s \) for some fixed \( s \). Then, also the minimal edge-weights are transformed to \( X_i^s \), where \( X_i = \min_{j} i_{ij} \in E(CM_n(d)) E_{ij} \). This, the maximal minimal edge-weights are of the order \( (\log n)^s \), which is much smaller than the typical weight when \( s < 1 \) and much larger than the typical weights when \( s > 1 \). In this setting, it is reasonable to assume that the weight-flooding and -diameter are of the form \( a(\log n)^s + b \log n \) for some \( a \) and \( b \), the fluctuations being of smaller order.

The behavior of the hopcount-diameter on random graphs is even harder:

**Open Problem 3.7 (Asymptotics hopcount-flooding and -diameter).**

Determine the asymptotics of the hopcount-flooding and -diameter in Theorem 3.38 for general degree distributions. Can this be extended to general edge-weights?

First-passage percolation on related geometries. There are many more results on first-passage percolation on random and non-random finite graphs, and here we list some of them. Kolossvary and Komjáthy [199] study first-passage percolation on a class of inhomogeneous random graphs, where the expected degrees are constant. The results are similar to those in Theorem 3.7. Komjáthy and Vadon [201] study first-passage percolation on the Newman-Strogatz small-world model.

A major open problem is to investigate first-passage percolation on preferential attachment models:

**Open Problem 3.8 (First-passage percolation on preferential attachment models).**

Determine the asymptotics first-passage percolation on the preferential attachment model.
Open Problem 3.8 has one aspect that is highly similar to that on other random graphs. Indeed, one can study the asymptotics of $C_n = C_n(U_1, U_2)$ when $n \to \infty$. This raises the question whether the results for the configuration model also hold in this case, which is unclear.

One of the exciting aspects of Open Problem 3.8 is that of the dynamics of smallest-weight paths. Indeed, fix two vertices $i, j$ and investigate what the smallest-weight $C_n(i, j)$ is. It is not hard to show that $C_n(i, j) \overset{p}{\to} 0$ for $PA_n^{(m, \delta)}$ when $\delta \in (-m, 0)$:

**Exercise 3.44 (Vanishing weight-distance for $\delta < 0$).** Fix $m \geq 2$ and consider $PA_n^{(m, \delta)}$ when $\delta \in (-m, 0)$. Fix $i, j$. Show that $C_n(i, j) \overset{p}{\to} 0$ as $n \to \infty$.

Clearly, $n \mapsto C_n(i, j)$ is decreasing for all parameter values of $m$ and $\delta$. It can be expected that $C_n(i, j)$ converges to a non-negative random variable when $\delta > 0$.

Remco: Add results for FPP on hypercube!

### 3.8. Notes and discussion of first-passage percolation on random graphs

**Notes on Section 3.2.** The presentation in Section 3.2 follows Janson [179]. The restrictions on the weight distribution $Y_{ij}$ in [179] are slightly weaker than assumed here. Assume that $Y_{ij}$ are non-negative and that their distribution function $P(Y_{ij} \leq t) = t + o(t)$ as $t \searrow 0$, the main examples being the uniform $U(0, 1)$ and the exponential $\text{Exp}(1)$ distributions.

We see from Theorem 3.1(ii) and (iii) that $\max_{j \in [n]} C_n(i, j)$ typically is about $2 \log n/n$, but that it is larger for a few vertices with $\max_{j \in [n]} C_n(i, j)$ being about $3 \log n/n$. A companion result by Janson [179] shows that, in contrast, $\max_{j \in [n]} C_n(i, j)$ is not significantly smaller than $2 \log n/n$ for any vertex $i$:

**Theorem 3.39 (Minimal-maximal weight).** As $n \to \infty$,

\[
\frac{\min_{i \in [n]} \max_{j \in [n]} C_n(i, j)}{\log n/n} \overset{p}{\to} 2.
\]

For the case of exponentially-distributed $Y_{ij}$, the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that the collection of minimal weight paths from a given vertex, 1 say, form a random recursive tree (rooted at 1) which can be constructed as follows. Begin with a single root and add $n - 1$ vertices one by one, each time joining the new vertex to a (uniformly) randomly chosen old vertex. Distances between vertices in random recursive trees as in Theorem 3.3 have been studied by Moon [218], and the diameter by Pittel [229] as $n \to \infty$. See also the survey by Smythe and Mahmoud [240].

The first result in Theorem 3.6 is by Devroye [101] and Pittel [228], the second is the main result of Addario-Berry, Brouin and Lugosi [7]. In [7], it is proved further that $\max_{i,j} H_n(i, j) \leq \alpha^* \log n + \omega(n)$ whp for any $\omega(n) \to \infty$, while $\max_{i,j} H_n(i, j) \geq \alpha^* \log n + L \log \log n$ whp for some constant $L > 0$. The precise fluctuations of $\max_{j} H_n(1, j)$ and $\max_{i,j} H_n(i, j)$ are unknown.

Theorem 3.5 is proved with Bhamidi in [39] and solves [179, Problem 1]. Theorem 3.34 is proved with Bhamidi in [47], where, erroneously, $-\Lambda$ in (3.7.8) was replaced by $\Lambda$. 
Notes on Section 3.3. Theorem 3.7 is proved in [40] under slightly more restrictive conditions on the degrees as the ones stated. Indeed, in [40], it is assumed that the degrees are i.i.d. random variables with a distribution \( D \) satisfying \( \mathbb{P}(D \geq 2) \) a.s. The present version can be obtained from [42] under slightly weaker conditions. We follow the proof with Bhamidi and Hooghiemstra in [40].

Proposition 3.8 is proved first by Bühler [70]. We present the probabilistic proof with Bhamidi and Hooghiemstra in [40], since there is some confusion between the definition \( s_i \) given here, and the definition of \( s_i \) given in [70, below Equation (3.1)]. More precisely, in [70], \( s_i = d_1 + \ldots + d_i - i \), which is our \( s_i - 1 \).

Notes on Section 3.4. A comprehensive study of continuous-time branching processes can be found in Harris [153], Jagers [177] and Athreya and Ney [23]. We follow Harris [153]. In particular, [153, Chapter V] deals with Markov branching processes, in which the evolution of \( |\text{BP}(t)|_{t \geq 0} \) is Markovian. Examples are Bellman-Harris processes. [153, Chapter VI] deals with general age-dependent branching processes. The most general results on continuous-time branching processes can be found in [178]. The convergence in (3.4.31) is [153, Theorem 17.1]. Jagers and Nerman [178] have proved some of the strongest results for general continuous-time branching processes. In particular, Theorem 3.15 is [178, Theorem 5.3].

Notes on Section 3.5. Theorem 3.21 is proved in work with Bhamidi and Hooghiemstra [42].

Notes on Section 3.6. Theorem 3.40 is due to Grey [141]. He also gives an if and only if criterion for explosion, but we find the min-summability conditions simpler. We state the condition by Grey here. In its statement, we let \( G_\Delta(s) = \mathbb{E}[s^\Delta] \) be the probability generating function of the offspring \( \Delta = D^* - 1 \):

**Theorem 3.40 (Finite explosion time age-dependent branching processes).** An age-dependent branching process with offspring \( \Delta \) and life-time \( Y \) a.s. explodes in finite time precisely when \( \mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq 1) = 1 \) and the probability generating function \( G_\Delta \) of the offspring distribution \( \Delta \) satisfies that there exists \( \delta > 0 \) such that, for all \( 0 \leq t \leq \delta \),

\[
1 - G_\Delta^{-1}(t) \leq \int_0^t G_Y(s)ds < \infty.
\]

This result is proved in Grey [141]. Komjáthy [200] not only treats age-dependent processes, but also other forms of epidemic processes. She gives conditions for explosion for such epidemics in the presence of contagious intervals \([I, C]\) on every individual in the continuous-time branching process. The effect of this is that only the children with birth-times that fall in this interval of the parent are being kept. Komjáthy shows the surprising result that the distribution of the end \( C \) of the contagious interval does not matter in terms of explosion, while the distribution of \( I \) does. Indeed, in terms of \( I \), the epidemic explodes if and only if the two age-dependent branching processes with the original birth-times and birth-times \( I \) explode. Related results can be found in the master thesis of Gulikers [148].

Theorem 3.31 is proved in work with Bhamidi and Hooghiemstra [41]. In [40], we further study first-passage percolation with exponential edge weights on \( CM_n(D) \) with \( \tau \in (1, 2) \), and it is shown that both \( C_n \) and \( H_n \) converge in distribution. Interestingly, the distributional limits of \( C_n \) and \( H_n \) depend on whether we work with the original
configuration model (where we keep all multiple edges) or the erased configuration model (where all multiple edges are merged into a single edge).

**Notes on Section 3.7.** It is yet unclear what the universality classes of first-passage percolation on the complete graph are (recall Open Problem 3.4). Recall Theorem 3.36, where the setting was described for some set of particular examples. In [119], there is a much more extensive discussion. There, it is proved that the behavior of first-passage percolation on the complete graph with such weights is closely related to that with weights equal to \( E^{s_n} \), where \( E \) is exponential with mean 1 and \( s_n \) depends on \( n \). Particularly the case where \( s_n \to \infty \), sometimes also called the strong disorder phase (see Braunsteyn et al. [67, 154], and Sreenivasan et al. [245]), is highly interesting. Remarkably, this setting can both arise from \( n \)-dependent weights as in \( E^{s_n} \), as well as from \( n \)-independent weights. The case where \( s_n \to 0 \) is handled in [119], partial cases where \( s_n \to \infty \) in [119]. In the latter case, a CLT is proved with mean \( s_n \log(n/s_n^3) \) and variance \( s_n^2 \log(n/s_n^3) \) as long as \( s_n = o(n^{1/3}) \). The strong disorder phase of first-passage percolation on the complete graph is closely related to the properties of the minimal spanning tree, as investigated in [5, 8, 135] (see Section 4.8.6). There, the graph distance between vertices grows like \( n^{1/3} \), which suggests that first-passage percolation and the minimal spanning tree can be in the same universality class.

Theorem 3.37 is proved by Amini [16], see also Amini, Draief and Lelarge [14]. The result in (3.7.29), which is crucial in the understanding of Theorem 3.37, is proved by Amini and Lelarge [15]. The special case of \( d \)-random regular graphs with \( d \geq 3 \) is also studied by Ding, Kim, Lubetzky and Peres [105], where it was used to investigate the diameter of near-critical supercritical Erdős-Rényi random graphs. Theorem 3.38 is proved by Amini and Peres [17].
CHAPTER 4

Percolation on random graphs

Abstract
In this chapter, we discuss percolation on random graphs. Percolation is a model for random damage to a network, and it is one of the simplest models that displays a phase transition: when the network is severely damaged, it falls apart in many small connected components, while if the damage is light, a giant component remains on existing. We study the location of the phase transition on random graphs. We further study the connectivity structure close to criticality, where components display intricate scaling behavior such that a typical cluster has a bounded size, while the average and maximal cluster sizes grow like powers of the network size.

4.1. Percolation on general graphs and motivation
In percolation, edges and/or vertices are randomly removed from a connected graph $G = (V, E)$. Often, percolation is studied on infinite graphs, such as the hypercubic lattice. See the books by Grimmett [144], Bollobás and Riordan [58] and Kesten [194] for general backgrounds on percolation. The beauty of the model is that percolation on infinite graphs is the simplest imaginable model that displays a phase transition. Suppose edges in the graph are removed independently with some probability $\pi \in [0, 1]$.\footnote{Traditionally, $p$ is used as the edge-retention probability. Due to the potential conflicts with other usages of $p$ in this book, such as the degree distribution, we choose for $\pi$ instead.} We think of the retention probability $\pi$ as the proportion of edges that escapes being damaged. When $\pi$ is small, the damage is substantial, and the graph falls apart into many small and finite clusters. In particular, while $G$ had an infinite connected component, after percolation, for $\pi$ small, no infinite connected structure remains. On the other hand, when the damage is very little and $\pi$ is close to 1, then the connected graph remains an infinite structure even after the damage is inflicted. By monotonicity in the edge-retention probability, there is a unique $\pi_c$ above which infinite structures remain, while below it, percolation with edge-retention probability $\pi$ has no infinite components. We could interpret percolation as a special example of first-passage percolation as studied in Chapter 3, where $Y_e = 0$ with probability $\pi$, while $Y_e = +\infty$ with probability $1 - \pi$. Of course, this is not allowed in Chapter 3, and the fact that edge-weights can take values zero and infinity imply that we are directly lead to studying connectivity properties of the resulting graph instead.
Many more questions have been investigated in the setting where $G$ is infinite and transitive, meaning that all vertices are the same. Examples are the uniqueness of the infinite component, the scaling of large clusters close to the critical value $\pi_c$, the behavior of random walk on percolation clusters, etc. We refer to [58, 144, 194] for more background on percolation, and to the recent book with Heydenreich [157] for recent progress on percolation in the high-dimensional setting, which is the setting that is most closely related to ours. The simplest question is whether $\pi_c$ is non-trivial, meaning that $\pi_c \in (0, 1)$. For the hypercubic lattice, this turns out to be true for $d \geq 2$:

**Exercise 4.1 ($\pi_c = 1$ for $\mathbb{Z}$).** Show that $\pi_c = 1$ for percolation on the integers $\mathbb{Z}$ and the nearest-neighbor edge set $E(\mathbb{Z}) = \{\{x, y\} : |x - y| = 1\}$.

**Exercise 4.2 ($\pi_c > 0$ for regular graphs).** Show that $\pi_c \geq 1/d$ for percolation on a transitive graph where each vertex has degree $d$.

Motivation for percolation on finite graphs. Finite graphs are used as network models. Such networks can be affected by vertices and edges being down or attacked, rendering them out of service. This is sometimes called the attack or failure vulnerability. Of course, this process does not need to be deliberate, but could also arise from vertices or edges randomly misfunctioning. When we model the attack as being a random process, then the question is how much connectivity is preserved while vertices or edges are randomly knocked out. We will often assume that this is a truly random process, in the sense that the edges or vertices fail with equal probabilities independently of one another. Such an attack is sometimes called a random attack. It could also be that the attacker has some knowledge about the network, and can deliberately knock out specific vertices, in a deliberate attack. Whether these settings are highly different is of practical interest, as it quantifies the effect of a knowledgeable opponent. We discuss such problems from an abstract perspective.

**Percolation on finite graphs.** Let $G$ be a finite graph with vertex set $[n]$. Let $\pi$ be the edge-retention probability. For $u, v \in [n]$, we write that $u \leftrightarrow v$ when there exists a path of edges that are retained, and let $C_v(\pi) = \{u : u \leftrightarrow v\}$ be the collection of all vertices that are connected to $v$. Percolation on finite graphs is inherently different from percolation on infinite transitive graphs is that a unique critical value, such as present on many infinite transitive graphs, cannot exist. Let $\mathbb{P}_\pi$ denote the percolation measure on the finite graph $G$. Then, the dependence on the edge-retention probability $\pi$ is smooth, and $\mathbb{P}_\pi(\mathcal{E})$ is a polynomial of finite degree for every event $\mathcal{E}$:

**Exercise 4.3 (Continuity in the edge-retention probability on finite graphs).** Let $\mathcal{E}$ be an event. Show that $\mathbb{P}_\pi(\mathcal{E})$ is a polynomial in $\pi$ of degree at most $|E(G)|$.

As a result, there cannot be a sharp phase transition, in the sense that if $\pi$ is close to critical and $\delta$ very small, then also $\pi + \delta$ will be close to critical. Further, on a finite graph, no infinite components can exist. This means that we have to redefine the notion of a critical value. For this, let us start by introducing some notation.

A local way of quantifying the critical behavior is to take a uniform vertex $U$, and to investigate the component $C_U(\pi)$ of that vertex after percolation with percolation parameter $\pi$. When $\limsup_{k \to \infty} \limsup_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(|C_U(\pi_n)| \geq k) = 0$, then the clusters in the percolated graph are small and we can think of $(\pi_n)_{n \geq 1}$ as being subcritical, while
if \( \lim \inf_{k \to \infty} \lim \inf_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(U(\pi_n) \geq k) > 0 \), the sequence \( (\pi_n)_{n \geq 1} \) is supercritical. Of course, the boundary between these two settings may not be sharp.

**Percolation on random graphs.** In this chapter, we focus on percolation on random graphs, which poses an additional difficulty due to the fact that the graphs are *random*, and thus we deal with double randomness that is present throughout this book. As a result, we can think of the stochastic models on random graphs as processes in a disordered medium. Especially for percolation, this is somewhat paradoxical, since percolation often provides the random medium on which other processes, in particular random walks, act.

Let us now continue by studying the local definition of a critical value in the random graph setting. The random graphs that we are interested in are locally tree-like in the large \( n \) limit, and this limit does have a sharp phase transition. This allows us to identify the critical value, at least to first order, as the critical value of percolation on the random tree. The nice thing about this is that percolation on a branching process tree again gives rise to a branching process tree. In the context of random graphs that have a unimodular Galton-Watson tree as a local limit, as the configuration model and rank-1 random graphs (recall Theorems 2.11 and 2.14), it is not hard to see that the critical value of the limiting tree equals \( \pi_c = 1/\nu \), where \( \nu \) is the expected value of the forward degree. Indeed, for this value, the expected offspring after percolation equals 1, and thus the unimodular branching process is critical (recall Theorem 2.1). This suggests that the critical behavior of percolation on such random graphs occurs close to this value, and will constitute one of the main results in this chapter. We next discuss the critical behavior in some more detail, by highlighting some critical exponents for critical percolation on random graphs.

**Critical exponents for percolation on random graphs.** Let \( (G_n)_{n \geq 1} \) be some graph sequence that converges in the local-weak convergence sense to some limit \( (G,o) \). The sequence \( (G_n)_{n \geq 1} \) could be a sequence of random graphs. Suppose that \( \pi_c \) is some (asymptotic) critical value of percolation on the limiting infinite graph \( (G,o) \). In many situations (though certainly not in all, see Grimmett [144] for details), we know that at the critical value \( \pi_c \), the percolated cluster of \( o \) after performing percolation on \( (G,o) \) is finite almost surely. This is closely related to key question of continuity of the percolation function in general percolation, which is one of the major questions in percolation theory, we also refer to the text with Heydenreich [157] for more details. One may then expect that, for \( k \) large, \( \mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{C}_o(\pi_c)| > k) \) to decay when \( k \to \infty \), but not too quickly. In general, this decay is believed to be characterized by a critical exponent \( \delta \geq 1 \) in the form that

\[
\mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{C}_o(\pi_c)| > k) \sim k^{-1/\delta},
\]

where \( \sim \) can denote any form of asymptotics. Let us explore this further in the context of percolation on the configuration model (the rank-1 inhomogeneous random graph setting being highly similar). There, we have already argued informally that \( \pi_c = 1/\nu \). The local-weak limit \( (G,o) \) in this setting is a unimodular Galton-Watson tree. After percolation, the limit is still a unimodular Galton-Watson tree:

**Exercise 4.4 (Percolation on a unimodular Galton-Watson tree).** *Perform percolation with percolation threshold \( \pi \) on a unimodular Galton-Watson tree \( (G,o) \) with root offspring distribution \( (p_k)_{k \geq 0} \). Show that the result is again a unimodular Galton-Watson tree.*
tree \((G,o)\) with root offspring distribution \((p_k(\pi))_{k \geq 0}\) given by

\[
(4.1.2) \quad p_k(\pi) = \sum_{l \geq k} p_l \mathbb{P}(\text{Bin}(l, \pi) = k).
\]

As a result, we may as well consider a critical unimodular Galton-Watson tree \((G,o)\), i.e., those unimodular Galton-Watson tree \((G,o)\) for which \(\nu = \sum_{k \geq 0} kp_k^* = 1\). Recall Theorem 2.3, where the total progeny of a branching process was investigated. For simplicity, we ignore the fact that the root has offspring distribution \((p_k)_{k \geq 0}\) rather than \((p_k^*)_{k \geq 0}\) (see also Exercise 4.5 below). Then, by the distribution of the total progeny derived in Theorem 2.3,

\[
(4.1.3) \quad \mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{C}_o(\pi_c)| = k) = \frac{1}{k} \mathbb{P}(X_1 + \cdots + X_k = k - 1),
\]

where \((X_i)_{i=1}^{k}\) are i.i.d. random variables with probability mass function \((p_k^*)_{k \geq 0}\). Note that \(X_i\) has mean 1. When \(X_i\) also has finite variance, then we can expect a local central limit theorem to be valid, so that\(^2\)

\[
(4.1.4) \quad \mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{C}_o(\pi_c)| = k) = \frac{1}{k} \mathbb{P}(X_1 + \cdots + X_k = k - 1) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi\sigma^2 k^3}} (1 + o(1)),
\]

where \(\sigma^2 = \text{Var}(X_i)\). A simple computation then shows that

\[
(4.1.5) \quad \mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{C}_o(\pi_c)| > k) = \frac{c}{\sqrt{k}} (1 + o(1)),
\]

so that \(\delta = 2\). Note that \(X_i\) also has finite variance precisely when \((p_k)_{k \geq 0}\) has a finite third moment. When \(X_i\) does not have finite variance, for example when \(\sum_{\ell > k} p_{\ell}^* \sim k^{-(\tau - 2)}\), then a local limit theorem, now for asymptotically stable variable, gives

\[
(4.1.6) \quad \mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{C}_o(\pi_c)| = k) = \frac{1}{k} \mathbb{P}(X_1 + \cdots + X_k = k - 1) = \frac{c'}{k^{1+1/(\tau - 2)}} (1 + o(1)),
\]

implying that

\[
(4.1.7) \quad \mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{C}_o(\pi_c)| > k) = \frac{c}{k^{1/(\tau - 2)}} (1 + o(1)),
\]

so that \(\delta = \tau - 2\). This shows that the power-law exponent \(\tau\) plays a crucial role in the critical behavior of percolation on random graphs.

**Exercise 4.5 (Critical exponent \(\delta\) for a unimodular Galton-Watson tree).** Show that \(\delta\) for a unimodular Galton-Watson tree takes on the same value as \(\delta\) for a homogeneous branching process with offspring distribution \((p_k^*)_{k \geq 0}\).

\(^2\)For simplicity, we assume here that the distribution of \(X_1\) is non-lattice. When it is lattice, which can only occur when \(\mathbb{P}(X_1 \in \{0, 2\}) = 1\) in the critical case where \(\mathbb{E}[X_1] = 1\) extra factors appears and some terms may be equal to zero.
The largest components in percolation on random graphs. We let \( \{ |\mathcal{C}(i)(\pi)| \}_{i \geq 1} \) denote the ordered collection of connected components, where we break ties (if they exist) arbitrarily. Thus, in particular,

\[
|\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}(\pi)| = |\mathcal{C}(1)(\pi)| = \max_{i \geq 1} |\mathcal{C}(i)(\pi)|
\]

denotes the largest or maximal connected component. Often, we remove \( \pi \) from the notation when its value is clear. Note that the vector \( \{ |\mathcal{C}(i)(\pi)| \}_{i \geq 1} \) has a random number of coordinates, which equals the number of disjoint clusters. Sometimes, it will be convenient to extend this finite vector to an infinite vector by appending infinitely many zeros at the end of the vector.

In the above, we have defined critical behavior in terms of the local limit of the connected component of a random vertex after percolation. This does not give us much information though about the largest connected component of the graph after percolation. This largest connected component is what describes the remaining connectivity structure of graphs after they are randomly destroyed. The difficulty of dealing with the largest connected component is that it is an inherently global quantity, making it a difficult object to get our hands upon. We now discuss the percolation critical value from this global perspective.

We say that \( (\pi_n)_{n \geq 1} \) (possibly depending on the network size \( n \)) is asymptotically supercritical when there exists \( \varepsilon > 0 \) independent of \( n \) such that

\[
\liminf_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}(\pi_n)| \geq \varepsilon n) = 1,
\]

and asymptotically subcritical otherwise. Thus, for an asymptotically supercritical sequence \( (\pi_n)_{n \geq 1} \) the maximal component contains, with high probability, a positive proportion of the vertices. Clearly, this is a monotone definition in the sense that if \( (\pi_n)_{n \geq 1} \) is an asymptotically supercritical sequence and \( \pi'_n \geq \pi_n \) for every \( n \), then also \( (\pi'_n)_{n \geq 1} \) is an asymptotically supercritical sequence. Similarly, if \( (\pi_n)_{n \geq 1} \) is an asymptotically subcritical sequence and \( \pi'_n \leq \pi_n \) for every \( n \), then also \( (\pi'_n)_{n \geq 1} \) is an asymptotically subcritical sequence. This can be easily seen by a useful coupling of all percolation measures on the same probability space, which goes under the name of the Harris coupling. For this, let \( (U_e)_{e \in E(G)} \) denote a sequence of i.i.d. uniform random variables. Then we declare the edge \( e \) \( \pi \)-retained when \( U_e \leq \pi \). Clearly, the \( \pi \)-retained edges have distribution \( \mathbb{P}_\pi \), while if an edge is \( \pi \)-retained and \( \pi' \geq \pi \), then the edge is also \( \pi' \)-retained.

Exercise 4.6 (Monotonicity in retention probability). Use the Harris coupling to show that if \( (\pi_n)_{n \geq 1} \) is an asymptotically supercritical sequence and \( \pi'_n \geq \pi_n \) for every \( n \), then also \( (\pi'_n)_{n \geq 1} \) is an asymptotically supercritical sequence.

Critical value in large graph limits. In many cases, we see that

\[
\frac{|\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}(\pi)|}{n} \xrightarrow{p} \zeta(\pi),
\]

for some \( \zeta(\pi) \in [0, 1] \). Then, we can define the asymptotical percolation critical value also in terms of \( \zeta(\pi) \) as

\[
\pi_c = \inf \{ \beta : \zeta(\pi) > 0 \}.
\]

In what follows, we will also be interested in finer properties of \( |\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}(\pi)| \) for \( \pi \) close to the critical value \( \pi_c \).
Critical behavior in large graph limits. While the notion of asymptotically supercritical sequences is useful to determine whether, after percolation, a giant component still exists, it is less useful to describe the critical behavior for percolation on finite graphs. Indeed, for critical sequences \((\pi_n)_{n \geq 1}\), we would expect that the scaling of largest percolation clusters is quite intricate. A large body of work has appeared recently in identifying the critical behavior of percolation on various random and non-random finite graphs. Typically, an explicit sequence \((\pi_n)_{n \geq 1}\) is then chosen, and the behavior of the largest percolation clusters determined. In each of these case, the sequences involved are asymptotically subcritical. From this large body of work, we distill the following general picture of what it means to be barely subcritical, critical and supercritical: We say that a sequence \((\pi'_n)_{n \geq 1}\) is barely subcritical when it is asymptotically subcritical and there exists an \(\varepsilon > 0\) such that
\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \inf \mathbb{P}_{\pi_n} \left( |\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)| / |\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)| \geq \varepsilon \right) = 1,
\]
while we say that a sequence \((\pi_n)_{n \geq 1}\) is barely supercritical when it is asymptotically supercritical and
\[
\frac{|\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)|}{|\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)|} \xrightarrow{\mathcal{P}} 0.
\]
Finally, we say that \((\pi_n)_{n \geq 1}\) is in the critical window when it is asymptotically subcritical and there exist \(0 < a < b < \infty\), such that
\[
0 < \lim_{n \to \infty} \inf \mathbb{P}_{\pi_n} \left( |\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)| / |\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)| \in [a,b] \right) \leq \lim_{n \to \infty} \sup \mathbb{P}_{\pi_n} \left( |\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)| / |\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)| \in [a,b] \right) < 1.
\]
A few remarks are in place here. In most cases, much stronger results are being proved in the literature. Often, in the barely subcritical regime, explicit sequences \((a_n)_{n \geq 1}\) are identified such that \(|\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)| / a_n \xrightarrow{\mathcal{P}} c_i > 0\) for every \(i \geq 1\), which certainly implies \((\ref{eq:subcritical})\. In the barely supercritical regime, explicit sequences \((a_n)_{n \geq 1}\) are identified such that \(|\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)| / a_n \xrightarrow{\mathcal{P}} c > 0\), while \(|\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)| / a_n \xrightarrow{\mathcal{P}} 0\). Again this certainly implies \((\ref{eq:supercritical})\. Finally, in the critical window, often results are proved that there exists a sequence \((a_n)_{n \geq 1}\) such that \(a_n^{-1}(|\mathcal{C}(\pi_n)|)_{i \geq 1}\) converges in distribution to a certain (infinite) random vector in a suitable topology. We will see quite a few of such sharper results in what follows. Since the precise limits and sequences \((a_n)_{n \geq 1}\) depend on the precise setting considered, we have generalized these results so that at least we have a clear idea what the three different regimes mean.

We could have defined the three regimes of barely subcritical, critical window and barely supercritical \((\pi_n)_{n \geq 1}\) also in terms of related random graph quantities. A particularly interesting one is the average cluster size or susceptibility
\[
X_n(\pi) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{v \in [n]} |\mathcal{C}(\pi)| = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \geq 1} |\mathcal{C}(\pi)|^2;
\]
and let \(\chi_n(\pi) = \mathbb{E}_\pi[X_n(\pi)]\) denote the average susceptibility. Then, the critical window could be defined in terms of those sequences of edge-retention probabilities \((\pi_n)_{n \geq 1}\) for which \(X_n(\pi) / \chi_n(\pi)\) does not converge in probability to 1. The barely subcritical sequences \((\pi_n)_{n \geq 1}\) are then the sequences that are not in the critical window and are below it, while
the supercritical sequences \((\pi_n)_{n\geq 1}\) are then the sequences that are not in the critical window and are above it. However, this definition is often harder to work with. Since we will be mainly interested in the scaling of the largest clusters, we decided for (4.1.12)–(4.1.14) instead. It is of interest to investigate other definitions of the barely sub- and supercritical regimes and the critical window, see e.g., Nachmias and Peres [219] for an extensive discussion, and Janson and Warnke [188] for the example of the complete graph.

Organisation of Chapter 4. This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 4.2, we fix ideas by studying percolation on the complete graph, which is the same as the Erdős-Rényi random graph. There, we also discuss one of the main tools used in this section, namely, the Martingale Functional Central Limit Theorem. In Section 4.3, we discuss the asymptotic phase transition of percolation on the configuration model. In Section 4.4, we discuss the critical window of the configuration model when the degrees have finite third moments. In Section 4.5, we study the critical window of the configuration model with power-law degree sequences with in finite third moments. In Section 4.6, we discuss the notion of metric space convergence of critical clusters, a topic of fierce research in recent years. In Section 4.7, we discuss percolation on the preferential attachment model, which turns out to behave rather differently compared to the configuration model. We close with further results in Section 4.8, also discussing the relation between critical percolation and minimal spanning trees on graphs, and notes and discussion in Section 4.9.

4.2. Fixing ideas: complete graph and Erdős-Rényi

In this section, we discuss percolation on the complete graph, which is the Erdős-Rényi random graph. Of course, if we take \(\text{ER}_n(\lambda/n)\) and perform percolation on it with edge-retention probability \(\pi\), then we simply obtain \(\text{ER}_n(\pi\lambda/n)\), and thus, there is not much to prove. This is reflected in the following exercise, which identifies the asymptotically subcritical and supercritical sequences \((\pi_n)_{n\geq 1}\):

**Exercise 4.7** (Asymptotic phase transition supercritical Erdős-Rényi random graph). Use Theorem 2.19 to show that any \(\pi > 1/\lambda\) is asymptotically supercritical, while any \(\pi \leq 1/\lambda\) is an asymptotically subcritical. We conclude that \(\pi_c = 1/\lambda\) is asymptotically critical.

However, while asymptotically supercriticality and subcriticality are not so interesting for the Erdős-Rényi random graph, the critical window as well as the barely sub- and supercritical regimes are highly interesting. We focus on the scaling limits of the cluster sizes in the critical window of the Erdős-Rényi random graph, as identified in the beautiful work of David Aldous [9]. Aldous’ Theorem can be seen as concluding a long line of research, mainly in the probabilistic combinatorics community, on scaling behavior of the Erdős-Rényi random graph at, and close to, the critical point. This work was initiated by Erdős and Rényi [122, 123], and explored to full detail in works by Bollobás, Knuth, Pittel and Wierman. See the book of Bollobás [51] for results up to 1984, and [184, 210] for references to subsequent work. Bollobás [49] and Luczak [208] were the first to identify the scaling window of the Erdős-Rényi random graph. For results on the Erdős-Rényi random graph we further refer to the monographs by Bollobás [52], Janson, Luczak and Rucenski [186] and Alon and Spencer [13] and the references therein. Also [160,
Chapters 4 and 5] describes many results about the phase transition of the Erdős-Rényi random graph.

Let us start by describing the main result in an informal way. We will look at the scaling limit of the ordered cluster sizes within the critical window. As mentioned before, for the convergence of an infinite vector, the topology in which convergence takes place is highly relevant. We will be quite careful with topologies in this chapter, and will later also consider convergence of random metric spaces for which topologies are quite delicate.

Take \( \pi_\lambda = \left( 1 + \lambda n^{-1/3} \right) / n \), and recall that \( \mathcal{C}_i(\pi_\lambda) \) denotes the \( i \)th largest component. It is convenient to make the dependence on \( \lambda \) explicit, so that from now on we write \( \mathcal{C}_i(\pi_\lambda) \). In this section, we informally describe the scaling limit of

\[
\left( n^{-2/3} |\mathcal{C}_i(\pi_\lambda)| \right)_{i \geq 1}
\]

stating some of the main results as well as highlight the ideas behind the proof.

To formulate the convergence result, define \( \ell_2 \) to be the set of infinite sequences \( x = (x_i)_{i \geq 1} \) with \( x_1 \geq x_2 \geq \cdots \geq 0 \) and \( \sum_{i \geq 1} x_i^2 < \infty \), and define the \( \ell_2 \) metric by

\[
d(x, y) = \sqrt{\sum_{i \geq 1} (x_i - y_i)^2}.
\]

For fixed \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \), consider the inhomogeneous Brownian motion, or Brownian motion minus a parabola, as

\[
B^\lambda(t) = B(t) + \lambda t - \frac{1}{2} t^2,
\]

where \( B \) is standard Brownian motion. The reflected version of this process is denoted by \( R^\lambda \), and can be obtained as

\[
R^\lambda(t) = B^\lambda(t) - \min_{0 \leq u \leq t} B^\lambda(u).
\]

Aldous [9] shows that the excursions of \( B^\lambda \) from 0 can be ranked in increasing order as, say, \( \gamma_1(\pi_\lambda) > \gamma_2(\pi_\lambda) > \ldots \). The main result for the cluster sizes of the Erdős-Rényi random graph within the scaling window is as follows:

**Theorem 4.1 (Cluster sizes Erdős-Rényi random graph within the scaling window [9]).** For the Erdős-Rényi random graph with \( \pi = (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3}) / n \), as \( n \to \infty \),

\[
\left( n^{-2/3} |\mathcal{C}_i(\pi_\lambda)| \right)_{i \geq 1} \overset{d}{\to} \left( \gamma_i(\pi_\lambda) \right)_{i \geq 1},
\]

in distribution and with respect to the \( \ell_2 \) topology.

We will fully prove Theorem 4.1 below, and we start by explaining the ideas leading up to it. The proof relies on an exploration of the components of the Erdős-Rényi random graph. To set this exploration up, we successively explore clusters, starting from the cluster of a single vertex. In the exploration, we keep track of the number of active and neutral vertices. Here we call a vertex active when it has been found to be part of the cluster that is currently explored, but its neighbors in the random graph have not yet been identified. We call a vertex neutral when it has not been active yet.

This exploration is described in terms of a stochastic process \( (S_n(i))_{i \geq 0} \), which encodes the cluster sizes as well as their structure. To describe the exploration process, we let \( S_n(0) = 0, N_n(0) = n - 1, R_n(0) = 1 \), and let \( S_n(i) \), for \( i \geq 1 \), satisfy the recursion

\[
S_n(i) = S_n(i - 1) + X_n(i) - 1,
\]
where \(X_n(i) \sim \text{Bin}(N_n(i-1), p)\). Here \(N_n(i-1)\) denotes the number of neutral vertices after we have explored \(i-1\) vertices. In this exploration, \(-\inf_{j \in [i]} S_n(j)\) denotes the number of disjoint clusters that have been fully explored after the \(i\)th exploration, while, for \(i \geq 1,\)
\[
R_n(i) = S_n(i) - \inf_{j \in [i-1]} S_n(j) + 1
\]
denotes the number of active vertices at time \(i\) in the cluster that we are currently exploring. We see that, for \(i \geq 1,\)
\[
N_n(i) = n - i - R_n(i)
\]
denotes the number of neutral vertices after the \(i\)th exploration.

We can view \((R_n(i))_{i \geq 0}\) as the reflection of the process \((S_n(i))_{i \geq 0}\). The exploration can perhaps be more easily understood in terms \((R_n(i))_{i \geq 0}\). When \(R_n(i) = 0\), we have fully explored a cluster. In particular, when we explore \(C_{v_1}\), then
\[
|R_{v_1}| = \inf\{i > 0: R_n(i) = 0\}.
\]
After having explored \(C(v_1)\), we explore \(C(v_2)\) for some \(v_2 \notin C_{v_1}\), and obtain that
\[
|R_{v_2}| = \inf\{i > |C_{v_1}|: R_n(i) = 0\} - |C_{v_1}|.
\]
Iterating this procedure, we see that
\[
|R_{v_j}| = \inf\{i > |C_{v_1}| + \cdots + |C_{v_{j-1}}|: R_n(i) = 0\} - |C_{v_1}| - \cdots - |C_{v_{j-1}}|.
\]
Inspecting \((4.2.6)\), we thus see that a cluster is fully explored when \(S_n(i) - \inf_{j \in [i-1]} S_n(j) + 1 = 0\), which is the same as saying that \(S_n(i) = \inf_{j \in [i]} S_n(j)\) for the first time. Thus, the total number of clusters that are fully explored up to time \(i\) indeed equals \(-\inf_{j \in [i]} S_n(j)\).

It turns out to be more convenient to deal with the process \((S_n(i))_{i \geq 0}\) than with \((R_n(i))_{i \geq 0}\), since the scaling limit of \((S_n(i))_{i \geq 0}\) can be more easily described:

**Theorem 4.2** (Cluster exploration Erdős-Rényi random graph within the scaling window [9]). *For the Erdős-Rényi random graph with \(p = (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n\), as \(n \to \infty,\)
\[
(n^{-1/3} S_n(tn^{2/3}))_{t \geq 0} \overset{d}{\to} (B^\lambda(t))_{t \geq 0}.
\]

Theorem 4.2, together with \((4.2.6)\) and the continuity of the reflection mapping, implies that
\[
(n^{-1/3} R_n(tn^{2/3}))_{t \geq 0} \overset{d}{\to} (R^\lambda(t))_{t \geq 0}, \quad \text{where} \quad R^\lambda(t) = B^\lambda(t) - \inf_{s \in [0,t]} B^\lambda(s).
\]
Since the excursions of \((R^\lambda(t))_{t \geq 0}\) describe the component sizes, \((4.2.12)\) can be seen to imply Theorem 4.1 and describes the limiting law of the largest connected components.

Before giving a proof of Theorem 4.2, let us next informally describing the proof of Theorem 4.2. Since \(n^{-1/3} S_n(tn^{2/3})\) will be seen to converge in distribution, and we are investigating the exploration process at times \(tn^{2/3}\), we simplify our lives considerably, and approximate \((4.2.7)\) to \(N_n(i) \approx n - i\). This means that the random variables \((X_n(i))_{i \geq 1}\) in \((4.2.5)\) are close to being independent with
\[
X_n(i) \approx \text{Bin}(n-i, p) = \text{Bin}(n-i, (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n).
\]
Here, and in what follows, \(\approx\) denotes an uncontrolled approximation.
It is well known that a Binomial random variable with parameters \( n \) and success probability \( \mu/n \) is close to a Poisson random variable with mean \( \mu \). In our case,
\[
\mu = (n - i)p = (n - i)(1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n \approx 1 + \lambda n^{-1/3} - i/n.
\]
Note that when \( i = tn^{2/3} \), both correction terms are of the same order in \( n \). Thus, we approximate
\[
S_n(i) \approx \sum_{j=1}^{i} (Y_j - 1),
\]
where \( Y_j \sim \text{Poi}(1 + \lambda n^{-1/3} - j/n) \) are independent. Since sums of independent Poisson variables are Poisson again, we thus obtain that
\[
S_n(i) \approx S_n^*(i),
\]
where
\[
S_n^*(i) \sim \text{Poi} \left( \sum_{j=1}^{i} (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3} - j/n) \right) - i = \text{Poi} \left( i + i\lambda n^{-1/3} - \frac{i^2}{2n} \right) - i,
\]
and \((S_n^*(i) - S_n^*(i-1))_{i \geq 1} \) are independent. Now we multiply by \( n^{-1/3} \) and take \( i = tn^{2/3} \) to obtain
\[
n^{-1/3}S_n^*(tn^{2/3}) \sim n^{-1/3} \left( \text{Poi}(tn^{2/3} + t\lambda n^{1/3} - \frac{1}{2}t^2 n^{1/3}) - tn^{2/3} \right),
\]
Since a Poisson process is to leading order deterministic, we can approximate
\[
n^{-1/3}S_n^*(tn^{2/3}) \sim n^{-1/3} \left( \text{Poi}(tn^{2/3}) - tn^{2/3} \right) + t\lambda - \frac{1}{2}t^2 \xrightarrow{d} B(t) + t\lambda - \frac{1}{2}t^2.
\]
This informally explains the proof of Theorem 4.2. To make this proof rigorous, one typically resorts to Martingale Functional Central Limit Theorems, see for example how Aldous does this nicely in [9]. We explain this in more detail in the next section.

4.2.1. The trick of the trade: Martingale Functional CLT. Even though the above approximations may seem quite convincing, they are far from a proof. Indeed, there is substantial dependence between the random variables \((X_n(i))_{i \geq 1}\), and, of course, binomial random variables with small success probabilities can be well-approximated by Poisson random variables, but one needs to keep track of the error made along the way, and these errors might accumulate. Therefore, we need a highly robust proof, particularly when we wish to extend the results also to other settings, as we will do in the remainder of this chapter.

Such a robust tool can be found in the form of martingale functional central limit theorems (MFCLT), see e.g., the classic book on the subject by Ethier and Kurtz [128, Section 7]. In this section, we study such limit theorems in the special case in which the limit process is a standard Brownian motion. For a thorough overview of this important case, see Whitt [252]. Recall that if \( M = (M(t))_{t \geq 0} \) is a square-integrable martingale with respect to a filtration \((\mathcal{F}_t)_{t \geq 0}\), the predictable quadratic variation process associated with \( M(t) \) is the unique nondecreasing, nonnegative, predictable, integrable process \( V(t) \) such that \( M^2(t) - V(t) \) is a martingale with respect to \((\mathcal{F}_t)_{t \geq 0}\). Here, we use the boldface notation \( \mathbf{X} \) for a time-dependent stochastic process \((X(t))_{t \geq 0}\). Further, unless stated otherwise, \( \mathbb{C}[0, t] \) denotes the set of all continuous functions from \([0, t]\) to \( \mathbb{R} \) equipped
with the topology induced by sup-norm $|| \cdot ||_t$. Similarly, $\mathbb{D}[0, t]$ (resp. $\mathbb{D}[0, \infty)$) denotes the set of all càdlàg functions from $[0, t]$ (resp. $[0, \infty)$) to $\mathbb{R}$ equipped with the Skorokhod $J_1$ topology. The MFCLT is the following result:

**Theorem 4.3 (Martingale functional central limit theorem).** Let $(\mathcal{F}_n)_{n \in \mathbb{N}}$ be an increasing filtration and $(M_n(t))_{t \geq 0}$ be a sequence of continuous-time, real-valued, square-integrable martingales, each with respect to $\mathcal{F}_n$, such that $M_n(0) = 0$. Assume that $(\mathcal{F}_n(t))_{t \geq 0}$, the predictable quadratic variation process associated with $(M_n(t))_{t \geq 0}$, and $(M_n(t))_{t \geq 0}$ satisfy the following conditions:

(a) $\mathcal{F}_n(t) \xrightarrow{p} \sigma^2 t$, $\forall t \in [0, \infty]$;
(b) $\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E}[\sup_{t \leq \bar{t}} |\mathcal{F}_n(t) - \mathcal{F}_n(t^-)|] = 0$, $\forall \bar{t} \in \mathbb{R}^+$;
(c) $\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E}[\sup_{t \leq \bar{t}} |M_n(t) - M_n(t^-)|^2] = 0$, $\forall \bar{t} \in \mathbb{R}^+$.

Then, as $n \to \infty$, $(M_n(t))_{t \geq 0}$ converges in distribution in $\mathcal{D}([0, \infty), \mathbb{R})$ to a centered Brownian motion with variance $\sigma^2 t$.

In this chapter, we often rely on the martingale functional central limit theorem for various explorations of critical clusters in random graphs, and we give an example of its usage in the case of the Erdős-Rényi random graph, where its use is the simplest. In order to apply the martingale functional central limit theorem, we apply a Doob-type decomposition to the process $S_n(k)$ to write it as the sum of a martingale—which will converge to the Brownian motion—and an appropriate drift term:

$$S_n(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} (X_n(i) - \mathbb{E}[X_n(i)|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}]) + \sum_{i=1}^{k} (\mathbb{E}[X_n(i)|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}] - 1)$$

(4.2.20)

$$=: M_n(k) + C_n(k),$$

with $(\mathcal{F}_i)_{i \geq 1}$ the filtration generated by $(X_n(k))_{k \geq 1}$, i.e. $\mathcal{F}_i = \sigma((X_n(k))^i_{k=1})$. Another useful Doob decomposition is

$$M_n^2(k) = Z_n(k) + V_n(k),$$

(4.2.21)

with $Z_n(k)$ a martingale and $V_n(k)$ the discrete-time predictable quadratic variation of the process $M_n(k)$. Note that for every fixed $n$ and $k$, $|M_n(k)|$ is bounded and thus has a finite second moment. Therefore, $V_n(k)$ exists and is given by

$$V_n(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \mathbb{E}[(X_n(i) - \mathbb{E}[X_n(i)|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}])^2|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}]$$

(4.2.22)

$$= \sum_{i=1}^{k} (\mathbb{E}[X_n(i)^2|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}] - \mathbb{E}[X_n(i)|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}]^2).$$

To see this, we rewrite

$$M_n^2(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} (X_n(i) - \mathbb{E}[X_n(i)|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}])^2 + \sum_{i,j \leq k; \ i \neq j} (X_n(i) - \mathbb{E}[X_n(i)|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}])(X_n(j) - \mathbb{E}[X_n(j)|\mathcal{F}_{j-1}])$$

(4.2.23)

$$=: \sum_{i=1}^{k} (X_n(i) - \mathbb{E}[X_n(i)|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}])^2 + L_n(k).$$
By developing \( L_n(k) \) one can easily see that it is a martingale:

**Exercise 4.8 (Martingale \( (L_n(k))_{k \geq 1} \)).** Show that the process \( (L_n(k))_{k \geq 1} \) indeed is a martingale.

The decomposition (4.2.21) then follows from

\[
Z_n(k) := \sum_{i=1}^{k} (X_n(i) - E[X_n(i)|F_{i-1}])^2 - \sum_{i=1}^{k} E[(X_n(i) - E[X_n(i)|F_{i-1}])^2|F_{i-1}]
+ L_n(k)
\]

(4.2.24) \( V_n(k) := \sum_{i=1}^{k} E[(X_n(i) - E[X_n(i)|F_{i-1}])^2|F_{i-1}] \).

Note that \( Z_n(k) \) is the sum of two martingales and is thus indeed itself a martingale.

**4.2.2. Application Martingale FCLT to the Erdős-Rényi random graph.**

The general idea to prove Theorem 4.2 is to first show the weak convergence of the (rescaled) process \( (S_n(k))_{k \geq 0} \) defined in (4.2.5) and then to deduce the convergence of the reflected process \( (R_n(k))_{k \geq 0} \) exploiting the following continuous-mapping theorem. In fact, this is a special case of a general technique known as the continuous-mapping approach (Whitt in [250] and [251] gives a detailed description of this technique). Through the continuous-mapping approach one reduces the problem of establishing convergence of random objects to one of continuity of suitable functions:

**Theorem 4.4 (Continuous Mapping Theorem).** If \( X_n \xrightarrow{d} X \) and \( f \) is continuous almost surely with respect to the distribution of \( X \), then \( f(X_n) \xrightarrow{d} f(X) \).

Suppose we have shown that \( n^{-1/3} S_n(n^{2/3}) \xrightarrow{d} B^\lambda(\cdot) \). To prove Theorem 4.1, we are left to use this convergence to obtain the weak convergence of the cluster sizes. This is done in two key steps, namely, (a) the convergence of the reflected process; and (b) the convergence of the excursion from it.

(a) **Convergence of the reflected process.** Here we study the convergence

(4.2.25) \( n^{-1/3} R_n(n^{2/3}) \xrightarrow{d} R^\lambda(\cdot) \) subject to \( n^{-1/3} S_n(n^{2/3}) \xrightarrow{d} B^\lambda(\cdot) \).

It suffices to prove that the function \( \phi: D \rightarrow D \) given by

(4.2.26) \( \phi: f(\cdot) \mapsto f(\cdot) - \inf_{y \leq \cdot} f(y) \)

is continuous almost surely with respect to the distribution of \( B^\lambda(\cdot) \). For this note that \( \mathbb{P}(B^\lambda(\cdot) \in \mathcal{C}) = 1 \), where \( \mathcal{C} = \mathcal{C}([0, \infty), \mathbb{R}) \subseteq D \) denotes the space of continuous functions from \([0, \infty)\) to \( \mathbb{R} \). Then by Whitt [250, Theorem 4.1] and [250, Theorem 6.1], \( \phi \) is continuous almost surely with respect to the distribution of \( B^\lambda(\cdot) \). Thus, the convergence \( n^{-1/3} R_n(n^{2/3}) \xrightarrow{d} R^\lambda(\cdot) \) follows from \( n^{-1/3} S_n(n^{2/3}) \xrightarrow{d} B^\lambda(\cdot) \).
(b) Convergence of the excursions of the reflected process. We again apply the Continuous Mapping Theorem 4.4. For this, we note that, by Aldous [9, Lemma 25] and the Cameron-Martin theorem, almost surely, the excursions of the paths of \( B^\lambda \) can be rearranged in decreasing order of length and the ordered excursion lengths can be considered as a vector in \( L^2 \). Let \( \gamma^\lambda = (|r^\lambda_{ij}|)_{j \geq 1} \) be the ordered excursion lengths of \( B^\lambda_{\mu,n} \). Since the reflection as well as the excursions form a continuous functional of the path, we obtain that the excursions of \( R_n \), after rescaling, also converge to those of \( R^\lambda \). This explains why it suffices to prove Theorem 4.2 in order to prove Theorem 4.1. We next discuss the proof of Theorem 4.2.

**Proof of Theorem 4.2.** Recall that \( S_n(k) \) can be decomposed as \( S_n(k) = M_n(k) + C_n(k) \), where \( M_n(k) \) is a martingale and \( C_n(k) \) is the drift term. Moreover, \( M_n^2(k) \) was also written as \( M_n^2(k) = Z_n(k) + V_n(k) \) with \( Z_n(k) \) the Doob martingale and \( V_n(k) \) its drift. The proof then consists of verifying the following conditions:

- **MCLT(a)** \( \sup_{t \leq 1} |n^{-1/3}C_n(tn^{2/3}) - \lambda t + \frac{1}{2} t^2| \overset{p}{\to} 0, \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{R}^+ \);
- **MCLT(b)** \( n^{-2/3}V_n(tn^{2/3}) \overset{p}{\to} \sigma^2 t, \quad \forall t \in \mathbb{R}^+ \);
- **MCLT(c)** \( \lim_{n \to \infty} n^{-2/3}E[\sup_{t \leq 1} |V_n(tn^{2/3}) - V_n(tn^{2/3}-)|] = 0 \), \( \forall t \in \mathbb{R}^+ \);
- **MCLT(d)** \( \lim_{n \to \infty} n^{-2/3}E[\sup_{t \leq 1} |M_n(tn^{2/3}) - M_n(tn^{2/3}-)|^2] = 0 \), \( \forall t \in \mathbb{R}^+ \).

We next verify these conditions in the reverse order, which is also the order of increasing difficulty:

**Verification of MCLT(d).** Recall (4.2.5) to see that

\[
M_n(k) - M_n(k-1) = X_n(k) - \mathbb{E}[X_n(k) \mid F_{k-1}] = X_n(k) - N_n(k-1)(1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n,
\]

so that

\[
(M_n(k) - M_n(k-1))^2 \leq X_n(k)^2 + N_n(k-1)^2(1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})^2/n^2.
\]

The second term is uniformly bounded by \((1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})^2 = o(n^{2/3})\), as required. Thus,

\[
n^{-2/3}E[\sup_{t \leq 1} |M_n(tn^{2/3}) - M_n(tn^{2/3}-)|^2] \leq n^{-2/3}E[\max_{k \leq tn^{2/3}} X_n(k)^2] + o(1).
\]

Since, conditionally on \( F_{k-1} \), \( X_n(k) \leq Y_n(k) \overset{d}{=} \text{Bin}(n, \pi) \), with \((Y_n(k))_{k \geq 1}\) being i.i.d. we obtain that

\[
\max_{k \leq tn^{2/3}} X_n(k)^2 \leq \max_{k \leq tn^{2/3}} Y_n(k)^2,
\]

where \((Y_n(k))_{k \geq 1}\) are i.i.d. \( \text{Bin}(n, (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n) \) random variables. We compute that, for every \( x, t \geq 0 \)

\[
P(Y_n(k) \geq x) = P(e^{Y_n(k)} \geq e^{tx}) \leq e^{-txE[e^{Y_n(k)}]} = e^{-tx[1 + (e^t - 1)(1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n]^n}.
\]

Using the bound that \( 1 + x \leq e^x \), valid for all \( x \in \mathbb{R} \), we arrive at

\[
P(Y_n(k) \geq x) \leq e^{-tx + (e^t - 1)(1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})}.
\]

Taking \( t = 1 \), and using that \((e^t - 1)(1 + \lambda n^{-1/3}) \leq 2 \) for \( n \) sufficiently large, this gives rise to

\[
P(Y_n(k) \geq x) \leq e^2e^{-x}.
\]
As a result,
\begin{equation}
\mathbb{P}( \max_{k \leq tn^{2/3}} Y_n(k) \geq 4 \log n) \leq \frac{e^2}{n^4}.
\end{equation}

We conclude that
\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}[\sup_{t \leq \ell} |M_n(tn^{2/3}) - M_n(tn^{2/3})|^2] \leq o(n^{2/3}) + (4 \log n)^2 + n^2 \mathbb{P}( \max_{k \leq tn^{2/3}} Y_n(k) \geq 4 \log n) \leq o(n^{2/3}) + (4 \log n)^2 + \frac{e^2}{n^2} = o(n^{2/3}),
\end{equation}
as required.

**Verification of MCLT(c).** Recall (4.2.5) to see that, conditionally on \( F_{k-1}, X_n(k) \sim \text{Bin}(n, (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n) \). Therefore, since \( \text{Var}(\text{Bin}(n, p)) = np(1-p) \),
\begin{equation}
V_n(k) - V_n(k-1) = \mathbb{E}[X_n(k)^2 | F_{k-1}] - \mathbb{E}[X_n(k) | F_{k-1}]^2 = \text{Var}(X_n(k) | F_{k-1})
\end{equation}
so
\begin{equation}
N_n(k-1)(1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n [1 - (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n] \leq (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3}).
\end{equation}
As a result, MCLT(c) is trivially satisfied.

**Verification of MCLT(b).** As above, we obtain that
\begin{equation}
V_n(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} N_n(i-1) \frac{n}{(1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})[1 - (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n]}.
\end{equation}
We proceed to prove upper and lower bounds. The upper bound follows from the almost sure bound in (4.2.36), together with the fact that
\begin{equation}
V_n(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{N_n(i-1)}{n} (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})[1 - (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n] \leq k(1 + \lambda n^{-1/3}),
\end{equation}
so that
\begin{equation}
n^{-2/3}V_n(tn^{2/3}) \leq t + o(1), \text{ as required. For the lower bound, we need to prove a lower bound on } N_n(i-1). \text{ Note that } i \mapsto N_n(i) \text{ is decreasing, so that}
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
n^{-2/3}V_n(tn^{2/3}) \geq t \frac{N_n(tn^{2/3})}{n}(1 + o(1)).
\end{equation}
We recall that
\begin{equation}
N_n(tn^{2/3}) = n - [tn^{2/3}] - R_n(tn^{2/3}).
\end{equation}
Further, as in the proof of MCLT(d), with \((Y_n(i))_{i \geq 1}\) i.i.d. such that \(Y_n(i) \overset{d}{=} \text{Bin}(n, (1 + \lambda/n^{1/3})/n)\),
\begin{equation}
S_n(k) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{k} X_n(i) \leq \sum_{i=1}^{k} Y_n(i) \leq k(\log n)^4,
\end{equation}
the latter bound holding whp. Therefore, also
\begin{equation}
R_n(k) = S_n(k) - \inf_{j \in [k-1]} S_n(i) + 1 \leq S_n(k) + 1 \leq k(\log n)^4 + 1.
\end{equation}
We conclude that whp, and uniformly in \( t \leq \ell \),
\begin{equation}
n^{-2/3}V_n(tn^{2/3}) \geq t(1 - tn^{-1/3} - tn^{-1/3}(\log n)^4) (1 + o(1)) = t - o_t(1),
\end{equation}
as required.
Verification of MCLT(a). The convergence of the drift term in MCLT(a) is the hardest. We use (4.2.20) to write

\[ C_n(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} (\mathbb{E}[X_n(i) - 1 \mid \mathcal{F}_{i-1}] - 1) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \left[ \frac{N_n(i) - 1}{n} (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3}) - 1 \right] \]

(4.2.44)

\[ = k\lambda n^{-1/3} - \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{i - 1}{n} (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3}) - \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{R_n(i) - 1}{n} (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3}). \]

We again work with upper and lower bounds. For the upper bound, obviously since \( R_n(i - 1) \geq 0 \),

(4.2.45)

\[ n^{-1/3}C_n(\sqrt{n} t^{2/3}) \leq \lambda t - \frac{1}{2} t^2 (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3}) = \lambda t - \frac{1}{2} t^2 + o(1), \]

where the error term is deterministic and uniform in \( t \). This establishes the uniform upper bound. For the lower bound, instead, we use \( R_n(i) \leq S_n(k) + 1 \leq 1 + \sum_{i=1}^{k} (Y_n(i) - 1) \). Then, the ideas around (4.2.42), together with the fact that \( \mathbb{E}[Y_n(i)] = 1 + o(1) \), can be used to prove that whp, for \( k \geq \sqrt{n} \), there exists \( \varepsilon_n = o(1) \) such that

(4.2.46)

\[ \mathbb{P} \left( \sum_{i=1}^{k} (Y_n(i) - 1) \geq \varepsilon_n k \right) = o(n^{-2}), \]

so that the same bound also holds whp for all \( k \leq n \) simultaneously. Consequently, the same bound also holds for \( S_n(k) \), as we use next. Using further that (4.2.42) shows that whp \( R_n(i - 1) \leq (i - 1)(\log n)^4 \) for \( i \leq \sqrt{n} \),

(4.2.47)

\[ n^{-1/3} \sum_{i=1}^{\sqrt{n}} \frac{R_n(i) - 1}{n} (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3}) = n^{-4/3} (1 + o(1)) \left[ \sum_{i=1}^{\sqrt{n}} [(i - 1)(\log n)^4 + 1] + \sum_{i=\sqrt{n}}^{tn^{2/3}} \varepsilon_n i \right] \]

\[ \leq n^{-4/3} (1 + o(1)) \left[ n(\log n)^4 + \varepsilon_n (tn^{2/3})^2 + 1 \right] = o(1), \]

as required.

Exercise 4.9 (Tail bound \( S_n(k) \)). Use the ideas around (4.2.42) to prove that (4.2.46) holds.

Having established MCLT(a)-MCLT(d), we have obtained the proof of Theorem 4.2.

The Martingale functional central limit theorem in Theorem 4.3 is a highly robust tool, and has been the major workhorse for proving scaling limit results for critical random graphs, where considerable complications may arise due to the strong inhomogeneities in the graphs. We will see this in more detail in Section 4.4, where these ideas are applied to the configuration model. Further applications, with fewer details of the proofs, can be found in Section 4.8.
4.2.3. Further results on critical Erdős-Rényi random graphs. There are many recent extensions to the above scaling limit results. For example, already in his original paper, Aldous also investigates the surplus of the largest connected components. The surplus of a graph is the minimal number of edges that need to be removed in order to obtain a tree, and is related to the number of cycles in the graph. We leave this as an exercise:

**Exercise 4.10 (Surplus critical Erdős-Rényi clusters).** Prove, using Theorem 4.2 and (4.2.12), that the number of cycle edges between vertices found in the time interval $[t_1 n^{2/3}, t_2 n^{2/3}]$ has an approximate Poisson distribution with random parameter

$$
\int_{t_1}^{t_2} \lambda^\lambda(t) \, dt.
$$

The multiplicative coalescent. Interestingly, Aldous gives a second interpretation of the scaling limit of clusters in terms of multiplicative coalescents. Indeed, when we interpret $\theta$ as a time variable and use the Harris coupling of percolation (see page 153), we see that within the time interval $(\theta, \theta + \varepsilon \theta)$, two clusters of size $|C_i(\pi_\lambda)| = xn^{2/3}$ and $|C_j(\pi_\lambda)| = yn^{2/3}$ merge with probability close to $\frac{\varepsilon \theta}{n^{4/3}}(xn^{2/3})(yn^{2/3}) = \varepsilon \theta xy$ to create a cluster of size $(x + y)n^{2/3}$. When rescaling the cluster sizes by $n^{-2/3}$, this dynamics is called the multiplicative coalescent. More formally, define a Markov process $X := (X(\lambda))_{-\infty < \lambda < \infty}$ on $\mathbb{D}((\infty, \infty), \ell^2_2)$, called the multiplicative coalescent process. Think of $X(\lambda)$ as a collection of masses of some objects in a system at time $\lambda$. Thus the $i$ object has mass $X_i(\lambda)$ at time $\lambda$. The evolution of the system take place according to the following rule at time $\lambda$: At rate $X_i(\lambda)X_j(\lambda)$, objects $i$ and $j$ merge into a new component of mass $X_i(\lambda) + X_j(\lambda)$. This process has been extensively studied in by Aldous and Limic [9, 10]. In particular, Aldous, in [9, Proposition 5] showed that this is a Feller process. We can interpret the limiting cluster sizes $(\gamma_i(\pi_\lambda))_{i \geq 1}$ in Theorem 4.1 as the ordered distribution of masses at time $\lambda$. Thus, Theorem 4.1 can be seen as the convergence of the process as a function of $\lambda$ at a single time. We will later get back to this issue, and discuss convergence as a process.

More recent work of Addario-Berry, Brouin and Goldschmidt [5] (see also [4]) shows that the largest critical clusters, viewed as metric spaces, converge in distribution in an appropriate topology to some limiting graphs. The components $C_{(i)}$ are considered as metric spaces using the graph distance rescaled by $n^{-1/3}$. The authors prove that the sequence of rescaled components converges to a sequence of continuous compact metric spaces. These limiting continuum graphs are almost trees, but they contain a finite number of cycles corresponding to the surpluses of the clusters (recall Exercise 4.10). The convergence is in the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology on metric spaces. This result has several interesting consequences, such as the convergence in distribution of the diameter of $C_{(i)}$, rescaled by $n^{-1/3}$ and of the array of distances between uniformly chosen vertices in the cluster. We discuss these results in more detail in Section 4.6 below.

In Section 4.9, we discuss other results for the Erdős-Rényi random graph, including tail estimates on the largest connected component in the scaling window, and the structure of the largest connected component in the barely super-critical regime. We also comment more extensively on the history of the literature on the (critical) Erdős-Rényi random graph.
4.3. Percolation on the configuration model: Janson’s construction

In the following four sections, we describe the critical behavior of percolation on the configuration model. These results can be seen as a blueprint for several results on the critical behavior of random graphs, which is why we explain it in quite some detail. We refer to Section 4.8 for a detailed explanation of such results.

In this section, we discuss the percolation phase transition on the configuration model. Remarkably, percolation on the configuration model can again be interpreted as another configuration model with a different degree distribution, just like percolation on the Erdős-Rényi random graph is again an Erdős-Rényi random graph with an updated edge probability. This is called Janson’s construction, and we explain this in detail here. It will also be a major tool in the sections to follow.

Let us start by discussing our setting. We assume that Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold, and that CMₙ(ᵈ) is supercritical, so that

\[ \nu_n = \frac{\sum_{i \in [n]} d_i(d_i - 1)}{\sum_{i \in [n]} d_i} \to \nu = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D(D - 1)]}{\mathbb{E}[D]} > 1. \]  

When (4.3.1) fails, then, by Theorem 2.21, there is no giant component. As a result, even when we do not apply percolation, there is no large connected component, so that in particular, there cannot be an interesting percolation phase transition. In our first main result, which is due to Janson [181], we identify the percolation phase transition.

In its statement, we write

main result, which is due to Janson [181], we identify the percolation phase transition.

\[ \text{(4.3.1)} \]

in the sense that any \( \pi < \pi_c \) is an asymptotically subcritical sequence, while any \( \pi > \pi_c \) is an asymptotically supercritical sequence. In particular, \( \pi_c = 0 \) when \( \mathbb{E}[D^2] = \infty \), a property that is sometimes called instantaneous percolation or robustness.
**Exercise 4.11** (Robust phase transition for infinite-variance degrees). Show that \( \pi_c = 0 \) when Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) holds with \( \mathbb{E}[D^2] = \infty \). This means that, however small the edge-retention probability \( \pi \) is, there is always a giant percolation cluster remaining, so that \( |\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}(\pi)| / n \) remains strictly positive in the large \( n \) limit.

The property in Exercise 4.11 is sometimes called robustness of the underlying random graph. Robustness is a desirable property, since it implies that whichever the proportion of edges removed is, there always remains some connectivity in the remainder of the graph. Robustness does not happen on any graph with uniformly bounded degree:

**Exercise 4.12** (Percolation on graphs with fixed degrees). Let \((G_n)_{n \geq 1}\) be a graph sequence, where \( G_n \) has vertex set \([n]\). Show that \( \pi_c \geq 1/(d - 1) \) when \( G_n \) is such that every vertex has degree \( d \). Extend this result to the statement that \( \pi_c \geq 1/(d - 1) \) when \( G_n \) is such that every vertex has degree at most \( d \).

**Exercise 4.13** (Giant component cannot be all after percolation). In Theorem 4.5, show that \( \eta^*(\pi) > 0 \) and \( \zeta(\pi) < 1 \) whenever \( \pi < 1 \). Thus, non-trivial percolation destroys a positive proportion of the giant.

The proof of the percolation phase transition as described in Theorem 4.5 is quite pretty. It relies on the beautiful realization by Janson [181] that percolation on \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) can again be described in terms of another configuration model. We call this Janson’s construction for percolation on the configuration model. An application of Theorem 2.21 then proves the claim. Let us continue by describing Janson’s construction:

**Janson’s construction for percolation on the configuration model.** On the Erdős-Rényi random graph \( \text{ER}_n(\lambda/n) \), when we perform percolation with parameter \( \pi \), we obtain another Erdős-Rényi random graph, now with parameter \( \pi \lambda / n \) instead. When the Erdős-Rényi random graph is supercritical so that \( \lambda > 1 \), we thus obtain that \( \pi_c = 1 / \lambda \). Janson’s construction for percolation on the configuration model extends this observation to the configuration model, for which it is a little more involved.

Fix a degree distribution \( d \). For \( v \in [n] \), let \( d_v(\pi) = \text{Bin}(d_v, \sqrt{\pi}) \), where \( \left( \text{Bin}(d_v, \sqrt{\pi}) \right)_{v \in [n]} \) are independent binomial random variables. Further, let

\begin{equation}
N^+ = N^+(\pi) = \sum_{v \in [n]} \left[ d_v - \text{Bin}(d_v, \sqrt{\pi}) \right],
\end{equation}

and let \( N = N(\pi) = n + N^+ \). For \( v \in [N] \setminus [n] \), set \( d_v(\pi) = 1 \) and color these vertices red. This has the following interpretation: We split a vertex of degree \( d_v \) into a single vertex of degree \( d_v(\pi) = \text{Bin}(d_v, \sqrt{\pi}) \), and \( d_v - d_v(\pi) \) red vertices of degree 1. This is called the explosion of vertex \( v \). We can think of the red vertices as being artificial, and they will later need to be removed. After this, an edge is retained when both of its half-edges are retained, which occurs with probability \( \sqrt{\pi} \times \sqrt{\pi} = \pi \), as it should be. Since all edge-retention decisions are made independently, this is thus equivalent to percolation on \( \text{CM}_n(d) \). We will give a formal proof of this fact in Lemma 4.6 below. Let \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \) denote the configuration model with vertex set \([N]\) and degree distribution \( d(\pi) = (d_v(\pi))_{v \in [N]} \). Janson’s construction is summarized in the following lemma:

**Lemma 4.6** (Janson’s construction for percolation on the configuration model). Percolation on the configuration model \( \text{CM}_n(d, \pi) \) has the same distribution as \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \).
followed by the removal of the $N - n = N^+$ red vertices with degree 1. Here, we refer to the removal of a vertex of degree 1 as the act of removal of the vertex from the vertex set, together with the removal of its (single) edge from the edge set.

Proof. By construction, decisions for different edges are made independently, so that it suffices to prove that each edge is kept with probability $\pi$. For this, we see that the pairing of the half-edges in $CM_N(d(\pi))$ is a uniform matching, just as in $CM_n(d)$. Now, consider an edge $e = xy$, where $x$ and $y$ are the half-edges that $e$ consists of, and assume that $x$ is incident to vertex $u$ while $y$ is incident to vertex $v$. The half-edge $x$ remains incident to vertex $u$ with probability $\sqrt{\pi}$, and is made incident to another vertex $u' \in [N] \setminus [n]$ with probability $1 - \sqrt{\pi}$. Similarly, the half-edge $y$ remains incident to vertex $v$ with probability $\sqrt{\pi}$, and is made incident to another vertex $v' \in [N] \setminus [n]$ with probability $1 - \sqrt{\pi}$. Thus, the edge $e = xy$ between $u$ and $v$ is retained with probability $\pi$. When it is not retained, then one or both of its half-edges is incident to a red vertex in $[N] \setminus [n]$, which occurs with probability $1 - \pi$. In the final step of Janson’s construction, it is therefore removed from the graph, irrespective of how many of the vertices the edge is incident to are red. This means that the artificial vertex of degree 1 that is created in the explosion of vertex $u$ is later removed, together with its edge, and the same is true for the artificial vertex created through the explosion of $v$. This completes the proof. \[ \square \]

Remark 4.7 (Removing a random number of degree 1 vertices). By symmetry, the removal of the $N - n = N^+$ red vertices with degree 1 is, in distribution, the same as the removal of a collection of $N - n = N^+$ vertices of degree 1, uniformly at random from the collection of all vertices of degree 1 in $CM_N(d(\pi))$. This is the construction that we will use in the sequel.

Exercise 4.14 (Janson’s construction for site percolation). Extend Janson’s construction in Lemma 4.6 to site-percolation, where every vertex is removed with probability $1 - \pi$.

Proof of Theorem 4.5. We aim to use Theorem 2.21 on the configuration model $CM_N(d(\pi))$. By Janson’s construction in Lemma 4.6, it suffices to study the effect of the vertex explosions and the removal of red vertices of degree 1. We start by analyzing the degree distribution of $CM_N(d(\pi))$ in order to verify that Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold.

Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) for the degree distribution of $CM_N(d(\pi))$. Recall that $\ell_n = \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v$ denotes the total degree in $CM_n(d)$. The red vertices add $N - n = N^+$ of degree 1 vertices, and we compute that

$$
(4.3.4) \quad \frac{N^+}{N} = \frac{\text{Bin}(\ell_n, 1 - \sqrt{\pi})}{n + \text{Bin}(\ell_n, 1 - \sqrt{\pi})} = \frac{\frac{1}{n} \text{Bin}(\ell_n, 1 - \sqrt{\pi})}{1 + \frac{1}{n} \text{Bin}(\ell_n, 1 - \sqrt{\pi})} \rightarrow \frac{\mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})}.
$$

Since $\ell_n/n \to \mathbb{E}[D]$, we obtain that

$$
(4.3.5) \quad \frac{N}{n} = \frac{n + \text{Bin}(\ell_n, 1 - \sqrt{\pi})}{n} = 1 + \frac{1}{n} \text{Bin}(\ell_n, 1 - \sqrt{\pi}) \rightarrow 1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi}).
$$

Therefore, for every $k \neq 1$,

$$
(4.3.6) \quad \mathbb{P}(D_N(\pi) = k) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{v \in [N]} 1_{\{d_v(\pi) = k\}} = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{v \in [n]} 1_{\{d_v(\pi) = k\}} = \frac{1}{N} \frac{n}{n} \sum_{v \in [n]} 1_{\{d_v(\pi) = k\}}.
$$
where we use the fact that only the vertices in $[n]$ can have degree $k \neq 1$. We split
\begin{equation}
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{d_v(\pi) = k\}} = \sum_{\ell \geq k} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{d_v(\pi) = k, d_v = \ell\}}.
\end{equation}

By the independence of $(d_v(\pi))_{v \in [n]}$,
\begin{equation}
\sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{d_v(\pi) = k, d_v = \ell\}} \xrightarrow{d} \text{Bin}(n_\ell, b_{k,\ell}(\sqrt{\pi})),
\end{equation}
where $n_\ell$ is the number of vertices in $[n]$ for which $d_v = \ell$ and
\begin{equation}
b_{k,\ell}(q) = \mathbb{P}(\text{Bin}(\ell, q) = k)
\end{equation}
is the probability that a binomial random variable with success probability $q$ and $\ell$ trials equals $k$. Since $n_\ell/n \to p_\ell$, we thus obtain that
\begin{equation}
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{d_v(\pi) = k, d_v = \ell\}} = \frac{n_\ell}{n} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{d_v(\pi) = k, d_v = \ell\}} \xrightarrow{p} p_\ell b_{k,\ell}(\sqrt{\pi}).
\end{equation}

As a result,
\begin{equation}
\mathbb{P}(D_N(\pi) = k) \xrightarrow{p} \frac{1}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})} \sum_{\ell \geq k} p_\ell b_{k,\ell}(\sqrt{\pi}) \equiv p_k(\pi),
\end{equation}
which proves that Condition 1.6(a) holds for every $k \neq 1$. Further, $\mathbb{P}(D_N(\pi) = 1) = 1 - \sum_{k \neq 1} \mathbb{P}(D_N(\pi) = k)$, which therefore also converges to some $p_1(\pi)$. We conclude that Condition 1.6(a) holds. The case where $k = 1$ is special, and, for later reference, let us compute that
\begin{equation}
p_1(\pi) = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})} + \frac{1}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})} \sum_{\ell \geq 1} p_\ell b_{1,\ell}(\sqrt{\pi}).
\end{equation}

Here, the first term corresponds to the proportion of red vertices as identified in (4.3.4), the second to the non-red vertices of degree 1 after percolation as identified in (4.3.10) for $k = 1$.

For Condition 1.6(b), we note that
\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}_N[D_N(\pi)] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{v \in [N]} d_v(\pi) = \frac{1}{N} [N^+ + \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(\pi)] = \frac{1}{N} [N^+ + \text{Bin}(\ell_n, \sqrt{\pi})]
\xrightarrow{p} \frac{\mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi}) + \mathbb{E}(D) \sqrt{\pi}}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})} = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})},
\end{equation}
as required. Thus, Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold.

The supercriticality condition for $\text{CM}_N(d(\pi))$ and concentration inequalities.

Let
\begin{equation}
\nu_N(\pi) = \frac{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{v \in [N]} d_v(\pi)(d_v(\pi) - 1)}{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{v \in [N]} d_v(\pi)}
\end{equation}
denote the $\nu_n$ parameter of $\text{CM}_N(d(\pi))$, with $n$ replaced with $N$ and the degree distribution $d$ by $d(\pi)$. In order to verify whether $\text{CM}_N(d(\pi))$ is supercritical or subcritical, we need to verify whether $\lim_{n \to \infty} \nu_N(\pi) > 1$ or not. By Condition 1.6(b) as proved
in (4.3.13), we already know that the denominator converges to the right hand side of (4.3.13). We are left to deal with the numerator. For this, we will make use of a useful concentration inequality for sums of functions of independent variables, that we state now:

**Lemma 4.8** (Concentration for Lipschitz functions of i.i.d. random variables). Let $Z_1, Z_2, \ldots, Z_N$ be independent random variables with $Z_i$ taking values in $\Lambda_i$ and $f : \prod_{i=1}^N \Lambda_i \to \mathbb{R}$ satisfies the following: If two vectors $z, z' \in \prod_{i=1}^N \Lambda_i$ differ only in the $i$th coordinate, then $|f(z) - f(z')| \leq c_i$ for some constant $c_i$. Then, for any $t > 0$, the random variable $X = f(Z_1, Z_2, \ldots, Z_N)$ satisfies

\[(4.3.15) \quad \mathbb{P}\left( |X - \mathbb{E}[X]| > t \right) \leq 2 \exp\left( - \frac{t^2}{2 \sum_{i=1}^N c_i^2} \right).\]

**Proof.** This is Janson, Łuczak and Rucinski [186, Corollary 2.27]. \qed

We apply Lemma 4.8 to $\sum_{v \in [N]} d_v(\pi)(d_v(\pi) - 1) = \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(\pi)(d_v(\pi) - 1)$. Let $I = (I_i)_{i \in [n]}$ denote the collection of Bernoulli variables needed to evaluate $(d_v(\pi))_{v \in [n]}$. This is the collection of independent random variables to which we apply Lemma 4.8. Write $f(I) = \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(\pi)(d_v(\pi) - 1)$, and compute that

\[(4.3.16) \quad \mathbb{E}[f(I)] = \sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{E}[d_v(\pi)(d_v(\pi) - 1)] = \pi \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(d_v - 1) = n\pi \mathbb{E}[D_n(D_n - 1)],\]

since $\mathbb{E}[\text{Bin}(m, p)(\text{Bin}(m, p) - 1)] = m(m - 1)p^2$.

Further, let $I'$ be equal to $I$ except in the $i$th coordinate. Then,

\[(4.3.17) \quad |f(I') - f(I)| \leq d_{v_i},\]

where $v_i$ is the vertex to which the $i$th half-edge is incident, so that $c_i = d_{v_i}$. We compute that

\[(4.3.18) \quad \sum_{i \in [n]} c_i^2 = \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v^2 = n\mathbb{E}[D_n^2].\]

Therefore, we obtain

\[(4.3.19) \quad \mathbb{P}\left( |f(I) - \mathbb{E}[f(I)]| > t \right) \leq 2 \exp\left( - \frac{t^2}{2 \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v^2} \right).\]

We now make a split depending on whether Condition 1.6(c) holds or not. When Condition 1.6(c) holds, $d_{\max} = \max_{v \in [n]} d_v = o(n^{1/2})$, so (4.3.19) implies that $f(I) - \mathbb{E}[f(I)] = O_p(n^{3/4})$, so that

\[(4.3.20) \quad \frac{f(I)}{n} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{v \in [N]} d_v(\pi)(d_v(\pi) - 1) \overset{p}{\to} \pi \mathbb{E}[D(D - 1)].\]

We continue with the case where Condition 1.6(c) does not hold. We use an appropriate truncation argument to deal with the few vertices of large degree. In this case, denote

\[(4.3.21) \quad f_2(I) = \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(\pi)(d_v(\pi) - 1)1_{\{d_v \leq n^{1/2 - \epsilon}\}},\]
The above argument can be extended to show that, for any \( \varepsilon > 0 \),
\[
(4.3.22) \quad \frac{f_2(1)}{\pi \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v (d_v - 1)1_{\{d_v \leq n^{1/2 - \varepsilon}\}}} \xrightarrow{p} 1.
\]

Further, for any \( \varepsilon \) and \( v \) with \( d_v \geq n^{1/2 - \varepsilon} \),
\[
(4.3.23) \quad \mathbb{P}(|d_v(\pi) - \sqrt{\pi d_v}| \geq d_v^{(1 + \varepsilon)/2}) \leq e^{-cn^\varepsilon},
\]
so that even every percolated degree of vertices with high degrees are concentrated. Therefore, also
\[
(4.3.24) \quad \frac{\sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(\pi)(d_v(\pi) - 1)1_{\{d_v > n^{1/2 - \varepsilon}\}}}{\pi \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(d_v - 1)1_{\{d_v > n^{1/2 - \varepsilon}\}}} \xrightarrow{p} 1.
\]

**Exercise 4.15 (Concentration binomial).** Use Lemma 4.8 to prove (4.3.23).

**Exercise 4.16 (Contribution of high-degree vertices).** Use a union bound and (4.3.23) to prove (4.3.24).

We conclude again that
\[
(4.3.25) \quad \frac{\sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(\pi)(d_v(\pi) - 1)}{\pi \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(d_v - 1)} \xrightarrow{p} 1,
\]
so that
\[
(4.3.26) \quad \nu_N(\pi) = \frac{n^{\frac{1}{n}}}{N} \frac{1}{\frac{1}{N} \sum_{v \in [N]} d_v(\pi)} \frac{1}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})} \frac{\mathbb{E}[D(D - 1)]}{\mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})} = \pi/\nu,
\]
by combining (4.3.5), (4.3.13) and (4.3.20)-(4.3.25).

By Theorem 2.21, when \( \pi > 1/\nu \), \( \nu_N(\pi) \xrightarrow{p} \pi/\nu > 1 \), and \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \) will have a giant component, while if \( \pi \leq 1/\nu \), \( \nu_N(\pi) \xrightarrow{p} \pi/\nu \leq 1 \), and \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \) will not have a giant component. Since the giant component of \( \text{CM}_n(d; \pi) \) is always at most that of \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \) this completes the proof of the subcritical results in Theorem 4.5(b).

We have now established the subcritical results in Theorem 4.5(b), and we move on to the supercritical results in Theorem 4.5(a). Having related percolation on \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) with edge-retention probability \( \pi \) to \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \), this proof proceeds in two key steps. In the first step, we analyze the giant component of \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \) for \( \pi > 1/\nu \). After this, we analyze the effect of removing the artificial red vertices, so as to obtain the size of the giant component of \( \text{CM}_n(d; \pi) \). We start with the giant of \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \):

**The size of the giant for \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \) for \( \pi > 1/\nu \).** We apply Theorem 2.21 to \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \), for which we use the asymptotic degree distribution in (4.3.11). Let \( \mathcal{C}'_{\max}(\pi) \) denote the giant component of \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \). By (2.3.8), for every \( k \geq 0 \),
\[
(4.3.27) \quad v_k(\mathcal{C}'_{\max}(\pi))/N \xrightarrow{p} p_k(\pi)(1 - \eta^*(\pi)^k),
\]
where $\eta^*(\pi)$ satisfies
\begin{equation}
\eta^*(\pi) = \sum_{k \geq 0} (\eta^*(\pi))^k p_k^*(\pi),
\end{equation}
with $p_k(\pi)$ defined on the right-hand side of (4.3.11), and
\begin{equation}
p_k^*(\pi) = \frac{(k + 1)p_{k+1}(\pi)}{\sum_{\ell \geq 0} \ell p_\ell(\pi)}.
\end{equation}
Let us analyze $\eta^*(\pi)$ in more detail. By (4.3.13),
\begin{equation}
\sum_{\ell \geq 0} \ell p_\ell(\pi) = \mathbb{E}[D(\pi)] = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})}.
\end{equation}
Further, by (4.3.30) and (4.3.11)-(4.3.12),
\begin{equation}
\sum_{k \geq 0} \eta^k p_k^*(\pi) = \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}[D(\pi)]} \sum_{k \geq 0} \eta^k (k + 1)p_{k+1}(\pi)
= (1 - \sqrt{\pi}) + \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}[D]} \eta^k (k + 1) \sum_{\ell \geq k+1} p_\ell b_{k+1,\ell}(\sqrt{\pi})
= (1 - \sqrt{\pi}) + \sum_{\ell \geq 0} \frac{p_\ell}{\mathbb{E}[D]} \sum_{0 \leq k+1 \leq \ell} b_{k+1,\ell}(\sqrt{\pi}) \eta^k (k + 1).
\end{equation}
Here, the first term is due to the first term in (4.3.12), and we again use (4.3.30). Note that
\begin{equation}
\sum_{0 \leq k+1 \leq \ell} b_{k+1,\ell}(\sqrt{\pi}) \eta^k (k + 1) = \sqrt{\pi} \sum_{0 \leq k \leq \ell-1} \binom{\ell}{k+1} (k + 1) (\eta \sqrt{\pi})^k (1 - \sqrt{\pi})^{\ell-k-1}
= \sqrt{\pi} \ell \sum_{0 \leq k \leq \ell-1} \binom{\ell-1}{k} (\eta \sqrt{\pi})^k (1 - \sqrt{\pi})^{\ell-k-1}
= \sqrt{\pi} \ell (1 - \sqrt{\pi} + \eta \sqrt{\pi})^{\ell-1}.
\end{equation}
We conclude that
\begin{equation}
\sum_{k \geq 0} \eta^k p_k^*(\pi) = (1 - \sqrt{\pi}) + \sqrt{\pi} \sum_{\ell \geq 0} \frac{\ell p_\ell}{\mathbb{E}[D]} (1 - \sqrt{\pi} + \eta \sqrt{\pi})^{\ell-1}
= (1 - \sqrt{\pi}) + \sqrt{\pi} \sum_{\ell \geq 0} p_\ell^{*-1} (1 - \sqrt{\pi} + \eta \sqrt{\pi})^{\ell-1}
= (1 - \sqrt{\pi}) + \sqrt{\pi} G_{D}^{*-1}(1 - \sqrt{\pi} + \eta \sqrt{\pi}),
\end{equation}
so that $\eta^*(\pi)$ solves (4.3.2). As a result,
\begin{equation}
\frac{|G_{\max}^*(\pi)|}{N} \xrightarrow{p} \zeta(\pi) = 1 - G_{D(\pi)}(\eta^*(\pi))
\end{equation}
\begin{equation}
= 1 - \eta^*(\pi) \frac{\mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})} - \frac{G_{D}(1 - \sqrt{\pi} + \eta^*(\pi) \sqrt{\pi})}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})},
\end{equation}
where the last equality is proved in the following exercise:

**Exercise 4.17** (Generating function $G_{D(\pi)}$). Show that $G_{D(\pi)}(s) = G_{D}(1 - \sqrt{\pi} + s \sqrt{\pi})$. 

By Theorem 2.21, we conclude that
\[
\frac{|C_{\text{max}}'\pi|}{n} = \frac{N}{n} \frac{E[|C_{\text{max}}'\pi|]}{N} \rightarrow^p (1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})) \left[1 - \eta^*(\pi) \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi}) - \frac{G_D(1 - \sqrt{\pi} + \eta^*(\pi)\sqrt{\pi})}{1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})}\right]
\]
\[(4.3.35)\]
\[= 1 + (1 - \eta^*(\pi))\mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi}) - G_D(1 - \sqrt{\pi} + \eta^*(\pi)\sqrt{\pi}).\]

Further, we conclude that \(|C_{(2)}\pi|/n \rightarrow^p 0\), where \(C_{(2)}\pi\) denotes the second largest component of \(CM_N(d(\pi))\). Since clusters in \(CM_N(d(\pi))\) can only be larger than those in \(CM_n(d; \pi)\), this also proves that \(|C_{(2)}\pi|/n \rightarrow^p 0\), as stated in Theorem 4.5(a). We conclude that \(C_{\text{max}}\pi\) is obtained by removing the red vertices from \(C_{\text{max}}'\pi\). In the next step, we derive the limit of \(|C_{\text{max}}\pi|/n\), for which we need to investigate the effect of removing the red vertices.

**The size of the giant for \(CM_n(d; \pi)\) for \(\pi > 1/\nu\): removing red vertices.** We write
\[
\frac{|C_{\text{max}}\pi|}{n} = \frac{N}{n} \frac{E[|C_{\text{max}}\pi|]}{N} - \frac{\rho_n(\pi)}{n},
\]
where \(\rho_n(\pi)\) is the number of red vertices removed from \(C_{\text{max}}'\pi\). We note that there are \(Np_1(\pi)(1 + \eta(1))\) degree-one vertices in the entire graph, and, by (4.3.27), \(Np_1(\pi)(1 - \eta^*(\pi))(1 + \eta(1))\) degree-one vertices in \(C_{\text{max}}'\pi\). We need to remove \(N - n = \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})(1 + \eta(1))\) degree-one vertices from the graph. By Remark 4.7, we can choose these degree-one vertices uniformly at random from the entire collection of degree-one vertices in the graph. As a result, and conditionally on \(N\), \(\rho_n(\pi)\) has a hypergeometric distribution with \(N - n\) trials, \(M = Np_1(\pi)(1 - \eta^*(\pi))\) objects of type 1 out of a total of \(T = Np_1(\pi)\) objects. By concentration of the hypergeometric distribution,
\[
\frac{\rho_n(\pi)}{n} = (N - n) \frac{M}{T}(1 + \eta(1)) = \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})(1 - \eta^*(\pi))(1 + \eta(1)). \quad (4.3.37)
\]
We arrive at
\[
\frac{|C_{\text{max}}\pi|}{n} = \frac{N}{n} \frac{E[|C_{\text{max}}\pi|]}{N} - \frac{\rho_n(\pi)}{n} \rightarrow^p 1 - G_D(1 - \sqrt{\pi} + \eta^*(\pi)\sqrt{\pi}),
\]
as required. Similarly, since removing every red vertex removes a single edge,
\[
\frac{E(C_{\text{max}}\pi)}{n} = \frac{N}{n} \frac{E(C_{\text{max}}'\pi)}{N} - \frac{\rho_n(\pi)}{n}.
\]
By Theorem 2.21,
\[
\frac{E(C_{\text{max}}'\pi)}{N} \rightarrow^p \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{E}[D(\pi)](1 - \eta^*(\pi)^2) \quad (4.3.40)
\]
By (4.3.13),
\[
\frac{E(C_{\text{max}}\pi)}{n} \rightarrow^p \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{E}[D(\pi)](1 - \eta^*(\pi)^2)(1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})) \quad (4.3.41)
\]
\[= \frac{1}{2} \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \eta^*(\pi)^2).\]
We use (4.3.37) to conclude that
\[
\frac{E(C_{\text{max}}(\pi))}{n} = \frac{N}{n} \frac{E(C'_{\text{max}}(\pi))}{N} - \frac{\rho_n(\pi)}{n} \xrightarrow{p} \frac{1}{2} E[D](1 - \eta^*(\pi)^2) - E[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})(1 - \eta^*(\pi))
\]
(4.3.42)
\[
= \sqrt{\pi} E[D](1 - \eta^*(\pi)) - \frac{1}{2} E[D](1 - \eta^*(\pi))^2.
\]

**Exercise 4.18 (Proof identity).** Prove the last identity in (4.3.42).

**Extensions.** In the previous, we have considered bond percolation only. We could instead also focus on site percolation, where we remove all vertex (and all of their edges) independently and with probability \(\pi\). In this case, the construction in Lemma 4.6 can be extended. Indeed, for site percolation, we explode each vertex \(v\) with probability \(\pi\), and replace it by \(d_v\) red vertices having degree 1. Thus, in this setting, the number of red vertices equals \(N^+ = N^+(\pi) = \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v[1 - \text{Ber}_v(\pi)]\), where \((\text{Ber}_v(\pi))_{v \in [n]}\) denote independent Bernoulli random variables with success probability \(\pi\). Apart from this, little changes. You are asked to investigate this setting in the following exercises:

**Exercise 4.19 (Site percolation).** Extend Theorem 4.5 to site percolation by proving that \(|C_{\text{max}}(\pi)|/n \xrightarrow{p} \zeta^{(si)}(\pi)\) for all \(\pi\). Here \(|C_{\text{max}}(\pi)|\) is the size of the largest connected component after performing site percolation with probability \(\pi\). Show that \(\zeta^{(si)}(\pi) > 0\) precisely when \(\pi > 1/\nu\).

**Exercise 4.20 (Site percolation (cont.)).** Prove that \(\zeta^{(si)}(\pi) = \pi \zeta(\pi)\), where is the limit for bond percolation in Theorem 4.5.

### 4.4. Critical percolation on CMs with finite third-moment degrees

In this section, we study critical percolation on the configuration model, where we assume that the third moment of the degrees is finite. The results here are obtained in work with Dhara, van Leeuwaarden and Sen [103], and extend and improve various results obtained in the literature by Joseph [189] and Riordan [234].

For percolation to be critical, we need to take the edge-retention probability \(\pi\) to be sufficiently close to \(\pi_c = 1/\nu\), and how close it needs to be is determined by the scaling window. Also, finite-size effects may play a role (as \(\pi_c\) might actually depend on \(n\) when tuning in to the critical behavior more closely). It turns out that the width of the scaling window and the size of the largest critical clusters are determined by the number of finite moments of the degree distribution. In Theorem 4.5, we have already seen that when \(\nu = \infty\), percolation on the configuration model is always supercritical (see also Exercise 4.11). This can be understood by the fact that when we explore a cluster in the configuration model, the degrees of vertices that we encounter during the exploration asymptotically have the size-biased distribution \(D^*_n\) (recall Theorem 2.11). When \(E[D] < \infty\), yet \(E[D^2] = \infty\), we have that \(E[D^*_n] \to \infty\). Thus, the local weak limit is an infinite-mean branching process tree, for which the critical percolation parameter equals \(\pi_c = 0\):
Exercise 4.21 (Robustness of the phase transition for infinite-mean branching processes). Let $T$ be a Galton-Watson tree with offspring distribution $X$ with $\mathbb{E}[X] = \infty$. Perform percolation on this tree. Show that $\pi_c = 0$, in the sense that whenever $\pi > 0$, percolation on $T$ always has (infinitely many) infinite components.

When $\mathbb{E}[D^2] < \infty$ and $\mathbb{E}[D_n^*] \to \mathbb{E}[D^*] < \infty$, the critical nature of the branching process will by highly dependent on whether the variance of the offspring distribution is finite or not. This is closely related to the random walk representation of branching processes (recall Section 2.1.3), and the fact that the configuration model locally weakly converges to a unimodular Galton-watson tree (recall Theorem 2.11). Recall the discussion around (4.1.5).

The variance of $D_n^*$ converges precisely when the third moment of the degrees converges, which is what we will assume in this section. In the next section, we will treat the case where $\text{Var}(D_n^*) \to \infty$ and the degrees obey an asymptotic power law. Before stating our main result, we take an excursion into topological issues of weak convergence, which will be crucial in order to identify the scaling limit of the excursion of critical clusters for percolation on the configuration model. Before we state our formal result, let us intuitively argue that in this setting, the largest critical clusters are of order $n^{2/3}$.

Order of largest critical clusters. Let us start by giving an intuitive explanation of why critical clusters are of order $n^{2/3}$ when $\mathbb{E}[(D_n^*)^2] \to \mathbb{E}[(D^*)^2] < \infty$. By Janson’s Construction in Section 4.3, critical percolation on the configuration model gives rise to a critical configuration model, so we might as well restrict the argument to this setting. This is also how the proof proceeds. Rather than computing the precise scaling limit as we will do below, let us merely aim to find the right order of magnitude of the largest critical clusters. Fix $k \geq 1$ and define the random variables

$$Z_{\geq k} = \sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{|C_v| \geq k\}},$$

where we recall that $|C_v|$ denotes the size of the connected component of $v \in [n]$ in $\text{CM}_n(d)$. We note that $|C_{\max}| \geq k$ precisely when $Z_{\geq k} \geq k$. Thus, by Markov’s inequality,

$$\mathbb{P}(|C_{\max}| \geq k) = \mathbb{P}(Z_{\geq k} \geq k) \leq \frac{1}{k} \mathbb{E}[Z_{\geq k}] = \frac{n}{k} \mathbb{P}(|C_U| \geq k),$$

where $U \in [n]$ is chosen uniformly at random. Recall the local weak convergence result in Theorem 2.11, and let $C_{\max}(\pi_c)$ denote the cluster of the root of the unimodular Galton-Watson tree of the local weak limit. We take a leap of faith to approximate $\mathbb{P}(|C_U| \geq k) \approx \mathbb{P}(|C_{\max}(\pi_c)| > k)$ for all values of $k$ of interest, which is allowed for fixed $k$ by Theorem 2.11. However, we will apply this approximation for a $k = k_n$ that tends to infinity with $n$, which is clearly not what Theorem 2.11 allows.

Recall (4.1.5), which suggests that

$$\mathbb{P}(|C_{\max}| \geq k) = \mathbb{P}(Z_{\geq k} \geq k) \leq \frac{1}{k} \mathbb{E}[Z_{\geq k}] = O\left(\frac{n}{k^{3/2}}\right).$$

Now we take $k = k_n = An^{2/3}$ for some large $A$ (fingers crossed!), to arrive at

$$\mathbb{P}(|C_{\max}| \geq An^{2/3}) = O\left(\frac{1}{A^{3/2}}\right),$$
which is small when $A > 0$ is large. A second moment argument can be used to suggest that
\begin{equation}
\mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}| < n^{2/3} / A) = \mathbb{P}(Z_{\geq n^{2/3} / A} = 0) = O(1/A),
\end{equation}
again under some unproven assumptions of independence of different clusters etc. [Such an argument was performed for in a rigorous way for critical rank-1 random graphs in [159], as well as for the critical Erdős-Rényi random graph in [160, Chapter 5], see also [157].]

This suggests that $|\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}| n^{-2/3}$ is a tight sequence of random variables, and suggests the anomalous scaling exponent $2/3$ at the critical percolation threshold $\pi_c$. This result closely resembles the scaling for Erdős-Rényi random graph as stated in Theorem 4.1, as well as highlights the role of the finite-third moment assumption of the degrees that was imperative to conclude (4.1.5). Of course, the above is no proof, as it has used (4.1.5) for $k = \Theta(n^{2/3})$, which is clearly not allowed. Below, we make this connection precise, not only by showing that indeed $n^{2/3}$ is the right order for the largest critical clusters, but even that the scaling limit of those clusters closely resembles that derived for Erdős-Rényi random graph in Theorem 4.1. In order to be able to state these results, we start with some notation.

**Weak convergence of cluster sizes and surpluses.** Recall the definition of $\ell_2^2$ in Section 1.3.1. We extend this topology now to also include a strong notion of convergence for the surplus edges. By $\ell_2^2 \times \mathbb{N}^\infty$, we denote the product topology of $\ell_2^2$ and $\mathbb{N}^\infty$, where $\mathbb{N}^\infty$ denotes the collection of sequences on $\mathbb{N}$, endowed with the product topology. Define also
\begin{equation}
U_1 := \left\{ (x_i, y_i)_{i=1}^\infty \in \ell_2^2 \times \mathbb{N}^\infty : \sum_{i=1}^\infty x_i y_i < \infty \text{ and } y_i = 0 \text{ whenever } x_i = 0 \forall i \right\},
\end{equation}
endowed with the metric
\begin{equation}
d_U((x_1, y_1), (x_2, y_2)) := \left( \sum_{i=1}^\infty (x_{1i} - x_{2i})^2 \right)^{1/2} + \sum_{i=1}^\infty |x_{1i} y_{1i} - x_{2i} y_{2i}|.
\end{equation}
Further, we introduce $U^0_1 \subset U_1$ as
\begin{equation}
U^0_1 := \left\{ ((x_i, y_i))_{i=1}^\infty \in U_1 : \text{ if } x_k = x_m, k \leq m, \text{ then } y_k \geq y_m \right\}.
\end{equation}
The $U^0_1$-topology will allow us to state joint convergence of cluster sizes and surpluses of clusters in a strong topology.

**The critical window and finite-third moment degrees.** Consider bond percolation on $\text{CM}_n(d)$ with probability $\pi$, yielding $\text{CM}_n(d; \pi)$. Fix
\begin{equation}
\pi_n = \pi_n(\lambda) := \frac{1}{\nu_n} \left( 1 + \frac{\lambda}{n^{1/3}} \right),
\end{equation}
for some $\lambda \in \mathbb{R}$. Here we recall that $\nu_n = \mathbb{E}[D_n(D_n - 1)]/\mathbb{E}[D_n]$ as defined in (4.3.1) is close to $\pi_c = 1/\nu$, which is identifies as being the asymptotic critical value in Theorem 4.5. The value $\pi_n$ as in (4.4.9) rather than $\pi_c = 1/\nu$ takes the finite-size corrections of the critical behavior more closely into account. The value of $\lambda \in \mathbb{R}$ is similar to that for the Erdős-Rényi random graph in Theorem 4.2. Note that $\pi_n(\lambda)$ in (4.4.9) is non-negative for $n$ sufficiently large even when $\lambda < 0$. 

To describe the scaling limit, we again rely on Janson’s construction. As in Section 4.3, suppose that \( d_i(\pi_n) \sim \text{Bin}(d_i, \sqrt{\pi_n}) \), \( N^+ := \sum_{i \in [n]} (d_i - d_i(\pi_n)) \) and \( N = n + N^+ \). Again consider the degree sequence \( d(\pi_n) \) consisting of \( d_i(\pi_n) \) for \( i \in [n] \) and \( N^+ \) additional vertices of degree 1, i.e., \( d_i(\pi_n) = 1 \) for \( i \in [N \setminus [n] \). We have already seen that the degree \( D_N(\pi) \) of a random vertex from this degree sequence satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) in probability for some random variable \( D(\pi) \) with \( \mathbb{E}[D(\pi)^2] < \infty \). It is not hard to extend this to \( D_N(\pi_n) \) with \( \pi_n \) as defined in (4.4.9):

**Exercise 4.22 (Finite-size corrections have no effect on asymptotic degree distribution).** Verify that the argument in Section 4.3 showing that the random variable \( D_N(\pi) \) satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) in probability can be extended to \( D_N(\pi_n) \) for \( \pi_n \) in (4.4.9).

We will later improve this to

\[
\mathbb{E}_N[D_N(\pi_n)^3] = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i \in [N]} d_i(\pi)^3 \xrightarrow{p} \mathbb{E}[D(\pi)^3] < \infty,
\]

when \( \mathbb{E}[D^3_n] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3] \) holds.

The main result in this section will investigate the scaling limit of the ordered clusters of percolation on \( CM_n(d) \) with edge-retention probability \( \pi_n \) in (4.4.9). Let us now define the objects whose scaling limit we consider in detail. Recall that \( \{ |\mathcal{C}(\pi)| \}_{j \geq 1} \) denote the ordered cluster sizes of \( CM_n(d; \pi) \). Let \( \text{SP}(\mathcal{C}) \) denote the surplus of the connected component \( \mathcal{C} \). The objects of interest in this section are given by

\[
Z_n(\lambda) = \left( (n^{-2/3}|\mathcal{C}(\pi)|), \text{SP}(\mathcal{C}(\pi)) \right)_{j \geq 1},
\]

which denotes the vector in \( \mathbb{U}^0_1 \) obtained by rearranging critical percolation clusters according to the cluster sizes and their corresponding surplus edges.

Let us continue by defining the necessary objects so as to be able to describe the scaling limit of \( Z_n(\lambda) \). Define the Brownian motion with negative parabolic drift by

\[
B^\lambda_{\mu, \eta}(s) = \frac{\sqrt{\eta}}{\mu} B(s) + \lambda s - \frac{\eta s^2}{2\mu^3},
\]

where \( B = (B(s))_{s \geq 0} \) is a standard Brownian motion, and \( \mu > 0, \eta > 0 \) and \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \) are constants to be determined later on. Define the reflected version of \( B^\lambda_{\mu, \eta} \) as

\[
R^\lambda_{\mu, \eta}(s) = B^\lambda_{\mu, \eta}(s) - \min_{0 \leq t \leq s} B^\lambda_{\mu, \eta}(t).
\]

In terms of the above quantities, define \( \gamma^\lambda_j \) to be the ordered excursions of the inhomogeneous Brownian motion \( B^\lambda_{\mu, \eta} \) with the parameters

\[
\mu = \mathbb{E}[D(\pi_c)], \quad \eta = \mathbb{E}[D(\pi_c)^3]\mathbb{E}[D(\pi_c)] - \mathbb{E}[D(\pi_c)^2], \quad \beta = 1/\mathbb{E}[D(\pi_c)],
\]

where \( \pi_c = 1/\nu \) is the asymptotic critical value as defined in Theorem 4.5. Denote the \( j \)th largest cluster of \( CM_n(d; \pi_n(\lambda)) \) by \( \mathcal{C}(\lambda)(j) \). We will also identify the scaling limit of the surplus edges of the large critical clusters. For this, define the counting process of marks \( N^\lambda = (N^\lambda(s))_{s \geq 0} \) to be a process that has intensity \( \beta R^\lambda_{\mu, \eta}(s) \) at time \( s \) conditional
on \( (R_{\mu,\eta}^\lambda(u))_{u \leq s} \), so that

\[
(4.4.15) \quad N_{\mu,\eta}^\lambda(s) - \int_0^s \beta R_{\mu,\eta}^\lambda(u) \, du
\]
is a martingale (see Aldous [9]). Alternatively, we can define \( N^\lambda \) to be a mixed-Poisson process where \( N^\lambda(s) \) is Poisson with parameter \( \int_0^s R_{\mu,\eta}^\lambda(u) \, du \).

For an excursion \( \gamma \) starting at time \( l(\gamma) \) and ending at time \( r(\gamma) \), let \( N(\gamma) \) denote the number of marks in the interval \([l(\gamma), r(\gamma)]\). Then, \( ((|\gamma_j^\lambda|, N(\gamma_j^\lambda)))_{j \geq 1} \) can be ordered as an element of \( U_0^\gamma \) almost surely by Bhamidi, Budhiraja and Wang [36, Theorem 4.1]. Denote this element of \( U_0^\gamma \) by \( Z(\lambda) = ((Y_j^\lambda, N_j^\lambda))_{j \geq 1} \) obtained from \( ((|\gamma_j^\lambda|, N(\gamma_j^\lambda)))_{j \geq 1} \). This will be the description of the scaling limit of our cluster sizes and their surpluses. The main result of this section is then the following weak convergence result:

**Theorem 4.9** (Critical clusters for percolation on configuration models with finite third-moment degrees). Assume that Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) hold for the degree sequence and that \( \mathbb{E}[D_0^\lambda] \to \mathbb{E}[D^\beta] < \infty \). Further, assume that \( CM_n(d) \) is super-critical, i.e., \( \nu_n \to \nu > 1 \). Fix \( \pi_n(\lambda) \) as in (4.4.9). Then,

\[
(4.4.16) \quad Z_n(\lambda) \xrightarrow{d} Z(\lambda)
\]
with respect to the \( U_0^\gamma \) topology.

Next we consider the percolation cluster for multiple values of \( \lambda \). There is a natural way to couple \((CM_n(d; \pi_n(\lambda)))_{\lambda \in \mathbb{R}}\) described as follows: for \( \lambda < \lambda' \), perform bond-percolation on \( CM_n(d, \pi_n(\lambda')) \) with probability \( \pi_n(\lambda)/\pi_n(\lambda') \). The resulting graph is distributed as \( CM_n(d, \pi_n(\lambda)) \). This can be used to couple \((CM_n(d, \pi_n(\lambda_i)))_{i=0}^{k-1} \) for any fixed \( k \geq 1 \). The next theorem shows that the convergence of the component sizes holds jointly in finitely many locations within the critical window, under the above described coupling:

**Theorem 4.10** (Multiple times convergence). Under the hypotheses of Theorem 4.9 and with \( C_n(\lambda) = (n^{-2/3} |G_j(\lambda)|)_{j \geq 1} \), for any fixed \( k \in \mathbb{N} \) and \( -\infty < \lambda_0 < \lambda_1 < \cdots < \lambda_{k-1} < \infty \),

\[
(4.4.17) \quad (C_n(\lambda_0), C_n(\lambda_1), \ldots, C_n(\lambda_{k-1})) \xrightarrow{d} \sqrt{\pi}(\gamma^{\lambda_0}, \gamma^{\lambda_1}, \ldots, \gamma^{\lambda_{k-1}})
\]
with respect to the \( (L_1^k)^k \) topology where \( \pi = 1/\nu \).

**Remark 4.11** (Informal relation to multiplicative coalescent). The coupling for the limiting process in Theorem 4.10 is given by the multiplicative coalescent process described in Section 4.2. This will become more clear when we describe the ideas of the proof. An intuitive picture is that as we change the value of the percolation parameter from \( \pi_n(\lambda) \) to \( \pi_n(\lambda + d\lambda) \), exactly one edge is added to the graph and the two endpoints \( i,j \) are chosen approximately proportional to the number of half-edges of \( i \) and \( j \) that were not retained \( CM_n(d; \pi_n(\lambda)) \). Define the degree deficiency \( D_i \) of a component \( G_i \) to be the total number of half-edges in a component that were not retained in percolation. Think of \( D_i \) as the mass of \( G_i \). By the above heuristics, \( G_i \) and \( G_j \) merge at rate proportional to \( D_i D_j \) and creates a cluster of mass \( D_i + D_j - 2 \). The proof with Dhara, van Leeuwaarden and Sen [103] shows that the degree deficiency of a component is approximately proportional.
to the component size. Therefore, the component sizes merge *approximately* like the multiplicative coalescent over the critical scaling window.

**Remark 4.12 (Conditioning on simplicity).** Theorems 4.9 and 4.10 also hold for configuration models conditioned on simplicity. We do not give a proof here. The arguments by Joseph in [189, Section 7] can be followed verbatim to obtain a proof of this fact. We do not give the details of this argument.

**Discussion of the proofs of Theorems 4.9 and 4.10.** We will not prove Theorem 4.10 in detail, but rather informally discuss how it can be obtained from Theorem 4.9 by using the coupling of the graphs \( (\text{CM}_n(d, \pi_n(\lambda_i)))_{i=0}^{k-1} \). The proof of Theorem 4.9 follows by again using Janson’s Construction in Lemma 4.6. This proof, alike the proof of Theorem 4.5, consists of three key steps. The first key step is the statement and proof of the corresponding result for the configuration model *without* percolation under appropriate conditions on the degree sequence. The second key step is to show that the percolated degree sequence in Janson’s construction satisfies the conditions posed in the theorem for the critical configuration model. The final and third step is to describe the effect of removing the red vertices. The proof of the statement for the configuration model, as stated in Theorem 4.13 below, will be the main content of this section.

**Cluster scaling for critical configuration models.** Let us start by stating the results on the cluster distributions for critical configuration models and its conditions. In its statement, we let \( Z_n \) denote the rescaled cluster sizes ordered in size, and the corresponding surpluses of these clusters, as defined in (4.4.11) and in the absence of percolation (i.e., \( \pi = 1 \)). While there will be a parameter \( \lambda \) appearing in the result, we do not write its dependence explicitly to avoid confusion with \( Z_n(\lambda) \) and \( Z(\lambda) \) in Theorem 4.9, where \( \lambda \) appears as in (4.4.9). Let \( \sigma_r = \mathbb{E}[D^r] \) and consider the reflected Brownian motion, the excursions, and the counting process \( N^\lambda \) as defined in (4.4.12) with parameters

\[
(4.4.18) \quad \mu := \sigma_1, \quad \eta := \sigma_3 \mu - \sigma_2^2, \quad \beta := 1/\mu.
\]

Note that (4.4.18) reduces to (4.4.14) when \( \pi = 1 \) (for which \( D(\pi) = \mathbb{E}[D] \)). The main result is as follows:

**Theorem 4.13 (Critical configuration models with finite third-moment degrees).** Assume that Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) hold for the degree sequence with \( p_2 \in [0, 1) \), and that \( \mathbb{E}[D_3^3] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3] < \infty \). Further, assume that \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) is critical, i.e., for some \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \),

\[
(4.4.19) \quad \nu_n := \frac{\mathbb{E}[D_n(D_n - 1)]}{\mathbb{E}[D_n]} = 1 + \lambda n^{-1/3} + o(n^{-1/3}),
\]

Then,

\[
(4.4.20) \quad Z_n \xrightarrow{d} Z
\]

with respect to the \( \mathcal{U}_1^0 \) topology. Further, for every \( i, k \geq 1 \),

\[
(4.4.21) \quad \frac{v_k(\mathcal{C}_i) (\pi_n(\lambda))}{|\mathcal{C}_i(\pi_n(\lambda))|} \xrightarrow{p} p_k^*.
\]
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The criticality condition in (4.4.19) is close in spirit to that for percolation on $\text{CM}_n(d)$ in (4.4.9), apart from the fact that now the $\text{CM}_n(d)$ is critical itself, rather than that it is supercritical and becomes critical due to percolation acting on it.

Theorem 4.13 is interesting in its own right, as it describes the critical behavior of configuration models. In the light of Janson’s Construction for percolation on the configuration model, one could also see Theorem 4.9 as a way to create, from super-critical configuration models, degrees sequences that take a specific value inside the scaling window. The configuration model also allows one to see how the critical clusters emerge, by studying the behavior of $\text{CM}_n(d; \pi_n(\lambda))$ when $\lambda$ varies, as in Theorem 4.10.

We continue as follows. In Section 4.4.1, we prove Theorem 4.13. In Section 4.4.2, we show that Theorem 4.9 follows from Theorem 4.13.

4.4.1. Critical configuration models with finite-third moment degrees: proof of Theorem 4.13. In this section, we prove Theorem 4.13. We start by describing a convenient way to explore clusters in the configuration model.

The configuration model exploration process. Let us explore the graph sequentially using a natural approach outlined by Riordan [234] and also used in the work with Dhara, van Leeuwaarden and Sen [103]. At step $k$, divide the set of half-edges into three groups: sleeping half-edges $S_k$, active half-edges $A_k$, and dead half-edges $D_k$. The depth-first exploration process can be summarized in the following algorithm. In its statement, the active half-edges in $A_k$ will be ordered, and this ordering will be updated as time proceeds:

ALGORITHM 4.14 (DFS exploration). At $k = 0$, $S_k$ contains all the half-edges and $A_k$, $D_k$ are empty. While ($S_k \neq \emptyset$ or $A_k \neq \emptyset$) we do the following at stage $k + 1$:

\begin{enumerate}
\item [(S1)] If $A_k \neq \emptyset$, then take the smallest half-edge $a$ from $A_k$.
\item [(S2)] Take the half-edge $b$ from $S_k$ that is paired to $a$. Suppose $b$ is attached to a vertex $w$ (which is necessarily not discovered yet). Declare $w$ to be discovered, let $r = d_w - 1$ and $b_{w_1}, b_{w_2}, \ldots, b_{w_r}$ be the half-edges of $w$ other than $b$. Declare $b_{w_1}, b_{w_2}, \ldots, b_{w_r}, b$ to be smaller than all other half-edges in $A_k$. Also order the half-edges of $w$ among themselves as $b_{w_1} > b_{w_2} > \cdots > b_{w_r} > b$. Identify $B_k \subset A_k \cup \{b_{w_1}, b_{w_2}, \ldots, b_{w_r}\}$ as the collection of all half-edges in $A_k$ paired to one of the $b_{wi}'s$ and the corresponding $b_{wi}'s$. Similarly identify $C_k \subset \{b_{w_1}, b_{w_2}, \ldots, b_{w_r}\}$ as the collection of self-loops incident to $w$. Finally, declare $A_{k+1} = A_k \cup \{b_{w_1}, b_{w_2}, \ldots, b_{w_r}\} \setminus (B_k \cup C_k)$, $D_{k+1} = D_k \cup \{a, b\} \cup B_k \cup C_k$ and $S_{k+1} = S_k \setminus \{\{b\} \cup \{b_{w_1}, b_{w_2}, \ldots, b_{w_r}\}\}$. Go to stage $k + 2$.
\item [(S3)] If $A_k = \emptyset$ for some $k$, then take out one half-edge $a$ from $S_k$ uniformly at random and identify the vertex $v$ incident to it. Declare $v$ to be discovered. Let $r = d_v - 1$ and assume that $a_{v_1}, a_{v_2}, \ldots, a_{v_r}$ are the half-edges of $v$ other than $a$ and identify the collection of half-edges involved in a self-loop $C_k$ as in Step 2 (since we now explore a new cluster, there cannot yet be any multiple edges). Order the half-edges of $v$ as $a_{v_1} > a_{v_2} > \cdots > a_{v_r} > a$. Set $A_{k+1} = \{a, a_{v_1}, a_{v_2}, \ldots, a_{v_r}\} \setminus C_k$, $D_{k+1} = D_k \cup C_k$, and $S_{k+1} = S_k \setminus \{a, a_{v_1}, a_{v_2}, \ldots, a_{v_r}\}$. Go to stage $k + 2$.
\end{enumerate}
In words, we explore a new vertex at each stage and throw away all the half-edges involved in a loop/multiple edge/cycle with the vertex set already discovered before proceeding to the next stage. The ordering of the half-edges is such that the connected components of \( \text{CM}_n(\mathbf{d}) \) are explored in the depth-first way. We call the half-edges of \( \mathcal{B}_k \cup \mathcal{C}_k \) cycle half-edges because they create loops, cycles or multiple edges in the graph.

Let

\[
A_k := |A_k|, \quad c_{(k+1)} := (|\mathcal{B}_k| + |\mathcal{C}_k|)/2, \quad U_k := |S_k|.
\]

Let \( d_{(j)} \) be the degree of the \( j \)th explored vertex and define the exploration process \( (S_n(i))_{i \geq 0} \) by \( S_n(0) = 0 \) and

\[
S_n(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{i} (d_{(j)} - 2 - 2c_{(j)}).
\]

The exploration in (4.4.23) is highly similar to that for the Erdős-Rényi random graph in (4.2.5), apart from the fact that \( (S_n(i))_{i \geq 0} \) records active half-edges whereas its Erdős-Rényi random graph counterpart records active vertices. It is still the case that connected components are explored between times that \( (S_n(i))_{i \geq 0} \) attains a novel minimum. Due to the fact that we filter out the cycles, each time we perform a step in Algorithm 4.14 we find a new vertex. Critical components contain few cycles, as we will prove later on, so that in (4.4.23), we can ignore the cycle contribution \( c_{(j)} \) in the leading order. By construction, the sequence \( (d_{(j)})_{j \geq 1} \) are the degrees in a size-biased reordering of the vertices, for which Proposition 2.42 will prove to be extremely useful.

Let us make the above observations more precise and make a start with the proof. The process \( S_n = (S_n(i))_{i \in [n]} \) “encodes the component sizes as lengths of path segments above past minima” as discussed by Aldous [9]. Suppose \( \tilde{\mathcal{C}}_k \) is the \( k \)th connected component explored by the above exploration process. \(^3\) Define

\[
\sigma_k = \inf \{ i : S_n(i) = -2k \}.
\]

Then \( \tilde{\mathcal{C}}_k \) is discovered between the times \( \sigma_{k-1} + 1 \) and \( \sigma_k \) and

\[
|\tilde{\mathcal{C}}_k| = \sigma_k - \sigma_{k-1}.
\]

Here we note that since we throw away all the half-edges involved in a loop/multiple edge/cycle, each time we pair a half-edge, we connect it to a new vertex. The following exercise asks you to prove the crucial identity (4.4.25) in some special cases:

**Exercise 4.23 (Cluster exploration).** Let \( \mathcal{C} \) be the graph consisting of one vertex of degree 2 with a self-loop. Show that \( S_n(0) = 0 \) and \( S_n(1) = -2 \), so that (4.4.25) is correct.

**Exercise 4.24 (Cluster exploration (cont.)).** Let \( \mathcal{C} \) be the graph consisting of two vertices of degree 1 with one edge in between them. Show that \( S_n(0) = 0, S_n(1) = -1 \) and \( S_n(2) = -2 \), so that (4.4.25) is correct.

**Exercise 4.25 (Cluster exploration (cont.)).** Let \( \mathcal{C} \) be the graph consisting of one vertex of degree 2 connected to two vertices of degree 1. Show that \( S_n(0) = S_n(1) = 0, S_n(2) = -1 \) and \( S_n(3) = -2 \), so that (4.4.25) is correct.

\(^3\)We avoid the notation \( \mathcal{C}_k \) for the \( k \)th cluster, as \( \mathcal{C}_k \) has previously been used to denote the cluster of vertex \( k \in [n] \).
Exercise 4.26 (Cluster exploration (cont.)). Prove (4.4.25) for the exploration of the first cluster. Conclude that it is true for any cluster.

Key ingredient proof of Theorem 4.13: convergence of cluster exploration. The key ingredient in the proof of Theorem 4.13 is the statement that the cluster exploration process $S_n$, after appropriate rescaling, converges in distribution to the Brownian motion with negative parabolic drift as defined in (4.4.12) with the parameters as in (4.4.18). Let us set up the notation for this. For any $D[0, \infty)$-valued process $X_n$ define

$$\bar{X}_n(u) := n^{-1/3}X_n(\lfloor n^{2/3}u \rfloor) \quad \text{and} \quad \bar{X}_n := (\bar{X}_n(u))_{u \geq 0}.$$  

The following result is the main ingredient for proving Theorem 4.13. Recall the definition of $B_{\mu, \eta}^\lambda$ from (4.4.12) with parameters given in (4.4.18):

**Theorem 4.15 (Convergence of the exploration process).** Suppose that Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) hold, that $E[D_n^3] \to E[D^3] < \infty$ and that the criticality condition (4.4.19) holds for $\nu_n$. Then, as $n \to \infty$,

$$(4.4.27) \quad \bar{S}_n \xrightarrow{d} B_{\mu, \eta}^\lambda$$

with respect to the Skorokhod $J_1$ topology.

Size-biased exploration. The vertices are explored in a size-biased manner with sizes proportional to their degrees, i.e., if $v_{(i)}$ denotes the $i$th explored vertex in Algorithm 4.14 and $d_{(i)}$ the degree of $v_{(i)}$, then

$$\mathbb{P}(v_{(i)} = j \mid v_{(1)}, v_{(2)}, \ldots, v_{(i-1)}) = \frac{d_j}{\sum_{k \in [n]} d_k} = \frac{d_j}{\sum_{k \in [n]} d_k - \sum_{k=1}^{i-1} d_{(k)}}, \forall j \in \mathcal{V}_i^{(i)},$$

where $\mathcal{V}_i$ denotes the first $i$ vertices to be discovered in the above exploration process. The following lemma will be used in the proof of Theorem 4.13:

**Lemma 4.16 (Sums of size-biased degrees).** Suppose that Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) hold, that $E[D_n^3] \to E[D^3] < \infty$ and that the criticality condition (4.4.19) holds for $\nu_n$. Denote
\( \sigma_r = \mathbb{E}[D^r] \) and \( \mu = \mathbb{E}[D] \). Then for all \( t > 0 \) and \( r \in \{1, 2\} \), as \( n \to \infty \),

\[
(4.4.30) \quad \sup_{u \leq t} \left| n^{-2/3} \sum_{i=1}^{\lfloor n^{2/3} u \rfloor} d_{(i)}^r - \frac{\sigma_{1+r} u}{\mu} \right| \to 0.
\]

Lemma 4.16 follows from Proposition 2.42 and some standard estimates that we state now for completeness:

**Lemma 4.17.** Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) and \( \mathbb{E}[D_n^3] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3] < \infty \) imply that

\[
(4.4.31) \quad \lim_{k \to \infty} \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j \in [n]} \mathbb{I}_{\{d_j > k\}} d_j^r = 0, \ r = 1, 2, 3.
\]

For \( r = 3 \), in particular, this implies \( d_{\text{max}} = o(n) \).

**Intuitive explanation of Theorem 4.15.** Before launching into the proof, we give an informal explanation of the scaling limit result in Theorem 4.15. We let, with \( \mathcal{F}_j = \sigma(v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_j) \) denoting the \( \sigma \)-algebra generated by the first \( j \) vertices found,

\[
(4.4.32) \quad \nu_n(j) = \mathbb{E}[d_{(j)} - 1 \mid v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_{j-1}].
\]

We then split

\[
(4.4.33) \quad s_n(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{i} (d_{(j)} - 2) = s_n(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{i} (d_{(j)} - 1 - \nu_n(j)) + \sum_{j=1}^{i} (\nu_n(j) - 1).
\]

Now, the random variables \( (d_{(j)} - 1 - \nu_n(j))_{j \geq 1} \) all have mean zero (by construction), and, by Lemma 4.16, their variance converges to some limiting value that we will denote by \( \eta \). We investigate the rescaled version of \( (s_n(j))_{j \geq 1} \) given by

\[
(4.4.34) \quad n^{-1/3} s_n(u n^{2/3}) = n^{-1/3} \sum_{j=1}^{u n^{2/3}} (d_{(j)} - 1 - \nu_n(j)) + n^{-1/3} \sum_{j=1}^{u n^{2/3}} (\nu_n(j) - 1),
\]

where one can expect the first part to converge in distribution to \( B_u \sqrt{\eta} / \mu \), where \( (B_u)_{u \geq 0} \) is a standard Brownian motion. Here we can informally compute the variance, also using that \( \nu_n \approx 1 \), as

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Var}(d_{(j)} - 1 - \nu_n(j)) & = \mathbb{E}[(d_{(j)} - 1 - \nu_n(j))^2] \approx \mathbb{E}[(d_{(1)} - 1 - \nu_n)^2] \\
& \approx \mathbb{E}[(d_{(1)} - 2)^2] = \frac{1}{\ell_n} \sum_{v \in [n]} (d_v - 2)^2 dv = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D_n(D_n - 2)^2]}{\mathbb{E}[D_n]} \\
& \to \frac{\mathbb{E}[D(D - 2)^2]}{\mathbb{E}[D]} = \frac{\eta}{\mu^2},
\end{align*}
\]

when we use that

\[
(4.4.35) \quad \mathbb{E}[D] \mathbb{E}[D(D - 2)^2] = \mathbb{E}[D] \mathbb{E}[D^2(D - 2)] = \mu \sigma_3 - 2 \sigma_2 \mu = \mu \sigma_3 - \sigma_2^2,
\]

since \( \nu = 1 \) implies that \( \sigma_2 / \mu = \nu + 1 = 2 \).

We are left to deal with the second term in (4.4.34), for which we note that \( \nu_n(j) - 1 \) is random with a non-zero mean. Any contribution to \( \nu_n(j) - 1 \) that is of order \( n^{-1/3} \) will
contribute in the limit in (4.4.34), by the factor \( n^{-1/3} \) and since there are \( n^{2/3} \) terms in the sum. Writing \( \nu_n(j) - 1 = \nu_n(j) - \nu_n + \nu_n - 1 \) and using (4.4.29), we obtain
\[
\nu_n(j) - 1 = \frac{\sum_{k \in [n]} d_k(d_k - 2) - \sum_{k=1}^{j-1} d_k(d_k - 2)}\sum_{k \in [n]} d_k - \sum_{k=1}^{j-1} d_k} + \lambda n^{-1/3} + o(1),
\]
where we use (4.4.41). It turns out that we can ignore the difference in the denominators (see also Exercise 4.27 below), so that
\[
\nu_n(j) - 1 = -\frac{\sum_{k=1}^{j-1} d_k(d_k - 2)}{n \mathbb{E}[D_n]} + \lambda n^{-1/3} + o(1)
\]
By Lemma 4.16 and using that \( \mathbb{E}[D_n] = \mathbb{E}[D] + o(1) \),
\[
\nu_n(sn^{2/3}) - 1 = n^{-1/3} \left( -\frac{s(\sigma_3 - 2\sigma_2)}{\mu^2} + \lambda + o(1) \right).
\]
We conclude that
\[
n^{-1/3} \sum_{j=1}^{un^{2/3}} (\nu_n(j) - 1) = -\frac{u^2 (\sigma_3 - 2\sigma_2)}{2\mu^2} + \lambda u.
\]
It is not hard to show that the constant can be rewritten as \( (\sigma_3 - 2\sigma_2)/\mu^2 = \eta/\mu^3 \), where \( \eta \) is defined in (4.4.18). This suggests that
\[
n^{-1/3} s_n(un^{2/3}) \approx \frac{\sqrt{\eta}}{\mu} B_u + \int_0^u \left( -\frac{s(\sigma_3 - 2\sigma_2)}{\mu^2} + \lambda \right) ds
\]
\[
= \frac{\sqrt{\eta}}{\mu} B_u + \lambda u - \frac{(\sigma_3 - 2\sigma_2)}{2\mu^2} u^2 = B^\lambda_{\mu,\eta}(u),
\]
by (4.4.18). Apart from the variance computation, this explains how the constants in (4.4.18) arise, as well as the importance of the finite third moment of the degree distribution.

**Exercise 4.27 (Sharper version of (4.4.38)).** Argue that (4.4.38) remains to be true when we do not ignore the difference in the denominators in (4.4.37). [Hint: Use that \( \nu_n = 1 + o(1) \), so that \( \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(d_v - 2) = o(n) \).]

**Estimating the cycle half-edges.** The following lemma gives an estimate of the number of cycle half-edges created up to time \( t \). This result is proved by Riordan in [234] for bounded degrees. In our case, it follows from Lemma 4.16 as we show below:

**Lemma 4.18 (Estimates on self-loops and cycles).** Consider Algorithm 4.14, and recall from (4.4.22) that \( A_k = |A_k| \) and \( U_k = |S_k| \). Define further \( B_k := |B_k| \) and \( C_k := |C_k| \). Then
\[
\mathbb{E}[B_k | \mathcal{F}_k] = (1 + o_p(1)) \frac{2A_k}{U_k} + O_p(n^{-2/3})
\]
and
\[
\mathbb{E}[C_k | \mathcal{F}_k] = O_p(n^{-1})
\]
uniformly for \( k \leq tn^{2/3} \) and any \( t > 0 \), where \( \mathcal{F}_k \) is the sigma-field generated by the information revealed up to stage \( k \).
4. PERCOLATION ON RANDOM GRAPHS

**Proof.** First note that, by (4.4.30),
\[
\frac{U_k}{n} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j \in [n]} d_j - \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{k} d_{(j)} = \mathbb{E}[D] + o_D(1)
\]
uniformly over \( k \leq tn^{2/3} \). Let \( a \) be the half-edge that is being explored at stage \( k + 1 \). Each of the \( (A_k - 1) \) half-edges of \( A_k \setminus \{a\} \) is equally likely to be paired with a half-edge of \( v_{(k+1)} \), thus creating two elements of \( B_k \). Also, given \( \mathcal{F}_k \) and \( v_{(k+1)} \), the probability that a half-edge of \( A_k \setminus \{a\} \) is paired to one of the half-edges of \( v_{(k+1)} \) is \( (d_{(k+1)} - 1)/(U_k - 1) \). Therefore,
\[
\mathbb{E}\left[B_k \mid \mathcal{F}_k, v_{(k+1)}\right] = 2(A_k - 1) \frac{d_{(k+1)} - 1}{U_k - 1} = 2(d_{(k+1)} - 1) \frac{A_k}{U_k - 1} - 2\frac{d_{(k+1)} - 1}{U_k - 1}.
\]
Hence,
\[
\mathbb{E}\left[B_k \mid \mathcal{F}_k\right] = 2\mathbb{E}[d_{(k+1)} - 1 \mid \mathcal{F}_k] \frac{A_k}{U_k - 1} - 2\mathbb{E}\left[d_{(k+1)} - 1 \mid \mathcal{F}_k\right] \frac{1}{U_k - 1}.
\]
By (4.4.30),
\[
\mathbb{E}[d_{(k+1)} - 1 \mid \mathcal{F}_k] = \frac{\sum_{j \notin v_k} d_j (d_j - 1)}{\sum_{j \notin v_k} d_j} - \frac{\sum_{j \in [n]} d^2_j - \sum_{j \in [n]} d_j - 1 + o_D(1) = 1 + o_D(1)}{U_k - 1}
\]
uniformly over \( k \leq tn^{2/3} \), where the last step follows from the criticality condition (4.4.19) for \( \nu_n \). Further, since \( p_0 < 1 \), \( U_k \geq c_0 n \) uniformly over \( k \leq o(n) \). Thus, (4.4.44) gives (4.4.40). The fact that all the \( O_D \), \( o_D \) are uniform in \( k \leq tn^{2/3} \) follows from \( \sum_{j \in [n]} d^r_j - kd_{\max}^r \leq \sum_{j \notin v_k} d_j \leq \sum_{j \in [n]} d_j \) for \( r = 1, 2 \), together with \( d_{\max} = o(n^{1/3}) \). To prove (4.4.41), note that
\[
\mathbb{E}\left[C_k \mid \mathcal{F}_k, v_{(k+1)}\right] = 2(d_{(k+1)} - 2) \frac{d_{(k+1)} - 1}{U_k - 1}.
\]
By Conditions 1.6(a)-(c), \( \mathbb{E}[D]\_n^3 \rightarrow \mathbb{E}[D]^3 < \infty \) and (4.4.30),
\[
\mathbb{E}[d^3_{(k+1)} \mid \mathcal{F}_k] = \frac{\sum_{j \notin v_k} d^3_j}{\sum_{j \notin v_k} d_j} \leq \frac{\sum_{j \in [n]} d^3_j}{\sum_{j \in [n]} d_j + o_D(n^{2/3})} = O(1),
\]
uniformly for \( k \leq tn^{2/3} \). Therefore,
\[
\mathbb{E}\left[C_k \mid \mathcal{F}_k\right] = O_D(n^{-1})
\]
uniformly over \( k \leq tn^{2/3} \).

**Ignoring cycles.** We prove Theorem 4.15 by approximating \( S_n \) by a simpler process defined as
\[
S_n(0) = 0, \quad s_n(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{i} (d_{(j)} - 2).
\]
This idea was first used by Joseph [189]. Note that the difference between the processes \( S_n \) and \( s_n \) is due to the cycles, loops, and multiple-edges encountered during the exploration. Following the approach of Joseph in [189], it will be enough to prove the following:
Proposition 4.19. Suppose that Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) hold, that $\mathbb{E}[D_n^3] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3] < \infty$ and that the criticality condition (4.4.19) holds for $\nu_n$. Then, as $n \to \infty$,

\[(4.4.50) \bar{s}_n \xrightarrow{d} B_{\mu, \eta}\]

with respect to the Skorohod $J_1$ topology.

Remark 4.20. It will be shown that Proposition 4.19 implies Theorem 4.15 by showing that the distributions of $\bar{S}_n$ and $\bar{s}_n$ are very close as $n \to \infty$. This is achieved by proving that we do not see too many cycle half-edges up to the time $\lfloor \frac{n^2}{3} \rfloor$ for any fixed $u > 0$.

From here onwards we look at the continuous versions of the processes $\bar{S}_n$ and $\bar{s}_n$, obtained by linearly interpolating between the values at the jump points. We denote this continuous version with the same notation. It is easy to see that these continuous versions differ from their cadlag versions by at most $\frac{n-2}{3} = o(1)$ uniformly on $[0, T]$, for any $T > 0$. Therefore, the convergence in law of the continuous versions implies the convergence in law of the cadlag versions and vice versa. Before proceeding to show that Theorem 4.15 is a consequences of Proposition 4.19, we bound the difference of these two processes in a suitable way. In the following lemma, which is Joseph [189, Lemma 6.1], we recall the definition of $c_{(k+1)} := (B_k + C_k)/2$ from (4.4.22):

Lemma 4.21 (Dealing with cycle half-edges). Fix $t > 0$ and $M > 0$ (large). Define

\[(4.4.51) E_n(t, M) := \{ \max_{s \leq t} \{ \bar{s}_n(s) - \min_{u \leq s} \bar{s}_n(u) \} < M \} \]

Then

\[(4.4.52) \limsup_{n \to \infty} \sum_{k \leq \frac{tn^2}{3}} \mathbb{E}[c_{(k)} \mathbb{1}_{E_n(t, M)}] < \infty.\]

Proof. Note that, for all large $n$, $A_k \leq M n^{1/3}$ on $E_n(t, M)$, because

\[(4.4.53) A_k = S_n(k) - \min_{j \leq k} S_n(j) + 2 = s_n(k) - 2 \sum_{j=1}^{k} c_{(j)} - \min_{j \leq k} S_n(j) + 2 \leq s_n(k) - \min_{j \leq k} s_n(j) + 2,\]

where the last step follows by noting that $\min_{j \leq k} s_n(j) \leq \min_{j \leq k} S_n(j) + 2 \sum_{j=1}^{k} c_{(j)}$. By Lemma 4.18,

\[(4.4.54) \mathbb{E}[c_{(k)} \mathbb{1}_{E_n(t, M)}] \leq \frac{M n^{1/3}}{\mu n} + o(n^{-2/3}) = \frac{M}{\mu} n^{-2/3} + o(n^{-2/3}),\]

uniformly for $k \leq \frac{tn^2}{3}$. Summing over $1 \leq k \leq \frac{tn^2}{3}$ and taking the lim sup completes the proof. \qed

Proof of Theorem 4.15 subject to Proposition 4.19. This is a standard argument that we include for completeness (see Joseph [189, Section 6.2]). For $t > 0$ and $M > 0$ define the event $E_n(t, M)$ as in Lemma 4.21. Also, denote by $\mathbb{C}_L[0, t]$ the set of all bounded Lipschitz functions from $[0, t]$ to $\mathbb{R}$. Since $\mathbb{C}_L[0, t]$ separates the points in $[0, t]$,
and \([0, t]\) is compact, \(\mathbb{C}_L[0, t]\) is dense in \(\mathbb{C}[0, t]\). Therefore, to prove Theorem 4.15, it suffices to prove that, as \(n \to \infty\),

\[
(4.4.55) \quad \mathbb{E}[f(S_n)] - \mathbb{E}[f(\bar{s}_n)] \to 0,
\]

for all \(f \in \mathbb{C}_L[0, t]\). Choose and fix \(b > 0\) such that

\[
(4.4.56) \quad z, z_1, z_2 \in \mathbb{C}[0, t] \implies |f(z)| \leq b \quad \text{and} \quad |f(z_1) - f(z_2)| \leq b||z_1 - z_2||_\infty.
\]

Now,

\[
\begin{align*}
\left| \mathbb{E}[f(S_n)] - \mathbb{E}[f(\bar{s}_n)] \right| & \leq \left| \mathbb{E}[f(S_n)1_{E_n(t, M)}] - \mathbb{E}[f(\bar{s}_n)1_{E_n(t, M)}] \right| \\
& \quad + \left| \mathbb{E}[f(\bar{s}_n)1_{E_n(t, M)^c}] - \mathbb{E}[f(\bar{s}_n)1_{E_n(t, M)^c}] \right| \\
& \leq 2b\mathbb{E}\left[ ||S_n - \bar{s}_n||_1 1_{E_n(t, M)} \right] + 2b\mathbb{P}\left( \max_{s \leq t} \{ \bar{s}_n(s) - \min_{u \leq s} \bar{s}_n(u) \} \geq M \right) \\
& \leq 2bn^{-1/3} \sum_{k \leq tn^{2/3}} \mathbb{E}[c(k)1_{E_n(t, M)}] + 2b\mathbb{P}\left( \max_{s \leq t} \{ \bar{s}_n(s) - \min_{u \leq s} \bar{s}_n(u) \} \geq M \right).
\end{align*}
\]

The first term in the above sum tends to zero as \(n \to \infty\), by Lemma 4.21. The reflection of a process is a continuous map from \(\mathbb{D}([0, \infty), \mathbb{R})\) to \(\mathbb{D}([0, \infty), \mathbb{R})\) (see Whitt [251, Theorem 13.5.1]). Therefore, Proposition 4.19 implies that

\[
(4.4.58) \quad \left( \bar{s}_n(s) - \min_{u \leq s} \bar{s}_n(u) \right)_{s \geq 0} \overset{d}{\to} R_{\mu, \eta}^\lambda,
\]

where \(R_{\mu, \eta}^\lambda\) was defined in (4.4.13) (recall also (4.4.12)) with parameters given in (4.4.18). By the Portmanteau lemma,

\[
(4.4.59) \quad \lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}\left( \max_{s \leq t} \{ \bar{s}_n(s) - \min_{u \leq s} \bar{s}_n(u) \} \geq M \right) \leq \mathbb{P}\left( \max_{s \leq t} R_{\mu, \eta}^\lambda(s) \geq M \right),
\]

for any \(t > 0\). The proof follows by taking the limit \(M \to \infty\). \(\square\)

From here onwards, the main focus of this section is to prove Proposition 4.19. We use the martingale functional central limit theorem in a similar manner as Aldous in [9], as described in some detail in Section 4.2.2.

**Proof of Proposition 4.19.** Let \(\{\mathcal{F}_j\}_{j \in [n]}\) be the natural filtration defined in Lemma 4.18. Recall the definition of \(s_n(i)\) from (4.4.49). By the Doob-Meyer decomposition (see Karatzas and Shreve [192, Theorem 4.10]), we can write

\[
\begin{align*}
(4.4.60a) \quad s_n(i) &= M_n(i) + C_n(i), \\
(4.4.60b) \quad \mathbb{E}[s_n^2(i)] &= \mathbb{E}[Z_n(i)] + \mathbb{E}[V_n(i)],
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
\begin{align*}
(4.4.61a) \quad M_n(i) &= \sum_{j=1}^{i} \left( d_{(j)} - \mathbb{E}[d_{(j)}|\mathcal{F}_{j-1}] \right), \\
(4.4.61b) \quad C_n(i) &= \sum_{j=1}^{i} \mathbb{E}[d_{(j)} - 2|\mathcal{F}_{j-1}],
\end{align*}
\]
This decomposition is alike the one for $ER_n(\lambda/n)$ in (4.2.20)–(4.2.21), with $X_n(i)$ replaced with $d(i)$ and $X_n(i) - 1$ in $C_n(i)$ replaced by $d(i) - 2$.

Recall that for a discrete time process $(X_n(i))_{i \geq 1}$, we write $X_n(t) = n^{-1/3} X_n(\lfloor tn^{2/3} \rfloor)$. Our result follows from the martingale functional central limit theorem as formulated in Theorem 4.3 if we can prove the four conditions in MCLT(a)-MCLT(d), as formulated on page 161. The validation of these conditions are given separately in the subsequent part of this section.

Verification of MCLT(b). Denote by $\sigma_r(n) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i^r$, $r = 2, 3$ and $\mu(n) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i$. To prove MCLT(b), it is enough to prove that

\[
\frac{n^{-2/3} V_n(\lfloor un^{2/3} \rfloor)}{\mu^2} \Rightarrow \frac{\sigma_3 \mu - \sigma_2^2}{\mu^2} u.
\]

Recall that $E[d(i)^2 | F_{i-1}] = \sum_{j \notin \mathcal{V}_{i-1}} d_j^3 / \sum_{j \notin \mathcal{V}_{i-1}} d_j$. Furthermore, since $d_{\max} = o(n^{1/3})$, uniformly over $i \leq un^{2/3}$,

\[
\sum_{j \notin \mathcal{V}_{i-1}} d_j = \sum_{j \in [n]} d_j + O_\nu(d_{\max i}) = \ell_n + o_\nu(n).
\]

Assume that, without loss of generality, $j \mapsto d_j$ is non-increasing. Then, uniformly over $i \leq un^{2/3}$,

\[
\left| \sum_{j \notin \mathcal{V}_{i-1}} d_j^3 - n\sigma_3(n) \right| \leq \sum_{j=1}^{un^{2/3}} d_j^3.
\]

For each fixed $k$,

\[
\frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{un^{2/3}} d_j^3 \leq \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j=1}^{un^{2/3}} 1_{\{d_j \leq k\}} d_j^3 + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j \in [n]} 1_{\{d_j > k\}} d_j^3 \\
\leq k^3 n^{-1/3} + \frac{1}{n} \sum_{j \in [n]} 1_{\{d_j > k\}} d_j^3 = o(1),
\]

where we first let $n \to \infty$ and then $k \to \infty$ and use Lemma 4.17. Therefore, the right-hand side of (4.4.64) is $o(n)$ and we conclude that, uniformly over $i \leq un^{2/3}$,

\[
E[d(i)^2 | F_{i-1}] = \frac{\sigma_3}{\mu} + o_\nu(1),
\]

as required. A similar argument gives

\[
E[d(i) | F_{i-1}] = \frac{\sigma_2}{\mu} + o_\nu(1),
\]

and MCLT(b) follows by noting that the error term is $o_\nu(1)$, since we are summing $n^{2/3}$ terms, scaling by $n^{-2/3}$ and using the uniformity of errors over $i \leq un^{2/3}$. □
4. PERCOLATION ON RANDOM GRAPHS

Verification of MCLT(c) and MCLT(d). For MCLT(c), we bound

\[ \mathbb{E} \left[ \sup_{s \leq u} |\tilde{M}_n(s) - \bar{M}_n(s-)|^2 \right] = n^{-2/3} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sup_{k \leq un^{2/3}} |M_n(k) - M_n(k-1)|^2 \right] \]

\[ = n^{-2/3} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sup_{k \leq un^{2/3}} |d_{(k)} - \mathbb{E}[d_{(k)}|\mathcal{F}_{k-1}]|^2 \right] \]

\[ \leq n^{-2/3} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sup_{k \leq un^{2/3}} d_{(k)}^2 \right] + n^{-2/3} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sup_{k \leq un^{2/3}} \mathbb{E}^2[d_{(k)}|\mathcal{F}_{k-1}] \right] \]

\[ \leq 2n^{-2/3} d_{\max}^2. \]

Similarly,

\[ n^{-1/3} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sup_{s \leq u} |\tilde{V}_n(s) - \bar{V}_n(s-)|^2 \right] = n^{-2/3} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sup_{k \leq un^{2/3}} |V_n(k) - V_n(k-1)| \right] \]

\[ = n^{-2/3} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sup_{k \leq un^{2/3}} \text{Var}(d_{(k)}|\mathcal{F}_{k-1}) \right] \]

\[ \leq 2n^{-2/3} d_{\max}^2, \]

and MCLT(c)-MCLT(d) follow from Lemma 4.17 using \( d_{\max} = o(n^{1/3}) \).

Verification of MCLT(a). As for the Erdős-Rényi random graph, proving MCLT(a) requires some more work. Note that

\[ \mathbb{E}[d_{(i)} - 2|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}] = \sum_{j \in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j (d_j - 2) \sum_{j \not\in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j \]

\[ = \frac{\sum_{j \in [n]} d_j (d_j - 2)}{\sum_{j \in [n]} d_j} - \frac{\sum_{j \in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j (d_j - 2)}{\sum_{j \in [n]} d_j} + \frac{\sum_{j \not\in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j}{\sum_{j \in [n]} d_j} \sum_{j \in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j \]

\[ = \frac{\lambda}{n^{1/3}} - \frac{\sum_{j \in [n]} d_j^2}{\sum_{j \in [n]} d_j} + \frac{\sum_{j \not\in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j^2 \sum_{j \in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j}{\sum_{j \not\in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j \sum_{j \in [n]} d_j} + o(n^{-1/3}), \]

where the last step follows from the criticality condition for \( \nu_n \) in (4.4.19). Therefore,

\[ C_n(k) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \mathbb{E}[d_{(i)} - 2|\mathcal{F}_{i-1}] \]

\[ = \frac{k\lambda}{n^{1/3}} - \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{\sum_{j \in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j^2}{\sum_{j \in [n]} d_j} + \sum_{i=1}^{k} \frac{\sum_{j \not\in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j^2 \sum_{j \in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j}{\sum_{j \not\in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j \sum_{j \in [n]} d_j} + o(kn^{-1/3}). \]

The following lemma estimates the sums on the right-hand side of (4.4.71):

**Lemma 4.22.** For all \( u > 0 \) and \( r = 1, 2 \), as \( n \to \infty \),

\[ \sup_{s \leq u} \left| n^{-1/3} \sum_{i=1}^{[sn^{2/3}]} \sum_{j=1}^{[r_{(i)}]} \frac{d_j^r}{f_n^r} - \frac{\sigma_{r+1}s^2}{2\mu^2} \right| \to 0. \]

Consequently,

\[ \sup_{s \leq u} \left| n^{-1/3} \sum_{i=1}^{[sn^{2/3}]} \sum_{j \not\in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j^2 \sum_{j \in \tilde{r}_{i-1}} d_j \sum_{j \in [n]} d_j - \frac{\sigma_2^2s^2}{2\mu^3} \right| \to 0. \]
The proof of Lemma 4.22 is a straightforward consequence of Lemma 4.16, and is left as an exercise:

Exercise 4.28 (Proof of Lemma 4.22). Prove that Lemma 4.22 follows from Lemma 4.16.

The proof of MCLT(a) follows by using Lemma 4.22 in (4.4.71).

The proof of MCLT(a)-MCLT(d) completes the proof of Proposition 4.19, and thus that of Theorem 4.15.

Finite-dimensional convergence of the ordered component sizes. The convergence of the exploration process in Theorem 4.15 implies that, for any large \( T > 0 \), the \( k \)-largest components explored up to time \( Tn^{2/3} \) converge to the \( k \)-largest excursions above past minima of \( B_{\mu, n} \) up to time \( T \). Therefore, we can conclude the finite-dimensional convergence of the ordered components sizes in the whole graph if we can show that the large components are explored early by the exploration process. The following lemma formalizes the above statement:

Lemma 4.23 (No large components are found late in the exploration). Let \( \mathcal{C}_{\max} \) denote the largest component that is started exploring after time \( Tn^{2/3} \). Then, for any \( \delta > 0 \),

\[
\lim_{T \to \infty} \limsup_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(\mathcal{C}_{\max} > \delta n^{2/3}) = 0.
\]

Let us first state the two main ingredients to complete the proof of Lemma 4.23:

Lemma 4.24 (Path counting by Janson [183, Lemma 5.2]). Consider \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) with \( \nu_n < 1 \) and let \( \mathcal{C}(V_n) \) denote the component containing the vertex \( V_n \) where \( V_n \) is a random vertex chosen independently of the graph. Then,

\[
\mathbb{E}[|\mathcal{C}(V_n)|] \leq 1 + \frac{\mathbb{E}[D_n]}{1 - \nu_n}.
\]

Lemma 4.25 (Depletion-of-points effect for configuration model). Define, \( \nu_{n,i} = \sum_{j \notin \mathcal{C}_{i-1}} d_j(d_j-1)/\sum_{j \notin \mathcal{C}_{i-1}} d_j \). There exists some constant \( C_0 > 0 \) such that for any \( T > 0 \),

\[
\nu_{n,Tn^{2/3}} = \nu_n - C_0 Tn^{-1/3} + o_P(n^{-1/3}).
\]

Proof. Using a similar split up as in (4.4.70), we have

\[
\nu_{n,i} = \nu_n + \frac{\sum_{j \notin \mathcal{C}_{i-1}} d_j(d_j-1)}{\ell_n} - \frac{\sum_{j \notin \mathcal{C}_{i-1}} d_j(d_j-1) \sum_{j \notin \mathcal{C}_{i-1}} d_j}{\ell_n \sum_{j \notin \mathcal{C}_{i-1}} d_j}.
\]

Now, (4.4.30) gives that, uniformly over \( i \leq Tn^{2/3} \),

\[
\sum_{j \notin \mathcal{C}_{i-1}} d_j(d_j-1) \sum_{j \notin \mathcal{C}_{i-1}} d_j = \sum_{j \notin [n]} d_j(d_j-1) + o_P(n^{2/3})
\]

\[
= 1 + o_P(n^{-1/3}),
\]

\[
\sum_{j \notin \mathcal{C}_{i-1}} d_j(d_j-2) = \left( \frac{\sigma_3}{\mu} - 2 \right)(i - 1) + o_P(n^{2/3}).
\]

Further, note that \( \sigma_3 - 2\mu = \mathbb{E}[D(D-1)(D-2)] + \mathbb{E}[D(D-2)] > 0 \), by Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) and \( p_3 \in [0, 1] \), together with the criticality condition on \( \nu_n \) in (4.4.19). Therefore, (4.4.77) gives (4.4.76) for some constant \( C_0 > 0 \). □
Proof of Lemma 4.23. Let \( i_T := \inf \{ i \geq Tn^{2/3} : S_n(i) = \inf_{j \leq i} S_n(j) \} \). Thus, \( i_T \) denotes the first time at which we finish exploring a component after time \( Tn^{2/3} \). Note that, conditionally on the explored vertices up to time \( i_T \), the remaining graph \( \tilde{G} \) is still a configuration model. Let \( \tilde{\nu}_n = \sum_{i \in \tilde{G}} d_i(d_i - 1)/\sum_{i \in \tilde{G}} d_i \) be the criticality parameter of \( \tilde{G} \). Then, using (4.4.76) in Lemma 4.25, we conclude that

\[
(4.4.79) \quad \tilde{\nu}_n \leq \nu_n - C_0 Tn^{-1/3} + O_p(n^{-1/3}).
\]

Take \( T > 0 \) such that \( \lambda - C_0 T < 0 \). Thus, with high probability, \( \tilde{\nu}_n < 1 \). Denote the component corresponding to a randomly chosen vertex from \( \tilde{G} \) by \( C^{\geq T}_0(V_n) \), and the \( i \)th largest component of \( \tilde{G} \) by \( C^{\geq T}_i \). Also, let \( \tilde{\mathbb{P}} \) denote the probability measure conditioned on \( \mathcal{F}_{i_T} \), and \( \tilde{\nu}_n < 1 \) and let \( \bar{E} \) denote the corresponding expectation. Now, for any \( \delta > 0 \),

\[
\tilde{\mathbb{P}}(\left| C^{\geq T}_{\max} \right| > \delta n^{2/3}) \leq \tilde{\mathbb{P}}\left( \sum_{i \geq 1} |C^{\geq T}_{(i)}|^2 > \delta n^{4/3} \right) \leq \frac{1}{\delta n^{4/3}} \sum_{i \geq 1} \bar{E}(\left| C^{\geq T}_{(i)} \right|^2)
\]

\[
(4.4.80) \quad = \frac{1}{\delta n^{4/3}} \bar{E}(\left| C^{\geq T}_0(V_n) \right|) \leq \frac{1}{\delta(-\lambda + C_0 T + O_p(1))},
\]

where the second step follows from the Markov inequality and the last step follows by combining Lemma 4.24 and (4.4.79). Noting that \( \tilde{\nu}_n < 1 \) whp, we get

\[
(4.4.81) \quad \limsup_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(\left| C^{\geq T}_{\max} \right| > \delta n^{2/3}) \leq \frac{C}{\delta T},
\]

for some constant \( C > 0 \) and the proof follows by taking \( T \) large. \( \square \)

By Theorem 4.15 and Lemma 4.23, the convergence in Theorem 4.13 holds with respect to the product topology. We have to work slightly harder to extend this to convergence in the \( \ell_1^2 \) topology, which we defer to later. We first investigate the number of vertices of degree \( k \) in the explored clusters, which will be helpful to prove (4.4.21) in Theorem 4.13.

**Vertices of degree \( k \).** We now compute the number of vertices of degree \( k \) in each connected component at criticality. This will be needed to obtain control over the number of degree one vertices, which in turn are needed when we remove the red vertices in the percolated configuration model at criticality. Such an estimate was proved by Janson and Luczak in [185, Theorem 2.4] for supercritical graphs under a stronger moment assumption.

**Lemma 4.26.** Denote by \( N_k(t) \) the number of vertices of degree \( k \) discovered up to time \( t \). For any \( t > 0 \),

\[
(4.4.82) \quad \sup_{u \leq t} \left| n^{-2/3} N_k(u n^{2/3}) - \frac{kn_k}{\ell_n} u \right| = O_p((kn^{1/3})^{-1}).
\]

**Proof.** By setting \( \alpha = 2/3 \) and \( f(d_i) = 1_{\{d_i = k\}} \) in Proposition 2.42, we can directly conclude that

\[
(4.4.83) \quad \sup_{u \leq t} \left| n^{-2/3} N_k(u n^{2/3}) - \frac{kn_k}{\ell_n} u \right| \xrightarrow{\mathbb{P}} 0.
\]
However, if we repeat the same arguments leading to the proof of Proposition 2.42 (see in particular (2.6.28)) we get

\[
\mathbb{P}\left( \sup_{u \leq t} \left| n^{-2/3} N_k(u^{2/3}) - \frac{kn_k}{\ell_n} \right| > \frac{A}{kn^{1/3}} \right) \leq \frac{3 \left( k^3 s^2 \frac{p_k^{(n)}}{(E[D])^2} + \sqrt{2k^3 p_k^{(n)}} \right)}{A} + o(1),
\]

where we write \( p_k^{(n)} = n_k/n \) for the proportion of vertices of degree \( k \) in \( \text{CM}_n(d) \). Now, we can use the finite third-moment assumption to conclude that the numerator in the right hand side can be taken to be uniform over \( k \). Thus, the proof follows. \( \square \)

Define \( v_k(G) := \) the number of vertices of degree \( k \) in the connected graph \( G \). As a corollary to Lemma 4.26 and (4.4.74), we can deduce that

\[
v_k(\mathcal{C}_{i,j}) = p_k^\ast |\mathcal{C}_{i,j}| + O_p((k^{-1}n^{1/3})),
\]

which proves (4.4.21) in Theorem 4.13. \( \square \)

**Completion of the proof of Theorem 4.13.** The proof of Theorem 4.13 follows using similar argument as by Aldous in [9, Section 3.3]. However, the proof is a bit tricky since the components are explored in a size-biased manner with sizes being the total degree in the component (not the component sizes as in [9]). For a sequence of random variables \( Y = (Y_i)_{i \geq 1} \) satisfying \( \sum_{i \geq 1} Y_i \sim \mathcal{Y} \) almost surely, define \( \xi := (\xi_i)_{i \geq 1} \) such that \( \xi_i \sim \mathcal{Y} \) and the coordinates of \( \xi \) are independent conditional on \( Y \). For \( a \geq 0 \), let \( \mathcal{S}(a) := \sum_{i \leq a} Y_i \). Then the size-biased point process is defined to be the random collection of points \( \Xi := \{ (\mathcal{S}(\xi_i), Y_i) \} \) (see Aldous [9, Section 3.3]). We use in particular Aldous [9, Lemma 8, Lemma 14 and Proposition 15].

Let \( \mathcal{C} := \{ \mathcal{C} : \mathcal{C} \text{ is a component of } \text{CM}_n(d) \} \). Consider the collection \( \xi := (\xi(\mathcal{C}))_{\mathcal{C} \in \mathcal{C}} \) such that conditionally on the values \( \sum_{k \in \mathcal{C}} d_k, |\mathcal{C}| \) \( \xi(\mathcal{C}) \) has an exponential distribution with rate \( n^{-2/3} \sum_{k \in \mathcal{C}} d_k \) independently over \( \mathcal{C} \). Then the order in which Algorithm 4.14 explores the components can be obtained by ordering the components according to their \( \xi \)-value. Recall that \( \mathcal{C}_i \) denotes the \( i \)th explored component by Algorithm 4.14 and let \( D_i := \sum_{k \in \mathcal{C}_i} d_k \). Define the size-biased point process

\[
\Xi_n := \left( n^{-2/3} \sum_{j=1}^i D_j, n^{-2/3} D_i \right)_{i \geq 1}.
\]

Also define the point processes

\[
\Xi_n' := \left( n^{-2/3} \sum_{j=1}^i |\mathcal{C}_j|, n^{-2/3} |\mathcal{C}_i| \right)_{i \geq 1},
\]

\[
\Xi_\infty := \{ (l(\gamma), |\gamma|) : \gamma \text{ an excursion of } B^\lambda_{\mu,\eta} \},
\]

where we recall that \( l(\gamma) \) are the left endpoints of the excursions of \( B^\lambda_{\mu,\eta} \) and \( |\gamma| \) is the length of the excursion \( \gamma \). Note that \( \Xi_n' \) is not a size-biased point process. However, applying [9, Lemma 8] and Theorem 4.15, we get \( \Xi_n' \overset{d}{\longrightarrow} \Xi_\infty \). We claim that

\[
\Xi_n \overset{d}{\longrightarrow} 2\Xi_\infty.
\]
To verify the claim, note that (4.4.30) and Conditions 1.6(a)-(c), together with the criticality condition \( \nu_n \) in (4.4.19), imply

\[
\sup_{u \leq t} |n^{-2/3} \sum_{i=1}^{\lfloor un^{2/3} \rfloor} d_{(i)} - \sigma_2 u| = \sup_{u \leq t} |n^{-2/3} \sum_{i=1}^{\lfloor un^{2/3} \rfloor} d_{(i)} - 2u| \xrightarrow{p} 0,
\]

for any \( t > 0 \) since \( \sigma_2 / \mu = \mathbb{E}[D^2] / \mathbb{E}[D] = 2 \). Therefore,

\[
\sum_{\xi(\mathcal{E}) \leq s} D(\mathcal{E}) - 2 \sum_{\xi(\mathcal{E}) \leq s} |\mathcal{E}| = O_s(n^{2/3}).
\]

Thus, (4.4.89) follows using (4.4.90) and (4.4.91). Now, the point process \( 2\Xi \) satisfies all the conditions of [9, Proposition 15] as shown by Aldous. Thus, [9, Lemma 14] gives

\[
\{D_{(i)}\}_{i \geq 1} \text{ is tight in } \ell^2.
\]

This implies that \( \{n^{-2/3}[\xi(V)| \ni \}_i \geq 1 \) is tight in \( \ell^2 \) by simply observing that \( |\xi(V)| \leq \sum_{k \in \mathcal{E}_i} d_k + 1 \). Therefore, the proof of the convergence in \( \ell^2 \) in Theorem 4.13 is complete using the convergence in finite-dimensional distributions that we have already proved. \( \square \)

Having completed the proof of convergence in \( \ell^2 \) in Theorem 4.13, we are still missing the convergence of the surplus of clusters alongside the cluster sizes. The proof of Theorem 4.13 is completed in two separate lemmas. In Lemma 4.27 we first show that the convergence in Theorem 4.13 holds with respect to the \( \ell^2 \times \mathbb{N}^\infty \) topology. The tightness of \( (Z_n)_{n \geq 1} \) with respect to the \( \cup_{i \geq 1} \mathbb{N}^\infty \) topology is ensured in Lemma 4.28 and Theorem 4.13 follows.

**Lemma 4.27 (Surplus edges found in exploration).** Let \( N^\lambda_n(k) \) be the number of surplus edges discovered up to time \( k \) and \( \bar{N}^\lambda_n(u) = N^\lambda_n([un^{2/3}]) \). Then, as \( n \to \infty \),

\[
\bar{N}^\lambda_n \xrightarrow{d} \mathbf{N}^\lambda,
\]

where \( \mathbf{N}^\lambda \) is defined in (4.4.15).

**Proof.** Recall the definitions of \( a, b, A_k, B_k, C_k, S_k \) in Algorithm 4.14. Recall also that \( A_k := |A_k|, B_k := |B_k|, C_k := |C_k|, U_k := |S_k|, c_{(k+1)} := (|B_k| + |C_k|) / 2 \) as in (4.4.22). We have \( A_k = S_n(k) - \min_{j \leq k} S_n(j) + 2 \). From Lemma 4.18 we can conclude that

\[
\mathbb{E}[C_{(k+1)}|F_k] = \frac{A_k}{\mu n} + o_p(n^{-1}).
\]

The counting process \( \mathbf{N}^\lambda_n \) has conditional intensity (conditioned on \( F_{k-1} \)) given by (4.4.94). Writing the conditional intensity in (4.4.94) in terms of \( S_n \), we get that the conditional intensity of the re-scaled process \( \bar{N}^\lambda_n \) is given by

\[
\frac{1}{\mu} [S_n(u) - \min_{u \leq \tilde{u}} \bar{S}_n(\tilde{u})] + o_p(1).
\]

Denote by \( \bar{R}_n(u) := S_n(u) - \min_{\tilde{u} \leq u} \bar{S}_n(\tilde{u}) \) which is the reflected version \( \bar{S}_n \). By Theorem 4.15,

\[
\bar{R}_n \xrightarrow{d} \mathbf{R}^\lambda_{\mu, \eta},
\]
where $R^\lambda_{\mu,\eta}$ is as defined in (4.4.13). Therefore, we can assume that there exists a probability space such that $\tilde{R}_n \to R^\lambda_{\mu,\eta}$ almost surely. Using the continuity of the sample paths of $B^\lambda_{\mu,\eta}$ in [207, Theorem 1; Chapter 5.3], we conclude that

\[(4.4.97) \quad N^\lambda_n \overset{d}{\to} N^\lambda_{\mu,\eta},\]

where $N^\lambda_{\mu,\eta}$ is defined in (4.4.15).

**Lemma 4.28** (Tightness in $U^0_\lambda$). The vector $(Z_n)_{n \geq 1}$ is tight with respect to the $U^0_\lambda$ topology.

The proof of Lemma 4.28 makes use of the following crucial technical estimate of the probability that a component with small size has very large number of surplus edges:

**Lemma 4.29** (Small clusters do not have many surplus edges). Assume that $\lambda < 0$. Let $V_n$ denote a vertex chosen uniformly at random, independent of the graph $CM_n(d)$ and let $C(V_n)$ denote the component containing $V_n$. Let $\delta_k = \delta k^{-0.12}$. Then, for $\delta > 0$ (small),

\[(4.4.98) \quad \mathbb{P}\left( \text{SP}(C(V_n)) \geq K, |C(V_n)| \in (\delta K n^{2/3}, 2\delta K n^{2/3}) \right) \leq \frac{C\sqrt{\delta}}{n^{1/3} K^{1.1}},\]

where $C$ is a fixed constant independent of $n, \delta, K$.

We will not prove Lemma 4.29 here, and complete the proof of Theorem 4.13 by showing the tightness in Lemma 4.28:

**Proof of Lemma 4.28.** To simplify the notation, we write $Y^n_i = n^{-2/3} |C(o)|$ and $N^n_i = \# \{\text{surplus edges in } C(o)\}$. Let $Y_i, N_i$ denote the distributional limits of $Y^n_i$ and $N^n_i$ respectively. The process $Z(\lambda)$ is almost surely $U^0_\lambda$-valued. Using the definition of $d_U$ from (4.4.7) and Lemma 4.27, the proof of Lemma 4.28 is complete if we can show that, for any $\eta > 0$

\[(4.4.99) \quad \lim_{\varepsilon \to 0} \lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P}\left( \sum_{Y^n_i \leq \varepsilon} Y^n_i N^n_i > \eta \right) = 0.\]

First, consider the case $\lambda < 0$. For every $\eta, \varepsilon > 0$ sufficiently small and with $i_{k,\varepsilon} = \log_2(1/(k^{0.12}\varepsilon))$,

\[
\mathbb{P}\left( \sum_{Y^n_i \leq \varepsilon} Y^n_i N^n_i > \eta \right) \leq \frac{1}{n^2/3} \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} Y^n_i N^n_i \mathbb{1}_{\{Y^n_i \leq \varepsilon\}} \right] = \frac{n^{-2/3}}{\eta} \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} |C(o)| N^n_i \mathbb{1}_{\{|C(o)| \leq \varepsilon n^{2/3}\}} \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{n^{1/3}}{\eta} \mathbb{E}[\text{SP}(C(V_n)) \mathbb{1}_{\{|C(V_n)| \leq \varepsilon n^{2/3}\}}]
\]

\[
= \frac{n^{1/3}}{\eta} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \sum_{i \geq i_{k,\varepsilon}} \mathbb{P}(\text{SP}(C(V_n)) \geq k, |C(V_n)| \in (2^{-(i+1)}k^{-0.12} n^{2/3}, 2^{-i}k^{-0.12} n^{2/3})]
\]

\[(4.4.100) \quad \leq \frac{C}{\eta} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{1}{k^{1.1}} \sum_{i \geq \log_2(1/(k^{0.12}\varepsilon))} 2^{-(1/2)i} \leq \frac{C}{\eta} \sum_{k=1}^{\infty} \frac{\sqrt{\varepsilon}}{k^{1.04}} = O(\sqrt{\varepsilon}),\]
where the last-but-one step follows from Lemma 4.29. Therefore, (4.4.99) holds when \( \lambda < 0 \). Now consider the case \( \lambda > 0 \). For \( T > 0 \) (large), let

\[
K_n := \{ i : Y_i^n \leq \varepsilon, \mathcal{E}_{ij} \text{ is explored before } Tn^{2/3} \}.
\]

Then, by applying the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,

\[
\sum_{i \in K_n} Y_i^n N_i^n \leq \left( \sum_{i \in K_n} (Y_i^n)^2 \right)^{1/2} \times \left( \sum_{i \in K_n} (N_i^n)^2 \right)^{1/2}
\]

\[
\leq \left( \sum_{i \in K_n} (Y_i^n)^2 \right)^{1/2} \times (\# \text{ surplus edges explored before } Tn^{2/3})
\]

Using similar ideas as the proof of Lemma 4.23, we can run the exploration process till \( Tn^{2/3} \) and the unexplored graph becomes a configuration model with negative criticality parameter for large \( T > 0 \), by (4.4.76). Thus, the proof can be completed using (4.4.102), the \( \ell_2 \) convergence of the component sizes proved before, and Lemma 4.27.

4.4.2. **Proof of Theorem 4.9 subject to Theorem 4.13.** In this section, we reduce the proof of Theorem 4.9 to Theorem 4.13. In order to inspect that Theorem 4.13 is indeed useful for us, let us start by checking that the degree sequence of the percolated graph in Janson’s construction satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.13.

The degree conditions for percolation on the configuration model. The main result is the following lemma:

**Lemma 4.30** (Percolated degrees in Janson’s construction). Fix \( \pi_n(\lambda) \) as in (4.4.9) and let \( d(\pi_n(\lambda)) = (d_i(\pi_n(\lambda)))_{i \in [N]} \) denote the degree sequence of \( CM_n(d; \pi_n(\lambda)) \) appearing through Janson’s Construction. Assume that Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) hold for the degree sequence \( d \) and that \( \mathbb{E}[D_n^3] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3] < \infty \). Further, assume that \( CM_n(d) \) is super-critical, i.e., \( \nu_n \to \nu > 1 \). Then, Conditions 1.6(a)-(c) hold for the degree sequence \( d(\pi_n(\lambda)) \) and

\[
\nu_n(\pi_n(\lambda)) = \frac{\mathbb{E}_N[D_N(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 1]}{\mathbb{E}_N[D_N(\pi_n(\lambda))]} = 1 + \lambda/n^{1/3} + O_p(n^{-1/2}).
\]

Further, with \( \pi_n = 1/\nu \),

\[
\mathbb{E}_N[D_N(\pi_n(\lambda))^3] \overset{p}{\to} \mathbb{E}[D(\pi_c)^3].
\]

**Proof.** We have already shown that \( \mathbb{E}_N[D_N(\pi_n(\lambda))] \overset{p}{\to} \mathbb{E}[D(\pi_c)] \) (recall (4.3.13)), that \( \mathbb{E}_N[D_N(\pi_n(\lambda))^2] \overset{p}{\to} \mathbb{E}[D(\pi_c)^2] \) (recall (4.3.20)), and that \( D_N(\pi_n(\lambda)) \overset{d}{\to} D(\pi_c) \) in (4.3.11). We are left to prove the critical window result in (4.4.103) and the convergence of the third moment in (4.4.104).

For (4.4.103), we recall (4.3.19), which implies that

\[
\mathbb{P}\left( \left| \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(\pi_n(\lambda))(d_v(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 1) - \sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{E}[d_v(\pi_n(\lambda))(d_v(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 1)] \right| > t \right) \leq 2 \exp\left( -\frac{t^2}{2n\mathbb{E}[D_n^3]} \right).
\]

When \( \mathbb{E}[D_n^3] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3] < \infty \), we thus obtain that

\[
\sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(\pi_n(\lambda))(d_v(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 1) = \sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{E}[d_v(\pi_n(\lambda))(d_v(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 1)] + O_p(\sqrt{n}).
\]
By \((4.3.16)\),
\[
\sum_{v \in [n]} \mathbb{E}[d_v(\pi_n(\lambda))(d_v(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 1)] = \pi_n(\lambda) \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(d_v - 1)
\]
\[(4.4.107) \quad = n\pi_n(\lambda)\mathbb{E}[D_n(D_n - 1)].\]

Further,
\[
\sum_{v \in [N]} d_v(\pi_n(\lambda)) = \ell_n = n\mathbb{E}[D_n],
\]
which is deterministic. Thus,
\[
\nu_N(\pi) = \frac{\sum_{v \in [N]} d_v(\pi_n(\lambda))(d_v(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 1)}{\sum_{v \in [N]} d_v(\pi_n(\lambda))} = \pi_n(\lambda) \frac{\mathbb{E}[D_n(D_n - 1)]}{\mathbb{E}[D_n]} + O_p(n^{-1/2})
\]
\[(4.4.109) \quad = 1 + \lambda n^{-1/3} + O_p(n^{-1/2}),\]
by the choice of \(\pi_n(\lambda)\) in \((4.4.9)\). This proves \((4.4.103)\).

For \((4.4.104)\), by the above results, it suffices to prove that
\[(4.4.110) \quad \mathbb{E}_N[D_N(\pi_n(\lambda))(D_N(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 1)(D_N(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 2)] \xrightarrow{p} \mathbb{E}[D(\pi)(D(\pi) - 1)(D(\pi) - 2)].\]

For this, in turn, since \(N/n \xrightarrow{p} 1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi})\) by \((4.3.5)\), it suffices to prove that
\[
\sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(\pi_n(\lambda))(d_v(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 1)(d_v(\pi_n(\lambda)) - 2) = \sqrt{\pi_n(\lambda)}^3 \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(d_v - 1)(d_v - 2) + O_p(n).
\]

We aim to use Lemma 4.8. Define
\[
(4.4.112) \quad f_3(\mathbf{I}) = \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(\pi)(d_v(\pi) - 1)(d_v(\pi) - 2).
\]

Let \(\mathbf{I}'\) be equal to \(\mathbf{I}\) except in the \(i\)th coordinate. Then,
\[
(4.4.113) \quad |f_3(\mathbf{I}') - f_3(\mathbf{I})| \leq d_{v_i}^2 \equiv c_i,
\]
where \(v_i\) is the vertex to which the \(i\)th half-edge is incident, so that \(c_i = d_{v_i}^2\). We compute that
\[
(4.4.114) \quad \sum_{i \in [\ell_n]} c_i^2 = \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v^5.
\]

By Lemma 4.8,
\[
(4.4.115) \quad \mathbb{P}\left(|f_3(\mathbf{I}) - \mathbb{E}[f_3(\mathbf{I})]| > t\right) \leq 2 \exp\left(-\frac{t^2}{2 \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v^5}\right).
\]

When \(\mathbb{E}[D_n^3] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3]\), we have that \(d_{\max} = o(n^{1/3})\). Thus,
\[
(4.4.116) \quad \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v^5 = o(n^{2/3}) \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v^3 = o(n^{5/3}).
\]
We conclude that
\[ f_3(I) - \mathbb{E}[f_3(I)] = O_n^{5/6}, \]
which, together with the fact that
\[ \mathbb{E}[f_3(I)] = \sqrt{\pi n} \lambda^3 \sum_{v \in [n]} d_v(d_v - 1)(d_v - 2) = n \sqrt{\pi} \mathbb{E}[D(D - 1)(D - 2)](1 + o(1)), \]
completes the claim. \( \square \)

Removing the red vertices. Denote by \( \mathcal{C}'(\pi n(\lambda)) \) the connected components of \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \) ordered by size. By Lemma 4.30, the degrees \( d(\pi n(\lambda)) \) satisfy the conditions in Theorem 4.13. We note that the surplus of \( \mathcal{C}'(\pi n(\lambda)) \) is the same as the surplus of \( \mathcal{C}(\pi n(\lambda)) \), since we only remove vertices of degree 1, which cannot break any cycles. Thus, we only need to investigate the effect of the removal of the red vertices on the cluster sizes. This is the content of the following lemma:

**Lemma 4.31 (Number of red vertices in critical configuration models).** The number of red vertices \( \rho_n(\mathcal{C}(\pi n(\lambda))) \) in \( \mathcal{C}(\pi n(\lambda)) \) satisfies
\[ \rho_n(\mathcal{C}(\pi n(\lambda))) \mathbb{P} \rightarrow \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi}) + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi}) \sum_{\ell \geq 1} p_{\ell} b_1(\sqrt{\pi}). \]

**Proof.** By (4.4.21) in Theorem 4.13,
\[ \frac{v_1(\mathcal{C}(\pi n(\lambda)))}{|\mathcal{C}(\pi n(\lambda))|} \mathbb{P} \rightarrow p^*_1(\pi), \]
where, by (4.3.12)–(4.3.13),
\[ p^*_1(\pi) = \left(1 - \sqrt{\pi}\right) + \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}[D]} \sum_{\ell \geq 1} p_{\ell} b_1(\sqrt{\pi}). \]

The total number of removed vertices is equal to \( N^+ \), which, by (4.3.4)–(4.3.5), equals
\[ N^+ = n \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi}). \]
The total number of vertices of degree 1 is, by (4.3.12) and (4.3.5), equal to
\[ N p_1(\pi)(1 + o_P(1)) = n \left[ \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi}) + p b_1(\sqrt{\pi}) \right]. \]
Therefore, the number of removed vertices is
\[ \frac{v_1(\mathcal{C}(\pi n(\lambda)))}{N p_1(\pi)} \mathbb{P} \rightarrow \frac{1}{N P_1(\pi)} \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi}) + \frac{1}{N P_1(\pi)} \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi}), \]
as required. \( \square \)

**Proof of Theorem 4.9.** To prove Theorem 4.9, we rely on Janson’s construction in Lemma 4.6. We first investigate the scaling of the critical clusters for \( \text{CM}_N(d(\pi)) \) for \( \pi = \pi_n(\lambda) \).
as in (4.4.9). By (4.4.103) in Lemma 4.30, as well as the convergence of the third moment of the degrees, Theorem 4.13 can be applied. It yields the convergence $Z_n \xrightarrow{d} Z$, where (4.4.125)

$$Z_N(\lambda) = \left(\left(N^{-2/3}|\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n)|, \text{SP}(\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n))\right)\right)_{j \geq 1},$$

where we should bear in mind that the asymptotics now is for $N \to \infty$ and we use $\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n)$ for the ordered clusters in $\text{CM}_N(d(\pi))$ for $\pi = \pi_n(\lambda)$. Note that (4.4.126)

$$\nu_N(\pi_n(\lambda)) = 1 + \lambda N^{-1/3} + O_p(n^{-1/2}),$$

with $\lambda' = \kappa^{-1/3}\lambda$ by (4.3.5) and writing $\kappa = (1 + \mathbb{E}[D](1 - \sqrt{\pi_c}))^{-1}$ for the limit in probability of $n/N$. Then, the constants in the limiting Brownian motion with a negative parabolic drift are given by (4.4.14) (recall (4.4.18)), with $\lambda$ replaced by $\lambda'$ in (4.4.12).

Removing the red vertices has no effect on the surpluses since $\text{SP}(\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n)) = \text{SP}(\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n))$, so we are left to inspect the cluster sizes. For this, we rewrite (4.4.127)

$$N^{-2/3}|\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n)| = \left(n/N\right)^{2/3}n^{-2/3}|\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n)| = \kappa^{-2/3}n^{-2/3}|\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n)|(1 + o_p(1)).$$

By Lemma 4.31,

(4.4.128) \[ |\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n(\lambda))| = |\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n(\lambda))| - \rho_n(\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n(\lambda))) = \kappa|\mathcal{C}_{(i)}(\pi_n(\lambda))|(1 + o_p(1)). \]

Therefore, the convergence of the ordered cluster sizes in Theorem 4.9 follows from the one proved in Theorem 4.13 with $\lambda$ being replaced by $\lambda' = \kappa^{1/3}\lambda$ and the cluster sizes having an additional multiplicative factor $\kappa^{1/3}$.

\[\square\]

### 4.5. Percolation on configuration models with infinite third-moment degrees

In the previous section, we have focused on the configuration model with finite third-moment degrees, and have shown that the critical behavior of percolation on such graphs is in the same universality class as the Erdős-Rényi random graph. This can be understood by the fact that the number of vertices in one exploration is $d(i)$, where $d(i) = d_{v_i}$ with $(v_i)_{i \in [n]}$ the size-biased reordering of the vertices. Therefore,

(4.5.1) \[ \text{Var}(d(i)) = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D^3_n]}{\mathbb{E}[D_n]} - \left(\frac{\mathbb{E}[D^2_n]}{\mathbb{E}[D_n]}\right)^2 \rightarrow \frac{\mathbb{E}[D^3]}{\mathbb{E}[D]} - \left(\frac{\mathbb{E}[D^2]}{\mathbb{E}[D]}\right)^2 < \infty \]

when Condition 1.6(a) holds and $\mathbb{E}[D^3_n] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3]$. Thus, the exploration process has finite variance, so that it is reasonable to expect that its scaling limit is closely related to Brownian motion. In this section, we will look at the heavy-tailed setting, where Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold, but $\mathbb{E}[D^3] = \infty$. We follow the work with Dhar, van Leeuwaarden and Sen [104] closely. Let us start by explaining informally what the size of the large critical connected components are, and on what scale the exploration process runs.

**Informal explanation of the scaling exponents.** We extend the analysis around (4.4.1). Let us again for simplicity assume that we are in the situation of a critical configuration model. Recall that (4.5.2)

$$\mathbb{P}(\{\mathcal{C}_{\max}(\pi_c) \geq k\}) = \mathbb{P}(Z_{\geq k} \geq k) \leq \frac{1}{k} \mathbb{E}[Z_{\geq k}] = \frac{n}{k} \mathbb{P}(\{\mathcal{C}_U(\pi_c) \geq k\}),$$

where $Z_{\geq k}$ denotes the number of vertices in components of size at least $k$. Using the scaling for the branching process total progeny tail in (4.1.7), implying that $\mathbb{P}(\{\mathcal{C}_o(\pi_c) >
which is small when \( A > 0 \). Now we take \( k = k_n = An^{(r-2)/(r-1)} \) for some large \( A \) (again fingers crossed!), to arrive at

\[
\mathbb{P}(|\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}(\pi_c)| \geq k) = O\left(\frac{n}{A^{(r-1)/(r-2)}}\right).
\]

which is small when \( A > 0 \) is large. This suggests that \( |\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}(\pi_c)| = O(n^{(r-2)/(r-1)}) \), as we will derive in more detail in this section.

Let us extend the above argument to the scaling of the exploration process. Recall from Theorem 4.15 (see also (4.4.26)) that the cluster exploration process of the configuration model with finite-third degrees runs on the scale \( n^{1/3} \) and the relevant time scale is \( n^{2/3} \). The scale \( n^{2/3} \) is equal to the cluster size, as the largest excursions have the same order of magnitude and excursions correspond to the complete exploration of clusters, while \( n^{1/3} \) should be thought of as the typical order of the number of unexplored or active half-edges during the exploration.

When \( \tau \in (3, 4) \), the maximal degree has size \( \Theta(n^{1/(r-1)}) \), which is much larger than \( n^{1/3} \). When such a high-degree vertex is found in the exploration, the exploration process makes a jump of that same order. This suggests that for \( \tau \in (3, 4) \), the exploration process runs on scale \( n^{1/(r-1)} \) instead, and makes a macroscopic jump precisely when one of the vertices of maximal degrees is being found. The time needed for the exploration process to discover one of the vertices of degree \( n^{1/(r-1)} \) is equal to the inverse of the probability of pairing to a vertex of degree of order \( n^{1/(r-1)} \), which equals \( n/n^{1/(r-1)} = n^{(r-2)/(r-1)} \), confirming the guess for the largest cluster size derived above.

This intuition gives us a clear idea that the exploration of clusters in the regime \( \tau \in (3, 4) \) is entirely governed by the vertices of maximal degree, and this will be the intuition behind the formal results that we will state now. We start by introducing some notation.

**Notation and limiting processes.** Consider a decreasing sequence \( \theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots) \in \ell^1_\infty \setminus \ell^2_\infty \). Denote by \( \mathcal{I}_i(s) := \mathbb{1}_{\{\xi_i \leq s\}} \) where \( \xi_i \sim \text{Exp}(\theta_i/\mu) \) independently, and \( \text{Exp}(r) \) denotes the exponential distribution with rate \( r \). Consider the process

\[
\mathbb{S}_\infty^\lambda(t) = \sum_{i=1}^\infty \theta_i (\mathcal{I}_i(t) - (\theta_i/\mu)t) + \lambda t,
\]

for some \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R}, \mu > 0 \) and define the reflected version of \( \mathbb{S}_\infty^\lambda(t) \) by

\[
\mathbb{R}_\infty^\lambda(t) = \mathbb{S}_\infty^\lambda(t) - \min_{0 \leq u \leq t} \mathbb{S}_\infty^\lambda(u).
\]

Processes of the form (4.5.5) were termed thinned Lévy process in work with Bhamidi and van Leeuwaarden [44], since the summands are thinned version of Poisson processes. Indeed, we can interpret \( \mathcal{I}_i(t) = \mathbb{1}_{\{N_i(t) \geq 1\}} \), where \( (N_i(t))_{i \geq 1} \) are independent Poisson processes of rate \( \theta_i/\mu \). The process

\[
\mathbb{L}_\infty^\lambda(t) = \sum_{i=1}^\infty \theta_i (N_i(t) - (\theta_i/\mu)t) + \lambda t
\]

is a Lévy process:
Exercise 4.29 (Lévy process). Show that the process in (4.5.7) is a Lévy process.

Obviously, $\bar{S}^{{\lambda}}_{{\infty}}(t) \leq \bar{L}^{{\lambda}}_{{\infty}}(t)$ holds. In what follows, we will explain that the indicator processes $(\mathcal{I}_i(t))_{{i \geq 1}}$ describe whether the vertex with the $i$th largest degree has been found by the exploration or not, and then $\theta_i\mathcal{I}_i(t)$ describes the jump made by the exploration process when $i$ has been found. Clearly, in the graph context, any vertex can only be found once for the first time, which explains why the process $(\mathcal{I}_i(t))_{{i \geq 1}}$ is relevant rather than the Poisson process $(N_i(t))_{{i \geq 1}}$. Thus, the fact that we deal with a thinned Lévy process is directly related to the depletion-of-points effect present in exploring random graphs.

Let us continue to describe the necessary notion for the scaling limits of cluster sizes for critical percolation on $\text{CM}_n(d)$ in the infinite third-moment degree setting. For any function $f \in \mathbb{D}[0, \infty)$, define $f(x) = \inf_{y \leq x} f(y)$. $\mathbb{D}_+[0, \infty)$ is the subset of $\mathbb{D}[0, \infty)$ consisting of functions with positive jumps only. Note that $f$ is continuous when $f \in \mathbb{D}_+[0, \infty)$. An excursion of a function $f \in \mathbb{D}_+[0, T]$ is an interval $(l, r)$ such that

\begin{equation}
\min\{f(l-), f(l)\} = f(l) = f(r) = \min\{f(r-), f(r)\} \quad \text{and} \quad f(x) > f(r), \ \forall x \in (l, r) \subset [0, T].
\end{equation}

Excursions of a function $f \in \mathbb{D}_+[0, \infty)$ are defined similarly. We use $\gamma$ to denote an excursion, as well as the length of the excursion $\gamma$, to simplify notation.

Also, define the counting process $N$ to be the Poisson process that has intensity $\bar{R}^{{\lambda}}_{{\infty}}(t)$ at time $t$ conditional on $(\bar{S}^{{\lambda}}_{{\infty}}(u))_{u \leq t}$. Formally, $N$ is characterized as the counting process for which

\begin{equation}
N(t) - \int_{0}^{t} \bar{R}^{{\lambda}}_{{\infty}}(u)du
\end{equation}

is a martingale (recall (4.4.15) where a similar process was defined in the finite-third moment setting). We use the notation $N(\gamma)$ to denote the number of marks in the interval $\gamma$.

Finally, we define a Markov process $(\mathbf{Z}(s))_{s \in \mathbb{R}}$ on $\mathbb{D}(\mathbb{R}, \mathbb{U}_1^0)$, called the augmented multiplicative coalescent (AMC) process. Think of a collection of particles in a system with $X(s)$ describing their masses and $Y(s)$ describing an additional attribute at time $s$. Let $K_1, K_2 > 0$ be constants. The evolution of the system takes place according to the following rule at time $s$:

\begin{itemize}
  \item For $i \neq j$, at rate $K_1X_i(s)X_j(s)$, the $i$th and $j$th components merge and create a new component of mass $X_i(s) + X_j(s)$ and attribute $Y_i(s) + Y_j(s)$.
  \item For any $i \geq 1$, at rate $K_2X_i^2(s)$, $Y_i(s)$ increases to $Y_i(s) + 1$.
\end{itemize}

Of course, at each event time, the indices are re-organized to give a proper element of $\mathbb{U}_1^0$. This process was first introduced by Bhamidi, Budhiraja and Wang in [36] to study the joint behavior of the component sizes and the surplus edges over the critical window for so-called bounded size rules processes. Broutin and Marcert [69] introduced it for the Erdős-Rényi random graph. Bhamidi, Budhiraja and Wang [36] extensively study the properties of the standard version of AMC, i.e., the case $K_1 = 1, K_2 = 1/2$ and showed in [36, Theorem 3.1] that this is a (nearly) Feller process.
Main results for heavy-tailed configuration models. Throughout this section we use the following shorthand notation

\begin{equation}
\alpha = 1/(\tau - 1), \quad \rho = (\tau - 2)/(\tau - 1), \quad \eta = (\tau - 3)/(\tau - 1),
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
a_n = n^\alpha L(n), \quad b_n = n^\rho (L(n))^{-1}, \quad c_n = n^\eta (L(n))^{-2},
\end{equation}

where \( \tau \in (3, 4) \) and \( L(\cdot) \) is a slowly-varying function. These sequences turn out to describe the sizes of the maximal degrees, the sizes of the largest connected components, and the width of the scaling window, respectively. Here, we will assume that the degree distribution obeys a power-law with exponent \( \tau \in (3, 4) \), and with slowly-varying corrections that are related to \( n \mapsto L(n) \).

Before stating our main result, let us define the necessary conditions on the degrees under which it applies. Assume that there exists \( \theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots) \in \ell^3_1 \setminus \ell^2_1 \) such that, for any fixed \( i \geq 1 \),

\begin{equation}
\frac{d_i}{a_n} \to \theta_i,
\end{equation}

\begin{equation}
\lim_{K \to \infty} \limsup_{n \to \infty} a_n^{-3} \sum_{i=K+1}^n d_i^3 = 0,
\end{equation}

Equation (4.5.11a) shows that \( a_n \) in (4.5.10b) describes the order of the largest degrees, while (4.5.11b) shows that the largest degrees provide the main contribution to the third moments of the degrees.

The main result in this section is the following theorem, that describes scaling of the largest critical connected components for percolation on the configuration model with heavy-tailed degrees:

**Theorem 4.32** (Critical percolation on heavy-tailed configuration models). Consider CM\(_n\)(\(d\)) with the degrees satisfying Condition 1.6(a)-(c) with \( \nu > 1 \). Further, assume that (4.5.11a)-(4.5.11b) hold for any fixed \( i \geq 1 \), where \( \theta = (\theta_1, \theta_2, \ldots) \in \ell^3_1 \setminus \ell^2_1 \). Assume that the percolation parameter \( \pi_n(\lambda) \) satisfies

\begin{equation}
\pi_n(\lambda) := \frac{1}{\nu_n} \left( 1 + \lambda c_n^{-1} + o(c_n^{-1}) \right)
\end{equation}

for some \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \). Let \( \tilde{S}_\infty^\lambda \) denote the process in (4.5.5) with \( \theta_i \) replaced by \( \theta_i/\sqrt{\nu} \). Let

\begin{equation}
Z_n(\lambda) := (b_n^{-1}|\mathcal{E}_{ij}(\pi_n(\lambda))|, \text{SP}(\mathcal{E}_{ij}(\pi_n(\lambda))))_{j \geq 1}, \quad Z(\lambda) := (\nu^{1/2} \tilde{z}_i(\lambda), N(\tilde{\gamma}_i(\lambda)))_{i \geq 1},
\end{equation}

where \( \tilde{\gamma}_i(\lambda) \) is the largest excursion of \( \tilde{S}_\infty^\lambda \). Then, for any \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \), as \( n \to \infty \),

\begin{equation}
Z_n(\lambda) \xrightarrow{d} Z(\lambda)
\end{equation}

with respect to the \( \mathbb{U}^0_1 \) topology.

Note that \( \tau \in (3, 4) \), so that \( b_n = n^\rho + o(1) \) with \( \rho = (\tau - 2)/(\tau - 1) \in (\frac{3}{2}, \frac{2}{3}) \). Thus, the largest critical connected components of random graphs with larger degrees become smaller. This appears to be somewhat counterintuitive. It is related to the statement that the survival probability of a critical branching process with infinite-variance offspring is smaller than that of a branching process with finite variance offspring. These connections
are studied in quite some detail (and under much weaker conditions on the degrees) in work with Janson and Luczak [166].

We will not give all the details of the proof of Theorem 4.32, and mainly remark on the differences with the proof of Theorem 4.9 in the finite third moment case. As in the proof of Theorem 4.9, where we first have reduced the proof of Theorem 4.9 to Theorem 4.13 describing critical percolation clusters in the configuration model setting, we again formulate a main result for critical configuration models with heavy-tailed degrees:

**Theorem 4.33 (Heavy-tailed configuration models at criticality).** Let \( SP(C) \) denote the number of surplus edges in \( C \) and let \( Z_n := \text{ord}(b_n^{-1}|C_n|, SP(C_n)) \) for \( n \geq 1 \) and \( Z := \text{ord}(\gamma_i(\lambda), N(\gamma_i)) \) with \( \nu_n = 1 + \lambda c_n^{-1} + o(c_n^{-1}) \). Further, assume that (4.5.11a)-(4.5.11b) hold. Then, as \( n \to \infty \),

\[
Z_n \overset{d}{\to} Z
\]

with respect to the \( U_0 \) topology, where \( N \) is defined in (4.5.9).

The reduction of Theorem 4.32 to Theorem 4.33 is a straightforward adaptation of the reduction of the proof of Theorem 4.9 to Theorem 4.13, and will be omitted here. Rather, let us start by discussing its relevance.

Obviously, Theorem 4.33 is interesting in its own right, so before continuing with the proof, let us discuss its history in a little more detail. There are three early papers investigating the critical behaviour of random graphs with heavy-tailed degrees. I started this line of research in [159] by investigating the scaling behavior of critical rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs. There, it became obvious that the setting of \( \tau \in (3, 4) \) is different from that for finite third-moment degrees. With Bhamidi and van Leeuwaarden [44], we looked at scaling limits of the maximal cluster sizes, proving a theorem alike Theorem 4.33, but slightly weaker as the AMC was not involved, for rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs in the heavy-tailed degrees case. A related result was proved by Joseph [189], where he analyzed critical configuration models with i.i.d. degrees. As it turns out, the scaling limit in this setting is different compared to that in Theorem 4.33, due to the randomness in the degrees. Let us discuss this in some more detail:

**Configuration model with i.i.d. degrees.** A natural setting to investigate the role of heavy-tailed degrees is to start with i.i.d. random degrees having a power-law distribution with \( \tau \in (3, 4) \). This is the setting investigated by Joseph [189]. We now relate this to the setting investigated so far. When dealing with i.i.d. degrees, it is helpful to couple the degrees in the configuration model for different values of \( n \) to one another. Indeed, otherwise we cannot ever hope that (4.5.11a)-(4.5.11b) hold for any fixed \( i \geq 1 \). To couple the degrees, we use the fact that when \( (E_i)_{i \geq 1} \) are i.i.d. exponentials, and \( \Gamma_i = E_1 + \cdots + E_i \) is the sum of the first \( i \) of them, then the vector \( (\Gamma_i/\Gamma_{n+1})_{i \in [n]} \) has the same distribution as the order statistics of \( (U_i)_{i \in [n]} \):

**Exercise 4.30 (Uniform order statistics and sums of exponentials).** Prove that the vector \( (\Gamma_i/\Gamma_{n+1})_{i \in [n]} \) has the same distribution as the order statistics of \( (U_i)_{i \in [n]} \).

\(^4\)The publication dates are slightly misleading, as [159] was completed early 2009, but only appeared in 2013.
Let \( F_D \) be the distribution function of the i.i.d. degrees \((D_i)_{i\in[n]}\), so that \( D_i \) has the same distribution as \([1 - F_D]^{-1}(U_i)\). Let \((D_{(i)})_{i\in[n]}\) be the order statistics, ordered such that \( D_{(1)} \leq D_{(2)} \leq \cdots \leq D_{(n)} \). Then, we use that

\[
(4.5.16) \quad \left( D_{(n - i + 1)} \right)_{i\in[n]} \overset{d}{=} \left( [1 - F_D]^{-1}(U_{(i)}) \right)_{i\in[n]} \overset{d}{=} \left( [1 - F_D]^{-1}(\Gamma_i/\Gamma_{n+1}) \right)_{i\in[n]},
\]

Equation (4.5.16) provides a highly powerful coupling between the degree sequences for random graphs of different sizes, which are such that in particular the maximal degrees are closely related. This mimics the setting in (4.5.11a)-(4.5.11b), and we now show that the convergence result in it holds almost surely in this setting.

For this, we note that, by the Strong Law of Large Numbers,

\[
(4.5.17) \quad \frac{1}{n} \Gamma_{n+1} \overset{a.s.}{\longrightarrow} 1,
\]

so that we may replace \( \Gamma_{n+1} \) in (4.5.16) by \( n \). Further, assume that \( D \) has a power-law distribution, in the sense that, when \( x \to \infty \), there exist \( \tau \in (3, 4) \) and a constant \( c_D \) such that

\[
(4.5.18) \quad [1 - F_D](x) = c_D x^{-(\tau - 1)}(1 + o(1)).
\]

In this case, for \( u \in (0, 1) \) and as \( u \searrow 0 \),

\[
(4.5.19) \quad [1 - F_D]^{-1}(u) = (c_D/u)^{-1/(\tau - 1)}(1 + o(1)).
\]

Combining these ingredients leads us to the statement that, almost surely and for every \( i \),

\[
(4.5.20) \quad n^{-1/\tau} D_{(n - i + 1)} \overset{a.s.}{\longrightarrow} \left( c_D/\Gamma_i \right)^{1/(\tau - 1)},
\]

thus proving the convergence statement in (4.5.11a) with \( \theta_i = \left( c_D/\Gamma_i \right)^{1/(\tau - 1)} \). Since \( \Gamma_i/i \overset{a.s.}{\longrightarrow} 1 \) and \( \tau \in (3, 4) \), we also have that \( (\theta_i)_{i\geq1} \in \ell_3 \backslash \ell_2 \) almost surely, as required. This links the critical behavior of \( \text{CM}_n(D) \) to that of \( \text{CM}_n(d) \) with deterministic degrees.

Joseph [189] proves that the exploration process in the configuration model with i.i.d. degrees has independent increments. This is not true for our thinned Lévy process in (4.5.5). This process describes the critical clusters under the conditional measure \( \mathbb{P}_n \) where we condition on the degrees in the range where (4.5.20) holds. Apparently, this means that when substituting \( \theta_i = \left( c_D/\Gamma_i \right)^{1/(\tau - 1)} \) and considering the process under the unconditional measure \( \mathbb{P}(\cdot) = \mathbb{E}[\mathbb{P}_n(\cdot)] \), where the expectation is with respect to the randomness in the degrees, the thinned Lévy process in (4.5.5) has independent increments. That is the content of the following open problem:

**Open Problem 4.1 (Relation CM with i.i.d. and deterministic degrees).** Unravel the relation between critical configuration models with power-law degrees with exponent \( \tau \in (3, 4) \) by showing that the thinned Lévy process in (4.5.5) has, under the measure \( \mathbb{P}(\cdot) = \mathbb{E}[\mathbb{P}_n(\cdot)] \), independent increments.
We have tried to prove this, but due to the highly involved way how the randomness of the degrees enters into the limiting excursion process (4.5.5), we have not been able to do so.

**Scaling limit critical heavy-tailed CM: ingredients proof of Theorem 4.33.** We now discuss some of the ingredients to the proof of Theorem 4.33. This proof again relies on an appropriate exploration of the critical components of $\text{CM}_n(d)$ in the setting where the degrees satisfy Condition 1.6(a)-(c) with $\nu_n = 1 + \lambda c_n^{-1} + o(c_n^{-1})$ and (4.5.11a)–(4.5.11b). However, the properties of this scaling limit are quite different. Indeed, the exploration process describing the number of active half-edges at any time within the exploration of a large cluster now consists of infinitely many jumps, most of them being extremely small. These jumps correspond to the sum over $i \geq 1$ in (4.5.5). Informally, this exploration makes a jump when the active vertex being explored connects to vertex $i$ having degree $d_i$. Since $d_i \approx \theta_i n^\alpha$ with $\alpha = 1/(\tau - 1)$, the jump is then of size $a_n = n^{1/3}$ in the finite-third moment case (recall Theorem 4.15 and in particular, (4.4.26)). As a result, the exploration process is characterized by its discovery of the high-degree vertices, where all of them contribute, but unequally, the main jumps coming from the few vertices of largest degrees. We now move forward to make this picture precise.

Recall Algorithm 4.14 for the depth-first exploration of the components of the configuration model. We now adapt this exploration algorithm somewhat in the context of the current set-up:

**Algorithm 4.34 (Exploring the graph).** Consider the configuration model $\text{CM}_n(d)$. The algorithm carries along vertices that can be alive, active, exploring and killed and half-edges that can be alive, active or killed. We sequentially explore the graph as follows:

(S0) At stage $i = 0$, all the vertices and the half-edges are alive but none of them are active. Also, there are no exploring vertices.

(S1) At each stage $i$, if there is no active half-edge at stage $i$, then choose a vertex $v$ proportional to its degree among the alive (not yet killed) vertices and declare all its half-edges to be active and declare $v$ to be exploring. If there is an active vertex but no exploring vertex, then declare the smallest vertex to be exploring.

(S2) At each stage $i$, take an active half-edge $e$ of an exploring vertex $v$ and pair it uniformly to another alive half-edge $f$. Kill $e, f$. If $f$ is incident to a vertex $v'$ that has not been discovered before, then declare all the half-edges incident to $v'$ active, except $f$ (if any). If $d_{v'} = 1$ (i.e., the only half-edge incident to $v'$ is $f$) then kill $v'$. Otherwise, declare $v'$ to be active and larger than all other vertices that are alive. After killing $e$, if $v$ does not have another active half-edge, then kill $v$ also.

(S3) Repeat from (S1) at stage $i + 1$ if not all half-edges are already killed.

Algorithm 4.34 gives a breadth-first exploration of the connected components of $\text{CM}_n(d)$, rather than the depth-first in Algorithm 4.14. Define the exploration process by

$$S_n(0) = 0, \quad S_n(l) = S_n(l - 1) + d_{(l)} J_l - 2,$$

where $J_l$ is the indicator that a new vertex is discovered at time $l$ and $d_{(l)}$ is the degree of the new vertex chosen at time $l$ when $J_l = 1$. Suppose $\mathcal{C}_k$ is the $k$th connected component
explored by the above exploration process and define \( \tau_k = \inf \{ i : S_n(i) = -2k \} \). Then \( C_k \) is discovered between the times \( \tau_{k-1} + 1 \) and \( \tau_k \), and \( \tau_k - \tau_{k-1} - 1 \) gives the total number of edges in \( C_k \). Here we note that while Algorithm 4.14 assures that each time a step is made within the exploration a new vertex is found, Algorithm 4.34 does not do this, which explains the difference between (4.5.21) and its companion in the finite third moment case in (4.4.23). There is a crucial difference between these two settings. When the degrees have finite third moment, the contribution to the exploration process of single vertices is small, and even when we count the half-edges incident to a vertex several times during the exploration, we would still get the same scaling limit. In the infinite third moment setting, this is far from true, as the exploration process is governed by the high-degree vertices. Thus, we need to be much more careful when exploring vertices several times.

Call a vertex discovered if it is either active or killed. Let \( V_l \) denote the set of vertices discovered up to time \( l \) and \( I_n(i(l)) := 1_{\{i \in V_l\}} \). Note that

\[
S_n(l) = \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i T^n_i(l) - 2l = \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i \left( T^n_i(l) - \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} l \right) + (\nu_n(\lambda) - 1) l.
\]

Recall the notation in (4.5.10b). Define the re-scaled version \( \bar{S}_n \) of \( S_n \) by

\[
\bar{S}_n(t) = a_n^{-1} S_n([b_n t]).
\]

Then, by (4.5.11a),

\[
\bar{S}_n(t) = a_n^{-1} \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i \left( T^n_i(tb_n) - \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} tb_n \right) + \lambda t + o(1).
\]

Note the similarity between the expressions in (4.5.5) and (4.5.24). We will prove the following theorem describing the scaling limit of the exploration process for CM_{n,d} in the setting where the degree distribution is an asymptotic power-law with exponent \( \tau \in (3,4) \):

**Theorem 4.35 (Scaling limit of exploration process CM with heavy-tailed degrees).** Consider the process \( S_n := (S_n(t))_{t \geq 0} \) defined in (4.5.24) and recall the definition of \( \bar{S}_\infty := (\bar{S}_\infty(t))_{t \geq 0} \) from (4.5.5). Then,

\[
\bar{S}_n \overset{d}{\longrightarrow} \bar{S}_\infty
\]

with respect to the Skorohod \( J_1 \) topology.

Since \( I^n_i(tb_n) \) denotes the indicator whether vertex \( i \in [n] \) has been explored, we see that indeed the vertices of high degrees contribute the majority to the exploration process. The proof will make this connection even more transparant. Since the excursions of \( \bar{S}_n \) describe the sizes of the connected components through the relation that the number of edges in \( C_k \) equals \( \tau_{k+1} - \tau_k - 1 \), where \( \tau_k = \inf \{ i : S_n(i) = -2k \} \), the convergence of the exploration process implies the convergence of the number of edges in the largest connected components, which is a key step towards proving Theorem 4.33. Further, it is relatively easy to deduce that the number of vertices satisfies the same scaling, since the surplus of connected components remains tight. As a result, Theorem 4.33 follows relatively easily from Theorem 4.35. We omit these details, and rather spend some more time on the proof of the scaling limit of the exploration process.
Scaling limit exploration processes critical heavy-tailed configuration models. Let us now proceed by giving some insight in how the limiting process (4.5.5) arises. In the reformulation of the exploration process in (4.5.24), we see that the only randomness arises in the random indicator processes \( \{I^n_i(t)\}_{i \in [n], t \geq 0} \), where \( I^n_i(tb_n) = I^n_i([tb_n]) \).

Fix \( K \geq 1 \) to be large. Define the truncated exploration process

\[
(4.5.26) \quad \bar{S}^{\leq K}_n(t) = a_n^{-1} \sum_{i \in [K]} d_i \left( I^n_i(tb_n) - \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} tb_n \right) + \lambda t,
\]

and let

\[
(4.5.27) \quad \bar{S}^{> K}_n(t) = \bar{S}_n(t) - \bar{S}^{\leq K}_n(t) = a_n^{-1} \sum_{i = K+1}^n d_i \left( I^n_i(tb_n) - \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} tb_n \right) + \lambda t.
\]

We will show that (a) \( \bar{S}^{> K}_n(t) \) is uniformly small; and (b) \( \bar{S}^{\leq K}_n(t) \) converges in distribution to the truncated version of the limiting process \( \bar{S}^{\leq K}_n(t) \) given by

\[
(4.5.28) \quad S^{\leq K}(t) = \sum_{i = 1}^K \theta_i (I_i(t) - \theta/\mu t) + \lambda t,
\]

where we recall that \( I_i(s) := 1_{\{\xi_i \leq s\}} \) where \( \xi_i \sim \text{Exp}(\theta_i/\mu) \). We start with the statement that \( \bar{S}^{> K}_n(t) \) is uniformly small, for which we use a martingale argument:

**Lemma 4.36 (High-degree vertices run the show).** Fix \( \varepsilon > 0 \). Then,

\[
(4.5.29) \quad \lim_{K \to \infty} \limsup_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{P} \left( \sup_{t \leq Tb_n} |S^{> K}_n(l)| > \varepsilon \right) = 0.
\]

**Proof.** We start by introducing some notation. Let \( \mathcal{F}_l \) be the sigma-field containing the information generated up to time \( l \) by Algorithm 4.34. Also, let \( \mathcal{Y}_l \) denote the set of time points up to time \( l \) when a component was discovered and \( v_l = |\mathcal{Y}_l| \). Note that we have lost \( 2(l - v_l) \) half-edges by time \( l \). Thus, on the set \( \{I^n_i(l) = 0\} \),

\[
(4.5.30) \quad \mathbb{P}(I^n_i(l + 1) = 1 \mid \mathcal{F}_l) = \begin{cases} \frac{d_i}{\ell_n - 2(l-v_l)} & \text{if } l \not\in \mathcal{Y}_l, \\ \frac{d_i}{\ell_n - 2(l-v_l)} & \text{otherwise,} \end{cases}
\]

and, uniformly over \( l \leq Tb_n \),

\[
(4.5.31) \quad \mathbb{P}(I^n_i(l + 1) = 1 \mid \mathcal{F}_l) \geq \frac{d_i}{\ell_n}, \quad \text{on the set } \{I^n_i(l) = 0\}.
\]

Therefore,

\[
(4.5.32) \quad \mathbb{E}[S^{> K}_n(l + 1) - S^{> K}_n(l) \mid \mathcal{F}_l] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{i = K+1}^n a_n^{-1} d_i \left( I^n_i(l + 1) - I^n_i(l) - \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} \right) \mid \mathcal{F}_l \right]
\]

\[
= \sum_{i = K+1}^n a_n^{-1} d_i \left( \mathbb{E}[I^n_i(l + 1) \mid \mathcal{F}_l] 1_{\{I^n_i(l) = 0\}} - \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} \right) \geq 0.
\]

Thus \( (S^{> K}_n(l))_{l=1}^{tb_n} \) is a sub-martingale. Further, (4.5.30) implies that, uniformly for all \( l \leq Tb_n \),

\[
(4.5.33) \quad \mathbb{P}(I^n_i(l) = 0) \geq \left( 1 - \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} \right)^l,
\]
where we abbreviate $\ell^*_n = \ell_n - 2Tb_n - 1$. Thus, (4.5.11b) gives

$$\left| \mathbb{E}[S_n^{\leq K}(l)] \right| = a_n^{-1} \sum_{i=K+1}^{n} d_i \left( \mathbb{P}(T_i^n(l) = 1) - \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} \right) \leq a_n^{-1} \sum_{i=K+1}^{n} d_i \left( 1 - \left( 1 - \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} \right)^t - \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} \right) + a_n^{-1} t \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i^2 \left( \frac{1}{\ell_n^t} - \frac{1}{\ell_n} \right) \leq \frac{l^2}{2\ell_n^2 a_n} \sum_{i=K+1}^{n} d_i^3 + o(1)$$

(4.5.34)

for some constant $C > 0$, where we have used the fact that

(4.5.35) $a_n^{-1} \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i^2 \left( \frac{1}{\ell_n^t} - \frac{1}{\ell_n} \right) = O(n^{2\rho+1-\alpha-2}/L(n)^3) = O(n^{(\tau-4)/(\tau-1)}/L(n)^3) = o(1)$,

uniformly for $l \leq Tb_n$. Therefore, uniformly over $l \leq Tb_n$,

(4.5.36) $\lim_{K \to \infty} \limsup_{n \to \infty} \left| \mathbb{E}[S_n^{\leq K}(l)] \right| = 0.$

Now, note that for any $(x_1, x_2, \ldots), 0 \leq a + b \leq x_i$ and $a, b > 0$ one has

$$\prod_{i=1}^{R} (1 - a/x_i)(1 - b/x_i) \geq \prod_{i=1}^{R} (1 - (a + b)/x_i).$$

Thus, by (4.5.30), for all $l \geq 1$ and $i \neq j$,

(4.5.37) $\mathbb{P}(T_i^n(l) = 0, T_j^n(l) = 0) \leq \mathbb{P}(T_i^n(l) = 0)\mathbb{P}(T_j^n(l) = 0),$

so that $T_i^n(l)$ and $T_j^n(l)$ are negatively correlated. Observe also that, uniformly over $l \leq Tb_n$,

(4.5.38) $\text{Var}(T_i^n(l)) \leq \mathbb{P}(T_i^n(l) = 1) \leq \sum_{l_i=1}^{l} \mathbb{P}($vertex $i$ is first discovered at stage $l_i) \leq \frac{ld_i}{\ell_n}.$

Therefore, using the negative correlation in (4.5.37), uniformly over $l \leq Tb_n$,

(4.5.39) $\text{Var}(S_n^{\leq K}(l)) \leq a_n^{-2} \sum_{i=K+1}^{n} d_i^2 \text{Var}(T_i^n(l)) \leq \frac{l}{\ell_n^2 a_n^2} \sum_{i=K+1}^{n} d_i^3 \leq Ca_n^{-3} \sum_{i=K+1}^{n} d_i^3,$

for some constant $C > 0$. Thus, by (4.5.11b),

(4.5.40) $\lim_{K \to \infty} \limsup_{n \to \infty} \text{Var}(S_n^{\leq K}(l)) = 0,$

uniformly for $l \leq Tb_n$. Using (4.5.36), (4.5.39), and (2.6.19) in the super-martingale inequality in Lemma 2.40, together with the fact that $(-S_{n}^{\leq K}(l))_{l=1}^{Tb_n}$ is a super-martingale, we arrive at (4.5.29), for any $\varepsilon > 0.$

We next prove the weak convergence of the truncated process $(\bar{S}_{n}^{\leq K}(t))_{t \geq 0}$:
Lemma 4.37 (Convergence of indicator processes). Fix any $K \geq 1$. As $n \to \infty$,

\[(\mathcal{I}_n^i(t_i b_n))_{i \in [K], t \geq 0} \xrightarrow{d} (\mathcal{I}_i(t))_{i \in [K], t \geq 0} .\]

Proof. By noting that $(\mathcal{I}_n^i(t_i b_n))_{t \geq 0}$ are indicator processes, it is enough to show that

\[P(\mathcal{I}_n^i(t_i b_n) = 0, \forall i \in [K]) \to P(\mathcal{I}_i(t_i) = 0, \forall i \in [K]) = \exp \left( -\sum_{i=1}^{K} \theta_i t_i / \mu \right).\]

for any $t_1, \ldots, t_K \in \mathbb{R}$. Now,

\[P(\mathcal{I}_n^i(m_i) = 0, \forall i \in [K]) = \prod_{i=1}^{\infty} \left( 1 - \sum_{i \leq K, i \leq m_i} \frac{d_i}{\ell_n - \Theta(l)} \right),\]

where the $\Theta(l)$ term arises from the expression in (4.5.30) and noting that $v_i = |\Upsilon_i| \leq l$ since at most one vertex can be found each time a half-edge is paired in the exploration.

Taking logarithms on both sides of (4.5.43) and using the fact that $l \leq \max m_i = \Theta(b_n)$, we get

\[P(\mathcal{I}_n^i(m_i) = 0 \forall i \in [K]) = \exp \left( -\sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \sum_{i \leq K, i \leq m_i} \frac{d_i}{\ell_n} + o(1) \right)
\[= \exp \left( -\sum_{i \in [K]} \frac{d_i m_i}{\ell_n} + o(1) \right).\]

(4.5.44)

Putting $m_i = t_i b_n$, (4.5.11a) gives

\[\frac{m_i d_i}{\ell_n} = \frac{\theta_i t_i}{\mu} (1 + o(1)).\]

Hence, (4.5.44) and (4.5.45) complete the proof of Lemma 4.37. □

With Lemmas 4.36 and 4.37 in hand, the proof of the weak convergence in Theorem 4.35 is left to the reader as an exercise:

Exercise 4.31 (Convergence of the heavy-tailed exploration process). Prove that Theorem 4.35 follows from Lemmas 4.36 and 4.37.

Having concluded the proof of Theorem 4.35, the proof of the scaling of the largest critical components in Theorem 4.33 follows. □

4.6. Metric space convergence of critical percolation on configuration models

In this section, we study the metric convergence of the large critical clusters, viewed as metric spaces. Naturally, the notion of convergence of such metric spaces is rather tricky, and requires careful attention. We thus start by discussing convergence of metric spaces.
Convergence of metric spaces. Let us define the topology used in the statement of the metric space convergence, which is convergence in the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology. We refer to Abraham, Delmas and Hoscheit [1], Burago, Burago and Ivanov [71], Greven, Pfaffelhuber and Winter [140] and Gromov [147] for more information. Let us start by describing the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology.

In this section, all metric spaces under consideration will be compact metric spaces with associated probability measures. Let us first recall the Gromov-Hausdorff distance. We refer to Abraham, Delmas and Hoscheit [1], Burago, Burago and Ivanov [71], Greven, Pfaffelhuber and Winter [140] and Gromov [147] for more information. Let us denote by $\mathcal{S}$ the space of isometry equivalent classes of measured compact metric spaces $X$.

A correspondence $C$ between $X_1$ and $X_2$ is a measurable subset of $X_1 \times X_2$ such that for every $x_1 \in X_1$ there exists at least one $x_2 \in X_2$ such that $(x_1, x_2) \in C$ and vice-versa. The Gromov-Hausdorff distance between the two metric spaces $(X_1, d_1)$ and $(X_2, d_2)$ is defined as

$$d_{\text{GH}}(X_1, X_2) = \frac{1}{2} \inf \{ \text{dis}(C) : C \text{ is a correspondence between } X_1 \text{ and } X_2 \}.$$  

Suppose $(X_1, d_1)$ and $(X_2, d_2)$ are two metric spaces and $p_1 \in X_1$, and $p_2 \in X_2$. Then the pointed Gromov-Hausdorff distance between $X_1 := (X_1, d_1, p_1)$ and $X_2 := (X_2, d_2, p_2)$ is given by

$$d_{\text{GH}}^\text{point}(X_1, X_2) = \frac{1}{2} \inf \{ \text{dis}(C) : C \text{ is correspondence between } X_1 \text{ and } X_2 \text{ and } (p_1, p_2) \in C \}.$$  

We will need a metric that also keeps track of associated measures on the corresponding spaces. A compact measured metric space $(X, d, \mu)$ is a compact metric space $(X, d)$ with an associated probability measure $\mu$ on the Borel sigma algebra $\mathcal{B}(X)$. Given two compact measured metric spaces $(X_1, d_1, \mu_1)$ and $(X_2, d_2, \mu_2)$ and a measure $\pi$ on the product space $X_1 \times X_2$, the discrepancy of $\pi$ with respect to $\mu_1$ and $\mu_2$ is defined as

$$D(\pi; \mu_1, \mu_2) := ||\mu_1 - \pi_1|| + ||\mu_2 - \pi_2||,$$

where $\pi_1, \pi_2$ are the marginals of $\pi$ and $|| \cdot ||$ denotes the total variation distance between probability measures. Then the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov distance between $X_1$ and $X_2$ is defined as

$$d_{\text{GHP}}(X_1, X_2) := \inf \left\{ \max \left( \frac{1}{2} \text{dis}(C), D(\pi; \mu_1, \mu_2), \pi(\mathcal{C}) \right) \right\},$$

where the infimum is taken over all correspondences $C$ and measures $\pi$ on $X_1 \times X_2$.

Similar to (4.6.3), we can define a “pointed Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov distance”, $d_{\text{GHP}}^\text{point}$ between two metric measure spaces $X_1$ and $X_2$ having two distinguished points $p_1$ and $p_2$ respectively by taking the infimum in (4.6.5) over all correspondences $C$ and measures $\pi$ on $X_1 \times X_2$ such that $(p_1, p_2) \in C$.

Write $\mathcal{S}$ for the collection of all measured metric spaces $(X, d, \mu)$. The function $d_{\text{GHP}}$ is a pseudometric on $\mathcal{S}$, and defines an equivalence relation $X \sim Y \iff d_{\text{GHP}}(X, Y) = 0$ on $\mathcal{S}$. Let $\bar{\mathcal{S}} := \mathcal{S}/\sim$ be the space of isometry equivalent classes of measured compact metric spaces and $\bar{d}_{\text{GHP}}$ the induced metric. Then by Abraham, Delmas and Hoscheit [1], $(\bar{\mathcal{S}}, \bar{d}_{\text{GHP}})$ is a complete separable metric space. To ease notation, we will continue to use
(S, d_GHP) instead of (S̄, d̄_GHP) and X = (X, d, μ) to denote both the metric space and the corresponding equivalence class.

We now state the main result from Bhamidi and Sen [46]:

**Theorem 4.38 (Metric scaling limits with finite third-moment degrees).** Fix λ ∈ ℝ and consider the critical configuration model CM_n(d). Assume that \( \mathbb{E}[D^3_n] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3] < \infty \). Then, there exists an appropriate limiting sequence of random compact metric measure spaces \( M_∞(λ) := (M_i(λ))_{i≥1} \) such that the components in the critical regime satisfy

\[
\frac{1}{n^{1/3}} M_n(λ) \xrightarrow{d} M_∞(λ), \quad \text{as } n \to ∞.
\]

Here convergence is with respect to the product topology on \( S^N \) induced by the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov metric on each coordinate \( S \). For each \( i ≥ 1 \), the limiting metric spaces have the following properties:

(a) \( M_i(λ) \) is random compact metric measure space obtained by taking a random real tree \( T_i(λ) \) and identifying a random (finite) number of pairs of points (thus creating shortcuts);

(b) The Hausdorff dimension equals 2 almost surely, i.e., \( \dim(M_i(λ)) = 2 \) a.s.

Let us discuss some consequences of Theorem 4.38. First, since the edges are rescaled by a factor \( n^{-1/3} \), the typical distances between vertices in large critical clusters is of the order \( n^{1/3} \). Theorem 4.38 implies that the matrix of distances between a collection of \( k \) uniformly chosen vertices converges to that in the limiting metric space. Furthermore, since the limiting metric space is compact, also the maximal distance given by the diameter of \( M_n(λ) \) converges in distribution to the diameter of the limiting metric space \( M_∞(λ) \).

This shows that typical distances are of order \( n^{1/3} \) while typical cluster sizes are of size \( n^{2/3} \) as observed previously. The fact that the Hausdorff dimension equals 2 can also be interpreted this way. Within distance of order \( n^{1/3} \), on typically finds of the order \( n^{2/3} = (n^{1/3})^2 \) vertices suggesting that the Hausdorff dimension indeed equals 2. This fact was first proved for the critical Erdős-Rényi random graph by Addario-Berry, Broutin and Goldschmidt [4, 5], who also constructed the limiting object in Theorem 4.38.

Here is some discussion of the history of this problem. Bhamidi, Broutin, Sen and Wang [35] obtained the result under the assumption that there exists \( a > 0 \) such that

\[
\sum_{n≥1} \mathbb{E}[e^{ad_n}] < ∞.
\]

With more work, Bhamidi, Broutin, Sen and Wang [35] can improve the condition to a finite moment of some kind. Bhamidi and Sen [46] then improved it to the finite third-moment condition that is necessary for the scaling of component sizes and surpluses in Theorem 4.13, which is optimal. Interestingly, Bhamidi and Sen [46] also investigated this for other types of random graphs, including the vacant set left by a random walker. See Section 4.8.4 for a discussion of this setting.

We next extend the above setting to the case of infinite-third moment degrees. We combine the papers with Bhamidi, Dhara and Sen [38, 37], see also the work with Bhamidi and Sen [45]:

**Theorem 4.39 (Scaling limits with degree exponent \( τ \in (3, 4) \)).** Fix λ ∈ ℝ and consider the critical configuration model CM_n(d). Assume that the degree distribution satisfies that \( D^*_n \) is stochastically dominated by a random variable Y with \( \mathbb{E}[Y] = 1 \).
Then, there exists an appropriate limiting sequence of random compact metric measure spaces $M_\infty^\prime(\lambda) := (M_i(\lambda))_{i\geq 1}$ such that the components in the critical regime satisfy
\begin{equation}
\frac{1}{n^{(\tau-3)/\tau-1}} M_n(\lambda) \xrightarrow{d} M_\infty(\lambda), \quad \text{as } n \to \infty.
\end{equation}
(4.6.7)

Here convergence is with respect to the product topology on $S^N$ induced by the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov metric on each coordinate $S$. For each $i \geq 1$, the limiting metric spaces have the following properties:

(a) $M_i(\lambda)$ is random compact metric measure space obtained by taking a random real tree $T_i(\lambda)$ and identifying a random (finite) number of pairs of points (thus creating shortcuts).

(b) Call a point $u \in T_i(\lambda)$ a hub point if deleting the $u$ results in infinitely many disconnected components of $T_i(\lambda)$. Then $T_i(\lambda)$ has infinitely many hub points which are everywhere dense on the tree $T_i(\lambda)$.

(c) The box-counting or Minkowski dimension of $M_i(\lambda)$ satisfies
\begin{equation}
\dim(M_i(\lambda)) = \frac{\tau - 2}{\tau - 3} \quad \text{a.s.}
\end{equation}
(4.6.8)

Consequently, the Hausdorff dimension satisfies the bound $\dim_h(M_i(\lambda)) \leq (\tau-2)/(\tau-3)$ a.s.

The metric space limit of the critical CM$^\prime_n(d)$ in the heavy-tailed setting was first derived in work with Bhamidi and Sen [45] for rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs, where also the Minkowski dimension was determined. In [38], we determined convergence in the Gromov weak sense under the weakest possible conditions as also formulated in Theorem 4.33. This implies, for example, that the matrix of typical distances between a uniformly chosen collection of vertices converges to that in the limiting metric space. This was extended to convergence in the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov sense in [38] under the stronger condition on the degrees that $D^*_n$ is stochastically dominated by a random variable $Y$ with $E[Y] = 1$. This property is crucially used to bound the probability that the critical cluster of a uniformly chosen vertex survives for a long time. Under the stochastic domination condition, we can relate this to the survival probability of a critical branching process.

The value $(\tau - 2)/(\tau - 3)$ for the Minkowski dimension can again intuitively be understood by a counting argument. Typical distances grow like $n^{(\tau-3)/\tau-1}$, while cluster sizes like $n^{(\tau-2)/(\tau-1)} = (n^{(\tau-3)/(\tau-1)})^{(\tau-2)/(\tau-3)}$. This suggests that we need $\varepsilon^{-(\tau-2)/(\tau-3)}$ macroscopic boxes of radius $\varepsilon$ to cover a large critical cluster.

Again, we believe that the extra degree condition in Theorem 4.39 is superfluous:

**Open Problem 4.2** (Universal metric convergence for configuration models with finite third-moment degrees). Extend Theorem 4.39 to the setting of Theorem 4.33 where (4.5.11a)-(4.5.11b) hold.
4.7. Percolation on the PAM with conditionally independent edges

In this section, we describe some results for percolation on the preferential attachment model with conditionally independent edges as derived by Dereich and M"orters [100] and Eckhoff and M"orters [120]. Recall the definition of the preferential attachment model with conditionally independent edges in Section 1.3.6. Dereich and M"orters [100] study the existence of a phase transition for bond percolation, proving that when the power-law exponent $\tau \in (2, 3)$, the giant component remains for all bond percolation parameters $\pi \in (0, 1]$, while for $\tau > 3$, there is a critical value $\pi_c \in (0, 1)$ such that the giant component remains when $\pi > \pi_c$, while it is removed when $\pi \leq \pi_c$. These results are very alike the results in Section 4.3 (see in particular Theorem 4.5), and are discussed in some more detail below.

Eckhoff and M"orters [120] investigate further properties of the robust setting for $\tau \in (2, 3)$. Indeed, fix $\varepsilon > 0$, and remove the oldest $\varepsilon n$ vertices. This is a much more damaging operation than merely removed a proportion $\varepsilon$ of the vertices, since the old vertices are the vertices with the highest possible degrees. Then, they show that site percolation on the resulting graph does have a phase transition at some critical value $\pi_c(\varepsilon)$, satisfying that $\pi_c(\varepsilon) \asymp 1/\log(1/\varepsilon)$.

For the configuration model, the corresponding statement is considerably simpler to prove, and is left as an exercise:

**Exercise 4.32 (Removing vertices of high degrees in configuration models).** Consider $\text{CM}_n(d)$ with power-law degrees with exponent $\tau \in (2, 3)$. Let $\text{CM}_n^{(d)}$ be the graph that results from removing the $\varepsilon n$ vertices of highest degrees. Show that $\text{CM}_n^{(d)}$ has a critical percolation parameter $\pi_c(\varepsilon)$. What is the asymptotics of $\pi_c(\varepsilon)$ as $\varepsilon \downarrow 0$?

Percolation on preferential attachment models with conditionally independent edges. The following theorem describes the percolation critical value in preferential attachment models with conditionally independent edges for affine preferential attachment functions:

**Theorem 4.40 (Percolation on preferential attachment models with conditionally independent edges).** Suppose $f(k) = \gamma k + \beta$. Then percolation on the preferential attachment model with conditionally independent edges has critical value

\[
\pi_c = \left(\frac{1}{2\gamma} - 1\right)\left(\sqrt{1 + \frac{\gamma}{\beta}} - 1\right).
\]

We see that $\pi_c = 0$ precisely when $\gamma \geq \frac{1}{2}$, in which case the degree distribution has exponent in $(2, 3)$. Recall from (2.3.18) that a preferential attachment function $f$ is called concave $f(0) \leq 1$ and $\Delta f(k) := f(k + 1) - f(k) < 1$ for all $k \geq 0$. Recall that we call a giant component robust when it has $\pi_c = 0$. We next study the robustness of the general setting in some more detail:

**Theorem 4.41 (Percolation on preferential attachment models with conditionally independent edges).** Suppose $f$ is an arbitrary concave attachment rule and recall the definition of the parameter $\gamma$ from (2.3.19). Then the giant component in the preferential attachment network with attachment rule $f$ is robust if and only if $\gamma \geq \frac{1}{2}$. 
Let $I$ be the set of parameters $\alpha$ for which $A_\alpha$ is a well-defined (and therefore also compact) linear operator. Then $I$ is a (possibly empty) subinterval of $(0, 1)$. Dereich and Mörters [100] identify the percolation critical value as

$$\pi_c = 1/(\min_{\alpha \in I} \rho(A_\alpha)).$$

This result is highly similar to $\pi_c = 1/\nu$ for the configuration model (see Theorem 4.5).

Of course, the results of Dereich and Mörters [100] and Eckhof and Mörters [120] do not apply to the preferential attachment model with a fixed number of edges. However, the main tool in [100, 120] involves the study of the branching process approximation to the neighborhoods of uniform vertices. Of course, for $(PA_t^{(m,\delta)})_{t \geq 1}$, progress has been made in that direction, recall Theorem 2.16. This only extends to settings where $\tau \geq 0$, unfortunately, recall Open Problem 2.2. The following open problem is about an extension to that setting:

**Open Problem 4.3 (Critical percolation threshold on preferential attachment models).** Investigate the percolation phase transition on the preferential attachment model $(PA_t^{(m,\delta)})_{t \geq 1}$. Are the results identical to the ones for the preferential attachment model with conditionally independent edges? Is the critical value $\pi_c$ that of the multitype branching process appearing as the local-weak limit of in Theorem 2.16? Is $\pi_c = 0$ for $\delta \in (-m, 0)$, while $\pi_c > 0$ for $\delta > 0$?

It can be expected that many of the technical tools from [100, 120] can be extended to this setting. In particular, we conjecture that $\pi_c = 0$ for $(PA_t^{(m,\delta)})_{t \geq 1}$ with $\delta \in (-m, 0)$, for which the degree power-law exponent $\tau = 3 + \delta/m$ satisfies $\tau \in (2, 3)$. Eckhof and Mörters [120] prove this statement for preferential attachment models with conditionally independent edges. However, dealing with a fixed number of edges is considerably harder.

For preferential attachment models, the critical regime is poorly understood. This leads us to the following open problem:

**Open Problem 4.4 (Critical behavior percolation on preferential attachment models).** Investigate the percolation phase transition on the preferential attachment model $(PA_t^{(m,\delta)})_{t \geq 1}$ with $\delta > 0$, so that $\tau = 3 + \delta/m$ satisfies $\tau > 3$. What is the scaling of the largest critical cluster sizes, and what is the width of the scaling window.

We believe that percolation on the preferential attachment model behaves rather differently from that on other random graphs such as the configuration model. This is due to the more pronounced hierarchy present in the network, which is due to the age of the vertices present. This difference is clearly visible in how shortest paths are being formed, particularly comparing the configuration model with $\tau \in (2, 3)$, and the preferential attachment model with $\delta \in (-m, 0)$, for which $\tau = 3 + \delta/m \in (2, 3)$. Since the local neighborhood of $(PA_t^{(m,\delta)})_{t \geq 1}$ with $\delta > 0$ are described in terms of (multitype) branching
processes, it is a good idea to start describing the percolation phase transition in more detail there. See also Section 4.8.2, where such a problem is stated in the context of general inhomogeneous random graphs. It would be of great interest to investigate percolation on such preferential attachment models in more detail.

4.8. Further results on percolation on random graphs

In this section, we discuss some further results on percolation on random graphs. We study percolation on rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs in Section 4.8.1. We broaden the discussion to general inhomogeneous random graphs in Section 4.8.2. In Section 4.8.3, we further investigate a special example of such inhomogeneous random graphs, uniformly grown random graph, which displays rather different scaling behavior of the giant component close to the critical value compared to, say, configuration models. We continue with the phase transition on high-dimensional transitive graphs in Section 4.8.5. We close in Section 4.8.6 by discussing the relationship between critical percolation on a finite graph and its minimal spanning tree.

4.8.1. Scaling limits of cluster sizes in rank-1 inhomogeneous random graph.

Scaling limits for critical percolation on random graphs have been obtained in many settings, in particular when the graphs themselves are quite inhomogeneous. Recall the definition of inhomogeneous random graphs in Section 1.3.2. The nice thing about inhomogeneous random graphs is that percolation on them gives rise to another inhomogeneous random graph. Thus, it suffices to study the critical behavior of inhomogeneous random graphs themselves. This is similar to the situation for the configuration due to Janson’s construction in Lemma 4.6, but here it is even simpler. Let us illustrate this by discussing percolation on rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs, where the edge probabilities are moderated by vertex weights $(w_i)_{i \in [n]}$.

For example, for the Chung-Lu model or random graph with prescribed expected degrees,

\[ p_{ij} = \min \left\{ \frac{w_i w_j}{\sum_{k \in [n]} w_k}, 1 \right\} = \frac{w_i w_j}{\sum_{k \in [n]} w_k}, \]

when we assume for simplicity that $\max_{i \in [n]} w_i^2 \leq \sum_{k \in [n]} w_k \equiv \ell_n$. When applying percolation with percolation probability $\pi$ on this model, we obtain that the edges are still independent, but now with edge probabilities $\pi p_{ij}$ instead. However, obviously, this is the same as the Chung-Lu model with vertex weights $(\pi w_i)_{i \in [n]}$ instead:

Exercise 4.33 (Percolation on Chung-Lu model). Consider CL$_n$(w) with $\max_{i \in [n]} w_i^2 \leq \sum_{k \in [n]} w_k \equiv \ell_n$. Verify that percolation with percolation probability $\pi$ gives rise to a Chung-Lu model with vertex weights $(\pi w_i)_{i \in [n]}$.

Historically, the critical behavior of rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs was the first for inhomogeneous models to be considered in the mathematics literature (see \cite{159, 43, 44}). Indeed, there it is shown that most of the results proved for the configuration model also hold for such rank-1 inhomogeneous random graph models under appropriate conditions on the weight sequence (such as formulated in the Regularity Condition 1.1). However, having the results for the configuration model in hand, it is simpler to use those to prove this. Indeed, by Remark 4.12, the configuration model results also hold when conditioning on simplicity. By Theorem 1.4, the generalized random graph conditioned on its degrees is a uniform random graph with those degrees, while by Theorem 1.5, the
degrees in the generalized random graph satisfy the necessary conditions for e.g., Theorem 4.9 in probability. Here, we be careful with the convergence of the third moment of the degrees $\mathbb{E}[D_n^3]$ that is assumed in Theorem 4.9, but it is not too hard to show that when $\mathbb{E}[W_n^3] \to \mathbb{E}[W^3]$, then also $\mathbb{E}[D_n^3] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3]$, with $\mathbb{P}(D = k) = \mathbb{E}^n[e^{-W}W^k/k!]$. We refrain from a further discussion of this topic.

4.8.2. Scaling limit of cluster sizes in general inhomogeneous random graph.

The setting of percolation on general inhomogeneous random graphs is to a large extent open. Indeed, it is known what the condition is the existence of a giant component (recall Theorem 2.20), but this condition is quite functional analytic and not always easy to work with. Indeed, with $T$ the operator describing the expected offspring operator of the kernel $\kappa$, we know that there exists a giant component when $\|T\kappa\| > 1$, while there is none when $\|T\kappa\| \leq 1$. However, explicitly computing $\|T\|$ is in general hard. The notable exception is the case of rank-1 IRGs, where we can explicitly compute the norm of the expected offspring distribution as $\nu_n = \mathbb{E}[W_n^2]/\mathbb{E}[W_n]$. For general inhomogeneous random graphs, this is much harder. This leads us to the following open problem:

**Open Problem 4.5 (Critical behavior general IRGs). What is the critical behavior of general IRGs, and how is this related to the properties of the kernel $\kappa$?**

We do know that inhomogeneous random graphs with a kernel that has a finite number of types is in the same universality as the Erdős-Rényi random graph, in the sense that the scaling limit of critical clusters is as in Theorem 4.1. This is proved by Bhamidi, Broutin, Sen and Wang [35]. In general, one would expect this result to also be true when the kernel $\kappa$ is bounded. When there are infinitely many types and $\kappa$ is unbounded, this question is much harder. Let us give a simple example. Take, for some $\alpha > 0$,

$$\kappa(x, y) = \frac{c}{(x+y)^\alpha}, \quad x, y \in [0, 1].$$

Then, for $\alpha < 1$, the kernel $\kappa$ is $L^2$, so that it has a bounded norm. It is even unclear what the precise conditions on $\kappa$ are to make $T\kappa$ have a bounded norm. It is less difficult to investigate the degree distribution of the corresponding inhomogeneous random graph:

**Exercise 4.34 (Percolation on Chung-Lu model). Consider the inhomogeneous random graph with $\kappa: [0, 1] \times [0, 1] \mapsto (0, \infty)$ given by (4.8.2). Let $D_n$ be the degree of a uniform vertex. Show that**

$$D_n \overset{\text{d}}{\to} D,$$

**where the distribution of $D$ is given by**

$$\mathbb{P}(D = k) = \mathbb{E}^n[\mathbb{P}(\text{Poi}(\lambda(U)) = k)], \quad \lambda(u) = \int_0^1 \frac{c}{(u+y)^\alpha} dy,$$

**and $U$ has a uniform distribution on $[0, 1]$.**

It would be of great interest to investigate whether the scaling limits of critical clusters in the example (4.8.2) show similar behavior as for the generalized random graph (or, equivalently, the configuration model). In particular, is the scaling limit the same as
for Erdős-Rényi random graph critical behavior fails? Or is it again the same as for configuration model with \( \tau \in (3, 4) \) as in Theorem 4.32 and 4.33.

Bollobás, Janson and Riordan [56] do discuss this issue to some extent. Indeed, they discuss the related question when the size of the giant component, is, close to the critical point, linear. Let \( \|T_\kappa\| = 1 + \varepsilon \), where \( \varepsilon > 0 \) is small. Then, the size of the giant component \( \zeta(\varepsilon) \) satisfies \( \zeta(\varepsilon) > 0 \). Bollobás, Janson and Riordan [56] conjecture that \( \zeta(\varepsilon) \sim c\varepsilon \) precisely when the unique positive eigenfunction \( \phi_\kappa \) of \( T_\kappa \) in \( L^1 \). We conjecture that this should also be the condition for Erdős-Rényi random graph critical behavior:

**Open Problem 4.6 (Critical behavior general inhomogeneous random graphs).** Show that inhomogeneous random graph have Erdős-Rényi random graph critical behavior precisely when unique positive eigenfunction \( \phi_\kappa \) of \( T_\kappa \) in \( L^3 \), i.e., when \( \int_0^1 \phi_\kappa^3(u)du < \infty \). In the case when \( \int_0^1 \phi_\kappa^3(u)du = \infty \), while \( \int_0^1 \phi_\kappa^2(u)du < \infty \), define

\[
\tau = 1 + \sup \left\{ p > 2 : \int_0^1 \phi_\kappa^p(u)du < \infty \right\}.
\]

Does \( \tau \) for general inhomogeneous random graphs play the same role as it does for the configuration model?

We are quite far from understanding the general critical behavior of inhomogeneous random graphs. It would be good to analyse some examples, away from the rank-1 setting, where explicit computations can be done. We investigate one of such examples, where rather different behavior compared to the configuration model is observed, in the following section.

### 4.8.3. Phase transition on uniformly grown random graph.

The uniformly grown random graph was proposed by Callaway, Hopcroft, Kleinberg, Newman, and Strogatz [72]. In their model, the graph grows dynamically as follows. At each time step, a new vertex is added. Further, with probability \( \delta \), two vertices are chosen uniformly at random and joined by an undirected edge. This process is repeated for \( n \) time steps, where \( n \) describes the number of vertices in the graph. Callaway et al. predict, based in physical reasonings, that in the limit of large \( n \), the resulting graph has a giant component precisely when \( \delta > 1/8 \), and the proportion of vertices in the giant component is of the order \( e^{-\Theta(1/\sqrt{\delta n - 1})} \). Such behavior is sometimes called an infinite order phase transition. Durrett [116] discusses this model.

We will discuss a variant of this model proposed and analyzed by Bollobás, Janson and Riordan [55]. Their model is an example of the general inhomogeneous random graphs as discussed in the previous section. We take as a vertex space \([n]\), and the edge \( ij \) is present with probability

\[
p_{ij} = \frac{c}{\max\{i, j\}},
\]

all edge statuses being independent random variables. Equivalently, we can view this random graph as arising dynamically, where vertex \( t \) connects to a vertex \( s < t \) with probability \( 1/t \) independently for all \( s \in [t - 1] \). Kalikow and Weiss [190] show that the
critical value of this model equals $c = \frac{1}{4}$. Riordan [233], building on the work by Bollobás, Janson and Riordan [55], shows that, for $c = \frac{1}{4} + \varepsilon$,
\begin{equation}
\frac{|\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}|}{n} \xrightarrow{p} \rho(\varepsilon),
\end{equation}
where
\begin{equation}
\rho(\varepsilon) = \exp \left( -\frac{\pi}{2\sqrt{\varepsilon}} + O(\log \varepsilon) \right).
\end{equation}
See also [56, Sections 16.1 and 16.3] and the references therein for more details on both these models.

Bollobás, Janson and Riordan [55] further show that for any $c < \frac{1}{4}$, the expected size of the component of vertex 1 containing is $O(n^{\beta(c)})$, where $\beta(c) = \frac{1}{2} - \sqrt{\frac{1}{4} - c}$, while for any $c < \frac{1}{4}$, whp the component of containing the vertex 1 has size at least $n^{c-\varepsilon}$ for any $\varepsilon > 0$. Of course, the size of the largest critical cluster is highly non obvious:

**Open Problem 4.7 (Critical behavior uniformly grown random graph).** Is there a choice of $c \approx \frac{1}{4}$ for which the uniformly grown random graph displays critical behavior? If so, then what is the critical window?

### 4.8.4. Scaling limits of vacant set left by random walker.

Random walk percolation was introduced by Dembo and Sznitman [95] as a model for how termites eat through a beam of wood. Consider a graph $G$, and start a random walk on it. Run it for some amount of time $u|V(G)|$. Remove all vertices that have been visited by the random walker. Thus, we are left with the vacant set, i.e., the set of vertices that have escaped the random walker so far. The question is how large $u$ should be for the vacant set to become highly disconnected. See the recent survey by Černý and Teixeira [76]. We will focus on the setting where the underlying graph is a random graph, more precisely, a configuration model. Cooper and Frieze [87] show that the critical value on a random $d$-regular graph is equal to
\begin{equation}
\begin{split}
    u^* &= \frac{d(d-1) \log(d-1)}{(d-2)^2},
\end{split}
\end{equation}
Compare this to the critical value for bond percolation, which is $1/(d - 1)$. Their proof makes crucial use of a clever construction that states that after the random walk has walked for time $t$, and conditionally on the degrees of the vacant set at that time, the resulting graph is again uniform on the collection of all graphs with that degree sequence. That is a lot like Janson’s Construction (Lemma 4.6) for bond percolation on the configuration model. Černý, Teixeira and Windisch [78] prove sharper bounds on the size of the giant component of the vacant set at time $u$ for supercritical $u$ satisfying $u < u^*$ as well as subcritical $u$ satisfying $u > u^*$. Beware that the vacant set decreases when $u$ increases, which is a little confusing when used to the increasing nature in $p$ of the connected components in regular percolation. Černý and Teixeira [77] take this a step further, by identifying the critical window as corresponding to $u$ such that $n^{1/3}|\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}|$ is bounded, and showing that $n^{-2/3}|\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}|$ and $n^{2/3} / |\mathcal{C}_{\text{max}}|$ are tight random variables for
such $u$. One of the key results for this, is the following nice description of the degree distribution of the vacant set. Let

$$p_{\text{vac}} = e^{-\frac{d \log(d-1)}{d-2}},$$

and let the limiting degree sequence be given by $D_{\text{vac}} = 0$ with probability $1 - p_{\text{vac}}$, and $D_{\text{vac}} = \text{Bin}(d, 1/(d - 1))$ with probability $p_{\text{vac}}$. Thus, $p_{\text{vac}}$ is the proportion of vertices that are in the vacant set. When a vertex is not in the vacant set, then its remaining degree within the vacant set equals 0, while otherwise any of its neighbors is visited by the random walk independently with probability $1/(d - 1)$.

Bhamidi and Sen [46] extend this to metric space convergence as in Theorem 4.38, but again only for the random-regular case (as well as its regular configuration model equivalent). It is yet unclear what the critical value is for the configuration model with arbitrary degrees:

**Open Problem 4.8 (Critical value random-walk percolation).** Identify the critical value $u^*$ for the vacant set left by random walker for general configuration models satisfying Condition 1.6(a)-(b). Is this critical value $u^* = 0$ when $\mathbb{E}[D_n^2] \to \infty$?

An even more daunting question is to derive the metric scaling limit of the vacant set within the scaling window, as also conjectured by Bhamidi and Sen [46, Conjecture 2.2]:

**Open Problem 4.9 (Metric scaling limit for critical vacant set left by random walker).** Extend the metric space limits in Theorems 4.38–4.39 to the vacant set left by a random walker for general configuration models satisfying Condition 1.6(a)-(c). Is there a regime where Theorem 4.39 holds?

The reason why it is not obvious that there a regime where Theorem 4.39 holds is that the stationary distribution of random walk is $\pi_v = d_v/\ell_n$. Thus, vertices with higher degrees will be seen more frequently. The mixing time of random walk on $\text{CM}_n(d)$ is proportional to $\log n$, so that it may be that after running random walk for time $un$, no vertices of very high degree are left, and the degree distribution has finite third moment. In this case, we can only expect that the scaling limit in Theorem 4.38 arises for appropriate values of $u$. Bhamidi and Sen [46, Conjecture 2.2(c)] do believe that such a setting arises, and that it arises precisely when the original degree distribution obeys a power-law with exponent $\tau$ satisfying $\tau \in (3, 4)$.

**4.8.5. Scaling limits for percolation on critical high-dimensional tori.** There are many results for percolation on critical high-dimensional tori. See [157] for the state of the art. We do not describe the full range of results here, as this is done in quite some detail in [157]. Let us summarize that there are many situations where it is known that within the critical scaling window, clusters have size that is comparable to the number of vertices raised to the power $2/3$, just as for the Erdős-Rényi random graph. See [60, 61, 62, 155, 156, 173, 172] for some examples, including high-dimensional tori of fixed
dimension larger than 6 as well as the hypercube in the limit where the dimension tends to infinity. For the hypercube, recent works with Nachmias have shown that there is a well defined phase transition, and various properties (including the size of the barely supercritical giant component) have been derived [173, 172].

As we have seen in the above description, scaling limits of critical random graphs are usually obtained by applying weak convergence results, such as Martingale Functional Central Limit Theorems, to the exploration processes that describe the exploration of such graphs. Here, we are helped by the fact that the models are sufficiently mean field, meaning that vertices interact with one another in roughly the same way. For example, for the Erdős-Rényi random graph, all vertices are the same, which makes that the depletion-of-points-effect comes out in a really simple form as the $-t^2/2$ term in (4.2.2) and as the $N_i = n - i - S_i - \inf_{j \in [i-1]} S_j \approx n - i$ in (4.2.7).

Unfortunately, on lattices, the depletion-of-points-effect is far less homogeneous. Some vertices that we explore still have many neighbors that are neutral, while others have far fewer than expected. On average, after a long time, most active vertices should have of the order 1 minus something small neighbors that become active after exploration. For example, on the hypercube, the scaling window is of width $2^{-d/3}/d$, so that, after of the order $2^{2d/3}$ explorations, we can expect vertices to have on average $[1 + O(2^{-d/3}/d)]/p_c$ neutral neighbors. This number is extremely close to $d$, and order 1 of them will be found to be neighbors of the vertex that is currently explored. One cannot expect to achieve this by the simple exploration process that was used for the Erdős-Rényi random graph. However, we do believe that the scaling limits are the same:

Open Problem 4.10 (Scaling limit critical high-dimensional tori). 
Consider the nearest-neighbor $\mathbb{T}_{r,d}$ with $d > 6$ and fix $p = p_c(\mathbb{Z}^d)(1 + \lambda V^{-1/3})$. Prove that

$$ V^{-2/3}(\mathcal{C}_i)_{i \geq 1} \xrightarrow{d} (\chi_i(\pi_\lambda))_{i \geq 1}, \quad \text{as } r \to \infty, $$

where $(\chi_i(\pi_\lambda))_{i \geq 1}$ are minor adaptations of the scaling limit on the Erdős-Rényi random graph in Theorem 4.1. Indeed, one would expect a translation of time and rescaling of $\chi_i$ as well as $\lambda$ to be necessary to make $(\chi_i(\pi_\lambda))_{i \geq 1}$ have the same law as the scaling limit on the Erdős-Rényi random graph $(\gamma_i(\pi_\lambda))_{i \geq 1}$ in Theorem 4.1.

Open Problem 4.10 is way out of our reach currently. We believe that a rescaling in time in Open Problem 4.10 may be necessary, since we do not exactly know where $p_c(\mathbb{Z}^d)$ lies inside the scaling window. Possibly, the setting on the hypercube (which already is quite out of reach for the moment, see [173, 172]) is a more realistic starting for such an analysis than high-dimensional tori of fixed dimension. We refer to the recent text with Heydenreich [157] for an extensive discussion of high-dimensional percolation, including the hypercube, where also many open problems have been stated.

4.8.6. Minimal spanning trees. Imagine a finite and connected graph $G = (V, E)$, where each edge has an associated edge-weight. The minimal spanning tree of $G$ is the spanning tree that minimizes the total weight. More precisely, given weights $(U_e)_{e \in E}$, the
MST is the spanning tree that minimizes the sum of the weights of all the edges in the tree \( \sum_{e \in T} U_e \). There are two algorithms that allow one to obtain the minimal spanning tree, implying that its computation (contrary to, for example the Steiner tree) is not computationally hard. The first is Prim’s algorithm for the construction of the minimal spanning tree, which makes use of a dynamics that also goes under the name of invasion percolation. In this dynamics, we start from a given vertex, and successively add the minimal-weight edge that (a) is incident to the current vertex set; and (b) does not close a cycle. When started from the single vertex, the result of this invasion dynamics is a minimal spanning tree. The second algorithm is Kruskal’s algorithm, which orders the edges according to their weight from small to large. We then process the edges one by one in the order of their edge-weight, accepting an edge when it does not close a cycle, and rejecting it otherwise. Again, the result is a minimal spanning tree.

The minimal spanning tree can be investigated on any finite graph and for any edge-weight distribution. In fact, whenever the edge-weight distribution does not have atoms, the distribution of the edges chosen in the minimal spanning tree is the same. Further, in this case, the minimal spanning tree is also unique, a property that can obviously fail when the edge weights do have atoms:

**Exercise 4.35** (Non-uniqueness of minimal spanning tree). Find a simple example where the minimal spanning tree is not unique.

**Exercise 4.36** (Uniqueness of minimal spanning tree for continuous edge-weights). Show that the minimal spanning tree is unique when the weights are i.i.d. with a continuous distribution.

Of course, the actual weight of the minimal spanning tree, highly depends on the edge-weight distribution. It turns out to be particularly convenient to assume that the edge weights \((U_e)_{e \in E}\) are i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter 1, and we denote this setting by writing \(E_e\) instead of \(U_e\) for the edge weight of edge \(e\). For the time being, we focus on the mean-field situation, where \(G\) is the complete graph.

Let us start by introducing some notation to formalize the notion of the minimal spanning tree. For a spanning tree \(T\), we let \(W(T)\) denote its weight, i.e.,

\[
W(T) = \sum_{e \in T} E_e.
\]

Here we assume that \((E_e)_{e \in E}\) are i.i.d. exponential distributions with parameter 1. Then, the minimal spanning tree \(T_n\) is the minimizer of \(W(T)\) over all spanning trees. When the edge weights are all different, this minimizer is unique. Since we assume that the edge weight distribution \(E_e\) is continuous, the minimal spanning tree is a.s. unique (recall also Exercise 4.36).

We discuss two important results on the minimal spanning tree on the complete graph. We start with Frieze’s result from [135] showing that the weight of the minimal spanning tree is asymptotically equal to \(\zeta(3)\), where \(\zeta(s)\) is the zeta-function given by \(\zeta(s) = \sum_{n \geq 1} n^{-s}\):

**Theorem 4.42** (Weight of the minimal spanning tree [135]). Let \((E_e)_{e \in E(K_n)}\) be i.i.d. exponential random variables with parameter 1 and let \(T_n\) denote the minimal spanning
tree on the complete graph $K_n$, i.e., the tree that minimizes $\sum_{e \in T} E_e$ over all spanning trees of $K_n$. Then,

\begin{equation}
\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E}[W(T_n)] = \zeta(3).
\end{equation}

**Proof.** We follow Addario-Berry in [2]. Rather than Prim’s algorithm for computing the minimal spanning tree, we rely on Kruskal’s algorithm. In Kruskal’s algorithm, we grow the minimal spanning tree by going through the edges in increasing edge weight, adding each edge as long as it does not create a cycle. Thus, we grow a forest, and, after having added the $n$th edge, we have obtained a spanning tree. The fact that this is the MST is not hard, and a nice exercise:

**Exercise 4.37 (Kruskal’s algorithm).** Show that the spanning tree obtained in Kruskal’s algorithm equals the minimal spanning tree.

We write $N = \binom{n}{2}$ for the total number of edges in the complete graph, and order the exponential edge weights as $(E_{(m)})_{m \in [N]}$ with $E_{(1)}$ being the smallest weight, and call this the weight sequence. Further, let $e_{(m)}$ denote the edge that corresponds to the edge weight $E_{(m)}$. The resulting edge sequence $(e_{(m)})_{m \in [N]}$ is a sequence of uniform draws without replacement from $[n]$. Since weights have been assigned in an i.i.d. manner, the resulting edge sequence is independent from the weight sequence $(E_{(m)})_{m \in [N]}$. As a result, for any $M \leq N$, $(e_{(m)})_{m \in [M]}$ is a uniform draw from the edges in the complete graph, so that $(e_{(m)})_{m \in [M]}$ is the Erdős-Rényi random graph with a fixed number of edges. By Kruskal’s algorithm,

\begin{equation}
W(T_n) = \sum_{m \in [n]} E_{(m)} \mathbb{1}_{\{e_{(m)} \text{ does not create a cycle}\}}.
\end{equation}

We can now take the expectation and use the independence between edge sequence and weight sequence to obtain

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}[W(T_n)] = \sum_{m \in [n]} \mathbb{E}[E_{(m)}] \Pr(e_{(m)} \text{ does not create a cycle}).
\end{equation}

The problem has decoupled, and we can investigate each of the terms separately. By the memoryless property of the exponential distribution,

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}[E_{(m)}] = \sum_{s=1}^{m} \frac{1}{N - s + 1}.
\end{equation}

This was the easier part of the two. For the second term, let

\begin{equation}
\chi_n(\lambda) = \mathbb{E}_\lambda[|\mathcal{C}(1)|]
\end{equation}

be the expected cluster size after adding $m = \lambda N/(n - 1) = \lambda n/2$ edges, where we recall that $N = \binom{n}{2}$ denotes the total number of edges. This is the susceptibility of the Erdős-Rényi random graph when adding $m$ edges, which we call the combinatorial Erdős-Rényi random graph model (in contrast to the earlier introduced binomial Erdős-Rényi random graph model, where edges are inserted with probability $p = \lambda/n$). The binomial model can be obtained from the combinatorial model by taking $m \sim \text{Bin}(N, \lambda/n)$. Morally, they should be the same, since a $\text{Bin}(N, \lambda/n)$ distribution is very close to its mean $\lambda(n - 1)/2 \approx \lambda n/2 = m$ for $n$ large.
It is not too hard to show that
\begin{equation}
\frac{\chi_n(\lambda)}{n} \to \theta(\lambda)^2,
\end{equation}
where \(\theta(\lambda)\) is the survival probability of a branching process with a Poisson offspring distribution with parameter \(\lambda\). In particular, \(\theta(\lambda) = 0\) when \(\lambda \leq 1\), while, for \(\lambda > 1\), \(\theta(\lambda)\) is the largest solution to
\begin{equation}
\theta(\lambda) = 1 - e^{-\lambda \theta(\lambda)}.
\end{equation}
The proof of (4.8.18) is left as an exercise:

**Exercise 4.38 (Susceptibility of Erdős-Rényi random graph).** Consider the binomial Erdős-Rényi random graph with edge probability \(p = \lambda/n\). Prove (4.8.18).

Then, the important fact is that, with \(\lambda = nm/N\) and using (4.8.17) for the combinatorial model,
\begin{equation}
P(e_{(m+1)} \text{ does not create a cycle}) = 1 - \frac{\chi_n(\lambda) - 1}{n - 1 - \lambda}.
\end{equation}
To see (4.8.20), we condition on the cluster when we have added \(m\) edges. Let \(\mathcal{F}_m\) denote the \(\sigma\)-field describing the first \(m\) choices of the edges. Then,
\begin{equation}
P(e_{(m+1)} \text{ creates a cycle } | \mathcal{F}_m) = \sum_{i \geq 1} \left| E_{(i)} \right| \left( \left| E_{(i)} \right| - 1 \right) / 2(N - m).
\end{equation}
Indeed, we have already chosen \(m\) edges, so there are \(N - m\) edges left. Conditionally on the structure of the clusters formed up to the addition of the \(m\)th edge, we create a cycle precisely when we choose both endpoints of the next uniform edge inside the same connected component. There are precisely \(|\mathcal{C}_{(i)}| \left( |\mathcal{C}_{(i)}| - 1 \right) / 2 \) different ways to choose an edge in the \(i\)th largest cluster. We complete the proof of (4.8.20) by noting that
\begin{equation}
\sum_{i \geq 1} \left| E_{(i)} \right| \left( \left| E_{(i)} \right| - 1 \right) = \sum_{v \in [n]} \left| \mathcal{C}(v) \right| - n,
\end{equation}
so we arrive at
\begin{equation}
P(e_{(m+1)} \text{ does not create a cycle}) = 1 - \sum_{v \in [n]} E_{(v)} \left( \left| \mathcal{C}(v) \right| - n \right) / n(n - 1) - 2m = 1 - \frac{\chi_n(\lambda) - 1}{n - 1 - \lambda}.
\end{equation}
Since the Erdős-Rényi random graph with \(\lambda = (1 + \varepsilon) \log n\) is whp connected for any \(\varepsilon > 0\) (see the original paper by Rényi [231] or [160, Section 5.3]), we can restrict to \(\lambda = \Theta(\log n)\). Thus, we can approximate
\begin{equation}
P(e_{(m+1)} \text{ does not create a cycle}) \approx 1 - \frac{\chi_n(\lambda)}{n} \approx 1 - \theta(\lambda)^2.
\end{equation}
We see that all the action happens when \(\lambda \approx 1\). Further, when \(\lambda \leq 1\), almost all edges are accepted, since then \(\theta(\lambda) = 0\), while as soon as \(\lambda > 1\), a larger and larger positive proportion of the edges will be rejected. For \(\lambda\) fixed and \(m = \lambda n/2\), we obtain that \(E_{(m)} \approx m/N = 2m/(n(n - 1)) = \lambda/(n - 1) \approx \lambda/n\), so that, with the convention that \(m = \lambda n/2\),
\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}[W(T_n)] \approx \sum_{m \in [n]} \frac{\lambda}{n} [1 - \theta(\lambda)^2] \approx \frac{1}{2} \int_0^\infty \lambda [1 - \theta(\lambda)^2] d\lambda.
\end{equation}
We are left to show that the integral equals $2\zeta(3)$. This was first done by Aldous and Steele in [12], and is a cute exercise in calculus. It is remarkable that even though we do not have a nice description of $\lambda \mapsto \theta(\lambda)$, we can still compute the integral $\int_0^\infty \lambda[1 - \theta(\lambda)^2]d\lambda$.

For this, we first use partial integration to write

$$(4.8.26) \quad \int_0^\infty \lambda[1 - \theta(\lambda)^2]d\lambda = \int_0^\infty \lambda^2\theta'(\lambda)\theta(\lambda)d\lambda = \int_1^\infty \lambda^2\theta'(\lambda)\theta(\lambda)d\lambda,$$

since $\theta(\lambda) = 0$ for $\lambda \in [0, 1]$. Then, we use (4.8.19) to write

$$(4.8.27) \quad \lambda = -\frac{\log[1 - \theta(\lambda)]}{\theta(\lambda)},$$

to rewrite the integral as

$$\int_0^\infty \lambda[1 - \theta(\lambda)^2]d\lambda = \int_1^\infty \left(\frac{\log[1 - \theta(\lambda)]}{\theta(\lambda)^2}\right)^2\theta'(\lambda)\theta(\lambda)d\lambda = \int_1^\infty \left(\frac{\log[1 - \theta(\lambda)]}{\theta(\lambda)}\right)^2\theta'(\lambda)d\lambda$$

$$(4.8.28) = \int_0^1 \left(\frac{\log[1 - \theta]}{\theta}\right)^2d\theta,$$

using that $\lambda \mapsto \theta(\lambda)$ is bijective on $[0, 1]$. Now using the final change of variables $u = \log(1 - \theta)$, for which $\theta = e^{-u}/(1 - e^{-u})$, we arrive at

$$(4.8.29) \quad \int_0^\infty \lambda[1 - \theta(\lambda)^2]d\lambda = \int_0^\infty u^2\frac{e^{-u}}{1 - e^{-u}}du = \sum_{k=1}^\infty \int_0^\infty u^2e^{-ku}du = \sum_{k=1}^\infty \frac{2}{k^3},$$

since $\int_0^\infty u^2e^{-ku}du = 2/k^3$. This completes the proof.

We continue to discuss the scaling of the minimal spanning tree as a tree. It turns out that, when properly rescaled, the minimal spanning tree converges towards a scaling limit, which is a so-called real tree. A real tree is a continuum object that has many of the properties that we know for finite trees. As we have already seen above, there are deep relations between the minimal spanning tree and Erdős-Rényi random graphs. This connection is particularly tight for the scaling limit, as shown in a sequence of papers by Addario-Berry, Broutin and Goldschmidt [4, 5], the final piece and ‘pi`ece de r´esistance’ being jointly with Miermont [6]. In turn, the latter paper is a follow-up on earlier work of Addario-Berry, Broutin and Reed [8]. We focus on the results in [6]. We interpret a discrete tree $T$ along with the graph metric on $T$ as a metric space. Further, for a tree $T$, we write $aT$ for the tree where graph distances are rescaled by a factor $a$. In particular, this changes the unit length of an edge in $T$ to length $a$ in $aT$. Rescaled discrete trees are real trees themselves. The main result proved by Addario-Berry, Broutin, Goldschmidt and Miermont [6] is the following:

**Theorem 4.43** (Metric limit of the minimal spanning tree [6]). Let $T_n$ denote the minimal spanning tree on the complete graph $K_n$. Then, the real tree $n^{-1/3}T_n$ converges in distribution to some limiting real tree $T$. In particular, this implies that the diameter of minimal spanning tree is of order $n^{1/3}$, i.e.,

$$(4.8.30) \quad n^{-1/3}\text{diam}(T_n) \overset{d}{\longrightarrow} \text{diam}(T).$$

The Minkovski dimension of diam($T$) equals 3.
The topology is crucial for weak convergence. The weak convergence in Theorem 4.43 is weak convergence in the Gromov-Hausdorff-Prokhorov topology as already discussed in Section 4.6. The proof of Theorem 4.43 makes strong use of the scaling limit of critical clusters as identified by Addario-Berry, Broutin and Goldschmidt in [4, 5]. Loosely speaking, the shape of the scaling limit of the minimal spanning tree is determined within the scaling window of the Erdős-Rényi random graph. This is remarkable, since these critical clusters have size $n^{2/3}$, while the minimal spanning tree has size $n$. This discrepancy appears prominently in the fact that the Minkowski dimension of the scaling limit of large critical clusters is 2, while the Minkowski dimension of the scaling limit of the minimal spanning tree is 3 [6]. The latter can again be understood by noting that the typical distances in the minimal spanning tree grow like $n^{1/3}$, while it contains $n = (n^{1/3})^3$ vertices, thus suggesting that its dimension is 3.

The proofs of Theorems 4.42 and 4.43 clearly highlight the relation between the minimal spanning tree and critical behavior of percolation on the underlying graph, in this case the complete graph $K_n$. We know, however, that critical percolation on $\text{CM}_n(d)$ has similar scaling limits (recall Theorem 4.9), which suggests that also the scaling limit of the minimal spanning tree are the same as that on the complete graph in Theorem 4.43. It would be of great interest to extend such results further, for example to configuration models with asymptotic degrees distributions $D$ satisfying $\mathbb{P}(D \geq 3) = 1$, for which $\text{CM}_n(d)$ is whp connected:

**Open Problem 4.11 (Minimal spanning tree on configuration model).** Let the asymptotic degree distribution $D$ satisfy $\mathbb{P}(D \geq 3) = 1$. Extend Theorem 4.43 to the $\text{CM}_n(d)$ under the conditions of Theorem 4.13.

While Theorem 4.9 suggests a close connection between the minimal spanning tree on $\text{CM}_n(d)$, Theorems 4.33 and 4.39 instead suggest that for power-law degree sequences with $\tau \in (3, 4)$, the situation is rather different:

**Open Problem 4.12 (Minimal spanning tree on heavy-tailed configuration models).** Let the asymptotic degree distribution $D$ satisfy $\mathbb{P}(D \geq 3) = 1$. Identify the scaling limit of the minimal spanning tree on $\text{CM}_n(d)$ under the conditions of Theorem 4.33.

When $\tau \in (3, 4)$, the vertices of maximal degree play a crucial role. This makes it easier to locate the largest clusters. In fact, the proof by Addario-Berry, Broutin, Goldschmidt and Miermont [6] in the complete graph setting shows that the minimal spanning tree on $K_n$ can be obtained by taking studying percolation at $\pi_n(\lambda) = (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n$ for some $\lambda > 0$ large, and considering the largest connected component. This will contain a few cycles, that will be broken arbitrarily. After this, all the other vertices are attached to it by glueing them on in the form of small trees. In this argument, it is helpful to know that the largest connected component for $\lambda$ large does not jump around, and basically only grows. This is called the *leader problem*, where the large components are competing...
to be the largest. We would like to know that eventually one leader will win. Progress on
that problem in the context of random graphs was made by Addario-Berry, Bhamidi and Sen in [3], where both the finite and infinite third-moment degrees were considered. In [3, Conjecture 3.2], Addario-Berry, Bhamidi and Sen further conjecture that the connected component of the maximal-degree vertex is the largest for all \( \pi \in [0, 1] \) is strictly positive.

We know that this occurs whp both above and below the scaling window, but in the
scaling window it may not be true.

We can also make a conjecture about the Minkovski dimension of \( \text{diam}(T) \) when \( \tau \in (3, 4) \). Indeed, the graph distances grow like \( n^{(\tau-3)/(\tau-1)} \), which suggests that Minkovski dimension of \( \text{diam}(T) \) equals \( (\tau-1)/(\tau-3) \). Notice that this dimension become arbitrarily large when \( \tau \) approaches the boundary value \( \tau = 3 \), suggesting that the fractal nature of the minimal spanning tree becomes more and more involved.

4.9. Notes and discussion on percolation on random graphs

Notes on Section 4.2. There are many more results about percolation on the complete graph, for which we give part of the history. The critical window was first identified by Bollobás [49] (except for a logarithmic term, which was removed by Luczak [208]). See also the impressive works by Janson, Knuth, Luczak and Pittel [184], as well as that by Luczak, Pittel and Wierman [210]. Janson and Spencer [187] give a point process description of the sizes and number of components of size \( \varepsilon n^{2/3} \). Pittel [230] derives an explicit, yet involved, description for the distribution of the limit of \( |C_{\text{max}}| n^{-2/3} \). The proof makes use of generating functions, and the relation between the largest connected component and the number of labeled graphs with a given surplus. Here, the complexity of a graph is its number of edges minus its number of vertices. Relations between Erdős-Rényi random graphs and the problem of counting the number of labeled graphs has received considerable attention in various works of, amongst others, Bollobás, Spencer and Wright, see e.g. [50, 174, 209, 243, 254, 255] and the references therein. Consequences of the result by Pittel [230] are for example that the probability that \( |C_{\text{max}}| n^{-2/3} \) exceeds \( a \) for large \( a \) decays as \( e^{-a^3/8} \) (in fact, the asymptotics are much finer than this!), and for very small \( a > 0 \), the probability that \( |C_{\text{max}}| n^{-2/3} \) is smaller than \( a \) decays as \( e^{-ca^{-3/2}} \) for some explicit constant \( c > 0 \).

Nachmias and Peres [221] use clever martingale techniques to prove extremely sharp bounds on the tails of the largest connected component within the critical window, which we summarize here:

**Theorem 4.44 (Cluster tail bounds in critical window).** Set \( \pi_n(\lambda) = (1 + \lambda n^{-1/3})/n \) for some \( \lambda \in \mathbb{R} \) and consider percolation on \( K_n \) with edge probability \( \pi_n(\lambda) \). For \( \lambda > 0 \) and \( A > 2\lambda + 3 \), for large enough \( n \),

\[
\mathbb{P}(|C_{v}(\pi_n(\lambda))| \geq An^{2/3}) \leq \left(\frac{4\theta}{1 - \varepsilon^{-4\theta}} + 16\right) n^{-1/3} e^{-(\lambda-1)^2/2 - (\lambda-1)^3/2}/(4A),
\]

and

\[
\mathbb{P}(|C_{\text{max}}(\pi_n(\lambda))| \geq An^{2/3}) \leq \left(\frac{4\theta}{A(1 - e^{-4\theta}} \right) + 16\right) e^{-(\lambda-1)^2/2 - (\lambda-1)^3/2}/(4A).
\]
Theorem 4.44 gives bounds that are remarkably close to the truth, as derived by Pittel [230]. Finally, with Kager and Müller [167] we derive an explicit local limit theorem for a finite number of the largest connected components inside the critical window.

We have already referred to the work by Addario-Berry, Broutin and Goldschmidt [5] on metric convergence of the Erdős-Rényi random graph. There is also related work on the metric structure in the barely supercritical case. The two-core of a connected component is the maximal part in which all vertices have degree at least two. This can be obtained iteratively by removing vertices of degree 1. Ding, Kim, Lubetzky and Peres [105, 106] show that the kernel, which is the two-core where all paths of vertices having degree precisely two are contracted to single edges, is close in law to a configuration model with a nice degree distribution. When \( p = (1 + \varepsilon_n)/n \) with \( n^{-1/3} \ll \varepsilon_n \ll n^{-1/4} \), this kernel is a random three-regular graph of size of order \( \varepsilon_n^3 n \). The length of the contracted edges in the barely supercritical Erdős-Rényi random graph are close to i.i.d. exponential random variables with mean \( \varepsilon_n^{-2} \), thus leading to first-passage percolation on the configuration model with exponential edge-weights, as studied in Section 3.3.

Notes on Section 4.3. There is substantial work on percolation on the configuration model. Fountoulakis [133] has an alternative construction to Lemma 4.6 for percolation on the configuration model, using the fact that the edges that are kept constitute a uniformly chosen sample. As explained, percolation on the configuration model is closely related to the configuration model itself, and there is substantial work on the giant component and critical value of the configuration model dating back to Molloy and Reed [215, 216]. Riordan [234] investigates the critical setting of the configuration model with bounded degrees, but also investigates the near-critical behavior. Barely supercritical results are also derived in work with Janson and Luczak [166]. When \( \nu < 1 \), Janson [180] shows that the largest connected component is equal to \( d_{\text{max}}/(1 - \nu)(1 + o_P(1)) \). When the degrees obey a power law, then the largest subcritical component is thus much larger than its corresponding cluster in the Erdős-Rényi random graph. This can be understood as follows. When \( \nu < 1 \), most components are small and are well approximated by a subcritical branching process. This is in particular true for the components attached to the \( d_{\text{max}} \) half-edges that are incident to the maximal degree vertex. Further, one can expect that the sizes of these trees are close to being independent. A law of large number argument then predict that the component of the vertex with maximal degree has size close to \( d_{\text{max}} \) times the expected value of the total progeny a subcritical branching process tree that a single half-edge is part of. This expected value is approximately equal to \( 1/(1 - \nu) \). Janson [180] makes this intuitive argument rigorous.

Notes on Section 4.4. We follow the work with Dhara, van Leeuwaarden and Sen [103], and let us here comment on related work. Nachmias and Peres [220] study the case of critical percolation on the random regular graph. Barely supercritical results are also derived in work with Janson and Luczak [166]. Both the barely sub- as well as supercritical regimes had already been carefully analyzed by Riordan in [234], in the case of uniformly bounded degrees. However, when the degrees are bounded, many interesting phenomena are absent. Let us describe one interesting open problem in the context of subcritical configuration models with finite third-moment degrees. By Theorem 4.9, see also Theorem 4.13, the scaling of the maximal clusters inside the scaling or critical window agrees with that for the Erdős-Rényi random graph in Theorem 4.1. How about the barely
subcritical setting? We already mentioned the result by Janson [180] that in the strictly subcritical regime, the largest connected component has size $d_{\text{max}}/(1 - \nu)(1 + o_\nu(1))$. One could expect that when $\nu_n \to 1$ sufficiently slowly (in particular so that $\varepsilon_n = \nu_n - 1 \ll -n^{-1/3}$), this behavior persists when $d_{\text{max}}$ is sufficiently large. Thus, we predict that the maximal cluster has size $d_{\text{max}}/\varepsilon_n(1 + o_\nu(1))$ when $\varepsilon_n \ll -n^{-1/3}$ tends to zero sufficiently slowly. When $\varepsilon_n$ is very close to $-n^{-1/3}$ though, one would believe that the behavior in $\text{CM}_n(d)$ is close to that in the Erdős-Rényi random graph, where the largest barely subcritical component has size of order $\varepsilon_n^{-2} \log(n\varepsilon_n^3)$. This suggests that a phase transition occurs within the subcritical regime for $\text{CM}_n(d)$ in the finite third-moment degree setting, as formalized in the following open problem:

**Open Problem 4.13** (Phase transition in subcritical configuration models with finite third-moment degrees). Identify the size of the largest connected component in the barely subcritical regime of $\text{CM}_n(d)$ when $\mathbb{E}[D_3^2] \to \mathbb{E}[D^3]$. Show that the largest connected component has a size of order $\max\left\{d_{\text{max}}/\varepsilon_n, \varepsilon_n^{-2} \log(n\varepsilon_n^3)\right\}$, thus confirming that this setting has a phase transition.

It would also be of interest to investigate the scaling of the second largest component in the supercritical regime, which the work with Janson and Luczak [166] does not do. Since the high-degree vertices are highly likely to reside in the unique largest component, it can be expected that this second largest connected component behaves as in the Erdős-Rényi random graph. Does the discrete duality principle still hold?

**Notes on Section 4.5.** Earlier work on the critical behavior of the configuration model with infinite third-moment degrees was obtained by Joseph in [189], in the context of i.i.d. degrees with a power-law degree distribution. The barely supercritical results in work with Janson and Luczak [166] also apply to this setting. We next discuss the scaling of the largest subcritical clusters, as derived in work with Bhamidi, Dhara and Sen [38]. There, it is shown that indeed only the high-degree vertices matter, and the size of the $i$th largest connected component is equal to $d_i/\varepsilon_n(1 + o_\nu(1))$, where $i$ is the vertex with the $i$th largest degree. This shows that the phase transition as conjectured in Open Problem 4.13 does not occur there.

**Notes on Section 4.6.** The work by Bhamidi, Broutin, Sen and Wang [35] describing the metric structure of critical clusters in $\text{CM}_n(d)$ with finite third-moment degrees in fact extends to many more related settings, including general inhomogeneous random graphs with a finite number of types, dynamical models such as Bohman-Frieze models and bounded-size rules and rank-1 configuration models. We refer to [35] for the details. See also Section 4.8 where related settings are discussed in some detail.

**Notes on Section 4.7.**

**Notes on Section 4.8.** The results on the leader problem by Addario-Berry, Bhamidi and Sen in [3] apply to various other random graphs as well. Examples are rank-1 random graphs, as well as bounded-size rules etc.
CHAPTER 5

Ising models on random graphs

Abstract
In this chapter, we discuss Ising models on random graphs. The Ising model is one of the simplest models of random variables that are not independent, but rather positively correlated through a network structure, thus possibly giving rise to order. Here, with order we mean that without any outside preferences, the variables line up together. In the Ising model, each vertex has a random spin associated to it, the values being either -1 or +1. Nearest-neighbor vertices are more likely to have the same spin than opposing spins, and this is moderated by a coupling constant $\beta$. We are interested in the total spin, which equals the sum over all the vertices of the spin variables and is a measure of whether the Ising interaction forces the spins to create order on a macroscopical scale. The Ising model has a phase transition, much alike that in percolation, for the total spin in the model. For $\beta$ small, the interaction is so weak that the spins are close to i.i.d. variables, while for $\beta$ large, the spins are correlated even at large distances. We study such phenomena on complete and random graphs. We start by motivating the Ising model.

5.1. The Ising model on general graphs and motivation

The Ising model is a paradigmatic model in statistical physics to explain magnetism. It is one of the simplest models in statistical mechanics that shows a non-trivial phase transition when the graphs become infinitely large, which is called the thermodynamic limit in physics. In the Ising model, vertices are equipped with spins that take values in $\{-1, 1\}$. The idea is that a spin with value +1 points upwards, while a spin with value $-1$ points downwards. The key property of the Ising model is that neighboring spins are more likely to point in the same direction. With an external magnetic field, also a preference for spins to point up or rather down can be introduced. The phase transition arises in what is called the spontaneous magnetization. We take a very large graph, and give it a slight external magnetic field pointing upwards, so that the material becomes magnetized in the sense that the average spin is positive. We then take the thermodynamic limit where the system size tends to infinity. After this, we let the external field tend to zero, and we expect whether the magnetization persists. It turns out that many systems are such that there is a phase transition in the temperature, such that when the temperature is high, there is so much energy and movement in the particles that the magnetization is
lost, while at low temperatures, the fact that neighboring spins tend to align keeps the magnetization positive even when the external field vanishes. Similar phase transitions can also be observed in the real world, and the Ising model provides the simplest explanation of this effect. See the books by Ellis [121], Bovier [64] and Contucci and Giardinà [86] for introductions to statistical mechanics from various perspectives.

Recently, the Ising model has gained in popularity since it gives a very simple model for consensus reaching in populations. Indeed, when we assume that friends are more likely to have the same opinion rather than opposing opinions, then we can use the Ising model on the friendship network to model which opinion will prevail in a population and under which circumstances. As a result, the model has become popular amongst economists and social scientists as well, and later found further applications in neuroscience, etc. See for example Contucci, Gallo and Menconi [85] for an example in social sciences, Kohring [198] for an application in social impact, Fraiman, Balenzuela, Foss and Chialvo [134] for an application to the brain and Bornholdt and Wagner [63] for an example in economics.

We start by defining Ising models on finite graphs. Consider a graph sequence \((G_n)_{n \geq 1}\), where \(G_n = (V_n, E_n)\), with vertex set \(V_n = [n]\) and some random edge set \(E_n\). To each vertex \(i \in [n]\) we assign an Ising spin \(\sigma_i = \pm 1\). A configuration of spins is denoted by \(\vec{\sigma} = \{\sigma_i: i \in [n]\}\). The Ising model on \(G_n\) is then defined by the Boltzmann distribution

\[
\mu_n(\vec{\sigma}) = \frac{1}{Z_n(\beta, B)} \exp\left\{ \beta \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \sigma_i \sigma_j + \sum_{i \in [n]} B_i \sigma_i \right\}.
\]

Here, \(\beta \geq 0\) is the inverse temperature and \(B = \{B_i: i \in [n]\} \in \mathbb{R}^n\) is the vector of external magnetic fields. We will write \(B\) instead of \(\bar{B}\) for a uniform external field, i.e., \(B_i = B\) for all \(i \in [n]\). The partition function \(Z_n(\beta, B)\) is a normalization factor given by

\[
Z_n(\beta, B) = \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1, +1\}^n} \exp\left\{ \beta \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \sigma_i \sigma_j + \sum_{i \in [n]} B_i \sigma_i \right\}.
\]

We let \(\langle \cdot \rangle_{\mu_n}\) denote the expectation with respect to the Ising measure \(\mu_n\), i.e., for every bounded function \(f: \{-1, +1\}^n \to \mathbb{R}\),

\[
\langle f(\sigma) \rangle_{\mu_n} = \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1, +1\}^n} f(\sigma) \mu_n(\sigma).
\]

The main quantity we shall study is the pressure per particle, which is defined as

\[
\psi_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \log Z_n(\beta, B),
\]

in the thermodynamic limit of \(n \to \infty\). It turns out that the pressure characterizes the behavior in the Ising model, and the phase transition and related quantities can be retrieved from it by taking appropriate derivatives with respect to the parameters \(B\) and \(\beta\). For example, the magnetization \(M_n(\beta, B)\) is given by

\[
M_n(\beta, B) = \left\langle \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i \right\rangle_{\mu_n} = \frac{\partial}{\partial B} \psi_n(\beta, B).
\]
Other relevant quantities are the \( \text{internal energy} \ U_n(\beta, B) \) given by
\[
U_n(\beta, B) = -\frac{1}{n} \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} = \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \psi_n(\beta, B),
\]
and the \( \text{susceptibility} \ \chi_n(\beta, B) \), which is given by
\[
\chi_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \left( \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} - \langle \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu_n} \langle \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} \right) = \frac{\partial M_n}{\partial B}(\beta, B) = -\frac{\partial^2}{\partial B^2} \psi_n(\beta, B).
\]
We finally define the \( \text{specific heat} \ C_n(\beta, B) \), which is given by
\[
C_n(\beta, B) = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial \beta^2} \psi_n(\beta, B).
\]
Thus, the pressure per particle and its derivatives give us a wealth of information about the behavior of the Ising model. The fact that much is known about the convexity and concavity properties of these quantities when considered as functions of \((\beta, B)\) turns out to be extremely useful. These properties can be translated in terms of \textit{correlation inequalities} that go under the name of GHS and GKS inequalities, and that will be discussed in detail below. These rather generally imply that convergence of the pressure implies the convergence of the magnetization, internal energy and susceptibilities as well. This leads us to the topic of \textit{convergence} of the pressure and its derivatives, which goes under the name of \textit{thermodynamic limits}, and will be discussed next.

\textbf{Large \( n \) limits: thermodynamics and phase transition.} We are interested in Ising models on random graphs, which generally are \textit{finite}. Finite graphs do not have phase transitions, but they may appear when the graph becomes large. Such phase transitions are highly relevant, as they give us information about how robust the behavior of the Ising model on a finite graph is when the graph is quite large. Thus, we will investigate whether the thermodynamic limit of the pressure
\[
\varphi(\beta, B) = \lim_{n \to \infty} \psi_n(\beta, B)
\]
exists, and whether it is nicely differentiable as a function of \((\beta, B)\). Hopefully, then also the thermodynamic limits of the magnetization, internal energy and susceptibility also exist, and are equal to appropriate derivatives of \( \varphi(\beta, B) \). When this is the case, we may investigate whether there is a phase transition by inspecting the behavior of \((\beta, B) \mapsto \varphi(\beta, B)\). In particular, the phase transition appears in the limit of small external field. Indeed, let
\[
M(\beta, B) = \lim_{n \to \infty} M_n(\beta, B)
\]
denote the thermodynamic limit of the magnetization. When \( B > 0 \), we can expect that \( M(\beta, B) > 0 \), but, by obvious symmetry, \( M(\beta, 0) = 0 \):

\textbf{Exercise 5.1 (Magnetization vanishes in the absence of a magnetic field).} \textit{Prove that} \( M(\beta, 0) = 0 \) \textit{always holds.}

While \( M(\beta, 0) = 0 \) always holds, \( B \mapsto M(\beta, B) \) may still have discontinuities for \( B \) small that persist when \( B \searrow 0 \). Define the \textit{spontaneous magnetization} by
\[
M(\beta) = \lim_{B \searrow 0} M(\beta, B) \equiv M(\beta, 0^+).
\]
Here, the order of the limits of first taking $n \to \infty$ for $B > 0$, followed by $B \searrow 0$, is essential (recall Exercise 5.1). In many cases, $\beta \mapsto M(\beta)$ displays a phase transition, in the sense that there exists a $\beta_c$ such that $M(\beta) = 0$ for $\beta < \beta_c$, while $M(\beta) > 0$ for $\beta < \beta_c$. This leads us to the following definition of the Ising critical value as

$$\beta_c = \inf \{ \beta : M(\beta) > 0 \}. \quad (5.1.12)$$

Note the close similarity to the definition of the limiting percolation critical value in (4.1.11). However, contrary to the setting for percolation where the size of the giant component is monotone in the percolation parameter, it is not obvious that $\beta_c$ in (5.1.12) is well defined. It turns out that the Ising model has several highly non-trivial monotonicity properties that go under the name of correlation inequalities that will be discussed in detail in Section 5.2 below. With these correlation inequalities, one can show that $\beta_c$ in (5.1.12) is indeed well defined.

The thermodynamic limits of the other relevant quantities, $U_n(\beta, B) \to U(\beta, B)$, $\chi_n(\beta, B) \to \chi(\beta, B)$ and $C_n(\beta, B) \to C(\beta, B)$, are defined similarly. Again, it is highly non-obvious that these limits exist.

Critical behavior: critical exponents and non-classical limit theorems. Having identified the asymptotic critical value of the Ising model on finite graphs, we now turn to the critical behavior. We will be interested in critical exponents, that quantify the singularity of the function $(\beta, B) \mapsto \varphi(\beta, B)$ for $(\beta, B) \approx (\beta_c, 0)$, as well as the behavior of the total spin

$$S_n = \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i \quad (5.1.13)$$

for $(\beta, B) \approx (\beta_c, 0)$. Critical exponents are defined in the following definition. In its statement, we write $f(x) \asymp g(x)$ if the ratio $f(x)/g(x)$ is bounded away from 0 and infinity for the specified limit:

**Definition 5.1 (Critical exponents).** The critical exponents $\beta, \delta, \gamma, \gamma'$ are defined by

$$M(\beta, 0^+) \asymp (\beta - \beta_c)^\beta, \quad \text{for } \beta \searrow \beta_c; \quad (5.1.14)$$

$$M(\beta_c, B) \asymp B^{1/\delta}, \quad \text{for } B \searrow 0; \quad (5.1.15)$$

$$\chi(\beta, 0^+) \asymp (\beta - \beta_c)^{-\gamma}, \quad \text{for } \beta \nearrow \beta_c; \quad (5.1.16)$$

$$\chi(\beta_c, B) \asymp B^{1/\delta}, \quad \text{for } B \searrow 0; \quad (5.1.17)$$

$$C(\beta, 0^+) \asymp (\beta - \beta_c)^{-\alpha}, \quad \text{for } \beta \nearrow \beta_c; \quad (5.1.18)$$

$$C(\beta_c, B) \asymp B^{1/\alpha}, \quad \text{for } B \searrow 0; \quad (5.1.19)$$

Of course, the existence of such critical exponents on any graph is highly non-trivial, and identifying them has proved to be a major source of inspiration in the past decades. The definitions above are meaningful since for $\beta > \beta_c$ one has $M(\beta, 0^+) \neq M(\beta, 0) = 0$, i.e., the magnetization of the low-temperature phase is discontinuous in $B = 0$. We emphasize that there is a difference between the symbol $\beta$ for the inverse temperature and the bold symbol $\beta$ for the critical exponent in (5.1.14). Both notations are standard in the literature, so we decided to follow both of them and distinguish them by the font style.
Sometimes the above definitions are stated in a somewhat weaker form. For example, normally the critical exponent $\beta$ is defined by requiring that
\begin{equation}
M(\beta) = M(\beta, 0^+) = (\beta - \beta_c)^{\beta + o(1)},
\end{equation}
where $o(1)$ is a function tending to zero for $\beta \searrow \beta_c$.

Since the above critical exponents are obtained by first taking the thermodynamic limit $n \to \infty$, and only then taking $(\beta, B) \to (\beta_c, 0)$, it is not obvious that they tell us anything about the critical behaviour of the total spin. Its critical behavior is similar in spirit to the critical behavior of $|C_{\text{max}}(\pi_n)|$ for $\pi_n$ inside the critical window. In general, one could hope for a statement of the kind that there exists a critical exponent $\lambda$ and a limiting random variable $X$ such that
\begin{equation}
\frac{S_n}{n^\lambda} \xrightarrow{d} X.
\end{equation}
The above critical exponents provide the inspiration for the remainder of this chapter, where we will prove the existence of some of them for the Ising model on complete and random graphs.

**Ising model as the stationary distribution of Glauber dynamics.** We mainly focus on static aspects of the Ising model on finite graphs. However, the Ising model gains its popularity to a large extent due to its dynamical definition. For $\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1, +1\}^n$ and $j \in [n]$, we define
\begin{equation}
\sigma_i^j = \begin{cases} 
+\sigma_i & \text{for } i \neq j, \\
-\sigma_i & \text{for } i = j,
\end{cases}
\end{equation}
which is the version of $\sigma$ where the spin at $j$ is reversed. Then, Glauber dynamics on the set of spins is defined as a Markov chain $\vec{\sigma}(t)$ on $\{-1, +1\}^n$ where we choose $j \in [n]$ uniformly at random, and let $\vec{\sigma}(t+1)$ be $\vec{\sigma}^j(t)$ with probability
\begin{equation}
\max \left\{ e^{-[H(\vec{\sigma}^j(t)) - H(\vec{\sigma}(t))]}, 1 \right\}.
\end{equation}
Here the Hamiltonian $H$ is defined as
\begin{equation}
H(\vec{\sigma}) = H_{\beta, B}(\vec{\sigma}) = -\beta \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \sigma_i \sigma_j - \sum_{i \in [n]} B \sigma_i.
\end{equation}
Thus, a move for which the Hamiltonian decreases is always accepted, while one that increases the Hamiltonian is accepted with a probability that is exponentially small in the change in Hamiltonian, thus favoring $\vec{\sigma}$ for which $H(\vec{\sigma})$ is small. This means that $\vec{\sigma}$ should align with the field $B$, and is such that $\sigma_i$ is more likely to be equal to $\sigma_j$ for every edge $(i,j) \in E_n$. The measure $\mu_n$ in (5.1.1)–(5.1.2) turns out to be the stationary distribution for this Glauber dynamics:

**Exercise 5.2 (Ising model as stationary distribution of Glauber dynamics).** Show that the Ising measure $\mu_n$ in (5.1.1)–(5.1.2) is the stationary distribution of the dynamics in (5.1.22)–(5.1.23).

The dynamical properties of the Ising model have attracted enormous attention, mainly for dynamics of the Ising model on cubes in $\mathbb{Z}^d$. 
Motivation for Ising models on random graphs. When modeling a magnet, it is reasonable to take the underlying graph as a (part of a) hypercubic lattice, as real magnets live in three (or possibly two) dimensions. In the current societal setting, though, the Ising model lives within a population, where the dynamic properties of the Ising model could be interpreted as a way of consensus finding in a population. When considering random graphs as models for social networks, we thus arrive at the Ising model on a random graph. This will be the main focus of attention within this chapter.

Ising model on random graphs: quenched and annealed setting. In the remainder of this chapter, we focus on the Ising model on random graphs, where we have double randomness. Indeed, we have the randomness originating from the random graph as well as that from the Ising model. This means that we can consider several different settings, related to how we deal with the randomness imposed by the underlying network. The random quenched setting describes the Ising model on the random graph without taking the average with respect to the random graph. From an applied perspective, this may be the most natural setting. Indeed, even though the connections within the network may have arisen due to a random process, we consider them fixed and study the properties of the Ising model on them in the large graph limit. In this setting, when computing an expectation with respect to the Ising measure in we deal with a ratio of random variables (since they are functions of the random graph), and both numerator and denominator grow exponentially in the large graph limit. Typically, such problems can be difficult. Taking the expectation of the ratio over the graph, giving rise to the averaged quenched setting, does not resolve this difficulty unfortunately, as one still has to deal with the ratio of large random variables. A common approach is to take the average over the randomness both in numerator as well as denominator, giving rise to the annealed measure. In the annealed measure, the measure is replaced by

$$
\mu_n^{an}(\sigma) = \frac{1}{E[Z_n(\beta, B)]} \mathbb{E}\left[ \exp \left\{ \beta \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \sigma_i \sigma_j + \sum_{i \in [n]} B_i \sigma_i \right\} \right].
$$

Here \(E\) is the expectation over the randomness due to the random graph. In percolation, there is no partition function, so that the averaged quenched and annealed measure are the same. For the Ising model, they are quite different. It is even possible that the critical value \(\beta_c\) is different for the quenched and annealed settings (even though it is not hard to prove that \(\beta_c\) is the same in the random and averaged quenched setting). However, the general belief in physics is that the annealed and quenched cases have the same critical exponent, and are thus in the same universality class. We will see examples of such settings later in this chapter.

Organisation of Chapter 5. This chapter is organised as follows. In Section 5.2, we fix ideas by studying the Ising model on the complete graph, which is called the Curie-Weiss model. There, we also discuss one of the main tools used in this section, namely, correlation inequalities. In Section 5.3, we discuss the thermodynamic limit of the Ising model on the configuration model. The thermodynamic limit describes what happens when the graph size tends to infinity. The results immediately extend to locally-tree like random graphs, the prime example of which is the configuration model, but also generalized random graphs are in this class of random graphs. In Section 5.5, we discuss the critical exponents of the Ising model on the configuration model. In Section 5.6, we study the central limit theorem of the total spin away from the critical point, or,
alternatively speaking, in the uniqueness regime. In Section 5.7, we discuss non-classical limit theorems for the total spin at the critical point. We close with further results in Section 5.8, and notes and discussion in Section 5.9.

5.2. Fixing ideas: complete graph and Curie-Weiss model

In this section, we study the Ising model on the complete graph, where it is also called the Curie-Weiss model. On the complete graph, it turns out that a major simplification occurs that makes the model analytically tractable. Let us explain the setting first. On the complete graph, every vertex is connected to every other vertex, which makes the sum over edges very large. Recall (5.1.1)–(5.1.2) and note that $\sum_{i,j \in [n]} \sigma_i \sigma_j$ can be of order $n^2$, which is much larger than the contribution of the external field $\sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i$, which is always of order $n$. In order to make sure that these terms act on the same scale, we renormalize $\beta$ and replace it with $\beta/n$. We also make all the external field variables equal, i.e., $B_i = B$ for all $i \in [n]$. This gives rise to the Curie-Weiss measure given by

\[
\mu_n(\vec{\sigma}) = \frac{1}{Z_n(\beta, B)} \exp \left\{ \frac{\beta}{n} \sum_{i < j \in [n]} \sigma_i \sigma_j + \sum_{i \in [n]} B_i \sigma_i \right\},
\]

where

\[
Z_n(\beta, B) = \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1, +1\}^n} \exp \left\{ \frac{\beta}{n} \sum_{i < j \in [n]} \sigma_i \sigma_j + B \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i \right\}.
\]

The simplification that arises in the Curie-Weiss model, and that does not arise in any other model, is that $\mu_n(\sigma)$ can be described explicitly in terms of the magnetization

\[
m_n(\vec{\sigma}) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i,
\]

which is sometimes also called an order parameter. This rewrite yields

\[
\mu_n(\vec{\sigma}) = \frac{1}{Z_n(\beta, B)} \exp \left\{ n \beta m_n(\vec{\sigma})^2 / 2 + B n m_n(\vec{\sigma}) \right\},
\]

where

\[
Z_n(\beta, B) = \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1, +1\}^n} \exp \left\{ n \beta m_n(\vec{\sigma})^2 / 2 + B n m_n(\vec{\sigma}) \right\}.
\]

Exercise 5.3 (Rewrite Curie-Weiss measure in terms of magnetization). Prove (5.2.4)–(5.2.5).

Thus, rather than needing to know all the spin variables $(\sigma_i)_{i \in [n]}$, it suffices to know their sum. This simplifies the problem tremendously, thus allowing for an explicit computation of various quantities.
Theorem 5.2 (Thermodynamic limit of pressure for Curie-Weiss). For the Curie-Weiss model, for all $0 \leq \beta < \infty$ and all $B \in \mathbb{R}$, the thermodynamic limit of the pressure exists and equals

$$
\lim_{n \to \infty} \psi_n(\beta, B) = \varphi(\beta, B),
$$

where, for $B < 0$, $\varphi(\beta, B) = \varphi(\beta, -B)$, $\varphi(\beta, 0) = \lim_{B \uparrow 0} \varphi(\beta, B)$ and, for $B > 0$,

$$
\varphi(\beta, B) = \log 2 + \log \cosh(z^*(\beta, B)\sqrt{\beta} + B) - z^*(\beta, B)^2/2,
$$

where, for $B \neq 0$,

$$
z^*(\beta, B) = \sqrt{\beta} \tanh(z^*(\beta, B)\sqrt{\beta} + B).
$$

For $B = 0$, the same formula holds with $z^*(\beta, B)$ replaced by $z^*(\beta) = \lim_{B \searrow 0} z^*(\beta, B)$.

We next prove Theorem 5.2, after which we discuss some of its consequences.

Proof of Theorem 5.2. Recall that

$$
\psi_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \log Z_n(\beta, B),
$$

where the partition function $Z_n(\beta, B)$ is given in (5.2.5). While the formula in (5.2.5) is much simpler than the general formula for the partition function for the Ising model on a finite graph, it is still quadratic in the magnetization variable $M_n$, which makes it a difficult formula. When the formula would be linear instead, we could explicitly perform the sum over $(\sigma_i)_{i \in [n]}$, and we might be in business. We use a clever trick that turns the exponent into a linear function in $M_n$, using what is sometimes called the Stratonovic-Hubbard transformation. The main idea is that the moment generating function of a standard normal distribution $Z$ satisfies $E[e^{tZ}] = e^{t^2/2}$:

Exercise 5.4 (Moment generating function of standard normal). Let $Z$ have a standard normal distribution. Show that $E[e^{tZ}] = e^{t^2/2}$.

Applying this to $t = n\sqrt{\beta}m_n(\sigma)$, we thus obtain that

$$
Z_n(\beta, B) = \sum_{\sigma \in \{-1, +1\}^n} E\left[ \exp \left\{ (Z\sqrt{n\beta} + Bn)m_n(\sigma) \right\} \right],
$$

where the expectation is over $Z$. Now the exponent is linear in $m_n(\sigma)$, and, as a result, we can perform the sum over $m_n(\sigma)$. For this, we interchange the summations by Fubini, and compute the sum over $\sigma \in \{-1, +1\}^n$ to obtain

$$
Z_n(\beta, B) = 2^n E\left[ \cosh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B)^n \right].
$$

Exercise 5.5 (Rewrite Curie-Weiss partition function). Prove (5.2.11).

So far, the computation has been exact. Now, we perform asymptotics on (5.2.11), by explicitly performing the integral over the density of $Z$ and applying the Laplace method on the arising integral. There, we will see that the dominant contributions come from $Z$
that are of the order $\sqrt{n}$, so that the terms $Z \sqrt{\beta/n}$ and $B$ are of similar magnitude. This leads to

$$Z_n(\beta, B) = 2^n(2\pi)^{-1/2} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{n \log \cosh(z \sqrt{\beta/n} + B) - z^2/2} \, dz.$$  \hfill (5.2.12)

Rescale $x = z \sqrt{n}$ to arrive at

$$Z_n(\beta, B) = 2^n \sqrt{\frac{n}{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{n[\log \cosh(z \sqrt{\beta} + B) - z^2/2]} \, dz.$$  \hfill (5.2.13)

Now we are in the classical setting where the Laplace method can be used. Laplace’s method states that the integral in (5.2.13) is dominated, for $n$ large, by those values of $z$ that are close to the maximizer of $\log \cosh(x \sqrt{\beta} + B) - z^2/2$. To set this up, let

$$z^*(\beta, B) = \arg\max[\log \cosh(z \sqrt{\beta} + B) - z^2/2],$$

so that $z^*(\beta, B)$ satisfies

$$z^*(\beta, B) = \sqrt{\beta} \tanh(z^*(\beta, B) \sqrt{\beta} + B).$$  \hfill (5.2.14)

It is not hard to see that $z^*(\beta, B)$ for $B > 0$ is unique:

**Exercise 5.6 (Uniqueness of maximizer).** Show that, for $B > 0$, the maximizer in (5.2.14) is unique. Also show that, for $B < 0$, the maximizer is unique and satisfies $z^*(\beta, B) = -z^*(\beta, -B)$.

**Exercise 5.7 (Uniqueness of maximizer (cont.)).** Show also that (5.2.15) can have several solutions for $B > 0$.

For $B = 0$, however, there may be more solutions. Fix $B \neq 0$ for the moment. By symmetry, we may then assume that $B > 0$. Then, Laplace’s method gives that there exists a constant $C > 0$ such that, with $z^*(\beta, B)$ as in (5.2.14)–(5.2.15),

$$Z_n(\beta, B) = 2^n C e^{n[\log \cosh(z^*(\beta, B) \sqrt{\beta} + B) - z^*(\beta, B)^2/2]}(1 + o(1)).$$  \hfill (5.2.16)

**Exercise 5.8 (Application Laplace method to Curie-Weiss partition function).** Fix $B > 0$. Prove (5.2.16) and compute $C$.

Taking the log and dividing by $n$, followed by taking the limit $n \to \infty$, implies (5.2.7) for $B \neq 0$.

Let us now extend this argument to $B = 0$. There, the problem is that (5.2.15) may have several solutions, including the obvious solution 0 as well as the solutions $z^*(\beta) = \lim_{B \to 0} z^*(\beta, B)$, as well as $-z^*(\beta)$ by symmetry. Let us investigate this in more detail. Inspecting $z \mapsto \log \cosh(z \sqrt{\beta} + B) - z^2/2$, we see that for $B = z = 0$, it gives the trivial value 0. The question arises whether there is a solution that achieves a higher value. When $z \mapsto \log \cosh(z \sqrt{\beta}) - z^2/2$ is increasing in $z$ for $z$ small, the maximal solution cannot be 0. The derivative of $z \mapsto \log \cosh(z \sqrt{\beta}) - z^2/2$ at $z = 0$ equals 0, so this does not help. Hence, whether $z \mapsto \log \cosh(z \sqrt{\beta}) - z^2/2$ is larger than 0 for $z$ small is determined by sign of the double derivative, which is $\beta - 1$. When $\beta > 1$, the two maximizers are $z^*(\beta) = \lim_{B \to 0} z^*(\beta, B)$ and $-z^*(\beta)$, where $z^*(\beta) > 0$. For $\beta \leq 1$, on the other hand, the maximal solution is $z^*(\beta) = 0$. In the latter case, however, the solution $z^*(\beta) = 0$ is again unique, so also $z^*(\beta) = \lim_{B \to 0} z^*(\beta, B) = 0$. This completes the argument.
The above analysis made use of the Stratonovic-Hubbard transformation. However, the existence of the pressure in (5.2.6) can also be directly obtained:

**Exercise 5.9 (Direct computation of Curie-Weiss pressure).** Prove the existence of the pressure in (5.2.6) directly, by using that there are precisely \(\binom{n}{(n+m)/2}\) vectors of spins with total spin \(m_n(\vec{\sigma}) = m/n\). Can you also verify that the final formulas for the pressure agree? [Hint: See Bovier and Kurkova [66] for inspiration if necessary.]

**Thermodynamic limits of magnetization, internal energy and susceptibility.** Following the proof of Theorem 5.2, we can also identify the thermodynamic limits of related quantities in the Curie-Weiss model:

**Theorem 5.3 (Thermodynamic limits Curie-Weiss model).** Fix \(B > 0\). The Curie-Weiss model satisfies the following:

(a) **Magnetization:** Let \(M_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \langle \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu_n}\) be the magnetization per vertex. Then, its thermodynamic limit exists and is given by

\[
M(\beta, B) \equiv \lim_{n \to \infty} M_n(\beta, B) = \tanh(z^*(\beta, B)\sqrt{\beta} + B) = \frac{\partial}{\partial B} \varphi(\beta, B).
\]

Consequently, \(M(\beta, B)\) is the largest solution to

\[
M(\beta, B) = \tanh(M(\beta, B)\beta + B),
\]

as well as to \(M(\beta, B) = \sqrt{\beta} \text{argmax}[\log \cosh(m\beta + B) - z^2/2]\).

(b) **Internal energy:** Let

\[
U_n(\beta, B) = -\frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \psi_n(\beta, B) = -\frac{1}{2n^2} \sum_{(i,j) \in E} \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n}
\]

be the internal energy per vertex. Then, its thermodynamic limit exists and is given by

\[
U(\beta, B) \equiv \lim_{n \to \infty} U_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{2} \tanh(z^*(\beta, B)\sqrt{\beta} + B)^2 = -\frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \varphi(\beta, B).
\]

(c) **Susceptibility:** Let

\[
\chi_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} (\langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} - \langle \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu_n} \langle \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n}) = \frac{\partial M_n(\beta, B)}{\partial B}
\]

be the susceptibility. Then, its thermodynamic limit exists and is given by

\[
\chi(\beta, B) \equiv \lim_{n \to \infty} \chi_n(\beta, B) = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial B^2} \varphi(\beta, B) = \chi(\beta, B).
\]

**Proof of Theorem 5.3.** Denote the expected value of the magnetization by

\[
\langle M_n \rangle_{\mu_n} = \frac{1}{Z_n(\beta, B)} \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in (-1,+1)^n} m_n(\vec{\sigma}) \exp \left\{ n\beta m_n(\vec{\sigma})^2/2 + Bnm_n(\vec{\sigma}) \right\}.
\]
Following the steps in the proof of Theorem 5.2, we can write

\[
5.2.24 \quad \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1,+1\}^n} m_n(\vec{\sigma}) \exp \left\{ n\beta m_n(\vec{\sigma})^2/2 + Bnm_n(\vec{\sigma}) \right\}
\]

\[
= \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1,+1\}^n} \mathbb{E} \left[ m_n(\vec{\sigma}) \exp \left\{ (Z\sqrt{n\beta} + Bn)m_n(\vec{\sigma}) \right\} \right]
\]

\[
= 2^n \mathbb{E} \left[ \sinh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B) \cosh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B)^{n-1} \right]
\]

\[
= 2^n \mathbb{E} \left[ \tanh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B) \cosh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B)^n \right].
\]

This gives rise to an identical integral as for \( Z_n(\beta, B) \) as in \( 5.2.12 \), apart from the single factor \( \tanh (z\sqrt{\beta} + B) \). This factor does not change by which regime in \( z \) the integral is dominated, and merely replaces the limit by a factor \( \tanh (z^*(\beta, B)\sqrt{\beta}) \), as required.

To see how \( 5.2.18 \) arises, note by \( 5.2.15 \) and \( 5.2.17 \) that

\[
M(\beta, B) = z^*(\beta, B) / \sqrt{\beta}.
\]

Substituting this into \( 5.2.15 \) gives the claim.

In a similar way,

\[
(5.2.25) \quad \langle U_n \rangle_{\mu_n} = \frac{1}{2Z_n(\beta, B)} \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1,+1\}^n} m_n(\vec{\sigma})^2 \exp \left\{ n\beta m_n(\vec{\sigma})^2/2 + Bnm_n(\vec{\sigma}) \right\},
\]

and

\[
\sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1,+1\}^n} m_n(\vec{\sigma})^2 \exp \left\{ n\beta m_n(\vec{\sigma})^2/2 + Bnm_n(\vec{\sigma}) \right\}
\]

\[
= \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1,+1\}^n} \mathbb{E} \left[ m_n(\vec{\sigma})^2 \exp \left\{ (Z\sqrt{n\beta} + Bn)m_n(\vec{\sigma}) \right\} \right]
\]

\[
= 2^n/n^2 \mathbb{E} \left[ \left( n(n-1) \sinh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B)^2 + n \right) \cosh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B)^{n-2} \right]
\]

\[
= 2^n \mathbb{E} \left[ \left( \tanh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B)^2 + 1/n \right) \cosh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B)^n \right].
\]

We omit further details.

The computation for the susceptibility is substantially harder for the Curie-Weiss model, since \( 5.2.21 \) contains a double sum containing \( O(n^2) \) terms, whereas the prefactor is \( 1/n \). Using \( 5.2.24 \) and \( 5.2.26 \), we see that

\[
(5.2.27) \quad \chi_n(\beta, B) = n \text{Var}_n \left( \tanh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B) \right) + 1,
\]

where \( Z_1, Z_2 \) are two i.i.d. standard normals and where \( \text{Var}_n \) denotes the variance under the measure \( \mathbb{E}_n \) given by

\[
(5.2.28) \quad \mathbb{E}_n \left[ f(Z) \cosh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B)^n \right] = \frac{\mathbb{E} \left[ f(Z) \cosh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B)^n \right]}{\mathbb{E} \left[ \cosh (Z\sqrt{\beta/n} + B)^n \right]}.
\]

**Exercise 5.10 (Proof of (5.2.27)).** Prove that (5.2.27) holds.
Rather than pursuing this route, we instead follow another one that will also yield a central limit theorem for the total spin at no added cost. For this, we note that (5.2.29)
\[ \chi_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \text{Var}_\mu_n(S_n) = \text{Var}_\mu_n \left( \frac{S_n - n M_n(\beta, B)}{\sqrt{n}} \right), \]
where \( S_n = \sum_{v \in [n]} \sigma_v \), so that \( S_n \) denotes the total spin. Rather than studying the variance of \( \bar{S}_n = (S_n - n M_n(\beta, B))/\sqrt{n} \), we study its moment generating function. Convergence of the moment generating function certainly implies convergence of the variance, as the argument will also show. Let us start by setting up the notation. Define
\[ c_n(t) = \psi_n(\beta, B + t) - \psi_n(\beta, B). \]
Note that \( c_n(t) \to \varphi(\beta, B + t) \) by Theorem 5.2. Then
\[ \frac{1}{n} \log \left( \mathbb{E} e^{t S_n} \right)_{\mu_n} = c_n(t). \]
We conclude that, with \( t_n = t/\sqrt{n} \),
\[ \log \left( \mathbb{E} e^{t S_n} \right)_{\mu_n} = n \left[ c_n(t_n) - t_n c'_n(0) \right]. \]
This smells like a Taylor expansion, but there are some technical issues. First, we would like to replace \( c_n(t) \) by its limit \( c(t) = \varphi(\beta, B + t) - \varphi(\beta, B) \). Doing so would tell us that, also using that \( c_n(0) = c(0) = 0 \),
\[ \log \left( \mathbb{E} e^{t S_n} \right)_{\mu_n} \approx n \left[ c(t_n) - t_n c'(0) \right] \approx \frac{t^2}{2} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial B^2} \varphi(\beta, B) = \frac{t^2}{2} \chi(\beta, B), \]
by the definition in (5.2.21). However, we are not allowed to simply replace \( c_n(t) \) by its limit so easily. In order to prove that, we use some analytical properties. We note that
\[ c'_n(t) = \frac{d}{dt} \psi_n(\beta, B + t) = M_n(\beta, B + t). \]
We know that \( c'_n(t) \to c'(t) = M(\beta, B + t) = \frac{d}{dt} \varphi(\beta, B + t) \) by part (a) of this theorem (which has already been proved). It turns out that \( t \mapsto c'_n(t) \) is also\textit{ concave}, which is a consequence of an important correlation inequality that is described just below (see the GHS inequality in Lemma 5.5). Now, for a concave function that converges pointwise, also its derivative converges pointwise, so that \( c''_n(t) \to \frac{\partial^2}{\partial B^2} \varphi(\beta, B + t) \). This can be extended to show that also for \( t_n \to t \), \( c''_n(t_n) \to \frac{\partial^2}{\partial B^2} \varphi(\beta, B + t) \). This is explained in more detail in Section 5.6, see in particular Lemma 5.35. A Taylor expansion yields that
\[ \log \left( \mathbb{E} e^{t S_n} \right)_{\mu_n} = n \left[ c_n(t_n) - t_n c'_n(0) \right] = \frac{t^2}{2} c''_n(t_n^*), \]
for some \( t_n^* \) in between 0 and \( t_n = t/\sqrt{n} \). In particular, \( t_n^* \to 0 \), so that by the above arguments and \( c_n(0) = 0 \),
\[ \log \left( \mathbb{E} e^{t S_n} \right)_{\mu_n} \to \frac{t^2}{2} \chi(\beta, B). \]
To obtain the convergence of \( \chi_n(\beta, B) \), we merely note that \( \chi_n(\beta, B) = c''_n(0). \)
EXERCISE 5.11 (Central limit for Curie-Weiss total spin). Prove that

\[ \frac{S_n - n M_n(\beta, B)}{\sqrt{n}} \overset{d}{\to} Z, \]

where \( Z \) has a normal distribution with mean 0 and variance \( \chi(\beta, B) \).

**Trick of the trade: Correlation inequalities.** Recall below (5.1.12) that it is yet unclear that the value of \( \beta_c \) is well defined. We now discuss some extremely useful properties of the Ising model on general graphs that go under the name of correlation inequalities. The first such correlation inequality is the Griffiths, Kelly, Sherman (GKS) inequality, which gives various monotonicity properties in the parameters \((\beta, B)\). Here we assume that we are in the setting that each vertex \( v \in V \) has its own magnetic field \( B_v \):

**Lemma 5.4 (GKS inequality).** Consider two Ising measures \( \mu \) and \( \mu' \) on graphs \( G = (V, E) \) and \( G' = (V, E') \), with inverse temperatures \( \beta \) and \( \beta' \) and external fields \( B \) and \( B' \), respectively. If \( E \subseteq E' \), \( \beta \leq \beta' \) and \( 0 \leq B_v \leq B'_v \) for all \( v \in V \), then, for any \( U \subseteq V \),

\[ 0 \leq \langle \prod_{u \in U} \sigma_u \rangle_\mu \leq \langle \prod_{u \in U} \sigma_u \rangle_{\mu'}. \]

In the following exercises, we highlight the importance of the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4, firstly by showing that \( \beta_c \) in (5.1.12) is well defined, and secondly by showing that for \( B > 0 \), the maximal solution to (5.2.15), which is the unique positive solution:

**Exercise 5.12 (Well-definedness of spontaneous magnetization).** Assume that the thermodynamic limit of the magnetization in (5.1.10) exists for all \( B > 0 \). Use the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4 to conclude that \( B \mapsto M(\beta, B) \) is non-decreasing, and conclude that \( M(\beta, 0^+) \) is well-defined. Show further that for every \( B \geq 0 \), \( \beta \mapsto M(\beta, B) \) is non-decreasing and conclude that \( \beta_c \) in (5.1.12) is well defined.

**Exercise 5.13 (Well-definedness of critical value).** Show that for every \( B \geq 0 \), \( \beta \mapsto M(\beta, B) \) is non-decreasing and conclude that \( \beta_c \) in (5.1.12) is well defined.

**Exercise 5.14 (Uniqueness of maximizer (cont.)).** For \( B > 0 \), (5.2.15) can have several solutions by Exercise 5.7. Use the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4 to deduce that the unique positive solution is the one we look for in (5.2.14).

A weaker version of this correlation inequality was first proved by Griffiths [142] and later generalized by Kelly and Sherman [193]. The second result on ferromagnetic Ising models is an inequality by Griffiths, Hurst and Sherman [143] which shows the concavity of the magnetization in the external (positive) magnetic fields. We have already seen that this is an extremely powerful result, as it gives a central limit theorem for the total spin almost for free (recall Exercise 5.11):

**Lemma 5.5 (GHS inequality).** Let \( \beta \geq 0 \) and \( B_v \geq 0 \) for all \( v \in V \). Denote by

\[ m_j(B) = \mu(\{\sigma: \sigma_j = +1\}) - \mu(\{\sigma: \sigma_j = -1\}) \]

the magnetization of vertex \( j \) when the external fields at the vertices are \( B \). Then, for any three vertices \( j, k, l \in V \),

\[ \frac{\partial^2}{\partial B_k \partial B_l} m_j(B) \leq 0. \]
Lemma 5.5 in particular allows us to prove that the magnetization $B \mapsto M_n(\beta, B)$ is concave, so that also $t \mapsto c_n'(t)$ in (5.2.34) is concave:

**Exercise 5.15 (Concavity of magnetization in external field).** Use the GHS inequality in Lemma 5.5 to prove that $B \mapsto M_n(\beta, B)$ is concave.

The strength of the correlation inequalities in Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 is that they are valid for all graphs. They will prove to be extremely useful to conclude the thermodynamic limits in various settings, when explicit computations as for the Curie-Weiss model in Theorem 5.3 are impossible.

**Critical value of the Curie-Weiss model.** The proof of Theorem 5.2 already hints at the special role of $\beta = 1$. The following theorem shows that $\beta_c = 1$ is the critical value of the Curie-Weiss model:

**Theorem 5.6 (Critical value of Curie-Weiss model).** For the Curie-Weiss model, the critical value equals $\beta_c = 1$. More precisely, the thermodynamic limit of the magnetization $M(\beta, B)$, which is the largest solution to $M(\beta, B) = \beta \tanh (M(\beta, B)\beta + B)$, satisfies that $M(\beta, 0+) > 0$ for $\beta > 1$, while $M(\beta, 0+) = 0$ for $\beta \leq 1$.

**Proof.** Important results needed in the proof of Theorem 5.6 were already derived in the proof of the case that $B = 0$ in Theorem 5.2. Indeed, we proved there that $z^*(\beta) = \lim_{B \searrow 0} z^*(\beta, B) > 0$ for $\beta > 1$, while the maximal solution is $z^*(\beta) = \lim_{B \searrow 0} z^*(\beta, B) = 0$ for $\beta \leq 1$. Since $M(\beta, B) = z^*(\beta, B)/\sqrt{\beta}$, this proves the claim. \(\square\)

**Critical exponents of the Curie-Weiss model.** Having identified the critical value of the Curie-Weiss model, we next analyse the critical exponents:

**Theorem 5.7 (Critical exponents Curie-Weiss model).** For the Curie-Weiss model, the critical exponents $\beta, \delta$ and $\gamma$ defined in Definition 5.1 exist and satisfy $\beta = \frac{1}{2}, \delta = 3,$ and $\gamma = 1$.

**Proof.** We start with the analysis of $\beta$ and $\delta$, for which we need to take $\beta \geq \beta_c = 1$ and $B \geq 0$. For $\beta$, we then need to take $B \searrow 0$ and $\beta > 1$, while for $\delta$, we need to take $\beta = \beta_c = 1$ and $B > 0$ small. Recall from (5.2.18) that $M(\beta, B)$ is the largest solution to $M(\beta, B) = \tanh (M(\beta, B)\beta + B)$. It can be expected that $M(\beta, B)$ is vanishes when $(\beta, B) \approx (\beta_c, 0)$, but this requires a proof. We leave this proof to the reader, and refer ahead to a similar computation for the Ising model on random graphs where this property is being proved rigorously:

**Exercise 5.16 (Phase transition is continuous).** Show that $\lim_{(\beta, B) \searrow (\beta_c, 0)} M(\beta, B) = 0$, so that the phase transition of the Curie-Weiss model is continuous. Use the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4 to argue that $\lim_{(\beta, B) \searrow (\beta_c, 0)} M(\beta, B)$ is a monotone limit and thus exists. Denote it by $c$. Argue by contradiction by assuming that $c > 0$ and use that $\tanh(c) < c$ to reach a contradiction. [Hint: You can also compare to the related result in Lemma 5.23 for the Ising model on random graphs.]

By Exercise 5.16, we know that $M(\beta, B)$ is small when $(\beta, B) \approx (\beta_c, 0)$. A Taylor expansion gives, for small $x$,

$$\tanh(x) = x - \frac{x^3}{6} + o(x^3).$$
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Thus,
\begin{equation}
M(\beta, B) = \tanh (M(\beta, B)\beta + B) = (M(\beta, B)\beta + B) - \frac{1}{6}(M(\beta, B)\beta + B)^3(1 + o(1)) \tag{5.2.42}
\end{equation}

We start with $\beta$, for which we let $B \searrow 0$ for $\beta > 1$ to arrive at
\begin{equation}
M(\beta, 0^+) = M(\beta, 0^+)\beta - \frac{1}{6}(M(\beta, 0^+)\beta)^3(1 + o(1)) \tag{5.2.43}
\end{equation}

Dividing through by $M(\beta, 0^+)$ (which is allowed since $M(\beta, 0^+) > 0$ for $\beta > \beta_c = 1$) leads to
\begin{equation}
M(\beta, 0^+) = \sqrt{6(\beta - \beta_c)}(1 + o(1)) \tag{5.2.44}
\end{equation}

so that
\begin{equation}
M(\beta, 0^+) = \sqrt{6(\beta - \beta_c)}(1 + o(1)) \tag{5.2.45}
\end{equation}

This establishes that $\beta = \frac{1}{2}$.

For $\delta$, we let $B > 0$ and take $\beta \searrow \beta_c = 1$ to arrive at
\begin{equation}
M(1, B) = (M(1, B) + B) - \frac{1}{6}(M(1, B) + B)^3(1 + o(1)) \tag{5.2.46}
\end{equation}

Subtracting $M(1, B)$ from both sides leads to
\begin{equation}
M(1, B)^3(1 + o(1)) = 6B, \tag{5.2.47}
\end{equation}

so that
\begin{equation}
M(1, B) = \sqrt[3]{6}B(1 + o(1)) \tag{5.2.48}
\end{equation}

Since this exponent is written as $1/\delta$, this establishes that $\delta = 3$. We omit the proof of $\gamma = 1$. \hfill \Box

**Non-classical limit theorems for the total spin.** The critical exponents in Theorem 5.7 arise when first taking the thermodynamic limit of large graphs, followed by the limit of the parameters $(\beta, B)$ to their critical value $(\beta_c, 0) = (1, 0)$. We now investigate what happens when $(\beta, B) = (\beta_c, 0)$. We already know that then the magnetization vanishes (Theorem 5.7 gives much stronger results that that), so when considering the total spin $S_n = \sum_{v \in [n]} \sigma_v$, we can expect that $S_n/n \mathrel{\overset{p}{\to}} 0$. The following theorem describes rather precisely how this occurs:

**Theorem 5.8 (Non-classical limit theorem at criticality).** Fix $\beta = \beta_c$ and $B = 0$ in the Curie-Weiss model. There exists a random variable $X$ such that
\begin{equation}
\frac{S_n}{n^{3/4}} \xrightarrow{d} X, \quad \text{as } n \to \infty, \tag{5.2.49}
\end{equation}

where the convergence is w.r.t. the measure $\mu_n$ at inverse temperature $\beta_c = 1$ and external field $B = 0$. The random variable $X$ has a density proportional to $\exp(-x^4/12)$.

**Proof.** We consider the moment generating function of the total spin,
\begin{equation}
\phi_n(r) = \left\langle e^{rn^{-3/4}S_n} \right\rangle_{\mu_n} \tag{5.2.50}
\end{equation}

It suffices to show that this moment generating function converges to that of $X$. For this, we use (5.2.11) to rewrite
\begin{equation}
\phi_n(r) = \frac{\mathbb{E}\left[\cosh \left(\frac{Z}{\sqrt{n}} + rn^{-3/4}\right)^n\right] - \mathbb{E}\left[\cosh \left(\frac{Z}{\sqrt{n}}\right)^n\right]}{\mathbb{E}\left[\cosh \left(\frac{Z}{\sqrt{n}}\right)^n\right]} = \frac{H_n(r)}{H_n(0)}, \tag{5.2.51}
\end{equation}

where $H_n(r)$ is given by (5.2.13). Theorem 5.8 follows from the fact that $H_n(r)$ converges to $H(r)$ as $n \to \infty$. \hfill \Box
where

$$H_n(r) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \cosh \left( \frac{Z}{\sqrt{n}} + rn^{-3/4} \right)^n \right].$$

Let us now study $H_n(r)$ more precisely. Writing out the expectation over $Z$ explicitly, we obtain

$$H_n(r) = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-z^2/2} \cosh \left( \frac{z}{\sqrt{n}} + rn^{-3/4} \right)^n dz.$$  

A substitution $y = z/\sqrt{n}$ leads to

$$H_n(r) = \sqrt{n} \sqrt{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp \left\{ n \log \cosh (y + rn^{-3/4}) - y^2/2 \right\} dy.$$  

A shift of the integrand over $rn^{-3/4}$ leads to

$$H_n(r) = \sqrt{n} \sqrt{2\pi} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{n^{1/4}ry} \exp \left\{ n \log \cosh (y) - y^2/2 \right\} dy.$$  

The term $e^{-r^2n^{-1/2}} = 1 + o(1)$ can be omitted. We have again arrived at an integral that needs a Laplace method. However, the integral is special, since $\log \cosh(y) - y^2/2 \leq 0$, with the unique minimum attained at $y = 0$, while a Taylor expansion leads to

$$\log \cosh(y) - y^2/2 = -\frac{1}{12}y^4 + O(y^6).$$  

This gives rise to

$$H_n(r) = (1 + o(1)) \sqrt{n} \frac{\sqrt{n}}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{n^{1/4}ry} e^{-ny^4/12} dx.$$  

The final substitution $x = yn^{1/4}$ then yields

$$H_n(r) = (1 + o(1)) \frac{n^{3/4}}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{rx} e^{-x^4/12} dx.$$  

We conclude that

$$\phi_n(r) \rightarrow \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{rx} e^{-x^4/12} dx}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-x^4/12} dx}.$$  

This proves the claim, as the right hand side is equal to the moment generating function of a random variable $X$ with density proportional to $e^{-x^4/12}$. \hfill \Box

**Discussion and Ising models on random graphs.** The beauty of the Curie-Weiss model is that it is analytically tractable, in the sense that virtually all computations can be performed explicitly. The aim of the remainder of this chapter is to extend such analyses to *random graphs*, where such explicit computations can not be done so cleanly. However, some of the main tools, such as the GKS and GHS inequalities in Lemmas 5.4-5.5, remain valid in this setting. The main tool that replaces the exact computations is *local weak convergence* (recall Section 2.2). The GKS and GHS inequalities in Lemmas 5.4-5.5 will show that the thermodynamic limit of the pressure can be seen as a continuous functional, and thus converges. This allows us to compute the thermodynamic limits, the
critical value, as well as some critical exponents. The non-classical central limit theorems as in Theorem 5.8 do not follow from such local weak convergence arguments, and so far can only be performed in annealed settings, where the annealed measure looks like an inhomogeneous version of the Curie-Weiss model.

A central property of the random graphs that we consider is their inhomogeneity. Just like for percolation on random graphs and its relation to the Erdős-Rényi random graph, we will see that the behavior of the Ising model is like that for the Curie-Weiss model when the inhomogeneity is not too pronounced, while it changes dramatically when it is too pronounced. Remarkably, the decisive criterion for the Ising model is the finiteness of the fourth moment of the degrees, rather than the third moment as for percolation. Let us start by analysing the thermodynamic limit on random graphs.

### 5.3. Thermodynamic limits on the configuration model

In this section we study the behavior of the Ising model on the configuration model. We assume that the degree distribution has a strongly finite mean, with which we mean that the limiting degree $D$ satisfies that there exists $\tau > 2$ and $c_D$ such that

\begin{equation}
1 - F_D(x) \leq c_D x^{-(\tau-1)}.
\end{equation}

**Exercise 5.17 (Strongly finite mean).** Let $D$ satisfy (5.3.1) for some $\tau > 2$. Show that $E[D^p] < \infty$ for any $p < \tau - 1$.

In this section, we follow the work with Dommers and Giardinà [109], which, in turn, was inspired by Dembo and Montanari [92]. We first investigate the thermodynamic limit of the pressure:

**Theorem 5.9 (Thermodynamic limit of the pressure).** Consider $\text{CM}_n(d)$ where the degree distribution satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(b), and has a strongly finite mean as in (5.3.1). Then, for all $0 \leq \beta < \infty$ and all $B \in \mathbb{R}$, the thermodynamic limit of the pressure exists and is deterministic:

\begin{equation}
\psi_n(\beta, B) \xrightarrow{p} \varphi(\beta, B),
\end{equation}

The thermodynamic limit of the pressure satisfies, for $B < 0$, $\varphi(\beta, B) = \varphi(\beta, -B)$, and $\varphi(\beta, 0) = \lim_{B \downarrow 0} \varphi(\beta, B)$ for $B = 0$. For $B > 0$, it equals

\begin{equation}
\varphi(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{2} E[D] \log \cosh(\beta) \left( 1 + \beta \tanh(\beta) \tanh(h_1) \tanh(h_2) \right)
+ \mathbb{E} \left[ \log \left( e^B \prod_{i=1}^D \{1 + \tanh(\beta) \tanh(h_i)\} + e^{-B} \prod_{i=1}^D \{1 - \tanh(\beta) \tanh(h_i)\} \right) \right],
\end{equation}

where

(i) $(h_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. copies of the fixed point $h^* = h^*(\beta, B)$ of the distributional recursion

\begin{equation}
h^{(t+1)} \doteq B + \sum_{i=1}^{\Delta_t} \operatorname{atanh}(\tanh(\beta) \tanh(h^{(t)}_i)),
\end{equation}

where $h^{(0)} \equiv B$, $(\Delta_t)_{t \geq 1}$, are i.i.d. random variables with distribution $D^* - 1$ and $(h^{(t)}_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. copies of $h^{(0)}$ independent of $\Delta_t$;
The quantity $\varphi(\beta, B)$ can be seen as the infinite volume pressure of the Ising model on the random Bethe lattice, where every vertex has degree distribution $D$. This connection will be made more precise below. Baxter [30] studies the Ising model on the regular Bethe lattice, which is a special case arising for random regular graphs:

**Exercise 5.18 (Pressure on the random 2-regular graph).** Show that

$$\varphi(\beta, B) = \beta + \log \left( \cosh(B) + \sqrt{\sinh(B)^2 + e^{-4\beta}} \right).$$

for the random 2-regular graphs, where $d_i = 2$ for all $i \in [n]$.

**Exercise 5.19 (Pressure on the random regular graph).** Can you solve the recursion (5.3.4) for random regular graphs, where $d_i = r$ for some $r \geq 3$ and every $i \in [n]$, and this way conclude what the thermodynamic limit of the pressure is in this case?

One of the main difficulties in proving Theorem 5.9 will be to deal with the inhomogeneity in the random graph. This inhomogeneity gives rise to the random variables $D$ and $(h_i)_{i \geq 1}$, as well as in the recursion relation in (5.3.4). The fact that the limiting pressure is deterministic can be interpreted as a sign that the randomness washes out in the large graph limit. More technically, we will see that this is closely related to the local weak convergence in probability as proved in Theorem 2.11.

Various thermodynamic quantities can be computed by taking the proper derivative of the function $\varphi(\beta, B)$, as we have already seen in detail for the Curie-Weiss model in Theorem 5.3:

**Theorem 5.10 (Thermodynamic quantities).** Consider $\text{CM}_n(d)$ where the degree distribution satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(b) hold, and has a strongly finite mean as in (5.3.1). Then, for all $\beta \geq 0$ and $B \neq 0$, each of the following statements holds:

(a) **Magnetization:** Let $M_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \langle \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu_n}$ be the magnetization per vertex. Then, its thermodynamic limit exists and is given by

$$M_n(\beta, B) \xrightarrow{p} M(\beta, B) = \frac{\partial}{\partial B} \varphi(\beta, B).$$

(b) **Internal energy:** Let $U_n(\beta, B) = -\frac{1}{n} \sum_{(i,j) \in E} \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n}$ be the internal energy per vertex. Then, its thermodynamic limit exists and is given by

$$U_n(\beta, B) \xrightarrow{p} U(\beta, B) = -\frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \varphi(\beta, B).$$

(c) **Susceptibility:** Let $\chi_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} (\langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} - \langle \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu_n} \langle \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n}) = \frac{\partial M_n}{\partial B}(\beta, B)$ be the susceptibility. Then, its thermodynamic limit exists and is given by

$$\chi_n(\beta, B) \xrightarrow{p} \chi(\beta, B) = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial B^2} \varphi(\beta, B).$$

**Exercise 5.20 (Thermodynamic limits on the random 2-regular graph).** Compute the thermodynamic limits in Theorem 5.10 for the random 2-regular graph, for which $d_i = 2$ for every $i \in [n]$. 

(ii) $D$ and $(h_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are independent.
Exercise 5.21 (Thermodynamic limits on the random $d$-regular graph for $d \geq 3$). Compute the thermodynamic limits in Theorem 5.10 for the random regular graph, for which $d_i = d$ for some $d \geq 3$ for every $i \in [n]$.

Another physical quantity studied in the physics literature is the specific heat,

$$C_n(\beta, B) \equiv -\beta^2 \frac{\partial U_n}{\partial \beta}.$$  \quad (5.3.9)

Unfortunately, we were not able to prove that this converges to $\beta^2 \frac{\partial^2 \varphi(\beta, B)}{\partial \beta^2}$, because we do not have convexity or concavity of the internal energy in $\beta$. We expect, however, that this limit also converges to the appropriate limit.

Taking the derivatives of the form of the pressure in (5.3.3) in Theorem 5.10 we can also give explicit expressions for the magnetization and internal energy which have a physical interpretation:

**Corollary 5.11 (Explicit expressions for thermodynamic quantities).** Consider $\text{CM}_n(d)$ where the degree distribution satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(b), and has a strongly finite mean as in (5.3.1). Then, for all $\beta \geq 0$ and $B \in \mathbb{R}$, each of the following statements holds a.s.:

(a) **Magnetization:** Let $\nu_{D+1}$ be the random Ising measure on a tree with $D+1$ vertices (one root and $D$ leaves), defined by

$$\nu_{D+1}(\sigma) = \frac{1}{Z_{D+1}(\beta, h^*)} \exp \left\{ \beta \sum_{i=1}^{D} \sigma_0 \sigma_i + B \sigma_0 + \sum_{i=1}^{D} h_i \sigma_i \right\},$$  \quad (5.3.10)

where $(h_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. copies of $h^*$, independent of $D$. Then, the thermodynamic limit of the magnetization per vertex is given by

$$M(\beta, B) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \langle \sigma_0 \rangle_{\nu_{D+1}} \right],$$  \quad (5.3.11)

where the expectation is taken over $D$ and $(h_i)_{i \geq 1}$. More explicitly,

$$M(\beta, B) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \tanh \left( B + \sum_{i=1}^{D} \text{atanh}(\tanh(\beta) \tanh(h_i)) \right) \right].$$  \quad (5.3.12)

(b) **Internal energy:** Let $\nu_2$ be the random Ising measure on one edge, defined by

$$\nu_2(\sigma) = \frac{1}{Z_2(\beta, h_1, h_2)} \exp \{ \beta \sigma_1 \sigma_2 + h_1 \sigma_1 + h_2 \sigma_2 \},$$  \quad (5.3.13)

where $h_1$ and $h_2$ are i.i.d. copies of $h^*$. Then the thermodynamic limit of the internal energy per vertex is given by

$$U(\beta, B) = -\frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \mathbb{E} \left[ \langle \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \rangle_{\nu_2} \right],$$  \quad (5.3.14)

where the expectation is taken over $h_1$ and $h_2$. More explicitly,

$$U(\beta, B) = -\frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{\tanh(\beta) + \tanh(h_1) \tanh(h_2)}{1 + \tanh(\beta) \tanh(h_1) \tanh(h_2)} \right].$$  \quad (5.3.15)
Note that the magnetization and internal energy are local observables, i.e., they are spin or edge variables averaged out over the graph. This is not true for the susceptibility, which is an average over pairs of spins, and hence it is much harder to give an explicit expression for this quantity.

5.3.1. Overview of the proof of Theorems 5.9. In this section, we give an overview of the proof of Theorem 5.9.

We will first analyze the case where \( B > 0 \) and deal with \( B \leq 0 \) later. We know that the configuration model is locally homogeneously tree-like (recall Theorem 2.11). The analysis for the Curie-Weiss model is based on an explicit characterization of the pressure per particle as an integral as in (5.2.12). For the Ising model on general graphs, such a nice rewrite is not possible, and the proof follows instead by taking the derivative w.r.t. \( \beta \) and proving convergence of the arising derivative. Let us sketch this argument. By the fundamental theorem of calculus,

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \psi_n(\beta, B) = \lim_{n \to \infty} \left[ \psi_n(0, B) + \int_0^\beta \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \psi_n(\beta', B) d\beta' \right].
\]

For all \( n \geq 1 \), we can compute

\[
\psi_n(0, B) = \log(2 \cosh(B)) = \varphi(0, B),
\]

so this is also true for \( n \to \infty \). Further,

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \psi_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D_n]}{2} \mathbb{E} \left[ \langle \sigma_{I_n} \sigma_{J_n} \rangle_{\mu_n} \right],
\]

where \((I_n, J_n)\) is a uniformly chosen edge from the set of edges \( E_n \) and the expectation is w.r.t. the law of \((I_n, J_n)\). For an edge \((i, j)\), let \( B_{(i,j)}(t) \) be the graph distance ball of radius \( t \) of the vertices \( i, j \) and \( \partial B_{(i,j)}(t) \) its boundary. By the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4, we can bound, for every \( t \geq 0 \),

\[
\langle \sigma_{I_n} \sigma_{J_n} \rangle_{B_{(i,j)}(t)}^{+/-} \leq \langle \sigma_{I_n} \sigma_{J_n} \rangle_{\mu_n} \leq \langle \sigma_{I_n} \sigma_{J_n} \rangle_{B_{(i,j)}(t)}^{+/-},
\]

where \( \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{B_{(i,j)}(t)}^{+/-} \) is the correlation in the Ising model on \( B_{(i,j)}(t) \) with +/-free boundary conditions on \( \partial B_{(i,j)}(t) \). By local weak convergence in probability, \( B_{(I_n, J_n)}(t) \) converges in distribution to two independent copies of a branching process with offspring distribution \( \Delta \) that are joined by a single edge at the root up to generation \( t \). We denote this branching process by \( \mathcal{B}_t(\Delta) \). This implies that the upper and lower bounds in (5.3.19) converge to the respective quantities on a branching process tree, i.e.,

\[
\mathbb{E}_n \left[ \langle \sigma_{I_n} \sigma_{J_n} \rangle_{B_{(i,j)}(t)}^{+/-} \right] \xrightarrow{p} \mathbb{E} \left[ \langle \sigma_{I} \sigma_{J} \rangle_{\mathcal{B}_t(\Delta)}^{+/-} \right],
\]

(5.3.20)

Here, the expectation \( \mathbb{E}_n \) on the left-hand sides of (5.3.20) are with respect to the uniform edge only, while the expectation \( \mathbb{E} \) on the right hand sides is with respect to the random tree. In particular, the left hand sides are random variables, as they still depend on the random graph, while the right hand sides are deterministic.
We have been a little sloppy here, as the local weak convergence result in Theorem 2.11 does not necessarily hold for the two trees that are attached to a random edge. We leave this extension of Theorem 2.11 as an exercise:

**Exercise 5.22** (Local weak convergence for uniform edges). Extend the local weak convergence in probability in Theorem 2.11 to local weak convergence in probability of the neighborhood of a uniformly chosen edge. It helps to realize that drawing a random edge is equivalent to drawing a vertex in a size-biased manner, and then taking a random edge incident to it.

We next investigate Ising models on trees, the key example that we have in mind being a branching process tree. The computation of the Ising measure on a tree can be simplified to the computation of Ising measures on subtrees, by a pruning argument, as will prove to be extremely useful for the analysis of the Ising model on the configuration model:

**Lemma 5.12** (Pruning trees [92, Lemma 4.1]). For $U$ a subtree of a finite tree $T$, let $\partial U$ be the subset of vertices of $U$ that connect to a vertex in $W \equiv T \setminus U$. Denote by $(\sigma_u)_{\mu_{W,u}}$ the magnetization of vertex $u \in \partial U$ of the Ising model on $W \cup \{u\}$. Then, the marginal Ising measure on $U$, $\mu_U$, is the same as the Ising measure on $U$ with magnetic fields

\begin{equation}
B_u' = \begin{cases} 
\text{atanh}(\langle \sigma_u \rangle_{\mu_{W,u}}), & u \in \partial U, \\
B_u, & u \in U \setminus \partial U.
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

The proof of this lemma follows from a direct application of the Boltzmann distribution given in (5.1.1), see also Dembo and Montanari [92, Lemma 4.1]. We leave a special case as an exercise:

**Exercise 5.23** (Pruning trees). Prove Lemma 5.12 in the case where $T \setminus U$ consists of a single vertex.

By Lemma 5.12, we can compute the expectation of the Ising model on a branching process tree from the leaves backwards. By the fact that the offspring distribution has law $\Delta$, this gives rise to the recursion in (5.3.4). It turns out that (5.3.4) has a unique distributional solution when $B > 0$:

**Proposition 5.13** (Tree recursion). Let $B > 0$ and let $(\Delta_t)_{t \geq 1}$ be i.i.d. according to some distribution. Consider the sequence of random variables $(h(t))_{t \geq 0}$ defined by $h(0) \equiv B$ and, for $t \geq 0$, by (5.3.4). Then, the distributions of $h(t)$ are stochastically monotone and $h(t) \overset{d}{\rightarrow} h^*$, where $h^*$ is the unique fixed point $h^*$ of the recursion (5.3.4) that is supported on $[0, \infty)$. Consequently,

\begin{equation}
\frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \psi_n(\beta, B) \overset{p}{\rightarrow} \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \mathbb{E} \left[ (\sigma_1 \sigma_2)_{\nu'_{2}} \right],
\end{equation}

where $\nu'_{2}$ is defined in (5.3.13).

Note that Proposition 5.13 in fact proves (5.3.13) in Corollary 5.11. While Proposition 5.13 is crucial to show that the internal energy converges, it is not so convenient to use inside the intergral in (5.3.16), as it is unclear how to integrate the right hand side of
In the proposition below, we identify the quantity in (5.3.22) as \( \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \varphi(\beta, B) \), which is obviously more convenient:

**Proposition 5.14** (Identification of the limit of the internal energy). Consider \( CM_n(d) \) where the degree distribution satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(b), and has a strongly finite mean as in (5.3.1). Let \( \beta > 0 \). Then,

\[
\mathbb{E}[D] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \langle \sigma_1 \sigma_2 \rangle_{\nu_2} \right] = \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \varphi(\beta, B),
\]

where \( \varphi(\beta, B) \) is given in (5.3.3).

Now we are ready to complete the proof of Theorem 5.9:

**Proof of Theorem 5.9.** By the fundamental theorem of calculus,

\[
\psi_n(\beta, B) = \psi_n(0, B) + \int_0^\beta \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta'} \psi_n(\beta', B) d\beta',
\]

for any \( 0 < \varepsilon < \beta \). For all \( n \geq 1 \),

\[
\psi_n(0, B) = \log(2 \cosh(B)) = \varphi(0, B),
\]

so this is also true for \( n \to \infty \).

By the fact that the number of edges in \( CM_n(d) \) is \( \ell_n/2 = O(n) \),

\[
\left| \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \psi_n(\beta, B) \right| = \left| \frac{1}{n} \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} \right| \leq \left| E_n \right| / n \leq c,
\]

for some constant \( c \). Thus, uniformly in \( n \),

\[
\left| \int_0^\varepsilon \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta'} \psi_n(\beta', B) d\beta' \right| \leq c \varepsilon.
\]

Using the boundedness of the derivative for \( \beta' \in [\varepsilon, \beta] \), together with Propositions 5.13–5.14 and bounded convergence,

\[
\int_\varepsilon^{\beta} \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta'} \psi_n(\beta', B) d\beta' \xrightarrow{\varepsilon \to 0} \int_\varepsilon^{\beta} \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta'} \varphi(\beta', B) d\beta' = \varphi(\beta, B) - \varphi(\varepsilon, B),
\]

again by the fundamental theorem of calculus.

Observing that \( 0 \leq \tanh(h^*) \leq 1 \), one can show that, by dominated convergence, \( \varphi(\beta, B) \) is right-continuous in \( \beta = 0 \). Thus, letting \( \varepsilon \downarrow 0 \),

\[
\psi_n(\beta, B) \xrightarrow{\varepsilon \to 0} \lim_{\varepsilon \downarrow 0} \left[ \varphi(0, B) + \int_0^\varepsilon \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta'} \varphi(\beta', B) d\beta' + \int_\varepsilon^{\beta} \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta'} \varphi(\beta', B) d\beta' \right]
\]

\[
= \varphi(0, B) + \lim_{\varepsilon \downarrow 0} (\varphi(\beta, B) - \varphi(\varepsilon, B)) = \varphi(\beta, B),
\]

which completes the proof for \( B > 0 \).
The Ising model with $B < 0$ is equivalent to the case $B > 0$, because one can multiply all spin variables $(\sigma_i)_{i \in \mathbb{Z}}$ and $B$ by $-1$ without changing Boltzmann distribution (5.1.1). Furthermore, note that,

\begin{equation}
\frac{\partial}{\partial B} \psi_n(\beta, B) = \left| \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in \mathbb{Z}} \langle \sigma_i \rangle \mu_n \right| \leq 1,
\end{equation}

so that $B \mapsto \psi_n(\beta, B)$ is uniformly Lipschitz continuous with Lipschitz constant one.

\begin{equation}
\psi_n(\beta, 0) = \lim_{B \downarrow 0} \psi_n(\beta, B) = \lim_{B \downarrow 0} \varphi(\beta, B).
\end{equation}

□

The remainder of this section is organized as follows. We study the tree recursion of (5.3.4) in Section 5.3.2, and conclude Proposition 5.13 from it. We prove Proposition 5.14 in Section 5.3.3. In Section 5.3.4, we study the thermodynamic quantities and prove Corollary 5.11.

5.3.2. Tree recursion: proof of Propositions 5.13. To prove Proposition 5.13, we will first study the Ising model on a tree with $\ell$ generations, $T(\ell)$, with either + or free boundary conditions, where the Ising models on the tree $T(\ell)$ with +/free boundary conditions are defined by the Boltzmann distributions

\begin{equation}
\mu^{\ell,+} = \frac{1}{Z^{\ell,+}(\beta, B)} \exp \left\{ \beta \sum_{(i,j) \in T(\ell)} \sigma_i \sigma_j + \sum_{i \in T(\ell)} B_i \sigma_i \right\} \mathbb{1}_{\{\sigma_i = +1, \text{ for all } i \in \partial T(\ell)\}},
\end{equation}

and

\begin{equation}
\mu^{\ell,f} = \frac{1}{Z^{\ell,f}(\beta, B)} \exp \left\{ \beta \sum_{(i,j) \in T(\ell)} \sigma_i \sigma_j + \sum_{i \in T(\ell)} B_i \sigma_i \right\},
\end{equation}

respectively, where $Z^{\ell,+}/f$ are the proper normalization factors and $\partial T(\ell)$ denotes the vertices in the $\ell$th generation of $T(\ell)$.

The proof is organized as follows. In the next lemma we show that the effect of these boundary conditions vanishes when $\ell \to \infty$. We then show that the recursion (5.3.4) has a fixed point and use a coupling with the root magnetization in trees and Lemma 5.15 to show that this fixed point does not depend on the initial distribution $h(0)$, thus showing that (5.3.4) has a unique fixed point.

We start by studying the effect of the boundary conditions:

Lemma 5.15 (Vanishing effect of boundary conditions). Let $m^{\ell,+}/f(B)$ denote the root magnetization given $T(\ell)$ with external field per vertex $B_i \geq B_{\min} > 0$ when the tree has +/free boundary conditions. Let $0 \leq \beta \leq \beta_{\max} < \infty$. Then, there exists an $K = K(\beta_{\max}, B_{\min}) < \infty$ such that, a.s.,

\begin{equation}
m^{\ell,+}(B) - m^{\ell,f}(B) \leq \frac{K}{\ell},
\end{equation}

for all $\ell \geq 1$. 

Note that Lemma 5.15 is extremely general. For example, it also applies to trees arising from multitype branching processes, or even inhomogeneous trees.

**Proof.** The lemma clearly holds for $\beta = 0$, so we assume that $\beta > 0$ in the remainder of the proof.

Recall that we can label the vertices of the tree $T(\ell)$ by the root $\emptyset$ and $w = w_1 \cdots w_k$ for some $k \in [\ell]$. Denote by $m^f(B, H)$ the root magnetization given $T(\ell)$ with free boundary conditions, when the external field on the vertices $w \in \partial T(\ell)$ is $B_w + H_w$ and $B_w$ on all other vertices $w \in T(\ell-1)$. We use Lemma 5.12 on the (finite) tree $T(\ell)$. Thus, for $1 \leq k \leq \ell$,

$$m^{k, +}(B) \equiv m^k(B, \infty) = m^{k-1}(B, (\beta d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)}),$$

where $d_w$ is the forward degree of $w \in \partial T(k-1)$. By the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4,

$$m^{k-1}(B, (\beta d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)}) \leq m^{k-1}(B, \infty).$$

Since the magnetic field at all vertices in $\partial T(k)$ is at least $B_{\text{min}}$ we can write, using Lemma 5.12 and the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4, that

$$m^{k, f}(B) \equiv m^k(B, 0) \geq m^{k-1}(B, \xi \cdot (d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)}),$$

where

$$\xi = \xi(\beta, B_{\text{min}}) = \tanh(\beta) \tanh(B_{\text{min}}).$$

This inequality holds with equality when $B_w = B_{\text{min}}$ for all $w \in \partial T(k)$. Using the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4 again,

$$m^{k-1}(B, \xi (d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)}) \geq m^{k-1}(B, 0).$$

Note that $0 \leq \xi(\beta, B_{\text{min}}) \leq \beta$. The function $H \mapsto m^k(B, H \cdot (d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)})$ is concave in $H$ because of the GHS inequality in Lemma 5.5:

**Exercise 5.24 (GHS inequality and concavity).** Prove that the GHS inequality in Lemma 5.5 implies that $H \mapsto m^k(B, H \cdot (d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)})$ is concave.

By the concavity of $H \mapsto m^k(B, H \cdot (d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)})$,

$$m^{k-1}(B, \beta (d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)}) - m^{k-1}(B, 0)$$

$$\leq K \left( m^{k-1}(B, \xi \cdot (d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)}) - m^{k-1}(B, 0) \right),$$

where

$$K = K(\beta_{\text{max}}, B_{\text{min}}) = \sup_{0 < \beta \leq \beta_{\text{max}}} \frac{\beta}{\xi(\beta, B_{\text{min}})} < \infty.$$

Thus, we can rewrite $m^{k, +}(B)$ using (5.3.35) and bound $m^{k, f}(B)$ using (5.3.37) and (5.3.39), to obtain

$$m^{k, +}(B) - m^{k, f}(B) \leq m^{k-1}(B, \beta (d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)}) - m^{k-1}(B, 0).$$

By (5.3.40),

$$m^{k, +}(B) - m^{k, f}(B) \leq K \left( m^{k-1}(B, \xi \cdot (d_w)_{w \in \partial T(k-1)}) - m^{k-1}(B, 0) \right)$$

$$\leq K \left( m^k(B, 0) - m^{k-1}(B, 0) \right),$$

where we have used (5.3.37) in the last inequality.
By (5.3.35) and (5.3.36), \( m^{k,+}(B) = m^{k,+}(B,0) \) is non-increasing in \( k \) and, by (5.3.37) and (5.3.39), \( m^{k,f}(B) = m^{k,f}(B,0) \) is non-decreasing in \( k \). Thus, by summing the inequality in (5.3.43) over \( k \) gives

\[
\ell \left( m^{\ell,+}(B) - m^{\ell,f}(B) \right) \leq \sum_{k=1}^{\ell} \left( m^{k,+}(B) - m^{k,f}(B) \right) \leq K \sum_{k=1}^{\ell} \left( m^{k}(B,0) - m^{k-1}(B,0) \right) \leq K \left( m^{\ell}(B,0) - m^{0}(B,0) \right) \leq K, \tag{5.3.44}
\]

since \( 0 \leq m^{\ell,f}(B,0) \leq 1 \).

\[ \square \]

We are now ready to prove Proposition 5.13:

**Proof of Proposition 5.13.** We start by proving the uniqueness of the solution of the fixed point of (5.3.4). Condition on the branching process tree \( BP_{(I,J)} = T \). Then

\[
h^{(t)} = \text{atanh}(m^{t,f}(B)) \tag{5.3.45}
\]
satisfies the recursive distribution (5.3.4) because of Lemma 5.12. Since, by the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4, \( m^{t,f}(B) \), and hence also \( h^{(t)} \), are monotonically increasing in \( t \), we have that \( B = h^{(0)} \leq h^{(t)} \leq B + D_0 < \infty \) for all \( t \geq 0 \), where \( D_0 \) is the degree of the root. So, \( h^{(t)} \) converges to some limit \( \bar{h} \). Since this holds a.s. for any branching process \( BP_{(I,J)} \), the distribution of \( \bar{h} \) also exists and one can show that this limit is a fixed point of (5.3.4) (see Dembo and Montanari [92, Proof of Lemma 2.2]). In a similar way, \( h^{(t,+)} = \text{atanh}(m^{t,+}(B)) \) satisfies (5.3.4) when starting with \( h^{(0,+)} = \infty \). Then, \( h^{(t,+)} \) is monotonically decreasing and, for \( t \geq 1 \), \( B \leq h^{(t)} \leq B + D_0 < \infty \), so \( h^{(t,+)} \) also converges to some limit \( \bar{h} \).

Let \( h \) be a fixed point of (5.3.4), condition on this \( h \) and let \( h^{(0,+)} = h \). Then \( h^{(t,+)} \) converges as above to a limit \( h^* \) say, when applying (5.3.4). Note that \( h^{(0)} \leq h^{(0,+)} \leq h^{(0)} \). Coupling so as to have the same degrees \( (\Delta_t)_{t \geq 1} \) while applying the recursion (5.3.4), this order is preserved by the GKS inequality, so that \( h^{(t)} \leq h^{(t,+)} \leq h^{(t,+)} \) for all \( t \geq 0 \). By Lemma 5.15,

\[
|\tanh(h^{(t)}) - \tanh(h^{(t,+)})| = |m^{t,f}(B) - m^{t,+}(B)| \to 0, \quad \text{for } t \to \infty. \tag{5.3.46}
\]

Since the above holds a.s. for any tree \( T \) and any realization of \( h^* \), the distributions of \( h, \bar{h} \) and \( h^* \) are equal, and, since \( h \) is a fixed point of (5.3.4), are all equal in distribution to \( h \). This proves the uniqueness statement in Proposition 5.13.

We continue with (5.3.22). Recall (5.3.18)–(5.3.20). By Lemma 5.12 and the uniqueness of the fixed point of (5.3.4) (as we have already proved),

\[
\lim_{t \to \infty} \mathbb{E} \left[ \langle \sigma_I \sigma_J \rangle^{t+f}_{BP_{(I,J)}} \right] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \langle \sigma_I \sigma_J \rangle \right], \tag{5.3.47}
\]

thus also proving (5.3.22). This completes the proof of Proposition 5.13. \[ \square \]

**5.3.3. Identification of the internal energy: proof of Proposition 5.14.** For \( \beta > 0 \), we will show that the partial derivative with respect to \( \beta \) of \( \psi_n(\beta, B) \) converges to the partial derivative with respect to \( \beta \) of \( \varphi(\beta, B) \). For this, we need that we can in fact ignore the dependence of \( h^* \) on \( \beta \) when computing the latter derivative as we shall show first:
Proposition 5.16 (Dependence of $\varphi$ on $(\beta, B)$ via $h^*$). Assume that $D$ has strongly finite mean for some $\tau \in (2, 3)$. Fix $B_1, B_2 > 0$ and $0 < \beta_1, \beta_2 < \infty$. Let $h_1^*$ and $h_2^*$ be the fixed points of (5.3.4) for $(\beta_1, B_1)$ and $(\beta_2, B_2)$, respectively. Let $\varphi_{h^*}(\beta, B)$ be defined as in (5.3.3) with $(h_i)_{i \geq 1}$ replaced by i.i.d. copies of the specified $h^*$. Then,

(a) For $B_1 = B_2$, there exists a $\lambda_1 < \infty$ such that
\[
|\varphi_{h_1^*}(\beta_1, B_1) - \varphi_{h_2^*}(\beta_1, B_1)| \leq \lambda_1|\beta_1 - \beta_2|^{\tau-1}.
\]

(b) For $\beta_1 = \beta_2$, there exists a $\lambda_2 < \infty$ such that
\[
|\varphi_{h_1^*}(\beta_1, B_1) - \varphi_{h_2^*}(\beta_1, B_1)| \leq \lambda_2|B_1 - B_2|^{\tau-1}.
\]

We need part (b) of the proposition above later in the proof of Corollary 5.11. Before proving Proposition 5.16, we first use it to complete the proof of Proposition 5.14:

Tree analysis: proof of Proposition 5.14. This proof requires a bit of analysis. Let us start by defining some notation. Let $(X_i)_{i \geq 1}$ be i.i.d. copies of $\tanh(h^*)$, also independent of $D$. Let $\hat{\beta} = \tanh(\beta)$ and, for $\ell \geq 2$, define
\[
H_\ell(x_1, \ldots, x_\ell) = \log \left\{ e^B \prod_{i=1}^\ell (1 + \hat{\beta}x_i) + e^{-B} \prod_{i=1}^\ell (1 - \hat{\beta}x_i) \right\} - \frac{1}{\ell - 1} \sum_{1 \leq i < j \leq \ell} \log(1 + \hat{\beta}x_ix_j),
\]
and
\[
H_1(x_1, x_2) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \log(e^B(1 + \hat{\beta}x_1) + e^{-B}(1 - \hat{\beta}x_1)) + \log(e^B(1 + \hat{\beta}x_2) + e^{-B}(1 - \hat{\beta}x_2)) - \log(1 + \hat{\beta}x_1x_2) \right).
\]
Then, inspection of (5.3.3) reveals that
\[
\varphi(\beta, B) = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \log \cosh(\beta) + \mathbb{E}[H_D(X_1, \ldots, X_{\max\{2,D\}})],
\]
as you may verify in the following exercise:

Exercise 5.25 (Limiting pressure per particle). Verify that $\varphi(\beta, B)$ in (5.3.3) can be rewritten as (5.3.52).

Differentiating (5.3.50) gives, for $\ell \geq 2$,
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x_1} H_\ell(x_1, \ldots, x_\ell) = \psi(x_1, g_\ell(x_2, \ldots, x_\ell)) - \frac{1}{\ell - 1} \sum_{j=2}^\ell \psi(x_1, x_j),
\]
where $\psi(x, y) = \hat{\beta}y/(1 + \hat{\beta}xy)$ and
\[
g_\ell(x_2, \ldots, x_\ell) = \tanh \left( B + \sum_{j=2}^\ell \text{atanh}(\hat{\beta}x_j) \right),
\]
while differentiating (5.3.51) gives
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial x_1} H_1(x_1, x_2) = \frac{1}{2} [\psi(x_1, g_1) - \psi(x_1, x_2)],
\]
where we extend (5.3.54) to $\ell = 1$ by letting $g_1 = \tanh(B)$.
EXERCISE 5.26 (Partial derivatives). Verify that \((5.3.53)\) and \((5.3.55)\) indeed hold.

\[
\text{[Hint: This is a quite nasty computation. You are advised to check the computations around (5.3.108) if you do not manage here.]} \]

Using that \(\ell \mathbb{P}(D = \ell) = \mathbb{E}[D] \mathbb{P}(\Delta = \ell - 1)\), for all \(\mathbb{E}D\) 

\[
\mathbb{E}_D(\psi(x, g_D(X_2, \ldots, X_D))) = \mathbb{E}_D(\mathbb{E}_X[\psi(x, g_{\Delta+1}(X_2, \ldots, X_{\Delta+1}))])
\]

\(\text{(5.3.56)}\)

because \(g_{\Delta+1}(X_2, \ldots, X_{\Delta+1})\) is a fixed point of \((5.3.4)\), so that \(g_{\Delta+1}(X_2, \ldots, X_{\Delta+1}) = X_2\) and is independent of \(X_1\). We conclude that, for all \(x\),

\[
\mathbb{E}\left[ \max\{2, D\} \frac{\partial}{\partial x_1} H_D(x, X_2, \ldots, X_{\max\{2, D\}}) \right]
\]

\(\text{(5.3.57)}\)

\[
= \sum_{\ell \geq 2} \ell p_\ell \mathbb{E}\left[ \psi(x, g_\ell(X_2, \ldots, X_\ell)) - \frac{1}{\ell - 1} \sum_{j=2}^\ell \psi(x, X_j) \right] + p_1 \mathbb{E}\left[ \psi(x, g_1) - \psi(x, X_2) \right]
\]

\(\text{(5.3.58)}\)

\[
= \sum_{\ell \geq 2} \ell p_\ell \mathbb{E}\left[ \psi(x, g_\ell(X_2, \ldots, X_\ell)) - \psi(x, X_2) \right] + p_1 \mathbb{E}\left[ \psi(x, g_1) - \psi(x, X_2) \right] = 0.
\]

We further compute that

\[
\frac{\partial H_1}{\partial \beta}(x_1, \ldots, x_\ell) = (1 - \beta^2) \sum_{i=1}^\ell x_i \psi(x_i, g_\ell(x_i^\ell)) - \frac{(1 - \beta^2)}{\ell - 1} \sum_{1 \leq i < j \leq \ell} \frac{x_i x_j}{1 + \beta x_i x_j},
\]

where \(x_i^\ell\) is the vector or length \(\ell - 1\) where \(x_i\) is removed, and

\[
\frac{\partial H_1}{\partial x_2}(x_1, x_2) = \frac{1}{2} (1 - \beta^2) \left( x_1 \psi(x_1, g_1) + x_2 \psi(x_2, g_1) - \frac{x_1 x_2}{1 + \beta x_1 x_2} \right).
\]

From Proposition 5.16 it follows that we can assume that \(\beta\) is fixed in \(h^*\) when differentiating \(\varphi(\beta, B)\) with respect to \(\beta\). Thus, taking the derivative of \((5.3.52)\), using that each \(X_i\) gives one contribution that are equal by symmetry, and using \((5.3.56)\), we obtain that

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \varphi(\beta, B) = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \hat{\beta} + \mathbb{E}\left[ \max\{2, D\} \frac{\partial H_D}{\partial x_1}(X_1, \ldots, X_{\max\{2, D\}}) \right] + \mathbb{E}\left[ \frac{\partial H_D}{\partial \beta}(X_1, \ldots, X_{\max\{2, D\}}) \right]
\]

\(\text{(5.3.60)}\)

\[
= \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \hat{\beta} - (1 - \beta^2) \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \mathbb{E}[\psi(X_1, X_2)] + (1 - \beta^2) \mathbb{E}[DX_1 \psi(X_1, g_\ell(X_2, \ldots, X_\ell))].
\]

Again by \((5.3.57)\),

\[
\mathbb{E}[DX_1 \psi(X_1, g_\ell(X_2, \ldots, X_\ell))] = \mathbb{E}[D] \mathbb{E}[X_1 \psi(X_1, X_2)],
\]

\(\text{(5.3.61)}\)

\[
\mathbb{E}[DX_1 \psi(X_1, g_\ell(X_2, \ldots, X_\ell))].
\]
so that we arrive at

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} \varphi(\beta, B) = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \beta + \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} (1 - \beta^2) \mathbb{E} [X_1 \psi(X_1, X_2)] \\
= \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \mathbb{E} \left[ \beta (1 + \beta X_1 X_2) + (1 - \beta^2) \frac{X_1 X_2}{1 + \beta X_1 X_2} \right] \\
= \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{\beta + X_1 X_2}{1 + \beta X_1 X_2} \right].
\]

(5.3.62)

Since, with \( h_1, h_2 \) i.i.d. copies of \( h^* \),

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{\beta + X_1 X_2}{1 + \beta X_1 X_2} \right] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{\tanh(\beta) + \tanh(h_1) \tanh(h_2)}{1 + \tanh(\beta) \tanh(h_1) \tanh(h_2)} \right] = \mathbb{E} \left[ (\sigma_1 \sigma_2)_{\nu_2}' \right],
\]

where the measure \( \nu_2 \) is defined in (5.3.13), we have proved the proposition.

We will now prove Proposition 5.16 by first bounding the dependence of \( \varphi \) on \( h^* \) in Lemma 5.17 and subsequently bounding the dependence of \( h^* \) on \( \beta \) and \( B \) in Lemmas 5.18 and 5.19 respectively.

**Lemma 5.17 (Dependence of \( \varphi \) on \( h^* \)). Assume that \( D \) has strongly finite mean for some \( \tau \in (2, 3) \). Fix \( B_1, B_2 > 0 \) and \( 0 < \beta_1, \beta_2 < \infty \). Let \( h_1^* \) and \( h_2^* \) be the fixed points of (5.3.4) for \( (\beta_1, B_1) \) and \( (\beta_2, B_2) \), respectively. Let \( \varphi_{h^*}(\beta, B) \) be defined as in (5.3.3) with \( (h_i)_{i \geq 1} \) replaced by i.i.d. copies of the specified \( h^* \). Then, for some \( \lambda < \infty \),

\[
|\varphi_{h_1^*}(\beta_1, B_1) - \varphi_{h_2^*}(\beta_1, B_1)| \leq \lambda \| \tanh(h_1^*) - \tanh(h_2^*) \|^\tau - 1,
\]

where \( \| X - Y \|_{MK} \) denotes the Monge-Kantorovich-Wasserstein distance between random variables \( X \) and \( Y \), i.e., \( \| X - Y \|_{MK} \) is the infimum of \( \mathbb{E}[\| \hat{X} - \hat{Y} \|] \) over all couplings \( (\hat{X}, \hat{Y}) \) of \( X \) and \( Y \).

**Proof.** Let \( X_i \) and \( Y_i \) be i.i.d. copies of \( X = \tanh(h_1^*) \) and \( Y = \tanh(h_2^*) \) respectively and also independent of \( D \). When \( \| X - Y \|_{MK} = 0 \) or \( \| X - Y \|_{MK} = \infty \), the statement in the lemma clearly holds. Thus, without loss of generality, we fix \( \gamma > 1 \) and assume that \( (X_i, Y_i) \) are i.i.d. pairs, independent of \( D \), that are coupled in such a way that \( \mathbb{E}|X_i - Y_i| \leq \gamma \| X - Y \|_{MK} < \infty \).

Recall \( H_{\ell} \) in (5.3.50). Then,

\[
\varphi_{h_1^*}(\beta_1, B_1) = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \log \cosh(\beta) + \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} H_{D}(X_1, \ldots, X_{\max\{2, D\}}),
\]

\[
\varphi_{h_2^*}(\beta_1, B_1) = \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} \log \cosh(\beta) + \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]}{2} H_{D}(Y_1, \ldots, Y_{\max\{2, D\}}).
\]

In the remainder of the proof we will assume that \( H_1 \) is defined as in (5.3.50). The proof, however, also works for \( H_1 \) as defined in (5.3.51).

We will split the absolute difference between \( \varphi_{h_1^*}(\beta_1, B_1) \) and \( \varphi_{h_2^*}(\beta_1, B_1) \) into two parts depending on whether \( D \) is small or large, i.e., for some constant \( \tilde{\theta} > 0 \) to be chosen later.
on, we split
\[
\left| \mathbb{E}[H_D(Y_1, \ldots, Y_D) - H_D(X_1, \ldots, X_D)] \right| \leq \left| \mathbb{E}[(H_D(Y_1, \ldots, Y_D) - H_D(X_1, \ldots, X_D)) \mathbb{1}_{\{D \leq \theta\}}] \right| \\
+ \left| \mathbb{E}[(H_D(Y_1, \ldots, Y_D) - H_D(X_1, \ldots, X_D)) \mathbb{1}_{\{D > \theta\}}] \right|.
\]
(5.3.66)

Note that
\[
H_\ell(Y_1, \ldots, Y_\ell) - H_\ell(X_1, \ldots, X_\ell) = \int_0^1 \frac{d}{ds} H_\ell(sY_1 + (1-s)X_1, \ldots, sY_\ell + (1-s)X_\ell) \bigg|_{s=t} dt \\
= \int_0^1 \sum_{i=1}^\ell (Y_i - X_i) \frac{\partial H_\ell}{\partial x_i}(tY_1 + (1-t)X_1, \ldots, tY_\ell + (1-t)X_\ell)dt \\
= \sum_{i=1}^\ell (Y_i - X_i) \int_0^1 \frac{\partial H_\ell}{\partial x_i}(tY_1 + (1-t)X_1, \ldots, tY_\ell + (1-t)X_\ell)dt.
\]
(5.3.67)

As can be observed by (5.3.53)–(5.3.55), \( \frac{\partial H_\ell}{\partial x_i} \) is uniformly bounded, so that
\[
\left| H_\ell(Y_1, \ldots, Y_\ell) - H_\ell(X_1, \ldots, X_\ell) \right| \leq \lambda_1 \sum_{i=1}^\ell |Y_i - X_i|,
\]
(5.3.68)

where \( \lambda_1 \) is allowed to change from line to line. Hence,
\[
\left| \mathbb{E}[(H_D(Y_1, \ldots, Y_D) - H_D(X_1, \ldots, X_D)) \mathbb{1}_{\{D > \theta\}}] \right| \leq \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{i=1}^D |Y_i - X_i| c_1 \mathbb{1}_{\{D > \theta\}} \right] \\
\leq \lambda_1 \|X - Y\|_{MK} \mathbb{E}[D \mathbb{1}_{\{D > \theta\}}].
\]
(5.3.69)

We use Lemma 2.38 with \( a = 1 \) to compute
\[
\left| \mathbb{E}[(H_D(Y_1, \ldots, Y_D) - H_D(X_1, \ldots, X_D)) \mathbb{1}_{\{D > \theta\}}] \right| \leq \lambda_1 \|X - Y\|_{MK} \theta^{-(\tau - 2)}.
\]
(5.3.70)

By the fundamental theorem of calculus, we can also write
\[
H_\ell(Y_1, \ldots, Y_\ell) - H_\ell(X_1, \ldots, X_\ell) = \sum_{i=1}^\ell \Delta_i H_\ell + \sum_{i \neq j} (Y_i - X_i)(Y_j - X_j) f_{ij}^{(\ell)},
\]
(5.3.71)

with
\[
\Delta_i H_\ell = (Y_i - X_i) \int_0^1 \frac{\partial H_\ell}{\partial x_i}(X_1, \ldots, tY_i + (1-t)X_i, \ldots, X_\ell)dt,
\]
(5.3.72)

and
\[
f_{ij}^{(\ell)} = \int_0^1 \int_0^t \frac{\partial^2 H_\ell}{\partial x_i \partial x_j}(sY_1 + (1-s)X_1, \ldots, sY_i + (1-s)X_i, \ldots, sY_\ell + (1-s)X_\ell)dsdt.
\]
(5.3.73)
Therefore,

\[
\left| \mathbb{E}\left[ (H_D(Y_1, \ldots, Y_D) - H_D(X_1, \ldots, X_D))1_{D \leq \theta} \right] \right| \\
\leq \left| \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{D} \Delta_i H_D 1_{D \leq \theta} \right] \right| \\
+ \left| \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i \neq j}^{D} (Y_i - X_i)(Y_j - X_j) f_{ij}^{(D)} 1_{D \leq \theta} \right] \right| .
\]

(5.3.74)

Since \(\frac{\partial^2 H_L}{\partial x_i \partial x_j}\) is also uniformly bounded (this is proved by Dembo and Montanari in [92, Corollary 6.3], but can also be directly observed by differentiating (5.3.53) and (5.3.55) once more), we obtain

\[
\left| \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i \neq j}^{D} (Y_i - X_i)(Y_j - X_j) f_{ij}^{(L)} 1_{D \leq \theta} \right] \right| \leq \lambda_2 \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i \neq j}^{D} |Y_i - X_i||Y_j - X_j| 1_{D \leq \theta} \right] \\
\leq \lambda_2 \mathbb{E}\left[ X - Y \right]_{MK}^2 \mathbb{E}\left[ D^2 1_{D \leq \theta} \right] \\
\leq \lambda_2 \mathbb{E}\left[ X - Y \right]_{MK}^2 \theta^{-(r-3)},
\]

(5.3.75)

where \(\lambda_2\) is allowed to change from line to line, and we use Lemma 2.39 with \(a = 2\). We split

(5.3.76)

\[
\left| \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{D} \Delta_i H_D 1_{D \leq \theta} \right] \right| \leq \left| \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{D} \Delta_i H_D \right] \right| + \left| \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{D} \Delta_i H_D 1_{D > \theta} \right] \right| .
\]

By symmetry of the functions \(H_i\) with respect to their arguments, for i.i.d. \((X_i, Y_i)\) independent of \(D\),

\[
\mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{D} \Delta_i H_D \right] = \mathbb{E}\left[ D\Delta_1 H_D \right] \\
= \mathbb{E}\left[ D(Y_1 - X_1) \int_0^{t} \frac{\partial H_D}{\partial x_1} (tY_1 + (1 - t)X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_D) \, dt \right].
\]

(5.3.77)

By (5.3.57),

\[
\mathbb{E}\left[ D\frac{\partial H_D}{\partial x_1} (x, X_2, \ldots, X_{\max(2,D)}) \right] = 0, \quad \text{for all } x \in [-1, 1].
\]

(5.3.78)

Since \(\frac{\partial H_D}{\partial x_1}\) is uniformly bounded, \(D\frac{\partial H_D}{\partial x_1}\) is integrable, so that, by Fubini’s theorem and (5.3.78),

\[
\mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{D} \Delta_i H_D \right] = \mathbb{E}\left[ (Y_1 - X_1) \int_0^{t} \mathbb{E}\left[ D\frac{\partial H_D}{\partial x_1} (tY_1 + (1 - t)X_1, X_2, \ldots, X_D) \bigg| X_1, Y_1 \right] \, dt \right] = 0.
\]

(5.3.79)

Furthermore, by (5.3.72) and the uniform boundedness of \(\frac{\partial H_L}{\partial x_i}\), as well as Lemma 2.39 with \(a = 1\),

\[
\left| \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{D} \Delta_i H_D 1_{D > \theta} \right] \right| \leq \mathbb{E}\left[ \sum_{i=1}^{D} |Y_i - X_i|_{c_1} 1_{D > \theta} \right] \leq \lambda_1 \mathbb{E}\left[ X - Y \right]_{MK} \theta^{-(r-2)}.
\]

(5.3.80)
Therefore,
\[
\left| \mathbb{E}\left[(H_D(Y_1,\ldots,Y_D) - H_D(X_1,\ldots,X_D))\mathbb{1}_{\{D\leq\theta\}}\right] \right|
\leq \lambda_1\|X - Y\|_{MK}\theta^{-(r-2)} + \lambda_2\|X - Y\|_{MK}^2\theta^{-(r-3)}.
\]  
(5.3.81)

Combining (5.3.70) and (5.3.81) and letting \(\theta = \|X - Y\|_{MK}^{-1}\) yields the desired result. □

In the following two lemmas, we investigate the dependence of \(h^* = h^*(\beta, B)\) on \(\beta\) and \(B\), respectively. We start with its dependence on \(\beta\):

**Lemma 5.18 (Dependence of \(h^*\) on \(\beta\)).** Fix \(B > 0\) and \(0 < \beta_1, \beta_2 \leq \beta_{\text{max}}\). Let \(h_{\beta_1}^*\) and \(h_{\beta_2}^*\), where we made the dependence of \(h^*\) on \(\beta\) explicit, be the fixed points of (5.3.4) for \((\beta_1, B)\) and \((\beta_2, B)\), respectively. Then, there exists a \(\lambda < \infty\) such that
\[
\| \tanh(h_{\beta_1}^*) - \tanh(h_{\beta_2}^*) \|_{MK} \leq \lambda|\beta_1 - \beta_2|.
\]  
(5.3.82)

**Proof.** For a given branching process tree \(\text{BP}\) we can, as in the proof of Proposition 5.13, couple \(\tanh(h_{\beta}^*)\) to the root magnetizations \(m_{\beta}^{\ell,f/+}(B)\) such that, for all \(\beta \geq 0\) and \(\ell \geq 0\),
\[
m_{\beta}^{\ell,f}(B) \leq \tanh(h_{\beta}^*) \leq m_{\beta}^{\ell,+}(B),
\]  
(5.3.83)

where we have made the dependence of \(m_{\beta}^{\ell,f/+}\) on \(\beta\) explicit. Without loss of generality, we may assume that \(0 < \beta_1 \leq \beta_2 \leq \beta_{\text{max}}\). Then, by the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4,
\[
| \tanh(h_{\beta_2}^*) - \tanh(h_{\beta_1}^*) | \leq m_{\beta_2}^{\ell,+}(B) - m_{\beta_1}^{\ell,+}(B)
\]  
(5.3.84)

\[
= m_{\beta_2}^{\ell,+}(B) - m_{\beta_2}^{\ell,f}(B) + m_{\beta_2}^{\ell,f}(B) - m_{\beta_1}^{\ell,f}(B).
\]

By Lemma 5.15, a.s.,
\[
m_{\beta_2}^{\ell,+}(B) - m_{\beta_2}^{\ell,f}(B) \leq \frac{K}{\ell},
\]  
(5.3.85)

for some \(K < \infty\). Since \(m_{\beta}^{\ell,f}(B)\) is non-decreasing in \(\beta\) by the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4,
\[
m_{\beta_2}^{\ell,f}(B) - m_{\beta_1}^{\ell,f}(B) \leq (\beta_2 - \beta_1) \sup_{\beta_1 \leq \beta \leq \beta_{\text{max}}} \frac{\partial m_{\beta}^{\ell,f}}{\partial \beta}.
\]  
(5.3.86)

Letting \(\ell \to \infty\), it thus suffices to show that \(\partial m_{\beta}^{\ell,f}/\partial \beta\) is, a.s., bounded uniformly in \(\ell\) and \(0 < \beta_1 \leq \beta \leq \beta_{\text{max}}\).

We can write
\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} m_{\beta}^{\ell,f}(\beta, B) = \sum_{(i,j) \in T(\ell)} \left( \langle \sigma_\emptyset \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu} - \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu} \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu} \right).
\]  
(5.3.87)

If \(i\) is on the path from the root \(\emptyset\) to \(j\), then the spins \(\sigma_\emptyset\) and \(\sigma_j\) are conditionally independent given \(\sigma_i\). It is not hard to see that in this case
\[
\langle \sigma_\emptyset \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu} - \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu} \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu} = \gamma \langle \sigma_\emptyset \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu},
\]  
(5.3.88)

where \(\gamma\) is the arithmetic mean of the conditional expected value of \(\sigma_j\) for \(\sigma_i = -1\) and the conditional expected value of \(\sigma_j\) for \(\sigma_i = 1\), so that \(|\gamma| \leq 1\). Further, \(\langle \sigma_\emptyset \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu}\) is
non-negative by the GKS-inequality (Lemma 5.4). Therefore,

\[ (5.3.89) \quad \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} m^\ell_f(\beta, B) \leq \sum_{k=0}^{\ell-1} V_{k,\ell}, \]

with

\[ (5.3.90) \quad V_{k,\ell} = \sum_{w \in \partial T(k)} d_w \frac{\partial}{\partial B_w} m^\ell(B, 0) \bigg|_{B=B}. \]

By Lemma 5.12 and the GHS inequality in Lemma 5.5,

\[ (5.3.91) \quad \frac{\partial}{\partial B} m^\ell(B, 0) = \frac{\partial}{\partial B} m^{\ell-1}(B, H) \leq \frac{\partial}{\partial B} m^{\ell-1}(B, 0), \]

for some field \( H \), so that \( V_{k,\ell} \) is non-increasing in \( \ell \). We may assume that \( B_w \geq B_{\min} \) for all \( w \in \text{BP}(\ell) \) for some \( B_{\min} \). Thus, also using Lemma 5.12,

\[ (5.3.92) \quad V_{k,\ell} \leq V_{k,k+1} = \sum_{w \in \partial \text{BP}(k)} d_w \frac{\partial}{\partial B_w} m^{k+1}(B, 0) \bigg|_{B=B} \leq \sum_{w \in \partial \text{BP}(k)} d_w \frac{\partial}{\partial B_w} m^k(B, \xi \cdot (d_w)_{w \in \partial \text{BP}(k)}) \bigg|_{B=B} \]

where \( \xi = \xi(\beta, B_{\min}) \) is defined in (5.3.38). By the GHS inequality in Lemma 5.5, this derivative is non-increasing in \( H \), so that, by Lemma 5.12, the above is at most

\[ (5.3.93) \quad \frac{1}{\xi} \left[ m^k(B, \xi \cdot (d_w)_{w \in \partial \text{BP}(k)}) - m^k(B, 0) \right] \leq \frac{1}{\xi} \left[ m^{k+1}(B, 0) - m^k(B, 0) \right]. \]

Therefore,

\[ (5.3.94) \quad \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} m^\ell_f(\beta, B) \leq \sum_{k=0}^{\ell-1} V_{k,\ell} \leq \frac{1}{\xi} \sum_{k=0}^{\ell-1} \left[ m^{k+1}(B, 0) - m^k(B, 0) \right] \leq \frac{1}{\xi} < \infty, \]

for \( 0 < \beta_1 \leq \beta \leq \beta_{\max}. \)

We continue to study the dependence of \( h^* = h^*(\beta, B) \) on \( B \):

**Lemma 5.19 (Dependence of \( h^* \) on \( B \)).** Fix \( \beta \geq 0 \) and \( B_1, B_2 \geq B_{\min} > 0 \). Let \( h_{B_1}^* \) and \( h_{B_2}^* \), where we have made the dependence of \( h^* \) on \( B \) explicit, be the fixed points of (5.3.4) for \( (\beta, B_1) \) and \( (\beta, B_2) \), respectively. Then, there exists a \( \lambda < \infty \) such that

\[ (5.3.95) \quad \| \tanh(h_{B_1}^*) - \tanh(h_{B_2}^*) \|_{MK} \leq \lambda |B_1 - B_2|. \]

**Proof.** This lemma can be proved along the same lines as Lemma 5.18. Indeed, for a given tree \( \text{BP} \), we can couple \( \tanh(h_B^*) \) to the root magnetizations \( m^{\ell,f+}(B) \) such that, for all \( B > 0 \) and \( \ell \geq 0 \),

\[ (5.3.96) \quad m^{\ell,f}(B) \leq \tanh(h_B^*) \leq m^{\ell,+}(B). \]
Without loss of generality, we assume that $0 < B_{\text{min}} \leq B_1 \leq B_2$. Then, by the GKS inequality (Lemma 5.4),

$$\left| \tanh(h_{B_2}^*) - \tanh(h_{B_1}^*) \right| \leq m^{\ell,+}(B_2) - m^{\ell,f}(B_1)$$

(5.3.97)

$$= m^{\ell,+}(B_2) - m^{\ell,f}(B_2) + m^{\ell,f}(B_2) - m^{\ell,f}(B_1).$$

By Lemma 5.15, a.s.,

$$m^{\ell,+}(B_2) - m^{\ell,f}(B_2) \leq \frac{K}{\ell},$$

(5.3.98)

for some $K < \infty$. Since $m^{\ell,f}(B)$ is non-decreasing in $B$ by the GKS inequality (Lemma 5.4),

$$m^{\ell,f}(B_2) - m^{\ell,f}(B_1) \leq (B_2 - B_1) \sup_{B \geq B_{\text{min}} > 0} \frac{\partial m^{\ell,f}}{\partial B}.$$ 

(5.3.99)

Letting $\ell \to \infty$, it thus suffices to show that $\partial m^{\ell,f}/\partial B$ is bounded uniformly in $\ell$ and $B \geq B_{\text{min}} > 0$. This follows from the GHS inequality in Lemma 5.5, since

$$\sup_{B \geq B_{\text{min}} > 0} \frac{\partial m^{\ell,f}}{\partial B} \leq \frac{2}{B_{\text{min}}} \left[ m^{\ell,f}(B_{\text{min}}) - m^{\ell,f}(B_{\text{min}}/2) \right] \leq \frac{2}{B_{\text{min}}} < \infty.$$ 

Proof of Proposition 5.16. We start with Proposition 5.16(a), for which we combine Lemma 5.17 with Lemma 5.18. For Proposition 5.16(b), we combine Lemma 5.17 with Lemma 5.19 instead.

5.3.4. Thermodynamic quantities: proofs of Theorem 5.10 and Corollary 5.11.

To prove the statements in Theorem 5.10 we need to show that we can interchange the limit of $n \to \infty$ and the derivatives of the finite volume pressure. We can do this using the monotonicity properties of the Ising model and the following lemma:

Lemma 5.20 (Interchanging limits and derivatives). Let $(f_n(x))_{n \geq 1}$ be a sequence of functions that are twice differentiable in $x$. Assume that

(i) $\lim_{n \to \infty} f_n(x) = f(x)$ for some function $x \mapsto f(x)$ which is differentiable in $x$;

(ii) $\frac{d}{dx} f_n(x)$ is monotone in $[x - h, x + h]$ for all $n \geq 1$ and some $h > 0$.

Then,

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{d}{dx} f_n(x) = \frac{d}{dx} f(x).$$

Proof. First, suppose that $\frac{d^2}{dy} f_n(y) \geq 0$ for all $y \in [x - h, x + h]$, all $n \geq 1$ and some $h > 0$. Then, for $h > 0$ sufficiently small and all $n \geq 1$,

$$\frac{f_n(x - h) - f_n(x)}{-h} \leq \frac{d}{dx} f_n(x) \leq \frac{f_n(x + h) - f_n(x)}{h},$$

(5.3.102)

and taking $n \to \infty$ we get, by assumption (i), that

$$\frac{f(x - h) - f(x)}{-h} \leq \liminf_{n \to \infty} \frac{d}{dx} f_n(x) \leq \limsup_{n \to \infty} \frac{d}{dx} f_n(x) \leq \frac{f(x + h) - f(x)}{h}.$$ 

(5.3.103)

Taking $h \downarrow 0$ now proves the result. The proof for $\frac{d^2}{dx^2} f_n(x) \leq 0$ is similar.\qed
Lemma 5.20 is quite convenient to deal with the convergence of derivatives of functions of which we know their convexity and concavity. In our case, these convexity/concavity properties follow from the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4 and the GHS inequality in Lemma 5.5. Let us now provide the details to the proof of Theorem 5.10:

**Proof of Theorem 5.10.** We apply Lemma 5.20 with \( f_n \) equal to \( B \mapsto \psi_n(\beta, B) \). Then,

\[
M_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} \langle \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu_n} = \frac{\partial}{\partial B} \psi_n(\beta, B),
\]

and \( \psi_n(\beta, B) \xrightarrow{\ast} \varphi(\beta, B) \) by Theorem 5.9 and \( B \mapsto M_n(\beta, B) \) is non-decreasing by the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4. Therefore,

\[
M_n(\beta, B) = \frac{\partial}{\partial B} \psi_n(\beta, B) \xrightarrow{\ast} \frac{\partial}{\partial B} \varphi(\beta, B),
\]

which proves part (a). Part (b) follows immediately from Propositions 5.13–5.14. Part (c) is proved using Lemma 5.20 by combining part (a) of this theorem with the fact that \( \hat{\beta} = \tanh(\beta) \),

\[
\frac{\partial}{\partial B} \varphi(\beta, B) = \frac{\partial}{\partial B} \mathbb{E}\left[ \log \left( e^B \prod_{i=1}^D \{1 + \tanh(\beta) \tanh(h_i)\} + e^{-B} \prod_{i=1}^D \{1 - \tanh(\hat{\beta}) \tanh(h_i)\} \right) \right]
\]

\[
= \mathbb{E}\left[ e^B \frac{\prod_{i=1}^D \{1 + \hat{\beta} \tanh(h_i)\}^{1/2} - e^{-B} \prod_{i=1}^D \{1 - \hat{\beta} \tanh(h_i)\}^{1/2}}{\prod_{i=1}^D \{1 + \hat{\beta} \tanh(h_i)\}^{1/2} + e^{-B} \prod_{i=1}^D \{1 - \hat{\beta} \tanh(h_i)\}^{1/2}} \right]
\]

(5.3.107)

where \( (h_i)_{i \geq 1} \) are i.i.d. copies of \( h^* \) independent of \( D \). Using that \( \text{atanh}(x) = \frac{1}{2} \log \left( \frac{1 + x}{1 - x} \right) \)

the above simplifies to

\[
\mathbb{E}\left[ \left( \frac{e^B \prod_{i=1}^D \text{atanh}(\hat{\beta} \tanh(h_i)) - e^{-B} \prod_{i=1}^D \text{atanh}(\hat{\beta} \tanh(h_i))}{\prod_{i=1}^D \text{atanh}(\hat{\beta} \tanh(h_i)) + e^{-B} \prod_{i=1}^D \text{atanh}(\hat{\beta} \tanh(h_i))} \right) \right]
\]

(5.3.108)

\[= \mathbb{E}\left[ \tanh \left( B + \sum_{i=1}^D \text{atanh}(\hat{\beta} \tanh(h_i)) \right) \right].\]
By Lemma 5.12, this indeed equals $E \left[ \langle \sigma_0 \rangle_{\nu_{L+1}} \right]$, where $\nu_{L+1}$ is given in (5.3.10), which proves part (a). Part (b) immediately follows from Propositions 5.13–5.14. □

5.4. Critical temperature on the Ising model

In this section we compute the critical temperature for $CM_n(d)$:

**Theorem 5.21 (Critical temperature).** Consider $CM_n(d)$ where the degree distribution satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(b). Then, a.s., the critical temperature $\beta_c$ equals

$$\beta_c = \text{atanh}(1/\nu).$$

(5.4.1)

Note that if $\nu \searrow 1$ then $\beta_c \to \infty$ which is to be expected as there is no phase transition for $\nu \leq 1$ at any positive temperature. The other extreme is when $\nu = \infty$, which is the case, e.g., if the degree distribution obeys a power law with exponent $\tau \in (2, 3]$. In that case $\beta_c = 0$ and hence the spontaneous magnetization is positive for any finite temperature. This is similar to the instantaneous percolation phase for $CM_n(d)$ when $\tau \in (2, 3)$. The following exercise investigates the critical value for random regular graphs, for which $d_v = d$ for all $v \in [n]$:

**Exercise 5.27 (Ising critical value for random regular graphs).** Show that $\beta_c = \infty$ for the random two-regular graph, while $\beta_c = \frac{1}{2} \log(d/(d - 2))$ for the random $d$-regular graph with $d \geq 3$.

Before starting with the proof, we state and prove a convenient lemma, about bounds on the function $\xi(x) = \text{atanh}(\hat{\beta}\tanh x)$, where we recall the abbreviation $\hat{\beta} = \tanh(\beta)$:

**Lemma 5.22 (Properties of $x \mapsto \xi(x)$).** For all $x, \beta \geq 0$,

$$\hat{\beta}x - \frac{\hat{\beta}}{3(1 - \hat{\beta}^2)}x^3 \leq \xi(x) \leq \hat{\beta}x.$$  

(5.4.2)

The upper bound holds with strict inequality if $x, \beta > 0$.

**Proof.** By Taylor’s theorem,

$$\xi(x) = \xi(0) + \xi'(0)x + \xi''(\zeta)x^2/2,$$

(5.4.3)

for some $\zeta \in (0, x)$. It is easily verified that $\xi(0) = 0$,

$$\xi'(0) = \frac{\hat{\beta}(1 - \tanh^2 x)}{1 - \hat{\beta}^2 \tanh^2 x} \bigg|_{x=0} = \hat{\beta},$$

(5.4.4)

and

$$\xi''(\zeta) = -\frac{2\hat{\beta}(1 - \hat{\beta}^2)(\tanh \zeta)(1 - \tanh^2 \zeta)}{(1 - \hat{\beta}^2 \tanh^2 \zeta)^2} \leq 0,$$

(5.4.5)

thus proving the upper bound. If $x, \beta > 0$ then also $\zeta > 0$ and hence the above holds with strict inequality.
For the lower bound, note that \( \xi''(0) = 0 \) and

\[
\xi'''(\zeta) = -\frac{2\hat{\beta}(1 - \hat{\beta}^2)(1 - \tanh^2 \zeta)}{(1 - \hat{\beta}^2 \tanh^2 \zeta)^3} \left(1 - 3(1 - \hat{\beta}^2) \tanh^2 \zeta - \hat{\beta}^2 \tanh^4 \zeta\right)
\]

(5.4.6)

\[
\geq -\frac{2\hat{\beta}(1 - \hat{\beta}^2)(1 - \tanh^2 \zeta)}{(1 - \hat{\beta}^2)^2(1 - \tanh^2 \zeta)} = -\frac{2\hat{\beta}}{1 - \hat{\beta}^2}.
\]

Thus, for all \( \zeta \in (0, x) \),

\[
\xi(x) = \xi(0) + \xi'(0)x + \xi''(0)\frac{x^2}{2} + \xi'''(\zeta)\frac{x^3}{3!} \geq \hat{\beta}x - \frac{2\hat{\beta}x^3}{1 - \hat{\beta}^2 3!}.
\]

(5.4.7)

\( \square \)

**Proof of Theorem 5.21.** Let \( \beta^* = \text{atanh}(1/\nu) \). We first show that if \( \beta < \beta^* \), then

\[
\lim_{B \to 0} M(\beta, B) = 0,
\]

(5.4.8)

which implies that \( \beta_c \geq \beta^* \). Note that this only arises when \( \nu < \infty \). Later, we show that if \( \lim_{B \to 0} M(\beta, B) = 0 \) then \( \beta \leq \beta^* \), implying that \( \beta_c \leq \beta^* \).

**Proof of \( \beta_c \geq \beta^* \).** Suppose that \( \beta < \beta^* \). Then, by the fact that \( \tanh x \leq x \) and Wald’s identity,

\[
M(\beta, B) = \mathbb{E}\left[\tanh\left(B + \sum_{i=1}^{D} \xi(h_i)\right)\right] \leq B + \mathbb{E}[D]\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)].
\]

(5.4.9)

We use the upper bound in Lemma 5.22 to get

\[
\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] = \mathbb{E}[\text{atanh}(\hat{\beta} \tanh h)] \leq \hat{\beta}\mathbb{E}[h] = \hat{\beta}(B + \nu\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]).
\]

(5.4.10)

Further, note that

\[
\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] = \mathbb{E}[\text{atanh}(\hat{\beta} \tanh h)] \leq \beta,
\]

(5.4.11)

because \( \tanh h \leq 1 \). Applying inequality (5.4.10) \( \ell \) times to (5.4.9) and subsequently using inequality (5.4.11) once gives

\[
M(\beta, B) \leq B + B\hat{\beta}\mathbb{E}[D]\frac{1 - (\hat{\beta}\nu)^\ell}{1 - \hat{\beta}\nu} + \beta\mathbb{E}[D](\hat{\beta}\nu)^\ell.
\]

(5.4.12)

Hence,

\[
M(\beta, B) \leq \limsup_{\ell \to \infty} \left(B + B\hat{\beta}\mathbb{E}[D]\frac{1 - (\hat{\beta}\nu)^\ell}{1 - \hat{\beta}\nu} + \beta\mathbb{E}[D](\hat{\beta}\nu)^\ell\right)
\]

(5.4.13)

\[
= B \left(1 + \hat{\beta}\mathbb{E}[D]\frac{1}{1 - \hat{\beta}\nu}\right),
\]

because \( \hat{\beta} < \hat{\beta}^* = 1/\nu \). Therefore,

\[
\lim_{B \to 0} M(\beta, B) \leq \lim_{B \to 0} B \left(1 + \hat{\beta}\mathbb{E}[D]\frac{1}{1 - \hat{\beta}\nu}\right) = 0.
\]

(5.4.14)

This proves the lower bound on \( \beta_c \).
Proof of $\beta_c \leq \beta^*$. We adapt Lyons’ proof in [211] for the critical temperature of deterministic trees to the random tree to show that $\beta_c \leq \beta^*$. Take $\beta > \beta^*$, and assume that $\lim_{B \to 0} M(\beta, B) = 0$. We aim to arrive at a contradiction.

Note that Theorem 5.10(a) shows that the magnetization $M(\beta, B)$ is equal to the expectation over the random branching process tree $\mathbb{P}$ of the root magnetization. Hence, denoting the root of the tree $\mathbb{P}$ by $\emptyset$, we get $M(\beta, B) = E[(\sigma_{\emptyset})]$. It follows from our assumption on $M(\beta, B)$ that, a.s., $\lim_{B \to 0} \langle \sigma_{\emptyset} \rangle = 0$, since the latter limit exists by the GKS inequalities in Lemma 5.4.

We therefore condition on the tree $T = \mathbb{P}$. Define, for $v \in T$,

$$h(v) = \langle \sigma_v \rangle \quad \text{and} \quad h^\ell(v) = \langle \sigma_v \rangle^\ell,$$

and let $|v|$ denote the graph distance from $\emptyset$ to $v$. Furthermore, we say that $w \leftarrow v$ if $\{w, v\}$ is an edge in $T$ and $|w| = |v| + 1$. By the Pruning Lemma 5.12, for $|v| < \ell$,

$$h^\ell(v) = B + \sum_{w \leftarrow v} \xi(h^\ell(w)).$$

Since this recursion has a unique solution by Proposition 5.13, we have $h(\emptyset) = \lim_{\ell \to \infty} h^\ell(\emptyset)$. Therefore, if we suppose that $\lim_{B \to 0} \langle \sigma_{\emptyset} \rangle = 0$, then also $\lim_{B \to 0} h(\emptyset) = 0$ and then it thus also holds that $\lim_{B \to 0} \lim_{\ell \to \infty} h^\ell(\emptyset) = 0$. Because of (5.4.16), we must then have, for all $v \in T$,

$$\lim_{B \to 0} \lim_{\ell \to \infty} h^\ell(v) = 0.$$ 

Now, fix $0 < \beta_0 < \beta$ and choose $\ell$ large enough and $B$ small enough such that, for some $\varepsilon = \varepsilon(\beta_0, \beta) > 0$ that we choose later,

$$h^\ell(v) \leq \varepsilon,$$

for all $v \in T$ with $|v| = 1$. Note that $h^\ell(v) = \infty > \varepsilon$ for $v \in T$ with $|v| = \ell$.

We now follow Lyons in [211], and say that $\Pi$ is a cutset if $\Pi$ is a finite subset of $T \setminus \{\emptyset\}$ and every path from $\emptyset$ to infinity intersects $\Pi$ at exactly one vertex $v \in \Pi$. We write $v \leq \Pi$ if every infinite path from $v$ intersects $\Pi$ and write $\sigma < \Pi$ if $\sigma \leq \Pi$ and $\sigma \notin \Pi$. Then, since $h^\ell(v) \leq \varepsilon$ for $v \in T$ with $|v| = 1$ and $h^\ell(v) = \infty > \varepsilon$ for $v \in T$ with $|v| = \ell$, there is a unique cutset $\Pi_\ell$, such that $h^\ell(v) \leq \varepsilon$ for all $v \leq \Pi_\ell$, and for all $v \in \Pi_\ell$ there is at least one $w \leftarrow v$ such that $h^\ell(w) > \varepsilon$.

It follows from the lower bound in Lemma 5.22 that, for $v < \Pi_\ell$,

$$h^\ell(v) = B + \sum_{w \leftarrow v} \xi(h^\ell(w)) \geq \sum_{w \leftarrow v} \tilde{\beta} h^\ell(w) \geq \sum_{w \leftarrow v} \tilde{\beta} h^\ell(w) \left(1 - \frac{\varepsilon^2}{3(1 - \beta^2)^2}\right),$$

while, for $v \in \Pi_\ell$,

$$h^\ell(v) = B + \sum_{w \leftarrow v} \xi(h^\ell(w)) > \xi(\varepsilon).$$

If we now choose $\varepsilon > 0$ such that

$$\tilde{\beta} \left(1 - \frac{\varepsilon^2}{3(1 - \beta^2)^2}\right) = \tilde{\beta}_0,$$
which is possible because $\beta_0 < \beta$, then, iterating (5.4.19) in each direction until $\Pi_\ell$ and then using (5.4.20),

$$h_{\ell+}(\phi) \geq \sum_{v \in \Pi} \hat{\beta}_0^{\mid v \mid} \xi(\varepsilon).$$

Since $\xi(\varepsilon) > 0$ and $\lim_{B \searrow 0} \lim_{\ell \to \infty} h_{\ell+}(\emptyset) = 0$,

$$\inf_{\Pi} \sum_{v \in \Pi} \hat{\beta}_0^{\mid v \mid} = 0.$$

Lyons [212, Proposition 6.4] then shows that $\hat{\beta}_0 \leq 1/\nu$. This holds for all $\beta_0 < \beta$, so

$$\beta \leq \text{atanh}(1/\nu) = \beta^*. $$

We have arrived at a contradiction, as we took $\beta > \beta^*$. This proves the upper bound on $\beta_c$, thus concluding the proof. \(\square\)

We next show that the phase transition at this critical temperature is continuous. This will be highly useful when studying the critical exponents for the Ising model on the configuration model, which we do in the next section:

**Lemma 5.23 (Continuous phase transition).** Let $((\beta_n, B_n))_{n \geq 1}$ be a sequence with $\beta_n$ and $B_n$ non-increasing, $\beta_n \geq \beta_c$ and $B_n > 0$, and $\beta_n \searrow \beta_c$ and $B_n \searrow 0$ as $n \to \infty$. Then,

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \E[\xi(\beta_n, B_n)] = 0.$$

In particular,

$$\lim_{B \searrow 0} \E[\xi(h(\beta_c, B))] = 0, \quad \text{and} \quad \lim_{\beta \searrow \beta_c} \E[\xi(h(\beta, 0^+))] = 0.$$

**Proof.** For all sequences $((\beta_n, B_n))_{n \geq 1}$ satisfying the assumptions stated in the lemma, $\E[\xi(\beta_n, B_n)]$ is non-increasing in $n$ and it is also non-negative so that the limit as $n \to \infty$ exists. By the concavity of $h \mapsto \xi(h)$ and Jensen’s inequality,

$$0 \leq c \equiv \lim_{n \to \infty} \E[\xi(\beta_n, B_n)] \leq \lim_{n \to \infty} \xi\big((B_n + \nu \E[\xi(h(\beta_n, B_n))])\big) = \xi(\nu c).$$

Since $\xi(x) < \hat{\beta}_c x$ for $x > 0$ by Lemma 5.22 and using $\hat{\beta}_c = 1/\nu$, we obtain

$$\xi(\nu c) < \hat{\beta}_c \nu c = c,$$

leading to a contradiction when $c > 0$. \(\square\)

**Exercise 5.28 (Continuity of the magnetization).** Recall the formula for the magnetization $M(\beta, B)$ in (5.3.12) in Corollary 5.11. Use Lemma 5.23 to prove that $\lim_{n \to \infty} M(\beta_n, B_n) = 0$ when $\beta_n$ and $B_n$ non-increasing, $\beta_n \geq \beta_c$ and $B_n > 0$, and $\beta_n \searrow \beta_c$ and $B_n \searrow 0$ as $n \to \infty$.

**5.5. Ising critical exponents on locally-tree like random graphs**

We now investigate the critical behavior of the Ising model on the configuration model with power-law degree sequences. Near the critical temperature the behavior of the Ising model can be described by critical exponents, recall Definition 5.1. The values of these critical exponents for different values of $\tau$ are stated in the following theorem:
Theorem 5.24 (Critical exponents). Consider $CM_n(d)$ where the degree distribution satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(b), and has a strongly finite mean as in (5.3.1). Assume that $E[D^4] < \infty$, or that there exist a $\tau \in (3,5]$ and constants $c_D, C_D$ such that, for all $x \geq 1$,

\begin{equation}
\frac{c_D x^{-(\tau-1)}}{} \leq 1 - F_D(x) \leq \frac{C_D x^{-(\tau-1)}}{}.
\end{equation}

Then, the critical exponents $\beta, \delta$ and $\gamma$ defined in Definition 5.1 exist and satisfy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$\tau \in (3,5)$</th>
<th>$E[D^4] &lt; \infty$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\delta$</td>
<td>$\tau - 2$</td>
<td>$3$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\gamma$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
<td>$1$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The exponent $\gamma'$ defined in Definition 5.1 satisfies $\gamma' \geq 1$.

For the boundary case $\tau = 5$ there are logarithmic corrections for $\beta = 1/2$ and $\delta = 3$, but not for $\gamma = 1$ and for the lower bound $\gamma' \geq 1$. Indeed, (5.1.16) holds with $\gamma = 1$ and the lower bound in (5.1.17) holds with $\gamma' = 1$, while

\begin{equation}
M(\beta, 0^+) \asymp \left(\frac{\beta - \beta_c}{\log 1/(\beta - \beta_c)}\right)^{1/2} \quad \text{for } \beta \searrow \beta_c, \quad M(\beta, B) \asymp \left(\frac{B}{\log(1/B)}\right)^{1/3} \quad \text{for } B \searrow 0.
\end{equation}

From the previous theorem we can also derive the joint scaling of the magnetization as $(\beta, B) \searrow (\beta_c, 0)$:

Corollary 5.25 (Joint scaling in $B$ and $(\beta - \beta_c)$). Under the conditions of Theorem 5.24 with $\tau \neq 5$,

\begin{equation}
M(\beta, B) = \Theta\left((\beta - \beta_c)^{\beta} + B^{1/8}\right),
\end{equation}

where $f(\beta, B) = \Theta(g(\beta, B))$ means that there exist constants $c_1, C_1 > 0$ such that $c_1 g(\beta, B) \leq f(\beta, B) \leq C_1 g(\beta, B)$ for all $B \in (0,\varepsilon)$ and $\beta \in (\beta_c, \beta_c + \varepsilon)$ with $\varepsilon$ small enough.

For $\tau = 5$,

\begin{equation}
M(\beta, B) = \Theta\left(\left(\frac{\beta - \beta_c}{\log 1/(\beta - \beta_c)}\right)^{1/2} + \left(\frac{B}{\log(1/B)}\right)^{1/3}\right).
\end{equation}

Organization of the proof of Theorem 5.24. The remainder of this section is organized as follows. We start with some preliminary computations. The proof that the exponents stated in Theorem 5.24 are indeed the correct values of $\beta, \delta$ and $\gamma$ is given in Section 5.5.3.

Preliminaries: formula for the magnetization. The starting point of our analysis is the formula (5.3.12) for the magnetization in Corollary 5.11, which we restate here for convenience as

\begin{equation}
M(\beta, B) = \mathbb{E}\left[\tanh\left(B + \sum_{i=1}^{D} \xi(h_i)\right)\right],
\end{equation}

where $(h_i)_{i \geq 1}$ are i.i.d. copies of the fixed point of the distributional recursion (5.3.4). Here we present a more intuitive proof based on local weak convergence and correlation inequalities:
**Alternative proof of (5.3.12).** Let $\emptyset$ be a vertex picked uniformly at random from $[n]$ and $E_n$ be the corresponding expectation. Then,

$$
(5.5.6) \quad M_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \langle \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu_n} = E_n[\langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n}].
$$

Denote by $\langle \cdot \rangle_{\mu_n}^{\ell,f}$ the expectations with respect to the Ising measure with +/free boundary conditions on vertices at graph distance $\ell$ from $\emptyset$. Note that $\langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n}^{\ell,f}$ only depends on the spins of vertices in $B_\emptyset(\ell)$. By the GKS inequality in Lemma 5.4,

$$
(5.5.7) \quad \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n}^{\ell,f} \leq \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n} \leq \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n}^{\ell,+}.
$$

Taking the limit $n \to \infty$ and using the local weak convergence result in Theorem 2.11, the ball $B_\emptyset(\ell)$ has the same distribution as the branching process tree $\text{BP}(\ell)$, because of the locally tree-like nature of the graph sequence. With $\langle \cdot \rangle_{\mu_n}^{\ell,f}$ denoting the expectations with respect to the Ising measure with +/free boundary conditions on $\text{BP}(\ell)$, this means that

$$
(5.5.8) \quad \lim_{n \to \infty} \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n}^{\ell,f} = \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n}^{\ell,f}.
$$

Conditioned on the tree $\text{BP}$, we can prune the tree using Lemma 5.12, to obtain that

$$
(5.5.9) \quad \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n}^{\ell,f} = \tanh \left( B + \sum_{i=1}^{D} \xi(h^{(\ell-1)}_i) \right).
$$

Similarly,

$$
(5.5.10) \quad \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n}^{\ell,+} = \tanh \left( B + \sum_{i=1}^{D} \xi(h^{(\ell-1)}_i) \right),
$$

where $h^{(\ell+1)}_i$ also satisfies (5.3.4), but has initial value $h^{(0)}_i = \infty$. Since this recursion has a unique fixed point by Proposition 5.13, we prove (5.3.12) by taking the limit $\ell \to \infty$ and taking the expectation over the branching process tree $\text{BP}$. □

**5.5.1. Bounds on moments of $\xi(h)$.** In this section, we analyze moments of $\xi(h)$ that will be crucial in our analysis of the critical exponents of the magnetization. Throughout Section 5.5.1 we assume that $B$ is sufficiently close to zero and $\beta_c < \beta < \beta_c + \varepsilon$ for $\varepsilon$ sufficiently small, so that we can apply Lemma 5.23 to make sure $E[\xi(h)]$ is sufficiently small.

**Preliminaries: error term notation.** We start by introducing some notation to be able to deal appropriately with error terms in our Taylor expansions. In the following, we write $c_i, C_i, i \geq 1$ for constants that (i) only depend on $\beta$ and moments of $D$ (they do not depend on $B$); (ii) that satisfy

$$
(5.5.11) \quad 0 < \lim \inf_{\beta \searrow \beta_c} c_i(\beta) \leq \lim \sup_{\beta \searrow \beta_c} c_i(\beta) < \infty,
$$

and the same holds for the $C_i$. The index $i$ is just a label for the constants. For reader convenience we try to use the $i$th label to denote a constant appearing in a bound involving the $i$th moment of $\xi(h)$. However this is not always possible and therefore in general nothing should be sought from the labeling of the constants. What we consistently do is to use $C_i$ for constants appearing in upper bounds, while $c_i$ appears in lower bounds.
Furthermore, we write \( e_i \), for \( i \geq 1 \), (again the labeling is arbitrary) for error functions that only depend on \( \beta, B, \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \) and moments of \( \Delta \), and satisfy for all \( \beta \in (\beta_c, \beta_c + \epsilon) \)

\[
\limsup_{B \to 0} e_i(\beta, B) < \infty \quad \text{and} \quad \lim_{B \to 0} e_i(\beta_c, B) = 0.
\]

The expressions of \( c_i, C_i, e_i \) are given in the proofs of the results of this section and conditions (5.5.11) (5.5.12) are verified explicitly. Finally, we write \( \nu_k = \mathbb{E}[D(D - 1) \cdots (D - k + 1)] \) for the \( k \)th factorial moment of \( D \), so that \( \nu_2/\nu_1 = \nu \).

**Bounds on higher moments of \( \xi(h) \).** In this section, we derive appropriate bounds on the moments of \( \xi(h) \) that we will rely on later. We start by bounding the second moment of \( \xi(h) \):

**Lemma 5.26 (Bounds on second moment of \( \xi(h) \)).** Let \( \beta \geq \beta_c \) and \( B > 0 \). Then,

\[
\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)^2] \leq \begin{cases} 
C_2 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^2 + Bc_2 & \text{when } \mathbb{E}[D^3] < \infty, \\
C_2 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^2 \log (1/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) + Bc_2 & \text{when } \tau = 4, \\
C_2 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^{\tau-2} + Bc_2 & \text{when } \tau \in (3, 4).
\end{cases}
\]

**Proof.** We first treat the case \( \mathbb{E}[D^3] < \infty \). We use Lemma 5.22 and the recursion in (5.3.4) to obtain

\[
\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)^2] \leq \hat{\beta}^2 \mathbb{E}[h^2] = \hat{\beta}^2 \mathbb{E}\left[ \left( B + \sum_{i=1}^{\Delta} \xi(h_i) \right)^2 \right]
\]

\[
= \hat{\beta}^2 \left( B^2 + 2B\nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] + \nu_2 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^2 + \nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)^2] \right).
\]

Since \( 1 - \hat{\beta}^2 \nu > 0 \), because \( \beta \) is sufficiently close to \( \beta_c \) and \( \hat{\beta}_c = 1/\nu < 1 \), the lemma holds with

\[
C_2 = \frac{\hat{\beta}^2 \nu_2}{1 - \hat{\beta}^2 \nu}, \quad \text{and} \quad e_2 = \frac{B \hat{\beta}^2 + 2\hat{\beta}^2 \nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]}{1 - \hat{\beta}^2 \nu}.
\]

It is not hard to see that (5.5.11) holds. For \( e_2 \) the first property of (5.5.12) can also easily be seen. The second property in (5.5.12) follows from Lemma 5.23.

If \( \tau \leq 4 \), then \( \mathbb{E}[D^3] = \infty \) and the above does not work. To analyze this case, we apply the recursion (5.3.4) and split the expectation over \( \Delta \) in small and large degrees:

\[
\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)^2] = \mathbb{E}\left[ \xi\left( B + \sum_{i=1}^{\Delta} \xi(h_i) \right)^2 \mathbbm{1}_{\{\Delta \leq \ell\}} \right] + \mathbb{E}\left[ \xi\left( B + \sum_{i=1}^{\Delta} \xi(h_i) \right)^2 \mathbbm{1}_{\{\Delta > \ell\}} \right].
\]

We use Lemma 5.22 to bound the first term as follows:

\[
\mathbb{E}\left[ \xi\left( B + \sum_{i=1}^{\Delta} \xi(h_i) \right)^2 \mathbbm{1}_{\{\Delta \leq \ell\}} \right] \leq \hat{\beta}^2 \mathbb{E}\left[ \left( B + \sum_{i=1}^{\Delta} \xi(h_i) \right)^2 \mathbbm{1}_{\{\Delta \leq \ell\}} \right]
\]

\[
\leq \hat{\beta}^2 \left( B^2 + 2B\nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] + \mathbb{E}[\Delta^2 \mathbbm{1}_{\{\Delta \leq \ell\}}]\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^2 + \nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)^2] \right),
\]

where in the second inequality we used the independence of the \( \xi(h_i) \) and Wald’s identity, and bounded \( \mathbb{E}[\Delta \mathbbm{1}_{\{\Delta \leq \ell\}}] \leq \nu \). By Lemma 2.39 with \( a = 3 \), for \( \tau \in (3, 4) \),

\[
\mathbb{E}[\Delta^2 \mathbbm{1}_{\{\Delta \leq \ell\}}] \leq C_{2,\ell} \ell^{4-\tau},
\]
while, for \( \tau = 4 \),
\begin{equation}
(5.5.19) \quad \mathbb{E}[\Delta^2 \mathbb{1}_{\{\Delta \leq \ell\}}] \leq C_{2,4} \log \ell.
\end{equation}

To bound the second sum in (5.5.16), note that \( \xi(h) \leq \beta \). Hence,
\begin{equation}
(5.5.20) \quad \mathbb{E}\left[\xi(\sum_{i=1}^{\Delta} \xi(h_i))\mathbb{1}_{\{\Delta > \ell\}}\right] \leq \beta^2 \mathbb{E}[\mathbb{1}_{\{\Delta > \ell\}}] \leq C_{0,\tau} \beta^2 \ell^{2-\tau}.
\end{equation}

The optimal bound (up to a constant) can be achieved by choosing \( \ell \) such that \( \ell^{1-\tau} \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^2 \) and \( \ell^{2-\tau} \) are of the same order of magnitude. Hence, we choose \( \ell = 1/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \). This choice of the truncation value \( \ell \) turns out to be the relevant choice when making the distinction between small and large values of \( \Delta \) also in further computations and hence will also be used (up to a constant) there.

Combining the two upper bounds gives the desired result with
\begin{equation}
(5.5.21) \quad C_2 = \frac{1}{1 - \beta^2 \nu} \left(C_{2,\tau} \beta^2 + C_{0,\tau} \beta^2\right),
\end{equation}
where, for \( \tau = 4 \), we have also used that \( \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^2 \leq \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^2 \log(1/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) \), and
\begin{equation}
(5.5.22) \quad e_2 = \frac{B \beta^2 + 2 \beta^2 \nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]}{1 - \beta^2 \nu}.
\end{equation}

We continue with an upper bound on the third moment of \( \xi(h) \), whose proof we do not provide as it is quite similar to that of Lemma 5.26:

**Lemma 5.27 (Bounds on third moment of \( \xi(h) \)).** Let \( \beta \geq \beta_c \) and \( B > 0 \). Then,
\begin{equation}
(5.5.23) \quad \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)^3] \leq \begin{cases} 
C_3 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^3 + C_3 B e_3 & \text{when } \mathbb{E}[D^4] < \infty, \\
C_3 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^3 \log(1/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) + C_3 B e_3 & \text{when } \tau = 5, \\
C_3 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^{\tau-2} + C_3 B e_3 & \text{when } \tau \in (3, 5).
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

**5.5.2. Bounds on first moment of \( \xi(h) \).** In this section, we derive sharp bounds on the first moment of \( \xi(h) \), using the bounds on the higher moments as derived in the previous section. The main upper bound is as follows:

**Proposition 5.28 (Upper bound on first moment of \( \xi(h) \)).** Let \( \beta \geq \beta_c \) and \( B > 0 \). Then, there exists a \( C_1 > 0 \) such that
\begin{equation}
(5.5.24) \quad \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \leq \hat{\beta} B + \hat{\beta} \nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] - C_1 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^\delta,
\end{equation}
where \( \delta \) takes the values as stated in Theorem 5.24. For \( \tau = 5 \),
\begin{equation}
(5.5.25) \quad \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \leq \hat{\beta} B + \hat{\beta} \nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] - C_1 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^3 \log(1/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]).
\end{equation}

**Proof.** We first use recursion (5.3.4) and rewrite it as
\begin{equation}
(5.5.26) \quad \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] = \mathbb{E}\left[\xi\left(B + \sum_{i=1}^{\Delta} \xi(h_i)\right)\right] = \hat{\beta} B + \hat{\beta} \nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] + T_1 + T_2,
\end{equation}
where \( T_1 \) and \( T_2 \) are terms that vanish as \( \tau \to 5 \).
where
\begin{equation}
T_1 = \mathbb{E} \left[ \xi \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right) - \tilde{\beta} \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right) \right],
\end{equation}
and
\begin{equation}
T_2 = \mathbb{E} \left[ \xi \left( B + \sum_{i=1}^{\Delta} \xi(h_i) \right) - \xi \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right) \right].
\end{equation}
Here, \(T_1\) can be seen as the error of a first order Taylor series approximation of \(\xi \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right)\) around 0, whereas \(T_2\) is the error made by replacing \(\xi(h_i)\) by its expected value in the sum.

By Lemma 5.22, \(T_1 \leq 0\) and by concavity of \(x \mapsto \xi(x)\) and Jensen’s inequality \(T_2 \leq 0\).

We bound \(T_1\) separately for the cases where \(\mathbb{E}[D^4] < \infty\), \(\tau \in (3, 5)\) and \(\tau = 5\). Since these bounds on \(T_1\) are already of the correct order to prove the proposition it suffices to use \(T_2 \leq 0\) and we do not bound \(T_2\) more sharply.

**Bound on \(T_1\) when \(\mathbb{E}[D^4] < \infty\).** To bound \(T_1\) for \(\mathbb{E}[D^4] < \infty\) we use that \(\xi''(0) = 0\), so that it follows from Taylor’s theorem that, a.s.,
\begin{equation}
\xi \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right) - \tilde{\beta} \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right) = \frac{\xi'''(\zeta)}{6} \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right)^3,
\end{equation}
for some \(\zeta \in (0, B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])\). Note that
\begin{equation}
\xi'''(\zeta) = -\frac{2\tilde{\beta}(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2)(1 - \tanh^2 \zeta)}{(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2 \tanh^2 \zeta)^3} \left( 1 - 3(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2) \tanh^2 \zeta - \tilde{\beta}^2 \tanh^4 \zeta \right),
\end{equation}
which we would like to bound from above by a negative constant. By Lemma 5.22, a.s.,
\begin{equation}
\xi \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right) - \tilde{\beta} \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right) \leq 0,
\end{equation}
so that we are allowed to assume that \(B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]\) is sufficiently small. Indeed, from the above equation it follows that, for any constant \(a\),
\begin{equation}
T_1 \leq \mathbb{E} \left[ \left( \xi \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right) - \tilde{\beta} \left( B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \right) \right) \mathbb{1}_{\{B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \leq a\}} \right].
\end{equation}
If, for convenience, we choose \(a = \operatorname{atanh} \frac{1}{2}\), then
\begin{equation}
\xi'''(\zeta) \leq -\frac{3}{8} \tilde{\beta}(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2),
\end{equation}
and hence,
\begin{align}
T_1 & \leq -\frac{1}{16} \tilde{\beta}(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2) \mathbb{E} \left[ (B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])^3 \mathbb{1}_{\{B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \leq \operatorname{atanh} \frac{1}{2}\}} \right] \\
& \leq -\frac{1}{16} \tilde{\beta}(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2) \mathbb{E} \left[ \Delta^3 \mathbb{1}_{\{\Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \leq \operatorname{atanh} \frac{1}{2} - B\}} \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^3 \right].
\end{align}
Note that \(B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]\) converges to zero for both limits of interest. Thus \(\mathbb{E} \left[ \Delta^3 \mathbb{1}_{\{\Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \leq \operatorname{atanh} \frac{1}{2} - B\}} \right]\) tends to infinity in the case \(\mathbb{E}[D^4] = \infty\) and hence this bound is not useful. We provide better bounds in the next paragraph for this case.
Bound on $T_1$ when $\tau \in (3, 5]$. For $\tau \in (3, 5]$, we make the expectation over $\Delta$ explicit:

\begin{equation}
T_1 = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} \mathbb{P}(\Delta = k) \left( \xi (B + k\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) - \hat{\beta} (B + k\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) \right),
\end{equation}

where it should be noted that all terms in this sum are negative because of Lemma 5.22. Define $f(k) = \xi (B + k\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) - \hat{\beta} (B + k\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])$ and note that $f(k)$ is non-increasing. We use (2.6.3) to rewrite

\begin{equation}
T_1 = \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} f(k) \mathbb{P}(\Delta = k) = f(0) + \sum_{k \geq 1} [f(k) - f(k - 1)] \mathbb{P}(\Delta \geq k)
\leq f(0) + c_D \sum_{k \geq 1} [f(k) - f(k - 1)] k^{-(\tau - 2)}
= f(0) + c_D \sum_{k \geq 1} [f(k) - f(k - 1)] \sum_{\ell \geq k} (\ell^{-(\tau - 2)} - (\ell + 1)^{-(\tau - 2)})
\end{equation}

Then, we can again interchange the summation order as we did to obtain (2.6.3) to rewrite this as

\begin{equation}
T_1 \leq f(0)(1 - c_D) + c_D \sum_{\ell \geq 1} f(\ell)(\ell^{-(\tau - 2)} - (\ell + 1)^{-(\tau - 2)}).
\end{equation}

Using the convexity of $\ell^{-(\tau - 2)}$ this can be bounded as

\begin{equation}
T_1 \leq f(0)(1 - c_D) + (\tau - 2)c_D \sum_{\ell \geq 1} f(\ell)(\ell + 1)^{-(\tau - 1)}.
\end{equation}

Since we can assume that $c_D \leq 1$, $f(0)(1 - c_D) \leq 0$. Hence,

\begin{equation}
T_1 \leq (\tau - 2)c_D (\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])^{\tau - 1} \sum_{k=0}^{\infty} ((k + 1)\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])^{-(\tau - 1)} \left( \xi (B + k\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) - \hat{\beta} (B + k\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) \right)
\leq (\tau - 2)c_D (\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])^{\tau - 1} \sum_{k=a/(\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])}^{b/(\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])} (k\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])^{-(\tau - 1)} \left( \xi (B + k\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) - \hat{\beta} (B + k\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) \right),
\end{equation}

where we choose $a$ and $b$ such that $0 < a < b < \infty$. We use dominated convergence on the above sum. The summands are uniformly bounded, and $\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \to 0$ for both limits of interest. Further, when $k\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] = y$, the summand converges pointwise to $y^{-(\tau - 1)} \left( \xi (B + y) - \hat{\beta} (B + y) \right)$. Hence, we can write the above sum as

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^{\tau - 1} \left( \int_{a}^{b} y^{-(\tau - 1)} \left( \xi (B + y) - \hat{\beta} (B + y) \right) dy + o(1) \right),
\end{equation}

where $o(1)$ is a function tending to zero for both limits of interest \cite{176, 216 A}. The integrand is uniformly bounded for $y \in [a, b]$ and hence we can bound the integral from
above by a (negative) constant $-I$ for $B$ sufficiently small and $\beta$ sufficiently close to $\beta_c$. Hence,

$$ \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \leq \hat{\beta}B + \hat{\beta}\nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] - (\tau - 1)c_D I \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^{\tau-2}. $$

**Logarithmic corrections in the bound for $\tau = 5$.** We complete the proof by identifying the logarithmic correction for $\tau = 5$. Since the random variable in the expectation in $T_1$ is non-positive, we can bound

$$ T_1 \leq \mathbb{E} \left[ \xi(B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) - \hat{\beta} (B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) 1_{\{\Delta \leq \varepsilon/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]\}} \right]. $$

Taylor expansion $h \mapsto \xi(h)$ to third order, using that $\xi(0) = \xi''(0) = 0$, while the linear term cancels, leads to

$$ T_1 \leq \mathbb{E} \left[ \xi''(\xi) B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^3 1_{\{\Delta \leq \varepsilon/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]\}} \right], $$

for some $\xi \in (0, \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])$. On the event that $\Delta \leq \varepsilon/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]$, we thus have that $\xi \in (0, \varepsilon)$, and $\xi''(\xi) \leq -c_\varepsilon \equiv \sup_{x \in (0, \varepsilon)} \xi''(x) < 0$ when $\varepsilon$ is sufficiently small. Thus, recalling the notation $(m)_k = m(m-1) \cdots (m-k+1)$ for the $k$th factorial of $m$,

$$ T_1 \leq \frac{-c_\varepsilon}{6} \mathbb{E} \left[ (B + \Delta \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)])^3 1_{\{\Delta \leq \varepsilon/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]\}} \right] \leq \frac{-c_\varepsilon}{6} \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^3 \mathbb{E} \left[ (\Delta)_3 1_{\{\Delta \leq \varepsilon/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]\}} \right]. $$

When $\tau = 5$, by Lemma 2.39 with $a = 4$, $\mathbb{E} \left[ (\Delta)_3 1_{\{\Delta \leq \varepsilon\}} \right] \geq c_{3,5} \log \ell$, which completes the proof. \hfill $\square$

After having completed the upper bound on the first moment of $\xi(h)$ in Proposition 5.28, we continue with a lower bound:

**Proposition 5.29 (Lower bound on first moment of $\xi(h)$).** Let $\beta \geq \beta_c$ and $B > 0$. Then, there exists a constant $C_2 > 0$ such that

$$ \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \geq \hat{\beta}B + \hat{\beta}\nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] - c_1 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^\delta - Be_1, $$

where

$$ \delta = \begin{cases} 
3 & \text{when } \mathbb{E}[D^4] < \infty, \\
\tau - 2 & \text{when } \tau \in (3, 5). 
\end{cases} $$

For $\tau = 5$,

$$ \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] \geq \hat{\beta}B + \hat{\beta}\nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] - c_1 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^3 \log(1/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]) - Be_1. $$

**Proof.** We again use the split in (5.5.26) and we bound $T_1$ and $T_2$. Since the proof is quite similar to that of Proposition 5.28, we omit further details. \hfill $\square$

**5.5.3. Determining the critical exponents $\beta, \delta$ and $\gamma$.** We now have all the tools ready to derive the critical exponents for the configuration model. As for the Curie-Weiss model in the proof of Theorem 5.7, the proof will involve a Taylor expansion in the fixed-point equation (5.3.4) that determines the pressure. Since this recursion is quite a bit more involved than that for the Curie-Weiss model in (5.2.18), we have to work substantially harder. We start by analyzing $\beta$ and $\delta$. 

Critical exponents $\beta$ and $\delta$. It remains to show that the bounds on $\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]$ give us the desired result:

**Theorem 5.30 (Values of $\beta$ and $\delta$).** The critical exponents $\beta$ and $\delta$ equal the values as stated in Theorem 5.24 when $\mathbb{E}[D^4] < \infty$ and $\tau \in (3, 5)$. Furthermore, for $\tau = 5$, (5.5.2) holds.

**Proof.** We prove the upper and the lower bounds separately, starting with the upper bound.

**The upper bounds on the magnetization.** We start by bounding the magnetization from above:

(5.5.48) \[ M(\beta, B) = \mathbb{E}\left[ \tanh\left( B + \sum_{i=1}^{D} \xi(h_i) \right) \right] \leq B + \mathbb{E}[D] \mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]. \]

We first perform the analysis for $\beta$. Taking the limit $B \downarrow 0$ in (5.5.24) in Proposition 5.28 yields

(5.5.49) \[ \mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)] \leq \hat{\beta}\nu \mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)] - C_1 \mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)]^\delta, \]

where $h_0 = h(\beta, 0^+)$. For $\beta > \beta_c$, by definition, $\mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)] > 0$ and thus we can divide through by $\mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)]$ to obtain

(5.5.50) \[ \mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)]^{\delta-1} \leq \frac{\hat{\beta}\nu - 1}{C_1}. \]

By Taylor’s theorem,

(5.5.51) \[ \hat{\beta}\nu - 1 \leq \nu(1 - \hat{\beta}_c^2)(\beta - \beta_c). \]

Hence,

(5.5.52) \[ \mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)] \leq \left( \frac{\nu(1 - \hat{\beta}_c^2)}{C_1} \right)^{1/(\delta-1)} (\beta - \beta_c)^{1/(\delta-1)}. \]

Using that $\beta = 1/(\delta - 1),$

(5.5.53) \[ M(\beta, 0^+) \leq \mathbb{E}[D] \left( \frac{\nu(1 - \hat{\beta}_c^2)}{C_1} \right)^{\beta} (\beta - \beta_c)^{\beta}, \]

from which it easily follows that

(5.5.54) \[ \limsup_{\beta \searrow \beta_c} M(\beta, 0^+) (\beta - \beta_c)^{\beta} < \infty. \]

We complete the analysis for $\beta$ by analyzing $\tau = 5$. Since (5.5.24) also applies to $\tau = 5$, (5.5.54) holds as well. We now improve upon this using (5.5.25) in Proposition 5.28, which yields in a similar way as above that

(5.5.55) \[ \mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)]^2 \leq \frac{\hat{\beta}\nu - 1}{C_1 \log(1/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)])}. \]
Since $x \mapsto 1/\log(1/x)$ is increasing on $(0, 1)$ and $\mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)] \leq C(\beta - \beta_c)^{1/2}$ for some $C > 0$, we immediately obtain that

$$
\mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)]^2 \leq \frac{\tilde{\beta}\nu - 1}{C_1 \log(1/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)])} \leq \frac{\tilde{\beta}\nu - 1}{C_1 \log(1/[C(\beta - \beta_c)^{1/2}])}.
$$

Taking the limit of $\beta \searrow \beta_c$ as above then completes the proof.

We continue with the analysis for $\delta$. Setting $\beta = \beta_c$ in (5.5.24) and rewriting gives

$$
\mathbb{E}[\xi(h_c)] \leq \left(\frac{\tilde{\beta}_c}{C_1}\right)^{1/\delta} B^{1/\delta},
$$

with $h_c = h(\beta_c, B)$. Hence,

$$
M(\beta_c, B) \leq B + \mathbb{E}[D]\left(\frac{\tilde{\beta}_c}{C_1}\right)^{1/\delta} B^{1/\delta},
$$

so that, using $1/\delta < 1$,

$$
\limsup_{B \searrow 0} \frac{M(\beta_c, B)}{B^{1/\delta}} < \infty.
$$

The analysis for $\delta$ for $\tau = 5$ can be performed in an identical way as for $\beta$.

**The lower bounds on the magnetization.** For the lower bound on the magnetization we use that

$$
\frac{d^2}{dx^2} \tanh x = -2 \tanh x (1 - \tanh^2 x) \geq -2,
$$

so that

$$
\tanh x \geq x - x^2.
$$

Hence,

$$
M(\beta, B) \geq B + \mathbb{E}[D]\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] - \mathbb{E}\left[\left(B + \sum_{i=1}^{\delta} \xi(h_i)\right)^2\right]
\geq B + \mathbb{E}[D]\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] - B e_6 - \mathbb{E}[D(D - 1)]\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^2 - \mathbb{E}[D]C_2\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]^{2\wedge(\tau - 2)}
= B + (\mathbb{E}[D] - e_7)\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)] - B e_6,
$$

with $a \wedge b$ denoting the minimum of $a$ and $b$, where $e_7$ satisfies (5.5.12) both also $\lim\inf_{\beta \searrow \beta_c} e_7(\beta, 0^+) = 0$, because $\mathbb{E}[\xi(h)]$ converges to zero for both limits of interest.

We again first perform the analysis for $\beta$ and $\tau \neq 5$. We get from (5.5.45) in Proposition 5.29 that

$$
\mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)] \geq \left(\frac{\tilde{\beta}\nu - 1}{C_1}\right)^{1/(\delta - 1)} \geq \left(\frac{\nu(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2)}{c_1}\right) \left(\beta - \beta_c\right)^{\beta},
$$

where the last inequality holds because, by Taylor’s theorem,

$$
\tilde{\beta}\nu - 1 \geq \nu(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2)(\beta - \beta_c).
$$
Hence,

\[(5.5.65)\quad M(\beta, 0^+) \geq (\mathbb{E}[D] - e_\tau) \left( \frac{\nu(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2)}{c_1} \right)^\beta (\beta - \beta_c)^\beta, \]

so that

\[(5.5.66)\quad \liminf_{\beta \searrow \beta_c} M(\beta, 0^+) \geq (\mathbb{E}[D] - e_7) \left( \nu(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2) \right)^\beta (\beta - \beta_c).\]

For \( \tau = 5 \), we note that (5.5.47) as well as the fact that \( \log 1/x \leq A_\varepsilon x^{-\varepsilon} \) for all \( x \in (0, 1) \) and some \( A_\varepsilon > 0 \), yields that

\[(5.5.67)\quad \mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)] \geq \left( \frac{\tilde{\beta} \nu - 1}{A_\varepsilon c_1} \right)^{1/(2+\varepsilon)} \geq \left( \frac{\nu(1 - \tilde{\beta}^2)}{A_\varepsilon c_1} \right)^{1/(2+\varepsilon)} (\beta - \beta_c)^{1/(2+\varepsilon)}.
\]

Then again using (5.5.47) yields, for some constant \( c > 0 \),

\[(5.5.68)\quad \mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)] \geq \left( \frac{\tilde{\beta} \nu - 1}{c_1 \log(1/\mathbb{E}[\xi(h_0)])} \right)^{1/2} \geq c \left( \frac{\beta - \beta_c}{\log(1/(\beta - \beta_c))} \right)^{1/2},
\]

once more since \( x \mapsto 1/(\log(1/x)) \) is increasing.

We continue with the analysis for \( \delta \). Again, setting \( \beta = \beta_c \) in (5.5.45), we get

\[(5.5.69)\quad \mathbb{E}[\xi(h_c)] \geq \left( \frac{\tilde{\beta}_c - e_1}{c_1} \right)^{1/\delta} B^{1/\delta},
\]

from which it follows that

\[(5.5.70)\quad M(\beta_c, B) \geq (\mathbb{E}[D] - e_\tau) \left( \frac{\tilde{\beta}_c - e_1}{c_1} \right)^{1/\delta} B^{1/\delta} - Bc_6,
\]

and hence,

\[(5.5.71)\quad \liminf_{B \searrow 0} \frac{M(\beta_c, B)}{B^{1/\delta}} \geq \mathbb{E}[D] \left( \frac{\tilde{\beta}_c}{c_1} \right)^{1/\delta} > 0,
\]

as required. The extension to \( \tau = 5 \) can be dealt with in an identical way as in (5.5.67)–(5.5.68). This proves the theorem.

We leave the proof of the joint scaling of the magnetization as \((\beta, B) \searrow (\beta_c, 0)\) as an exercise:

**Exercise 5.29 (Joint critical exponents magnetization).** Prove the joint scaling of the magnetization in Corollary 5.25.

We next study the susceptibility, and identify \( \gamma \):
The critical exponent $\gamma$. For the susceptibility in the subcritical phase, i.e., in the high-temperature region $\beta < \beta_c$, we can not only identify the critical exponent $\gamma$, but we can also identify the constant:

**Theorem 5.31 (Critical exponent $\gamma$).** For $E[\Delta] < \infty$ and $\beta < \beta_c$,

\[(5.5.72) \quad \chi(\beta, 0^+) = 1 + \frac{E[\Delta] \hat{\beta}^2}{1 - \nu \hat{\beta}}.\]

In particular,

\[(5.5.73) \quad \lim_{\beta \to \beta_c} \chi(\beta, 0^+)(\beta_c - \beta) = \frac{E[\Delta] \hat{\beta}^2}{1 - \beta_c^2},\]

and $\gamma = 1$.

**Proof.** The proof is divided into three steps. We first reduce the susceptibility on the random graph to the one on the branching process tree. Secondly, we rewrite the susceptibility on the tree using transfer matrix techniques. Finally, we use this rewrite (which applies to all $\beta$ and $B > 0$) to prove that $\gamma = 1$.

**Reduction to the random tree.** Let $\emptyset$ denote a vertex selected uniformly at random from $[n]$ and let $E_\emptyset$ denote its expectation. Then we can write the susceptibility as

\[(5.5.74) \quad \chi_n = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i,j=1}^{n} \left( \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} - \langle \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu_n} \langle \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} \right) = E_\emptyset \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \langle \sigma_\emptyset \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} - \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n} \langle \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} \right) \right].\]

Note that

\[(5.5.75) \quad \langle \sigma_i \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} - \langle \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu_n} \langle \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n} = \frac{\partial \langle \sigma_i \rangle_{\mu_n}}{\partial B_j},\]

which is, by the GHS inequality in Lemma 5.5, decreasing in external fields at all other vertices $k \in [n]$. Denote by $\langle \cdot \rangle_{t,+/-}$ the Ising model with $+/\text{free}$ boundary conditions, respectively, at all vertices at graph distance $t$ from $\emptyset$. Then, for all $t \geq 1$,

\[(5.5.76) \quad \chi_n \geq E_\emptyset \left[ \sum_{j=1}^{n} \left( \langle \sigma_\emptyset \sigma_j \rangle_{t,+}^{\mu_n} - \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n} \langle \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n}^{t,+} \right) \right].\]

By introducing boundary conditions, only vertices in the ball $B_\emptyset(t)$ contribute to the sum. Hence, by taking the limit $n \to \infty$ and using that the graph is locally tree-like,

\[(5.5.77) \quad \chi \geq E \left[ \sum_{j \in T_t} \left( \langle \sigma_\emptyset \sigma_j \rangle_{t,+}^{\mu_n} - \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_{\mu_n} \langle \sigma_j \rangle_{\mu_n}^{t,+} \right) \right],\]

where the expectation now is over the first $t$ generations of a branching process tree $T_t \sim BP_t$ with root $\emptyset$.

For an upper bound on $\chi_n$ we use a trick similar to one used in the proof of [92, Corollary 4.5]: Let $B_j' = B$ if $j \in B_t(\emptyset)$ and $B_j' = B + H$ if $j \notin B_t(\emptyset)$ for some $H > -B$. Denote by $\langle \cdot \rangle_H$ the associated Ising expectation. Then, because of (5.5.75),

\[(5.5.78) \quad \mathbb{E}_\emptyset \left[ \sum_{j \notin B_t(\emptyset)} \left( \langle \sigma_\emptyset \sigma_j \rangle - \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle \langle \sigma_j \rangle \right) \right] = \mathbb{E}_\emptyset \left[ \left. \frac{\partial}{\partial H} \langle \sigma_\emptyset \rangle_H \right|_{H=0} \right].\]
By the GHS inequality (Lemma 5.5), $\langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_H$ is a concave function of $H$ and hence,

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}_\varnothing \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial H} \langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_H \right]_{H=0} \leq \mathbb{E}_\varnothing \left[ \frac{2}{B} \left( \langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_{H=0} - \langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_{H=-B/2} \right) \right].
\end{equation}

Using the GKS inequality (Lemma 5.4), this can be bounded from above by

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}_\varnothing \left[ \frac{2}{B} \left( \langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_{H=0}^{t,+} - \langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_{H=-B/2}^{t,f} \right) \right] = \mathbb{E}_\varnothing \left[ \frac{2}{B} \left( \langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_{t,+}^{t,+} - \langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_{t,f}^{t,f} \right) \right],
\end{equation}

where the equality holds because the terms depend only on the system in the ball $B_t(\varnothing)$ and hence not on $H$. By letting $n \to \infty$, by the local weak convergence to a branching process in Theorem 2.11, this is equal to

\begin{equation}
\frac{2}{B} \mathbb{E} \left[ (\langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_{t,+}^{t,+} - \langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_{t,f}^{t,f}) \right],
\end{equation}

where the expectation and the Ising model now is over the unimodular Galton-Watson tree $\text{BP}$ with root offspring distribution $(p_k)_{k \geq 1}$ with root $\varnothing$. Let $\text{BP}_t$ denote its for $t$ generations. By Lemma 5.15, we know that this expectation can be bounded from above by $M/t$ for some constant $M = M(\beta, B) < \infty$. Hence, if $t \to \infty$,

\begin{equation}
\lim_{t \to \infty} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{j \in \text{BP}_t} (\langle \sigma_\varnothing \sigma_j \rangle_{t,+}^{t,+} - \langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_{t,+}^{t,+} \langle \sigma_j \rangle_{t,+}^{t,+}) \right] \leq \chi \leq \lim_{t \to \infty} \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{j \in \text{BP}_t} (\langle \sigma_\varnothing \sigma_j \rangle_{t, f}^{t,f} - \langle \sigma_\varnothing \rangle_{t, f}^{t,f} \langle \sigma_j \rangle_{t, f}^{t,f}) \right].
\end{equation}

**Rewrite of the susceptibility on trees.** It remains to study the susceptibility on trees. For this, condition on the branching process tree $\text{BP}$. Then, for some vertex $j$ at height $\ell \leq t$ in the tree, denote the vertices on the unique path from $\varnothing$ to $j$ by $\varnothing = v_0, v_1, \ldots, v_t = j$ and let, for $0 \leq i \leq \ell$, $S_{\leq i} = (\sigma_{v_0}, \ldots, \sigma_{v_i})$. We first compute the expected value of a spin $\sigma_{v_i}$ on this path, conditioned on the spin values $S_{\leq i-1}$. Note that under this conditioning the expected spin value only depends on the spin value $\sigma_{v_{i-1}}$ and the effective field $h_{v_i} = h_{v_i}^{t,+}$ obtained by pruning the tree at vertex $v_i$, i.e., by removing all edges at vertex $v_i$ going away from the root and replacing the external magnetic field at vertex $v_i$ by $h_{v_i}$ which can be exactly computed using Lemma 5.12. Hence,

\begin{equation}
\langle \sigma_{v_i} | S_{\leq i-1} \rangle_{t,+}^{t,+} = \frac{e^{\beta \sigma_{v_{i-1}} + h_{v_i}} - e^{-\beta \sigma_{v_{i-1}} - h_{v_i}}}{e^{\beta \sigma_{v_{i-1}} + h_{v_i}} + e^{-\beta \sigma_{v_{i-1}} - h_{v_i}}}.\end{equation}

We can write the indicators $1_{\{\sigma_{v_{i-1}} = \pm 1\}} = \frac{1}{2}(1 \pm \sigma_{v_{i-1}})$, so that the above equals

\begin{equation}
\frac{1}{2} (1 + \sigma_{v_{i-1}}) e^{\beta + h_{v_i}} - e^{-\beta - h_{v_i}} + \frac{1}{2} (1 - \sigma_{v_{i-1}}) e^{-\beta + h_{v_i}} - e^{\beta - h_{v_i}} = \sigma_{v_{i-1}} \frac{1}{2} \left( e^{\beta + h_{v_i}} - e^{-\beta - h_{v_i}} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( e^{\beta + h_{v_i}} - e^{-\beta + h_{v_i}} \right) + \frac{1}{2} \left( e^{-\beta + h_{v_i}} - e^{\beta - h_{v_i}} \right).
\end{equation}
By pairwise combining the terms over a common denominator the above equals

\[ (5.5.85) \]

\[
\frac{1}{2} (e^{\sigma v_i - h + v_i} - e^{-\sigma v_i - h + v_i}) (e^{-\sigma v_i - h + v_i} + e^{\sigma v_i - h + v_i}) - (e^{-\sigma v_i - h + v_i} - e^{\sigma v_i - h + v_i}) (e^{\sigma v_i - h + v_i} + e^{-\sigma v_i - h + v_i})
\]

\[
(5.5.85) + \frac{1}{2} (e^{\sigma v_i - h + v_i} - e^{-\sigma v_i - h + v_i}) (e^{-\sigma v_i - h + v_i} + e^{\sigma v_i - h + v_i}) + (e^{-\sigma v_i - h + v_i} - e^{\sigma v_i - h + v_i}) (e^{\sigma v_i - h + v_i} + e^{-\sigma v_i - h + v_i})
\]

By expanding all products, this equals, after cancellations,

\[
\sigma_{v_i} - \sigma_{v_{i-1}} = \frac{e^{2\beta} + e^{-2\beta}}{\sinh(2\beta)} \frac{e^{2h_{v_i}} + e^{-2h_{v_i}}}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})} + \frac{e^{2\beta} + e^{-2\beta}}{\sinh(2\beta)} \frac{e^{2h_{v_i}} + e^{-2h_{v_i}}}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})}
\]

(5.5.86)

This gives

\[
\langle \sigma_{v_i} \rangle^{t,+f} = \langle \langle \sigma_{v_{i-1}} | S_{\leq t-1} \rangle^{t,+f} \rangle^{t,+f} = \langle \sigma_{v_{i-1}} \rangle^{t,+f} \frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})} + \frac{\sinh(2h_{v_i})}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})}
\]

(5.5.87)

Applying this recursively, we get

\[
\langle \sigma_{v_l} \rangle^{t,+f} = \langle \sigma_{v_0} \rangle^{t,+f} \prod_{i=1}^{\ell} \frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})}
\]

\[
+ \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} \left( \frac{\sinh(2h_{v_i})}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})} \prod_{k=i+1}^{\ell} \frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_k})} \right)
\]

(5.5.88)

Similarly,

\[
\langle \sigma_{v_0} \sigma_{v_l} \rangle^{t,+f} = \langle \sigma_{v_0} \rangle^{t,+f} \prod_{i=1}^{\ell} \frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})}
\]

\[
+ \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} \left( \frac{\sinh(2h_{v_i})}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})} \prod_{k=i+1}^{\ell} \frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_k})} \right)
\]

\[
= \prod_{i=1}^{\ell} \frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})}
\]

\[
+ \langle \sigma_{v_0} \rangle^{t,+f} \sum_{i=1}^{\ell} \left( \frac{\sinh(2h_{v_i})}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})} \prod_{k=i+1}^{\ell} \frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_k})} \right)
\]

(5.5.89)

Combining the above yields

\[
\langle \sigma_{v_0} \sigma_{v_l} \rangle^{t,+f} - \langle \sigma_{v_0} \rangle^{t,+f} \langle \sigma_{v_l} \rangle^{t,+f} = \left( 1 - \langle \sigma_{v_0} \rangle^{t,+f} \right) \prod_{i=1}^{\ell} \frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})}
\]

(5.5.90)

By taking the limit \( t \to \infty \), we obtain

\[
\langle \sigma_{v_0} \sigma_{v_l} \rangle - \langle \sigma_{v_0} \rangle \langle \sigma_{v_l} \rangle = \left( 1 - \langle \sigma_{v_0} \rangle \right) \prod_{i=1}^{\ell} \frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})}
\]

(5.5.91)
where now the expectation is with respect to the Ising model on the infinite tree $\mathbb{B}P$. Note that the above formula is true almost surely in $\mathbb{B}P$.

We take the expectation over $\mathbb{B}P$ to obtain

\[
\chi = \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{j \in \mathbb{B}P} (1 - \langle \sigma_{v_0} \rangle^2) \prod_{i=1}^{\lfloor |j| \rfloor} \frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})} \right].
\]

Finally, we can rewrite

\[
\frac{\sinh(2\beta)}{\cosh(2\beta) + \cosh(2h_{v_i})} = \frac{2\sinh(\beta)\cosh(\beta)}{2\cosh(\beta)^2 - 1 + \cosh(2h_{v_i})} = \frac{\beta}{1 + \frac{\cosh(2h_{v_i}) - 1}{2\cosh(\beta)^2}},
\]

so that

\[
\chi(\beta, B) = \mathbb{E} \left[ (1 - \langle \sigma_{v_0} \rangle^2) \sum_{w \in \mathbb{B}P} \hat{\beta}^{|w|} \prod_{i=1}^{\lfloor |w| \rfloor} \left( 1 + \frac{\cosh(2h_{v_i}) - 1}{2\cosh(\beta)^2} \right)^{-1} \right].
\]

The rewrite in (5.5.94) is valid for all $\beta$ and $B > 0$, and provides the starting point for all our results on the susceptibility.

**Identification of the susceptibility for $\beta < \beta_c$.** In order to prove (5.5.72), we perform a branching process computation. We take the limit $B \downarrow 0$, for $\beta < \beta_c$, and apply dominated convergence. First of all, all fields $h_i$ converge to zero by the definition of $\beta_c$, so we have pointwise convergence. Secondly, $1 + \frac{\cosh(2h_{v_i}) - 1}{2\cosh(\beta)^2} \geq 1$, so that the random variable in the expectation is bounded from above by $\sum_{w \in \mathbb{B}P} \hat{\beta}^{|w|}$, which has finite expectation as we show below. Thus, by dominated convergence, the above converges to

\[
\lim_{B \downarrow 0} \chi(\beta, B) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{w \in \mathbb{B}P} \hat{\beta}^{|w|} \right].
\]

Denote by $Z_\ell$ the number of vertices at distance $\ell$ from the root. Then,

\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{w \in \mathbb{B}P} \hat{\beta}^{|w|} \right] = \mathbb{E} \left[ \sum_{\ell=0}^{\infty} Z_\ell \hat{\beta}^\ell \right] = \sum_{\ell=0}^{\infty} \mathbb{E}[Z_\ell] \hat{\beta}^\ell,
\]

because $Z_\ell \geq 0$, a.s. Note that $Z_\ell/\mathbb{E}[D]\nu^{\ell+1}$ is a martingale, because the offspring of the root has expectation $\mathbb{E}[D]$ and all other vertices have expected offspring $\nu$. Hence,

\[
\lim_{B \downarrow 0} \chi(\beta, B) = \sum_{\ell=0}^{\infty} \mathbb{E}[Z_\ell] \hat{\beta}^\ell = 1 + \sum_{\ell=1}^{\infty} \mathbb{E}[D]\nu^{\ell-1} \hat{\beta}^\ell = 1 + \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]\hat{\beta}}{1 - \hat{\beta}\nu}.
\]

This proves (5.5.72). We continue to prove (5.5.73), which follows by using (5.5.51) and (5.5.64):

\[
1 + \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]\hat{\beta}}{\nu(1 - \hat{\beta}^2)} (\beta_c - \beta)^{-1} \leq 1 + \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]\hat{\beta}}{1 - \hat{\beta}\nu} \leq 1 + \frac{\mathbb{E}[D]\hat{\beta}}{\nu(1 - \hat{\beta}^2)} (\beta_c - \beta)^{-1}.
\]

This completes the proof. \qed

We close this section stating an open problem about $\gamma'$. In [110], we proved a one-sides bound, that $\gamma' \geq 1$. We believe that $\gamma' = 1$, but do not know how to prove the upper bound:
5.6. CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM FOR THE NON-CRITICAL TOTAL SPIN

Open Problem 5.1 (Identification of $\gamma'$). Show that $\gamma' = 1$.

5.6. Central limit theorem for the non-critical total spin

In this section, we prove a central limit theorem for the total spin, which is valid throughout the uniqueness regime. We follow the work with Giardinà, Giberti and Priorello [137]. For the Ising model, the spins are quite dependent, which might destroy the central limit theorem as observed for independent random variables. However, in the uniqueness regime, it turns out that correlations between spins of far away vertices decay fast, thus creating an ‘effective’ short range interaction for which the central limit theorem remains valid.

In order to state the central limit theorem for the total spin, we define the uniqueness regime as the set of parameters $(\beta, B)$ satisfying

$$\mathcal{U}^u := \{(\beta, B) : \beta \geq 0, B \neq 0 \text{ or } 0 < \beta < \beta_c^u, B = 0\}.$$  

Then, the central limit theorem for the total spin reads as follows:

**Theorem 5.32 (Central limit theorem for the total spin).** Consider $\text{CM}_n(d)$ where the degree distribution satisfies Conditions 1.6(a)-(b), and has a strongly finite mean as in (5.3.1). For all $(\beta, B) \in \mathcal{U}^u$,

$$\frac{S_n - nM_n}{\sqrt{n}} \overset{d}{\to} Z \quad \text{as } n \to \infty,$$

where $\chi = \chi(\beta, B)$ is the susceptibility defined in (5.3.8) and $Z \sim \mathcal{N}(0, \chi)$ denotes a centered Gaussian random variable with variance $\chi$.

We note that the variance of the total spin in the central limit theorem is given by another important physical thermodynamic quantity, namely, the susceptibility. This is a general feature, as also outlined for the Curie-Weiss model in Theorem 5.3. Our proof will again highlight why this occurs more clearly. Theorem 5.32, together with the fact that the susceptibility $\chi(\beta, B)$ can be arbitrarily large by Theorem 5.21. Should the spins all be independent, we would have that $\text{Var}(S_n) = n[1 - M(\beta, B)^2]$:

**Exercise 5.30 (Variance spin variables).** Prove that $\lim_{n \to \infty} \text{Var}(\sigma_i) = [1 - M(\beta, B)^2]$, and conclude that $\text{Var}(S_n) = n[1 - M(\beta, B)^2](1 + o(1))$ when the spins would all be independent.

We conclude that, particularly close to the critical point $(\beta_c, 0)$, the variance of the total spin for the Ising model on the configuration model is much larger than it would be for a sum of i.i.d. random variables. This is due to the strong interactions between spins, an effect that becomes more pronounced when $(\beta, B)$ approaches $(\beta_c, 0)$.

We follow the proof strategy for the convergence of the susceptibility in Theorem 5.3(c). This proof is remarkably simple and general. We consider the so-called cumulant generating functions of $S_n$, given by

$$c_n(t) = \frac{1}{n} \log \mu_{G_n} [\exp (tS_n)].$$

Taking the second derivative of (5.6.3) and evaluating it in zero gives $\text{Var}_{\mu_{G_n}} (S_n)/n$:
Exercise 5.31 (Moments and cumulant generating function). Prove that \( c'_n(0) = M_n(\beta, B) \) and \( c''_n(0) = \text{Var}_{\mu_{G_n}}(S_n)/n \).

The crucial argument in the proof of Theorem 5.32 will be to show the existence of these variances in the limit \( n \to \infty \). This in turn will be a consequence of the existence of the limit for the sequence \( (c_n(t))_{n \geq 1} \) and the sequence of its derivatives. The existence of the limit \( c(t) := \lim_{n \to \infty} c_n(t) \) is a simple consequence of the existence of the pressure. Let us now give some more details.

We give the proof for \( B \geq 0 \) only, the case \( B < 0 \) is handled similarly. The strategy of the proof is to show that the moment generating function of

\[
\bar{S}_n = \frac{S_n - nM_n(\beta, B)}{\sqrt{n}}.
\]

converges to the moment generating function of a Gaussian random variable with variance \( \chi(\beta, B) \) given in (5.3.8), i.e., for all \( t \in [0, \alpha) \) and some \( \alpha > 0 \),

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \mu_{G_n}(\exp(t\bar{S}_n)) = \exp\left(\chi(\beta, B)t^2/2\right).
\]

This can be done by expressing \( \mu_{G_n}(\exp(t\bar{S}_n)) \) in terms of the second derivative of the cumulant generating function \( c_n(t) \) defined in (5.6.3). A simple computation shows that

\[
\begin{align*}
 c'_n(t) &= \frac{1}{n} \frac{\mu_{G_n}(S_n \exp(tS_n))}{\mu_{G_n}(\exp(tS_n))} = \mu_{G_n(\beta,B+t)}\left(\frac{S_n}{n}\right),
\end{align*}
\]

where, in order to stress the dependence on the magnetic field, we used the symbol \( \mu_{G_n(\beta,B+t)}(\cdot) \) to denote the \( \mu_{G_n} \)-average in the presence of the field \( B + t \). Note that \( c'_n(0) = \frac{1}{n} \mu_{G_n}(S_n) = M_n(\beta, B) \) by Exercise 5.31. Further, again by Exercise 5.31,

\[
\begin{align*}
 c''_n(t) &= \text{Var}_{\mu_{G_n(\beta,B+t)}}\left(\frac{S_n}{n}\right).
\end{align*}
\]

By (5.3.8) in Theorem 5.10, as \( n \to \infty \),

\[
(5.6.8) \quad c''_n(0) = \chi_n(\beta, B) \to \chi(\beta, B).
\]

Let us take \( t > 0 \) and set \( t_n = t/\sqrt{n} \). Using the fact that \( c_n(0) = 0 \) and applying the Taylor’s theorem with Lagrange remainder, we obtain

\[
\log \mu_{G_n}(\exp(t\bar{S}_n)) = \log \mu_{G_n}\left(\exp\left(\frac{tS_n - tnM_n(\beta, B)}{\sqrt{n}}\right)\right)
= \log \left[\mu_{G_n}(\exp(t_nS_n))\right] - t\sqrt{n}M_n(\beta, B)
= n \left[ c_n(t_n) - t_n c'_n(0) \right] = n \frac{t_n^2}{2} c''_n(t^*_n) = \frac{t^2}{2} c''_n(t^*_n),
\]

for some \( t^*_n \in [0, t_n] \). In order to control the limiting behavior of \( c''_n(t^*_n) \), we exploit the following property of \( c_n(t) \):

Proposition 5.33 (Uniform convergence of second derivatives). Under the conditions of Theorem 5.32 and for \( B \geq 0 \), \( \lim_{n \to \infty} c''_n(t_n) = \chi(\beta, B) \) for all \( t \geq -B \).
Proof of Theorem 5.32. Proposition 5.33 immediately implies that
\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \log \mu_{G_n} \left( e^{t S_n} \right) = \frac{1}{2} \chi(\beta, B)t^2,
\]
which proves Theorem 5.32. □.

The remainder of this section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 5.33. It relies on the concavity of the functions $c_n(t)$ as stated in the following lemma:

**Lemma 5.34 (Concavity of magnetization).** For $B \geq 0$, $c_n'(t)$ is concave on $[0, \infty)$.

**Proof.** For $B \geq 0$, the concavity of $c_n'(t)$ on $[0, \infty)$ can be obtained by observing that this function is the magnetization per particle w.r.t. $\mu_{G_n}$ in presence of the magnetic field $B + t$, see (5.6.6), and then by applying the GHS inequality. Indeed, for $t \geq -B$, the GHS inequality (Lemma 5.5) implies that
\[
\frac{\partial^2}{\partial t^2} c_n'(t) = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^n \frac{\partial^2}{\partial B^2} \mu_{G_n(\beta, B+t)}(\sigma_i) \leq 0.
\]
We conclude that $c_n'(t)$ is concave on $[-B, \infty)$ for $B \geq 0$. □

The proof of Proposition 5.33 requires the following lemma that is proven by Ellis in [121, Lemma V.7.5]:

**Lemma 5.35.** Let $(f_n)_{n \geq 1}$ be a sequence of convex functions on an open interval $A$ of $\mathbb{R}$ such that $f(t) = \lim_{n \to \infty} f_n(t)$ exists for every $t \in A$. Let $(t_n)_{n \geq 1}$ be a sequence in $A$ which converges to a point $t_0 \in A$. If $f'_n(t_n)$ exists for every $n \geq 1$ and $f'(t_0)$ exists, then $\lim_{n \to \infty} f'_n(t_n)$ exists and equals $f'(t_0)$.

**Proof of Proposition 5.33.** In the following proof we use subscripts to denote the dependence on $\beta$ and $B$ of the functions $c_n(t)$ and $c(t)$. We first consider $B > 0$. According to Lemma 5.34, each function $c_{n, \beta, B}(t)$ is convex on the interval $[-B, \infty)$, which contains the origin in its interior since $B > 0$. We first prove that $c_{\beta, B}'(t) = \lim_{n \to \infty} (-c_{n, \beta, B}'(t))$ exists. By Hölder’s inequality, $t \mapsto c_{n, \beta, B}(t)$ is a convex function on $\mathbb{R}$ and by the existence of the pressure in Theorem 5.9, as $n \to \infty$,
\[
c_{n, \beta, B}(t) \longrightarrow c_{\beta, B}(t) = \psi(\beta, B + t) - \psi(\beta, B).
\]
For $B > 0$, the derivative $\frac{\partial}{\partial B} \psi(\beta, B_0)$ exists for all $B_0$ in some neighborhood of $B$. Hence there exists $\alpha > 0$ such that $c_{\beta, B}'(t) = \frac{\partial}{\partial B} \psi(\beta, B + t)$ exists for all $-\alpha < t < \alpha$. Now Lemma 5.35 implies that, as $n \to \infty$,
\[
c_{n, \beta, B}'(t) \longrightarrow c_{\beta, B}'(t) \quad \text{for all } -\alpha < t < \alpha.
\]
By (5.3.8) in Theorem 5.10, $\frac{\partial^2}{\partial B^2} \psi(\beta, B) = \chi(\beta, B)$, so that
\[
c_{\beta, B}''(0) = \frac{\partial^2}{\partial B^2} \psi(\beta, B) = \chi(\beta, B).
\]
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.33 for $B > 0$, because Lemma 5.35 implies that for any $0 \leq t_n < \alpha$ with $t_n \to 0$, as $n \to \infty$,
\[
c_{n, \beta, B}'(t_n) \longrightarrow -c_{\beta, B}''(0) = -\chi(\beta, B).
\]
The proof of Proposition 5.33 for $B > 0$ made use of the fact that all the functions $-c_{n,\beta,B}'(t)$ are convex on an interval that contains the origin in its interior. But for $B = 0$, $-c_{n,\beta,B}'(t)$ is convex on $[0, \infty)$ and by symmetry is concave on $(-\infty, 0]$. Hence the above proof must be modified. We fix $0 < \beta < \beta_c^{\text{qu}}$ and assume that $\chi(\beta, 0)$ is finite.

Since for $0 < \beta < \beta_c^{\text{qu}}$, $\frac{\partial}{\partial B} \psi(\beta, B)$ exists for all $B$ real, $c'_{\beta,0}(t) = \psi(\beta, t) - \psi(\beta, 0)$ is differentiable for all $t$ real. We define new functions

$$
(5.6.15) \quad h_n(t) = \begin{cases} 
-c_{n,\beta,0}'(t) & \text{for } t \geq 0, \\
-c_{n,\beta,0}''(0) \cdot t & \text{for } t < 0,
\end{cases} \quad h(t) = \begin{cases} 
-c_{\beta,0}'(t) & \text{for } t \geq 0, \\
-\chi(\beta, 0) \cdot t & \text{for } t < 0.
\end{cases}
$$

Then $h_n$ is continuous at 0 ($c'_{n,\beta,0}'(0) = M(\beta, 0) = 0$) and is convex on $\mathbb{R}$. By (5.6.8), $c''_{n,\beta,B}(0) \to \chi(\beta, B)$, and so $h_n(t) \to h(t)$ for all $t$ real. Since $\chi(\beta, 0)$ is assumed to be finite, $h'(0) = -c''_{\beta,0}(0) = -\chi(\beta, 0)$. Lemma 5.35 implies that, for any $t_n \geq 0$ with $t_n \to 0$, as $n \to \infty$,

$$
(5.6.16) \quad h'_n(t_n) = -c''_{n,\beta,0}(t_n) \to h'(0) = -\chi(\beta, 0).
$$

This proves Proposition 5.33 for $B = 0$ in the uniqueness regime. $\square$

5.7. Non-classical limit theorems for the critical total spin

In this section, we investigate non-classical limit theorems for the total spin at the critical point $(\beta, B) = (\beta_c, 0)$. While central limit theorems for the total spin as in Theorem 5.32 are quite robust, and hold in great generality, the behavior at the critical point depends sensitively on the precise setting. On random graphs, we will see that the critical behavior is sensitive to the level of inhomogeneity in the model, as described by the limiting degree distribution. We have already seen this effect in the critical exponents in Theorem 5.24, now we will investigate the critical behavior of the total spin. Unfortunately, such results cannot be derived easily, and we will go to another setting where such results can be obtained. We follow Dommers et al. [108] and Giardinà et al. [138].

This section is organised as follows. In Section 5.7.1, we investigate the annealed Ising model on rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs. In Section 5.7.1, we consider the configuration model, where results are more difficult and restricted to strong conditions on the degree distribution. One setting that can be handled completely is the setting of random regular graphs of arbitrary degree.

5.7.1. Annealed Ising model on rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs. In this section, we investigate the annealed Ising model on rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs. In these models, due to the fact that edges are present independently, the annealed partition function can be computed explicitly. We start by explaining that the quenched rank-1 inhomogeneous random graph also fits within the settings described so far.

Extension to rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs. As we explain in more detail in Section 5.8 below, the results in Sections 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6 apply more generally than only for the configuration model. Indeed, they hold when the random graph is homogeneously locally tree-like with a limiting distribution that has a finite $(1 + \varepsilon)$ moment. See Section 5.8 for more details. In particular, they apply to the rank-1 setting. Here, we focus on the generalized random graph $\text{GRG}_n(w)$, where the weight distribution satisfies
Condition 1.1(a)-(b). Note that the fact that the results in Sections 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6 apply here can also be deduced from the relation between CM$_n$($d$) and GRG$_n$($w$) in this case (recall Theorem 2.15).

In this case, it turns out that the quenched critical value is given by

\[ \beta^\text{qu}_{c} = \text{atanh}(1/\nu), \]

where \( \nu \) is defined in (2.3.4). Indeed, \( \nu \) plays the same role for GRG$_n$($w$) as \( \nu \) does for CM$_n$($d$). The major advantage of inhomogeneous random graphs is that the edge statuses are independent, while at the same time inhomogeneity is quite pronounced. Unfortunately, when studying the Ising model for a fixed random graph, i.e., in the quenched setting, we cannot profit from this independence. We next introduce the annealed measure of the Ising model on a random graph, where this independence can be used rather effectively.

**Annealed measure and thermodynamic quantities.** The annealed measure, as discussed in more detail in Section 5.1, arises by taking expectations on both sides of the ratio in (5.1.1), leading to

\[ \widetilde{\mu}_n(\vec{\sigma}) = \frac{\mathbb{E}_n(\exp[\beta \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \sigma_i \sigma_j + B \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i])}{\mathbb{E}_n[Z_n(\beta, B)]}, \]

where \( Z_n(\beta, B) \) is the partition function defined in (5.1.2). It will often be convenient to write \( \tilde{Z}_n(\beta, B) = \mathbb{E}_n[Z_n(\beta, B)] \). There is an obvious relation between the quenched partition function and the annealed one:

**Exercise 5.32 (Relation quenched and annealed pressures).** Prove that

\[ \tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \log(\mathbb{E}[Z_n(\beta, B)]) \leq \mathbb{E}[\tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B)] = \frac{1}{n} \mathbb{E}[\log Z_n(\beta, B)]. \]

We can interpret the annealed measure as corresponding to the stationary distribution corresponding to the Glauber dynamics on the set of spins is defined as a Markov chain \( \vec{\sigma}(t) \) on \( \{-1, +1\}^n \) where we choose \( j \in [n] \) uniformly at random, and let \( \vec{\sigma}(t+1) \) be \( \vec{\sigma}^j(t) \), but now with probability

\[ \max \left\{ \frac{\mathbb{E}_n[e^{-H(\vec{\sigma}^j(t))}]}{\mathbb{E}_n[e^{-H(\vec{\sigma}(t))}]}, 1 \right\}, \]

where the Hamiltonian \( H \) is defined in (5.1.24). Thus, instead of observing the graph at each time, the average over the random graphs is being taken.

The thermodynamic quantities with respect to the annealed measure can be defined in a similar way as in (5.1.9)–(5.1.10). For example, the annealed pressure is given by

\[ \tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \log(\mathbb{E}_n[Z_n(\beta, B)]) = \frac{1}{n} \log(\tilde{Z}_n(\beta, B)). \]

while the annealed magnetization is given by

\[ \tilde{M}_n(\beta, B) = \tilde{\mu}_n \left( \frac{S_n}{n} \right). \]
and the **annealed susceptibility** equals
\begin{equation}
\tilde{\chi}_n(\beta, B) := \frac{\partial}{\partial B} \tilde{M}_n(\beta, B) = \text{Var}_{\tilde{\mu}_n} \left( \frac{S_n}{\sqrt{n}} \right).
\end{equation}

It is not hard to see that the thermodynamic limits of the above objects exist. Also, there exists an **annealed critical point** denoted by $\beta_{an}$. In this section, we will write $\beta_{qu}$ for the quenched critical point that we have studied so far, so as to distinguish it from the annealed critical point $\beta_{an}$.

**Exercise 5.33 (Relation quenched and annealed pressures (cont.))**. Prove that when the thermodynamic limits of the pressure per particle $\tilde{\varphi}(\beta, B)$ and $\varphi(\beta, B)$ in the annealed and quenched settings both agree, that then $\tilde{\varphi}(\beta, B) \geq \varphi(\beta, B)$.

We briefly explain the thermodynamic limits in the annealed setting, as they will be relevant for our analysis of the critical behavior. The statement is that for all $0 \leq \beta < \infty$ and for all $B \in \mathbb{R}$, the annealed pressure exists in the thermodynamic limit $n \to \infty$ and is given by
\begin{equation}
\tilde{\psi}(\beta, B) := \lim_{n \to \infty} \tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B),
\end{equation}
and its value is
\begin{equation}
\tilde{\psi}(\beta, B) = \log 2 + \alpha(\beta)
+ \sup_z \left[ \mathbb{E} \left[ \log \cosh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W]}} W z + B \right) \right] - \frac{z^2}{2} \right],
\end{equation}
where $z^* = z^*(\beta, B)$ is the solution of the fixed-point equation
\begin{equation}
z = \mathbb{E} \left[ \tanh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W]}} W z + B \right) \right] \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W]}} W,
\end{equation}
with $W$ the limiting random variable defined in Condition 1.1(a)-(c). Further, for all $(\beta, B)$, the magnetization per vertex exists in the limit $n \to \infty$, i.e.,
\begin{equation}
\tilde{M}(\beta, B) := \lim_{n \to \infty} \tilde{M}_n(\beta, B).
\end{equation}
For $B \neq 0$ the limit value $\tilde{M}(\beta, B)$ equals $\tilde{M}(\beta, B) = \frac{\partial}{\partial B} \tilde{\psi}(\beta, B)$ and is given by
\begin{equation}
\tilde{M}(\beta, B) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \tanh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W]}} W z^* + B \right) \right],
\end{equation}
From this, it is not hard to verify that the **annealed critical inverse temperature** is
\begin{equation}
\beta_{an} = \text{asinh} \left( \frac{1}{\nu} \right),
\end{equation}
where we recall that $\nu$ is defined in (2.3.4). In particular, if $\nu > 1$, then $\beta_{an} < \beta_{qu}$. Thus, the annealed measure has a different critical point compared to the quenched measure, showing that the annealing has a rather dramatic effect.

The main result in this section concerns the scaling limit of the total spin at criticality. We aim to verify when the inhomogeneity in the vertex weights destroys the limit of $S_n/n^{3/4}$ as derived for the Curie-Weiss model in Theorem 5.8. The next theorem provides
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the correct scaling and the limit distribution of $S_n$ at criticality. For $\text{GRG}_n(w)$, we define the inverse temperature sequence

\begin{equation}
\beta_n = \text{asinh}(1/\nu_n),
\end{equation}

where

\begin{equation}
\nu_n = \frac{\mathbb{E}[W_n^2]}{\mathbb{E}[W_n]},
\end{equation}

so that $\beta_{c,n} \to \beta_c$ for $n \to \infty$. The main result in this section is the following:

**Theorem 5.36 (Non-classical limit theorem at criticality).** Consider the GRG$_n(w)$ where the weights $w$ satisfy Conditions 1.1(a)-(c), and let $\delta$ have the respective values stated in Theorem 5.24. Assume further that for $\tau \in (3,5)$, the weights $w = (w_i)_{i \in [n]}$ are chosen as in (1.3.16) with, for $w \geq c_W$,

(5.7.15) \[ 1 - F_w(w) = (c_W/w)^{\tau - 1}. \]

Then, there exists a random variable $X$ such that

\begin{equation}
\frac{S_n}{n^{\delta/(\delta+1)}} \xrightarrow{d} X, \quad \text{as } n \to \infty,
\end{equation}

where the convergence is w.r.t. the annealed measure $\tilde{\mu}_n$ at inverse temperature $\beta_n = \text{asinh}(1/\nu_n)$ and external field $B = 0$. The random variable $X$ has a density proportional to $\exp(-f(x))$ with

\begin{equation}
f(x) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{12} \frac{\mathbb{E}[W^4]}{\mathbb{E}[W]} x^4 & \text{when } \mathbb{E}[W^4] < \infty, \\
\sum_{i \geq 1} \left( \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{\tau - 2}{\tau - 1} x i^{-1/(\tau-1)} \right)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \frac{\tau - 2}{\tau - 1} x i^{-1/(\tau-1)} \right) \right) & \text{when } \tau \in (3,5).
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

We will see that in both the case where the fourth moment is finite as well as when it is infinite,

\begin{equation}
\lim_{x \to \infty} \frac{f(x)}{x^{1+\delta}} = C,
\end{equation}

with

\begin{equation}
C = \begin{cases} 
\frac{1}{12} \frac{\mathbb{E}[W^4]}{\mathbb{E}[W]} & \text{when } \mathbb{E}[W^4] < \infty, \\
\left( \frac{\tau - 2}{\tau - 1} \right)^{\tau - 1} \int_0^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{2} y^{-2/(\tau-1)} - \log \cosh y^{-1/(\tau-1)} \right) dy & \text{when } \tau \in (3,5).
\end{cases}
\end{equation}

This result extends the non-classical limit theorem for the Curie-Weiss model in Theorem 5.8 to the annealed GRG$_n(w)$. Theorem 5.36 again highlights the importance of the finiteness of the fourth moment of the weights, which in turn holds when the fourth moment of the degrees is finite. This has been a recurring feature within this chapter.

**Organisation of the proof of the non-classical limit theorem.** In the remainder of this section, we derive Theorem 5.36. The proof is divided into several steps. We start by cashing in on the independence of the edge statuses in order to explicitly compute the annealed partition function. After that, we will interpret the annealed partition function as the partition function corresponding to a certain inhomogeneous Curie-Weiss model, which will be the work horse of this section. In this inhomogeneous Curie-Weiss model, the underlying geometry is still the complete graph, but the coupling constants are different.
for every pair of vertices. Due to the approximate product structure of these coupling constants, we can adapt the Curie-Weiss arguments to this inhomogeneous setting.

**Annealed partition function.** We start by analyzing the average of the partition function for GRG_n(w). By remembering that the edge statuses (I_{ij})_{1 \leq i < j \leq n}, with I_{ij} the indicator that the edge between vertices i and j is present, are independent Bernoulli random variables with parameter \( p_{ij} = w_i w_j / (\ell_n + w_i w_j) \), we can compute

\[
\mathbb{E}_n (Z_n (\beta, B)) = \mathbb{E}_n \left( \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1, 1\}^n} \exp \left[ \beta \sum_{i < j} I_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j + B \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i \right] \right)
\]

\[
= \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1, 1\}^n} e^{B \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i} \mathbb{E}_n \left( e^{\beta \sum_{i < j} I_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j} \right)
\]

\[
= \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1, 1\}^n} e^{B \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i} \prod_{i < j} (e^{\beta \sigma_i \sigma_j} p_{ij} + (1 - p_{ij}))
\]

We rewrite

\[
e^{\beta \sigma_i \sigma_j} p_{ij} + (1 - p_{ij}) = C_{ij} e^{\beta \sigma_i \sigma_j},
\]

where \( \beta_{ij} \) and \( C_{ij} \) are chosen such that

\[
e^{-\beta} p_{ij} + (1 - p_{ij}) = C_{ij} e^{-\beta_{ij}}, \quad \text{and} \quad e^{\beta} p_{ij} + (1 - p_{ij}) = C_{ij} e^{\beta_{ij}}.
\]

Now, by adding and dividing the two equations of the system above, we get

\[
C_{ij} \cosh (\beta_{ij}) = p_{ij} \cosh (\beta) + (1 - p_{ij}), \quad \beta_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \log \frac{e^{\beta} p_{ij} + (1 - p_{ij})}{e^{-\beta} p_{ij} + (1 - p_{ij})}.
\]

Then, using the symmetry \( \beta_{ij} = \beta_{ji} \) we arrive at

\[
\mathbb{E}_n (Z_n (\beta, B)) = \prod_{i < j} C_{ij} \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1, 1\}^n} e^{B \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i} e^{\beta \sum_{i < j} \beta_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j}
\]

\[
= G(\beta) \sum_{\vec{\sigma} \in \{-1, 1\}^n} e^{B \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i} e^{\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i < j} \beta_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j},
\]

where \( G(\beta) = \prod_{i < j} C_{ij} \prod_{i \in [n]} e^{-\beta_{ii}/2} \) and we write \( p_{ii} = w_i^2 / (\ell_n + w_i^2) \). This is the starting point of our analysis. We can recognize the right hand side as the partition function of an inhomogeneous Ising model on the complete graph, where the coupling constant between vertices i and j is equal to \( \beta_{ij} \). In the next step, we analyze this partition function in detail.

**Towards an inhomogeneous Curie-Weiss model.** We continue by showing that \( \beta_{ij} \) is close to factorizing into a contribution due to i and to j. For this, by a Taylor expansion of \( x \mapsto \log(1 + x) \),

\[
\beta_{ij} = \frac{1}{2} \log \left( 1 + p_{ij} (e^{\beta} - 1) \right) - \frac{1}{2} \log \left( 1 + p_{ij} (e^{-\beta} - 1) \right)
\]

\[
= \frac{1}{2} p_{ij} (e^{\beta} - 1) - \frac{1}{2} p_{ij} (e^{-\beta} - 1) + O(p_{ij}^2) = \sinh(\beta) p_{ij} + O(p_{ij}^2).
\]
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Then,
\[ (5.7.24) \, \mathbb{E}_n (Z_n(\beta, B)) = G(\beta) \sum_{\sigma \in \{-1, +1\}^n} e^{B \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i} e^{\frac{1}{2} \sinh(\beta) \sum_{i,j \in [n]} p_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j + O\left(\sum_{i,j \in [n]} w_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j\right)} \]

To control the error in the exponent, we use \( p_{ij} \leq w_i w_j / \ell_n \) and the assumptions in Condition 1.1(a)-(c), to obtain
\[
\left| \sum_{i,j \in [n]} p_{ij}^2 \sigma_i \sigma_j \right| \leq \sum_{i,j \in [n]} \left( \frac{w_i w_j}{\ell_n} \right)^2 = \left( \frac{\sum_{i \in [n]} w_i^2}{\ell_n} \right) = o(n). \]

Then,
\[
\mathbb{E}_n (Z_n(\beta, B)) = G(\beta) e^{o(n)} \sum_{\sigma \in \{-1, +1\}^n} e^{B \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i} e^{\frac{1}{2} \sinh(\beta) \sum_{i,j \in [n]} \frac{w_i w_j}{\ell_n} \sigma_i \sigma_j - \frac{1}{2} \sinh(\beta) \left( \sum_{i \in [n]} w_i \sigma_i \right)^2}.
\]

When \( w_i \equiv w \) for all \( i \), so that \( GRG_n(w) \) is the Erdős-Rényi random graph, we retrieve the Curie-Weiss model at inverse temperature \( \beta' = \sinh(\beta) w \). In our inhomogeneous setting, we obtain an inhomogeneous Curie-Weiss model that we will analyze next.

**Analysis of the inhomogeneous Curie-Weiss model.** We use the Hubbard-Stratonovich identity, i.e., we write \( e^{t^2 / 2} = \mathbb{E}[e^{tZ}] \), with \( Z \) standard Gaussian. Then, we find
\[
\mathbb{E}_n (Z_n(\beta, B)) = G(\beta) e^{o(n)} \sum_{\sigma \in \{-1, +1\}^n} e^{B \sum_{i \in [n]} \sigma_i} \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\ell_n} \left( \sum_{i \in [n]} w_i \sigma_i \right) Z} \right]
\]
\[
= G(\beta) e^{o(n)} 2^n \mathbb{E} \left[ \prod_{i=1}^n \cosh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\ell_n} w_i Z + B} \right) \right]
\]
\[
= G(\beta) e^{o(n)} 2^n \mathbb{E} \left[ \exp \left\{ \sum_{i=1}^n \log \cosh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\ell_n} w_i Z + B} \right) \right\} \right].
\]

We rewrite the sum in the exponential, using the fact that \( W_n = w_{I_n} \), where we recall that \( I_n \) is a uniform vertex in \([n]\), to obtain
\[ (5.7.25) \]
\[
\mathbb{E}_n (Z_n(\beta, B)) = G(\beta) e^{o(n)} 2^n \mathbb{E} \left[ \exp \left\{ n \mathbb{E} \left[ \log \cosh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{n \mathbb{E}[W_n]} W_n Z + B} \right) \right] \right\} \right]
\]
\[
= G(\beta) e^{o(n)} 2^n \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{nF_n \left( \frac{2}{\pi} \right)} \right],
\]
where
\[ (5.7.26) \]
\[
F_n(z) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \log \cosh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W_n]} W_n z + B} \right) \right],
\]
and the expectation in \( (5.7.26) \) is only with respect to the random variable \( W_n \). The rewrite in \( (5.7.25) \) is highly similar as the one for the Curie-Weiss model in \( (5.2.11) \), and we will use similar techniques to estimate it.
We continue by analyzing $F_n(z)$. We claim that, uniformly for $|z| \leq a$ and any $a < \infty$,
\begin{equation}
\sup_{|z| \leq a} |F_n(z) - F(z)| = o(1),
\end{equation}
where
\[
F(z) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \log \cosh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W]}} W z + B \right) \right].
\]
To see (5.7.27), we note that $F_n(z) \to F(z)$ for every $z$ fixed by Condition 1.1(a)-(c), and the fact that $\log \cosh(x) \leq |x|$. Further,
\[
|F'_n(z)| = \frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W_n]} \mathbb{E} \left[ \tanh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W_n]}} W_n z + B \right) W_n \right] \leq \sinh(\beta),
\]
since $|\tanh(x)| \leq 1$ for all $x$, so that $|F'_n(z)|$ is uniformly bounded in $n$ and $z$. Therefore, $(F_n)_{n \geq 1}$ forms a uniformly equicontinuous family of functions, so that (5.7.27) follows from Arzelà-Ascoli. Since $F_n(z) \leq \sinh(\beta)|z|$, it further follows that, for $a > 4 \sinh(\beta)$,
\[
\mathbb{E} \left[ e^{nF_n \left( \frac{z}{\sqrt{n}} \right)} \mathbbm{1}_{\{|z| > a\sqrt{n}\}} \right] \leq \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\sqrt{n} \sinh(\beta)|Z|} \mathbbm{1}_{\{|Z| > a\sqrt{n}\}} \right] = 2\mathbb{E} \left[ e^{\sqrt{n} \sinh(\beta)Z} \mathbbm{1}_{\{|Z| > a\sqrt{n}\}} \right] = \frac{2}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{a\sqrt{n}}^{\infty} e^{\sqrt{n} \sinh(\beta)z} e^{-z^2/2} dz \leq e^{a \sinh(\beta)n} \frac{1}{4},
\]
which, for $a$ sufficiently large, is negligible compared to $\mathbb{E} \left[ e^{nF_n(Z/\sqrt{n})} \mathbbm{1}_{\{|Z| \leq a\sqrt{n}\}} \right]$. We conclude that
\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}_n (Z_n (\beta, B)) = G(\beta) e^{o(n)} 2^n \mathbb{E} \left[ e^{nF \left( \frac{z}{\sqrt{n}} \right)} \right].
\end{equation}

**A large deviation analysis.** The expectation in (5.7.28) is an expectation of an exponential functional, to which we apply large deviation machinery. The Gaussian variable $Z/\sqrt{n}$ satisfies a large deviation principle with rate function $I(z) = z^2/2$ and speed $n$, because $Z/\sqrt{n} \overset{d}{=} \frac{1}{n} (Z_1 + \ldots + Z_n)$, where $(Z_i)_{i \in [n]}$ are i.i.d. standard Gaussian variables.\footnote{Alternatively, we can also write the expectation on the right hand side of (5.7.28) as an explicit integral with respect to the density of $Z$.}

Using Varadhan’s Lemma and the fact that $z \mapsto F(z)$ is continuous, we calculate the thermodynamic limit of the pressure as
\begin{equation}
\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \log \mathbb{E}_n (Z_n (\beta, B)) = \log 2 + \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \log G(\beta) + \sup_z [F(z) - I(z)]
\end{equation}
\[
= \log 2 + \alpha(\beta)
\]
\[
+ \sup_z \left[ \mathbb{E} \left[ \log \cosh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W]}} W z + B \right) \right] - \frac{z^2}{2} \right],
\]
where $\alpha(\beta) = \lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \log G(\beta)$. The equation that defines the supremum is

$$\frac{z}{z^*} = z^*(\beta, B) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \tanh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W]} W z^* + B} \right) \sqrt{\frac{\sinh(\beta)}{\mathbb{E}[W]} W} \right].$$

This equation is an inhomogeneous version of the fixed point equation for the Curie-Weiss model (recall (5.2.15)). As a result, many properties can be deduced from this point onwards, such as the critical temperature, the thermodynamic limits of the magnetization, internal energy and susceptibility, as well as the critical exponents. Interestingly, even though the critical value has changed due to the annealing (recall the annealed critical value in (5.7.12) and compare it to the quenched one in (5.7.1)), it turns out that the critical exponents remain the same. This is a strong form of universality.

We leave the derivation of the critical value as an exercise:

**Exercise 5.34 (Annealed critical value).** Prove that $\beta_{\text{an}}^c = \text{asinh}(1/\nu)$ using (5.7.29) and (5.7.30).

### Non-classical limit theorems at criticality: proof of Theorem 5.36.

We now prove the non-classical limit theorem in Theorem 5.36. For this, we follow the strategy of the proof for the Curie-Weiss model in Theorem 5.8. It suffices to prove that, for any real number $r$,

$$\lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E}_{\tilde{\mu}_n} \left[ e^{rS_n/n^\delta/(\delta+1)} \right] = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp \left( rz - f(z) \right) dz}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} \exp \left( -f(z) \right) dz}.$$

As observed above, the measure $\tilde{\mu}_n$ is approximately equal to the inhomogeneous Curie-Weiss measure

$$\tilde{\mu}_n^{(\text{CW})}(g) = \frac{1}{\tilde{Z}_n^{(\text{CW})}} \sum_{\tilde{\sigma} \in \{-1,+1\}^n} g(\tilde{\sigma}) e^{\frac{1}{2} \sinh(\beta) \sum_{i,j} w_i w_j \sigma_i \sigma_j}$$

(5.7.32)

$$= \frac{1}{\tilde{Z}_n^{(\text{CW})}} \sum_{\tilde{\sigma} \in \{-1,+1\}^n} g(\tilde{\sigma}) e^{\frac{1}{2} \text{asinh}(\beta) \sum_{i} w_i \sigma_i}.$$ 

where $g(\tilde{\sigma})$ is any bounded function defined in $\{-1,+1\}^n$ and $\tilde{Z}_n^{(\text{CW})}$ is the associated normalization factor, i.e.,

$$\tilde{Z}_n^{(\text{CW})} = \sum_{\tilde{\sigma} \in \{-1,+1\}^n} e^{\frac{1}{2} \text{asinh}(\beta) \sum_{i} w_i \sigma_i}.$$

We first prove the theorem for this measure $\tilde{\mu}_n^{(\text{CW})}$, which we call a rank-1 inhomogeneous Curie-Weiss model, with $\beta$ replaced with $\text{asinh}(\beta)$. Below, we write $\mathbb{E}_{\tilde{\mu}_n}^{(\text{CW})}$ for the expectation with respect to $\tilde{\mu}_n^{(\text{CW})}$.

**Remaining steps in the proof of Theorem 5.36 for the rank-1 inhomogeneous Curie-Weiss model.** For this, we use the Hubbard-Stratonovich identity to rewrite $\mathbb{E}_{\tilde{\mu}_n}^{(\text{CW})} \left[ e^{rS_n/n^\delta} \right]$ as a fraction of two integrals of an exponential function in Lemma 5.37. We next split the analysis into the cases $\mathbb{E}[W^4] < \infty$ and $\tau \in (3,5)$. For both these cases we analyze the exponents in the integrals and use Taylor expansions to show that they converge in Lemmas 5.38 and 5.40, respectively. We then use dominated convergence to show that the integrals also converge in Lemmas 5.39 and 5.41, respectively. The tail
behavior of \( f(x) \) for \( \tau \in (3, 5) \) is analyzed in Lemma 5.42. Combining these results we conclude the proof of Theorem 5.36.

**Rewrite of the moment generating function.** To ease the notation we first rescale \( S_n \) by \( n^\lambda \) and later set \( \lambda = \delta/(\delta + 1) \). We rewrite \( \mathbb{E}^{(\text{CW})}_{\mu_n}[e^{rS_n/n^\lambda}] \) in the following lemma:

**Lemma 5.37 (Moment generating function of \( S_n/n^\lambda \)).** For \( B = 0 \),

\[
E^{(\text{CW})}_{\mu_n}[e^{rS_n/n^\lambda}] = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-nG_n(z;r)} dz \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-nG_n(z;0)} dz,
\]

where

\[
G_n(z;r) = \frac{1}{2} z^2 - \mathbb{E}\left[ \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta)W_n z + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) \right], \quad \text{with} \quad \alpha_n(\beta) = \sqrt{\frac{\sinh\beta}{\mathbb{E}[W_n]}}.
\]

**Proof.** We use the Hubbard-Stratonovich identity, i.e., we write \( e^{qS_n/n^\lambda} \) for \( q \in \mathbb{R} \), and later set \( \lambda = \delta/(\delta + 1) \), to obtain

\[
\tilde{Z}_n^{(\text{CW})} \mathbb{E}^{(\text{CW})}_{\mu_n}[e^{rS_n/n^\lambda}] = 2^n \mathbb{E}\left[ \exp \left\{ n \mathbb{E} \left[ \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta)W_n \frac{z}{n^\lambda} + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) \right] \mathbb{E}[Z] \right\} \right]
\]

\[
= \frac{2^n}{\sqrt{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-z^2/2} \mathbb{E}\left[ \exp \left\{ n \mathbb{E} \left[ \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta)W_n \frac{z}{n^\lambda} + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) \right] \mathbb{E}[Z] \right\} \right] dz.
\]

By substituting \( z/\sqrt{n} \) for \( z \), we get

\[
\tilde{Z}_n^{(\text{CW})} \mathbb{E}^{(\text{CW})}_{\mu_n}[e^{rS_n/n^\lambda}] = 2^n \sqrt{\frac{n}{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-n(z^2/2)} \exp \left\{ n \mathbb{E} \left[ \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta)W_n \frac{z}{\sqrt{n}} + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) \right] \right\} dz
\]

\[
= 2^n \sqrt{\frac{n}{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-nG_n(z;r)} dz.
\]

In a similar way we can rewrite

\[
\tilde{Z}_n^{(\text{CW})} = 2^n \sqrt{\frac{n}{2\pi}} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-nG_n(z;0)} dz,
\]

so that the lemma follows. \( \square \)
Convergence for $E[W^4] < \infty$. We next analyze the asymptotics of the function $z \mapsto G_n(z; r)$:

**Lemma 5.38** (Asymptotics of $G_n$ for $E[W^4] < \infty$). For $\beta = \beta_n = \sinh(1/\nu_n)$, $B = 0$ and $E[W^4] < \infty$,

\[
(5.7.40) \quad \lim_{n \to \infty} nG_n(z/n^{1/4}; r) = -zr\sqrt{\frac{E[W]}{\nu}} + \frac{1}{12} \frac{E[W^4]}{E[W^2]^2} z^4.
\]

**Proof.** Taylor expanding $\log \cosh(z)$ around $x = 0$ gives that

\[
(5.7.41) \quad \log \cosh(x) = \frac{x^2}{2} - \frac{1}{12} x^4 + O(x^6).
\]

We want to use this to analyze $nG_n(z/n^{1/4}; r)$ and hence need to analyze the second, fourth and sixth moment of $\sqrt{\frac{\sinh(z_n)}{E[W]}} W_n z_n^{1/4} + \frac{r_n}{n^{1/4}}$.

The second moment equals, using that $\lambda = \delta/(\delta + 1) = 3/4$,

\[
E\left[\left(\alpha_n(\beta_n) W_n z_n^{1/4} + \frac{r_n}{n^{1/4}}\right)^2\right] = \sinh(\beta_n) \nu_n \frac{z_n^2}{\sqrt{n}} + 2\sqrt{\sinh(\beta_n) E[W]} \frac{zr_n}{n} + \frac{r_n^2}{n^6/4}
\]

\[
(5.7.42) \quad = \frac{z_n^2}{\sqrt{n}} + 2\frac{zr_n}{n} \sqrt{\frac{E[W_n]}{\nu_n}} + o(1/n),
\]

where we have used that $\sinh(\beta_n) = 1/\nu_n$ in the second equality.

For the fourth moment we use that by assumption the first four moments of $W_n$ are $O(1)$. Hence, for all $r$,

\[
E\left[\left(\alpha_n(\beta_n) W_n z_n^{1/4} + \frac{r_n}{n^{1/4}}\right)^4\right] = \sinh^2(\beta_n) \frac{E[W^4]}{E[W^2]^2} \frac{z_n^4}{n} + O\left(\frac{1}{n^{3/4+\lambda}} + \frac{1}{n^{2/4+2\lambda}} + \frac{1}{n^{1/4+3\lambda}} + \frac{1}{n^{4\lambda}}\right)
\]

\[
(5.7.43) \quad = \frac{E[W^4]}{E[W^2]^2} \frac{z_n^4}{n} + o\left(\frac{1}{n}\right).
\]

For the sixth moment, we have to be a bit more careful since $E[W^6]$ is potentially infinite. We can, however, use that

\[
(5.7.44) \quad E[W^6] = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i^6 \leq (\max_{i=1} w_i)^2 \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i^4 = (\max_{i} w_i)^2 E[W^4].
\]

Note that $\max_{i=1} w_i = o(n^{1/4})$ when $W_n \xrightarrow{d} W$ and $E[W^4] \to E[W^4] < \infty$. Hence,

\[
(5.7.45) \quad \mathbb{E}\left[\left(\alpha_n(\beta_n) W_n z_n^{1/4} + \frac{r_n}{n^{1/4}}\right)^6\right] = \frac{\sinh^3(\beta_n) E[W^6]}{E[W^2]^3} \frac{z_n^6}{n^{6/4}} = \frac{o(n^{1/2} E[W^4]) z_n^6}{n^{6/4}} = o\left(\frac{1}{n}\right).
\]

In a similar way, it can be shown that

\[
(5.7.46) \quad \mathbb{E}\left[\left(\alpha_n(\beta_n) W_n z_n^{1/4} + \frac{r_n}{n^{1/4}}\right)^6\right] = o\left(\frac{1}{n}\right).
\]
Putting everything together and using that the first four moments of $W_n$ converge by assumption, we finally arrive at

$$
\lim_{n \to \infty} nG_n(z/n^{1/4}; r) = \lim_{n \to \infty} \left( \frac{\sqrt{n}}{2} z^2 - nE \left[ \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n)W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) \right] \right)
$$

$$
(5.7.52)
$$

$$
= -zr \sqrt{\frac{\mathbb{E}[W]}{\nu}} + \frac{1}{12} \frac{\mathbb{E}[W^4]}{\mathbb{E}[W^2]} z^4.
$$

(5.7.53)

From Lemma 5.38 it also follows that the integral converges as we show next:

**Lemma 5.39 (Convergence of the integral for $\mathbb{E}[W^4] < \infty$).** For $\beta = \beta_n = \text{asinh}(1/\nu_n)$, $B = 0$ and $\mathbb{E}[W^4] < \infty$,

$$
\lim_{n \to \infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-nG_n(z/n^{1/4}; r)} dz = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{zr \sqrt{\mathbb{E}[W]} - \frac{1}{12} \frac{\mathbb{E}[W^4]}{\mathbb{E}[W^2]} z^4} dz.
$$

**Proof.** We prove this lemma using dominated convergence. Hence, we need to find a lower bound on $nG_n(z/n^{1/4}; r)$. We first rewrite this function by using that

$$
\mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \alpha_n(\beta_n)^2 W_n^2 \left( \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right)^2 \right] = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right)^2.
$$

Hence,

$$
G_n(z/n^{1/4}; r) = \mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \alpha_n(\beta_n)^2 W_n^2 \left( \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n)W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) \right]
$$

$$
= \mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n)W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n)W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right) \right]
$$

$$
- \mathbb{E} \left[ \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n)W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) - \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n)W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right) \right].
$$

(5.7.50)

Since

$$
\frac{d^2}{dx^2} \left( \frac{1}{2} x^2 - \log \cosh x \right) = 1 - (1 - \tanh^2(x)) = \tanh^2(x) \geq 0,
$$

the function $\frac{1}{2} x^2 - \log \cosh x$ is convex and we can use Jensen’s inequality to bound

$$
\mathbb{E} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n,c)n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n,c)n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right) \right]
$$

$$
\geq \frac{1}{2} \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n,c)n \mathbb{E}[W_n] \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n,c)n \mathbb{E}[W_n] \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right)
$$

$$
= \frac{1}{2} \left( \sqrt{\frac{\mathbb{E}[W_n]}{\nu_n}} \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \sqrt{\frac{\mathbb{E}[W_n]}{\nu_n}} \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right).
$$

(5.7.52)

As observed by Ellis in the proof of [121, Theorem V.9.5], there exist positive constants $A$ and $\varepsilon$ so that

$$
\frac{1}{2} x^2 - \log \cosh x \geq d(x) := \begin{cases} 
\varepsilon x^4, & \text{for } |x| \leq A, \\
\varepsilon x^2, & \text{for } |x| > A.
\end{cases}
$$

(5.7.53)

To bound the second term in (5.7.50), we can use the Taylor expansion

$$
\log \cosh(a + x) = \log \cosh(a) + \tanh(\xi) x,
$$

(5.7.54)
for some $\xi \in (a, a + x)$, and that $|\tanh(\xi)| \leq |\xi| \leq |a| + |x|$ to obtain
\[
E \left[ \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_{c,n}) W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) - \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_{c,n}) W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right) \right]
\leq E \left[ \left| \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_{c,n}) W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) - \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_{c,n}) W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right) \right| \right]
\leq E \left[ \left( \alpha_n(\beta_{c,n}) W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right) \left| \frac{|r|}{n^\lambda} \right| \right] = \alpha_n(\beta_{c,n}) E[W_n] \frac{|zr|}{n^{1/4 + \lambda}} + \frac{r^2}{n^{2\lambda}}.
\]

(5.7.55)
\[
= \sqrt{\frac{E[W_n]}{\nu_n}} \frac{|zr|}{n} + \frac{r^2}{n^{3/2}}.
\]

Hence,
\[
e^{-nG_n(z/n^{1/4}, r)} \leq \exp \left\{ \sqrt{\frac{E[W_n]}{\nu_n}} |zr| + \frac{r^2}{n^{1/2}} - n d \left( \sqrt{\frac{E[W_n]}{\nu_n}} \frac{z}{n^{1/4}} \right) \right\},
\]

which can be used as a dominating function. Hence, we need to prove that the integral of this function over $z \in \mathbb{R}$ is uniformly bounded, which we leave as an exercise:

**Exercise 5.35** (Using dominated convergence). Use the dominated convergence theorem to prove that the integral in (5.7.47) converges.

Together with the pointwise convergence proved in Lemma 5.38, Exercise 5.35 proves Lemma 5.39.

**Convergence for $\tau \in (3, 5)$**. We next analyze $G_n(z; r)$ for $\tau \in (3, 5)$. Recall that we assume that the weights $w = (w_i)_{i \in [n]}$ are chosen as in (1.3.16).

**Lemma 5.40** (Asymptotics of $G_n$ for $\tau \in (3, 5)$). Assume that the weights $w = (w_i)_{i \in [n]}$ are chosen as in (1.3.16), for some $F$ having finite second moment. For $\beta = \beta_n = \text{asinh}(1/\nu_n)$, $B = 0$ and $\tau \in (3, 5)$,
\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} nG_n(z/n^{1/(\tau-1)}; r) = -zr \sqrt{\frac{E[W_n]}{\nu}} + f \left( \sqrt{\frac{E[W_n]}{\nu}} z \right),
\]

where $f(z)$ is defined in (5.7.17).

**Proof**. Define the function
\[
g(w, z) = \frac{1}{2} (\alpha_n(\beta_n) wz)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n) wz \right),
\]
so that we can rewrite, in a similar way as in (5.7.50),
\[
nG_n \left( z/n^{1/(\tau-1)}; r \right) = nE \left[ g(W_n, z/n^{1/(\tau-1)}) \right]
\]
(5.7.59)
\[
- nE \left[ \log \cosh \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{E[W_n^2]}} W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/(\tau-1)}} + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) - \log \cosh \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{E[W_n^2]}} W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/(\tau-1)}} \right) \right].
\]

By the definition of $W_n$, we can rewrite
\[
E \left[ g(W_n, z/n^{1/(\tau-1)}) \right] = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i=1}^{n} g(w_i, z/n^{1/(\tau-1)}).
\]

(5.7.60)
With the deterministic choice of the weights as in (1.3.16), and assuming that (5.7.15) holds so that \( w_i = c_w(n/i)^{1/(\tau - 1)} \) for some constant \( c_w \),

\[
g(w_i, z/n^{1/(\tau - 1)}) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n) \frac{w_i z}{n^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \alpha_n(\beta_n) \frac{w_i z}{n^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right)
\]

(5.7.61)

\[
= \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mathbb{E}[W^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{i^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mathbb{E}[W^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{i^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right).
\]

From this it clearly follows that, for all \( i \geq 1 \),

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} g(w_i, z/n^{1/(\tau - 1)}) = \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mathbb{E}[W^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{i^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mathbb{E}[W^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{i^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right).
\]

(5.7.62)

It remains to show that also the sum converges, which we do using dominated convergence. For this, we use a Taylor expansion of \( \log \cosh(x) \) about \( x = 0 \) up to the fourth order

\[
\log \cosh(x) = \frac{x^2}{2} + (-2 + 2 \tanh^2(\xi) + 6 \tanh^2(\xi)(1 - \tanh^2(\xi))) \frac{x^4}{4!} \geq \frac{x^2}{2} - \frac{x^4}{12},
\]

for some \( \xi \in (0, x) \). Hence,

\[
g(w_i, z/n^{1/(\tau - 1)}) \leq \frac{1}{12} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mathbb{E}[W^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{i^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right)^4 = \frac{1}{12} \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}[W^2] + o(1)} \frac{(c_w z)^4}{i^{4/(\tau - 1)}}.
\]

(5.7.64)

Since \( \tau \in (3, 5) \), it holds that \( 4/((\tau - 1)) > 1 \), so that

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \sum_{i=1}^{n} \frac{1}{12} \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}[W^2] + o(1)} \frac{(c_w z)^4}{i^{4/(\tau - 1)}} < \infty.
\]

(5.7.65)

We conclude that

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \sum_{i=1}^{n} g(w_i, z/n^{1/(\tau - 1)}) = \sum_{i=1}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mathbb{E}[W^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{i^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right)^2 - \log \cosh \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{\mathbb{E}[W^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{i^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right) \right)
\]

(5.7.66)

\[
= f \left( \sqrt{\frac{\mathbb{E}[W]}{\nu}} z \right),
\]

where in the last equality we have used that \( \mathbb{E}[W_n] \to \mathbb{E}[W] = c_w (\tau - 1)/((\tau - 2)). \)

To analyze the second term in (5.7.59), we can use the Taylor expansions

\[
\log \cosh(a + x) = \log \cosh(a) + \tanh(a)x + (1 - \tanh^2(\xi))x^2
\]

(5.7.67)

\[
= \log \cosh(a) + (a - \tanh(\zeta)(1 - \tanh^2(\zeta))a^2)x + (1 - \tanh^2(\xi))x^2,
\]
for some $\xi \in (a, a + x)$ and $\zeta \in (0, a)$. This gives
\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \frac{n}{\nu_n} \log \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{E[W_n^2]}} W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/(\tau - 1)}} + \frac{r}{n^\lambda} \right) = \log \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{E[W_n^2]}} W_n \frac{z}{n^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right)
\]
\[
= n \sqrt{\frac{E[W_n^2]}{\nu_n}} \frac{z}{n^{1/(\tau - 1)} - \frac{r}{n^\lambda}} - n \exp \left[ \tanh \left( 1 - \tanh^2 \left( \frac{z}{\nu_n} \right) \right) \right] W_n \frac{z^2}{\nu_n} \frac{r}{n^\lambda}
\]
\[
\quad + n \exp \left[ 1 - \tanh^2 \left( \frac{z}{\nu_n} \right) \right] \frac{r^2}{n^{2\lambda}}
\]
(5.7.68)
\[
= \sqrt{\frac{E[W_n^2]}{\nu_n}} z r + o(1),
\]
where the last equality follows from $\lambda = (\tau - 2)/(\tau - 1)$ and $\tau \in (3, 5)$. \qed

Again it follows that also the integral converges:

**Lemma 5.41 (Convergence of the integral for $\tau \in (3, 5)$).** For $\beta = \beta_{c,n}$, $B = 0$ and $\tau \in (3, 5)$,
\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-nG_n(z/n^{1/(\tau - 1)})} dz = \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-zr} \sqrt{\frac{\nu_n}{E[W_n^2]}} f \left( \sqrt{\frac{\nu_n}{E[W_n^2]}} z \right) dz.
\]
(5.7.69)

**Proof.** We again start from the rewrite of $G_n$ in (5.7.50). As before, (5.7.70)
\[
n \mathbb{E}[g(W_n, z/n^{1/(\tau - 1)})] = \sum_{i=1}^{n} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{E[W_n^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{y^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right)^2 - \log \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{E[W_n^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{y^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right) \right],
\]
where it is easy to see that the summands are positive and decreasing in $i$. Hence,
(5.7.71)
\[
n \mathbb{E}[g(W_n, z/n^{1/(\tau - 1)})] \geq \int_{1}^{n} \left[ \frac{1}{2} \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{E[W_n^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{y^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right)^2 - \log \left( \frac{1}{\sqrt{E[W_n^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{y^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right) \right] dy.
\]

We aim use (5.7.53), for which we can split the integral in the region where $\frac{1}{\sqrt{E[W_n^2]}} \frac{c_w z}{y^{1/(\tau - 1)}}$ is bigger or smaller than $A$. We omit further details. Together with the pointwise convergence in the previous lemma, this proves this lemma for $r = 0$. For $r \neq 0$, the proof can be adapted as for the case $E[W_n^4] < \infty$. \qed

We next analyze the large $x$ behavior of $f(x)$ arising in the density of the limiting random variable:

**Lemma 5.42 (Asymptotics of $f$ for $\tau \in (3, 5)$).** For $\tau \in (3, 5)$,
\[
\lim_{x \to \infty} x^{1/(\tau - 1)} f(x) = \left( \frac{\tau - 2}{\tau - 1} \right)^{\tau - 1} \int_{0}^{\infty} \left( \frac{1}{2y^{2/(\tau - 1)}} - \log \cosh \frac{1}{y^{1/(\tau - 1)}} \right) dy < \infty.
\]
(5.7.72)

**Proof.** We first prove that the integral is finite. For this, define
(5.7.73)
\[
h(y) = \frac{1}{2} y^2 - \log \cosh y,
\]
so that \( h(y) \geq 0 \). Then,

\[
\int_0^\infty \left( \frac{1}{2y^{2/(\tau-1)}} - \log \cosh \frac{1}{y^{1/(\tau-1)}} \right) dy = \int_0^\infty h \left( \frac{1}{y^{1/(\tau-1)}} \right) dy.
\]

Since \( \log \cosh y \geq 0 \), we have \( h(y) \leq \frac{1}{2} y^2 \), and hence

\[
h \left( \frac{1}{y^{1/(\tau-1)}} \right) \leq \frac{1}{2 y^{2/(\tau-1)}}.
\]

This is integrable for \( y \to 0 \), because \( 2/(\tau-1) < 1 \) for \( \tau \in (3, 5) \).

Using (5.7.63), for \( y \) large,

\[
h \left( \frac{1}{y^{1/(\tau-1)}} \right) \leq \frac{1}{12 y^{4/(\tau-1)}}.
\]

This is integrable for \( y \to \infty \), because \( 4/(\tau-1) > 1 \) for \( \tau \in (3, 5) \).

To prove that \( f(x)/x^{\tau-1} \) converges to the integral as \( x \to \infty \) we rewrite, with \( a = (\tau - 2)/(\tau - 1) \),

\[
\frac{f(x)}{x^{\tau-1}} = \frac{1}{x^{\tau-1}} \sum_{i=1}^\infty h \left( \frac{a x}{i^{1/(\tau-1)}} \right) = a^{\tau-1} \frac{1}{(ax)^{\tau-1}} \sum_{i=1}^\infty h \left( \frac{1}{i/(ax)^{\tau-1}} \right)^{1/(\tau-1)}
\]

\[
= a^{\tau-1} \int_0^\infty h \left( \frac{1}{y^{1/(\tau-1)}} \right) dy (1 + o(1)). \quad \square
\]

**Proof of Theorem 5.36.** We now complete the proof of Theorem 5.36, following the argument in the proof of Theorem 5.8. We can do a change of variables so that

\[
\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-nG_n(z;\nu)} \, dz = n^{1/(\delta+1)} \int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-nG_n(z/n^{1/(\delta+1)};\nu)} \, dz.
\]

Hence, using Lemma 5.37

\[
\tilde{\mu}_n \left( \exp \left( \frac{S_n}{n^{\delta/(\delta+1)}} \right) \right) = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-nG_n(z/n^{1/(\delta+1)};\nu)} \, dz}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-nG_n(z/n^{1/(\delta+1)};0)} \, dz}.
\]

It follows from Lemma 5.39 for \( E[W^4] < \infty \) and from Lemma 5.41 for \( \tau \in (3, 5) \) that

\[
\lim_{n \to \infty} \tilde{\mu}_n \left( \exp \left( \frac{S_n}{n^{\delta/(\delta+1)}} \right) \right) = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{z \sqrt{E[W]/\nu} - f(\sqrt{E[W]/\nu} z)} \, dz}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-f(\sqrt{E[W]/\nu} z)} \, dz} = \frac{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{z \sqrt{E[W]/\nu} - f(z)} \, dz}{\int_{-\infty}^{\infty} e^{-f(z)} \, dz},
\]

where we made the change of variables \( x = \sqrt{E[W]/\nu} z \) in both integrals to obtain the last equality.

As mentioned, this is sufficient to prove the convergence in distribution of \( S_n/n^{\delta/(\delta+1)} \) to the random variable \( X \) (see the argument in the proof of Theorem 5.8, or Ellis [121, Theorem A.8.7(a)]).

For the case \( E[W^4] < \infty \),

\[
\lim_{x \to \infty} \frac{f(x)}{x^{\tau+\delta}} = \lim_{x \to \infty} \frac{1}{12 \sqrt{E[W]}} \frac{E[W^4]}{x^4} = \frac{1}{12 \sqrt{E[W]}} \frac{E[W^4]}{x^4}.
\]

For \( \tau \in (3, 5) \), the proof that \( \lim_{x \to \infty} \frac{f(x)}{x^{\tau+\delta}} = C \) is given in Lemma 5.42.
5.7. NON-CLASSICAL LIMIT THEOREMS FOR THE CRITICAL TOTAL SPIN

The above proves the claim for the rank-1 inhomogeneous Curie-Weiss model. The extension to the annealed GRGₙ(𝐰) is quite standard from the rather explicit formula for the partition function in (5.7.23). The formal result that is needed is stated below:

**Lemma 5.43.** For \( \mathbb{E}[W^4] < \infty \) and \( \tau \in (3, 5) \),

\[
(5.7.82) \quad \lim_{n \to \infty} \mathbb{E}_{\tilde{\mu}_n}^{\text{CW}} \left[ e^{rS_n/n^\lambda} \right] - \mathbb{E}_{\hat{\mu}_n} \left[ e^{rS_n/n^\lambda} \right] = 0.
\]

We leave the details to the reader. □

**Further discussion on non-classical limit theorems.** It would be of great interest to extend the non-classical limit theorem for annealed generalized random graphs in Theorem 5.36 to quenched settings:

**Open Problem 5.2 (Non-classical limit theorems in quenched settings).** Extend Theorem 5.36 to the quenched setting of CMₙ(𝐝) or GRGₙ(𝐰).

Unfortunately, we do not know how to proceed for this, as we lack an integral identity as in (5.7.38), which was the essential ingredient to the proof. In the following section, we discuss another method that can be applied to the random regular graph, and possibly could be extended also to other settings.

5.7.2. Annealed Ising model on random regular graphs. In this section, we discuss some recent results of Can [73, 74] on the behavior of the annealed Ising model on the configuration model. The main results specialize to the random regular graph, where explicit computations are possible. However, Can [73, 74] also proves some results for the configuration model CMₙ(𝐃) with i.i.d. degrees where the degree distribution has exponential tails. We explain those at the end of this section. We start by discussing thermodynamic limits of the annealed Ising model as in Can [73], followed by non-classical limit theorems at the critical point as in Can [74].

**Thermodynamic limits of annealed Ising model on \( d \)-regular random graphs.** The first main result of Can [73] concerns the existence of the thermodynamic limits of the Ising model on random regular graphs:

**Theorem 5.44 (Thermodynamic quantities annealed \( d \)-regular configuration model).** Consider the random \( d \)-regular graph with \( d \geq 2 \) fixed. The annealed thermodynamic limits of the pressure per particle \( \tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B) \), the magnetization \( \tilde{M}_n(\beta, B) \), the internal energy \( \tilde{U}_n(\beta, B) \) and the susceptibility \( \tilde{\chi}_n(\beta, B) \) exist and are equal to those of the quenched setting in Theorem 5.10.²

Can [73] only proves Theorem 5.44 in the (multigraph) configuration model setting. It is not hard to conclude Theorem 5.44 from this, by conditioning on simplicity:

**Exercise 5.36 (From configuration model to random \( d \)-regular graphs).** Show that when Theorem 5.44 holds for the \( d \)-regular configuration model, then it also holds for the random \( d \)-regular graph.

²Beware that Can [73] uses \( \tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B) \) for the quenched pressure, and \( \psi_n(\beta, B) \) for the annealed, rather than we do it here.
So, let us consider the $d$-regular configuration model from now on. Can [73] makes clever use of the symmetry that is present in the model in the annealed setting, and which replaces the explicit expectation over the edge statuses as performed for GRG$_n(w)$ in the previous section. For every set $A \subseteq [n]$, denote the (random) number of edges between $A$ and $A^c = [\ell_n] \setminus A$ by $e(A, A^c)$. Write $\ell_A = \sum_{a \in A} d_a$ for the total degree of the subset $A$. We will study the distribution of $e(A, A^c)$ in the annealed setting, so that we can take expectations over it. The symmetry that is present is most easily described in terms of the random matching between the half-edges in the configuration model, as we explain next.

**Using symmetry for the annealed partition function.** Denote the random matching of size $\ell_n$ used to construct CM$_n(d)$ by $G_{\ell_n,1}$. Fix $m \geq 1$, and let us investigate $G_{m,1}$.

For any $k \in [m]$, let

$$X(k, m) = \# \{ \text{edges between } [k] \text{ and } [m] \setminus [k] \}.$$  

The symmetry is summarized in the fact that, for every $A \subseteq [n]$,  

$$e(A, A^c) \overset{d}{=} X(\ell_A, \ell_n).$$  

This allows us to give the following nice and simple form for the annealed partition function in the following lemma:

**Lemma 5.45 (Annealed partition function).** Consider the random $d$-regular graph with $d \geq 2$ fixed. For every $B, \beta$,

$$\mathbb{E}[Z_n(\beta, B)] = e^{(\beta d/2 - B)n} \sum_{j=0}^{n} \binom{n}{j} e^{2Bj} g_\beta(dj, dn),$$

where

$$g_\beta(k, m) = \mathbb{E}[e^{-2\beta X(k, m)}].$$

**Proof.** Having explained the available symmetry in the model, now it is time to apply it. Let $A_+ = \{ a \in [n] : \sigma_a = +1 \}$ denote the set of vertices that have positive spin. Note that

$$\sum_{v \in [n]} \sigma_v = 2|A_+| - n, \quad \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \sigma_i \sigma_j = |E_n| - 2e(A_+, A_+^c).$$

Here, since we are dealing with the multigraph setting, we have to be careful in the definition of $\sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \sigma_i \sigma_j$, which we interpret as $\sum_{1 \leq i \leq j \leq n} x_{ij} \sigma_i \sigma_j$, where $x_{ij}$ is the number of edges between $i, j \in [n]$ (and thus equals the number of self-loops when $i = j$).

We can thus rewrite the Hamiltonian $H_n(\beta, B)$ appearing in the exponent in (5.1.1) as

$$H_n(\beta, B) = -\beta \sum_{(i,j) \in E_n} \sigma_i \sigma_j - \sum_{i \in [n]} B_i \sigma_i$$

$$= (Bn - \beta|E_n|) + 2\beta e(A_+, A_+^c) - 2B|A_+|. $$

(5.7.88)
Thus, also using that $|E_n| = \ell_n/2$, and encoding the spins by their set of plus spins $A = A_+$, we arrive at

\begin{equation}
Z_n(\beta, B) = e^{(\beta \ell_n/2 - Bn)} \sum_{A \subseteq [n]} e^{-2\beta e(A,A^c) + 2B|A|}.
\end{equation}

Taking expectations and using the fact that any set of size $j$ gives the same contribution leads to

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}[Z_n(\beta, B)] = e^{(\beta \ell_n/2 - Bn)} \sum_{j=0}^{n} \binom{n}{j} e^{2Bj} g_\beta(dj, dn),
\end{equation}

thus concluding the proof.

Lemma 5.45 yields a beautiful symmetry for the annealed Ising model, where all the action is in the function $g_\beta(k, m)$. When this function can be determined explicitly, then also the annealed partition function can be computed explicitly. In the exercise below, you are requested to extend Lemma 5.45 to general degrees:

**Exercise 5.37 (Extension annealed partition function to general degrees).** Consider $\text{CM}_n(d)$ with general degrees. Extend (5.7.91) to the statement that

\begin{equation}
\mathbb{E}[Z_n(\beta, B)] = e^{(\beta \mathbb{E}[D_n]/2 - Bn)} \sum_{A \subseteq [n]} e^{2B|A|} g_\beta(\ell_A, \ell_n).
\end{equation}

The thermodynamic limit of the annealed partition function. By Lemma 5.45, we immediately conclude that

\begin{equation}
\tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \log \mathbb{E}[Z_n(\beta, B)]
= (\beta \mathbb{E}[D_n]/2 - B) + \frac{1}{n} \max_{j=0}^{n} \log \binom{n}{j} + \log g_\beta(dj, dn) + o(1).
\end{equation}

Thus, the remainder all revolves around the study of $\frac{1}{n} \log g_\beta(dj, dn)$.

Fix $t \in [0, 1]$ and define

\begin{equation}
L_{n, \beta}(t) = \frac{1}{n} \log \binom{n}{tn} + \frac{1}{n} \log g_\beta(dt_n, dn),
\end{equation}

so that

\begin{equation}
\tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B) = (\beta \mathbb{E}[D_n]/2 - B) + \max_{t_n \in [n]/n} [2Bt_n + L_{n, \beta}(t_n)] + o(1).
\end{equation}

The first two terms in (5.7.93) are relatively simple. Indeed, by Stirling’s formula,

\begin{equation}
\frac{1}{n} \log \binom{n}{tn} = t \log(1/t) + (1 - t) \log(1/(1 - t)) + o(1),
\end{equation}

where the error term is uniform for $t \in [0, 1]$. The asymptotics of $\frac{1}{n} \log g_\beta(dt_n, dn)$ is more difficult, and is contained in the following proposition:
Proposition 5.46 (Moment generating function number of edges out of set). As \( m \to \infty \), uniformly in \( t \in [0,1] \),

\[
\frac{1}{m} \log g_\beta(tm, m) = F_\beta(t) + o(1),
\]

where \( F_\beta(t) \) satisfies that \( F_\beta(t) = F_\beta(1-t) \) and, for \( t \in [0, \frac{1}{2}] \),

\[
F_\beta(t) = \int_0^t \log f(s) ds, \quad \text{where} \quad f_\beta(s) = \frac{e^{-2\beta(1-2s)} + \sqrt{1 + (e^{-4\beta} - 1)(1-2t)^2}}{2(1-s)}.
\]

Further, there exists \( b > 0 \) such that, uniformly in \( k \in [m] \),

\[
|\log g_\beta(k+1, m) - \log g_\beta(k, m) - \log f_\beta(k/m)| \leq \frac{b}{m}.
\]

Sketch of proof of Proposition 5.46. The symmetry \( g_\beta(k, m) = g_\beta(m-k, m) \) shows that it is enough to consider \( k \in [0, m/2] \). Obviously, (5.7.96) follows from (5.7.98), so we will focus on (5.7.98). We do not give all the details, particularly not the more technical and analytical ones, but we do give the main outline. Recall that \( g_\beta(k, m) = \mathbb{E}[e^{-2\beta X(k, m)}] \). We analyze \( g_\beta(k, m) \) by using a nice recursion relation, that follows from combining two relations between \( k \mapsto g_\beta(k, m) \) and \( k \mapsto g_\beta(k, m-2) \). For this, we note that pairing one of the first \([k]\) the half-edges, we create an edge between \([k]\) and its complement with probability \((m-k)/(m-1)\), and none otherwise. In the first case, the distribution of \( X(k, m) \) is equal to \( X(k-2, m-2) \), the the second, it is equal to \( 1 + X(k-1, m-2) \). We conclude that

\[
g_\beta(k, m) = \frac{k-1}{m-1} g_\beta(k-2, m-2) + e^{-2\beta \frac{m-k}{m-1}} g_\beta(k-1, m-2).
\]

On the other hand, when pairing one of the \([m]\ \setminus [k] \) last half-edges, we create an edge between \([k]\) and its complement with probability \( k/(m-1) \) and none otherwise, so that now

\[
g_\beta(k, m) = \frac{m-k-1}{m-1} g_\beta(k, m-2) + e^{-2\beta \frac{k}{m-1}} g_\beta(k-1, m-2).
\]

Equating these two formulas, and solving for \( g_\beta(k, m-2) \) yields

\[
g_\beta(k, m-2) = \frac{k-1}{m-k-1} g_\beta(k-2, m-2) + e^{-2\beta \frac{m-2k}{m-k-1}} g_\beta(k-1, m-2).
\]

Replacing \( m-2 \) by \( m \) gives the nice recurrence relation

\[
g_\beta(k, m) = \frac{k-1}{m-k+1} g_\beta(k-2, m) + e^{-2\beta \frac{m-2k+2}{m-k+1}} g_\beta(k-1, m).
\]

We now denote

\[
h_\beta(k, m) = \frac{g_\beta(k, m)}{g_\beta(k-1, m)},
\]

so that

\[
\log g_\beta(k, m) = \sum_{i=1}^{k} \log h_\beta(i, m).
\]
Thus, to prove (5.7.98), we need to show that \(| \log h_\beta(k,m) - \log f_\beta(k/m) | \leq b/m \). For this, we note that (5.7.102) is equivalent to

\[
(5.7.105)
\]

\[h_\beta(k,m) = \frac{k - 1}{(m - k + 1)h_\beta(k-1,m)} + c_\beta \frac{m - 2k + 2}{m - k + 1},\]

where \(c_\beta = e^{-2\beta}\).

Further, since \(g_\beta(0,m) = 1, g_\beta(1,m) = e^{-2\beta}\), this recurrence relation starts with \(h_\beta(1,m) = e^{-2\beta} = c_\beta\). Equation (5.7.105) is a highly non-trivial non-linear recurrence relation that can be interpreted in terms of continued fractions. However, due to its explicit nature, detailed computations are possible. Let us start by explaining the intuition of the relation between (5.7.105) and the form of \(f_\beta\) in (5.7.97). Assuming that \(h_\beta(k,m) \approx f_\beta(k/m)\) for some nice function \(f_\beta\), and then approximating \(h_\beta(k-1,m) \approx f_\beta(k/m)\) as well, we see that \(f_\beta\) satisfies

\[
(5.7.106)
\]

\[f(t) = \frac{c_\beta(1 - 2t)}{1 - t} + \frac{t}{(1-t)f(t)},\]

the solution of which is given by \(f(t)\) in (5.7.97). This explains (5.7.98). In order to make this precise, Can [73] proves some crucial estimates on \(f_\beta\), such as the statements that \(f_\beta(0/m) \in [c_\beta, 1]\) for all \(t \in [0, 1/2]\), that \(f_\beta(t) \in [\varepsilon, 1/\varepsilon]\) for all \(t \in (0, 1/2)\). The main technical statement is the fact that there exists \(b > 0\) such that

\[
(5.7.107)
\]

\[|h_\beta(k,m) - f_\beta((k-1)/m)| \leq \frac{b}{m}.
\]

This is proved by showing that, for all \(m\) large enough and \(k\) such that \(m/2 - k\) is sufficiently large (both bounds being independent of \(m\)), it holds that

\[
(5.7.108)
\]

\[f_\beta((k-1)/m) \leq h_\beta(k,m) \leq f_\beta(k/m).
\]

This is proved by induction on \(k\). Let us perform the lower bound, so as to highlight the idea. We note that

\[
(5.7.109)
\]

\[f_\beta(k/m) = \frac{c_\beta(m - 2k)}{m - k} + \frac{k}{(m - k)f_\beta(k/m)},\]

while

\[
(5.7.110)
\]

\[h_\beta(k+1,m) = \frac{c_\beta(m - 2k)}{m - k} + \frac{k}{(m - k)h_\beta(k,m)}.
\]

Using the recurrence relation on \(h_\beta(k,m) \leq f_\beta(k/m)\), we obtain that

\[
(5.7.111)
\]

\[h_\beta(k+1,m) \geq \frac{c_\beta(m - 2k)}{m - k} + \frac{k}{(m - k)f_\beta(k/m)} = f_\beta(k/m),
\]

thus advancing this part of the induction hypothesis. The upper bound is slightly more involved, and we omit this here. \(\square\)

We are now ready to complete the proof of the convergence of the pressure per particle in Theorem 5.44:

**Convergence of pressure per particle in Theorem 5.44.** By (5.7.96),

\[
(5.7.112)
\]

\[\frac{1}{n} \log g_\beta(tdn, dn) = dF_\beta(t) + o(1),\]
which, by (5.7.92), proves that
\[
\tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B) = \beta \mathbb{E}[D]/2 - B + \max_{t \in [n]/n} \left[ 2Bt + L_\beta(t) \right] + o(1),
\]
where we write
\[
L_\beta(t) = t \log(1/t) + (1-t) \log(1/(1-t)) + d \log F_\beta(t).
\]
Since \( t \mapsto 2Bt + L_\beta(t) \) is continuous (even differentiable), it follows that the maximum over \( t \in [n]/n \) can be replaced by the maximum over \( t \in [0,1] \), at the expense of a small error. This proves the claim of convergence. In analyzing many other quantities, the maximization problem \( \max_{t \in [0,1]} [2Bt + L_\beta(t)] \) plays a crucial role. Denote the maximizer by \( t^*_{\beta,B} \). Then, for \( B > 0 \), by the symmetry \( L_\beta(t) = L_\beta(1-t) \), we see that \( t^*_{\beta,B} > \frac{1}{2} \).

The convergence of the magnetization and susceptibility requires some more calculus. For example, for the magnetization, we see that
\[
\tilde{M}_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}[Z_n(\beta, B)]} e^{(\beta d/2-B)n} \sum_{j=0}^{n} \binom{n}{j} e^{2Bj} \left( \frac{2j}{n} - 1 \right) g_\beta(dj, dn),
\]
suggesting that the thermodynamic limit of the magnetization indeed exists and equals \( \tilde{M}(\beta, B) = 2t^*_{\beta,B} - 1 \), where \( t^*_{\beta,B} \) is the maximizer of \( t \mapsto 2Bt + L_\beta(t) \) in \([0,1]\). This can be made precise by an appropriate Laplace method on the arising sum, and Taylor expanding around the maximizer. In turn, this suggests that \( \tilde{\chi}(\beta, B) = 2t^*_{\beta,B} \partial B \).

Similarly,
\[
-\tilde{U}_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{\mathbb{E}[Z_n(\beta, B)]} e^{(\beta d/2-B)n} \sum_{j=0}^{n} \binom{n}{j} e^{2Bj} \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} g_\beta(dj, dn),
\]
where
\[
- \frac{\partial}{\partial \beta} g_\beta(k, m) = \mathbb{E} [2X(k, m)e^{-2\beta X(k, m)}].
\]
We refrain from giving more details.

We now know that the pressure per particle converges, but now yet what the limit it. Theorem 5.44 claims that it is equal to the quenched pressure, as given in Theorem 5.10. This computation takes about 4 pages of technical computations, and will be omitted here.

**Annealed Ising model on configuration models with i.i.d. degrees.** Can [73] extends his results to annealed Ising models with arbitrary i.i.d. degrees, for which he assumes that the moment generating function exists. This is close to necessary, as the following exercise shows:

**Exercise 5.38** (Annealed Ising model with i.i.d. degrees needs exponential moments). *Show that \( \mathbb{E}[Z_n(\beta, B)] = \infty \) if and only if \( \mathbb{E}[e^{\beta D/2}] = \infty \), where we emphasize that we take the expectation over random graph as well as its random degrees.*

However, when fixing the degrees in the configuration model, this may not be necessary, as already hinted at in Exercise 5.37:
5.7. NON-CLASSICAL LIMIT THEOREMS FOR THE CRITICAL TOTAL SPIN

Open Problem 5.3 (Non-classical limit theorems for general degrees). Extend Theorem 5.44 to the annealed configuration models $\text{CM}_n(d)$ where the degrees satisfy Conditions 1.6(a)-(b). When are the quenched and annealed pressures the same? When are the critical values the same?

We expect the quenched and annealed pressures to be in general different, except in the random $d$-regular setting as studied above. Giardinà, Giberti and Prioriello [138] give an example where this is proved, in the case of configuration models with degrees 1 and 2. Thus, the regular graph setting can be expected to be special rather than typical. There, however, the critical values are both infinite. We are still lacking an example where the annealed and quenched critical values are different for the configuration model.

Critical exponents for annealed Ising model on random $d$-regular graphs. We continue by discussing the critical behavior of the annealed Ising model on random $d$-regular graphs, starting with its critical exponents:

**Theorem 5.47 (Critical exponents annealed Ising model on random $d$-regular graphs).** For the annealed Ising model on the random $d$-regular graph with $d \geq 2$, the critical exponents $\beta, \delta, \gamma, \gamma', \alpha$ and $\alpha'$ defined in Definition 5.1 exist and satisfy $\beta = \frac{1}{2}, \delta = 3, \gamma = \gamma' = 1$ and $\alpha = \alpha' = 0$.

Note that since the critical exponents correspond to the thermodynamic limits, and the thermodynamic limits of the annealed and quenched Ising model on random $d$-regular graphs agree by Theorem 5.44, also $\gamma' = 1$ and $\alpha = \alpha' = 0$ for the quenched Ising model on the random $d$-regular graph with $d \geq 2$.

The proof of Theorem 5.47 follows by Taylor expanding the equality $\tilde{M}(\beta, B) = 2t_{\beta, B}^* - 1$ (recall (5.7.115)), where $t_{\beta, B}^*$ maximizes $t \mapsto 2Bt + t \log(1/t) + (1-t) \log(1/(1-t)) + F_{\beta}(t)$ in $[0,1]$. We remark that Can [74] defines the critical exponents $\alpha, \alpha' = 0$ directly as those corresponding to $\partial^2 \varphi(\beta, 0^+)$, but he does not show that the thermodynamic limit of the specific heat exists. Yet, it is very interesting that he manages to identify these critical exponents, which so far has remained illusive. We omit further details.

Non-classical limits for annealed Ising model on random $d$-regular graphs. We next extend to limit theorems for the total spin of the annealed Ising model on the random $d$-regular graph at the critical value. The main result by Can [74] is as follows:

**Theorem 5.48 (Non-classical limit theorem at criticality).** Consider the random $d$-regular graph. Then, there exists a random variable $X$ such that

$$(5.7.118) \quad \frac{S_n}{n^{3/4}} \rightarrow X, \quad \text{as } n \rightarrow \infty,$$

where the convergence is w.r.t. the annealed measure $\tilde{\mu}_n$ at inverse temperature $\beta_c = \frac{1}{2} \log(d/(d-2))$ and external field $B = 0$. The random variable $X$ has a density proportional to $e^{-(d-1)(d-2)x^4/(12d^2)}$. 
Sketch of proof of Theorem 5.48. Fix $\beta = \beta_c$ and $B = 0$. Recall (5.7.90) and (5.7.93). Performing a careful analysis of the sum, this leads to

$$
\mathbb{E}_{\mu_n} \left[ e^{r S_n/n^{3/4}} \right] = \frac{\sum_{j=0}^{n} e^{r(2j-n)/n^{3/4}} e^{L_{n,\beta}(j/n)}}{\sum_{j=0}^{n} e^{L_{n,\beta}(j/n)}} (1 + o(1))
$$

(5.7.119)

where we recall from (5.7.114) that $L_{\beta}(t) = t \log(1/t) + (1-t) \log(1/(1-t)) + d \log F_{\beta}(t)$.

Recall that $t_{\beta,0}^*$ denotes the maximizer of $t \mapsto 2Bt + L_{\beta}(t)$. When $\beta = \beta_c$ and $B = 0$, Can first shows that $t_{\beta_c,0}^* = 1/2$, and then that, denoting the $i$th derivative of $L_{\beta}$ by $L_{\beta}^{(i)}$,

(5.7.120) $L_{\beta_c}^{(1)}(1/2) = L_{\beta_c}^{(2)}(1/2) = L_{\beta_c}^{(3)}(1/2) = 0$,

while

(5.7.121) $L_{\beta}^{(4)}(1/2) = -\frac{4(d-1)(d-2)}{3d^2}$.

The fact that $L_{\beta_c}^{(1)}(1/2) = L_{\beta_c}^{(2)}(1/2) = 0$ follows by symmetry for $B = 0$ ($L_{\beta}^{(1)}(1/2) = 0$ also since $t_{\beta_c,0}^* = 1/2$ is the maximizer of $L_{\beta_c}(t)$). The fact that $L_{\beta_c}^{(3)}(1/2) = 0$ is the crucial fact, and is due to the fact that $\beta = \beta_c$. Let us do this computation to show how the special role of $\beta_c = \frac{1}{2} \log(\frac{d}{d-2})$ enters.

5.8. Further results on Ising models on random graphs

Extension to homogeneously locally tree-like random graphs. Dembo and Montanari [92] proved their results in the finite-variance degree case in more generality than just for the configuration model (even though the configuration model was one of their prime examples), and also the results in [109] extend to this setting. Let us comment on this here. The results in Sections 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6 apply more generally than only for the configuration model. Indeed, they hold when the random graph is homogeneously locally tree-like with a limiting distribution that has a finite $(1 + \varepsilon)$ moment. This, for example, applies to rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs. We next explain this setting. Recall the definition of local-weak convergence towards a homogeneous unimodular Galton-Watson tree in Theorem 2.11, as well as in Theorem 2.14. We further say that the graph sequence $(G_n)_{n \geq 1}$ is uniformly sparse when, a.s.,

(5.8.1) $\lim_{\ell \to \infty} \limsup_{n \to \infty} \frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i 1\{d_i \geq \ell\} = 0$.

Note that uniform sparsity follows if $\frac{1}{n} \sum_{i \in [n]} d_i \to \mathbb{E}[D]$ a.s., by the weak convergence of the degree of a uniform vertex. Then, the results in Sections 5.3, 5.5 and 5.6 hold whenever the graph sequence $(G_n)_{n \geq 1}$ converges locally-weakly towards a homogeneous unimodular Galton-Watson, is uniformly sparse, and has a strongly-finite mean.
The antiferromagnetic Ising model. The Ising model studied in this chapter is called ferromagnetic, as neighboring spins tend to wish to align and take the same value. There is also substantial interest in the antiferromagnetic. In the social context, individuals wish to align with those they look up to, which created the ferromagnetic interaction. They may also wish to set themselves apart from some people (think about adolescents and their parents). In this case, the coupling constant would not be non-negative, but rather negative. There is some work on the antiferromagnetic Ising model on random graphs.

Contucci, Dommers, Giardinà and Starr [84] use interpolation arguments on a suitable variational principle to prove the existence of a phase transition at a positive critical temperature for the antiferromagnetic Ising model on the Erdős-Rényi random graph. They also provide upper and lower bounds on the critical temperature critical value. Salez [236] proves the existence of the thermodynamic limit of the pressure using the fact that concave graph parameters converge in the local weak convergence topology, and showing that the pressure is indeed concave. This is surprising, since for the antiferromagnetic Ising model for sufficiently sufficiently negative $\beta$, it is not difficult to show that the free energy per spin on random $d$-regular graphs is asymptotically lower than on random bipartite $d$-regular graphs. Thus, local weak convergence is generally not a sufficient condition for existence of the pressure per particle.

Metastability for the Ising model on random graphs. Recently, there has also been extensive interest in the dynamical properties of the Ising model, in particular its mixing times and its metastable behavior. For a general background on metastability, we refer to the recent book by Bovier and den Hollander [65]. Metastability refers to the setting where it takes a system that evolves dynamically an enormous amount of time to reach its stationary state. In this case, there is a so-called metastable state, which is highly favorable, yet not optimal, and it takes the system a long time to leave from this local optimum. In the Ising model, this should correspond to settings where the temperature is low (so that $\beta$ is high, and there is order in the system), we take a small magnetic field $B > 0$ while starting close to the all minus configuration. While it seems obvious that it will take the system an enormous amount of time depart from from such a system, so far the results are considerably weaker than that, as this is a very difficult problem. Dommers [107] investigates metastability properties for the random $d$-regular graph with $d$ large. He takes $n$ large, and investigates the metastability of the all minus configuration as the temperature tends to zero (i.e., $\beta \to \infty$).

A very exciting (but probably hard) problem is to extend the metastability results to the setting of $\beta$ large (but fixed) and $n \to \infty$:

Open Problem 5.4 (Metastability for small temperatures in large–graph limit). Prove metastability results on the configuration model when $\beta$ is large but fixed, in the limit as $n \to \infty$.

The Potts model on random graphs. There are many more interesting statistical mechanics models that one might consider. See Liggett [205] and Contucci and Giardinà [86] for examples. Here we discuss some work on the Potts model, which poses quite a few novel challenges. See also Grimmett [145] for the relation between FK-percolation and Potts models.
In the Potts model, rather than having only two possible states, there are $q$ of them. Thus, the setting of $q = 2$ reduces to the Ising model. Surprisingly, changing the value of $q$ to values larger than 2 has a rather dramatic effect. The setting on locally tree-like random graphs is not understood, but there is a highly interesting work on the random $d$-regular graph by Dembo, Montanari, Sly and Sun [93]. Let us explain how the difficulty of the Potts model for $q > 2$ may be understood. Recall the local weak limit argument applying to the Ising model around (5.3.20). The fact that both limits are equal (see Proposition 5.13) is crucial in the proof of the convergence of the pressure per particle. Later, such arguments have also been used successfully for the magnetization (see also the alternative proof of (5.3.12) in the proof of Theorem 5.24). This makes crucial use of a monotonicity argument. In a similar way, the local weak limit of Potts measures on $G_n$ can be sandwiched between Potts model with free boundary conditions for the lower bound, and the so-called maximally 1-biased automorphism-invariant Gibbs measure for the upper bound. For the Ising model for which $q = 2$, these measures luckily coincide for all $\beta \geq 0, B > 0$. For $q > 2$, unfortunately, these measures disagree in certain regimes of the parameter space $(\beta, B)$. This makes it unclear which is in fact the relevant measure in this setting.

Statistical physics folklore predicts that the fixed point with the highest free energy density on the tree should be selected. However, as Dembo, Montanari, Sly and Sun [93] point out, in the physics literature this is justified only via analogy with other models, without providing arguments that apply to locally tree-like graphs. The result by Dembo, Montanari, Sly and Sun [93] is the first rigorous verification of this variational principle in a non-trivial example for locally tree-like graphs.

Dembo, Montanari, Sly and Sun [93] also provide a probabilistic interpretation for this variational principle for random $d$-regular graphs, in relation to the annealed setting (see also the discussion in Section 5.7). They show that $\tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B) = \frac{1}{n} \log(\mathbb{E}[Z_n(\beta, B)])$ and $\mathbb{E}[\tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B)]$ have the same limits for $d$ even (see [93, Theorem 1], the easier lower bound is proved in [94] and applies to all $d$). Obviously, upper bounds $\tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B) \leq \mathbb{E}[\tilde{\psi}_n(\beta, B)] = \frac{1}{n} \mathbb{E}[\log Z_n(\beta, B)]$, recall Exercises 5.32 and 5.33. In fact, the computation of $\mathbb{E}[Z_n(\beta, B)]$ can be understood to correspond in a very precise manner to the folklore prescription of maximizing Bethe free energy over all its fixed points.

A natural (yet very hard) problem would be to generalize the results for the Potts model to general configuration models:

**Open Problem 5.5 (Potts models on the configuration model).**

Extend the results by Dembo, Montanari, Sly and Sun [93] to Potts models on general configuration models.

One can expect this to be an extremely difficult problem as even the setting on Galton-Wattson trees is not understood. We refer to Dembo, Montanari, Sly and Sun [93] for an extensive discussion.

Remarkably, the antiferromagnetic setting of the Potts model turns out to be highly similar to that of the Ising model, in the sense that the number of spin values matters a lot less there. The results of Contucci, Dommers, Giardinà and Starr [84] and Salez [236] discussed above also apply to the Potts setting.
5.9. Notes and discussion of Ising models on random graphs

Notes on Section 5.1. We refer to Niss [224, 225] for a historical account of the Ising model. Its inception is certainly interesting. The model was proposed to Ising by his PhD supervisor Lenz. Ising wrote his thesis, mainly containing the analysis of the one-dimensional case, where there is no phase transition. By analogy, he then conjectured there not to be a phase transition in any dimension, which was later disproved by Onsager for $\mathbb{Z}^2$. The use of the general statistical mechanics models on random graphs is also motivated by applications in statistics, combinatorial optimization and counting problems. See the extensive overview by Dembo and Montanari [91] for these connections.

Notes on Section 5.2. For more background on the Curie-Weiss model, see Kochmański, Paszkiewicz and Wolski [197], who also use the Hubbard-Stratonovitz transformation. We also found Bovier and Kurkova [66], who rather rely on explicit counting of the number of collections of spins with given total spin, useful. Theorem 5.8 is proved by Ellis in [121, Theorem V.9.5].

Notes on Section 5.3. I have removed a few typos in the proof of Proposition 5.14 that were present in [109].

A key idea to analyze the Ising model on random graphs is to use the fact that expectations of local quantities coincide with the corresponding values for the Ising model on suitable random trees [92]. Statistical mechanics models on deterministic trees have been studied extensively in the literature (see for instance Baxter [30], Lyons [211], and its relation to “broadcasting on trees” in work of Evens, Kenyon, Peres and Schonmann [129] and Mezard and Montanari [214]). The analysis on random trees is more recent and has been triggered by the study of models on random graphs. Dembo and Montanari [91] give a general introduction to the various aspects of Ising models on random graphs that makes for a highly recommendable read.

The proof of the existence of the thermodynamic limits in Theorems 5.9 and 5.10 follows the line of argument used first by Dembo and Montanari in [92]. We have used some improvements in work with Dommers and Giarnini [109] in order to prove Propositions 5.13, 5.16 and 5.14 in the infinite-variance case. To prove Proposition 5.13, the proof of Dembo and Montanari is adapted by using the actual forward degrees, instead of using Jensen’s inequality to replace them by expected forward degrees, which are potentially infinite. This also makes a separate analysis of vertices that have zero offspring superfluous, which considerably simplifies the analysis.

The proof of Proposition 5.16(a) is somewhat more elaborate in [109] compared to [92], because of the necessary distinction between the cases where $D$ in (5.3.3) is small or large. The techniques used remain similar. By, again, taking into account the actual degrees more precisely, the analysis is simplified however: we, for example, do not rely on the exponential decay of the correlations. Part (b) of this proposition is new and can be proved with similar techniques. The proof of Proposition 5.14 is a minor adaptation of that in [92].

An overview of results by physicists can for example be found in Dorogovtsev, Goltsev and Mendes [113]. De Sanctis and Guerra studied this model on Erdős-Rényi random graphs in the high and zero temperature regime [89]. Dembo and Montanari [92] study a ferromagnetic Ising model on locally tree-like graphs, where they assume that the degree distribution of the graph has finite variance. The Ising model on the $d$-regular graph...
where there is no external magnetic field is studied in more detail by Montanari, Mossel and Sly [217].

**Notes on Section 5.5.** Theorem 5.24 confirms the physics predictions in Dorogovtsev, Goltsev and Mendes [112] and Leone, Vázquez, Vespignani and Zecchina [203]. For $\tau \leq 3$, one has $\nu = \infty$ and hence $\beta_c = 0$ by Theorem 5.21, so that the critical behavior coincides with the infinite temperature limit. Since in this case there is no phase transition at finite temperature, we do not study the critical behavior here. For $\tau = 5$, Dorogovtsev, Goltsev and Mendes [112], also compute the logarithmic correction for $\beta = 1/2$ in (5.5.2), but not that of $\delta = 3$.

Theorem 5.24 only gives a lower bound on the critical exponent $\gamma'$. It is predicted that $\gamma' = 1$ for all $\tau > 3$. The proof with Dommers and Giardinà in [110] shows that $\chi(\beta, 0+) \geq c(\beta - \beta_c)^{-1}$ for some constant $c > 0$, which, if the critical exponent $\gamma'$ exists, implies that it must satisfy $\gamma' \geq 1$. Unfortunately, we cannot prove that the critical exponent $\gamma'$ exists, see the discussion in [110] for more details on this issue. Further, [110] also proves related results for the Ising model on branching process trees with power-law offspring distributions. We refrain from discussing these results in more detail.

There are also predictions for other critical exponents in the physics literature. For instance the critical exponent $\alpha'$ for the specific heat in the low-temperature phase satisfies $\alpha' = 0$ when $E[\Delta^3] < \infty$ and $\alpha' = (\tau - 5)/(\tau - 3)$ in the power-law case with $\tau \in (3, 5)$ (see [112, 203]). The critical exponent $\alpha'$ for the specific heat is beyond our current methods, partly since we are not able to relate the specific heat on a random graph to that on the random Bethe tree.

**Notes on Section 5.6.** The proof of the central limit theorem in Theorem follows the strategy of Ellis [121], who proved a central limit theorem for the total spin of the Ising model in a large box in $\mathbb{Z}^d$ in the uniqueness regime. Related central limit theorems were proved in another work with Giardinà, Giberti and Prioriello [138], which focussed on annealed random graphs. Examples were $\text{CM}_n$ where all degrees are 1 or 2, and the generalized random graph. The latter will also be discussed in Section 5.7, and we refrain from going into more details here.

**Notes on Section 5.7.** The rank-1 inhomogeneous Curie-Weiss model was introduced and studied in work with Dommers et al. [108]. Even though it seems quite natural to us, it seems that it had not been defined before. The fact that annealed and quenched critical exponents agree in this setting is a strong form of universality. This is particularly remarkable since the critical values are different.

The fact that the thermodynamic limit of the pressure per particle on the $d$-regular graph, proved by Can [73], is the same in the annealed and quenched settings has already been observed by Dembo, Montanari, Sly and Sun [93] (see also the remark below [93, Theorem 1], where it is mentioned that the Ising result also holds for odd degree), who apply it even to the Potts model for even degree. For $d = 2$, it was also observed in [138].

Can [73] proves some further interesting results that we summarize here. Can proves concentration of the total spin around $nM(\beta, 0^+)$ in [73, Proposition 1.4], also for $\beta > \beta_c$ which is outside of the uniqueness regime.

Further, in [74, Theorem 1.2], Can also proves the existence of all critical exponents that have been identified so far in Section 5.5, including $\gamma'$, $\alpha'$ and $\alpha$.  

**Notes on Section 5.8.**
CHAPTER 6

Related stochastic processes on random graphs

6.1. Competition processes

In this section, we discuss the behavior of competition processes on random graphs. Many versions of such processes can be imagined, and we discuss several of them. We start by discussing competition processes that spread like a rumor on the graph, but where vertices, once invaded, keep their type forever. There is a close relation to information diffusion on random graphs, as the two processes are equal up to the moment where the invaded regions of different types touch each other.

One can imagine such competition processes as a caricature model for viral marketing of expensive products, say laptops. When I have decided which laptop to buy, I will stick to that choice for a while. Thus, at least for the time being, my choice is fixed and I am not susceptible to competitors.

Let us now formally define the model. Fix a graph $G = (V, E)$, finite or infinite. Start invasion processes from two starting points. Let each of the types have edge-weights $(Y^{(1)}_e)_{e \in E}$ and $(Y^{(2)}_e)_{e \in E}$ associated to the edges. Each vertex performs first-passage percolation, but each time a vertex is found by each of the types, it only accepts it when the vertex has not been found yet by the other type. This means that at each time $t$, the vertex sets of vertices of each of the two types, denoted by $V^{(1)}_t$ and $V^{(2)}_t$, are disjoint and connected sets. Of course, other settings where there are more starting points, more types, etc., are all feasible and of interest, but here we will stick to this simplest setting.

The basic question is how many vertices each of the types finally reach. We will predominantly deal with connected graphs, and the dynamics will be such that each vertex will eventually be found by one of the two types. It is possible that the traversal times $(Y^{(1)}_e)_{e \in E}$ and $(Y^{(2)}_e)_{e \in E}$ are different for the different types. The easiest setting is that $Y^{(1)}_e$ has the same distribution as $Y^{(2)}_e/\lambda$, where without loss of generality we may assume that $\lambda \geq 1$. Here $\lambda$ could be related to the attractiveness of each of the different species. When $\lambda = 1$, then the products are equally attractive, while if $\lambda > 1$, the type 1 product spreads more quickly on average, making type 1 more attractive. We will call $\lambda$ the speed of type 1 compared to type 2.

The main question of interest is who wins the majority of the vertices, and whether (and if so how) this depends on the speed in the system. When the graph $G$ is the hypercubic lattice and the $(Y^{(1)}_e)_{e \in E}$ and $(Y^{(2)}_e)_{e \in E}$ each are i.i.d. sequences of exponential random variables, possibly with different means, this question has attracted substantial attention. The first-passage percolation setting which this resembles is called the Richardson model. Since we are on an infinite graph, we can wonder whether there might be infinite co-existence, meaning that each of the different types wins an infinite number of vertices. One would guess that this is only possible when $\lambda = 1$ and the types are equally attractive. The Richardson model has also been extended to a two-type version that describes a competition between two infection types; see Häggström and Pemantle [149]. Infinite
co-existence then refers to the event that both infection types occupy infinite parts of the lattice, and it is conjectured that this has positive probability if and only if the infections have the same intensity. The if-direction was proved by Häggström and Pemantle [149] for \( d = 2 \), and for general \( d \) independently Garet and Marchand [136] and Hoffman [158]. The only-if-direction remains unproved. Häggström and Pemantle [150] give convincing partial results.

The aim of this section to to investigate the setting on random graphs. Since random graphs are finite, co-existence needs to be reformulated. We will say that finite co-existence occurs when each of the two types wins a positive proportion of the graph with positive probability. When this is not the case, then we speak of a winner-take-it-all scenario. In the latter case, the main question of interest is how many vertices the loosing type wins. In formulas, let \( N_1^{(n)} \) and \( N_2^{(n)} \) denote the number of vertices that the types 1 and 2 win in the graph \( G_n = (V_n, E_n) \) of size \( n \). Finite co-existence corresponds to the setting where there exists an \( \varepsilon > 0 \) such that, with positive probability, \( N_1^{(n)} \geq \varepsilon n \) and \( N_2^{(n)} \geq \varepsilon n \). In the winner-takes-it-all scenario, \( \max\{N_1^{(n)}, N_2^{(n)}\}/n \xrightarrow{p} 1 \) and we are mainly interested in the behavior of \( \min\{N_1^{(n)}, N_2^{(n)}\} \).

Organisation of this section. This section is organised as follows. In Section 6.1.1, we will fix ideas by studying competition processes on the complete graph. In Section 6.1.2, we study the setting of competition on random regular graphs, and formulate some conjectures for competition processes on general configuration models with finite-variance degrees. In Section 6.1.3, we study competition on configuration models with infinite-variance degrees, where surprisingly rich phenomena occur. We close this section in Section 6.1.4 by studying a competition process on the preferential attachment model, where the dynamics is incorporated into the competition process.

6.1.1. Fixing ideas: Competition on the complete graph. Let us start by analyzing the complete graph. We assume that the edge weights are exponential. More precisely, we let \( Y_e^{(1)} \sim \text{Exp}(\lambda) \) have an exponential distribution with mean \( 1/\lambda \), while \( Y_e^{(2)} \sim \text{Exp}(1) \). All edge weights are independent.

Equal speeds. Let us first describe the setting where each of the types has equal speed, as this turns out (somewhat surprisingly) to be the easier case. The main result is as follows:

**Theorem 6.1** (Co-existence for equal-speed competition on complete graph). Consider competition on the complete graph, starting from two distinct sources. Let \( N_1^{(n)}, N_2^{(n)} \) denote the number of vertices of type 1 and 2 in the limiting configuration. Then,

\[
\frac{N_1^{(n)}}{n} \xrightarrow{d} U,
\]

where \( U \) has a standard uniform distribution.

Theorem 6.1 implies that for the equal speeds case, the competition process gives rise to co-existence. Even, co-existence occurs almost surely. We will give two separate proofs of Theorem 6.1. The first relies on Pólya urn schemes, as discussed in Theorem 2.17, and is highly specific to the setting of regular graphs (in particular, the complete graph). The second proof relies on growth of first-passage percolation smallest-weight graphs and their
connection to continuous-time branching processes, which is a tool that has the potential of being more robust as we will explain in more detail below.

**Proof of Theorem 6.1 using Pólya urn schemes.** By the memoryless property of the exponential distribution, together with the fact that the speeds are equal for the two processes, we see that at each stage $k$ of the competition, given the number of vertices $V_k(i)$ of types 1 and 2, respectively, the next vertex will be of type 1 with conditional probability $V_k(1)/\left(V_k(1) + V_k(2)\right)$. We conclude that $(V_k(1), V_k(2))_{k \geq 1}$ is exactly equal to a Pólya urn schemes with, in the notation of Theorem 2.17, $a_\text{r} = a_\text{b} = 0$ and $r_0 = b_0 = 1$. Thus, Theorem 2.17 proves the claim, when we note that the limiting Beta(1,1) random variable is nothing but a standard uniform random variable. □

**Exercise 6.1 (Starting from multiple vertices).** Suppose that we start our competition process from $r_1$ vertices of type 1 and $r_2$ vertices of type 2. Show that

\[
\frac{N^{(i)}_n}{n} \xrightarrow{d} U,
\]

and determine the distribution of $U$.

**Proof of Theorem 6.1 using continuous-time branching processes.** This proof is a little more technical, but also more robust. We do not give all details. We investigate the growth of the smallest-weight graphs from vertices 1 and 2 at time $t/n$. The rescaling of time by $1/n$ is equivalent to rescaling the parameters of the exponential edge-weights by a factor $n$. We grow both smallest-weight graphs up to time $t_n = \frac{1-\varepsilon}{2} \log n$, ignoring the competition effect for the time being. Then, their sizes $Z^{(i)}_{t_n}$, for $i \in \{1, 2\}$, for $i \in \{1, 2\}$ will be close to

\[
E_i e^{t_n} = E_i n^{(1-\varepsilon)/2}.
\]

Recall the analysis in Section 3.2, as well as the description of the Yule process in Section 3.4.1. Moreover, since $n^{(1-\varepsilon)/2} \ll \sqrt{n}$, these sets are with high probability disjoint:

**Exercise 6.2 (Disjointness of smallest-weight graphs).** Perform first-passage percolation on the complete graph $K_n$ from two sources 1 and 2. Assume that the respective sizes are $n_1, n_2$. Prove that the two sets are with high probability disjoint when $n_1 n_2 = o(n)$.

Now, we wish to analyse how the number of vertices conquered by types 1 and 2 behaves. For this, we condition on the sizes $Z^{(i)}_{t_n}$, for $i \in \{1, 2\}$, and grow smallest-weight graphs from all other vertices, until the moment that they connect to one of the vertices that has already been conquered by type 1 or type 2. By symmetry, we may assume that this other vertex is vertex 3. We color a vertex type 1 when it first connects to one of the $Z^{(1)}_{t_n}$ type 1 vertices, and type 2 when it first connects to one of the $Z^{(2)}_{t_n}$ type 2 vertices. Let $M^{(i)}_n$ be equal to the number of vertices conquered by type $i$ in this way, so that $N^{(i)}_n = M^{(i)}_n + Z^{(i)}_{t_n}$. We conclude that

\[
\frac{N^{(i)}_n}{n} = \frac{M^{(i)}_n}{n} + o_P(1),
\]

so it suffices to study $M^{(i)}_n$. Now, conditionally on $(Z^{(1)}_{t_n}, Z^{(2)}_{t_n})$, each time $k$ a novel vertex is found, it has probability $Z^{(1)}_{t_n}/(n - k)$, since the next vertex is chosen uniformly from
all vertices that are not yet in the smallest-weight graph of vertex 3. This suggests that
the probability that vertex 3 becomes type 1 is equal to

\[(6.1.5) \quad \frac{Z_{t_n}^{(1)}}{Z_{t_n}^{(1)} + Z_{t_n}^{(2)}} \approx \frac{E_1}{E_1 + E_2}.
\]

Assuming that \(M_n^{(i)}\) concentrates (which can be shown by a conditional variance com-putation), we arrive at the claim that

\[(6.1.6) \quad \frac{M_n^{(i)}}{n} \overset{p}{\to} \frac{E_1}{E_1 + E_2}.
\]

Now, \(E_1/(E_1 + E_2)\) has a uniform distribution:

**Exercise 6.3** (Uniform random variable in terms of exponentials). Let \(E_1, E_2\) be
two independent standard exponential random variables. Prove that \(E_1/(E_1 + E_2)\) has a
standard uniform distribution.

\[\square\]

**Exercise 6.4** (Starting from multiple vertices (cont.)). Suppose that we start our
competition process from \(r_1\) vertices of type 1 and \(r_2\) vertices of type 2. Show that

\[(6.1.7) \quad \frac{M_n^{(1)}}{n} \overset{d}{\to} \frac{E_1^{(1)} + \cdots + E_{r_1}^{(1)}}{E_1^{(1)} + \cdots + E_{r_1}^{(1)} + E_1^{(2)} + \cdots + E_{r_2}^{(2)}},
\]

where all exponential random variables are independent. This gives an alternative de-
scription of the random variable appearing in Exercise 6.1.

**Unequal speeds.** We next investigate what happens when the speeds are different.
Assume that the rate at which type 1 occupies its neighbors is \(\lambda\), while that of type
2 is 1. Our investigation will be at the heuristic level, there is no literature on this
problem yet. We grow the smallest-weight graph of type 1 to size \(\varepsilon_n n\), where \(\varepsilon_n = o(1)\)
is some sequence to be chosen later on. Throughout the argument, we will frequently
use the analysis of Section 3.2, where it was shown that the number of vertices found by
first-passage percolation starting from a vertex \(v\) in time \(nt\) is close to

\[(6.1.8) \quad E_v e^t,
\]

recall in particular (3.2.6), as well as the relation to Yule processes in Section 3.4.1.

Using (6.1.8) and recalling that the occupation process from of type 1 runs at rate
\(\lambda > 1\) rather than 1, we obtain that the time it takes the smallest-weight graph of type 1
to grow to size \(\varepsilon_n n T_n^{(1)}\) is such that

\[(6.1.9) \quad n [T_n^{(1)} - (1/\lambda) \log(\varepsilon_n n)] \overset{d}{\to} \log(1/E_1).
\]

At this moment, type 2 has only occupied \(M_n^{(2)}\) vertices, where \(M_n^{(2)} e^{-T_n^{(1)}} \overset{d}{\to} E_2\). We
conclude that

\[(6.1.10) \quad M_n^{(2)} \approx E_2 e^{-T_n^{(1)}} \approx (\varepsilon_n n)^{1/\lambda} \frac{E_2}{E_1^{1/\lambda}}.
\]

You are asked to make these statements precise in the following exercise:

**Exercise 6.5** (Initial number of vertices occupied by losing type). Make the conver-
gence statement in (6.1.10) precise as a limit in distribution.
We arrive at the statement that each of the two types has occupied a certain number of vertices. Type 1, the winner, is in the lead and has already occupied \( \varepsilon_n n \) vertices, while type 2, the loser, is stuck at a number of occupied vertices equal to \( M_2^{(n)} \). Denote by \( N_2^{(n)} \) the total number of vertices occupied by the losing type 2. We aim to do a conditional second moment method on \( N_2^{(n)} \), conditionally on \( \mathcal{F}_{T_n^{(1)}} \), the \( \sigma \)-algebra of all that has happened up to time \( T_n^{(1)} \). Then, we have that

\[
(6.1.11) \quad N_2^{(n)} = M_2^{(n)} + \sum_{v \in [n] \setminus [M_2^{(n)} + \varepsilon_n n]} \mathbb{1}_{\{v \text{ type 2}\}},
\]

where, for simplicity, we label all the vertices occupied by types 1 and 2 combined by \([M_2^{(n)} + \varepsilon_n n]\). We aim to show that

\[
(6.1.12) \quad \frac{N_2^{(n)}}{n^{1/\lambda}} \xrightarrow{p} \Gamma(1 + 1/\lambda)\Gamma(1 - 1/\lambda) \frac{E_2}{E_1^{1/\lambda}}.
\]

Here we note that the constant \( \Gamma(1 + 1/\lambda)\Gamma(1 - 1/\lambda) \) is finite precisely when \( \lambda > 1 \), which is encouraging. We will only consider the conditional first moment of \( N_2^{(n)} \), the variance being similar. Fix \( v \in [n] \setminus [M_2^{(n)} + \varepsilon_n n] \). We know that \( M_2^{(n)} n^{-1/\lambda} \xrightarrow{p} 0 \) by Exercise 6.5, so we can ignore this contribution. Thus,

\[
(6.1.13) \quad n^{-1/\lambda} \mathbb{E}[N_2^{(n)} \mid \mathcal{F}_{T_n^{(1)}}] = n^{-1/\lambda} \mathbb{P}(v \text{ type 2} \mid \mathcal{F}_{T_n^{(1)}}) + o(n).
\]

To investigate the arising probability, we let the occupation processes of types 1 and 2 evolve independently starting from vertex \( v \). We first only consider the occupation process of type 1 from vertex \( v \), until the moment that a first vertex occupied by type 1 is found. The size of the tree at that time is then roughly \( n/(n\varepsilon_n) = 1/\varepsilon_n \), since each time a new vertex is occupied, with probability \( \varepsilon_n \) is will be one of the \( n \varepsilon_n \) first vertices. More precisely, the size is close to a Geometric random variable with success probability \( \varepsilon_n \), so that the size \( I_n^{(v)} \) satisfies that \( \varepsilon_n I_n^{(v)} \xrightarrow{d} E_v^{(1,1)} \). The time it takes for this to happen is thus close to

\[
(6.1.14) \quad T_n^{(v)} \approx \frac{1}{n\lambda} \left[ \log(E_v^{(1,1)}/\varepsilon_n) + \log(1/E_v^{(1,2)}) \right].
\]

At this moment, the number of vertices occupied by type 2 is approximately

\[
(6.1.15) \quad K_2^{(n)} = E_v^{(2)} e^{T_n^{(v)}} \approx E_v^{(2)} \left( \frac{E_v^{(1,1)}}{E_v^{(1,2)}} \right)^{\varepsilon_n^{-1/\lambda}} \varepsilon_n^{1/\lambda}.
\]

Now, for type 2 to occupy vertex \( v \), the backwards flow from vertex \( v \) of the type 2 occupation process must reach one of the initial type 2 vertices before the backwards flow from vertex \( v \) of the type 1 occupation process reaches one of the initial type 1 vertices. Informally, this means that one of the \( K_2^{(n)} \) vertices must be occupied by type 2. This has probability

\[
(6.1.16) \quad K_2^{(n)} \frac{M_2^{(n)}}{n} \approx E_v^{(2)} \left( \frac{E_v^{(1,1)}}{E_v^{(1,2)}} \right)^{1/\lambda} \varepsilon_n^{-1/\lambda} \varepsilon_n^{1/\lambda} = E_2 E_1^{1/\lambda} \varepsilon_n n^{-1/\lambda} E_v^{(2)} \left( \frac{E_v^{(1,1)}}{E_v^{(1,2)}} \right)^{1/\lambda}.
\]
This suggests that

\[
\mathbb{P}(v \text{ type 2} \mid \mathcal{F}_{n^{(1)}}) \approx \frac{E_2}{E_1^{1/\lambda}} n^{1-1/\lambda} \mathbb{E}\left[ \left( \frac{E_{v(1,1)}}{E_{v(1,2)}} \right)^{1/\lambda} \right]
\]

\[
= \Gamma(1 + 1/\lambda) \Gamma(1 - 1/\lambda) \frac{E_2}{E_1^{1/\lambda}},
\]

(6.1.17)

Of course, the above analysis is far from a proof. There are several missing steps. First of all, we have only looked at the conditional expectation of \( N_2^{(n)} \) given \( \mathcal{F}_{n^{(1)}} \), rather than also treating the conditional variance, so as to show that conditionally on \( \mathcal{F}_{n^{(1)}} \), the random variable \( N_2^{(n)} / n \) converges in probability. Further, we have considered the occupation processes as being independent, which they of course clearly are not. In fact, we can run the processes independently from two vertices, but then we should process the competitive nature of the processes correctly, by killing occupied vertices (and all their offspring!) upon realizing that they have been occupied by the other type first. In the unequal speed context, however, this should not make much of a difference, as the competition process of type 1 moves much faster than that of type 2. It would be of interest to make the above argument precise.

Yet, it is pretty illustrative.

6.1.2. Competition on random regular graphs. Here we discuss \([20]\).

6.1.3. Competition on scale-free configuration models. In the case where the configuration model has infinite-variance degrees, first-passage percolation has several universality classes (recall Section 3.6), corresponding to the explosive and conservative settings, respectively. Thus, one would also expect competition on such graphs to have rather different possible behavior. In this section, we discuss the available results in this setting. We first discuss the setting of \textit{exponential} edge-weights, which corresponds to the explosive setting, and after this discuss \textit{deterministic} edge-weights, which corresponds to a conservative setting. Our results show when co-existence can occur, as well as how many vertices are found by the losing type in the winner-takes-all scenarios. We also speculate whether co-existence holds in more general settings.

\textbf{Competition on scale-free configuration models with exponential edge-weights.} Here we discuss competition on scale-free configuration models with exponential edge-weights. Recall Theorem 3.31, where it was shown that the weight of the smallest weight path between two uniformly chosen individuals converges to the explosion time of two independent Bellman-Harris branching processes. Here we discuss the work with Deijfen [90] that investigates the competition problem. Again, we take \( Y_{e(1)} \sim \text{Exp}(\lambda) \) and \( Y_{e(2)} \sim \text{Exp}(1) \), where \( \lambda \geq 1 \) denotes the advantage of type 1 compared to type 2. The main result is as follows:

\textbf{Theorem 6.2 (The winner takes it all).} Fix \( \lambda \geq 1 \). Assume that there exist \( \tau \in (2,3) \) and \( c_D \in (0,\infty) \) such that

\[
[1 - F_D](x) = c_D x^{-(\tau-1)}(1 + o(1)).
\]

(6.1.18)
(a) The fraction $\bar{N}_1(n)$ of type 1 infected vertices converges in distribution to the indicator variable $1_{\{Q_1<\lambda Q_2\}}$ as $n \to \infty$, where $Q_1$ and $Q_2$ are the explosion times in Theorem 3.31.

(b) The total number $N_{\text{los}}(n)$ of vertices occupied by the losing type converges in distribution to a proper discrete random variable $N_{\text{los}}$.

There are two surprises in Theorem 6.2. The first surprise is that both types have a positive probability of winning the largest part of the graph. Indeed, since $Q_1, Q_2$ has support on $(0, \infty)$, this is an easy exercise:

**Exercise 6.6 (Both types can win).** Show that $\mathbb{P}(Q_1 < \lambda Q_2) \in (0, 1)$ for every $\lambda \in (0, \infty)$, so that each of the two types can win.

This can be understood as follows. Due to the scale-free nature of $\text{CM}_n(D)$ when $\tau \in (2, 3)$, the hubs are the most relevant: the type that gets there first wins almost the entire market. Since each of the types explodes in finite time, each can explode first and thus also reach the hubs first. This explains the ‘both-can-win’ principle in Theorem 6.2.

The second surprise is that the other type wins so little, it really is an unfair world! In fact, the limiting random variable $N_{\text{los}}$ in part (b) has an explicit characterization involving the (almost surely finite) extinction time of a certain Markov process, but it is quite involved indeed. We explain its shape in some more detail below. The proof reveals that the limiting number of vertices that is captured by the losing type is equal to 1 with strictly positive probability, which is the smallest possible value. Thus, the ABBA lyrics

‘The winner takes it all. The loser’s standing small...’

could not be more appropriate.

Let us first give a short heuristic explanation. Whp, the initially infected vertex 1 and vertex 2 will not be located very close to each other in the graph and hence the infection types will initially evolve without interfering with each other. This means that the initial stages of the spread of each one of the infections can be approximated by a continuous-time branching process, which has infinite mean when the degree distribution has infinite variance (because of size biasing). These two processes will both explode in finite time, and the type that explodes first is random and asymptotically equal to 1 precisely when $Q_1 < \lambda Q_2$. Theorem 6.2 follows from the fact that the type with the smallest explosion time will get a lead that is impossible to catch up with for the other type. More specifically, the type that explodes first will whp occupy all vertices of high degree – often referred to as hubs – in the graph shortly after the time of explosion, while the other type occupies only a finite number of vertices. From the hubs the exploding type will then rapidly invade the rest of the graph before the other type makes any substantial progress at all.

We next give some more details of the proof. Let $a_n$ be some sequence that tends to infinity sufficiently fast, we take $a_n = n^{(\tau-2)/(\tau-1)}$ as this is the time at which the largest hub is typically found. Let $R_m$ denote the time at which both types together reach $m$ vertices for the first time. Define $T_{R_m}^{(1,2)}$ to be the time at which this happens. You should have in mind that $T_{R_m}^{(1,2)} \approx \min\{\mu Q_1, Q_2\}$, where $\mu = 1/\lambda$, i.e., the time at which the first type explodes. At this moment, the other type has not yet exploded, and thus has
only seen finitely many vertices. Let us define some of the necessary notation. We write \( \mathcal{L}_n \in \{1, 2\} \) for the losing type and \( \mathcal{W}_n \in \{1, 2\} \) for the winning type, and \( \mu^{(w)} \) and \( \mu^{(l)} \) are the mean edge traversal times of the winning and losing types, respectively. Thus, \( (\mu^{(w)}, \mu^{(l)}) = (\mu, 1) \) when type 1 wins, and \( (\mu^{(w)}, \mu^{(l)}) = (1, \mu) \) otherwise.

The fact that the losing type has only occupied finitely many vertices is formalized in the next lemma:

**Lemma 6.3 (Status at explosion time).** Let \( N_{\mathcal{L}_n}^* = \max\{m : T^{(\mathcal{L}_n)}_{R_n} \leq T^{(1,2)}_{R_n}\} \). Then, as \( n \to \infty \),

\[
(T^{(1,2)}_{R_n}, N_{\mathcal{L}_n}^*) \overset{d}{\to} (Q^{(w)}, N_{\text{los}}^*),
\]

where

\[
N_{\text{los}}^* \overset{d}{=} \max\{m : \mu^{(l)} \sum_{j=1}^m E_j^{(l)} / S_j^{(l)} \leq Q^{(w)}\}.
\]

After the approximate explosion at time \( T^{(1,2)}_{R_n} \), the losing type thus has seen a finite number of vertices. This means that it will find the next vertex after a positive time. However, the winning vertex has already exploded, and will thus invade the rest of the graph extremely fast. Indeed, at time \( T^{(1,2)}_{R_n} + \varepsilon \), the winning type will have conquered a positive proportion of the vertices in the graph, and the vertices with higher degree are more likely to have been found by the winning type. Formalizing this statement requires some more notation, as we need to keep track of the number of remaining vertices of each degree, as well as the total number of ‘free’ half-edges that remain.

Write \( \tilde{N}^{(t,k)}_{\mathcal{W}_n} \) for the fraction of vertices that have degree \( k \) and that have been captured by type \( \mathcal{W}_n \) at time \( T^{(1,2)}_{R_n} + t \), that is,

\[
\tilde{N}^{(t,k)}_{\mathcal{W}_n} = \#\{v : d_v = k \text{ and } v \text{ is infected by type } \mathcal{W}_n \text{ at time } T^{(1,2)}_{R_n} + t\} / n.
\]

We further define \( Q(k) \) to be the explosion time of a continuous time branching process started from \( k \) individuals, so that \( Q_t \overset{d}{=} Q(D) \). More precisely,

\[
Q(k) = \sum_{j=0}^{\infty} E_j / S_j(k), \quad \text{where} \quad S_j(k) = k + \sum_{i=1}^j (\Delta_i - 1),
\]

Then, the dynamics of the winning vertex after time the explosion time \( T^{(1,2)}_{R_n} \) is given by the following proposition:

**Proposition 6.4 (Fraction of fixed degree winning type vertices and edges at fixed time).** As \( n \to \infty \),

\[
\tilde{N}^{(t,k)}_{\mathcal{W}_n} \overset{p}{\to} \mathbb{P}(\mu^{(w)} Q(k) \leq t) \mathbb{P}(D = k).
\]

**Exercise 6.7 (Epidemic curve).** Perform first-passage percolation from a single vertex. Let \( T_{a_n} \) denote the time at which \( a_n \) vertices have been occupied. Let \( \tilde{N}_n(t) \) denote the proportion of vertices occupied at time \( T_{a_n}(t) = T_{a_n} + t \). The function \( \tilde{N}(t) \) is sometimes called the epidemic curve. Use Proposition 6.4 to show that, for every \( t > 0 \) (and thus uniformly in \( t > 0 \)),

\[
\tilde{N}_n(t) \overset{p}{\to} \mathbb{P}(Q \leq t).
\]
We have already argued that the losing type has only occupied finitely many vertices at time $T_{\text{Ran}}^{(1,2)}$. We now argue that it only finds a finite number after time $T_{\text{Ran}}^{(1,2)}$ as well. By Proposition 6.4, the winning type find more and more vertices. In particular, it is more likely to find vertices of high degree, since $Q(k)$ becomes quite small when $k \to \infty$, as can be concluded from the following exercise:

**Exercise 6.8 (Explosion occurs more quickly from high-degree vertices).** Show that $Q(k) = \min_{i=1}^k Q_i(1)$, where $(Q_i(1))_{i \in [k]}$ are i.i.d. copies of $Q(1)$. Conclude that $Q(k) \xrightarrow{\mathbb{P}} 0$ as $k \to \infty$.

By Exercise 6.8, it can be concluded that at any time $t > 0$, the degree distribution of the remaining vertices has very thin tails. In particular, the exploration of the losing type has only vertices with small degrees at its exposal, so that it becomes Malthusian. As a result, it grows at most exponentially, rather than being explosive. Thus, it will find finitely many vertices at any time. Further, the occupation process of the winning type is progressive, so less and less ground is left for the losing type. This results in the property that it finds only finitely many vertices. The precise distribution of $N_{\text{los}}$ is derived in [90], and it is quite involved, as it needs tracking precisely how the losing type occupies territory while being pushed back by the winning type. We omit further details.

**Competition on scale-free configuration models with deterministic edge-weights.** Here we discuss the results on competition on configuration models with infinite-variance degrees and deterministic edge-weights, as proved with Baroni and Komjáthy for unequal speeds in [27] and with Komjáthy for equal speeds in [169]. We start with unequal speeds, where the results are arguably the least surprising. We will again assume that there exist constants $c_D, C_D$ and $\tau \in (2, 3)$ such that

\[(6.1.24) \quad \frac{c_D}{x^{\tau-1}} \leq [1 - F_D](x) = \mathbb{P}(D > x) \leq \frac{C_D}{x^{\tau-1}}.\]

Let us introduce some notation. Let $Z_k^{(1)}, Z_k^{(2)}$ denote the number of individuals in the $k$th generation of two independent copies of a Galton-Watson process described as follows: the size of the first generation has distribution $F$ satisfying (6.1.24), and all the further generations have offspring distribution $F^\star$. Then, for a fixed but small $\rho > 0$ let us define

\[(6.1.25) \quad Y_1^{(n)} := (\tau - 2)^{t(n^\rho)} \log(Z_k^{(1)}(t(n^\rho))), \quad Y_2^{(n)} := (\tau - 2)^{t(n^\rho)/\lambda} \log(Z_k^{(2)}(t(n^\rho)/\lambda)),\]

where $t(n^\rho) = \inf_k \{Z_k^{(r)} \geq n^\rho\}$. Let us further introduce

\[(6.1.26) \quad Y_1 := \lim_{k \to \infty} (\tau - 2)^k \log(Z_k^{(1)}), \quad Y_2 := \lim_{k \to \infty} (\tau - 2)^k \log(Z_k^{(2)}).\]

We see that $(Y_1^{(n)}, Y_2^{(n)}) \xrightarrow{\mathbb{D}} (Y_1, Y_2)$ from (6.1.26) as $n \to \infty$. In terms of this notation, we have the following scaling behavior:

**Theorem 6.5 (Winner-takes-it all phenomenon for unequal speeds).** Fix $\lambda > 1$. Then,

\[(6.1.27) \quad \frac{N_1^{(n)}}{n} \xrightarrow{\mathbb{P}} 1.\]

Further, there exists $H_n(Y_1^{(n)}, Y_2^{(n)})$ such that, as $n \to \infty$,

\[(6.1.28) \quad \frac{\log N_2^{(n)}}{(\log n)^{\lambda+1} H_n(Y_1^{(n)}, Y_2^{(n)})} \xrightarrow{\mathbb{D}} \left(\frac{Y_2}{Y_1}\right)^{\frac{1}{\lambda+1}}.\]
Here $H_n(Y_1^{(n)}, Y_2^{(n)})$ is a deterministic, oscillating (non-convergent) function of $\tau, \lambda, n, Y_1^{(n)}, Y_2^{(n)}$ that is uniformly bounded from above and below by finite and positive constants.

Thus, we see that, as expected, the faster species wins. Since it takes each of the species time of the order $\log \log n$ to reach a large part of the graph, the type that has a higher speed has an enormous advantage. This means that the faster species will get to the hub first, and then starts invading all the vertices of high degrees. At a certain moment, the two species will meet and that describes the scaling for the losing type in (6.1.28). We will give some more precise intuition for these results below, after also treating the case with equal speeds.

We next study the setting of equal speeds. When the types have equal speeds, again the type that reaches the highest-degree vertices first will have an enormous competitive advantage. Depending on the values of $Y_1, Y_2$, we can decide who will get there first, but it is possible that both types get there roughly at the same time. Then, the situation is rather delicate, and we need to analyse what happens at the moment that both types try to conquer the highest-degree vertices extremely precisely. Here, we have to make an additional assumption on the precise distribution of the limiting variables $Y_1, Y_2$, as their precise distributional properties are highly relevant. The following assumption requires these random variables to have an absolutely continuous density on some interval with zero on its boundary:

**Assumption 6.6 (Absolute continuity branching process limit in infinite mean case).** Consider $Z_k$, the size of generation $k$ in a branching process with offspring distribution $F^*$, and let $Y := \lim_{k \to \infty} (\tau - 2)^k \log Z_k$. We assume that the distribution function of $Y$ is strictly increasing and absolutely continuous on some interval $(0, K)$, $K \in \mathbb{R}^+ \cup \{\infty\}$.

When studying random graphs, one often arrives at settings where the branching process theory is not entirely developed, and this is an example. There is some literature on this problem though, particularly by Seneta [237, 238], who gives necessary conditions for $Y$ to have a density.

**Theorem 6.7 (Possible coexistence for equal speeds).** Consider the fixed speed competition on the configuration model started from two uniformly chosen vertices $U_1, U_2$ with independent tie-breaking rule with probability $p_{\text{tie}} \in (0, 1)$. The following results hold:

1. Let $U_1, U_2$ be such that $Y_{\min}^{(n)} / Y_{\max}^{(n)} \leq \tau - 2$. Then,

\[
\frac{N_{\text{win}}^{(n)}}{n} \xrightarrow{p} 1,
\]

while and $N_{\text{lose}}^{(n)} = nH_n(Y_{\max}^{(n)}, Y_{\min}^{(n)})(1+o(1))$ where $H_n(x, y) \in (0, 1)$ a function sequence that does not converge pointwise.

2. Let $U_1, U_2$ be such that $Y_{\min}^{(n)} / Y_{\max}^{(n)} > \tau - 2$. Under Assumption 6.6, there exists a monotone increasing function $q_{\text{tie}}: (\tau - 2, 1] \to [0, 1/2]$, with $\lim_{x \uparrow \tau - 2} q_{\text{tie}}(x) = 0$ such that $\mathbb{P}_Y$-whp

\[
q_{\text{tie}}(Y_{\min}^{(n)} / Y_{\max}^{(n)}) < \frac{N_{\text{win}}^{(n)}}{n} < 1 - q_{\text{tie}}(Y_{\min}^{(n)} / Y_{\max}^{(n)}),
\]
i.e., there is co-existence. The function $q_{\text{tie}}$ depends on the tie-breaking parameter $p_{\text{tie}} \in (0, 1)$.

The asymptotic probability of co-existence converges to $p_{\text{co}} = \mathbb{P}(Y_{\text{min}}/Y_{\text{max}} > \tau - 2)$.

A bootstrap-like coloring game. The way to establish the coexistence in Theorems 6.7 is to consider a third vertex $w$ chosen uniformly in $[n] \setminus Z_{t(n') \cup Z_{t(n'')}}$ and investigate the probability that this vertex is colored red and blue, respectively. As is the recurring theme in this text, the local neighborhood of such a vertex is well-approximated by a unimodular Galton-Watson tree, where the first generation has distribution $F$ and the offspring in every consecutive generations is from $F^*$. The tree-approximation is only valid up to the moment that the total size of the tree is not too large or equivalently, the maximal degree in the tree does not exceed some value $Q = Q_n$. It is thus a stopped tree in the sense that its growth is stopped at the generation - say generation $\kappa$ - where this condition is violated first. The problem that one needs to resolve is to understand how the two colors enter this random tree from its leaves and how they spread towards the root $w$.

From an analysis regarding how the types occupy the core of the graph (the high-degree vertices), it turns out that precisely when $Y_{\text{min}}/Y_{\text{max}} > \tau - 2$, the two colors reach the last generation $\Delta B_\kappa(w)$ of the tree simultaneously. At that moment, one of the types, which we will call the winner type, reaches many more vertices in $\Delta B_\kappa(w)$, namely, all vertices with degree larger than $Q$, while the losing type reaches all vertices with degree larger than $Q^\gamma$ for some $\gamma > 1$. Thus, at that moment, among vertices in $\Delta B_\kappa(w)$, with degree at least $Q^\gamma$, the tie-breaking rule applies and each vertex is receives type 1 and 2 independently with probability $p_{\text{tie}}$ and $1 - p_{\text{tie}}$, respectively. On the other hand, the vertices with degree in the interval $[Q, Q^\gamma)$ are occupied by the winning type. The rest of the vertices in $\Delta B_\kappa(w)$ is not yet assigned a type.

From this point on a race towards the root between the vertices of the different types starts, and the root $w$ is receives its final type $\kappa$ time steps later. The tie-breaking rule governs the coloring of the types towards the root: when a vertex in $\Delta B_i(w)$ has at least one child of each types in $\Delta B_{i+1}(w)$, then its type is decided by an i.i.d. coin flip. The question that then arises is as follows: What is the probability that the root receives the loser/winner type, respectively, in this coloring scheme? Its answer provides the asymptotic proportion of vertices the loser/winner type occupies, respectively.

We find this problem interesting in its own right. It resembles bootstrap percolation (as discussed in Section 6.3), which explains the name of this paragraph. Here we make the above heuristics more formal and define the problem on Galton-Watson trees. By renaming the types if necessary, we assume that in the colouring scheme below the winning type is 1 and the losing type is 2.

Let us consider a unimodular Galton-Watson BP with root offspring distribution $D$. We write $D_x^i$ for the degree of vertex $x$ in this BP. Denote the set of vertices in generation $i$ by $Z_i$. Fix $Q \geq 1$ and define the stopping time $\kappa = \kappa(Q)$ as

$$(6.1.31) \quad \kappa := \inf\{j : \max_{x \in Z_j} D_x^\kappa \geq Q\}.$$  

We fix $\gamma \in (1, 1/(\tau - 2))$, $p \in (0, 1)$ and partially decide the types of the vertices in $Z_{\kappa}$ depending on their number of offspring (in generation $\kappa + 1$), independently of each other as follows.
Starting Rule: a vertex $x \in Z_{\kappa}$ gets colour
(i) red when $D_x^* \in [Q, Q^\gamma)$,
(ii) blue with probability $p$, red with prob. $1 - p$, when $D_x^* \geq Q^\gamma$,
(iii) neutral when $D_x^* < Q$.

Bootstrap rule: If a vertex $x \in Z_i$ has children in $Z_{i+1}$ that
(i) are all neutral, then vertex $x$ gets colour neutral,
(ii) are all either neutral or red, then it gets colour red,
(iii) are all either neutral or blue, then it gets colour blue,
(iv) have both colours red and blue, then it gets colour blue with probability $p$, otherwise red.

Note that the definition of $\kappa$ ensures that there is at least one coloured vertex in $Z_{\kappa}$. Thus, the root of the BP will eventually be painted either red or blue.

**Proposition 6.8 (The branching process coloring game).** Fix $\gamma \in [1, 1/(\tau - 2))$, $p \in (0, 1)$ and consider the colouring scheme of a unimodular BP with root offspring distribution $D$. Assume further that Assumption 6.6 holds for $F_D$. Then there exist constants $0 < c_{p,\gamma} \leq C_{p,\gamma} < 1$ such that

$$
\begin{align*}
&c_{p,\gamma} \leq \liminf_{Q \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(\text{root is occupied by 2}) \leq \limsup_{Q \to \infty} \mathbb{P}(\text{root is occupied by 2}) \leq C_{p,\gamma}.
\end{align*}
$$

Note that Proposition 6.8 is non-trivial since the proportion of blue vertices among all coloured vertices in the last generation tends to zero as $Q \to \infty$, and further, the generation where the process is stopped also tends to infinity as $Q \to \infty$. As a result of these two effects, a smaller and smaller proportion of blue vertices have to ‘make their way’ down to the root that is further and further away. Heuristically speaking, the rule that a vertex flips a coin that does not depend on the number of its red and blue children saves the blue colour: this effect ‘exaggerates’ the proportion of blue vertices as the generation number decreases towards the root.

To gain a more precise result on the proportion of vertices in the graph in Theorem 6.7, one has to improve upon the estimate for probability that the root is painted blue in this colouring scheme. In particular, the dependence of $\mathbb{P}(\text{root is blue})$ on the parameter $\gamma$ directly translates to the dependence of $N^{(\alpha)}_{\text{los}}/n$ on the ratio $q = Y_{\min}/Y_{\max} \in (\tau - 2, 1)$. A more precise result on $\mathbb{P}(\text{root is occupied by type 2})$ can only be achieved by knowing more about the distribution function of the limiting variable $Y = \lim_{k \to \infty} (\tau - 2)^k \log Z_k$.

### 6.1.4. Competition on preferential attachment models. [21]
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Course Outline

Saint Flour Summer School in Probability

The summer school course will follow the following schedule:

**Lecture 1: Random graphs as models for real-world networks:** In this lecture, we present an overview to real-world networks and random graph models for them, as described in Chapter 1. We discuss real-world networks in Section 1.1 and random graph models for them in Section 1.2. We then continue to define some of the most highly studied random graph models in Section 1.3, the Erdős-Rényi random graph, inhomogeneous random graphs, the configuration model and preferential attachment models. We focus on their degree structure here, that determines the inhomogeneity in these models. After this, we formulate the main aim of this lecture series, stochastic processes on random graphs as models for network functionality, in Section 1.5.

**Recommended exercises:** Exercises 1.1, 1.2, 1.7, 1.8, 1.10, 1.11.

**Lecture 2: Topology of random graphs:** In this lecture based on Chapter 2, we discuss properties of random graphs that we will rely on in what follows. We show that these random graph models all are *locally tree-like*, which is an extremely useful property. Rank-1 inhomogeneous random graphs and configuration models even locally weakly converge to *homogeneous* branching processes. We continue to discuss connectivity of random graphs as well as their graph distances. We state when there is a giant component, as well as the connectivity transition.

**Recommended exercises:** Exercises 2.1, 2.2, 2.7, 2.12, 2.34.

**Lecture 3: Rumor spread on random graphs with finite-variance degrees:** We treat first-passage percolation, which is a highly simplified model for the rumor spread on random graphs, as discussed in Chapter 3. We discuss the motivation for first-passage percolation in Section 3.1. In this lecture, we then focus on the finite-variance setting of the configuration model, in which the variance of the degree distribution remains uniformly bounded. We briefly describe continuous-time branching processes (continuous-time branching process) in Section 3.4. continuous-time branching processes are the key tool in this chapter. We then come to the key result in this chapter, which is Theorem 3.21 in Section 3.5. This result shows that first-passage percolation on configuration models with finite-variance degrees has a large amount of universality in terms of weighted graph distances between uniform vertices as well as the number of edges in the smallest-weight path.

**Recommended exercises:** Read through Section 3.2 on first-passage percolation on the complete graph as inspiration, and make some of the exercises. Exercises 3.18, 3.19, 3.20.

**Lecture 4: Rumor spread on scale-free random graphs:** Here we take some time to complete the discussion of Theorem 3.21. After this, we continue with random graph settings where the degree distribution has infinite variance. Theorem 3.28 shows that the continuous-time branching process approximation of
first-passage percolation on the graph can then explode in finite time. Theorem 3.30 gives a precise condition for explosion to occur. In the explosive setting, we show that the graph distance between two uniformly chosen vertices remains tight, and converges in distribution to the sum of two i.i.d. copies of the explosion time of the corresponding continuous-time branching process in Theorem 3.31, as discussed in Section 3.6. In the conservative setting, we show that the weight-distance between two uniform vertices tends to infinity in probability instead. We study one conservative example, where all the edge weights exceed 1, in more detail in Theorem 3.33.

**Recommended exercises:** Exercises 3.24, 3.28, 3.29, 3.31, 3.37.

**Lecture 5: Percolation on random graphs: Critical value:** We discuss the motivation of percolation on finite graphs in Section 4.1. We then continue with percolation on the configuration model in Section 4.3, using Janson’s construction. We identify the asymptotic critical percolation threshold in Theorem 4.5. We make a brief start with Section 4.4.

**Recommended exercises:** Exercises 4.1. Read through Section 4.2 and make some of the exercises. Exercises 4.11.

**Lecture 6: Percolation on random graphs: Scaling limits:** We discuss scaling limits of the cluster sizes in critical percolation on configuration models. We start by discussing the case of finite third-moment degrees in Theorem 4.9, where the scaling limit (apart from rescaling factors) is the same as for the Erdős-Rényi random graph. We give a very brief sketch of the proof by discussing the exploration process of clusters as well as its scaling limit, which in fact is close to proving the scaling limit result of the cluster sizes. We continue in Section 4.5 by showing that for heavy-tailed degrees with finite second moment, but infinite third moments, the scaling limit is quite different (see Theorem 4.33). Again we sketch the proof, by discussing the exploration process of clusters as well as its scaling limit in Theorem 4.35.

**Recommended exercises:** Exercises 4.30, 4.31, 4.32, 4.33.

**Lecture 7: Ising models on random graphs:** We discuss the motivation of Ising models, as well as its definition on general (finite) graphs in Section 5.1. We then focus on the existence of thermodynamic limits for the Ising model on the configuration model in Section 5.3, when the graph size tends to infinity. We derive the thermodynamic limit of the pressure in Theorem 5.9, as well as those of the magnetization, internal energy and susceptibility in Theorem 5.10. We present part of the proof of Theorem 5.9, focussing on the uniqueness of the solution on the branching process tree in Proposition 5.13, and a local weak convergence argument to lift this to the random graph. The thermodynamic limit has a phase transition, and we describe the critical point in Theorem 5.21 in Section 5.4. Further, we discuss the critical exponents corresponding with it in Theorem 5.24 in Section 5.5 without going into proofs.

**Recommended exercises:** Read through the Ising model on the complete graph or Curie-Weiss model in Section 5.2, and try out some of the exercises there. Exercises 5.19, 5.21, 5.23, 5.28.
Lecture 8: Competition on random graphs: This lecture focuses on competition on random graphs as discussed in Section 6.1. We focus on Sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3.

Recommended exercises: Exercises 6.6, 6.7, 6.8.